
Heritage Canada has provided, on line, jpg images of the daily reports (RCAF Form R.65) from
the training schools of the BCATP.
Volunteers of the CATPM are downloading these images, converting them to text using an
optical character reader, proof reading them and providing a searchable PDF to those interested.
The internet link, the image number and the translation follows in date order.
Typographical errors in the original images have NOT been corrected.

Should the reader have any questions about the content, please follow the LINK and IMAGE
number provided and sort it out for yourself.

http://heritage.canadiana.ca/search?q0.0=C-12348  
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NO. 12 S.F.T.S., BRANDON, MANITOBA

1. Daily Diaries - 1 April / 41 to 31 Aug. 42.
These include: -
(a) Photos of Visit of the Prime Minister,
The Rt. Hon. W.L. Mackenzie King on 9 July /41.
Photos of official opening of School on 19 July /41.
Photos of visit of A.C. H.R.H. The Duke of Kent on 16 Aug. /41..
Photos of visit of His Excellency The Governor General, The Earl of Athlone, on 26 Aug./41.
Photos of Wings Parade, crashes, funerals and miscellaneous station activities.
(b) Programme for official opening of School.
(c ) Newspaper clipping re activities of School.
(d) Instruction re use of Oberon Relief Aerodrome dated 1 July /41.
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April 1/41. Personnel Strength
           
Staff 
Officers                  R.C.A.F.                                 2 on Temporary Duty.
Airmen                   R.C.A.F.                                 3 on Temporary Duty.
Due to the fact that the school was in the process of construction, no training in process. 
45 Air Trainees on loan from No. 2 Manning Depot employed on Security Guard duties.

April 2/41. Normal routine.

http://heritage.canadiana.ca/search?q0.0=C-12348


April 3/41. One Equipment Officer reported on temporary duty from No. 7 Equipment Depot,
Winnipeg, together with 7 equipment assistants.

April 4/41. The Senior Equipment Officer reported from Western Air Command Headquarters,
Victoria.

April 5/41. Normal routine.
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April 6/41. Normal routine.

April 7/41. Senior Accountant Officer, Assistant Accountant Officer, together with 5 clerks
accountant and 1 motor mechanic,  reported on Temporary Duty.

April 8/41. Command Messing Officer, F/O F.E. Bastion, and F/O P.E. Richards, Equipment
Accountant, reported on temporary duty from No. 2 Training Command.

April 9/41. Normal routine. Roads impassable. Access to the station only by horse-drawn
vehicles or by walking in on spur railroad line.

April 10/41. Good Friday.   Same as previous day.   Normal routine carried on.   Passes were
granted sparingly to security guard personnel.

April 11/41. Same as previous day.   The S.F.T.S. Opening Party consisting of Wing Commander
J.G. Kerr, Flight Lieutenant M. Brown, Flight Lieutenant S.T. Broadbent and Flying Officer
A.W. Robinson reported from No. 11 S.F.T.S,, Yorkton.

April 12/41. Normal routine
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April 13/41. Easter Sunday. Normal routine. N.C.O.'s Mess temporarily opened and meals
prepared there for N.C.O.'s and men.

April 14/41. Wing Commander J.G. Kerr assumed duties as Acting Officer Commanding and
Opening Up Party commenced organization of station.

April 15/41. Normal routine.

April 16/41. Normal routine.

April 17/41. Normal routine.  Sufficiently dried up to allow vehicle access and movement about



station.

April 18/41. Normal routine.  First Daily Routine Orders issued.  Additional personnel of
Advance Party reported.
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April 19/41.  Normal routine.

April 20/41. Normal routine.

April 2l/4l. Normal routine.

April 22/41. Normal routine.   First aeroplane (Harvard No. 3771) arrived at station from No. 33
S.F.T.S., Carberry.

April 23/41. Normal routine.

April 24/41. Normal routine.

April 25/41. Normal routine.

April 26/41. Normal routine.   First crash tender arrived and put into immediate duty as
temporary fire engine.

April 27/41. Normal routine.  No morning parade.
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April 28/41. Normal routine. Twin-engine aeroplane (Cessna No.  7726) arrived at station.

April 29/41. Normal routine.   Flying Officer J.H. White, Carberry, made forced landing due to
engine trouble.  Aircraft was repaired and returned to Carberry.   Wing Commander Russell of
No. 3 S.F.T.S., Calgary, and party landed and left at approximately 1900 hours for Regina. 
Wing Commander Smith, C.O. of No. 2 Manning Depot and Flight Lieutenant A.R. Knight,
Adjutant of Manning Depot, visited station.

April 30/41. Normal routine. Cessna No. 7729 arrived at station. Temporary fire siren
 installed.

Personnel Strength 

      Staff

       Officers R.C.A.F.  21 on Temporary Duty. 



       Airmen R.C.A.F. 88 on Temporary Duty.
       
       Civilians   6

Aircraft Strength
          Serviceable                  Cranes, Cessna             2
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May 1/41. Personnel Strength 

                       Staff;
       Officers R.C.A.F,    20 on temporary duty.

                                                            R. A.F.         1 on temporary duty.
                                Airmen R.C.A.F.     88 on temporary duty.

                                Civilians                                   6

Aircraft Strength

           Serviceable    Cranes, Cessna                        2

With the station still in the process of  being opened up, the roads,  both into and around 
the station are the still not in a passable condition during wet weather.   Today, an elevating
grader has a started grading the road from the main highway, No.10, to the main gate, a distance
of about one-half mile. Due to the muddy conditions around the station huts and other buildings
are in very unuseable condition. The work remedying this is proceeding rapidly.   The Ground
Instruction School was opened on April 17th when Flying Officer G. Whitaker, Armament
Officer arrived. Work has proceeded in preparing this building for operation and several
necessary alterations have been made.
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May 2/41. Heavy rain during the night has held road work up and has made impassable the road
from the main highway to the main gate of the station.   Two Armament instructors arrived on
the station and a start was made on the preparation of Armament lectures (keys)  and plans. 

May 3/41. Another heavy rain during the night has made mud conditions around the station very
had.

May 4/41. Very hot day with a wind; rapidly drying up the mud.



May 5/41. Cool and showery. Airmen personnel are arriving on nearly every train now. Two
more Cessna aircraft arrived on the station today.   Chief Ground Instructor, Flying Officer J..A.
Sherrett and Navigation Instructor, Flying Officer R. Gordon arrived today.

May 6/41. Showery and cool all day,   Wing Commander R.C. Gordon, Commanding Officer of
the station, arrived today; also Flying Officer D.G.M, Joy, Senior Navigation Officer. The
nominal roll for the Ground Instruction School on this date was:

 Chief Ground Instructor------------- Flying Officer Sherrett
 Armament ----------------------------- Flying Officer Whitaker

                                                 Corporals ------------------------------ P..B. Estanrook
                                                                                                         T.J. Muir
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May 6/41. (Continued)               AC1-------------------------------------R.G. Hamm
                                                    LAC-------------------------------------F.W. Lavandier
  Navigation Nominal Roll:
                                     Flying Officer D.G.M. Joy 
                                     Flying Officer R. Gordon 
                                     Flying Officer H.G. Murray 
                                     Flying Officer J.K. Gibson
   Photographers:

                                      F/Sgt. Griffith 
                                         Cpl. Bolton
    
  W.E.M.'s:

                                       Cpl. D. A. Kalnitsky 
                                       AC1 McKenzie, E.M.

May 7/41. Cool and cloudy with high wind.   A sleet storm in the afternoon.   RAF Station, No. .
33 S.F.T.S.. Carberry, 28 miles to the east of Brandon, had their official opening of the 
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May 7/41. (Continued)   Officer's Mess. A number of officers from this station motored over for
the opening and report a very enjoyable evening.

May 8/41. Cool and cloudy. Several additional officer personnel arrived on the station.  Two
Cessna aircraft arrived today. Numerous alterations were made in the G.I.S. building; shelves
and cupboards were installed, and the course syllabus was completed and ready for final
revision.

May 9/41. A bright, clear day. Roads around the station are drying up well. No. 1 Squadron



Orderly room has set up at Control Tower under Officer Commanding S/L Gardner, and
Adjutant, Flying Officer Harley. The Security Guard were called out today to round up a
transient pig which was acting in a suspicious manner in the rear of the Airmen's Mess. They
performed their duty in an efficient manner. The first meal was served this evening in the
Officers' Mess. 
Part of the ante room was also made available with ping-pong table set up and several easy
chairs around the room.

May 10/41. A fine warm day, light clouds.  Station organization is improving each day with W/C
R.C. Gordon, Commanding Officer, getting installed, and Chief Flying Instructor, S/L E.
Moncrieff reporting for duty.
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May ll/41. No station activity until 1330 hours today. Fine warm, clear day. The Opening Party,
consisting of W/C Kerr, F/L Broadbent, F/L Brown, F/O Robinson, were given a little send-off
party in the Officers' Mess in the evening. A number of officers from No. 2 Manning Depot were
present and a very enjoyable social evening was had, and the party given a hearty send off to
Claresholm, Alberta, the next station to be opened up. The Chief Plying Instructor's office was
set up and forms and returns outlined. 

May 12/41.W/c R.C. Gordon, Commanding Officer of this station, assumed his duties as
Commanding Officer of this station today. Four Cessna aircraft arrived on the station. The
Squadron Orderly Room began operating today with personnel consisting of one Sergeant, on
loan from Station Headquarters, one AC.  2 civilian cleaners and three lady stenographers. A
fully equipped Barber shop was opened up in the small canteen today:   Haircuts - 25 c:  shaves -
15c. 
Two Link Trainers arrived on the station from Ganonoque. Link Trainer expert H. Donald of
Ganonoque to set up the Trainers.

May 13/41. Cool today with wind. Sergeants' Mess had their official opening and a very
enjoyable
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May 13/41 (Continued) evening was spent. Setting up of two Link Trainers completed today.

May 14/41.  Cool and cloudy with some rain. The Squadron staff was increased today by two girl
stenographers and work was started on the Pilots Order Book, and Flying Records. started. The
first meeting of the Officers' Mess was held at 1700 hours in the ante room of the Mess, P.M.C.
Nanton was in the chair. It was decided at this meeting to charge 20c per day for extra messing:
also a capital levy of $2.60 on each officer, was adopted. Discussion took place as to ways and
means of furnishing the Mess. The discussion was general, the Mess Committee being finally
empowered to go into the matter thoroughly and to report back at a later date.



May 15/41. Fairly heavy rain during the night; clearing off in the afternoon. The Commanding
Officer made a general inspection of the station during the afternoon. The grounds around the
station are now taking on an orderly appearance. Grass seeding has been expedited as well as the
planting of trees and shrubs at various points on the grounds.

May 16/41  Personnel Strength

 Officers:                          R.C.A.F. 41
                                         R.C.A.F.                   1 on Temporary duty.
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May 16/41. (Continued)   Personnel Strength 

                               Officers:
                                                R.A.F. 1
                               Airmen:
                                     R.C.A.F.                              399
                                                R.N.Z.A.F.                             36
                              Civilians:                                                  78

  Aircraft Strength:
              Serviceable      -        Cranes, Cessna                          15
                                                 Tiger Moths                                2
             Unserviceable   -          Cranes, Cessna                          1 

This is the actual opening date of this station and the first class of student pilots, consisting of 36
LAC's, arrived from New Zealand. This being the first student class on the station, their names
and addresses are attached herewith as appendix A,   Under the
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May 16/41. (Continued) direction of the auxiliary services supervisor, a softball diamond has
been completed and today's D.R.O, invites all those airmen interested, to be out for practice. A
very complete outfit of equipment is on hand, supplied by the  K. of C. Auxiliary Service.

May 17/41. Heavy rain during the night, clearing off in the morning. The new class of student
pilots were paraded and were welcomed and addressed by Commanding Officer, W/C Gordon,
the Chief Flying Instructor, S/L Moncrieff, and the Chief Ground Instructor. They were issued
with all the available publications, visited the Medical Officer, station stores and squadrons
where they were allotted to flights and given lockers, keys, etc. 

May 18/41. Warm day with a strong east wind.  The first church parade took place on the station.
About 30 R.C. personnel paraded to St. Augustine’s Cathedral, Brandon, i/c of Flying Officer



Whitaker. The day was, however, a holiday for the new student pilots so that they could become
adjusted to and familiar with the station and its surroundings. They also visited Brandon for their
first evidence of that city's hospitality. It was learned today that one of this unit's airmen was
confined to the hospital in Winnipeg with Diphtheria.

May 19/41. Very hot day with hot wind. The student pilots began a week of lectures this
morning, it having been decided not to commence flying until Saturday, May 24 .th
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May 20/41.  Cool, clear day. 60 General Duties Airmen arrived on the station today. Course #28
started Link Training today.

May 21/41. The Board of Officers assembled today for the purpose of taking over the station
buildings from the construction contractor. The New Zealanders were out introducing English
Rugger to Canadian personnel in the evening.

May 22/41. The Protestant Padre paid a visit to the station and announced that he will be
available each Thursday from l400 hours to 1900 hours for any station personnel desiring to
consult him. The station was visited today by 10 Oxford planes passing through from the East to
the West.

May 23/41. Airmen of the station have been invited to attend a dance in the Armouries of
Brandon, the dance being sponsored by the Ladles' Auxiliary of the R.C.A. The Country Club,
two miles west of the city, has been available to the officers of the station. One of the new
student
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May 23/41. (Cont)  pilots was confined to the hospital on the station with mumps; five other
contacts have been quarantined. Softball practices are being held nightly at the softball diamond.

May 24/41. Very warm day. Pupil pilots, known as Class 28, reported to their flight and were
given their first instruction in drill and lectures on Station Standing 0ders, Pilots' Letter Book,
etc. 

May 25/41. The first Protestant Church Service was held on the station at 1115 hours. F/L Norris
conducted the service which was held in the Recreation Hall. The service was attended by the
Commanding Officer and some 14 other officers, together with 125 other ranks. Work  was
started on a garden plot adjacent to the Control Tower. Cockpit drill was conducted and students
given practice in taxying Crane aircraft.  At 1330 hours the practice fire alarm was sounded, to
try out the work of the fire fighting personnel. Quite a number of points were noted, and it is
expected that an efficient fire fighting brigade will eventually Materialize.

May 26/41. Cool and cloudy. Class 28 commenced their first actual dual flying. Two aircraft, a



Battle and a Moth, visited the station today.

May 27/41. Cloudy, with considerable rain; very cool in the evening.   Group Captain,
Bonham-Carter,
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May 27/41. (Continued) visited the unit and had dinner in the Mess.
.
May 28/41. Cloudy with frequent rain. No flying today on account of weather. Normal ground
instruction continued.   F/L.  Hammett of No. 2 Training Command, who is in charge of
Auxiliary Services, visited the unit; also Mr. A. Morrison, Secretary of the Sportsman’s
Association, Winnipeg.

May 28/41. Cloudy, with frequent sunshine. One Anson visited the station hut left immediately.
No flying today due to adverse weather conditions. Some instructors were engaged in ferrying
aircraft from Winnipeg to Brandon. The balance of the instructors were shown a film on Ice on
Aircraft. The student pilots were given a lecture on Crane aircraft by Mr. Dutton, the Cessna
aircraft representative. A small public address system was secured in Brandon by the G.I.S. so
that student pilots, confined to the hospital, could be given their lectures in that building, and
through the medium of this address system, lectures were begun on Thursday afternoon.  
Permission was also granted to illustratediagrams, etc., by sketch on a blackboard placed in the
centre of the ward at a safe distance from the pupils according to medical
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May 29/41 (Continued) retirements. By this means it is hoped to keep the students confined to
hospital, fully up to date in their studies and lectures, so that they can complete the course with
the remainder of the students. Two Tiger Moth planes were transferred to the E.F.T.S. at Virden,
Manitoba.

May 30/41  Cloudy with rain. Otherwise normal routine on the station carried out. Fire drill was
held, and a result of this drill disclosed the fact that the fuses in the pump house, where the
booster pump is based, were not heavy enough.

May 31/41  Clear day with light clouds. The Victory Torch arrived in Brandon as part of the
Victory Loan Campaign, and in connection with the Victory Parade held in the afternoon in
Brandon, number of planes from this school carried out formation flying in a creditable manner.
During the month, the K. of C. Auxiliary Service representative has been busy organizing
sporting events. Ping-pong tables have been set up in the Dry Canteen. Playing cards, note paper
and envelopes, and magazines have been generously distributed among the personnel.
Special comment might be made of the very excellent metal chairs and tables that have been
placed in the small canteen recreations rooms by the K. of C. Up to today, Course 28 had
completed 102½  hours of Link Training. 
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May 31/41 (Continued)

       Personnel Strength

                            Staff:
                                   Officers R.C.A.F. 45
                                                            R.C.A.F. 1 on Temporary Duty
                                                            R.A.F. 1
                                   Airmen R.C.A.F. 487

                                                       R.N.Z.A.F. 36  
           Civilians                                               84

     Aircraft Strength
                               Serviceable  -     Cranes, Cessna              25

       Unserviceable -  Cranes, Cessna               5
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June 1, 1941                Personnel Strength                                   Airmen or
                                                                         Officers               Other Ranks           Civilians
STAFF     R.C.A  . F  .                                               47                       521                    
                R.C.AF. on Temporary duty                                                9
           
                Service Personnel other than RCAF
                R.C.A.S.C.                  Nil 
                C.D.C.                                                     1                           2
                R.A.F.                                   1

                Civilians
               Barrack Officer                   Nil                                                                      

   Meteorologist                                                                                                   1
               Others                                                                                                             84
                             Total Staff                               49                       532                         85    

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                               Nil                                         
                            R.A.A.F.                               Nil                                          
                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                             36                                       
                            Total Trainees                                                        36                           
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June 1/41  Cool day with light clouds. Church parade In the Recreation Hall at 1115 hours,
brought out about 50 of the Station personnel. R.C. parade to St. Augustines Cathedral at
Brandon was attended by about 35. A softball baseball game was held at the Station in the
afternoon. The Manning Pool sent a team to compete against a Station team. Manning Pool won
by score of 17 to 6. The game was enjoyed by an enthusiastic audience. A return match will
undoubtedly be held shortly.

June 2/41  Cool clear day. Station Routine.

June 3/41  Fine clear warm day.  Administrative Officer F/Lt. Dunne arrived on the Station. Soft
ball game Officers Vs. Airman was played in the evening. Score - Officers 5, Airmen 17. 
The Station Movie opened in the Recreation Ball at 1930 hours. The feature attraction being
"Love Thy Neighbor", starring Jack Benny and Fred Allen. 25c  admission, of which 5c turned
back to Airmen's Canteen Fund.

June 4/41  Cool with some showers. Due to spread of Mumps among the New Zealand Trainees
they have all been placed in limited quarantine. Flying instruction has been discontinued, but
Ground Instructional Courses are continuing.  Flower beds are being prepared at various points
around Station, with whitewashed stone borders. The Station grounds are rapidly taking on a
smart appearance.

June 5/41  Cool with showers. No flying trying on account of quarantine of trainees. Normal
ground Instruction continued. Three instructors proceed on leave.

June 6/41 Windy and cool. Inspection of Station by Commanding Officer.

June 7/41  Windy and cool. Ground Instructional Classes held as usual. Link Trainer in No. 1
Hangar operated for 1&3/4 hours, being repaired remainder of day.

June 8/41   Fine and clear. 13 Officers and 75 Airman attended Protestant church parade. 40
airmen attended R.C. Church parade in Brandon. Our softball team travelled to Carberry in P.M.
and lost a closely fought game 13-12.  F/L Dunne, F/O Harston and F/O Brownlee accompanied
the team. A Cricket Match was organized for New Zealand Trainees. S/L Gardner and F/O
Sherrett participated. No 1 Squadron was the victor.
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June 9/41   Cloudy. A softball match was held between Officers of the Non-Flying List and
Officers of the General List. N.F.L. won by the score of 15-2. F/O Walker and F/O Powell
reported on this date. All but one of student pilots have returned to G.I.S. for lectures. 
11 planes flew in formation over Brandon for Victory Loan Parade. F/L Robinson of Carberry
visited Station. During quarantine of students, link trainer being used by Instructors. Drill test for
Officers.



June 10/41   Heavy rain forces our maintenance crew to cease work on the cleaning up of
grounds. 
Flying washed out. F/O O'Connor arrives to give Trade Tests.

June 11/41   Fine and clear. W/C Gordon and S/L  Gardner leave for Yorkton to attend their
Official Opening. Night flying for instructors until 0130 hours.

June 12/41   Cloudy.  Mr. Paul, Barrack Warden, taken on strength this date. Three planes fly
over Brandon in aid of Victory Loan. Aero Engine (Instructional) Kestrel received from #12
Equipment Depot, Montreal. Instructors put in time on link trainer. Anson from No. 2 A.O.S.
Prince Albert arrived at 0500 hours, on mercy flight to Winnipeg, carrying sick woman and
nurse. Stopped here due to adverse weather, took off at 1030 hours. Night flying, until 0200
hours.

June 13/41   Clear and warm.  Station inspection by Commanding Officer. Trade Tests
completed. W/C Taunton accompanied by S/L Manners paid short visit to station from
Winnipeg, in Lockheed No. 7841, Pilot F/O Pafford. F/L Holmes leaves with refuelling tender to
rescue plane from Dauphin forced down 1½  miles North-West of Douglas from lack of gas.  
No. 1 Squadron carried out formation flying over Brandon in connection with Victory Loan
Campaign.

June 14/41  Clear and warm. W/C Gordon, S/L Baker, F/L Holmes, F/L Dunne attend taking over
ceremonies at Manning Depot, Brandon. S/L Moncrieff leaves for Yorkton to sit on Board of
Inquiry. A second link trainer being installed.
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June 15/41   Fair and warm. Church parade at 1100 hours, 12 officers, 65 airmen attend. Four
Cessna Crane arrive, one equipped with C/S airscrews.

June 16/41   Fair and Warm.  S/L Moncrieff returns from Yorkton. Officers of N.F.L. again
defeated G.L. in return softball game. Extra study classes held in G.I.S. preparatory to
examinations. Two link trainers now in operation.

June 17/41   Fair and warm in A.M., showers in P.M. Station personnel addressed by Mr.
Humball, chairman of publicity campaign, on Victory Loan. Two Ansons  from Portage la
Prairie landed at this Station owing to storm. S/L Newcombe, enroute to Winnipeg, forced down
due to storm, departed for Winnipeg 1730 hours. Officers Mess Meeting at 1245.

June 18/41  Clear and warm in A.M. Four members of Course 31 arrived from Boundry Bay.
Violent thunderstorms and heavy winds during night forced cancellation of night flying.
Considerable water leaked into several buildings, more work for Maintenance Crew. Instructors
of No. 1 Squadron were sent off on Navigation Flight which proved of great benefit. A Lockheed
piloted by F/O Cunningham landed to pick up S/L Hendrick, who had ferried a new A/C to this
Station.



June 19/41  Clear and Warm with heavy rain at night, which curtailed night flying. One new A/C
arrived this date. Instructors practicing on link. 34 more students report. Another case of mumps
reported to be in New Zealand students, six more airmen quarantined.

June 20/14  Clear and warm. F/L Rae N.Z. Liaison Officer visited the Station and discussed
various questions with N.Z. student pilots. New student pilots carry out cockpit drill, F/O West
visited Link Station at Virden to see how best co-operation between E.F.T.S. and S.F.T.S. could
be assured. Remainder (7) of course 31 arrive on station.

June 21/41  Fair and Warm. Opening day programme for Course No. 31. Addresses by C.O.,
C.I., C.G.I., and padre. Cock-pit instruction and check of equipment deficiencies. Airmanship -
Armament (W) Exam for course 28. F/O MacLaurin and crew of six airmen sent to Carberry to
assist in taking A/C from  Austin to Winnipeg. Five carpenters loaned to Carberry to assist in
urgent work. W/C Gordon departs for Dauphin to attend Wings' Parade.
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June 22/41  Cloudy in A.M., clearing in P.M. 8 officers, 72 airmen attend Protestant Church
Parade, 40 airmen attend R.C. parade in Brandon. Softball team from Rivers arrived this Station
with hopes of victory, but were turned back by our team, score 12-9. Navigation and Signal
exams written by Course 28. New trainees commenced work at 1330 hours and afternoon was
spent in taxying practice. F/L Cameron flew G/C Grant to Carberry and then to Winnipeg. 
A/C 7791 allotted to this station arrived at 1105 hours.

June 23/41   Fair and Warm. Flying training commenced for Class 31.  Half the class attended
flying in the A.M., while the other half were at lectures, with the two groups reversed in the P.M.
Runways were disregarded and the aerodrome was used as an all-way field for the first time.  
This system proved very satisfactory as there was a had cross-wind on all runways. 
Class 28 completed G.I.S. with no failures. Expect them to start flying on 26/6/41 when
quarantine will be lifted. Night flying for instructors. Opening games of Station Softball league.

June 24/41  Fair and Warm. High temperature made training very strenuous for instructors who
average nearly six hours per day. First meeting of the Main Control Committee to make
arrangements for the Official opening. S/L Gardner, S/L Nanton, F/L Dunne form committee.
Trainees start link training, intense heat in link makes instruction very difficult. Station soft-ball
team want down to defeat before 101st Artillery, Brandon, by a score of 13-10.
Game was enjoyed by a good crowd, especially the mosquitoes.

June 25/41   Fair and  warm. G/C Bonham-Carter and F/O Low visited the station, re the Air
Cadet plan. 
They proceeded to Brandon with S/L Moncrieff and discussed the proposed instructors course.  
Meeting of the Library Committee held and decided library would open on 30/6/41. 
Normal flying and Ground training
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June 26/41  Fair and warm. Class 28 released from quarantine with exception of six pupils. As
they have all completed Ground Training, they reported to their flights, and Flying Training
started. First shipment of Airframe spares arrived this date.

June 27/41   Fair and Warm in A.M. cloudy in P.M. Normal flying and ground training
continued. 
F/O Bowhay, Flying Instructor, reported for duty.

June 28/41   Slightly cooler. Test for Course 31 on W/T procedure shoved class average of 70.5.
Link Trainers in continuous operation. Course 28 on normal flying routine. F/O Batien, Flying
Instructor, reported for duty.

June 29/41  Cloudy and cooler. Church parade for Protestant personnel in Recreation Hall, 25
officers 120 airmen attend R.C. parade held in Brandon. W/C  Scott C.O. No.2 Manning Depot
visited station and displayed a keen interest in school instruction.

June 30/41  Cloudy,   Normal flying and ground training. Pictures taken of Class 31. Students
making good progress on link trainer.

June 30/41    Aircraft Strength
                                Serviceable Crane T50     -    48
                               Unserviceable Crane T50     -      3
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June 30, 1941                Personnel Strength                                   Airmen or
                                                                         Officers               Other Ranks           Civilians
STAFF     R.C.A  . F  .                                               52                        690                   
               
           
                Service Personnel other than RCAF
                R.C.A.S.C.                  Nil 
                C.D.C.                                                     1                           2
                R.A.F.                                   1

                Civilians
               Barrack Warden                                                                                               1

   Meteorologist                                                                                                   1



               Others                                                                                                             89
                             Total Staff                                54                      692                         91    

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                                47         
                            R.A.A.F.                               Nil                                          
                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                             36                                       
                            Total Trainees                                                        83                           
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July 1/41      Personnel Strength                                                  Airmen or
                                                                         Officers               Other Ranks           Civilians
                     ST A  F   F            R  . C   . A   . F  .                          57                        687                   
                     R.C.A.F. on temporary duty  2
           
                Service Personnel other than RCAF
                R.C.A.S.C.                  Nil 
                C.D.C.                                                     1                           2
                R.A.F.                                   1

                Civilians
               Barrack Warden                                                                                               1

   Meteorologist                                                                                                   1
               Others                                                                                                             89
                             Total Staff                                59                      691                         91    

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                                 49     
                            R.A.A.F.                               Nil                                          
                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                             36                                       
                            Total Trainees                                                        85                           
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July 1 /41   Fair and Warm. P/O Bowhay, F/O Batien, P/O  Lord and P/O Noonan, flying
instructors, and F/O Burn and F/O Perry, Link trainer instructors, report for duty. Relief Field at
Oberon used for first time. This field is the R2 for R.A.F. Station at Carberry, but arrangements
have been made whereby it can be used daily by this Station until our own are ready. In this way,
congestion is greatly relieved on this aerodrome. Instructions for use of Oberon Belief
Aerodrome are attached.  An Officers' Softball Team from Rivers met an Officers' team from
this Station and No. 12, S.F.T.S. were victorious by a score of 5-0.

July 2/41   Cloudy. Our first minor accident occurred today. A/C 7742 turns over on its back
when brakes were applied, attempting to avoid an obstacle. Our photographic section took



pictures of crash. F/L Lowrey, new Padre, reports for duty. W/C Gordon attends Wings Parade at
Carberry.

July 3/41   Fair and Warm. Normal flying and ground training. Pictures taken of recruiting booth
at Brandon Exhibition. Station Softball Team travel to Rivers and gain a well earned victory.

July 4/41   Cloudy. Photographs of Class 31 taken for identification purposes. Three new
aircraft, allotted to this Station, arrive. Normal flying and ground training. P/O Lane, flying
instructor, reports for duty.

July 5/41   Fair and Warm. G/C Isitt, R.N.Z.A.F. accompanied by S/L Gillason visited the Station
to see how N.Z. Students were progressing. Link trainers operating to capacity, shortage of
instructors makes it difficult to keep hours up.

July 6/41  Clear in A.M., heavy rain at 1300 hours, curtailed flying for one hour. 13 Officers and
85 airmen attend church parade.

July 7/41    Fair and Warm. Station again visited by G/C. Isitt, appeared very satisfactory with
progress of students. “E” Flight engaged in cross country navigation exercises. P/O Thompson
and F/O Moffatt, flying instructors, reports, for duty. Nursing Sister Jackson reports this date.

July 8/41   Cloudy and Warm. Two N.Z. students, who had passed their Ground Course with
flying colours, failed to qualify for flying in Twin-Engine Aircraft. Officers Softball Team travel
to Rivers, but heavy rain forces cancellation. P/O Durand, accounts officer, reports for duty.
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Jul 9/41  Fair and Warm. Prime Minister Mackenzie King accompanied by A/C Shearer and a
large number of Army Officers paid a short visit to Station. He was met at Headquarters
Building by W/C Gordon and drove around the Station. It was found necessary to recall aircraft
from Oberon, as the previous nights rain made the field too soft. The first dance for airmen at
this Station was held and attended by approximately 300 people. The affair was voted a success,
due, to a great extent, to the excellent music supplied by the orchestra of No. 2 Manning Depot.

July 10/41   Cloudy and Cool. Official visitors, Sir Patrick Duff accompanied by W/C Critchly,
arrived at this Station unannounced, the message they had sent, apparently having gone astray.
Visits from three aircraft from Saskatoon and communications flight from Winnipeg in a
Lockheed. Night flying practice was carried out for instructors as it is expected to start Night
flying with Class 28 next week. Station Softball defeated No. 2 Manning Depot by a score of 7 -
2.

July 11/41   Fair and Cool. Normal flying routine carried out.

July 12/41   Fair and Warm. Link trainers working over time, but time lost due to lack of



instructors.

July 13/41   Fair and Warm. Flying carried out in P.M. Church Parade in A.M. attended by 15
officers, and 90 airmen.

July 14/41   Cloudy with showers. Flying carried out as usual. Night flying for first time for
course 28.  It was discontinued however at 2345 hours due to heavy rains.
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July 15/41   Fair and Warm. Class 33, 45 strong arrive full of enthusiasm. They will attend
Ground School for one week before flying commences. Officers’ Softball team travel to Rivers
and emerge victorious in a hard fought game by a score of 6-5. "E" Flight had a slight crash
when one of the pupils allowed a swing to develop after landing and his instructor failed to
correct it in time. The result was a collapsed undercarriage, a broken Port Airscrew and a
slightly damaged wing. No injuries to the personnel. Night flying for Class "28".

July 16/41  Fair and Warm. Normal flying training. One of our most promising students in
Course "31" ground looped a Cessna Crane and turned it over. He was fortunately uninjured, but
the A/C was a "B" Category Crash. 

July 17/41   Warm with high winds. Wind reached such a high velocity that flying was washed
out in the P.M. F/L Leitch and F/L Fowler, No. 2 Training Command, visited school to discuss
signalling and photographic problems. Our Official Opening being well advertised in local
newspapers.

July 18/41   Fair and Warm. Normal flying routine. Night flying carried out by "E" Flight. Word
received that A/C Shearer would be unable to attend our opening.

July 19/41  Fair and Warm. Good weather for our opening. The morning opened with A/C being
hauled from various hangars forming a line from No. 4 Hangar to the end of runway. The display
in Hangar 2 consisted of an A/C with a platform put over the wings and the door taken off, so the
public could inspect A/C without climbing into it. Another A/C on jacks showed the wheels
going up and down and a demonstration of the operation of flaps, while a long table roped off,
demonstrated the packing of parachutes. G/C Grant, who replaced the Air Commodore, arrived
at 1237 hours, met by our C.O. and proceeded to the mess for lunch. The guard of Honour, under
F/L Kerwin, was inspected at 1445 hours and by 1500 hours the official guests had taken their
place on the platform. The official programme was adhered to with the exception of G/C Grant
replacing the Air Commodore and Hon. J.E. Mathews, K.C.M.P., and the Hon. J.A. Glen,
K.C.M.P. made brief addresses. Flying display by 10 Cessna's flying in formation and aerobatics
by three Harvards was carried off very well. The band supplied by No. 2 Manning Depot played
suitable selections. After the flying display, the crowd inspected several buildings and the
official guests proceeded to the Officers' Mess for tea. In the evening a dance was held in
Brandon and attended by about 1200. The opening was voted to be a great success. Among the
official guests present were: Premier John Bracken, Hon. J.A. Glen, J.E. Mathews, M.P., 
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Cont’d
General James Kirkcaldy, Mayor F.H. Young, G/C R.J. Grant, G/C W.C. Baker, G/C G. Mercer,
L/C S.S. English, Inspector Salt of the R.C.M.P.

July 20/41   Very Warm. Temperature reaches 102 and is the hottest place in Canada. Flying
commenced at 1330 hours for Class “31". "D" Flight was set up and Flight Commander and
instructors spent day completing their organization. Church parade in A.M. was attended by 106
airmen and 10 officers.

July 21/41   Warm. Students of Class "33" reported to "D" Flight and the day was spent
familiarizing themselves with cockpit drill. Station Standing Orders, Pilots' Order Book etc.
Night flying was planned for Oberon but was washed out due to a heavy storm which came up at
the time A/C were leaving.

July 22/41  Fair and Warm. Normal flying and ground instruction carried out for students. Class
"33" receive their first flying instructions. A minor mishap occurred in the late afternoon when a
pilot was forced to land his A/C with the undercarriage retracted, caused by the failure of the
electric system and the jamming of the undercarriage chain, which prevented him lowering his
undercarriage by use of the crank, no injuries to crew, but both propellers broken. An Officers'
Softball Team from Rivers gained revenge by beating a makeshift team from this Station, Score-
10-2.

July 23/41   Fair and Warm. Normal flying and ground training. No. 2 Squadron carried out night
flying at Oberon. No. 1 Squadron used this field for night flying. F/L Holmes, officer in charge
of night flying, flew an advanced case of Poliomyelitis to Winnipeg. This was an emergency trip,
the patient being a civilian.
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July 24/41  Fair and Warm.   Normal flying and ground training. G/C Bonham-Carter paid short
visit to Station.   Night flying until 0500 hours.

July 25/41  Rain.   Arrangements completed for City of Brandon to donate and present "honour
plaque" to high standing student of course.   W/C Gordon leaves for Saskatoon accompanied by
W/C Edwards . Night flying cancelled due to severe electric storm.

July 26/41  Heavy rain washed out flying.   W/C Gordon returns from Saskatoon.

July 27/41  Cloudy and Warm.   Church parade attended, by 125 airmen, 15 officers.   Flying
was not commenced until approximately l430 hours on account of low clouds, which cleared at
that time.   Link trainers working overtime, but time is being kept up.

July 28/41  Fair and Warm.   Wings tests were commenced for members of Class "28".   Night



flying was carried out by "E" Flight.  This portion of Class "28" has now completed its night
flying training.

July 29/41  Fair and Warm. Normal flying and ground training. Meeting held in Officers' Mess.
Two new Officers elected, F/O Harston as Messing Officer, P/O Durand as Bar Officer. Officers'
softball team travelled to Rivers and are defeated 4 - 3.

July 30/41  Cloudy.    Course "28" completed 20 hours time link trainer.    Class "31"
commences night flying. An Officers' softball team from Shilo met and defeated an Officers'
team from this Station.

July 31/41  Fair and Warm. Normal flying training continued. Wings tests are completed for
Class "28". This completes all flying training for members of Class "28".

July 31/41  Aircraft Strength

                                             Serviceable Crane T50 - 61
                                             Unserviceable Crane T50 - 30
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                                                                                                                    Airmen
                                                                                       Offi-                     or other
July 31/41         Personnel Strength                               cers                       ranks              Civilians 

                   STAFF:  R.C.A.F.                                         64                          812
                                 R.C.A.F. as Temporary Duty    3

                   Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F.
                   R.C.A.S.C.                -               nil                                                                   
                        C.D.C.                                                        1                             2
                        R.A.F.                                                         1                           33

                       Civilians                                                                                                          
                       Barrack Wardens                                                                                              1
                       Meteorologist                                                                                                    1 
                       Others                                                                                                            108 
                                                   TOTAL STAFF              66                          850                110

                      TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               95
                               R.A.A.F. -      nil

                                           R.N.Z.A.F.                                                           34

                                               TOTAL TRAINEES                                     129
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                                                                                                                    Airmen
                                                                                       Offi-                     or other
August 1/41         Personnel Strength                            cers                       ranks             Civilians 

                   STAFF:  R.C.A.F.                                         61                          1046
                                 R.C.A.F. as Temporary Duty    

                   Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F.
                   R.C.A.S.C.                -               Nil                                                                   
                        C.D.C.                                                        1                             2
                        R.A.F.                                                         1                          

                       Civilians                                                                                                          
                       Barrack Warden                                                                                                1
                       Meteorologist                                                                                                    1 
                       Others                                                                                                            107 
                                                   TOTAL STAFF              63                         1048               109

                      TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                155
                               R.A.A.F. -      Nil

                                           R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                 6                       

                                               TOTAL TRAINEES                                          161                             
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August l/41   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine.



August 2/4l   Fair and Warm. Normal flying routine carried out. Student Pilots of Course 28         
 voted on assessment of student pilots.

August 3/4l   Cloudy with rain. Church parade attended by 12 Officers, 115 Airmen. Heavy rains 
 in P. M. forces cancellation of flying. Courses in link trainer well up to schedule.

August 4/4l  Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Instructors of "A" and "E" Flights carried out  
some practice flying. Tennis courts for airmen now in readiness, also new horse shoe pitches.  
Arrangements being made for Wings' Parade.

August 5/4l   Fair and warm. Selection committee meet to make choice of honour student and      
 those selected for commissions in Course 28. Officers' softball team again defeat an                     
Officers' team from Rivers.

August 6/4l   Rain in A. M. Clearing in P. M.  Wings' Parade for Class 28 was held in No. 2          
Hangar at 1500 hours. Wings were presented to the graduating class by Air Commodore Ryan.
After the presentation of wings Mayor Young of Brandon presented an engraved plaque to the
honour student, LAC Holdaway.  Short addresses were given by A/C Ryan, W/C Gordon, and
Mayor Young.

August 7/4l   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine.

August 8/4l   Fair and warm. Course '35' composed of students from Elementary Schools at          
Virden and Portage la Prairie arrived on this Station and were engaged in drawing equipment
and passing the Medical Officer. This class numbers 60 but is being augmented by eight
Sergeants from Conversion Flight at Picton.   F/L W. L. Cameron is appointed Examining
Officer for No. 2 Squadron.

August 9/4l  Cloudy. S/L Gardner posted from this Station. F/L Knowles takes command of No.   
1 Squadron. Course '35' spent the day studying Pilots' Order Book, Station Standing Orders, etc.
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August 10/41   Cloudy. Church Parade at 1100 hours attended by 120 airmen and 11 Officers.      
Normal flying in P. M. for Course ‘31'.  Course '35' practiced some taxying. Heavy rain storm in
the evening.

August 11/41   Fair and warm. Course '35' begins ground School instruction and flying training.

August 12/41  Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Damage to undercarriage of A/C 7822         
when this A/C ground looped, no injury to personnel. S/L A. G. Goulding of No. 2  T. C. visited
G. I. S. to discuss accommodations and possible re-arrangement of classes if classes are
increased in future. Officers' Softball team travel to Rivers and absorb quite a shellacking.



August 13/41  Cloudy. Normal flying routine. Cessna 7800 ground, looped, wing damaged and    
two legs of undercarriage bent. Preparations being made for visit of the Duke of Kent.

August 14/41  Fair and warm, in A. M. rain in P. M. Normal flying routine.

August 15/41  Fair and warm. Good weather for the visit of the Duke of Kent. The Royal Party
arrived at 1100 hours, were met by A/C Shearer, W/C Gordon, W/C Scott of No. 2 Manning
Depot and Mayor Young of Brandon. The guard of honour had been dispensed with but the
Duke of Kent inspected some fifty of the Security Guard who presented a very smart appearance.
From there the party proceeded to Maintenance Hangar, G. I. S., and the Hospital. They arrived
at the Officers' Mess at 1150 where all the Officers were introduced by W/C Gordon. An
informal lunch was served and at 1330 departed to inspect Manning Depot. They returned to this
Station where they departed for Carberry at 1500 hours. The following comprised the Royal
Party: -
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August 15/41     A/C H. R. H. Duke of Kent.
    (con’t)           G/C Sir Louis Greig, R.A.F.
                          F/L P. J. Ferguson, R. A. F. 
                          Mr. J. A. Lowther 
                          Inspector Evans, C.I.D. 
                         W/C  L. E. Wray, R.C.A.F.

August 16/41  Cloudy. Normal flying routine was carried out for "A" and “C” Flights. A/C 7823   
ground -looped at Oberon Aerodrome and damage was done to the starboard wing and starboard
engine. Personnel uninjured.

August 17/41  Cool with showers.  Church Parade taken by S/L McNab, Assistant Principal          
Chaplain, a good turnout in attendance. Station also visited by S/L McFarlane, Chaplain from
Command. Flying commenced at 1330 hours, but due to weather conditions dual flying only was
carried out. “B” Flight pupils were released from flying to spend the afternoon studying for
ground school examinations.

August 18/41  Cool with high winds. Examinations in airmanship and armament for Class '31'.     
Station Softball team defeat Manning Depot and enter finals against Rivers.

August 19/41  Cloudy and cool. Normal flying routine. Course '31' continue to write                      
examinations. Officers' softball team again defeat Rivers.

August 20/41  Cloudy. Flying was washed out from 1530 hours to 1630 hours due to thunder        
storm. Night flying was washed out at Oberon as field was unserviceable. Headquarters and
G.I.S. win Station softball championship by defeating Equipment and Accounts.



August 21/41  Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Rivers softball team are defeated by our      
team in first game of play-offs.

August 22/41  Cloudy. Normal flying routine. Course '31' nearly completed. Headquarters             
Building quite cold in A. M.  A fire is really needed but no coal on Station.

August 23/41  Cloudy and cold. Normal flying routine.
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August 24/41  Cold and rain. Flying washed out due to stormy weather. Night flying carried out   
by  No. 1 Squadron.  Church Parade in A. M.

August 25/41  Cloudy and cold. Normal flying routine. Station softball team travel to Rivers and  
are defeated in a close game. Night flying carried out by “B” and "F" Flights.

August 26/41  Cloudy and cold. T. A. Barrow, N. Z. Air Secretary, accompanied by W/C Davis    
visit Station. In P. M. Station inspected by Governor General and Air Commodore Shearer.
Softball team regain lead in play-offs by defeating Rivers.

August 27/41  Clear and cold. Ten students of Course '31' sat for armament supplementary           
examinations. All passed successfully. Rivers tie up the softball series by defeating our team by
a score of 10-6. An order received from Command saying that Airmen must not congregate
indoors, forcing closing of our movies. Arrangements being made for Wings' Parade of Course
'31'.

August 28/41  Cloudy and cold. Flying washed out in A. M. Our softball team wins the                 
championship by defeating Rivers in the final game by a score of 11-7.

August 29/41  Rain and low clouds forced cancellation of flying in A. M. Wings' Parade held in   
P. M. when 51 flyers received their wings from W/C Gordon.  Station visited by S/L Lea and F/L
Hammet of the Auxiliary Services.

August 30/41  Cloudy. Normal flying routine. Class '33' and '35' on week end leave.

August 31/41  Cloudy. Church Parade held in Drill Hall attended by 135 Airmen, 10 Officers.      
R. C. Church Parade held in Brandon, Officer in charge F/O Powell.
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AIRCRAFT AVAILABILITY as at 2359 Hours, Monday 1/9/41. Including A/C under repair or
erection.

TYPE      ESTAB.    STORAGE OR    STRENGTH     SERVICEABLE       UNSERVICEABLE



                                  IN TRANSIT                                 or within 48 hrs.      under - over 21 days

Crane          96               Nil                        95                      86                          5                  4
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                                                                                           Airmen
                                                                      Offi-        or other                                                     
 August 31/41          Personnel Strength        cers                ranks                            Civilians  
                                 
 STAFF     R.C.A.F.                                       62                 1015                    
                R.C.AF. on Temporary duty                                               
           
                Service Personnel other than RCAF
                R.C.A.S.C.                  Nil 
                C.D.C.                                               1                      2
                R.A.F.                              1

                Civilians
               Barrack Warden                                                                                               1       

   Meteorologist                                                                                                   1
               Others                                                                                                             74
                             Total Staff                         64                      1017                              76    

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                         214        
                            R.A.A.F.               -               Nil                                          
                            R.N.Z.A.F.           -                Nil                                                                       
                            Total Trainees                                                214                           
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                                                                                           Airmen
                                                                      Offi-        or other                                                     
 September 1,          Personnel Strength        cers                ranks                            Civilians  
 1941                   
 STAFF     R.C.A.F.                                       62                 1046                    
                R.C.AF. on Temporary duty                                       1       



           
                Service Personnel other than RCAF
                R.C.A.S.C.                  Nil 
                C.D.C.                                             1                           2
                R.A.F.                           1      1

                Civilians
               Barrack Warden                                                                                               1       

   Meteorologist                                                                                                   1
               Others                                                                                                             76  
                             Total Staff                          64                      1050                            78      

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                             189        
                            R.A.A.F.               -               Nil                                          
                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                             1                                  
                            Total Trainees                                                   190                           
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September 1/41   Clear and Warm. 57 students of Class 37 report and spent the day seeing the
M.O., drawing equipment, etc.

September 2/41   Cloudy. Normal flying routine. Link trainers in operation from 0600 hours till
2359 hours.

September 3/41   Heavy rain. Flying washed out. Students at G.I.S., all classrooms and large
room upstairs in use. P/O J.F. Shelley (C.4439), link trainer instructor reported this date.

September 4/41   Flying training has been suspended due to rain and low clouds. Normal Ground
Training continued.

September 5/41   Flying training suspended due to low clouds and high winds.

September 6/41   Cloudy and cool. Flying washed out until 1430 hrs. Classes held at G.I.S. in
A.M. "C" Flight carried out night flying. F/O J.R.L. Baisley and F/O L.F.P. Williams reported
this date.

September 7/41  Cloudy and Cool. Church parade in A.M. attended by 150 airmen, 12 officers.  
Classes held in G.I.S. as students unable to fly. F/O R.H. Douglas posted to W.A.C.

September 8/41  Cloudy and Cool. Course 33 sat for airmanship and armament written
examinations, no failures. 
Normal flying routine carried out for other courses. F/O Anderson, new Link Trainer Instructor,



reports for duty. W/C Gordon departs on 7 days leave, W/C Moncrieff acting C.O. F/O
Anderson, P/O Snipper and P/O Nelson report this date.

September 9/41  Cloudy. Course 33 writing examinations in signals and navigation. Normal
flying routine carried out by other courses. F/O P.C. Lund, Medical Officer reports this date.

September 10/41  Fair and Warm. Course 33 complete all Ground School examinations.  
Normal flying routine carried out for Course 35 and 37. Night flying for Course 33. Station
Tennis Tournament gets under way.

September 11/41  Cloudy and Cool. Normal flying routine. SGt. Heybroek of Course 31, was
presented with plague for honour student by Mayor Young of Brandon. Seven Sgt. Pilots of
Course 31, who were held here pending posting, left for Y Depot this date.
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September 12/41  Cloud, high winds and dust storm force cancellation of flying in P.M.  
Students show great presence of mind in landing planes without mishap. Tennis Tournament
continues.

September 13/41 Fair. Our first serious accident happened today. A/C 7859. with R83264 LAC
Shand, W.S. and R82579 LAC Seymour, J.P. student pilots, crashed one mile N.E. of Rathwell,
both students instantly killed. Night Flying for Course 33. Committee of Adjustment formed to
look after effects of student pilots who were killed in crash.

September 14/41  Cloudy in A.M. clearing in P.M. Church parade on station, attended by 100
airmen, 10 officers. 
R.C. church parade held in Brandon. F/O Scully in charge. Station soft-ball team travel to Souris
and defeat the local team. Course 33 complete their night flying. Court of Inquiry composed of
S/L Wellestead (President), F/L Kerwin and F/O Sharpe (members) make opening inquiries re
crash.

September 15/41 Fair and Warm. A & B flights carried out normal routine . A/C damaged when
it turned up on its nose breaking airscrews. "C" Plight carried out night flying. Kit inspection
held for class 37.

September 16/41 Rain in P.M. clearing in A.M. Funeral service held on Station, attended by
C.O., several officers, and all students of Class 35. F/L Lowrey conducted the service, with F/L
Dunne in charge of funeral party. "C" Flight continued their night flying

September 17/41  Fair and Warm. Normal flying routine, four supplementary examinations
written at G.I.S. 
Link trainers working to full capacity.

September 18/41  Fair and Warm. Course "33" have now completed their flying. Course "35"



commence night flying. 
Link trainers well up to schedule. F/O J.A. Fenn new engineering officer reports for duty. 
F/L J.K. Gibson S.O.S. on posting to Calgary.
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September 19/41  Fair and Warm. This Station was honoured by the visit of Air Marshall
Garred. He was accompanied by A/C Leckie, A/C Shearer, G/C Lord Douglas Hamilton, G/C
Banting, G/C Bonhan-Carter, F/L McLellan and F/O Hamilton. They arrived at 1645, inspected
maintenance hangar and one barrack hut, retired to Officers' Mess for tea, departed for town of
Brandon at 1830 hours. A/C 7811 ground-looped on aerodrome and damaged undercarriage,
crew uninjured. S/L Nanton and F/O Blanchard posted from this Station.

September 20/41  Cold with rain. Dual flying only. Air Marshal Garred and party depart at 0945
for Rivers. P/O R. Curtis, new equipment officer, reports this date.

September 21/41  Cold with rain. Church parade held in Drill Hall. R.C, parade in Brandon.
Flying washed out. Link trainers working overtime.

September 22/41  Fair and Cold. Red letter day for a few of our officers, who have been looking
forward to their duck shooting for the past month. They have promised to keep our mess
supplied. Arrive back late at night, cold and tired, but ture to their word. Normal flying routine. 

September 23/41  fair. Wings Parade held at l500 hrs, when W/C Gordon presented 46 students
of Course “33" with their wings. Mayor Young of Brandon presented a plaque to the honour
student, LAC Farvolden, R.E. Tea was later served in the Sgts’ Mess for the graduates and their
friends. Flying proceeded as usual. Preparations being made for visit of the C.A.S.

September 24/41  Cloudy and Cold. Dual flying only. Visit of C.A.S. cancelled due to poor
weather. One of our A/C made a forced landing in N. Dakota, student pilot uninjured and no
damage. Night flying for "F" Flight. 22 students of Course "39" arrive on Station from Fort
William. 
Dr. Schultz and his all girl Schubert Choir provided entertainment for the airmen in the
Recreation Hall.

September 25/41  Cloudy and Cold. Officers’ Mess meeting held at 1245. F/L Sherrett elected as
new mess President. 12 more students of course 39 arrive. Airmen entertained by a variety show
from Portage la Prairie. Normal Flying Routine.
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September 26/41  Cloudy and Cool. Flying washed out due to low clouds. Slight snowfall in
P.M. Night flying carried out by “E” Flight. Link Trainers operating on schedule.

September 27/41  Fair and Cool. Normal flying routine. Course #39 (new course) operating on



link trainer.

September 28/41  Cool with bright sunshine. Church parade on Station attended by 15 officers,
185 airmen. Night flying carried out.

September 29/41  Cloudy & Warm. Normal flying routine. A/C Shearer accompanied by S/L
Goulding and F/L McLellan pay short visit to station. F/L Allen wins station tennis championship
by defeating W/C Scott in three hard fought sets.

September 30/41  Cloudy. Flying washed out in P.M. due to high winds and low clouds.
Arrangements being made for airmen's dance which is to be held on October 2 .nd

September 30/41  Aircraft Strength

Serviceable       Crane T50          86 
Unserviceable   Crane T50            9
                                                             
Total                                            95
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                                                                                                  Airmen
                                                                   Offi-                       or other
September 30/41    Personnel Strength      cers                         ranks                             Civilians

STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                      66                          1064
     R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                                        10

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                            1                                 2
R.A.F.                                                            1                                  1

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Others                                                                                                                                     71
                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff                68                               1077                                73
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                     166
                     R.A.A.F.    -       Nil
                     R.N.Z.A.F. -      Nil  



                                                                                                                                                       
 

                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                                  166                                       
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October 1/41    Personnel Strength    Officers              Airmen or                             Civilians

               other ranks                                          
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 66                          1064     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                                                    10

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                     1                                 2
R.A.F.                                                      1                                 1

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             22
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  4
Others                                                                                                                                     68
                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff                68                        1077                                        96
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                166
                     R.A.A.F.    -       Nil
                     R.N.Z.A.F. -      Nil  
                                                                                                                                                       

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              166                                       
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October 1/41  Cloudy. Normal flying routine. Workmen busily engaged in building of new
barrack block.

October 2/41  Cloudy. Normal flying routine. “E” Flight completed night flying. A dance was
held for airmen in the Recreation Hall, attended by about 150 couples. Music supplied by the
orchestra from No. 2 Manning Depot.

October 3/41  Cloudy with rain in P.M. Visit from F/L Crotty of Air Force Hdqts., Ottawa, to
discuss nominal rolls and selection of pupils. F/L McDonald of No. 2 T.C. to discuss navigation
problems. Normal flying routine.

October 4/41  Cloudy. Normal flying routine. Course 35 preparing for ground school
examinations.

October 5/41  Cloudy, and Cold. Normal flying routine. Church parade on Station, attended by 15
officers, 200 airmen.

October 6/41  Cloudy and Cold. Ground covered with snow in A.M. Flying washed out. 6l
students of Course 35 wrote airmanship and armament exams.

October 7/41  Fair and much warmer. Normal flying routine. Course 35 wrote exams in Signals,
Navigation and Meteorology.

October 8/41  Fair and Cool. Course 35 had Signals, Practical, and Armament Oral exams. Mr.
Morley (civilian) of Command here for signals examination. Normal flying routine. New barrack
block progressing favourably.

October 9/41  Cloudy. Normal flying routine, G/C  Brill, new C.O. of Carberry, accompanied by
W/C Cox, pays short visit to Station. In P.M. airmen of this station entertained by the Rip Chords
of Carberry.

October 10/41  Fair and Cool. Normal flying routine, F/O Bell of No. 2 T.C. visited station in
connection with Brandon Air Cadet plan. F/L Sherrett accompanied him to town where they
interviewed citizens re this project. F/L F.A.E. Bastien, Messing Officer from Command, arrives
on station to help with our troubles.
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October 11/41  Fair and Warm. Normal flying routine. New Course of New Zealanders, 52
strong, report this date. Course 35 still here, making it necessary to hold four courses in G.I.S. at
same time.



October 12/41  Fair and Warm. Church parade held in Recreation Hall, attended by 185 airmen,
12 officers. 
G/C Baker of No. 7 Equipment Depot pays short visit to Station. Visiting flight arrives to
re-categorize instructors. C.O. gives short address to new students. They will attend G.I.S. for one
week and commence flying around October 20 .th

October 13/41  Rain in A.M. clearing in P.M. Normal flying routine. 7 Sergeant students were
presented with their wings by the Commanding Officer. These sergeants were part of Class 35,
but owing to extension of course were presented with their wings prior to the main party. Student
personnel now numbers 207. Collision on the taxi strip during night flying, no casualties, but
resulted in two "C7" crashes.

October 14/41  Fair and Cool. Normal flying routine. One of students of Class 35 lands A/C with
wheels up, student uninjured but A/C damaged . F/L Emery of Air Force Headquarters visits
station to discuss training.  Mr. & Mrs. W. Royal, American citizens landed here in a Luscombe
plane No. NC 39019.  Flying washed out at 1400 hours.  Work started on new link trainer
building.

October 15/41  Fair and Warm. Normal flying routine. Narrow escape when two students flying
formation collided. However, managed to land their planes successfully. Three pilots depart on
Ferry Flight to Montreal. F/L Emery leaves for No. 2 T.C.  Supplementary examinations for
Course 35.  All passed.

October 16/41 Fair and Warm. Normal flying routine. Flying washed out at 1500 hours to enable
station to practice ceremonial drill in preparation for visit of I.G.
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October 17/41  Cloudy. Visiting flight finished at this station and summary of results given to
instructors. L.A.C.  V.T. Robinson of Course 35 selected as  Honour Student. Normal Flying
routine.

October 18/41  Fair and Warm. Received word that 16 more students are due to arrive on Oct. 27
to join 52 N.Z. students. This will make total of 68;  largest class yet in school. Normal flying
routine.

October 19/41  Fair and Warm. Normal flying routine. Church parade held on station.

October 20/41  Cloudy. Entire station turn out for Ceremonial Drill at 0730 hours, under the able
command of W/C Moncrieff. Normal flying routine.

October 21/41  Fair and Warm. Normal flying routine.

October 22/41  Rain in A.M.  clearing in P.M. Course "35" composed of 54 students, received
their wings from G/C Mercer of No. 3 B. & G. School. This is the largest class yet to graduate



and was well attended by relatives and friends. Armament Section visited by W/C Lister and S/L
Sheffield of No. 2 Training Command. Normal flying routine. F/O H.F.D. Faulkner,
Administration, and P/O's G.L. McMillan and C.V. Wales, flying instructors, taken on strength.

October 23/41  Fair and Warm. Commissions came through for 19 students of Course 35.
effective Oct. 24th, 21 were recommended. A swimming team from this station travel to
Winnipeg and distinguish themselves by coming third in a field of sixteen. Normal flying routine.

October 24/41  Fair and Cool. Course 41 supplied with flying equipment. Photographing of
personnel for identification purposes now being carried out by Photo section. Normal flying
routine. 
F/L J.E. Campbell, new R.C. Padre, arrives at Station. Slight crash at Oberon when A/C 7809
ground looped, pilot uninjured.

October 25/41  Fair and Cool. Flying ceases at noon. Pupils well up on schedule and half-day
appreciated by all.
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October 26/41  Cloudy In A.M., clearing in P.M. First R.C. Church parade held on station, F/L
Campbell officiating. Protestant church parade held at 1100 hours. Flying washed out. A troupe
from Souris, under the auspices of the Canadian Legion entertained our boys.

October 27/41 Fair and Cool.  F/L Sherrett gave introductory lectures to the members of newly
formed Brandon Collegiate Air Cadet Unit. Approximately 150 students plan to enroll. Officers
start on P.T. were initiated into new game called Olympic Hand-Ball. Non flying list defeat
Flying List by big score. Night flying carried out.

October 28/41  Fair and warm. Arrangements completed for lectures, drill, etc. to air cadets.
Classes to be held weekly at No. 12 S.F.TS. Normal flying routine.

October 29/41  Cold with snow.  Flying washed out.  Station visited by Commissioner Crames of
the Salvation Army.

October 30/41  Fair and cool. Ten Brandon High School and Collegiate teachers visited G.I.S. and
were given an outline of school training. These gentlemen are prospective air cadet officers or
teachers of Air Cadets. In the evening, airman were entertained by a troupe from Winnipeg,   
Normal flying routine.

October 31/41  Fair and cool. Normal flying routine. A/C 7729 made forced landing; personnel
uninjured.

                        Aircraft Strength
                        Serviceable            Crane T50         81
                        Unserviceable        Crane T50         15     



                        Total                                                 96
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October 31/41    Personnel Strength    Officers              Airmen or                             Civilians
                 other ranks                                          

STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 78                          1077     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                                                     5

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                     2                                 2
R.A.F.                                                      1                                

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          2
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             36
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  7
Others                                                                                                                                     68
                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff                81                        1084                                       114
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               111
                     R.A.A.F.    -       Nil
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                             52
                                                                                                                                                       

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              163                                       
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Nov. 1st/41    Personnel Strength      Officers              Airmen or                             Civilians
               other ranks                                          



STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 71                          1079     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                    7                                4

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                      2                                4
R.A.F.                                                       1                                1

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             35
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  6
Others                                                                                                                                     71
                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff                81                        1088                                       114
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                113
                     R.A.A.F.    -       Nil
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              50
                                                                                                                                                       

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              163                                       
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Nov. 1/41     Normal flying routine. Students of Course '37' take extra classes in Navigation and
Armament. First formal dance held in Officers' Mess, about 200 attend. Damage to A/C 7731
when student on first solo misjudged landing.

Nov. 2/41     Fair and Cool. Church parade well attended. Students of course '37' return to G.I.S.
for extra instruction to prepare for examinations.

Nov. 3/41     Cloudy with snow. Flying washed out.

Nov. 4/41     Cloudy. Flying washed out. Photographing of balance of station personnel being
carried out

Nov. 5/41     Cloudy and Cold. Commanding Officers monthly parade held at l400 hrs. over 800
men and all officers on parade. Flying washed out in P.M. In the evening a badminton tournament
held in Drill Hall with No. 2 "M" Depot emerging as victors, No. 12 S.F.T.S. a close second.



Nov. 6/41     Cloudy with snow. Course '37' completed lectures, now ready for examinations.
Flying washed out between the hours of 1000 to 1300. Station honoured by a visit from Colonel
Manion.
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Nov. 7/41  Cloudy. Course '37' began writing exams, airmanship, no failures; armament (written)
no failures; averages were high due probably to extra time when course was extended. Normal
flying routine.

Nov. 8/41  Cloudy.    Course '37' wrote exams in Signals, no failures, and Navigation ( 3 failures),
Flying carried out from 1330 to l600 hours.

Nov. 9/41  Clear in A.M., cloudy in P.M. Exams in meteorology and armament (oral) and signals
practical for course '37'.   A/V/M. G. Croil, Inspector General,   A/C A.B. Shearer, W/C Critckley, 
W/C Aronson,   F/L Dymond, P.A. to I.G. and F/L McLellan, P.A. to AOC visitors on station.  
Church parade in A.M. attended by about 400 airmen, 20 officers.

Nov. 10/41  Cloudy in A.M. clearing in P.M. Normal flying routine. In evening teams
representing No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, No. 2 ‘M’ Depot, Brandon, No. 4 A.T.C., Brandon, and
No. 12 S.F.T.S. competed in a table tennis tournament. Carberry emerged victorious with No. 12
S.F.T.S. competed in a table Tennis tournament. Carberry emerged victorious with No.12
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Nov. 10/41 (cont’d)  S.F.T.S. a close second. Two former world champions at present with
Carberry played an exhibition match and astonished the spectators with their wonderful play.

Nov. 11/41  Clear. Inspector General accompanied by A/C Shearer, W/C Aronson, F/L Dymond
and F/L McLelland paid an official visit to the station; arrived at 0900 hrs., inspected the guard of
honour, then proceeded to the hangar area. Spent several hours inspecting the buildings and then
retired to Officers' Mess where lunch was served. Departed for Rivers at 1330 hours. Normal
flying routine.

Nov. 12/41  Clear. Normal flying routine. A/C 7779 ground-looped, personnel uninjured.
Training for basketball and hockey starts. Large turn out of hockey players.

Nov. 13/41  Clear. Normal flying routine. 11 High and Public school teachers attended lectures in
G.I.S.   Practices held for our orchestra and minstrel show.

Nov. 14/41  High Winds. Flying washed out in P.M. due to wind.

Nov. 15/41  Clear. Flying carried out until 1515 hours.
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Nov. 16/41   Heavy snow fall during night. Flying washed out. Church parade held on station well
attended.

Nov. 17/41   Snow. Flying washed out. Extra classes organized in G.I.S. in view of no flying.
Skeet shooting in Drill Hall for student pilots. Our basketball team played No. 2 ‘M’ Depot in
pre-season game and were defeated 31-20.

Nov. 18/41   Cloudy. No flying. Extra classes in G.I.S.

Nov. 19/41   Heavy snow fall, flying washed out. Our basketball team win by default when
Carberry are unable to appear. Officers play Station team and are defeated 40-22. P/O H.M.B.
Stinson, link trainer instructor, reports this date.

Nov. 20/41   Clear and Cold. Normal flying routine. 
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Nov. 21/41  Snow. Wings parade held in P.M. G/C  Scott, C.O. No. 2 ‘M’ Depot presented wings
to 51 student pilots. Flying washed out in A.M.

Nov. 22/41  Clear and Cold. Normal flying routine.

Nov. 23/41  Clear and Cold. Station honoured by visit from W/C A.G. Melan, D.S.O. & Bar,
D.F.C. & Bar, who gave a very interesting lecture on war tactics. Normal flying routine in P.M.

Nov. 24/41  Clear and Cold. Course 43 numbering 75 students arrived and did usual routine
parades to stores, flights, etc. Commanding Officer and Chief Instructor addressed students. 20
were from Virden, remainder from High River, Alberta. Normal flying routine. P/O's C.R.
Brennand & P. Warkentin, Link Trainer Instructors reported this date.

Nov. 25/41  High winds, flying washed out at noon. Course 43 begins lectures and flying
instruction.

Nov. 26/41  Clear & Cold. F/O Boardman, command Examination officer, was a visitor to G.I.S.  
and he discussed examination papers, seemed pleased with the system operated on at station.
Normal flying routine.
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Nov. 27/41  Cloudy. S/L M.K. Parlee of R.C.A.F. Hdqts. was visitor discussing educational
instruction in G.1.S. with view to preparing a standard set of precis and syllabi for S.F.T.S.  
Normal flying routine. F/O G. Green reports for duty.

Nov. 28/41  Cloudy and Cold. Our swimming team departs for Winnipeg to compete in the
Brandon District Athletic Association Meet.   Normal flying routine.



Nov. 29/41  Cloudy and Cold. Course 39 attended special st«dy classes in A.M., armament; in
P.M. 
Navigation, in preparation for examinations on Dec. 1,2 &3. Normal flying routine. 
Swimming team returns from Winnipeg and distinguished themselves by coming second to
Carberry.

Nov. 30/41  Clear and Cold. Church parade in A.M.   flying in P.M.   Special classes for Course
39.

  Aircraft Strength :
                                    Serviceable                        Crane T50                 88
                                   Unserviceable                     Crane T50                   9     
                                                                Total                                         97
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Nov. 30/41    Personnel Strength      Officers              Airmen or                             Civilians
               other ranks                                          

STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 72                          1225     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                    3                              14

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                      2                                4
R.A.F.                                                       1                                1

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             36
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  6
Others                                                                                                                                     76
                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff                78                        1244                                       120
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               129
                     R.A.A.F.    -       Nil
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              49
                                                                                                                                                       

 



                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              178                                       
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Dec. 1st/41.   Personnel Strength      Officers              Airmen or                             Civilians
               other ranks                                          

STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 72                          1227     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                    3                              14

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                      2                                4
R.A.F.                                                       1                                1

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             37
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  6
Others                                                                                                                                     76
                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff                78                        1246                                       121
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               124
                     R.A.A.F.    -       Nil
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              49
                                                                                                                                                       

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              173                                       
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Dec. 1/41  Clear. Class 39 wrote Airmanship and Navigation examinations, all passed with high
averages. Normal flying routine.

Dec. 2/41  Clear. Course 39 wrote signals and armament examinations. Good averages. Normal
flying routine.

Dec. 3/41  Cloudy. Course 39 wrote Meteorology exams, also taking Armament oral and Signals
practical. Normal flying routine.

Dec. 4/41  Clear. Tests held in G.I.S.  Class 43 took navigation, Class 41 armament. 8 Collegiate
teachers at G.I.S. at 1900 hrs. for instruction. A Quiz Programme held in the evening for the
airmen and proved quite popular. Normal flying routine.

Dec. 5/41  Clear and cold.. Mr. Morley, morse teacher of Command, here today for inspection
visit. 
G/C Issett and W/C Olson of N.Z.A.F. spoke to N.Z. students, and discussed training and other
problems. Normal flying routine.

Dec. 6/41  Clear and cold. Normal flying routine and regular programme carried out at G.I.S.

Dec. 7/41  Cloudy with snow. A/C Jones of R.A.A.F., G/C Grant of No. 2 T.C. and W/C Olson,
R.A.A.F. paid hurried visit to G.I.S.  Flying washed out at 1500 hours due to snow.

Dec. 8/41  Cloudy. Normal flying routine. Night flying washed out.

Dec. 9/41  Clear and cold.   F/L Leitch of No. 2 T.C. was here discussing signal problems and
instruction. 
Normal flying routine. Night flying carried out. F/L T.A. Derrick and F/O D.C. Coleman,
members of Audit Board, arrive on station.

Dec. 10/41  Clear & Cold. F/L Leitch continued inquiries into R/T and W/T between aircraft and
ground station. G/C Emmett, new C.O. for Weyburn, visitor on station. Normal flying routine.
Night flying carried out.

Dec. 11/41  Cloudy & Cold. W/C R.F. Gibb (C950)   F/L J.D. Somervllle (C1999) arrive on
station for purpose of trying by District Court Martial, a sergeant pilot of this Station. F/C Stubbs
of No. 2 T.C. visited station to discuss establishment. Flying washed out at noon due to adverse
weather. In P.M. two Oxfords, one Harvard & one Anson from other stations forced to land here,
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Dec. 12/41  Cloudy & Cold.. S/L  D.J. McGlinn (RAF 37294) member of Court Martial arrives on
station. Flying washed out at 1000 hrs. All pupils in G.I.S.

Dec. 13/41  Clear - Normal flying routine.



Dec. 14/41  Clear & Cold. Normal flying routine.

Dec. 15/41  Clear & Cold. Normal flying routine. Night flying carried out by No. 1 Squadron. 4
R.A.F. officers report on Temporary duty from No. 2 'M' Depot. F/L H.J. Smith from No. 2 T.C.
arrives to check equipment.

Dec. 16/41  Clear & Cold. Normal flying routine. P/O G.M. Brown, C8674, Administration
Officer reports for duty. P/O J.D. Lamb (J4115) S.O.S. on posting to No. 8 E.F.T.S. Vancouver.
F/O's Powell, Peters & West appointed to rank of F/L.

Dec. 17/41  Rain in A.M. clearing in P.M. Wings Parade of Course 39 was held in the Drill Hall
at 1500 hrs. Sgt. Pilot Oliphant was honour student receiving the City of Brandon plaque from
Mayor Young. 34 students received their wings from G/C Emmett of No. 41 S.F.T.S., Weyburn.
This was our sixth wings parade. Normal flying routine.

Dec. 18/41  Clear. Normal flying routine. Lectures given to Brandon Collegiate Air Cadets by F/O
Whitaker. Work commenced on Christmas decorations.

Dec. 19/41  Cloudy & very cold. Course 41 composed mainly of New Zealand students started
their examinations in airmanship and navigation. No failures in airmanship, one in navigation.
Normal flying routine.
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Dec. 20/41  Clear & Cold. Course 41 continue examinations in armament and signals (no
failures). Air Commodore Nairn from Air Force Hdqts. visitor on station. Normal flying routine.
P/O W.E. Kjellander (J7681) flying instructor reported this date.

Dec. 21/41  Heavy fog in A.M. Flying washed out until 1300 hrs. Course 41 write examinations in
Armament (Oral), signals. (Practical). Church parade well attended.

Dec. 22/41  Clear & Cold. Normal flying routine. Night flying carried out by "A" Flight until
2200 hrs, when ground fog forced cancellation. 3 Ansons from Rivers forced down at this Station
due to fog. Christmas party for Airmen's wives and children held in Recreation Hall, attended by
large crowd. Class 41 complete examinations. Class average was one of the highest.

Dec. 23/41  Heavy ground fog. Flying washed out until noon. 50% of personnel depart on
Christmas leave.

Dec. 24/41  Cloudy. Fatal crash occurred 1 mile S/E of Airport when No. NZ413387 LAC Deery
crashed when night flying. Accident occurred at approximately 0045 hrs. Committee of
Adjustment formed.

Dec. 25/41  Cloudy. Merry Christmas holiday for whole station. Condolence offered to personnel
unfortunate enough to remain on station.



Dec. 26/41  Fair & Cold.   Day flying carried out by "A" & "E" Flights. "A" Flight completes 60
hours night flying. Funeral arrangements being made for LAC Deery.

Dec. 27/41  Fair & Cold. Funeral service held for LAC Deery,  attended by C.O. and all of Course
‘41'. F/L Dunne in charge of funeral party. Normal flying routine. 34 students of Course 45 arrive
from Virden. 28 arrive from High River.

Dec. 28/41  Clear & Cold. Normal flying routine. Church parade well attended.
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Dec. 29/41  Clear & Cold. Airmen returned from Christmas Leave. Normal flying routine.

Dec. 30/41  Clear & Cold. Pilot Officer J.L. Knowlton reported this date. Normal flying routine. 

Dec. 31/41  Fair & Cold.  Normal flying routine.

                     Aircraft Strength:
                                         Serviceable      Crane T50                                 93
                                         Unserviceable   Crane T50 :

                                                                       Under 21 days - nil
                                                                       Over 21 days                          3
                                                                       Crash awaiting write off        1    

                                                                                    Total                        97
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                               Airmen or

Dec. 31/41    Personnel Strength                                     Officers             Other ranks         Civilians
                      STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                       72                          1238

                R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                    4                              21

                     Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 
         R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil

                     C.D.C.                                                              2                               4
                     R.A.F.                                                               5                               9

                     Civilians
                     Barrack Warden                                                                                                       1
                     Meteorologist                                                                                                           1
                     Works and Buildings                                                                                              36



                     Chater Relief Field                                                                                                   6
                      Others                                                                                                                    68
                                                                                                                                                              

                                                             Total Staff             83                        1272                   112
                                                                                                                                                             

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                                    152
                     R.A.A.F.    -       Nil
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                                   48
                                                                                                                                                       

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                                                  200                                
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Jan. 1st/42.    Personnel Strength      Officers               Airmen or                             Civilians

               Other ranks                         
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 72                          1238     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                    9                                7

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                       2                                4
R.A.F.                                                       1                                 -

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             36
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  6
Others                                                                                                                                     68



                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff                84                        1249                                       112
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               137
                     R.A.A.F.    -       Nil
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              52
                                                                                                                                                       

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              189                                       
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Jan. 1/42    Very cold.  Happy .New Year. Holiday for all Personnel.

Jan. 2/42   Cold. Flying washed out, due to blowing snow and high winds. Classes resumed in
G.I.S.

Jan. 3/42   Very Cold.  Routine flying carried out, approximately 75 cross countries completed.
New schedule drawn up in G.I.S., for proposed 12 week schedule to begin with Course 45.

Jan. 4/42   Temperature drops to 37°below.  Normal flying routine.

Jan. 5/42   Very Cold.   S/Ldr. Malcolm new Equipment Officer, reports this date. Special
Armament Class held in G.I.S, to catch up on lectures.   Normal flying routine. F/Lt, Kerwin
S.O.S. on posting to West Coast. F/Lt. Cameron assumes Command of No. 2 Squadron, with F/Lt,
Boulton as Examining Officer.

Jan. 6/42   Extremely Cold. Normal flying routine. A new form for recording the qualifications of
Student Pilots and their results obtained in progressive tests was drawn up for G.I.S. use.

Jan. 7/42   Extremely Cold. Normal flying routine. G/Capt, Wilson, Commanding Officer of
Dauphin, accompanied by S/Ldr. Sel!ars paid a short visit to Station.

Jan. 8/42   Cloudy and milder, a great relief for all Personnel as weather for past week has been
very cold. Air Cadet lectures resumed at Brandon Collegiate. Normal flying routine.

Jan. 9/42   Fair and Cold.   S/Ldr. Goulding of No. 2 Training Command visited Station to discuss
accommodation and instructional staff for new training arrangements. Normal flying routine.
Night flying carried out by "E" Flight. Course for Student Pilots lengthened to l6 weeks.

Jan. 10/42   Fair and Cold. Normal flying routine. W/Cdr. Mair, W/Cdr. Newcombe and W/Cdr.
Russell, from Saskatoon, visitors on Station. Curling Season officially opened when Officers



defeated Senior N.C.0's, in close fought match.

Jan. 11/42   Fair and much milder. Normal flying routine. Slight damage to A/C 7810 at Chater,
when student misjudged landing and ground looped. Pilot uninjured.   V/Cdr. McCann of No. 2
Training Command, visitor on Station.
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 Jan.12/42   Fair and Mild. Flying carried out all day and night. Arrangements being made for
Wings Parade of Course 41.

Jan.13/42   Fair with high winds. Stag Party held in Sergeants’ Mess in honour of W/Cdr. R.C.
Gordon. 
Wind rose to gale force, and flying washed out at 1100 hours.

Jan.14/42   Fair and Mild. Normal Flying Routine. Official Opening of our inter-station Hockey
League. 
No. 2 Manning Depot, with four ex-professionals on their team, defeated No. 12 S.F.T.S.

Jan.15/42   Fair and Mild. Normal flying routine. Station Leagues of basketball and volleyball has
created much enthusiasm among airman. Non-flying Officers leading both leagues, as so far they
have been undefeated.

Jan.16/42   Fair and Mild. Normal flying routine.  Fatal Crash 7 miles N.E. of Rivers, when two
planes flying in formation collided. R.107632 LAC Gibson, H.F. instantly killed; other plane
returned safely. Wings Parade held for Class 41. Mayer Young presented wings to 44 New
Zealanders and 15 Canadians.  Under new set up, these Students will remain on Station for
another four weeks.  Honour plaque presented to LAC Elder of New Zealand.

Jan.17/42   Fair and Mild. Normal flying routine. Officers again defeat Senior N.C.O’s in return
curling game. Remains of LAC Gibson sent to his home at Riverhurst, Saskatchewan. 
Committee of adjustment and Court of Inquiry formed re LAC Gibson.

Jan.18/42   Fair and Mild. Normal flying routine. Six Brandon High School teachers (prospective
cadet officers) were taken up for a flight. F/Lt. Cameron SOS on posting overseas. F/Lt. Lalng
assumes Command of No. 1 Squadron, with F/Lt. Mileski examining officer of No. 2 Squadron.
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Jan.19/42  Fair and Mild. Weather for past week has been perfect for flying. Another fatal crash
when two planes, piloted by NZ. 413063 LAC Hamilton, G.H.W., and NZ  412238 LAC Kitto,
R.F., collided in mid air and both instantly killed. These were two of the NZ Students, who had
just received their Wings. Farewell Party held in Officers’ Mess for W/Cdr. R.C. Gordon, who
will be leaving us on January 21st, 1942. Our Hockey Team met No. A4. R.C.A.T.C. in league
game and were defeated by a score of 8 - 1. We need new hockey players, as this is the second



defeat we have absorbed.  S/Ldr. Woodward of Yorkton, visitor to G.I.S., to discuss W/T & R/T
Station requirements.

Jan.20/42  Fair and Mild. Normal flying routine. Funeral arrangements being made for the two
NZ. casualties, as burial will be made in Brandon. F/Lt. Leaney and Officers of the Winnipeg
Recruiting Depot visit Station, to familiarize themselves with its operation.

Jan.21/42  Fair and Mild. Normal Flying Routine. Funeral held for two N.Z. Students, attended by
Commanding Officer, Mayor Young of Brandon, Students of Class "4l" and a large number of
friends. W/Cdr. R.C. Gordon departs for Vancouver. Lt/Col. English of Army Training Centre
and large party of Officers on hand to wish him "Bon Voyage". W/Cdr. Moncrieff takes over as
Commanding Officer. Kit Inspection held at 1530 hours. Our hockey team won their first game,
by defeating Virden, score 5-0.

Jan.22/42  Fair and Mild. Normal flying routine.  W/Cdr. Pleasance and F/Lt. Bastion from No. 2
Training Command, visitors on Station. Our Basketball Team distinguish themselves, by
defeating Carberry 59-16 in their first league game.

Jan.23/42  Fair and Mild. Normal flying routine. Station Inspection carried out by Commanding
Officer. An Officers curling rink from this Station met a rink from the Mental Hospital (Staff)
and are defeated, 8-7.

Jan.24/42  Fair and a little cooler. Collegiate and High School Teachers visited G.I.S., and were
given flights by personnel of Navigation Flight.

Jan.25/42  Low Clouds. Flying washed out, ceiling 300 to 500 feet. Many students spend day at
G.I.S. Church Parade well attended.
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Jan.26/42  Cloudy.  An Officer’s rink, comprised of W/Cdr. Moncrieff, F/Lt. Williams, F/Lt.
Dunne and F/O Burgess entered the Brandon Bonspiel, and surprised everybody, including
themselves, by defeating a seeded rink from Winnipeg, skipped by the Hon. John Bracken.  
A.M.L. teacher placed in readiness for generator required to place this trainer in operation.
Normal flying routine.

Jan.27/42  Cloudy. Normal flying routine daytime. Night flying washed out.

Jan.28/42  Cloudy, with snow. Flying washed out, students in G.I.S. are employed on 25 yard
range.

Jan.29/42  Cloudy and Colder. Weather variable with flying washed out for one hour in A.M.  
Dual flying only for remainder of the day. Our basketball team defeat Manning Depot, by score of
34 - 10.



Jan.30/42  Cloudy. Normal flying routine. Station Inspection carried out by the Commanding
Officer. 

Jan.31/42  Cloudy. Normal flying routine.

            AIRCRAFT STRENGTH:          Serviceable Crane T 50        -      86 
                                                                Unserviceable Crane T 50:
                                                                         Under 21 days                       3
                                                                         Over 21 days                         6   
                                                                                        TOTAL   -             95  
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Jan.31/42                                           Officers                Airmen or                  Civilians
                   Personnel Strength                    Other ranks                         
                   STAFF      R.C.A.F.             82                          1180     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                   2                              11

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                      2                                4
R.A.F.                                                       1                                -

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             35
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  5
Others                                                                                                                                     66
                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff                87                        1195                                       108
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               137
                     R.A.A.F.    -       Nil
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              50
                                                                                                                                                       

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              187                                       
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Feb. 1/42   Personnel Strength           Officers                Airmen or                            Civilians
                 Other ranks                        

STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 83                           1186     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                    5                               11

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                        2                                4
R.A.F.                                                         1                                -

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                    1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                        1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                           36
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                 6
Others                                                                                                                                   66
                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff                91                        1201                                     110
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               140
                     R.A.A.F.    -       Nil
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              50
                                                                                                                                                       

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              190                                       
                                                                                                                                                       

IMAGE 1272 



Feb.1/42    Cloudy. Church Parade well attended. F/O Rosborough and his curling rink
distinguished themselves, by winning one of the major events in the Brandon Bonspiel.

Feb.2/42    Cloudy with snow. Flying washed out. P/O C.J. Walker T.O.S. on posting from No. 1
S.F.T.S, Camp Borden, Ontario.

Feb.3/42    

Feb.4/42    Cloudy. Flying washed out. Course 43 wrote airmanship and navigation examinations,
syllabus of training for non-flying personnel put in force. Mess dinner held in Officer's Mess.
Very successful, attended by 82 officers. F/O E.F. Bullis (C.6700) T.O.S. on posting from No. 6
S.F.T.S., Dunnville.

Feb.5/42    Weather unfit for flying. Course 43 wrote armament and signals examination.
Basketball team win another game by defeating A.4 R.A.T.C., score 41 - 12.

Feb.6/42    Flying all day. Course 43 wrote Meteorological and Aircraft Recognition
Examinations, and also had armament (Oral) and signals (Practical).

Feb.7/42    Flying all day. P/O W.C. Cracknell (J.8353) T.O.S. from Central Flying School,
Trenton. 

Feb.8/42    Flying all day,. .

Feb.9/42    Morning flying washed out. Dual only in P.M. Course 41 attend lecture periods in
G.I.S. P/O C.G. Stalker (J.8655) T.O.S. on posting from Central Flying School, Trenton.

Feb.10/42    Morning flying washed out. General flying in P.M. F/Lt. C.H. Mussells (C.1639)
T.O.S. on posting from Conversion Training Squadron, Rockcliffe.

Feb.11/42    Flying washed out. Students attend lectures in G.I.S.   Hockey Team from No. A.4
R.A.T.C. visit our Station and are defeated in a close fought game by a score of 3 - 1.

Feb.12/42    Flying washed out. Students at G.I.S. Basketball team continue winning streak by
defeating Carberry, score of 50 - 25.
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Feb.13/42  Flying washed out. Normal routine at G.I.S. 

Feb.14/42  Flying All day.   Normal routine at G.I.S.. 

Feb.15/42  Morning flying washed out. Flying in P.M.

Feb.16/42  Normal flying routine. Hockey Team travel to Virden and are defeated, score 6-2.



Feb.17/42   Normal flying routine.

Feb.18/42  Normal flying in A.M., washed out in P.M.  Hockey Team run wild and defeat
Carberry by score of l4 - 0. Our Curling team travel to Virden and gain possession of Challenge
Shield. F/O W.A. Shoults T.O.S. on posting from No. 5 B & G School, Dafoe.

Feb.19/42  Normal flying. Basketball team win another game from No. 2 Manning Depot, score
of 38-15. Our Hockey team steadily improving. 

Feb. 20/42  Flying in A.M., washed out in P.M. G.I.S. drill parades showing consistent
improvement. 
A curling team from the Artillery Training Centre are fortunate enough to carry off the laurels
and challenge trophy.

Feb. 21/42  Flying all day and night. P.T. Classes are undoubtedly proving beneficial and students
are enjoying stiff  P.T. Schedule. Basketball Team complete an undefeated season.

Feb. 22/42  Normal flying during day. Night flying washed out due to weather conditions. Church
parade well attended.
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Feb.23/42   Flying carried out all day and night. Confidential and Secret information as furnished
by the Intelligence and  Air Ministry sections read to Student Pilots.

Feb.24/42   Clear and Cold. Normal flying routine. Night flying carried out at Chater and
Brandon. Total hours flown 170.05. Potential air crew now taking 3 hours of ground school
instruction each day; appears to be of real benefit. Airmen enthusiastic. W/Cdr. Cox of Carberry
visitor on Station. F/Lt. Harley. (C.3834) S.O.S, on posting to St. Hubert.

Feb.25/42   Clear and slightly warmer. Normal flying, night flying, “D” Flight at Chater, “C” &
"E" Flights at Brandon. Total hours flown 135.30. C.G.I.  attended Brandon Cadet Meeting where
appreciation of training carried out by this Station was expressed.

Feb.26/42   Cloudy. Flying all day. "D" and "E" Flight night flying at Brandon. "C" Flight at
Chater, hours flown 65.50. Our hockey team travel to Neepawa to meet Dauphin in a two game
series, goals to count and are defeated score 5-2.

Feb.27/42   Normal flying routine.

Feb.28/42   Normal flying routine. Our Hockey Team travel to Dauphin and win out on round by
a score of 8-7.

                    AIRCRAFT STRENGTH:       Serviceable Crane T 50   -        81
                                                                     Unserviceable Crane T 50: 



                                                                         Under 21 days                       14
                                                                          Over   21 days   2   

                                                                                                TOTAL -          97  
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Feb.28/42       Personnel Strength      Officers              Airmen or                             Civilians
               Other ranks                         

STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 83                           1189     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                    2                               18

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                      2                                4
R.A.F.                                                       1                               

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             35
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  5
Others                                                                                                                                     66   
                                                                
                                  Total Staff                88                        1211                                       108
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               150
                     R.A.A.F.    -       Nil
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                4
                     R.A.F.                                                                      66                                          
                                                             
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              200                                       
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March 1/42   High winds interrupted day flying.  Night flying at Brandon by “C” Flight.  'D' Flight
at Chater. Church parade well attended. 

March 2/42   Fair and wan. Excellent flying weather. “C” & “D” Flights night flying. P/O Whitley
new navigation (ground) instructor arrives to take up instructional duties. Our hockey team meet
McDonald in the first of two game series, and are defeated 5-3.

March 3/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Night flying carried out by ‘D’ Flight. F/L
Vincent C.S.O. of No. 19 E.F.T.S., Virden, visitor on Station. Our hockey team defeat McDonald
by a score of 7-2, and earn right to enter the finale for the Provincial Intermediate Championship
against a team from Winnipeg.

March 4/42   Weather excellent. Flying all day. Arrangements completed to transfer 24 Anson
Wings to #7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg. Motor generators arrive for bombing teacher. P/O
Kerns, T.D. (J8969), P/O Fuller, W.H. (J8931), P/O Bullard, W.E. (J9177) T.O.S. on posting from
C.F.S. Trenton, Ontario.

March 5/42   Cloudy.   Flying Washed out. Armament Section busy installing motor generators.  
F/L Fraser of #7 Equipment Depot, visitor on Station re transfer of Anson Wings. W/C Kent,
D.F.C. made short stop at Station. Hockey team travel to Winnipeg, and are defeated 6-5 in first
of two game series for Intermediate Provincial Championship.

March 6/42   Cloudy with snow. Ground School fully occupied with conditions unfit for flying.
Heavy thaw flooded part of I. & R. Section. No damage. Our hockey team defeat a team from
Winnipeg and are the new Intermediate Champions of the Province,

March 7/42   Cloudy. Normal flying routine. G/C Bonham-Carter pays short visit to Station.
Shortage of fabric has been cause of worry to our Equipment Section.

March 8/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Church parade well attended. Gas & Oil
sections preparing for stock taking. P/O Young, L.A. (J9126) T.O.S. on posting from C.F.S.,
Trenton.

March 9/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. 'A' Flight night flying. F/L McKinnon of No. 
2 Training Command visitor to our Equipment Section. Class 45 preparing for examinations. 
Our Hockey Team lose first game at Port Arthur. Boxing show held at No. 2 Manning Depot,
with Carberry & A4, R.A.T.C. sharing honours. No. 12 S.F.T.S. fail to produce a winner. 
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March 10/42   Cloudy with snow. Flying washed out due to weather. S/L Welstead arrives to take
over duties as C.F.I.   S/L Knowles posted on temporary duty to No. 8 Repair Depot.



March 11/42   Cloudy. Normal flying routine. W/C Sifton, J.A., P.M.O. of No. 2 Training
Command, accompanied by F/L Cleghorne, J.M., paid visit to the Station. Our Hockey Team are
again defeated at Port Arthur by a score of 4-2, and are eliminated from further competition.
Course 45 started writing G.I.S. Examinations, Airmanship and Armament (Written).

March 12/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Course 45 wrote Navigation and Signals
Examinations, and did sending tests. Transfer of Anson Wings completed.

March 13/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Wings Parade held in P.M., when W/C
Kent, D.F.C., presented wings to 69 Students. Mayor Young presented honour plaque to L.A.C.
Harmon. Large crowd attended and thoroughly enjoyed address by W/C Kent, D.F.C. F/O
Patterson, W.S. (C4591) S.O.S. on posting to No. 1  I.T.S., Toronto.

March 14/42   Cloudy. Flying washed out. New course of students arrive and are being issued
with bedding etc.

March 15/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Church parade well attended. Night flying
washed out at 2100 hours. Reason - weather.

March 16/42   Cloudy. Flying washed out in A.M., due to low ceiling, carried on in P.M. “D”     I
Flight night flying (54 hours). New Students mostly Americans. They reported with 11 absentees,
due to A.W.O.L.’s.

March 17/42  Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Night flying washed out. Field
unserviceable. 
C.G.I.  attended meeting at Brandon Collegiate, where arrangements were made for swearing in
of R.C.A.F. Cadets.
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March 18/42   Fair and warm. Flying washed out. Field unserviceable due to thaw. G.I.S. filled to
capacity for instruction. Ground crews given lectures and drill. Additional parachutes (seat type)
arrive.

March 19/42   Cloudy and Cool. Flying in A.M., washed out in P.M. Airmen's Dance held in
Recreation Hall, attended by large number of personnel. Music supplied by Station Orchestra,
under direction of F/L Williams.

March 20/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. "D" Flight night flying, total 6415. One
student failed in supplementary meteorology examination. The first case to fail a supplementary
since Station opened.

March 21/42   Cloudy and Cool. Normal flying routine. Night flying by "C" Flight. Time 63.50.
A.S.O. Henderson visited Station to discuss points concerning the W.D.’s.  24 engines received
from #7 Equipment Depot. Formal dance held in Officer's Mess. Large crowd in attendance.



March 22/42   Fair with high winds. Normal flying routine. Night flying by "D" Flight. Time
13.35. Supplementary examinations held showing one student a failure in navigation. Church
parade held in A.M.

March 23/42   Cloudy and Cool. Normal day flying. Night flying washed out due to snow. G/C
Bonhan-Carter, W/C Moncrieff, and F/L Sherrett, attend Brandon Collegiate Cadets inaugural
ceremony and participate in interesting ceremony. Two Cranes received from Cessna factory
presumably for Stored Reserve. P/O Robertson, G.K. (C10372) T.O.S. on posting from No. 1
Manning Depot, Toronto.

March 24/42   Cold with snow. Flying washed out, students at G.I.S, for special armament &
Navigation Lectures.

March 25/42   Heavy snow. Flying washed out. Ground School filled with students who are
unable to fly. 
First operation performed in our Station Hospital, when F/L Williams performed a hernioraphy on
one of the airmen. Both survived ordeal.

March 26/42   Still snowing. Flying washed out. Students spend day drilling and studying. In
evening concert in Recreation Hall by Mdme. Johnson and her Victory Troupe. Why are all
service 
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March 26/42    personnel made to suffer by the (kind) acts of these good people. Our basketball     
     (Cont.)        team held practise in preparation for the Manitoba Intermediate Championship.

March 27/42   Snow and more snow. We have had more snow in the past four days than we have
haddall year. Flying washed out.

March 28/42   Snow, flying washed out. Eight airscrews from stored reserved A/C shipped to #4
S.F.T.S. where A/C are apparently grounded for lack of airscrews as well as by weather.

March 29/42   Cloudy in A..M. Sunshine in P.M. Every available airman working on snow
removal. Hope to start flying in a day or so. Church parade well attended.

March 30/42   Bright sunshine finally stopped snowing. Flying in P.M. Dual only. One lease lend
A/C received from Command Flight Winnipeg for Stored Reserve.

March 31/42   Fair and warm. Flying until 2000 hours to try and pick up time lost by blizzard.
A/C 7804 transferred to Dauphin, we will receive in turn a constant speed crane. This will
complete the exchange of 14 cranes with wooden A/S from this Unit for 14 constant speed from
Dauphin.

                  AIRCRAFT STRENGTH:        Serviceable Crane T 50          -     62



                                                                    Unserviceable Crane T 50:     -
                                                                           Under 21 days                  -     32
                                                                           Over 21 days                    -       4    
                                                                                               TOTAL       -      98    
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March 31/42     Personnel Strength                                                                                                      
                                                            Officers              Airmen or                             Civilians
                                   Other ranks                         
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 92                          1110     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                    2                                4

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                       2                                 7
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             35
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  5
Others                                                                                                                                     64
                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff                96                        1121                                       106
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               120
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              -
                     R.A.F.                                                                     64
                                                                                                                                                       

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              184                                       
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April 1/42       Personnel Strength              Officers                Airmen or                            Civilians
                                                                                                 Other ranks

STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                       93                           1109
     R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty         5                                 7

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 
R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                             2                                4
R.A.F.                      -               Nil                                           

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             38
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  5
Others                                                                                                                                     65
                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff               100                        1120                                       110
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               120
                     R.A.F.                                                                     64                                             
                    
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              184                                              
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April 1/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Students have now been supplied with shorts
for P.T, and this should permit a more active and beneficial participation in this form of training.
Our basketball: team leaves for Winnipeg to meet St. Andrew's Crocks in first game for Manitoba
Intermediate Championship. S/L Sellers, Commanding Officer of Yorkton paid short visit to



Station.

April 2/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Grounds very muddy due to thaw. Basketball
team win first game of series with St. Andrews in a close game, by a score of 33-32.

April 3/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Control panel for bombing teacher received.
This long awaited to put bombing teacher in operation. Basketball team win Manitoba
Intermediate Championship by defeating St, Andrew Crocks in second game by a score of 30-24.

April 4/42   High winds and slightly colder. Flying washed out. Officer Personnel of G.I.S. and
Navigation attended wedding of F/L D.G.M. Joy.

April 5/42   Clear and cold. Normal flying routine. Church parade well attended by officers and
airmen.

April 6/42   Cloudy.   Flying washed out at 1030 hours. A.S/O Service and one sergeant arrive on
Station. This is advance guard of the R.C.A.F. (W.D.) Division. Sections 4 to 44 of A.F.A. read to
personnel.

April 7/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. F/L Bell, cadet officer of No. 2 T.C. visitor at
G.I.S.,  S/L Laurie, A.P.M. of No. 2 T.C. also visited Station.

April 8/42   Fair and cool. Normal flying routine. Rehearsal held for Wings Parade. Equipment
Section busy issuing equipment for R.C.A.F, (W.D.). G/C Bonham-Carter, G/C Cummings, C.O.
of Estevan, and W/C Armour visit Station.

April 9/42   Fair and cool. Dual flying only. Night flying washed out due to high winds. Rehearsal
for Wings Parade held at 1900 hours.

April 10/42   Fair and cool. Normal flying routine. Wings Parade for Course 45 held in Drill Hall
at l500 hours. Commanding Officer presented wings to 57 students. Mayor Young of Brandon
presented City Plaque to honour student,  L.A.C. Poulain of St. Boniface.
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April 11/42   Cloudy and Cool. Normal flying routine day and night. Sixty Winnipeg Tribune
news boys were visitors to Station and were shown G.I.S., Bombing Teacher, Link Building and
Hangars. Lorrain Crane, to complete establishment received from Carberry.

April 12/42   Fair and warm. Flying all any. Church parade held for personnel on non-flying
duties. 
A/S/O Ritchie and 72 airwomen report for duty. Course 53 begin to arrive and are taken to stores
for bedding and to G.I.S. for registration. Slight accident to A/C 7860 when tire blew when
landing. No one injured.



April 13/42   Fair and warn. Normal flying routine. Commanding Officer inspects R.C.A.F.
(W.D.) and welcomes them with a few well chosen words. Course 53, composed of 60 students,
addressed by C.I. and commence lectures. F/O Beevor-Potts, L. T.0.S. on posting from No. 15
S.F.T.S., Claresholm, Alberta.

April 14/42   High winds. Normal flying routine in day; night flying washed out.

April 15/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. A party of Dist. Legion Delegates were
shown around Station. G/C Wilson, Commanding Officer of Dauphin visited Station.

April 16/42   High winds. Day flying washed out. Night flying at Brandon and Chater. A/C
Shearer stops at Station on way to No. 2 Manning Depot.

April 17/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine.

April 18/42   Cloudy. Normal flying routine.

April 19/42   Cloudy. Flying washed out, until 1000 hours. No regular classes in G.I.S., but many
students back for studies and coaching by staff. Church parade well attended.
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April 20/42   Cloudy in A.M., clearing in P.M. Normal flying routine. Night flying carried out at
Chater and Brandon.

April 21/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine.

April 22/42   Fair and warm. Temperature rises to 76.6. Flying all day. Night flying at Brandon
and Chater. Wing Officer Crowther accompanied by Section Officer Henderson visits Station and
inspects W.D.’s Quarters.

April 23/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Night flying carried out at Chater and
Brandon. Spring housecleaning starts. All personnel busy on grounds and removing storm
windows. In evening, dance held in Recreation Hall for airmen. Well attended and thoroughly
enjoyed.

April 24/42   Cloudy and cool. Flying day and night. Eight engines arrived from No. 7 Equipment
Depot,  for T.E. Changes. Slight damage caused to A/C which made forced landing.

April 25/42   Cloudy with rain. Flying washed out until 1100 hours. Night flying washed out.
Students at Ground School in A.M. Arrangements made with #7 Equipment Depot, to ship tires,
tubes and retracting screws which are urgently needed.

April 26/42   Cloudy with high winds. Dual flying in A.M. Washed out in P.M.   Course 49 in
G.I.S.  studying armament, meteorology and navigation.  Preparing for examinations. Shortage of



tires still prevails in Equipment Section. Church Parade well attended.

April 27/42   Wind and sunshine. Dual flying for most of the day. Course 49 studying for
examinations.

April 28/42   Cloudy and cool. Flying washed out in A.M. Dual flying in P.M. Course 49 writing
airmanship and navigation examinations. Meeting of the B.D.S.A.A.  held at No. 12 S.F.T.S.
where schedules for summer competition in sports were drawn up. P/O Cranna, A.M. T.O.S. on
posting from C.F.S. Trenton.

April 29/42   Cloudy and cool. Flying washed out in A.M. Dual flying in P.M. Signals and
armament examinations for Course 49.  R.C.A.F. (W.D.) held dance in Recreational Centre.  
Voted a great success.
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April 30/42  Windy with intermittant showers.  Examinations continued for Course 49. Eight
engines received from #7 Equipment Depot. Fatal crash occurred at approximately 1500 hour,
four miles N.W. of aerodrome. F/S  Patenall, pilot, Sgt. Burkholder, A.E.M. and Cpl. McGuire
A.E.M. killed. Committee of adjustment formed. P/O Elliott B.T. taken on strength on posting
from C.F.S. Trenton. G/C Laurence and S/L Goulding visit station.

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH                 Serviceable Crane T 50          -          86 
                                                         Unserviceable Crane T 50:
                                                                   Under 21 days                -            4
                                                                   Over 21 days                  -             8      
                                                                                                TOTAL          98   
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                                                                                        Airmen or  
April 30/42     Personnel Strength    Officers    W.D.     Other ranks     W.D.                   Civilians   
                                                                                                                                                        
                                                          
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 98           2           1029             84     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                    3                            13

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                        2                              3               1
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                



Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                              38
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  5
Others                                                                                                                                     69          
                                                                                                                                                          
                                  Total Staff                103       2               1045             85                     114
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               128
          R.A.F.                                                                     64                                                

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              192                                                

  

IMAGE 1329
Airmen or 

May l,  1942.      Personnel Strength         Officers    W.D.    Other ranks        W.D            Civilians

STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                       97             2             1029       86
     R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty         3                                13

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 
R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                             2                                3
R.A.F.                      -               Nil                                           

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             38
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  5
Others                                                                                                                                     69
                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff               102              2              1045                 86           114
                                                                                                                                                      



TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                    128
                     R.A.F.                                                                         64                                             
                    
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                                 192                                              
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May 1/42   Cloudy with rain. Flying for two hours only. S/L Bennet, C.G.I. of Estevan visited
Station and spent most of his time in our Ground School.
May 2/42   Cloudy. Normal flying routine. G/C Bonham-Carter arrived on Station with W/C
Wilkins investigating officer of A/C 7884 crash. Funeral Service held for victims of crash.

May 3/42   Cloudy and Cold. Normal flying routine. Produce of A/C 7884 brought back to
Station. Church parade well attended.

May 4/42   Bright sunshine, quite a relief from cloudy and damp weather. Normal flying routine.
Night flying for "B" Flight. Course 49 complete examinations; only one failure reported in
navigations.

May 5/42   Fair and warm. Drill course starts for officers. Normal flying routine. “B” Flight night
flying. Supplementary navigation examination written successfully by student who had failed.  
Course 49 skeet shooting with excellent results. F/O Young, G.R.  J.3106 T.O.S. on posting from
No. 2  E.F.T.S., Fort William, Ontario.

May 6/42   Fair and warm. Perfect weather for flying. Night flying carried out. Meeting of Station
Sports Committee held and plans for summer competition discussed. G/C Lawrence, G/C Crabbe,
S/L Goulding arrive on station by air.

May 7/42   Fair and warm. Flying all day. Arrangements made with No. 2 Training Command to
obtain 10 engines for T.E. change.

May 8/42   Fair and warm. Flying day and night. Commanding Officer, Chief Instructor and
Squadron Commanders held discussion re disposition of new course 55, said to be largest yet.
Agreed extra classroom could be arranged in G.I.S.  by moving Armament Workshop.

May 9/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine day and night. F/L Hanson of No. 2 Training
Command visited Station.
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May 10/42   Fair and warm. Flying all day. Night flying by "E" Flight. Members of new class,
course 55 begin to arrive. Class promised to exceed 75 and will be largest yet. This will bring
students in training to approximately 253. F/L McKinnon, F/L Marshal and F/O Taylor from No. 2
Training Command visit our Equipment Section. Church Parade in morning.



May 11/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Night flying carried out by "B" & "E" Flights.
Course 55 given introductory lectures by C.I. and C.G.I. Softball season officially opened
when officers of non-Flying list defeat officers of flying list by a score of 5 - 1.

May 12/42   Colder with high winds. Normal flying routine (day). Night flying washed out due to
high winds. Armament Workshop being moved to No. 1 Hangar to permit installation of new
classroom. P/O Crewe, R.C.  J. 10115 T.O.S. on posting from No. 2 A.N.S., Pennfield Ridge, N.B.

May 13/42   Cool and windy. Flying in A.M. Washed out in P.M. New Zealand students, Course
55, back to G.I.S. for special coaching in armament, aircraft recognition and navigation, as they
did not receive elementary armament in New Zealand.  S/L Thomas from Weyburn visitor on
Station. Weather Max. 51.0, Min. 34.0.

May 14/42   Cloudy. Normal flying routine. Special classes continue for Course 55. Dance held for
airmen in Recreation Hall, well attended and thoroughly enjoyed. A/C Collard and Deputy
Minister for air pay short visit to Station. Weather Max. 59.2, Min. 29.0.

May 15/42   Cloudy with rain. Flying washed out in day. Night flying carried out by “B” Flight.
Arrangements being made for our birthday party. This Station one year old tomorrow.

May 16/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. New Zealand and Canadian student pilots from
No. 2 Manning Depot here for special instruction in Browning gun, aircraft recognition and
navigation. Dance held in officers' mess to celebrate our anniversary.
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May 17/42   Cloudy. Flying in afternoon only. Church parade held at 1100 hours and well attended
by officers and airmen. Night flying carried out by "B" Flight.

May 18/42   Cloudy and cool. Normal flying routine. A/C  F.J. 143  ground looped. Student
uninjured. Weather Min. 41.0, Max. 54.5.

May 19/42   Cloudy and warmer. Normal flying routine. Plans completed to give aircrew on
tarmac duty G..I.S. classes in Recreation Hall, until additional classrooms available. W/C McCann
and S/L Murray of No. 2 Training Command visitors on Station. Officers of this station easily
defeat Army officers in softball game. Game was enjoyed by large crowd, especially the
mosquitoes.
May 20/42   Cloudy. Normal flying routine. Potential aircrew personnel begin instruction in G.I.S.
including mathematics, aircraft recognition, war study, signals, drill and P.T. Weather min. 31.0 
Max. 67.0   P/O Davis, W.H. J.10300, P/O Allan, G.W., J.10512,. P/O Perry, S.W.W. J.10259,
T.O.S. on posting from C.F.S. Trenton.

May 21/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine day and night.   Weather min. 41.0. max. 65.0
Dance held in Recreational Centre and enjoyed by large crowd.



May 22/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine, day and night. A/C slightly damaged when
landing with wheels up. Student uninjured. Weather min, 40.5, max,  67.5.

May 23/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Pupils of course 51 taking extra lectures in
signals, navigation and armament preparatory to examinations. Weather min. 39.9. max. 72.4.

May 24/42   Warm with high winds. Flying washed out. Students back to G.I.S. for extra coaching
and study. W01 Jones receives commission and posted from Station. Large number of personnel
attend church parade. Weather min. 47.2, max. 81.9.

May 25/42   Cold with high winds. Flying washed out. Class 51 taking final revisions for
examinations. 
Inter station softball league officially opens with No.12 S.F.T.S. defeating Rivers by a score of 25 -
12.
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May 26/42   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Class 51 wrote airmanship and navigation
examinations.
Inter section softball league opens with Headquarters defeating Maintenance and No. 1 Squadron  
defeating No. 2 Squadron.  Weather max. 65.7, min. 37.5. Station visited by Brigadier General
Henry, Major Saunders of U.S. Army, Captain Clarke and Commander Whitehead of U.S. Navy
and G/C Sampson of R.C.A.F.  Three officers and 37 airmen leave to serve in U.S. Forces.

May 27/42   Heavy rain. Flying washed out. Course 51 wrote armament and signals examinations.
No failures in airmanship or navigation. Weather max. 63.0, min. 47.0.

May 28/42   Fair and with high winds. Dual flying only. Course 51 wrote meteorology paper, had
armament (Practical) signals (Practical) and aircraft recognition examinations. Officers defeat No.
2 Squadron in softball game. Weather max. 71.0, min. 49.5.

May 29/42   Cold and dull. Normal flying routine. Course 51 complete ground school
examinations. No failures. Officers of this Station defeat officers of No. 2 Manning Depot, in
close game by a score of 11 - 9. Weather max. 48.0, min. 33.0.

May 30/42   Cold and dull.

May 31/42   Cloudy. 
                                   AIRCRAFT STRENGTH:    Serviceable Crane T 50           -     92
                                                                                 Unserviceable Crane T 50       -  
                                                                                       Under 21 days                    -     14
                                                                                       Over 21 days                               2     
                                                                                                           TOTAL          -    108   
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                                                                                         Airmen or  
May 31/42       Personnel Strength    Officers    W.D.     Other ranks     W.D.                   Civilians    
                                                                                                                                                       
                                                          
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 98           2           1109             103     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                    3                              9

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                        2                              3              
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                              38
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  5
Others                                                                                                                                     69            
                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff                103       2               1121            103                  114
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               123
          R.A.F.                                                                     65     
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              32                                                       
                                               

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              220                                                
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                                                                                            Airmen or  
June 1, 1942.      Personnel Strength    Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.                Civilians 
                                                                                                                                                          
                                                          
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                   97           2             1109               103     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                    3                                11

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                        2                                 1             
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                              38
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  5
Others                                                                                                                                     69            
                                   Total Staff                102       2               1121            103                  114  

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               123
          R.A.F.                                                                     65     
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                             32                                                        
                                              

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              220                                                
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June 1, 1942.    Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Inspection of Headquarter's Squadron
carried out by Commanding Officer. Rehearsal held for Wings Parade. W/C White, R.N.Z.A.F.
arrived on Station to speak to trainees. Our Station softball team defeat A.4 in hard fought game



by a score of 2 - 1. Weather maximum 70.0, minimum 41.5.

June 2, 1942.    Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Mixture of oil and sawdust our substitute
for wax, tried on floors, poor substitute but keeps down dust. Fifteen Equipment Assistants (W.D.)
report for duty. Commanding Officer inspects students under training. Weather maximum 72.0,
minimum 52.0

June 3, 1942.    Fair and warm.  Flying all day. Work begins on new extension to G.I.S., which
includes two new classrooms, offices and store rooms. G/C Bonham-Carter arrives on Station to
attend dinner given by Class 49. Commanding Officer inspects Maintenance Squadron.

June 4, 1942.    Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Wings Parade held at 1900 hours, for Class
49, when G/O Bonham-Carter presented wings to 57 R.A.F. Students, and 4 R.C.A.F. students.
Mayor Young of Brandon presented plaque to LAC Powell of England. Night flying carried out at
Chater. Weather maximum 74.0, minimum 50.0.

June 5, 1942.    Cloudy and warm. Normal flying routine. Twenty-three commissions for Course
49. F/L Smith and F/L Lawrence of No. 7 Equipment Depot complete check on equipment.

June 6, 1942.    Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. S/L Malcolm visits command  re move of
Technical stores and obtains copy of proposed plan. Night flying carried out.

June 7, 1942.    Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Church parade well attended. Temperature
maximum 76.7, minimum 43.5

June 8, 1942.    Fair and warm. Flying all day.  Fifty-nine students which includes 45 Australians
(the first to train at this Unit) report and heard addresses by C.O., C.F.I., and C.G.I. Station
Softball Team lose their first game when Carberry defeat them 7-3. Officers of No. 12 defeat
Officers of Manning Depot in softball game, score 7-0.
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June 9, 1942.   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Station Parade held at 0700 hours in
preparation of Deputy Inspector General's visit. Heavy electrical storm in evening forces
cancellation of night flying. Weather temperature maximum 83.5, minimum 60.0.

June 10, 1942.   Warm with high winds. Normal flying routine. Night flying carried out at Chater
and Brandon. Station softball team defeat Neepawa, score 11-1.

June 11, 1942.   Cloudy and cool. Normal flying routine. Station parade held at 0730 hours in
preparation for Deputy Inspector General's visit. Our soccer team lose their first game when No. 2
Manning Depot defeat then by a score of 3 - 1. Fatal crash occurs at Chater, when two A/C
collided.  J8150 P/O Polley, A.B., and AUS414330 LAC Wilson, G.O., an Australian student
Instantly killed. Occupants of other plane have miraculous escape and are uninjured.



June 12, 1942.   Cloudy and cool. Normal flying routine. Remains of P/O Polley sent to Calgary,
where military funeral will be held. Commanding Officer Inspects Station. Weather maximum   -   
53.0, minimum   -    36.7.

June 13, 1942.   Fair and Warm. Normal flying routine. “D” Flight night flying. Painting of G.I.S.
classrooms and corridors in full swing. Rapid progress being made. Funeral service for LAC
Wilson held at First United Church, Brandon. Rev. Eric Errey the minister assisted our Padre at
the service. Burial was made in the Air Force Plot at the Brandon Cemetery.

June 14, 1942.   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Large crowd attends church parade and
hear interesting sermon given by W/C Rossie Brown, P.O.D. padre of R.A.F. Night flying carried
out by “D” Flight.
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June 15, 1942.   Fair and warm. Normal flying routine. Night flying "C" & “D” Flights. General
clean up of Station in full swing in preparation of Deputy Inspector General’s visit. Station
Softball team defeat No. 2 Manning Depot by a score of 5 - 1. F/O Baisley, J.R., C6762 SO.S on
posting to R.C.A.F. Station, Sydney, N.S.

June 16, 1942.   Cloudy with rain. Flying washed out in A.M.  A/C Godfrey, D.I.G. accompanied
by W/C Mitchell and S/L Aldridge arrive at 1000 hours. Inspect Hangars and Control Tower and
then proceed to parade grounds, heavy shower cancels inspection and all personnel ordered to drill
hall where they were addressed by the A/C. In P.M. made complete inspection of station and
stated his satisfaction with conditions prevailing.

June 17, 1942.   Cloudy with rain. Flying in A.M., washed out in P.M. Rapid progress being made
on new extension to G.I.S. Station soccer team hosts to the Carberry eleven, and are defeated 7-0.  
Dance held in Recreational Hall for airmen. Attended by large crowd and thoroughly enjoyed.

June 18, 1942.   Cloudy and cold. Normal flying routine. A/C Godfrey departs by air for Weyburn.

June 19, 1942.   Cloudy with rain. Flying washed out at 1400 hours due to heavy rain storm.

June 20, 1942.   Rain. Flying washed out in A.M. Routine in P.M. Class 53 taking extra night
classes in preparation for examinations. Six Hurricanes enroute to Lethbridge forced down at this
Station due to weather. Personnel show great interest in them.

June 21, 1942.   Rain. Flying washed out. Large crowd attend church parade. Normal routine in
G.I.S.

June 22, 1942.   Cloudy and cool. Flying washed out in morning. Routine in P.M. Hurricanes
depart at 1200 hours. W/C Newcombe, Commanding Officer, of Saskatoon visitor on Station. Our
Soccer Team win their first game by defeating A.4  7 - 0.  P/O Robertson, J.A., J10956 S.O.S. on
posting to No. 14 S.F.T.S., Aylmer, Ontario.



June 23, 1942.   Cloudy and cool. Flying all day. Group Captain Pleasance and W/C Millyard
visited Station. Course 53 writes examinations on Ground Subjects. Maintenance reports
serviceability of A/C 92% this date. P/O MacLeod, I.M., J10808 and P/O Giles, A., J10752 T.O.S.
on posting from C.F.S., Trenton, Ontario.
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June 24, 1942.   Fair and warmer. Flying all day as well as night flying. No. 12 defeated No. 1
A.N.S., Rivers, at Softball by a score of 3 - 1. P/O Britton, S.A. J10807 and P/O Trickett, D.H
J10801 TOS on posting from C.F.S., Trenton, Ontario.

June 25, 1942.   Cloudy and rainy. Flying washed out. Course 53 ground school exams continued.

June 26, 1942.   Cloudy with rain. Flying washed out. Examinations for Course 53 completed.
Weather maximum 69.0, minimum 57.0.

June 27, 1942.   Cloudy. Flying washed out. Normal routine in G.I.S.

June 28, 1942.   Fair. Normal flying routine day, night flying washed out. Church parade well
attended.

June 29, 1942.   Cloudy with rain. Course 51 on last week. Rehearsals for Wings Parade on
Thursday. Flying all morning. Washed out part of afternoon.

June 30, 1942.   Cloudy. Flying all morning. Flying washed out part of afternoon. Smoke winds.
Night flying Chater - Brandon. Course 51 had drill rehearsals.

                                         AIRCRAFT STRENGTH:    Serviceable Crane T 50    -   94
                                                                                       Unserviceable Crane T 50
                                                                                            Over 21 days                      6
                                                                                            Over 48 hours                    5      
                                                                                                               TOTAL       105      
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                                                                                            Airmen or  
June 30, 1942.    Personnel Strength    Officers    W.D.     Other ranks     W.D.                   Civilians 
                                                                                                                                                          
                                                          
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 102          2              1063              104     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                      5                                7                  1

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 



R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                          2                              2              
R.A.F.                                                                                        

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             38 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  5
Others                                                                                                                                     66            
                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff                109       2               1072            105                  111
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               123
          R.A.F.                                                                       2 
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 45    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                             27                                                        
                                              

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              195                                                

  

.
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                                                                                         Airmen or  
July 1/42         Personnel Strength    Officers    W.D.     Other ranks      W.D.                   Civilians    
                                                                                                                                                       
                                                          
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 101          2           1059              104     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                      3                             6                 

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                          2                              3              
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      



Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             39 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  5
Others                                                                                                                                     64            
                                                                                                                                                        
                                  Total Staff                106       2               1068            104                  110
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               105
          R.A.F.                                                                     20 
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 43    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              27                                                       
                                               

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              195                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable         86
                   Unserviceable     19   
                                             105
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July 1/42   Weather very cloudy with showers which interrupted normal flying routine. In the
evening rehearsal was held for the Wings Parade which is to take place on Thursday, July 2nd.
Two students of Course 53 wrote and passed supplementary Navigation examinations.

July 2/42   Cloudy, but normal flying routine was carried out. Practice fire alarm was held at 1430
hours. A check was made by the Orderly Officer, Senior Duty Officer and Administrative Officer
and it was found that the fire crew and picquet had water on the supposed fire in three minutes.  It
was also found by the officers checking the alarm that fire instructions were properly carried out
by the whole station.
 Wings Parade was held at 1900 hours on the parade square for course 51.  35 pupils received their
wings, which were presented by Wing Commander H.G. Reid, C.M.G., C.B.E., D.S.O.,
Commanding Officer of No. 2 Manning Depot. Mayor Young of Brandon presented the plaque
donated by the citizens of Brandon, to the honor student. This parade was largely attended by
friends and relatives of the graduates. Following the parade, the graduates and their friends were
entertained in the Sergeants' Mess.

July 3/42   Quite mild and clear to allow flying all day and in the evening. Station was notified that
11 members of course 51 received commissions. Great excitement was caused on the station when
it was found that LAC Badley of Course 55, when flying solo and carrying out an exercise, found
that he had lost his elevator control. He was approximately 6,000 feet above .the aerodrome but



fortunately his aircraft was equipped with radio and although he had not received instruction on
radio, he was able to operate the controls and contacted the Control Tower. F/L Mileski, Officer
Commanding No. 1 Squadron, took off immediately in another radio-equipped aircraft and flew
alongside LAC Badley for approximately two hours and succeeded in talking to the pupil over the
radio and directing him down to a perfect landing without use of elevators. When Badley got out
of his aircraft he was roundly cheered by four or five hundred of the personnel of the station who
had watched the whole incident.
F/L Murray, Navigation Instructor in G.I.S., who had been on this station since its opening, was
married today and is leaving for Central Navigation School at Rivers, where he has been posted.

July 4/42   Cloudy but as clouds were high it was possible to carry out normal flying routine.
Sound experts arrived from Winnipeg to install new moving picture equipment in the Recreational
Hall, which has been purchased by the station from the Northern Electric Company. The station
will now book its own pictures and has hopes of paying for its own moving picture
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July 4/42 (cont’d)   equipment within the next year, after which it will be possible to reduce the
cost of moving picture shows to approximately 10 cents. In the meantime, this station will have a
better run of pictures than it has been having in the past.

July 5/42   Sunday is very warm and excellent weather for flying.  At approximately 1300 hours,
43 Air Cadets from the Brandon Air Cadet Corps arrived with their officers, who are teachers in
the schools of Brandon.  It has been possible to quarter them in one wing of a barrack block. On
arriving at the station they were checked by the Medical Officer and issued with clothing and
equipment. All of these lads were very enthusiastic as it is the first time they have had the
opportunity of being on an Air Force station. They were welcomed to the station by Squadron
Leader Welstead, Acting Commanding Officer, in the absence of Wing Commander Moncrieff,
who has proceeded on leave today. The direction of training for these Air Cadets is in the hands of
F/L Sherrett, Chief Ground Instructor, who has arranged a complete syllabus and programme for
them, taking in a whole week.

July 6/42   Weather ideal for flying which was carried out all day. Night flying was conducted at
R.1 Field at Chater and also at Brandon. Twelve more Air Cadets arrived from the Air Cadet
School at Moosomin, making a total of fifty-five. All station personnel are being carried away
with the enthusiasm and all the questions that are put to them by the Air Cadets.

July 7/42   Fair and Warmer. Normal station routine and flying carried out. F/L Dunne, Senior
Administrative Officer proceeded on annual leave today.

July 8/42   Weather ideal for flying all day. However, during the night flying exercises at the R.1
Field, Chater, a sudden wind and rain storm caught three aircraft in the air, and although it was
nothing serious, Crane aircraft 7789, piloted by LAC Gibson of Course 53
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July 8/42 (cont’d)   crashed about a mile south of the field. Gibson was killed. Gibson had had
very little night flying experience and had apparently become confused. A search party, sent out
from this station and from Chater. The plane was located about on hour after the crash, which
occurred at approximately 0130 hours. The plane was completely demolished.

July 9/42   Ideal weather for flying, quite warm. A goodly number of flying hours were logged for
the station today as flying was carried on in the evening and night flying was carried out at both
fields.

July 10/42   Air Cadets wrote examinations in the Ground School from the lectures that had. been
given them, and made exceptionally high marks, which possibly was due to their own enthusiasm
plus the enthusiasm shown by their instructors in the hours spent on them in the Ground School.  
The Station Armament Officer arranged for each Cadet to fire 10 rounds at the Mo-Skeet Range.

July 11/42   As this was the last day that the Air Cadets were on the station, a sports programme
was arranged for them for the morning. Many of the members of the station were interested
spectators. In the afternoon the Cadets paraded on the parade ground, at which time the prizes
were presented by Squadron Leader Welstead and Flight Lieutenant Sherrett, assisted by the
officers who accompanied the Cadets, following which the Cadets marched past in very fine
parade and proceeded off the station and back to their homes.

July 12/42   No flying. Although the weather is clear, there is a very nigh wind which succeeded in
turning over all garbage pails and scattering debris, although no damage was done. As there was
no flying, the Church Service was very largely attended in the Recreation Hall and an excellent
sermon was delivered by the Padre, Flight Lieutenant Lowry.

July 13/42   Flying all day. A student was reported as lost during the afternoon and it was
necessary to instigate a search by air. The student, however, reported by phone as being three
hours overdue as his aircraft had run out of fuel and he had made a forced landing without
damaging the aircraft, some distance north west of the station.
Wing Commander Moncrieff, Commanding' Officer, returned today from his annual leave.

July 14/42   Normal station routine; flying all day. A check with the station Salvage Officer shows
that for the past month two tons of paper, 100 lbs. of metal tubing(toothpaste tubes, etc.) 100 lbs.
of glass and various other items were turned over to the Salvage Committee of Brandon. 
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July 15/42    F/L D.A.S. Laing, Officer Commanding No. 2 Squadron, today received a promotion
to Acting Squadron Leader. He received congratulations and many good wishes from friends on the
station.
Two officers from Saskatoon arrived to inspect the canteens on the station, particularly the Large
Canteen, which was remodelled recently. These officers returned to Saskatoon with a view
remodelling  their canteen on the lines of the one at this station. The Sergeants' Mess held their
monthly meeting, at which time the financial statement for the past month was presented, which



showed a very healthy statement, and a proposal was passed to hold a dance on the night of August
1st.
The Medical Officer reports 19 patients in the hospital, the majority of whom are surgical cases but
none seriously ill. The daily distribution of library books, magazines was again greatly appreciated
by the patients. 
Maintenance Wing shows an 87% serviceability of aircraft.
The resurfacing of station roads by the Command Maintenance Pool was commenced today and it
is anticipated that the roads on the station will be greatly improved.  A4 Artillery Training Centre
defaulted a softball game in the local District league to this station but as a large number of
spectators had turned out for this game, an exhibition game was played.
The meeting of the Sports Committee was held to arrange for the station field day on August 5th.  
Great interest is being shown.
The Women's Division softball beam played a local girls team from Kemnay but went down to
defeat by the score of 10 - 9.

July 16/42    Flying washed out at 1000 hours due to low ceiling but recommenced at 1330 hours. It
has been found that the undecided weather and dampness has caused a considerable number of sore
throats and common colds on the station, although there have been many opportunities to sun bathe
on sunny days. 
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July 16/42 (cont’d)   Aircraft serviceability on the station is still 87%, which is considered
exceptionally good as this station is trying to put in a greater number of hours this month. Word has
been received on the station that a control car (aerodrome) is to be supplied complete with electric
flare path, which is greatly needed.
F/Sgt. McLeish of the M.T. Section, who has been on the station since its opening, has been posted
to Defoe and left today after a farewell party which was given to him by the personnel of the M.T.
Section. This N.C.O. was thought very highly of.
The Sports Field was the centre of activity tonight. Two soft ball games were played in the House
League, and the track and field facilities were in use as the Squadrons are practicing preparatory to
running their own eliminations to obtain their two best men for entry in the station Field Day events
August 5th.
Vegetables from our own garden were again used at the Airmen's Mess today, such items as
radishes, lettuce, carrots and peas.
July 17/42  Good flying weather and routine flying carried out all day. Station parade was held at
0730 hours in the form of a flag raising ceremony, which is the first time this has been done on the
station, and will be a weekly parade. Two squadrons were inspected by the Commanding Officer,
following which Headquarters Squadron was detailed to carry out a half hour squadron drill.
It is reported that potential aircrew on the strength of this station, doing tarmac and guard duty, are
making exceptionally good progress and producing very fine results in Morse and mathematics.  
The station was visited by W/C Tauntan, Works and Buildings Officer from No. 2 Training
Command, who, with the C.O. conducted an inspection of No. 5 Hangar with a view to structural
alterations being made to accommodate two extra flights in this hangar.
W/C Sifton, Principal Medical Officer of No. 2 Training Command also visited the station and



reported very favorably on our station hospital.

July 18/42   Flying washed out early in the morning due to low ceiling and rain. Course 55 is  again
back at G.I.S. for final check up in Navigation and Armament. This course appears to be
exceptionally well up in Signals and other subjects.
Senior Equipment Officer, Squadron Leader Malcolm left today for his annual leave. 
Patients in the hospital are at a new low figure for this station and the Medical Officer reports that
the smallest number were on sick parade this morning than in the history of this station.
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July 19/42   Flying washed out .all day due to bad weather conditions.   20 P. or O’s reported to the
station for guard duty.  Maintenance Wing commenced work as per  usual today even though it was 
 Sunday, as due to the number of flying hours that have been put in by the flying squadrons, a great
amount of extra work has been required at Maintenance to keep aircraft .serviceable. The vacancy
in our W.D. Administrative staff was filled today by the arrival of Corporal Bright from No. 5
S.F.T.S., Brantford, Ontario.

July 20/42   Flying all day. Night flying at Chater and Brandon. Work commenced on alterations to
No. 5 Hangar preparatory to moving text stores from thenorth lean-to into the west lean-to, and
other alterations to accommodate two extra flights. 
Aircraft serviceability on the station has dropped to 85%.
The first game of the station softball league semi-finals, was played against No. 2 Manning Depot
and our station team won 4 - 0. Our first W.D. to be posted overseas, I.H. Stewart, left today.

July 21/42   Flying all day; night flying at Brandon and Chater. Course 55 again writing
examinations, commencing with Airmanship and Navigation today. As the papers were very long,
none of the students entirely finished the paper on time. Three Cessna Cranes F.J.'s arrived on the
station today. Maintenance Squadron worked over time to cope with the extra work required by the
increased flying hours. Headquarters Squadron Carried out eliminations for the Sports day and
some exceptionally good material showed up. The W.D. softball team played an exhibition game
on the station, the West End Girls from Brandon having come up. The game was largely attended
by station personnel and gave good support to our team, which, won without very much difficulty.  
Three W.D.'s left on leave prior to being posted to Gander.

July 22/42   S/L Laing was detailed by No. 2 T.C, as Investigating Officer for an accident to an
aircraft at Rivers C.N.S.   Excellent flying weather allowing the station to pile up more hours.
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July 22/42 (cont’d)  Only 13 patients in the hospital with very minor ailments. Aircraft
serviceability has dropped to 84%. Flying Officer Charles, Officer in charge of service squadron,
has left the station on posting to a school of Aeronautical Engineering. Station softball team played
second game with No. 2 Manning Depot in the semi-finals and won with a great deal of difficulty,
thus eliminating the Manning Depot from semi-finals. W.D.'s had a sports parade to the station



sports field for practice and eliminations for Station sports Day August 5 .th

July 23/42   Flying was carried out until 1630 hours today when heavy rains and thunder made it
necessary to call in all aircraft. Night flying orders for this night were cancelled. 
Course 55 continued in Ground School examinations. Meteorology, Armament and Signals. 
No failures in Airmanship or Armament were announced. Aircraft serviceability has dropped to
82%. A new type of grass cutter was delivered .to. the station today, which will greatly assist in
keeping the grass cut on the station aerodrome. No sports due to heavy rain.

July 24/42   Weather greatly improved over yesterday making it possible to fly all day, also in the
evening, and night flying at the two fields. Six Menasco Moths arrived at the station for storage and
were sent over to Chater for storage.  A new system of washing overalls has been put into effect
whereby it is hoped that it will be possible to keep the mechanics' overalls looking much neater
than in the past.
A new billiard table was recently installed in the Officers' Mess. It has been used constantly and
there is hardly five minutes of the day that same is not in use, and as a number of officers have
become very proficient, a challenge from the Sergeants’ Mess has been accepted and elimination
games are being played to pick a team of 8 to compete with the N.C.O.'s. 
Sudden showers in the evening made sports impossible. However, the gymnastic equipment in the
Drill Hall was put to good use for this night. The attendance at our station theatre has greatly
improved due to the fact that a far better type of picture has been shown than in the past.

July 25/42   Flying all day, washed out at l630 hours. No night flying. At 1400 hours a report was
received that an aircraft had crashed one mile north west of Moore Park, approximately 15 miles
north of this station, and it was found that two pupils, NZ416538 LAC Priday and R118031 LAC
Willis, on an instrument flight, accompanied by Corporal McIntosh from Maintenance Wing, as
"look-out", were killed when aircraft 7776 crashed. Two new Cessna Crane F.J. series were
delivered to the station today.   
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July 25/42 (cont’d)   Weight lifting and gymnastic work carried out in the Drill Hall during the
evening as weather again was not fit for open air sports.

July 26/42   Flying commenced at l300 hours and was carried out for the balance of the afternoon
and evening.  Maintenance Wing had additional work as it was necessary for them to send a party
to pick up crashed aircraft of the previous day after same was released by Investigating Officer,
W/C Piercy.
Another N.C.O. from the M.T. Section was posted to Vulcan, Alberta.
W.D. strength today was increased by the arrival of four clerk stenographers and 1 telephone
operator from No. 6 Manning Depot, Toronto.  A/S/O P.J. Ritchie arrived back from annual leave
and proceeded to No. 7 B. and G. School, Paulson. 

July 27/42   Ideal weather for flying. However, Courses 53 and 55 attended funeral service at the
Recreational Hall on the station for the two members of their courses who had  been killed, prior to



their proceeding to their homes for burial. The party then proceeded to First Baptist Church at 1100
hours for service and funeral party to Brandon cemetery for burial of LAC Priday. 
P/O Whitney, Navigation instructor in G.I.S. was posted today for special duty to Western Air
Command.
The first game of the finals in the B.D.S.A.A, in softball was played on the station against Rivers,
No. 12 winning same by a score of 9 to 5; but our W.D. softball team playing in Shilo against the
C.W.A.C., lost by a score of 4 to 3.

July 28/42   Flying washed out in the morning on account of low clouds, but was commenced at
1500 hours. Our Soccer team surprised us by beating Carberry in a league game by a score of 2 to
1. 
Aircrew writes First Aid examinations, classes having been taken by F/L Lund.
Mr. Dutton, Cessna aircraft representative, visited the station.
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July 28/42 (cont’d)   Mess Meeting was held in the Officers' Mess at 1230 hours. Squadron Leader
Laing was elected Vice President and Flight Lieutenant Mussells secretary. 
Great d«al of activity on the station sports field again in preparation for station Field Day.
A/S/O Grinke arrived from No. 6 Manning Depot to replace, A/S/O Ritchie.

July 29/42   Flying all day but washed out at 1700 hours due to rehearsal for Wings Parade to be
held tomorrow.  Graduating class held graduating dinner to which various instructors of the station
were invited, at the Prince Edward Hotel.
Two more Menasco Moths arrived at the station for storage and were stored at Chater.
Modifications were placed in the aerodrome car by the M.T. Section which greatly increased the
efficiency of the vehicle.
The station tug-o'-war team received an invitation to participate in No. 2 Manning Depot's Sports
day which took place at the Exhibition Grounds in Brandon, and No. 12 was again successful in
winning, receiving a prize of $20.00 in War Savings Certificates.

July 30/42    Weather clear allowing normal flying routine all day. Wings Parade was held in the
evening and 41 pilots graduated from Course 53, the wings being presented .by Lt. Col. English,
Officer Commanding A4 Artillery Training Centre. The honor plaque was presented by
Brigadier General Kirkcaldy to LAC Ewing.  After the wings presentation, the graduates and their
guests were entertained in the Sergeants' Mess.

July 31/42    Weather clear allowing normal flying routine.  In the evening the second game of the
finals in the station league softball was played against Rivers, No. 12 winning by a score of 8 to 0.  
A large crowd was in attendance and witnessed a very exciting game.
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                                                                                           Airmen or  
July 31/42         Personnel Strength    Officers    W.D.     Other ranks     W.D.                   Civilians    



                                                                                                                                                       
                                                          
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 105          4           1004              98     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                      6                           15                

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                        2                              3              
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             39 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  5
Others                                                                                                                                     64             
                                                                                                                                                       
                                  Total Staff                116        4              1022                                     110
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               126
          R.A.F.                                                                     16 
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 39    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              24                                                        
                                             

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              205                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable         76
                   Unserviceable     30   
                         TOTAL        106
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                                                                                           Airmen or  
Aug. 1/42          Personnel Strength    Officers    W.D.     Other ranks     W.D.              Civilians         
                                                                                                                                                  
                                                          



STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 105          4             1004              98     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                      6                           15                

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 
R.C.A.S.C.                              Nil
C.D.C.                                                           2                            3
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             39 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  5
Others                                                                                                                                     64             
                                                                                                                                                       
                                  Total Staff                116        4              1022                                     110
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               126
          R.A.F.                                                                     11 
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 39    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              24                                                        
                                             

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              200                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable         76
                   Unserviceable     30   
                      Total               106
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Aug. 1/42   Excellent weather for flying which was carried out all day. "A" flight did night flying.
All personnel on the station were pleased to hear of the promotion of F/Sgt; Griffith of the
photographic section to commissioned rank as Pilot Officer.
The serviceability of aircraft on the station was greatly helped by the receipt of aircraft tires.
An emergency appendix operation was performed by F/L Williams, Senior Medical Officer. 
The weekly Saturday open house at the Officers' Mess was particularly largely attended on this
night as several officers from nearby stations and their wives were present and an enjoyable time
was had by all.
The Ford station wagon was involved in a collision with a civilian car in the City of Brandon in
which considerable damage was done to both vehicles. Flying Officer S.A, Bent of this station was



appointed as Investigating Officer.
The Sports Field was again crowded in the evening in practice for ths Station Sports Day.
The first game of the final play-offs for the softball Inter-Station competition against
Rivers took place tonight and No. 12's win, to the tune of 7-5, was witnessed by a large
number of personnel from this station. Our girls softball team played the C.W.A.C.'s at
A.4, which game was witnessed by a large crowd of spectators from both units.
A large number of W.D.’s attended a dance in the Corporals' Club at No. 33 S.F.T.S.
Carberry, on invitation from the Corporals' Club at that station and were well entertained.
Aug. 2/42   Routine and night flying carried on throughout as usual. Good progress being made in
G.I.S. extension wing. Course 61 arrived on the station comprised of 52 New Zealanders from the
Manning Depot at Lachine, Quebec, and 8 B. & G,  students from No. 2 E.F.T.S., Ft. William.
Class 53 was cleared from the station on posting. 
Church Parade attended by all available personnel, as usual.

Aug. 3/42   Flying carried out continuously all day, with "A" and "G" Flights on night flying.
Course 6l was addressed by the Commanding Officer and Chief Instructor, as well as
the G.I.S. Instructors. Publications and introductory lectures were given.
Alterations to dividing I. and R Equipment Section nearing completion.
Elimination trials for annual sports day were carried out in the evening on the Sports
Field. 
No. 1 Sqdn. and H.Q. Sqdn. concluded field and track run offs.
In the Snooker Tournament the Officers won from the Sergeants in the first round.
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Aug. 4/42   Flying throughout the day.  Air Vice-Marshal Goble, O.B.E., D.S.O., M.C., Chief
Australian Liaison Officer, interviewed Australian students. He expressed satisfaction with
arrangements made for Australians in respect to supplies and equipment available. Air
Vice-Marshal Goble  was a luncheon guest in the Officers' Mess. 
Serviceability of aircraft for the day was 9l%.
The final round of the Snooker Tournament was won by the Officers, after which the losers
(Sergeants) were entertained by the winners.
No. 12 S.F.T.S. softball team won the final B.D.S.A.A. Softball Championship for the second
consecutive year, having defeated Rivers in three straight games. This is the second consecutive
year in which this station has accomplished this feat. Sgt. Jim Clark pitched the final game for this
station and finished the season unbeaten. He was given air-tight support by every member of the
team.
The W.D. Recreational Centre received a donation of the chesterfield and two chairs from the
Canadian Jewish Congress War Efforts Committee.

Aug. 5/42   All flying was washed out at 1200 hours to permit flying personnel to attend the Annual
Field Day on this data. This day was eminently successful from all points of view, the organization,
resulting from some weeks of preparation, assuring that all events would be run off efficiently, and
three minutes after the final event was concluded, complete results were available to press
representatives. Attendance at this event approximated 1500. Headquarters Squadron lead all



squadrons in total points won. This was chiefly due to the sterling performance of LAC Wright,
who won the individual championship with a scare of 20 points.  AW2 Kasdorf was the W.D.
individual champion. The names of the winners of events, together with press publicity, are
appended. The sports day was concluded with a monster dance in the Drill Hall where the
Commanding Officer presented the prizes to the winners. Many friends and guests from Brandon
district attended this dance.
The M.T. Section proceeded to Swan Lake to pick up Crane aircraft which had landed in a small
field there.
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Aug. 6/42   Normal flying and night flying conducted. Squadron Loader Pounder, H.Q. Navigation
Flight expressed great satisfaction with navigation arrangements, staff personnel and system of
training.
Squadron Leader Murray from Weyburn and Squadron Leader Thomas from No. 2 Training
Command visited the Equipment section.

Aug. 7/42   Regular flying, including night flying, carried out. Temperature maximum 81,
minimum 56. 
Stock of aircraft tires arrived at Maintenance, and l4 checks periodic were completed during the
day.
Flying Officer E.A. Burn was married to Miss Norma Jackson by the Station Padre, Flight
Lieutenant H.G. Lowry. Flying Officer Archie Vose was best man. The ceremony was attended by
Wing Commander E.H. Moncrieff, our Commanding Officer.
The M.T. Section was particularly busy owing to shortage of trucks and trips to Swan Lake and
Rivers. The Section is four drivers short of establishment.

Aug. 8/42   Flying continuously all day. A new classroom directory was set up in G.I.S. for the
direction of students to lectures.
Two repairable mainplanes were shipped to Winnipeg for overhauling and a third was removed
from an aircraft after 1000 hours for transmission to Wright Field, U.S.A. for tests. 
Two trailers and trucks brought in damaged aircraft from Swan Lake. 
One Battle packing case was transported from Winnipeg by F.W.D. and trailer.

Aug. 9/42   Flying continuously all day, but night flying washed out.
Air Vice-Marshal Lawrence and party arrived at 1600 hours by air.
S/L Thomas from No. 41 S.F.T.S.  Weyburn departed by air, after three days at this station. 
The barrack stores procedure was reviewed with him, also numerous forms and methods in use at
this station. These were of particular interest since the R.A.F. schools in Canada are changing over
to the R.C.A.F. system.
No aircraft were put out as serviceable since all were held up for batteries. Action for immediate
installation is being taken.

Aug. 10/42   Flying continuously all day with "B", "E" and “F” Flights all night flying. Temperature



maximum 77, minimum 48.1.
Air Vice-Marshal Lawrence and party departed for Saskatoon by air.
Course 55 getting kit bags marked in accordance with A.F.R.O., red eagles being collected from
Australian students on request of Air Vice-Marshal Goble.
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Aug. 10/42   14 aircraft periodics were turned out during the day.
A new game "Skittles" was introduced to the Officers' Billiard table by F/L C.H. Mussells.
No. 1 C.N.S. borrowed an aircraft trailer to transport damaged aircraft to Winnipeg. 
A station rugger team was organized, and the W.D.' s continued training for their special field day.

Aug. 11/42   Flying carried out all day with "A", “B”, “E” and “F” Flights on night flying. 
Course 57 is working hard in preparation for examinations next week. The Chief Instructor and
several flight commanders inspected progress of alterations leading up to transfer of unit to No. 5
hangar.
Maintenance Section won a station House League softball game from No. 2 Squadron. 
A/S/O Love left for No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, on posting.
A meeting at A.4 Training Centre, Fort Brandon, of represntatives from A.4, Shilo and No. 12
S.F.T.S. was held to arrange for Inter-service women's track meet August 19 .th

Aug. 12/42   Routine flying throughout the day with night flying washed out at 0200 hours on
account of storm. The day was hot with considerable humidity, making classrooms uncomfortable
as ventilation is not adequate for such days. 
Nursing Sister Jackson, M., was posted overseas.
Aircraft F.J. 160 made a forced landing in a wheat field immediately east of the airport. 
This was brought into the station at 1600 hours and will be serviceable 13-8-42. Flying Officer Bent
proceeded to Swan Lake to investigate crop damage by aircraft 7792 on 29-7-42. 
A new light shade for the billiard table in the Officers' Mess greatly improved lighting facilities. It
is noted that a large number of bugs and flies are attracted by the heat and light.

Aug. 13/42   Flying carried out during part of day only. Night flying was washed out on account of
rainy weather.  Flight Lieutenant J.D. Guild, and Flying Officers Burgess and Vose
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Aug. 13/42   proceeded to Ottawa for interview re special regional control course.
(Cont’d)       An emergency appendectomy was performed by the hospital staff at 2130 hours. All  
personnel were brought in from No. 1 Relief Field, Chater, for inoculation. 
Flying Officer Fenn proceeded on temporary duty to Dauphin to investigate maintenance
organization.
AW1 Bleasdell was posted to No. 6 Manning Depot, Toronto, to take the Administrative Course.

Aug. 14/42   Weather is bad resulting in flying being washed out several times during the day, and
night flying washed out completely.



Wing Commander E.H. Moncrieff, Commanding Officer, received notice today of his posting
overseas to command RCAF Squadron No. 400. He proceeds on embarkation leave on August 22, 
on which date Squadron Leader W.G. Welstead, Chief Instructor, assumed temporary command.
Wing Commander Harbin visited the station. 
One Link Trainer arrived for clearance.
One airman, LAC Forbes, is a patient in the hospital as a result of being severely burned by a flare.  
He was flown in from No. 1 Relief Field, Chater. 
Flying Officer Bent is acting as Station Adjutant.

Aug. 15/42   Flying carried out all day, also night flying.
Course 57 were back in Ground School for special classes in Navigation and Armament. 
Aircraft 7860 was ferried to Prairie, Airways, Moose Jaw, for complete overhauling. 
This is the first aircraft from this unit to be delivered to the above company. 
Flying Officer Snelgrove accompanied this aircraft to inspect Prairie Airways plant.

Aug. 16/42   Flying washed out owing to haze and poor visibility. Students of course 57 are studying
hard for examinations with special coaching classes being operated. 
Church Parade was held in the morning.
Flight Lieutenant Livingstone, C.D.O., No. 11 S.F.T.S., Yorkton, visited this station, being
particularly interested in the Maintenance Wing.

Aug. 17/42   Dual flying only was carried out during the day, with night flying proceeding as usual.
Squadron Leader D.A.S. Laing took over the duties of Chief Instructor. Large quantities of spares
were received by the Equipment Section from No. 7 Equipment Depot as a result of a recent visit by
personnel of Equipment and Maintenance Sections. 
The games room of the Officers' Mess is now being renovated, including installation of
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Aug. 17/42 (Cont’d)     panelling in clear pine finish. The games room is out of bounds pending
completion of this work.
Field and track practice for station track team and also for W. D.’s was carried on in preparation for
forthcoming meets.

Aug. 18/42   Flying conducted all day, circuits and bumps, with night flying at No. 1 Relief Field.
Course 57 wrote Airmanship and Navigation examinations today, making a fine showing with an
average of 83% in Airmanship, and only one failure in Navigation. Work continues on alterations to
the Equipment Section and Stationery Stores have been moving to new location.
One tonsillectomy was performed by F/L Lund of the Medical Staff.
75 aircraft were reported on the line, and a repair flight is being moved to a new location in No. 5
Hangar.
In the Station House League softball, Maintenance defeated Headquarters 3-2. This was one of the
best games of this league played this season.
Lieutenant Drage and 2nd Lieutenant La Chapelle from A.4, Brandon, were visitors to the station
making final arrangements for the Inter-station women's athletic meet.



Aug. 19/42   Flying conducted throughout the day.
Course 57 wrote Armament and Signals examinations making very excellent showing. 
An emergency appendectomy was performed by the hospital staff this morning. 
The Inter-service Women's Athletic Meet was held today, being won by No. 12 S.F.T.S. with 29
points, A.4 second with 23 points and Shilo third with 20 points.  The individual championship was
tied by Mazer from Shilo and LAW Hickling of No. 12. The day was concluded with a very
successful dance in the station Recreation Hall where the prizes for track and field events were
presented by Mrs. Welstead.

Aug. 20/42   Normal flying routine throughout the day, also night flying.
Examinations were completed for Course 57, which gives promise of a high average all round.
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Aug. 20/42   This was the hottest day of the year.
(Cont’d)       A noted improvement in messing is observed.
A Sergeants' Mess Meeting was held during the luncheon hour with normal business being
conducted. F/Sgt. Cooper, J. was elected new Mess President.
A rugger game, Carberry vs. No. 12, including Australian and New Zealand personnel, was played
on the station sports field, Carberry winning with a score of 9 - 2.

Aug. 21/42   Routine flying all day.
Air Vice-Marshal Sully and party arrive on the station by air, also Group Captain Grant and Group
Captain Bonham-Carter. These officers attended an Air Cadet meeting with the Brandon Citizens
Committee. The excellent work being done by the Committee throughout Canada was stressed by all
the officers. 
Moving of tech. stores was completed.
All patients in the Station Hospital reported progressing favorably. A Wheels-up landing was made
at Chater by Aircraft 7793, damage C.l
Repairs to the station wagon, which was recently in a collision with a civilian car in the City of
Brandon, are nearing completion. The M.T. Section was inspected today by Flight Lieutenant J.R.
Welsh.
A number of pictures were purchased for the lounge in the W.D. Recreational Centre.

Aug. 22/42   Routine flying all day.
Air Vice-Marshal Sully and party departed by air. Prior to their departure, the Air Vice-Marshal and
his party were luncheon guests in the Officers' Mess,  following which he addressed the subordinate
commanders in the anteroom. A special sports display was put on in the Drill Hall for the benefit of
the visiting air personnel, such display including mat and horse work, weight lifting, high bar, etc.  
Air Vice-Marshal Sully also visited the W.D. Recreational Centre.
A brief Inspection of Ground School was carried out by officers from Headquarters. Group Captain
Grant of No. 2 Training Command and Group Captain Riddell of U.K.A.L.M., Ottawa, inspected
stores and station, being very impressed with their visit. Group Captain Grant was greatly interested
in the .Maintenance Wing set up.
Section Officer F.A. Service, senior RCAF (W.D.) Officer, proceeded on annual leave.



Aug. 23/42   Flying carried out in the afternoon only.
A new bomb sight was constructed by the Armament Section,
This being Sunday, the remainder of the sections report a quiet day.
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Aug. 24/42   Normal flying routine, including night flying. Flying Officer S.A. Bent assumes the
duties of Station Adjutant, succeeding Flight Lieutenant J.D. Guild, who becomes Assistant
Administrative Officer.
The bomb sight constructed by G.I.S, was tested for straight runs only and was found fairly
satisfactory, modifications being required on drift wires.
Pilot Officer Pogson and Flying Officer Snelgrove proceeded to Wawanesa to investigate fatal crash
of plane from No. 10 S.F.T.S., involving three pilot officer instructors. 
Panelling of the games room in the Officers’ Mess was completed, greatly improving the appearance
of this room.
The Station softball champions met Carberry on the station Sports Field in an exhibition game,
winning by a score of 4 - 2. This was a very close, hard-fought game. 
Track and field practice was continued by the W.D.'s and organized sports were held in the Drill
Hall.

Aug. 25/42   Normal flying routine, both squadrons carrying out night flying. Navigation flight
began first night flying with students.
Link establishment was changed to include four N.C.O.’s. 
Flying Officer Snelgrove was today posted overseas.
An Officers' Mess meeting was held during the luncheon hour. Squadron Leader Laing was elected
president. Flight Lieutenant D.W. McKay Vice-President, and Flying Officer Curtis Bar Officer.  
September 2nd was set for the officers' farewell mess dinner for Wing Commander E.H. Moncrieff.

Aug. 26/42   Normal routine flying.
Air Commodore McLean, Squadron Leader Bouchier and Squadron Leader Shaw visited the station
this morning and were shown some of the flights and also the Airmen's Canteen and Recreation
Building.
Pilot Officer Trickett was selected by lottery for posting to Dauphin in exchange for two instructors
posted to this station from Dauphin.
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Aug. 26/42 (Cont’d)   Course 55 graduating party will be held tonight.
Some of the first New Zealand pupils to become flying instructors in Canada are being posted to 
Trenton for this course.  Squadron Leader Thomas from Weyburn visited barrack stores. 
Final adjustments to Maintenance Wing are being made pending taking over by the new
Commanding Officer, Squadron Leader W.G. Welstead.
Station House League semi-finals were played when Headquarters met Maintenance, the latter
taking the game by a score of 18-7.
Womens Division were requested to submit names of airwomen interested in a course of instruction



in wireless telegraphy and  radio telephone, to be given by the Signals Section. 
Flight Lieutenant Welsh, Flight Lieutenant  Guild and Flight Lieutenant Whitaker proceeded to
Wawanesa with the funeral party to take charge of service funeral for Pilot Officer R.T. Hemmons.
This was a very large and impressive funeral. Pilot Officer Hemmons was one of the highly
respected local boys whose progress in the Air Force everyone in the Wawanesa district followed
with the greatest interest.

Aug. 27/42    Flying was washed out early to prepare for Wings Parade. Wing Commander White
and the Honorable T.A. Barrow (NZ) arrived by air with Wing Commander Mitchell. Wings to
members of the graduating class were presented by Mr. Barrow. LAC Stovel was the honor student
of this class. Tea was served in the Sergeants' Mess to the graduates and their friends. 
The Chief Instructor, Squadron Leader Laing visited No. 2 Training Command this afternoon by air.
Flying Officer R. Curtis, Equipment Officer, received notice of posting to No. 6 A.I.D. Edmonton,
effective 2-9-42, but this was later cancelled.
66 aircraft were available at 0800 hours.
The aircraft from Dauphin which crashed at Wawanesa was picked up by the Maintenance Wing.
Wing Commander White and the Honorable T.A. Barrow (NZ) Along with Wing Commander
Mitchell of No. 2 Training Command were guests in the Officers' Mess for luncheon.
The games room being now renovated, has again been declared in bounds.
Sports were held in the afternoon and tea was served to the airmen's wives visiting the
station.
Open house night in the Recreational Centre was well attended and thoroughly enjoyed by all.

Aug. 28/42    Normal routine flying. One accident resulting from a heavy landing broke off starboard
wheel and a belly landing was successfully made.
Trial crash tender drill was carried out this afternoon, taking 25 seconds for the tenders to get under
way with crew.
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Aug. 28/42    Course 55 left the station for various operational and service schools. 
(Cont’d)        The barracks inventory adjustments are being completed.
                     Continued improvement is observed in the food served in the Officers' Mess.
Attendance at ths new picture shows in the evenings is very large, receipts totalling $72.00 for one
evening during ths week.

Aug. 29/42     Normal flying routine continued. No Ground School instruction given today. Tech.
stores is rapidly rounding into shape after the move. All vouchers have been cleared for the new
system.
70 aircraft are available on the line.
A large number of members and guests attended the weekly informal dance in the Officers' Mess.  
The last radio has been repaired to the satisfaction of all concerned. 
The upper walls and ceiling of the games room were painted today and all is in readiness. 
A new regular run was inaugurated for the M.T. Section taking swimming parties of aircrew and
tarmac students to the "Y".



Arrangements have been made for alterations to airwomen's blue serge jackets and caps as ordered.

Aug. 30/42    Normal routine flying continued this afternoon.
Preparation of new section of G.I.S. is proceeding slowly with floors, radios, etc. yet to be
completed. 
New course 63 arrived.
Six aircraft are in the U.S. at the present time awaiting Goodyear wheels, hubs, brakes, etc. 
Church parade was held in the morning. Only small attendance was observed at the Sunday
afternoon tea.

Aug. 31/42    Flying mostly washed out on account of bad weather. No night flying. Course 63
received initial lectures. 66 aircraft available at 0800 hours. M.T. Section inspected by Flying
Officer Stevens from Command who reported equipment  in good shape.
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Aug. 31/42         Personnel Strength                                      Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians      
                                                                                                                                            
                                                          
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                 112                3             1044              98     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                      3                                   11        

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                        2                                      2      
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             39 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  4
Others                                                                                                                                     62               
                                                                                                                                                     



                                  Total Staff                117        3              1057              102                107
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               153
          R.A.F.                                                                     13
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 39    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              75                                                          
                                           

 
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              280                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable         100
                   Unserviceable        6 
                        Total             106
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Sept. 1/42  Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians       
                                                                                                                                                    
                                                          
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     110            3             1094              107     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                      3                                   21        

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                        2                                      2      
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             37 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  4
Others                                                                                                                                     65                
                                                                                                                                                         



                                  Total Staff                115        3              1117               107                   108
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               153
          R.A.F.                                                                     11
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 39    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              75                                                           
                                           
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              278                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable         101
                   Unserviceable        6   
                    Total                  107  
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Sept. 1/42   Intermittent flying all day, weather unsettled.
S.L. Lowe from A.F.H.Q. and F.L. McLeod from No. 2 Training Command paid a visit to the station
and proceeded to No. 2 Manning Depot.
F.O. Stevens, M.T. Officer from Command, visited the station and made a complete inspection of the
M.T. Section with a view to preparing vehicles for winter weather. 
Course 63 spent the day in Ground School as flight accommodation not available as yet. 
Hospital quite busy today with one operation.
Officers’ Mess is being decorated in preparation for the dinner on the night of Sept. 2nd, in farewell
to Wing Commander Moncrieff.
Mess dinner given in Sergeants' Mess for Wing Commander Moncrieff at which regrets at the loss of
our Commanding Officer by posting overseas were expressed on behalf of the N.C.O.'s  by the
President, W.0.1 Anderson.
The first evening of Wireless Telegraphy held for the W.D.'s under the instruction of Flight Sergeant
Fales was attended by 35 W.D.'s.

Sept. 2/42   Normal flying routine carried out.
Chief Instructor visited No. 2 Training Command regarding new night flying syllabus. 
Chief Ground Instructor attended a meeting of  the Brandon Air Cadets to assist in preparation of
Cadet syllabus for training for the fall and winter season. 
Barrack stores were re-arranged today to provide more space for new technical equipment. 
Chief Technical Officer reports that 75 aircraft were serviceable and available for use today.
Dining in night was held at the Officers' Mess at which farewells were said to Wing Commander
Moncrieff, following which an informal party was held in the anteroom which was an outstanding
success.



A successful practice was held on the Sports' Field by the track team in preparation for the Brandon
District Services meet to be held at the Exhibition Grounds in Brandon on September l6th.
An .English rugger game was held between the New Zealand trainees and the Australian trainees.
The Australians were successful in winning the game.
Numerous airwomen are going about the station without caps due to the fact that same have been
returned to stores for alterations.

Sept. 3/42   Normal flying routine carried out. 
It is noted that an increased number of W.D.'s are attending the wireless classes.
The weekly open house held in the Recreational Centre by the W.D.'s was well attended and an
outstanding success.
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Sept. 4/42    Normal flying routine carried out after handing over parade which took the form of a
Station Parade at 0730 hours in front of the Control Tower, at which tine Wing Commander
Monecrieff officially handed over command of the station to Squadron Leader Welstead.
Camera Obscura experiments carried out with the experimental sights by F..L. Joy and pilot and F.L. .
Whitaker, Armament Officer, as bomb operator, and W.0.1 Anderson in Camera Obscura building.
Training for the sports day carried out on the sports field with considerable activity. 

Sept. 5/42    Normal flying routine all day. Night flying at one field.
Good attendance at Officers' Mess for Saturday evening. A number of officers from this station were
at the C.P.R. station to bid farewell to Wing Commander Moncrieff on commencment of his journey
overseas.

Sept. 6/42    Normal flying routine all day.
Well attended Church Parade.  Service was conducted by the Rev. Errey of First Church United,
Brandon. 
One W.D. transport driver arrived on the station from No. 6 Manning Depot, Toronto.

Sept. 7/42    Normal flying routine all day, and night flying at this station and at Chater. 
All classes in G.I.S.  functioning on schedule.
Track and field team held practice on sports field in the evening under the supervision of Flying
Officer Bullis, captain of the team.
W.D.'s held organized gymnastic classes in Recreational Hall followed by basketball practice and
games in the evening.

Sept. 8/42    Normal flying routine all day, although weather was cold.
New programme of lectures instituted for P. or O.'s on guard and tarmac duty.
M.T. Section find themselves short-handed as three men were admitted to hospital with
minor ailments.
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Sept. 8/42 (Cont’d)  The play-offs for the Station House League in softball were commenced tonight.

Sept. 9/42    Normal flying routine all day.
C.3 accident occurred at Chater caused by heavy landing.
Arrangements are being made to store an extra reserve supply of coal as soon as delivery
can be effected by the Winnipeg Fuel and Supply to this station.
An emergency appendix operation was done by the Senior Medical Officer on an airman from
Dauphin who was flown to this station.
A meeting of the executive of the B.D.S.A.A. was held on this station to complete final arrangements
for the field day.
Section Officer Service returned to this unit today having completed her annual leave.

Sept. 10/42    Normal flying routine all day, night flying washed out at 2300 hours due to stormy
weather.
The play-offs for the Station House League in softball were completed with Maintenance Wing as
winners.

Sept. 11/42    Normal flying routine all day, with excellent weather for flying.
Commanding Officer held Squadron Commanders meeting at which a new pass system for this
station was explained, which to go into effect Sept. 21st.
Weekly flag raising ceremony was held at 0730 hours on the tarmac in front of the Control Tower, at
which time the Commanding Officer detailed Headquarters Squadron to one half hour's squad. drill.

Sept. 12/42    Normal flying routine all day; night flying at two fields.
Chief Ground Instructor, F.L. Sherrett, addressed a luncheon meeting of the Travellers’ Association
on Air Cadets and trainees.
A corn roast was held by the members of the Officers' Mess which was well attended, corn being
supplied from the station garden.

Sept. 13/42    Normal flying routine all day, with a good many hours of flying chalked up to the credit
of this station.
G.C. Dlpple, Commanding Officer No. 7 B. AND G. School, Paulson, paid a visit to this station and
had lunch in the Officers' Mess.
A very fine variety show was made available to the personnel of this station in the Recreation Hall by
the “Commandos”, a troupe of girls from Souris, which was well attended and greatly appreciated by
the personnel of this station.
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Sept. 13/42 (Cont’d)   One W.D. Equipment Assistant and Clerk Accountant reported from Technical
Training School, St. Thomas, Ontario, today.

Sept. 14/42     Fog and low ceiling caused wash-out of flying till 1330 hours. Night flying was washed
out on account of storms and very high wind.
Chief Ground Instructor reports that Course 59 are working and studying very hard for coming



examinations.
A conference was held with the representative of Winnipeg Fuel and Supply concerning
supply of coal, and it was found that this company is unable at the present time to
supply sufficient fuel to build up a reserve supply due to break down of mining machinery.
A 1½  hour route march was held by the personnel of Headquarters Squadron.
Final trials were held to pick representatives in various events from this station for the Track and
Field meet on the 16th.

Sept. 15/42     Normal flying routine all day.
Aircraft FJ26l crashed at approximately l600 hours near Newstead, Manitoba. Flying Instructor P.O.
C.H. Thompson, and pupil R134543 LAC Steventon, G.N. were killed. 
Night flying was washed out due to bad weather.
Course 59,  totalling 51 pupils, including one in hospital, wrote airmanship and Navigation
examinations.
The monthly meeting of the Sergeants' Mess was held at which time the financial statement for the
month of August was presented, and expenditure was approved for additional furniture for mess.

Sept. 16/42     Flying washed out at 1030 hours and station ceased work at this time for an early
dinner followed by a station parade at 1130 hours, at which time, led by the Commanding Officer and
the local Boys' Band, the station proceeded on a route march to Brandon and the Exhibition Grounds
for the District Service sports day. The sports day was well attended.
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Sept. 16/42 (Cont’d)   by all units participating, namely, No.  2 Manning Depot, No. 1 C.N.S., 
Rivers, No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, A.4 A.T.C., and No. 19 E.F.T.S., Virden. A programme of track
and field events was run off on schedule. Some difficulty, however, was experienced on the track as
same was quite muddy from a rain during the previous night. This station was successful in having
the greatest number of points over the other units, thus winning the championship. The aggregate for
the day was made by Cpl. Hair, F. , of this station, with a total of 14 points. At the conclusion of the
day, a trophy for the winning station was presented by Mayor Young to S.L. Welstead, Commanding
Officer of this station, and to the individual champion, Cpl. Hair, F., following which the track team
of this station were entertained to dinner at the Prince Edward Hotel.

Sept. 17/42     Normal flying routine, night flying at two fields.
Course 59 wrote Meteorology and practical Signals examinations.
The salvage of F.J. 26l was conducted by the Maintenance Section as the investigation of this
accident was completed.
A funeral service was conducted at St. Matthew's Pro-Cathedral for P.O. Thompson, and interment
was made in Brandon Cemetery. F.L. Lowry, Station Protestant Padre, conducted the service.
Section Officer E. Henderson, Command W.D. Officer, and Section Officer Buick, Command
Messing Officer, visited the station today at the conclusion of which they submitted a very
satisfactory report.



Sept. 18/42     Normal flying routine, night flying at two fields.
Chief Technical Officer reports 75 aircraft available for service.
Command Trade Test Officer conducted trade tests on the station today.

Sept. 19/42     Normal flying routine carried on today.
Regular Saturday night party in the officers' Mess was well attended. 

Sept. 20/42     Flying commenced at 1330 hours.
Church Parade was well attended, being conducted by F.L. Lowry, Station Protestant Chaplain. At the
conclusion of the service,  the Commanding Officer, S.L. Welstead, expressed the regrets of the
station that F.L. Lowry was leaving, having been posted overseas, and wished him bon voyage on
behalf of the personnel of this station.

Sept. 21/42     Normal flying routine all day, night flying at this station.
Funeral party was conducted by F.L. Sherrett for LAG W. Gilmour, killed at Portage in an
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Sept. 21/42 (Cont’d)    aircraft from No. 7 B. AND G. School, Paulson, Manitoba, where he was a
student. Interment was made in Brandon Cemetery.
A new motor was received at the M.T. Section for the Ford Station Wagon No. 2322, installation of
which was begun today.
Due to rain, the outdoor sports programme had to be discontinued, but indoor sports were carried out
under the supervision of the P.T. Officer in the Drill Hall.
Four W.D. General Duties, badly needed at this station, arrived from No. 7 Manning Depot,
Rockecliffe.
As the duck season for the province opened on this day, numerous officers, N.C.O.'s and airmen
found time in the early morning and in the evening to avail themselves of the opportunity to shoot.

Sept. 22/42    Normal flying routine all day.
Work on the extension to the Ground School is nearing completion.  No heat, however, has as yet
been installed.
Weather is extremely cold with light snow fall. As a precautionary measure the M.T, Section drained
water from the radiators of the vehicles.

Sept. 23/42    Flying washed out at 1030 hours due to high winds. Night flying was, however, carried
out at two fields.
Course 57 staged a very successful graduation dinner at the Prince Edward Hotel. The speaker of the
evening was the Commanding Officer, S.L. Welstead, at which time he commented on the
exceptionally high standard of the class in general, and of two high individual averages that were
made on examinations.
Station softball team conducted practice at an exhibition game with No. 2 Manning Depot in
preparation for playing the winners of the Winnipeg Intermediate Softball League for the Provincial
Championship.
Thirty airwomen, in charge of two N.C.O.'s attended a dance at C.N.S. Rivers, on invitation from that



station.
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Sept. 23/42 (Cont’d    It is noted that ducks have appeared on the menus at the Officers', N.C.O.'s and
Airmen's Messes.

Sept. 24/42    Normal flying all day until 1700 hours when flying was washed out due to Wings
Parade this evening.
Wings parade was held at the end of No. 2 Hangar at 1900 hours for course 57. Wing Commander
Piercy of No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, made the presentation of the wings to 31 Australians, 1 New
Zealander and 13 R.C.A.F. students, three of whom were U.S. citizens. 
This parade was well attended by relatives and friends of the graduates. Following the parade, the
graduating class were entertained in the Sergeants’ Mess.
Due to the cold weather, heat has had to be put on in some of the buildings and an acute shortage of
coal exists.

Sept. 25/42    Routine flying all day.
Course 57 clearing the station, being paid and issued with transport in preparation to leaving station.  
Eighteen of the graduating class received commissions and as a number of the graduates are being
retained on this station for about two weeks, congestion is occasioned in the Sergeants' and Officers'
Quarters.

Sept. 26/42    Routine flying all day.
Flying Officer Brown returned today from Langdon, U.S.A. where he was acting as Investigating
Officer in a low flying, incident occasioned by W.O.2 Cooligan.

Sept. 27/42    Normal flying all day, night, flying at one field.
Fire drill was rung today and a check was made by the Commanding Officer and other officers
detailed and it was found that the majority of the personnel were quite familiar with their duties.
Church parade in the morning was well attended for the service conducted by F.L. Bainbridge, the
new Protestant Chaplain on this station.

Sept. 28/42    Normal flying routine all day. "C" Flight night flying.
Course 65 with 6l New Zealanders and 9 R.C.A.F. addressed by the C.O., C.I. and C.G.I, on their
reporting to this Station.  Appendix operation performed Station Hospital. P.T. Class carried out for
the W.D.'s in the evening and a number of W.D.’s that were interested in rifle shooting were given
instruction on the indoor rifle range.
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Sept. 29/42   Normal flying routine all day.
Commanding Officer, Chief Instructor and Senior Equipment Officer and Senior Accounts Officer
visited No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, for lunch.  A kit inspection for Course 65 was carried out which
showed the New Zealand students to be deficient in a number of items of winter clothing, action



being taken by Senior Equipment Officer to supply same at an early date. 70 aircraft serviceable in
Maintenance.

Sept. 29/42   Normal flying routine all day. Night flying at two fields.
Exhibition softball game played on the sports field in evening between A4 Artillery Training Centre
and this Station, Station winning the game with score of 7 - 5.
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Sept. 30/42  Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.      Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians      
                                             
                                                          
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     128            3             1054              119     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                                                            3       

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                          1                                    2      
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             37 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  4
Others                                                                                                                                     66                
                                                                                                                                                         
                                  Total Staff                129        3              1059                   119             109
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               129
          R.A.F.                                                                     10
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 27    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                            103                                                           
                                           
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              269                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable         101
                   Unserviceable        6   
                    Total                  107  
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Oct. 1/42      Personnel Strength                                             Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians       
                                                                                                                                                    
                                                          
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     130            3             1055             120     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                                                            3       

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                          1                                    2      
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             38 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  4
Others                                                                                                                                     63                
                                                             
                                 Total Staff                131        3              1060                  120              107
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               130
          R.A.F.                                                                     10
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 27    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                            103                                                           
                                           
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              270                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable           95
                   Unserviceable         6   
                    Total                  101  
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Oct. 1/42   Normal flying routine all day with one squadron night flying. Course 59 attended G.I.S.
for advanced instruction in Navigation.
An aircraft was transferred from Prairie Airways for overhaul and repair. This completes eight



aircraft transferred from their unit for overhaul this month. 
A tractor has been delivered by truck to No. 17 S.F.T.S. Souris.

Oct. 2/42   Normal flying routine all day with No. 1 Squadron night flying.
The Senior Equipment Officer visited No.  2 Training Command with the Commanding Officer and
the Chief Ground Instructor. Much help was obtained on outstanding items. 
One car of coal was received.
Surgical work took place at the Station Hospital this morning keeping the staff very busy. 
Chief Technical Officer reports that aircraft M728 arrived from Prairie Airways. 
Motor in vehicle 2492 Ford Gas Tender was overhauled today.
The results of the Command Trade Test Board promulgated in D.R.O.  showed 45 Airwomen being
remustered  to “B” group in their respective trades.

Oct. 3/42   Normal flying routine all day with one squadron night flying.
Air bombing exercises are proving successful and errors are remarkably few.
Two cars of coal have been received from Winnipeg Fuel and Supply.
The monthly dance at the Sergeants'  Mess was well attended and a good time was had by all those
present.
Four Airwomen arrived from No. 6 “M” Depot, Toronto, two clerk generals and two M.T. drivers.

Oct. 4/42   Normal flying routine with night flying carried out by D Flight. Church parade was well
attended and the service was conducted by the Station Chaplain, F.L. Bainbridge.
Four aircraft are being prepared for transfer to Prairie Airways for Twin Engine overhaul.

Oct. 5/42   Normal flying routine with good cross country weather all day. Night flying carried out by
D and G Flights. Class 59 is studying Astral Navigation and making excellent progress. 
The re-furnishing of the Sergeants' Mess has been completed making a decided improvement in the
appearance of the Mess..
The Women's Division had a guest speaker at 1930 hours in the Recreational Centre.
Mrs. Wood, the Secretary for War Services at the Y.W.C.A. spoke on the facilities offered
to women in uniform in Brandon.

Oct. 6/42   Normal flying routine all day with D and G Flights night flying.
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Oct. 6(Cont’d)  Wing Commander Sifton and Squadron Leader McKnight visited the station from
No. 2 Training Command. 
Course 6l is studying hard for examinations which take place next week.
Crane aircraft No. 7777, 7738 and 7740 have been ferried to Prairie Airways for Twin Engine
overhaul, No. 7689, received in replacement.
F/Sgt. McCloskey has been posted to Trenton to take the Administrative Course. 
Aircraft mainplane has been taken to No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg.

Oct. 7/42   Normal flying routine in the morning with flying washed out at noon because of high



winds and blowing dust.  D and G Flights were night flying.
A lecture on Fire Fighting was given to the Ground Crew and flying personnel by W.O.2 Baldwin.
Nine Menasco Moths have been prepared for ferrying to Souris for store reserve.
A special meeting of all Warrant Officers is being held to discuss problems relating to discipline in
the Sergeants' Mess.
The fireplace in the Wet Canteen of the Airmen's Canteen has been completed and an excellent job
done, greatly improving the appearance of the Canteen.
Badminton and basketball courts are being painted in the Drill Hall. Indoor sports are becoming very
popular and it is expected that these courts will be used extensively. 
A Station Dance was held in the Recreation Hall and a good time was had by the large crowd which
was in attendance.

Oct. 8/42   Routine flying all day.
Squadron Leader Ball from Dauphin visited the station today.
The new addition to G.I.S. is nearly ready for use. It only requires the corridor floor covering the
radiators to be installed to be ready.
Nine Menasco Moths held in store reserve at Chater have been transferred by air to No. 17 S.F.T.S.,
Souris, for store reserve there, remaining on our charge at that unit.
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Oct. 8(Cont’d)     The Senior Medical Officer has been kept busy today doing medical examinations
on aircrew. 
Flying Officer Hennessy and Pilot Officer Zachanko have been posted to Maintenance Wing as
Administrative Officer and Aero Engineer, respectively.
A meeting of the Officers' Mess Committee was held to make final arrangements for the Hallowe'en
Dance on October 31st.
Aircraft gasoline was hauled from Brandon all day by the M.T. Section. Several trucks were in for
refuelling from Maintenance Pool, No, 2 Training Command, Winnipeg.

Oct. 0/42   Routine flying from approximately 1000 hours following the station parade. There was
dual flying only in the afternoon due to high winds. G Flight was detailed for night flying. 
Navigation Flight had the addition to their accommodation completed and today the Chief
Navigation Instructor and Instructors moved into their new offices in G.I..S. Flying Officer
Warkentin, Education Officer, also moved into new quarters from Maintenance Hangar. 
Aircraft 7799 was transferred to Prairie Airways for Twin Engine overhaul. 
The Senior Medical Officer reports that First Aid Lectures are being given as usual by the Hospital
Staff.
The Commanding Officer's weekly parade was held this morning with the Women's Division being
detailed by the Commanding Officer for squadron drill following the parade. 
The M.T. Section reports all refuelling tender filters cleaned and nozzle screens cleaned and soldered
where needed.
New games, such as checkers, ring boards, cards, etc., were distributed to the Recreation Centres.

Oct. 10/42   Normal flying routine all day. "G" Flight was detailed for night flying.



Special classes have been held for Course 61 in preparation for examinations.
Test of new gasoline tanke at Chater Relief Field was carried out, the tank being found to
be satisfactory.
Thirty-two airmen were medically examined at the Station Hospital. 
The concrete floors in the Equipment Section are being painted.

Oct. 11/42   Normal flying routine all day. “G” Flight was detailed for night flying,
#139 brakes and drums were checked and found O.K. for another 20,000 miles.
Two Administrative Corporals (W.D.) arrived from No. 6 "M" Depot, Toronto, Ontario.

Oct. 12/42   Usual flying routine all day with "D" and "G" Flights being detailed for night flying.
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Oct. 12 (Cont’d)    A new group of potential aircrew reported for G.I.S. instruction, being forty in
number.
Station Standing Orders were reprinted and brought up to date and re-distribution commenced
immediately.
A/S/O Langford, E.S., Messing Officer(W.D.) arrived on the station from No. 6 "M" Depot, Toronto. 

Oct. 13/42   Usual flying routine all day with night flying carried out by "D" Flight. The Commanding
Officer, Chief Instructor and Flight Lieutenant Powell visited Yorkton and Dauphin by air. 
Course 61 wrote Airmanship and Navigation examinations today with 54 writing. There were no
failures in Airmanship and only one in Navigation.
Sgt. Observer Robson, R.A.F. trainee, reported for temporary duty today.
Crane 7878 was transferred to Prairie Airways for Twin Engine overhaul, and Crane 8067
was collected.
A tonsillectomy was performed in the Station Hospital today. 

Oct. 14/42   Normal flying routine with no night flying.
Course 6l wrote Armament and Signals examinations today with 54 writing. There were no failures
in either of these examinations.
A general station clean-up was carried out today in anticipation of the visit of H.R.H,
Princess Alice who is to arrive tomorrow on a tour of inspection.
The Chief Technical Officer reports 71 aircraft serviceable at 0800 hours.
Nine Menasco Moths were transferred to Souris for storage.

Oct. 15/42   Normal flying routine with flying washed out at l600 hours for the visit of H.R.H.
Princess Alice who arrived in Lockheed 7656 at approximately 1545, following which H.R.H.
inspected two flights of Airwomen. Princess Alice and her party then visited the various sections in
which Airwomen were working. At 1700 hours tea was served in the Officers' Mess at which time the
Officers and their guests had a chance to meet H.R.H.  At 1900 hours dinner was
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Oct. 15 (Cont’d)    served in the Officers’ Mess for H.R.H. and her party, the Commanding Officer
and guests. 
The first wedding on the station was held at 2100 hours in the Recreation Centre when AW1 Young,
C.J. (Cook) and Cpl. Parker (Cook) were married, the service being performed by F.L. Bainbridge,
the Station Chaplain (P). The Commanding Officer with his wife, and a large number of Officers and
other ranks attended the wedding. 
The painting of the floor in Barrack stores is progressing satisfactorily. 
Examinations continued for Course 61 who wrote Meteorology, oral Armament and practical
Signals. There were no failures.
The Victory Loan Drive for the station has been organized and it is expected of this station that at
least $15,000 will be raised among the personnel.

Oct. 16/42   Normal flying routine was carried out all day.
Oral Armament Examinations were completed. An instructors' class was held following the morning
parade when flying was washed out for an hour due to overcast. 
The Senior equipment Officer reports a shortage of tires aero and Goodyear brakes. 
The Hospital Operating Room had a busy day with six surgical procedures.
The Airwomen were detailed to attend a special Victory Loan Parade in Brandon to take place on
October 18th.
H.R.H. Princess Alice inspected all the messes before her departure at 1000 hours. 
All inventories of the Chief Technical Officer, F.L. Kirkcaldy, who has been posted to Western Air
Command, were checked and handed over to his successor F.O. Penn. 
Sgt. Hansen, cook, reported for duty in the Sergeants' Mess.

Oct. 17/42   Normal flying routine all day.
Four Airwomen Meteorologists arrived on the station today reporting from No. 6 "M" Depot,
Toronto, being the first Meteorologists (W.D.) on this station. 
Painting of floor in Barrack Stores still progressing favorably.
The regular Saturday evening party in the Officers' Mess was well attended and a good time was had
by all present.

Oct. 18/42   Normal flying routine. Thirty aircraft from this station took part in formation exhibition
over the City of Brandon in aid of the Victory Loan Parade.
F.L. Sherrett lead the Air Cadets in the Victory Parade and the W.D.'s from this station also took part.
Cpl. Malcolm, cook, was transferred from Chater Relief Field to the Airmen's Mess here.  
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Oct. 19/42   Normal flying routine. No night flying. 
F.L. Joy and F.L. Sherrett made a Navigation Flight to Saskatoon for Astral Navigation work.
Ashphalt and crushed stones for runways are being delivered to this station. F.L. Marshal from No. 2
Training Command, Winnipeg, visited the Equipment Section here today. 
Medical Examinations are being done on Course 59 prior to their clearing the station. 
All personnel of Maintenance Wing Attended a smoker for F.L. Kirkcaldy, the Chief Technical
Officer, who has been posted to Western Air Command. A gala time was had by all. 



An aircraft from Carberry S.F.T.S. crashed near Erickson, Manitoba. An ambulance and suburban
were sent from this station to the scene of the crash.
Two Maintenance Pool vehicles were serviced today.
Outdoor sports are still being carried on for aircrew, and every evening there are indoor games in the
Drill Hall.
LAW Farquharson, B.H., Equipment Assistant, left the station today on posting to Washington. 
A large P.T. class of Airwomen was conducted today by P.O. Rushton.
Two civilian cooks reported for duty in the Airmen's Mess.
The Victory Bond Campaign was launched today.

Oct. 20/42   Flying was washed out today due to high winds. The A.O.C. from No. 2 Training
Command, Winnipeg, arrived on the station at 1215 hours and departed at 1715 hours. 
Classes were conducted all day in G.I.S. Lectures and pictures were put on for potential aircrew.
Medical examinations on Course 59 were completed today.
A signal was received from No, 2 Training Command requesting that aircraft awaiting transfer to
Prairie Airways be held until further notice as Prairie Airways are overcrowded at present.
The M.T. Section took stock of heater plug-ins and action was taken for complete winterization of
equipment.
A dance was held in the Drill Hall in aid of the Third Victory Loan Drive. All ranks attended and the
evening was a decided success.

Oct. 21/42   Flying was washed out almost all day due to snow and poor visibility.
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Oct. 21/42 (Cont’d)   Tables and chairs were moved into the new classrooms in the addition to G.I.S.  
Heat is Not yet operating. The old armoury workshop is to be used as a smoke room and for coats and
overshoes when weather becomes bad.
A shipment of crushed stone was received. This is to be used for runway repair. 
An appendectomy was performed at the Station Hospital today.
The station was visited by the Command Fire Prevention Officer today who inspected various
sections.
Winterization of equipment was started today, and charts made for winter greases, etc.
A shipment of indoor recreation games was received by the Knights of Columbus representative
today for use during the winter months.

Oct. 22/42    Normal flying routine. Flying was washed out at 1700 hours  for Wings Parade. Thirty
aircraft took part in formation exhibition over Souris and Hartney this afternoon in aid of the Victory
Loan Drives being launched in those towns.
The sale of Victory Bonds for the Third Victory Loan Campaign exceeded the $15,000 quote today,
only three days after the drive opened.  It is anticipated that double that amount will be realized
before the Campaign ends.
Drill rehearsals were held for Class 59 in preparation for Wings Parade to be held at 1900 hours in
the Drill Hall  Wings were presented to the forty-six graduates by Squadron Leader Welstead, the
Commanding Officer. Following the Wings Parade, the graduates and guests were entertained in the



Sergeants' Mess.
Five aircraft were received from Prairie Airways today; also two MK1A fuel tanks obtained from
Prairie Airways, which should make one aircraft immediately serviceable.

Oct. 23/42    Normal flying routine, flying commencing at approximately 0930 hours due to Station
Parade. 
There were occasional snow flurries and no cross country exercises were carried out. 
Class 59 was cleared off the station, the large majority being posted overseas.
Mr. Burke, General Manager, and Mr. Young, Superintendent, of Prairie Airways visited the station
today, and difficulty of aircraft being transferred to Prairie Airways for Twin Engine overhaul was
discussed with Squadron Leader Malcolm, Senior Equipment Officer, F.O. Larzier, resident Inspector
of Prairie Airways, and two civilian representatives, visited the station to inspect overhauled aircraft.  
Mr. Dutton, of Cessna Aircraft, paid a visit to the station today.

Oct. 24/42    Normal flying routine all day. The weather  has begun to turn colder.
No classes were conducted in G.I.S. today. A new course arrived, 73 in all, and 52 of those being
Australians.
Aircraft 7856 was picked up from Prairie Airways, also aircraft 7827. Both have had Twin Engine
overhauls.    
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Oct. 24 (Cont'd)   Four heaters for Security Guard towers were purchased downtown. An order placed
in Winnipeg for six, seven weeks ago has not yet been filled.
Operations doing well in the Station Hospital. An emergency appendectomy this afternoon was
performed. Patient is doing well.
Preparations are being made for display of equipment in connection with Victory Loan Campaign.
The weekly Saturday night dance at the Officers' Mess was attended by a small crowd of members
and guests.
Flare truck was winterized and given a thorough try-out on the runway.
Work is being done in the Recreation Hall in preparation for winter activities.

Oct. 25/42    Normal flying routine in the afternoon.
Church Parade was held in the morning. F.L. Bainbrldge conducted the service.
Practically all vehicles have been supplied with anti-freeze, but still 50 or 60 gallons are required for
heavy equipment, . .
The display of equipment in connection with the victory Loan Drive was held on the Parade Square.  
So that the citizens of Brandon could realize the great amount of money necessary to furnish the tools
of war, the station was open for public inspection from l400 hours to 1700 hours. The weather was
cold and miserable,  but in spite of that the display was quite well attended and much interest was
shown in the various pieces of equipment that were inspected.

Oct. 26/42   Normal routine, flying all day.  Snow flurries were general all day.
The new course 67 was given addresses by the Commanding Officer, Chief Instructor and the Chief
Ground Instructor. It was observed that the new class were poorly equipped being supplied with no



flying equipment, no winter underwear. A special parade was held this evening to issue woollen
underwear to these new flying personnel.
Two aircraft were received from Prairie Airways after being overhauled.
Truck No. 1904 was sent to Winnipeg with No. 2 Training Command Equipment.
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Oct. 26 (Cont’d)   Winterization of M.T. equipment continues,
A shipment of hockey equipment was received today in preparation for winter sports. 
A volley ball inter-flight league has been started.

Oct. 27/42   Normal flying routine all day. Aircraft 7779 was involved in an accident at Chater
.Relief Field, but little damage was done. A and F  Flights were detailed for night flying. 
G/C White, New Zealand Liaison Officer, visited G.I.S. and talked with New Zealand students on
general and personal problems. He also discussed individual problems with S.L. Mileski and the
Chief Ground Instructor.
The Senior Equipment Officer, S.L. Malcolm, visited No. 2 Training Command today. Difficulties
appear to exist due to new part numbers being used by Cessna aircraft on F.J. Series. 
Work on the sun porch of the Officers' Mess has begun and is progressing satisfactorily. 
A system of fines for abuse and breakage of furniture and fixtures has been inaugurated. 
Squadron Drill has been started by the Women's Division under the supervision of S.L. Malcolm. 
S.L. Welstead and F.L. Williams were promoted to Wing Commander and Squadron Leader
respectively, effective 15-10-42.

Oct. 28/42   Heavy snow storm in the morning caused flying to be washed out for about one hour.  
No night flying due to snow.
G/C White returned and addressed New Zealand students on question of sending out valuable
information on movements of ships, etc., same having been found in letters by censors. 
A  meeting of the fire committee was held re Station Standing Orders being revised to comply with
No. 2 Training Command fire instructions.
Aircraft 7779 ground looped at Chater and was brought back by trailer. The damage was minor.
Aircraft 8098 has a broken rod in starboard engine necessitating engine change.  A new fan was
installed in spark plug room to expell obnoxious vapours from salt bath and degreaser. 
M.T. vehicle No. 1904 has returned from Winnipeg with a 20 ton load consisting of 1 caterpillar, 1
roller and heavy Crane trailer.
A meeting of the Brandon District Services Athletic Association was held to line up winter sports for
station competition in this district.

Oct. 29/42   Normal flying routine. Night flying by A C H F  Flights.
Fifty Australian students were here on a visit from the Manning Depot in Brandon. From 0900 to
1000 hours they were lectured in G.I.S. on what is expected from students at a Service Flying
Training School, following which they made a tour of the station.
Pilots were sent to No.  3 S.F.T.S., Calgary to collect four aircraft which have been allotted
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Oct. 29 (Cont’d)  to this unit.
Maintenance Wing was visited by a party of Australian Officers who were on a tour of the station
today. Maintenance has been kept exceedingly busy with major inspections, engine changes and
acceptance checks.
The painting of the verandah at the Officers' Mess has been completed.
The Entertainment Committee of the Sergeants' Mess has been vary busy decorating the Mess for the
forthcoming Hallowe'en dance to be held on Saturday, October 31st. Linoleum was placed on the
games room floor around the billiard table.
There has been a shipment of badminton birds, hockey sticks and pucks from the K. of C. War
Services.
Open House at the W.D. Recreational Centre took the form of a Hallowe'en Masquerade which was
well attended and greatly enjoyed by all present.
A/S/O McLelland, Messing Officer, was posted to No. 3 & G School, McDonald, effective 28-10-42,
reporting 29-10-42. .....
F.O. G.W. Brown has been, posted to No. 23 E.F.T.S., Davidson, Sask.,  effective 8-11-42, reporting
9-11-42.

Oct. 30/42   Total flying hours so far in October amount to 9993:00 hours. All flights were on duty
though strong winds in the afternoon made flying unsuitable for pupil solo flying. 
Recommendations are being put forward for an increase in space of clothing stores which are at
present badly overcrowded.
A fan has been installed in the spark plug room at Maintenance by Works and Buildings to remove
fumes generated by cleaning bath.
Alterations have commenced on the Special Inspection Room of the Station Hospital to make a
Women's Division Ward.
F.L. Whitaker has commenced decorating the Officers' Mess in preparation for the Hallowe'en Dance
on October 31st. Three new rugs have been placed in the Mess, two on the verandah,. and one in the
ladies’ lounge.
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Oct. 30/42 (Cont’d)   The Sergeants' Mess has been decorated for the Hallowe'en dance and the
members are well pleased with the result.
Indoor sports and games are carried out regularly in the Drill Hall and are becoming very popular
with all personnel. The Volley Ball league in progressing, and a new game, Borden Ball has been
introduced.
Choir practice, under the leadership of F.L. Sherrett, was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre from
1830 to 1930 hours.

Oct. 31/42   Flying was washed out for half a day due to snow and bad  weather.  No night flying was
carried out.
A number of students came to G.I.S. for special coaching and study, but no regular classes were held
as students were flying.
Three aircraft arrived from No. 3 S.F.T.S., Calgary.
A patient in the Station Hospital was transferred to the Brandon Mental Hospital for observation.



Three airmen, A.F.M.’s, arrived from Technical Training School, St. Thomas, Ontario. 
Aircraft 7672 Crane, flown to Prairie Airways for rectification of faults found after overhaul.
The Hallowe'en Dance in the Officers' Mess was well attended and a very enjoyable time was had by
all those present.
The dance in the Sergeants' Mess in celebration of Hallowe'en proved very successful and the large
crowd which attended had an enjoyable time.
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Oct. 31/42  Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians       
                                                           
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     113            4             1080             129     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                                                            3       

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                           2                                   2      
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             40 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  4
Others                                                                                                                                     64                
                                                                                                                                                         
                                  Total Staff                115        4              1085             129                   110
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               122
          R.A.F.                                                                     13
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 54    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              94                                                           
                                           
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              283                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable           89
                   Unserviceable       16   
                    Total                   105 
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Nov. 1/42  Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians       
                                                           
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     113            3             1085             129     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                          3                                3       

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                           2                                   2      
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             40 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  3
Others                                                                                                                                     63                
                                                                                                                                                         
                                  Total Staff                118        3              1090             129                   108
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               122
          R.A.F.                                                                     13
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 54    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              94                                                           
                                           
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              283                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable           71
                   Unserviceable       35   
                    Total                   106 
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Nov. 1/42   Snow and storm with flying washed out and no night flying.
There were no classes at G.I.S., though students returned for special coaching. Morse aid was given
to backward students, the work being supervised by F.L. Sherrett.



New proposals have been made for the control of Motor Transport gasoline.
F.O. Fenn, Officer in charge of Maintenance Wing, today received his promotion to the rank of Flight
Lieutenant.
One gas tender has been made completely serviceable, the other one needs welding on pump fitting.
Typing classes for the airwomen have been approved and classes are to commence Tuesday next and
to continue twice weekly.
Five flying instructors received their posting overseas.

Nov. 2/42   Average day for flying. All classes and courses up to date. Two flights carried out night
flying. 
A special donation of Lucky Strike cigarettes were distributed among the R.A.A.F. students, the
donor being E.H. Scott of Chicago, Ill.
F.L. Eisen, Jewish Padre, visited the station today.
A large consignment of clothing was received from No. 7 Equipment Depot. Five modified elevators
were also received.
Aircraft 7856 overshot the field at Chater with considerable damage being caused to the aircraft. 
One new aircraft was received from Calgary.
All M.T. vehicles are serviceable, other than a tractor awaiting tires.
Interflight volley ball was played between Maintenance No. 2 and Headquarters, Headquarters being
defeated. 
An organized P.T. class was held in the Recreation Hall for airwomen. Danish exercises being given
by Pilot Officer Rushton. Squadron Drill was taken by WO2 Baldwin in the afternoon.
S.O. F.A. Service assumes the duties of Assistant Administrative Officer, succeeding F.L. J.D. Guild.

Nov. 3/42   Normal flying routine with dual only in the afternoon. Night flying was carried out by
both squadrons. 
Schedules all up to date. One aircraft was damaged by overshooting the flare path, but no injuries
sustained by personnel.
Crane 7854 was collected from Prairie Airways and allotted to this Unit after twin engine overhaul.
Flying clothing is being issued to R.A.A.F. trainees.
Aircraft 7856 was brought back from Chater by trailer.
G.C. Pleasance visited Maintenance Wing today, being chiefly concerned with overhauled aircraft.
Moose head and pictures were hung up in the games room of the Sergeants' Mess, which greatly
improved the appearance of the room.
An airwoman is being detailed nightly as spare driver and refuel driver.
Drill Test board was held in the afternoon. A number of indoor games for the Recreation Centre
(W.D.) was received from the Knights of Columbus.
Choir practice was held in the Recreation Centre (W.D.) with a good turn out practising for
Christmas Concert.
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Nov. 4/42   Flying was washed out all due to heavy snow. No night flying carried out.
The Ground School was crowded due to flying being washed out. A lecture was given by F.L.
Whitaker to a special class of officers.



There was a station inspection by the Commanding Officer, all sections being visited.
At G.I.S. the necessary racks for the rest room were discussed and approved.  Coats and overshoes
are to be left in this room during the winter months.
A Badminton Club has been started for officers and their wives and friends.  Play takes place in the
Recreation Hall on Wednesdays and Saturday evenings, and much enthusiasm is being shown.
Basketball practice for the station team has been commenced. The Drill Hall is being used
extensively in the evenings for volley ball and other voluntary exercises and games. Monday night is
Women's Division night when basketball, volley ball, badminton and apparatus and mat work are the
popular sports. 
Woman's Division N.C.O.'s are taking a course of lectures in Squadron Drill given by the Station
Warrant Officer and P.O. Rushton. Wednesday night is badminton night for both airmen and
airwoman, and a lot of good badminton is played. A shipment of Knights of Columbus stationery has
been received. 
S.L. Warlow from No. 37 S.F.T.S., Calgary, arrived to look at the canteens.
P.O. Paull, accounts officer, reported on the station today, and has taken up his duties in our
Accounts Section.
Three films were shown in the Recreation Can re "Canada Carries On", “Battle of Brains” and a
W.A.A.F. picture   "The Airwomen".

Nov. 5/42   Normal flying routine with solo flying all day and night flying for both Squadrons.
A pupil had his undercarriage in an up position due to a slipped chain, but he was able to replace the
chain and landed satisfactorily. The aerodrome, which is covered with snow, has been rolled.
Review work for Course 63 is to be carried out in G.I.S. in preparation for examinations.
Aircraft 7672 has been collected from Prairie Airways and is undergoing acceptance inspection in
No. 4 Hangar.
A tonsillectomy was performed at the station hospital today on F.L. Lund. 
P.O. Cunningham was appointed deputy officer in charge of Motor Transport.
A Mess dinner was held at 1800 hours, following which W.C. Welstead, Commanding Officer, made
a farewell speech to the five Officers who are proceeding on embarkation leave prior to posting
overseas. These Officers are F.L. McKay, F.O. Watts, P.O. Day and P.O. Evans. F.L. McKay replied
in fitting manner to
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Nov. 5/42 (Cont’d)   W.C. Welstead's speech, and the dinner was followed by a sing-song.
The Snooker Tournament in the Sergeants' Mess is now in its final stages and the final game is to be
played over the week end.
Interflight volley ball games are in progress while badminton and gymnastics are being participated
in during the day and evening.
Squadron Drill lecture took the place of the usual squadron drill period for the airwomen, the class
being held in G.I.S. under the direction of WO2 Baldwin.

Nov. 6/42   Normal flying routine. The afternoon was broken by low ceiling and snow flurries. Two
new solo pupils force landed ten miles from the aerodrome. The aircraft was returned to the
aerodrome by qualified instructors the next day.



G.I.S. was inspected by the Commanding Officer. Permission was granted to paint the rest period
room, the paint to be supplied by the station.
S.L. Hilditch, R.A.A.F. Liaison Staff Officer, inspected the R.A.A.F. students.
A complete survey of the coal situation has been made and there will be a change in procedure.
S.L. Sanderson, Senior Accounts Officer, has been posted to No. 4 S.F.T.S,, Saskatoon.
The Sergeants' Mess was host to several sergeant pilot instructors who were forced down due to bad
weather.
Two tractors were sent down to Carberry on loan.
Headquarters Squadron, which included one large flight of airwomen, was inspected by the
Commanding Officer at the Friday morning parade.

Nov. 7/42   Normal flying routine. No cross countries were taken during the morning due to fog.   
The usual flights were taken in the afternoon, but there was no night flying due to fog. 
Course 63 is back for special coaching and study prior to examinations.
Authorization was received from Command that this station is to receive 1,000 tons of Drumheller
Coal. 
Nine A.E.M.’s and one instrument maker were taken on strength on posting from Technical Training
School, St. Thomas.
A small gathering of guests and members attended the weekly informal dance at the Officers' Mess.
The usual Saturday night party was held in the Sergeants' Mess and was well attended. 
The M.T, Section reports vehicle No. 2855 was taken to Winnipeg for further equipment, while
vehicle No.1904 returned from Winnipeg with aircraft motor and a piano.

Nov. 8/42   There was fog all morning with flying carried out from l400 hours on. There was no cross
country flying.
Courses are all up to date.
Course 63 received special coaching lectures.
A draft of potential aircrew (air gunners) were examined at the hospital today. 
The painting of the barrack huts is well under way.                                                                                  
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Nov. 8/42 (Cont’d)   The floor of the Issue and Receipt Room in Equipment Section is being painted
with cement paint, which is a greet help against dust and improves the appearance of the room
considerably.
F. L. Terrell arrived at 1600 hours on returning to his home station at Neepawa. 
10 A.E.M.'s and A.FM.'s were posted overseas.
Sicard wing plow was prepared for transfer to Dauphin by road. The filter on Diesel tractor was
repaired and all aerodrome tractors serviced.
A piano was received from the Knights of Columbus War Services and was placed in the W.D.
Recreation Centre.

Nov. 9/42    There was no flying in the morning due to fog and blowing snow. Flying took place in
the afternoon though there were no cross countries. Night flying for both squadrons took place until
0430 hours. 



A meeting was held in the Chief Instructor's Office to make assessment leadership for course 6l. 
F/Sgt. Charlton and two senior N.C.O.'s from Maintenance Wing proceeded to No. 7 Equipment
Depot to review demands and assist with new part numbers which have been confusing the Depot of
late. 
Personnel who received their posting overseas were examined by the medical officer at the station
hospital today.
Mr. Cressman, representative of the Goodrich Company, reported to give a lecture to Maintenance
Wing personnel on aircraft de-icing equipment at 1900 hours in G.I.S.
P.O. Dalley reported for one month's tour of duty to gain practical Unit experience. He has just
graduated from a school of aero engineering.
All vehicles in Motor Transport Section are reported serviceable today,
Interflight volley ball finals took place between Maintenance Wing No. 2 team and "G" Flight,
Maintenance winning two straight games.
S.O. Buik, the Command Messing Officer, arrived on temporary duty to inspect the various messes.

Nov. 10/42    Normal flying routine. Eleven cross countries were made to Saskatoon and return.  
Night flying was local only and night navigation flying was undertaken the first part of the night.
G.I.S. was visited by W/C Ball, Signals Officers from No. 2 Training Command, who discussed
training schedule and points to be stressed in R/T instruction.
S.L. Malcolm, Senior Equipment Officer, visited No. 2 Training Command with the Commanding
Officer. 
F/Sgt. Charlton visited No, 7 Equipment Depot with F/Sgt. Hall. They were able to clear up 25 out-
standing demands. Alterations to clothing stores providing more space was recommended by the
Senior
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Nov. 10/42 (Cont’d)  Equipment Officer at Command Headquarters.
Medical  examinations were carried out for several personnel who received posting overseas.
F/Sgt, McCloskey returned from the Senior N.C.O.'s administrative course held at Trenton.  He stood
8th in a class of 36.
S.L. Dyte from A.F.H.Q. and F.O. McWhirter from No. 2 Training Command visited the Airmen's
Mess today. 
The first game of the station House League Basketball was held with No. 1 Squadron playing No. 2
Squadron. No.  2 Squadron winning with a score of 24-21. Practice for the Station Basketball Team
was held. 
Airmen's wives were entertained in the W.D. Recreation Centre and were later served supper in the
Small Canteen. The airmen's wives challenged the W.D.'s to a basketball game to take place on their
next visit to the station.
Classes in Wireless telegraphy for airwomen are continuing as usual.

Nov. 11/42  Good flying weather all day. No. 1 Squadron was detailed for night flying. The snow is
melting rapidly on the Aerodrome.



Course 63 started oral examinations and in their spare time had a study period and went to clothing
stores. They also had an aircraft recognition examination.
An oil drum rack is to be constructed for gas and oil permitting drums to be unloaded from trucks
with greater care and will permit their storage off the ground.
The Commanding Officer, accompanied by F.L. Fenn and S.O. Service left on Temporary Duty to
visit No. 4 S.F.T.S., Saskatoon, No. 11 S.F.T.S. Yorkton and No.10 S.F.T.S. Dauphin.
The M.T. Section reports that lettering and renumbering of vehicles is in progress. A new valve was
installed between tank and pump on crash tender.
The Maintenance Wing basketball team was defeated by Headquarters Squadron,
The first of a series of bingo games was held in the W.D. Recreation Centre during open house night.
All service and civilian personnel employed in the Airmen's Mess were inspected by the Medical
Officer today.
S.L. Welsh and S.L. Mileski attended a mess dinner at Shilo Camp.

Nov. 12/42     In spite of 30 to 40 mile wind all day, flying continued, including cross countries.
Night flying was carried out by both squadrons until 2330 hours. Aerodrome is in fair condition - still
using all way system.
Course 63 wrote Navigation, Airmanship and Meteorology examinations with 52 students writing,
one writing while in the hospital.
New tables are being erected in Issue and Receipt Room of Equipment Section to facilitate
unpacking and checking of equipment.
The M.T. Section reports that two more vehicles have been renumbered. A roller has been received
and unloaded from the car.
In the station House League basketball Headquarters defeated Maintenance 39 - 8. Practice was held
for the station basketball team. In the interflight volley ball league "E" Flight played against the
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Nov. 12/42 (Cont’d)  Officers, the Officers winning two games out of three.
AW1 McFadden reported in from Rockcliffe, the first airwoman to arrive on this station in the trade
of photography.
Classes for airwomen in typing and wireless telegraphy are continuing as usual.
F.L. Bell (Air Cadets) arrived to accompany F.L. Sherrett to Minnedosa.
S.L. Welsh proceeded to Virden on a Board of Officers held at No. 19 E.F.T.S.

Nov. 13/42   Normal flying routine for both squadrons. A pupil in "F" Flight undershot landing during
the night causing a D category crash.
Course 63 continued with their examinations with Armament and Signals written examinations, and
Signals practical. Course 6l had Schick, Dick and Wasserman tests.
The storage room in equipment is being re-arranged in order to make room for more fabric spares,
tires and propellors.
Chief Technical Officer reports aircraft being prepared for shipment to Overhaul Contractor. Six
engine changes are in progress in repair flight.
M.T. Section reports one crash tender is unserviceable and is under repair.
The semi-final interflight volley ball were held tonight.



The W.D. Coffee Bar had its beginning in a very small way today. Hot chocolate, sandwiches and
small pies were served. It proved very popular and should develop into a thriving business.

Nov. 14/42   Normal flying routine.
Course 63 finished ground school examinations. All courses are ahead of Command Schedule.   
Course 61 is ready for Wings Parade. Course 63 examinations revealed one failure in Armament and
four in Meteorology. These students were back for study on Saturday.
Instructions ware received from Command to dispatch seven aircraft to Prairie Airways this week for
twin engine overhaul and four more to be sent next week.
Five A.E.M.'s reported in from Technical Training School, St. Thomas.
A large number of members and guests attended the weekly dance in the Officers' Mess.
The weekly party in the Sergeants' Mess was well attended and a good time was had by all.
The sale of Victory Bonds for the Third Victory Loan Campaign reached a grand total of $37,200.  
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Nov. 15/42   Normal flying routine with both solo and crone country flights.
A goodly number of students from courses 63, 65 and 67 were back for study and coaching. 
A new table running the length of the wall was built in the Issue and Receipt room. 
W02 Wilson departed on temporary duty to No.  7 Equipment Depot.
The M.T. Section reports that trucks and equipment have been cleaned up. Repairs are needed to the
staff car heater.
Chater was inspected by the Commanding Officer, S.L. Welsh, S.L. Mileski, F.L. Peters and F.L.
Powell. 

Nov. 16/42   Flying was carried out in the afternoon only.
A regular programme of lectures was carried out in G.I.S.  Course 61 had a wings parade rehearsal.
Two freight cars of goods were received containing fire alarm sets, aircraft spares and general
merchandise from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg.
53 aircraft were available at 0800 hours, the shortage being due to electrical and instrument trouble.
This was eliminated by 1100 hours.
Sgt. Warner has been posted from Maintenance Orderly Room to the Control Tower and Cpl.
Richardson is now in charge of Maintenance O.R.
The regular monthly meeting of the Sergeants' Mess was well attended. W01 Marshall was elected
chairman and W02 Baldwin president.
The M.T. Section reports the renumbering of vehicles was held up as it was too cold to paint. A
check was made of the stock by P.O. Cunningham. The Dominion Auditor is checking gas issue. 
S.L. Morkill arrived from No.  2 Training Command.
The opening game of the Brandon District Services Basketball League was played at No. 2 Manning
Depot between No. 12 S.F.T.S. and No. 2 "M" Depot, No. 12 winning by a score of 36-20.
Instruction periods for W.D. Squadron drill are continuing. Lectures and instruction are also being
given to those coming up for drill test.

Nov. 17/42   Flying all day, including navigation.  No night flying.  G.C. Bonham-Carter arrived from
No, 2 Training Command en route to Weyburn.  A picture was taken of Navigation personnel for No.



2 Training Command. Crane aircrafts 7781, 7750, 7749 and 7752 were ferried to Prairie Airways for
twin engine overhaul. 
The alterations to the hospital are nearing completion. 
The kitchen of the Sergeants’ Mess is in process of being painted.
The Accountant Officer from Ottawa is checking the gasoline records. Four new tires have been
received for tractors.
Flying list officers were defeated by non-flying list officers in basketball. In the Station House
League Basketball Headquarters Squadron defeated No. 1 Squadron by a score of 26 - 12, which
makes two wins for Headquarters. A practice was held for the Station basketball team. In the
interflight volley ball the Officers won from "E" flight two games out of three, which is the second
win for the Officers out of two matches to date.
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Nov. 17/42 (Cont;d)  The Drill Test Board, met and examined a large class. Five G.D.'s (W.D.) were
posted to No. 6 Manning Depot, Toronto, to take the Clerk General course.
The question of Squadron Drill was discussed at a conference of officers.

Nov. 18/42    Normal flying routine, navigation and night flying. Eight Ansons landed after midnight
due to bad weather at their home aerodrome. All were taken care of.
Course 61 held their graduating dinner at the Prince Edward Hotel.
The auditors arrived and began checking equipment. A carload of aeroplane spares was received 
today.
Medical examinations for commissions are being done on Course 61 at the station hospital.
Crane aircraft 7778 returned from Prairie Airways after complete overhaul.
Wives of officers were entertained in the Officers' Mess after badminton this evening. 
The M.T. Section reports a broken rear bearing on the dump truck and a dead short in the Suburban
electrical system. These will probably be repaired by tomorrow.
Open house night in the Recreation Centre (W.D.) was well attended.

Nov. 19/42    A good flying day, but flying washed out at 1700 hours due to wings parade. There was
no night flying.
A.C. Nevill, CBE, Deputy Chief of the New Zealand Air Staff, and G.C. White, T.W., ED, head of
the New Zealand Air Mission to Canada, visited G.I.S. and spoke to the New Zealand students. At   
1900 hours the Wings Parade was held at which time A.C. Nevill, CBE, presented the wings to the
graduating students of Course 61. His Worship, Mayor Young, presented the honour plaque to
NZ421022 LAC Creary, A.G., on behalf of the citizens of Brandon. G.C. Bonham-Carter and Wing
Commander Kerr also visited the station. 
Wing Commander Kerr was the Commanding Officer of the opening party for No. 12 S.F.T.S. in
May, 1941 and this was his first visit to this station since that time. W.C. Kerr is now at Air Force
Headquarters. 
Following the Wings Parade the visiting officers were entertained in the Officers' Mess. Sixteen
newly commissioned officers were also present.
The Auditor General's representatives commenced inspecting the Equipment Section.
One of the M.T. vehicles was involved in a slight accident but was only slightly damaged and can be



repaired in the section.
The Brandon District Services Basketball League was continued with No. 12 meeting Carberry at No.
12 S.F.T.S, the game being won by this station by a score of 40 - 13.
Three W.D. cooks were posted to Mossbank and McDonald.
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Nov. 20/42  Normal flying routine and night flying carried out. There were several visiting aircraft,
mostly Tiger Moths.
Course 61 clears the station, some being posted overseas, operational units, F.I,S. School.
Commission were granted to sixteen of the leading students.
Barrack stores were checked by the auditors. Reports on stock taking were very good. 
Aircraft 7770 force landed at McGregor, Manitoba.
Maintenance Wing held their sports period between 1700 hours and 2000 hours in the Drill Hall,
during which period basketball and badminton were played. 
The "Lifebuoy Follies" from Lever Brothers, Toronto, put on a very excellent programme in the
Recreation Hall to a full house. Following the show the members of the cast were guests at the
Officers' Mess.

Nov. 21/42  Good day for flying and utilized to the fullest extent.
Aircraft 7770 was flown back from McGregor where it had landed the day before. Everything was
found to be fine.
Equipment Section a very heavy shipment has been received from No. 7 Equipment Depot,
Winnipeg, Man. 
A fairly large gathering of officers and guests attended the Saturday night dance in the Officers'
Mess.
Six G.D. airwomen arrived from No. 7 Manning Depot, Rockcliffe.

Nov. 22/42   Normal flying routine. Course 69 arrived, which is composed of 28 Australians from
No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon, 1 Australian from Edmonton, 8 R.A.F. from Regina, 20 RCAF from Ft.
Wm., and 3 from Virden. 
Equipment personnel are busy uncrating the heavy shipment received from No. 7 Equipment Depot.
An emergency operation was performed at the station hospital this morning.
There was a good attendance at Church Parade the service being conducted by the Station Padre, F.L.
Bainbridge.

Nov. 23/42   Normal flying routine. S.L. Mileski and F.L. Mussells flew to Yorkton and Dauphin to
pick up information concerning aerodrome control.
Course 69 received opening addresses from W.C. Welstead, S.L. Mileski and G.I.S. Instructors.
There are 60 in the class.
Cessna 8726 was received from Claresholm, Alberta.
An operation was performed in the station hospital this morning by S.L. Williams and F.L. Allen.
P.O. Zachanko is on temporary duty from Maintenance Wing of this station to No. 11 S.F.T.S.,
Yorkton. 
A complete check was made on the staff car and it was found to be in very good condition.



Basketball practice was held for the station team.
Potential aircrew were given P.T. and drill. The W.D.’s had Squadron Drill in the afternoon.
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Nov. 24/42   Flying washed out the latter half of the afternoon due to low ceiling.
W.C.. Harvey and S.L. Sharpe of Vulcan, Alberta, paid a visit to the station and a discussion was held
with Squadron Commanders regarding instructors.
Crane 7741 was transferred to Prairie Airways and aircraft 7852 is to be collected.
It has been decided to continue training of potential aircrew who have completed six weeks G.I.S.
training as laid down. Extra time is to be spent on Wireless, Aircraft Recognition and current events.
Cpl. Birchall has been posted from Maintenance Wing to the A.I.D. School, Toronto for A.I.D.
Course. 
The first night of the Snooker Tournament between the Officers and senior N.C.O.'s was held in the
Officers' Mess, the Officers losing the match.
The painting of the kitchen furniture and kitchen in the Sergeants' Mess is practically completed. 
The M.T, Section reports that new slip covers and floor mats have been installed in vehicle 30-038.
Cluster and idler gears have been ordered for the station wagon.
The Station House League Basketball League continues with a game between the Officers and No. 2
Squadron the Officers taking the game by a score of 26 - 11.  Two games were played in the Volley
Ball League, Headquarters Squadron defeated "A"Flight, and "D" flight defeated "F" Flight in two
games out of three. 
The Women's Division served tea to the airmen's wives in the Small Canteen, following which a
basketball game was played between the airwomen and the airmen's wives, the airwomen winning by
a score of 14 - 1. 
S.L. Mileski left on temporary duty to Trenton.
A.C. Lawrence and party arrived for an inspection of Chater  Relief Field.
F.O. Warkentin is making arrangements for instruction to be given to instructors for tradesmen
classes.
F.L. Scarth of No. 2 Training arrived on a Court of Inquiry regarding the escape of effluent from the
sewage disposal plant.

Nov. 25/42   Normal flying routine. Course 69 commences flying.
LAC Westhorpe of Course 69 has been secured as a new pianist for the station choir which holds its
practices every week under the leadership of F.L. Sherrett.
Cadet lectures were given at Brandon Collegiate by F.L. Joy and F.L. Sherrett.
Cessna 7852 was received from Prairie Airways after twin engine overhaul. Nine aircraft are
awaiting authority for transfer to Prairie Airways for overhaul.
F/Sgt. Wood (W.M.) has been posted to RCAF Station, Mountain View.
A meeting of the Sergeants' Mess executive was held regarding Christmas activities.
A series of lectures is being given to the Security Guard on funeral procedure.
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Nov. 25/42 (Cont’d)  A.S.O. I.G. Grinke was married to F.O. J.L. Knowlton in St. Paul's United



Church, Brandon, at 2030 hours, the ceremony being conducted by the Station Padre, F.L.
Bainbridge, following which the bride and groom were returned to the W.D. bungalow where a very
small informal reception was held attended by the Commanding Officer, his wife and a few others as.
guests.

Nov. 26/42    Normal flying routine.
Crane aircraft #FJ202 made a "wheels up" landing at Chater and was flown back to No. 12 S.F.T.S.
The Auditor General's representatives are finishing up their work in the Equipment Section.
An emergency operation was performed on a New Zealand airman at the station hospital this
morning.
A new muffler has been obtained for the staff car, new mats have been installed and doors painted.
The Brandon District Services Basketball League continues with No. 12 playing C.N.S. Rivers in an
exciting overtime game, finally winning with a score of 40 - 29.
Courses 63 and 67 were given P.T. today. Lectures to Security Guard on funeral procedure are
continuing in the Recreation Hall.
LAW Taylor and AW1 McCulley were posted to Rockcliffe prior to a reposting to Washington, D.C.
Sqdn. Officer Walker and S.O. Dunbar from Air Force Headquarters arrived today and proceeded
immediately to the City of Brandon to attend a meeting. They expect to return to visit the station on
Saturday morning.

Nov. 27/42    Routine flying all day with no night flying.
New crab was adjusted on Link Trainer and was found satisfactory after testing over a map.
The W.D. ward in the hospital has been equipped with a new bathtub.
The transmission on the ambulance was repaired today. It is very cold in the shops as the heaters are
not working very satisfactorily. An airwoman is being taught to drive gas tender.
P.T. and games are being carried out for aircrew in the Drill Hall.
A large number of personnel are now using the skating rink which has recently been made ready for
skating.
W.C. Goulding arrived on the station today from No. 2 Training Command, Winnipeg, and
proceeded to No. 2 Manning Depot for inspection.

Nov. 28/42    Normal flying routine all day. Aircraft 8114 ground looped on the take-off at 1515
hours.
Air speed indicators have been tested and found to have a variable error but constant curve. No
classes were held in G.I.S. today.
The auditor General’s representative completed his inspection of Equipment Section today.
The new potential aircrew group was checked at the hospital today.
Crane 8024 was allotted from Prairie Airways and Crane 8006 allotted from Winnipeg.
The usual Saturday night informal party was held at the Officers' Mess and was well attended.
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Nov. 28/42 (Cont’d)   Sqdn. Officer K. Walker and S.0. M. Dunbar visited the station today en route
to Air Force Headquarters.



As S.L. Knight was visiting the station at the same time, a quick trip was made to Souris for purposes
of inspection. S.L. Welsh and S.O. Service accompanied the party.  Sqdn. Officer Walker and S.O.
Dunbar had lunch in the Officers' Mess, following which they male a quick inspection of the W.D.
quarters before their departure for Winnipeg.

Nov. 29/42    Normal flying routine.
Two aircraft were flight tested in the afternoon.
The fire place in the Sergeants' Mess is very popular and in constant use. Steam heat is being
installed in the Mess Proper.
The Station Wagon  has been made serviceable. The staff car heater is being re-bushed to overcome
the noise in the armature.

Nov. 10/42    Routine flying by all courses. B, D and E flights carried out night flying.
Many students were late for lectures in G.I.S. due to "A" Flight carrying out late cross countries.
A concert has been planned with LAC Vines of course 69 as the main entertainer and organizer.
There is a small influx of patients in the hospital after the week end consisting mostly of head colds.
Four A.F.M.'s and one electrician reported and were taken on strength at Maintenance Wing on
posting from Technical Training School, St. Thomas.
Steam heating units in the Officers' Mess are being painted.
An emergency meeting of the Sergeants' Mess was held to determine the amount of money  to be
spent for Christmas and New Year's frolics.
All vehicles in the M.T. Section are serviceable except the station wagon.
The station basketball team suffered a loss when they met A.4 Artillery in a Brandon District
Services Basketball League game.
Maintenance Wing was given instruction in flight drill with P.T. and games for aircrew. 
The bowling league is well underway.
A kit inspection for the airwomen was held at 1830 hours followed by a games period in the Drill
Hall.
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Nov. 30/42   Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or Other
                                                                 Officers    W.D.               Ranks        W.D.           Civilians      
                                                            
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     114           3                1053             130     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                          3                                   1       

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                             3                                   2      
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians



Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             43 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  3
Others                                                                                                                                     66                
                                                                                                                                                         
                                  Total Staff                120        3                 1056               130             115 

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                 85
          R.A.F.                                                                     30
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 68    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              87                                                           
                                           
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              270                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable           66
                   Unserviceable       33   
                    Total                     99 
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Dec. 1/42  Personnel Strength                                                Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians    
                                                              
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     111            3             1062             131     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                          3                                 1      

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                             3                                  2      
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          2



Works and Buildings                                                                                                             43 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  3
Others                                                                                                                                    65              
                                                                                                                                                           
                                  Total Staff                117           3              1065                                 114
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                   85
          R.A.F.                                                                       30
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                   68   
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                67                                                      
                                                
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                               250                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable           66
                   Unserviceable       33   
                    Total                    99 
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Dec. 1/42   Routine flying for all courses. Serviceability of aircraft was greatly affected by cold
weather causing electrical troubles. 259 hours flying and 72 link hours were recorded for the day.
S.L. Hendricks of the R.A.A.F. Liaison staff visited the station from Ottawa, and interviewed the
pupils of course 67 regarding the unsatisfactory progress being made by them in their work at this
station. An emergency operation was performed at the station hospital for duodenal ulcer. The
hospital was visited today by the Assistant P.M.O. S.L. Cork, who found everything in order and
very satisfactory.
Considerable activity took place in the Sergeants' Mess tonight due to the fact that several of the
particularly popular N.C.O.’s received promotions.
Headquarters Squadron weekly parade was inspected by the Commanding Officer, who also
observed drill that was taking place.
The M.T. Section rushed a pulmotor to Camp Shilo for emergency action at that army unit. 
Two basketball games were played in the drill hall at night, House League games, and Station
League game. This was followed by numerous games of badminton, and as the weather was not too
cold, it was noted that there was considerable skating on the open air rink.
Squadron Officer Davey and Flight Officer Henderson arrived for an impromptu visit and
inspection of the Women's Division on the station. They were accompanied by Section Officer
Norwood, Officer in charge of the Precision Squad from Rockcliffe. The W.D. Officers of this
station attended a tea given by the Women's Canadian Club of Brandon.

Dec. 2/42   Routine flying all day and it is noted that the serviceability of aircraft is greatly
improved. 379hours and 30 minutes flying time being recorded and 76 hours and 30 minutes link
time.
The Commanding Officer, accompanied by F.L. Sherrett and S.O. Service, attended the exhibition



of the Precision Squad of W.D.'s at the planning Depot in Brandon, and it is noted that it was a
revelation in efficiency, timing and enthusiasm.
Two air frame mechanics from Maintenance were posted to RCAF Detachment, University of
Toronto for a three months pre-aircrew attendance course.
Crane aircraft No. 8837, on loan to No. 3 B. & G., McDonald, was returned to this station for an
engine change.
A ladder for snooker has been placed on the wall of the Officers' Mess to show the relative ability
cf various officers in the mess at this very popular game.
The basketball team were very enthusiastic in anticipation of further league games this station is
leading in the B.D.S.A.A. schedule of basketball at the present time. Considerable skating took
place on the rink following which a hockey practice was held.  The weekly dance held in the
W.D.’s Recreational Centre was again the centre of activity and well attended as usual. Music was
supplied by a five-piece orchestra from the band of the Manning Depot.

Dec. 3/42   Normal flying routine all day long, with B.D.E. and G. Flights doing night flying.
Crane aircraft 8688 being delivered to this station, was grounded at Regina on account of a dead
battery.
Arrangements have been made for delivery of the battery to Regina and collection of aircraft.
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Dec. 3/42 (Cont’d)  W02 Baldwin, C.J., NCO i/c of the M.T. Section, today received his promotion
to the rank of WO1.
At a Sergeants' Mess meeting held in the Mess today, WO2 Alexander was elected President of the
Mess.
Four station league volley ball games were played in the Drill Hall this evening.
An unusual number of W.D.'s are in hospital suffering from acute colds. Cpl. Davies was rushed to
the station hospital from a theatre in Brandon suffering from acute appendicitis, was operated on
and is reported progressing favorably.

Dec. 4/42   Normal flying routine all day. B.E. and F. Flights night flying.
G.I.S  held flag raising ceremony this morning followed by a drill period, at which special attention
was given to instruction of junior officers and N.C.O.'s.
Nine engines were returned by the Equipment Section to the Standard Machine of Winnipeg for
overhaul. 
An emergency appendix operation was performed on an airman from Portage this morning. 
All vehicles in the M.T. Section are reported as serviceable.
Lt. Col. Bailey, the Command Dental Officer, paid an official visit to the station today. 
Work on the boxing ring was completed today and it is anticipated will soon be put into very active
use. 
Practice for the choir, under the leadership of F.L. Sherrett, took place in the W.D. Recreational
Centre, followed by a rehearsal for the concert to be held at some future date.

Dec. 5/42   Normal flying all day, with very good weather.  B.D.E. and F. Flights night flying.
Course 65 was released from flying for a final review before examinations. Special lectures were



given on Navigation and Armament to this course.
Six Crane aircraft were sent to Imperial Airways at Moose Jaw for complete overhaul, and one
overhauled aircraft was returned to this station.
The Saturday night informal dance held in the Officers’ Mess was well attended due to the fact that
there are no forty-eights during this month.
The M.T. Section was able to bring a load of Christmas trees to the station today. 
As the weather is not too severe, considerable skating is taking place on the open air rink, and as no
scheduled sports are taking place in the Drill Hall, a good deal of badminton and basketball are
being played.
The W.D.'s are taking an active interest in Christmas decorating for their recreational Centre.
An independent check was made by the Messing Officer and staff of the total inventory in the
Airmen’s Mess and it was found to be in exceptionally good condition.
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Dec. 5/42 (Cont’d)  F.L. MacLeod and F.L. Jarvis of the Link Trainer Inspection Staff, arrived
today to check link, trainer instructors.

Dec. 6/42   Normal flying all day, with good weather. Three flights carried out night flying.
Course 65 returned to flying today as it is felt that their G.I.S. work is up to schedule. 
A civilian aircraft, BA Eagle CF-AYF,  flown, by Dr. George from Winnipeg, while taxying in from
the aerodrome after landing, collapsed on the port undercarriage, which failed to lock. The
propellor tips were broken and the oleo-leg was damaged. The aircraft was towed to No. 5 hanger
where it was stored pending minor repairs being made.
A special chicken dinner was served in the Sergeant’s Mess today which was greatly appreciated hy
all members present.
It was noted that there was considerable activity on the skating rink during the afternoon and
evening. 
The picture show in the Recreation Hall was well attended this evening.
Cpl. Abel and LAW Anderson, W.D. stenographers on the station, were posted today to Air Force
Headquarters.  These two W.D.'s will be greatly missed.
A.S.O. Langford, Station Messing Officer, left on temporary duty to No. 2 Training Command
Headquarters to attend a conference of Messing Officers and to hear lectures on nutrition.
It was noted today that a large number of airmen from No. 2 “M” Depot were in the habit of
visiting this station on Sundays, staying for meals in the Airmen's Mess, creating a shortage of food, 
and also showing the airmen and air women of this station that apparently the meals served in the
Airmen's Mess at this station are .more desirable than those served st the unit, to which the airmen
are attached.
P.O. Wiley and P.O. Sorley today received their posting overseas, which posting they have been
looking forward to for some time.
F.L. Reynolds, Examining Officer of No. 2 Squadron, was posted to Home War Establishment on
the East Coast.

Dec. 7/42   Normal flying all day with four flights doing night flying.
A meeting was held in the Chief Instructor's Office, attended by all Squadron Commanders and



Flight Commanders in connection with the graduation of course 63, and it was found necessary to
put two students of course 65, who have been in hospital for sone time, back one course.
S.L. Malcolm, Senior Equipment Officer, received posting on temporary duty to No. 2 Training
Command Headquarters today, and it appears that he will be there for a considerable length of
time. 
S.L. Williams, Senior Medical Officer, reported on temporary duty to No. 2 Training Command
Headquarters to attend a conference and lectures on nutrition.
Three inches of the tips of port propellor  of Crane No. 7682 broke off in flight. The aircraft
Landed safely at Chater and was installed with a serviceable propellor.
Officers' Mess Meeting was held in the Officers' Mess, at noon today, in connection with dining-in
night to be held tomorrow. .
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Dec. 7/42 (Cont’d)   Christmas trees for decoration of various buildings on the station were sprayed
today with a mixture of glue and tinsel, which has provided a very fine and cheap means of
decoration.
Each Monday night is reserved for the W.D.’s in the Drill Hall for sports and P.T. The activities of
this building are confined to P.T. given by the Station P.T. Officer, P.O. Rushton, followed by
badminton, basketball, volley ball.
It is noted that today the menu included mutton, which was a very acceptable change on the diet,
for all.

Dec. 8/42   Normal flying routine with light snow all day. B.E. and F. flights night flying.  The
visiting flight arrived today.
First aid classes were attended by officers of No. 2 Squadron, under the new instructors course.
S.L. Malcolm proceeded to Winnipeg on. temporary duty.
Sgt. Rawsthorne, AEM, was posted to No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg, effective 15th December.
Col. Mitchell, Col. Semmens and Major Routh were mess guests today. The games room was
crowded after dinner, where a good sing-song was held.
W.C. McCrann, No. 2 Training Command, arrived on the station this afternoon.
F.O. Grover, recently commissioned, was posted to No. 5 "M" Depot, Lachine, Quebec.
The M.T. Section reports that the small tractors are giving carburettor trouble. Alcohol is being
put in tanks to prevent condensation of water.
Station House league Basketball and volley ball games between the squadrons were held in the
Drill Hall tonight. Hockey practice is in full swing and skating is proving very popular.
The W.D.'s had their weekly Squadron Drill period, which was attended by the Commanding
Officer.
Yale locks were put on the doors of the store room and butcher shop in the Airmen's Mess.

Dec. 9/42   Light snow all day, although normal flying routine carried out. Night flying was washed
out due to bad weather.
Aircraft recognition and armament oral examinations for course 65 were held.
Today was the last day for issues from Equipment prior to inventory check. Clothing store quite
upset owing to alterations for extra room.



Mr. Dutton, representative of the Cessna Aircraft Company, visited the station today, also S.L.
Andrew and F.L. Edgar, who were in from Dauphin.
F/Sgt. Rodger, NCO i/c Fire Hall, received posting today to No. 40 S.F.T.S. Weyburn, Sask.
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Dec. 9/42 (Cont’d)  Plans for Christmas and New Year's entertainment are well under way in the
Sergeants’ Mess. 
Repairs to the snow plane were held up today because of wrong propellor being sent.
The A.4 Volley Ball team met No. 12 in a well contested volley ball game tonight, No. 12 being
victorious.
A new strip was put on the edge of the linoleum in the Airmen's Mess today.
.
Dec. 10/42    Weather was not very good today, although flying was carried out. B.C. and E. Flights
carried out night flying.
Course 65 wrote Navigation, Airmanship, Maintenance and Meteorology examinations today, with
46 writing. 
Alterations to clothing stores are progressing favorably.
Advice was received from No. 2 Training Command that Crane 7767 has been allotted to this
station from Prairie Airways. Crane FJ164 was given a taxying test today and brakes were found to
be efficient. 
The Sergeants' Mess has been considerably improved. Waitresses are to be given instruction on
waiting on table.
The Christmas cards for the Officers' Mess arrived today, and were found to be quite satisfactory.
The Command Trade. Test Board arrived today and airmen and airwoman from all section were
trade tested. 
Rivers Basketball team visited No.12 tonight and the two teams clashed in another station league
game, No. 12 being the winners.
Cpl. Catton, our former Cpl. Matheson, returned from annual leave today, during which time she
was married to an airman from Patricia Bay.  A.S.O. Langford returned to this station after
attending a very interesting nutrition conference in Winnipeg.

Dec. 11/42    Normal flying routine all day with night flying being carried out by D.E. and F.
Flights. The visiting flight is still testing instructors.  Photographs of Shilo Parachute Jumping Field
and the Tower were taken by the Chief Instructor and Major Routh.
Course 65 wrote Armament and Signals written examinations today; also had Signals practical test.
There were no failures in Armament.
Aircrafts Nos. 7746 and 7780 were flown to Moose Jaw today, and Aircraft 7767 is to be picked
up. 
Crane 8185 was ferried from Winnipeg today by F.L. Sawle, and Crane 7767 was ferried from
Prairie Airways. 
The monthly meeting of the Officers' Mess Committee was held today with S.L. Laing in the chair,
at which time arrangements were made for the holiday season. The new steam heating system in
the mess is progressing rapidly.
In the Basketball House League, Maintenance defeated the Officers in a very closely contested



game, the final score being 18-15.  Considerable skating and hockey took place on the rink, and the
drill hall was kept busy with badminton and boxing.
The W.D.'s held a rehearsal of Christmas carols in anticipation of the holiday season. 

Dec. 12/42    Normal flying routine with A.B. and E. Flights night flying.
It was reported today that a fire had broken out in G.I.S. the previous evening. It appeared to
originate in the Signals Office. Cpl. Rokosh, Duty N.C.O., notified the fire deportment and the
blaze was quickly
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Dec. 12/42 (Cont’d)  extinguished.   An investigation is to be carried out this afternoon.
S.L. Malcolm returned from Winnipeg today, and proceeded to hand over to F.L. Hamilton. 
Cranes 7780 and 7746 were ferried to Prairie Airways for overhaul.
There was a very small attendance at the weekly Saturday night dance in the Officers' Mess.
Installation of the steam heating system in the Mess has been completed.
The moving of the space heaters in the W.D. Recreational Centre is nearing completion. Having the
heaters outside has made a decided improvement in the appearance of the rooms.
The attendance at Open House in the Sergeants' Mess very good, and  there is a marked
improvement in messing.

Dec. 13/42   Flying was washed out all day due to station inventory check being held, and also to
bad weather. There were low clouds, fog and icing conditions most of the day.  Night flying was
carried out by B. and E. Flights.
Course 65 examinations show one failure in Airmanship, four in Meteorology and three in
Navigation. 
All inventories in all sections on the station were checked by officers and N.C.O.'s who were
assigned to the various inventories.
An emergency appendectomy was performed late Saturday evening on an airman from the M.T.
Section.
His condition is reported to be satisfactory.
An electrician has been taken on strength on posting  from Technical Training School, St, Thomas.
The choir sang its first choral selection in church this morning.

Dec. 14/42   Normal flying routine all day, but no night flying was carried out.
The New Zealand news bulletin shows F.O. E.A. Holdaway of course 28, commissioned here,
awarded the D.F.C. for service at Malta and the Middle East.
P.O. Campbell (Admin) reported for duty from No. 5  “M” Depot, Lachine, Quebec, today.
Cessna aircraft 7696 was received today from Prairie Airways. Crane 8837 was ferried to No. 3 B. &
G., McDonald, Manitoba.
Seven engines were shipped to Standard Machine, Winnipeg.
Numerous routine medicals for R. 47's  were made for the graduating class.
The first case of chicken pox on the station arrived from Rivers today.
Sgt, Thomas has been detached from Repair Flight to take charge of Christmas decorating on the
station. 



P.O. Zachanko has been appointed Investigating Officer for the G.I.S. fire.
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Dec. 14/42 (Cont’d)  Christmas and New Year entertainment plans hare been completed in both the
Officers' and Sergeants' Messes.
A Station League basketball game was played between the Manning Depot and No. 12.  This was
the final game and the league championship was won by No. 12 for the second consecutive year.
Music was provided for the skaters on the open air rink, which was enjoyed by all the skaters.
A domestic evening was held in the Recreational Centre when the airwomen completed wrapping
Christmas parcels and addressing mail.
W.C. Atkinson, S.P.S.O., visited the Recreational Centre, as well as other sections on the station,
during the course of the evening.

Dec. 15/42   Normal flying routine all day, though no night flying was carried out.
An investigation is being carried out on the fire in G.I.S.  The Chief of the Fire Department in
Brandon came on request to give his opinion.
A box of spares was received in the Equipment Section from No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg.
The painters are at work in the Officers' Mess, retouching the walls of the mess, and the new steam
heating units.
Straightening up of the stock room in the M.T. Section is taking place. The Drivers’ room is being
cleaned up ready for changes to be made in seats, etc.
Inter-flight volley ball games were played this evening, also badminton, and house league basketball
games. Considerable skating is being done on the rink.

Dec. 16/42  Flying was washed out almost all day due to low clouds, snow, and icing conditions.
Course 63 held a most successful banquet in the Prince Edward Hotel. The speakers were W.C.
Welstead, S.L. Laing, F.L. Sherrett, and J. Boyd Fisher. This was one of the best banquets ever held
by a graduating class from this school.
A meeting of all N.C.O.'s of the Equipment Section was held to discuss re-organization of the
Section. 
All tally cards are to be centralized at one point, which means the shifting of the staff to carry out
the work efficiently.
Mr: Randall, representative of the Dominion Ruber Company, visited Maintenance today. 
A good job is being done all over the station on the Christmas decorating.
The M.T. Section reports that seats have been built in the Drivers’ room and are almost ready for
paint. 
A Volley Ball Tournament took place on the station this evening, four stations participating, and the
tournament was won by No. 12.  There was also considerable badminton, hockey and skating.
Sandwiches and coffee were served to the visiting volley ball teams.
Decorating in the Recreational Centre was completed in time for open house this evening which
proved to be a huge success.

Dec. 17/42   Flying was washed out in the morning due to low clouds, icing, and soft condition of
snow on the
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Dec. 17/42 (Cont’d)  aerodrome. The aerodrome was rolled all last night and is being rolled today.  
Normal flying routine carried out all afternoon until 1700 .hours.
The Wings Parade for Course 63 was held at 1900 hours in the Drill Hall. Group Captain Bruce,
Commanding Officer of No. 33 S.F.T.S., RAF., Carberry, presented the wings to the fifty-one
graduates. 
R144991 LAC Pepper, P.B.C. was presented with the honour plaque, donated by the citizens of
Brandon, for having graduated at the top of his class. Following the Wings Ceremony a few quests
were entertained in the Officers' Mess.
Mr. Lloyd Loveseth, Eclipse representative, visited Maintenance Wing today, and electrical
problems were discussed.
Work was started on the dishwashing machine to try to correct the temperature of the rinse tank.

Dec. 18/42   Normal flying routine all day. No night flying.
Air Vice-Marshal Shearer paid a visit to the station this morning and went on to Carberry after
lunch. 
F.L. J.A. Sherrett, Chief Ground Instructor since this school opened in May, 1941, received word
today of posting to New Zealand to consolidate the training between E.F.T.S.'s and S.F.T.S.'s.  F.L.
Sherrett will be greatly missed by all personnel of this station.
Cessnas 7730 and 7742 were returned to Prairie Airways for overhaul, while Cessna 7744 and. 7815
were returned to this station from Prairie Airways after overhaul. Crane aircraft 8837 was returned
from No. 3 B.&G. School, McDonald, Manitoba.
The Recreational Hall has been prepared for the Christmas party for the wives and children of
station  personnel. The programme and party took place in the evening when F/Sgt. R.G. Abbott, as
Santa Claus, distributed gifts to 110 children. A large, beautifully decorated tree was on the
platform. Many of the gifts for the younger children had been made at the Brandon Mental Hospital,
while the older children received hockey sticks, and Christmas stockings. The Recreation Hall was
crowded and a good programme by a troupe from No. 2 "M" Depot, and the showing of two films,
one a Mickey Mouse and the other "Our Gang", was enjoyed by all. The success of the party was due
in great measure to the co-operation of the two padres and the Auxiliary Services Officer.

Dec. 19/42   Normal flying routine with flying washed out at l600 hours for a lecture from the O.C.
of the visiting flight. The visiting flights finished tests and reports. Flight Lieutenant Sherrett left
today and Flight Lieutenant Joy has officially taken over the charge of G.I.S. Squadron.
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Dec. 19/42 (Cont’d)  Shipment of modified elevators was received at Equipment today. These were
urgently required.
Crane 7819 and 7738 were ferried from Prairie Airways after overhaul. Crane 7792 returned from
Morden after being forced down there.
A very successful formal dance was held in the Officers Mess for members and their greats. The
music and lunch were excellent and a good time was had by all present.
Two hospital assistants arrived from Technical Training School, St, Thomas, Ontario.



S.L, Okley-sidey and F.L. Sexton arrived from No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, to visit the station today.

Dec. 20/42   Flying took place in the afternoon only.  The visiting flight departed for Dauphin.
S.L. Malcolm visited the Equipment Section today and A.F.E.A.O. Q1/11 was discussed with him.
A Christmas, party was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre when supper was served, following
which Santa Claus arrived to give a present to each one present.
A garbage truck has been added to the list of equipment in the Airmen's Mess. 

Dec. 21/42   Normal flying routine.
New system for syllabus in G.I.S. has teen started.
Ansons FP865, FP870 and FP879 arrived and were allotted to this station.
Four Ansons from C.N.S. Rivers  were forced down here, landing at approximately 2359 hours. 
The Corporals' Club held a dinner and dance in the Prince Edward Hotel. The attendance was
excellent and a good time was enjoyed by all. Among the guests were Wing Commander Welstead
and his wife, Flying Officer Bent and F.L. Whidden.

Dec. 22/42   Flying was washed out all day due to bad weather.
Anson FP859 was delivered to this station today and is to be ferried to No. 7 B.&G. School, Paulson,
Man.
Flying Officer Bent and Sgt. Jessett of the M.T. Section made a trip to Chater today to examine
garages and heating facilities for M.T. vehicles.
The Drill Hall has been put out of bounds for Christmas and New Year's leaves so that playing
courts may be painted over and floor sprayed. Skating continues to be quite a popular sport. 
A small party was held at the hospital for all the hospital staff prior to the holiday season
commencing.
A Christmas Tree was put up in the Airmen's Mess and it adds very much to the appearance of the
Mess for the Christmas season.
S.O. Sutherland from No. 11 S.F.T.S., Yorkton, arrived unexpectedly on the station today. She
stayed over for several hours before catching an eastbound train.
A Christmas Tree party was held in the W.D. barracks, when presents were exchanged. 

Dec. 23/42   Normal flying routine with dual flying only in the morning.
S.L. Laing left for McDonald Brothers, Winnipeg, today to pick up Anson No. 11290. 
Cessnas 7798 and 7743 were sent to Prairie Airways, while Cessna 7799 was picked up to be
brought  back to this station.
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Dec. 23/42 (Cont’d)   Final preparations for  Christmas were made in the hospital. There are only
eleven patients left.
A great many personnel left today for their Christmas leave in a very happy frame of mind.

Dec. 24/42   Normal flying routine. 292 hours flying and 39 hours link time were recorded.
Australians were in high spirits when Christmas parcels arrived for then from home.
The Airmen's Mess was very busy with preparations for Christmas dinner so that on the actual day



only the important things had to be attended to.

Dec. 25/42   Flying washed out all day due to bad weather.
A small Communion Service was held in the Recreation Hall at 0900 hours.
Christmas in the hospital was quiet but pleasant. The I.O.D.E. at Brandon distributed presents to all
the patients. The Commanding Officer, Officers and N.C.O.'s (senior) paraded through at 1200
hours. 
The senior N.C.O.'s were entertained in the Officers' Mess from 1000 hours to 1200 hours, following 
which everyone proceeded to the Airmen's Mess to serve up the Christmas dinner. Cigarettes were
distributed to all airmen by the K of C Services. The dinner was very successful and everyone was in
good spirits.

Dec. 26/42   Flying carried out all day.
The Equipment Section received a big shipment of aircraft models.
The day was very quiet as everyone was recuperating after their strenuous Christmas festivities.

Dec. 27/42   There was cross country flying all day. Night flying for course 69 started by C. and H.
Flights. 
337 hours flying and 21 hours link recorded.
The Equipment Section reports no movement of major equipment and no shipments received today.
S.L. Malcolm of No. 2 Training Command was admitted to our hospital from sick quarters. 
Airmen from the M.T. Section continued rolling the aerodrome. There has been some trouble with
the suburban gas line, but not sufficient to keep it off the road.

Dec. 28/42   Normal flying routine, although the weather was none too good. Usual night flying
routine. 
A few arrivals of Course 71 reported on the station today, some being delayed by a train wreck.
Cessna 8758 was sent back to No. 8 Repair Depot for third seat modifications. 
Anson J.S.128 was received from No. 124 Ferry Squadron for storage at Chater.
Hockey and skating are the chief activities during the Christmas and New Year's leaves.
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Dec. 28/42 (Cont’d)  Word was received today that one, Sgt. Clark (Educational) W.D., would be
reporting on this station on January 8 .th

Dec. 29/42   Due to poor weather dual flying was carried out for only part of the day.  There was
night flying  usual.
Course 71 was enrolled today, but owing to two days being missed, night lectures are necessary.
Cessnas 7830 and 7732 are being checked in order to fly them to Prairie Airways.
One A.F.M. was taken on strength from No. 2 "M" depot today.
All M.T. vehicles are reported as serviceable except the station wagon.
Preparations have been started for New Year's Day dinner in the Airmen's Mess. Two civilian girls
were taken on strength to work in the Mess hall.



Dec. 30/42   Half the flying personnel were on New Year's leave, the remainder flying as usual. No
night flying. 
Anson aircraft FP868  was received today about 1900 hours.
Rolling the aerodrome w«s in progress all night due to a heavy fall of snow.
Open house was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre. There was a small crowd due to many having
gone on leave, but those present enjoyed a good time.
In the evening N/S A. Howell was married to WO2 Alexander in the manse of St. Paul's Church,
Brandon, the ceremony being conducted by the station Padre, F.L. Bainbridge.

Dec. 31/42   Flying was washed out at 1600 hours with no night flying in progress. 
Cessna 8724 was received from Claresholm, Alberta.
New Year's Eve parties were held in the Officers' Mess, Sergeants’ Mess and in the Recreation Hall
for airmen and airwomen. The parties were well attended and greatly enjoyed by all those present.
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Dec. 31/42  Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians      
                                                            
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     115            3             1096             131     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                          3                                 1      

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                           3                                   2      
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          3
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             45 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  3
Others                                                                                                                                     70               
                                                                                                                                                          
                                  Total Staff                 121         3               1099            131                122
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                 123
          R.A.F.                                                                       44
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                   58    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                42                                                        
                                              
                                                                                                     267                                                 



AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable           76
                   Unserviceable       26   
                    Total                   102   
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Jan. 1/43  Personnel Strength                                                Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     other ranks        W.D.           Civilians       
                                                           
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     120            3             1075             131     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                          3                                3       

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                             3                                 2   
Postal                                                                                                 2   
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          3
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             44 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  3
Others                                                                                                                                     70               
                                                                                                                                                          
                                  Total Staff              126             3              1082             131               121
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                 100
          R.A.F.                                                                       44
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                   58    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                42                                                        
                                              
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                               244                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable           76



                   Unserviceable       26  
                    Total                   102 
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Jan. 1/43   No flying on the station today and the personnel left on the station enjoying the festive
season.
A number of officers and airmen spent the day with the citizens of Brandon where they had been
invited to their homes for New Year's dinner. The Officers visited the Sergeants' Mess at 1030 hours
led by the Boy's Pipe Band of Brandon. A very enjoyable visit was had by all concerned and Officers
had an opportunity of being with and knowing better the N.C.O.'s on the station. A number of
Officers and N.C.O.'s led by the band visited the patients who were confined to bed in the hospital
for this day. 
A special dinner, was held in the Airmen's Mess at 1200 hours, the mess previously having been
very finely decorated and the New Year's dinner being served, which was felt by the airmen to be
equal to anything they .might have had at home. The Commanding Officer and a number of the
Officers received in the Officers' Mess during the afternoon a number of civilian guests from
Brandon and Officers from other adjoining units, while about ten of the Officers of this station
officially visited the Officers' Mess at the Artillery Training Centre A.4 in Brandon, with
transportation by means of horses and sleighs.
A special dinner was held in the Officers' Mess on New Year's night, which was well attended by the
Officers and their wives. A special picture was run at the station theatre in the afternoon, which was
well attended by all ranks on the station, and as the weather was comparatively mild, mixed skating
took place on the open air rink in the evening.

Jan. 2/43   The station is getting back down to work after the holiday reason. Flying all day but no
night flying. 
Weather good, but fog in patches was not enough to interrupt flying. 
Course 71, which reported recently, is getting down to work at G.I.S.
Another Anson aircraft arrived on the station and was put into storage at R.l Field, Chater.
An emergency appendix operation at the hospital on one of the airmen of this station, took place
today.
P.O. Dalley, one of the engineering officers, returned to work after his short sojourn in the station
hospital.
The usual open house held in the Officers Mess on Saturday nights was very sparsely attended;
apparently everyone has had sufficient parties for this season.
The station M.T. section has acquired a mascot in the form of a Chow pup, owned by WO1
Baldwin. This pup has become quite a pet of the whole section in general.
Hockey practice has again commenced on the open air rink and a small amount of activity has been
noted in the station Drill Hall, which has been opened today after having the floor and markings of
all the various courts completely done over with paint during the holiday season, making it a much
brighter and cleaner looking place, and the painting of the floor has done away with the dust that
came from the concrete floor.



The station Messing Officer reports the staff in the Airmen's Mess very tired after the extra work
and effort put forth on the New Year's dinner, which to them was no holiday, but which everyone
else enjoyed.
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Jan. 3/43   Flying all day, weather being good and considerable cross country flights were carried
out. There was no night flying. 
Lectures in G.I.S. for course 71 were given all day today to catch this course up on its syllabus, due
to late date in starting.
Another Anson aircraft arrived on the station for use in Navigation Flight.
The  airmen operated on in the hospital for acute appendix is progressing favorably.
A fairly well attended Church Parade was held this morning and a particularly good sermon was
given by F.L. Bainbridge.
A very quiet day was noted in the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes, everyone resting after the
celebrations of the festive season.
Considerable mixed skating took place on the open air rink during the evening. 

Jan. 4/43   Flying conditions very good and numerous cross country flights again in progress.
Work has commenced on the station to take down all the various Christmas decorations, and the
Station is assuming a normal appearance again.
The Commanding Officer held a meeting of all Squadron and Flight Commanders to impress upon
them the necessity for tightening up the discipline at the beginning of the year and particularly at
this time to counteract the general feeling of laxness which occurs over any holiday season when
everyone is impressed with the necessity of getting back down to work to make up for the time lost
over Christmas and New Year's leaves.

Jan. 5/43   418 hours flying were logged by the squadrons for today's flying. The station was visited
by W.C. Ball, Chief Instructor at No. 10 S.F.T.S., Dauphin, who conferred with the Chief Instructor
of this station on various matters of flying training.
S.L. Hanson of No. 2 Training Command visited the station today to check over the equipment
section regarding the major equipment situation.
The W.D. wards in the hospital are being painted today, which will materially improve their
appearance. 
P.O. Dalley, a very popular engineering officer on the station, received posting and departed for
Dauphin today.
Considerable activity is noted in the curling rink in preparation for several teams being entered from
this station in the Brandon Bonspiel which commences in two weeks time.
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Jan. 5/43   New propeller arrived for the snowmobile which has been installed and a trial run made,
and it is now found to be quite serviceable and ready for use in any emergency.
Considerable activity in the Drill Hall in the way of gymnastics, weight lifting, volley ball and
badminton being in full swing in the evening, in addition to a hockey practice.



AW1 Kasdorf, W.D. Nursing Orderly, has been posted to No. 2 C.T.S., Toronto, for a course in
physical training and administration and will be greatly missed on the station as she was a leader in
the matter of sports among the airwomen.

Jan. 6/43   Good weather and flying in full swing and a goodly number of flying hours logged for
today. 
The Senior Equipment Officer from C.N.S. Rivers visited the station to investigate with a view to
putting in the system at Rivers that we are using for the handling of and accounting for gasoline. 
It is noted by the Medical Officer that the hospital is again filling up with personnel with minor
ailments.
The station basketball team has been re-organized and has again commenced practicing in
anticipation of the second section of the B.D.S.A.A. basketball schedule commencing on January
18th. The station hockey team held another practice tonight but had to cut it short due to the fact
that the first game of the station house hockey league commenced.
Headquarters Squadron held the morning flag raising ceremony this morning, following the routine
of one squadron raising the flag followed by an hour's drill each morning.
The weekly open house and impromptu dance was held in the W.D. Recreation Centre tonight,
music being supplied by loud speaking equipment connected with a record player.

Jan. 7/43   It is .noted by the Chief Instructor that 384 hours of flying were logged for flying time on
the station today. Lockheed 7645 arrived from No. 2 Training Command this morning with Air
Commodore Lawrence, Brig. McFarland, and Commander Orde of Winnipeg accompanied by two
civilian representatives of the American War Department, and proceeded immediately via M.T. to
visit the American Experimental Technical Detachment at Camp Shilo.
F.O. Wales, flying .instructor, has been attached to G.I.S. for experimenting on and testing air speed
calculators, the work to be done with F.O. Virtue, non-flying navigation instructor in G.I.S.
Another  Anson arrived on the station today and was checked in for use in Navigation Flight. 
A large number of new Pilot Officer flying instructors arrived on the station, which have caused
slight congestion in the Officers Mess.
There has been much activity in sports on the station, the main interest being curling and hockey at
the present time.
LAC Craighead of course 71 suffered a very bad compound fracture of his right leg when
demonstrating work on the high bar in supervised gymnastic display in the Drill Hall. The leg has
been set and he is at the present time resting comfortably in the hospital, but unfortunately will fall
far behind his course.
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Jan. 8/43   Two more new Pilot Officer flying instructors arrived from Vulcan.
New link trainer programme has been put into effect by the Chief Ground Instructor,  F.L. Joy,
which it is felt will supply a better schedule of working hours for the link trainer instructors.
Two Cessnas were flown to Prairie Airways for major overhaul.
Chief Technical Officer was very pleased to hear that 10 new engines were received on the station
for installation in our aircraft.
Three W.D. hospital assistants and hospital cook were posted away from the station, creating a very



bad shortage in help on the station at a time when the number of patients is increasing each day.
Captain Delves and F.L. Bell were entertained for dinner in the Officers' Mess, visiting the station en
route to Moosomin in connection with Air Cadet duties.
The Station Hockey team played its first game in the New Year at this Unit against A.4 Artillery
Training Centre and won by a score of 5 - 4.  F.L. Sawle and F/Sgt. Malone are encouraging and
supervising considerable activity in our new boxing ring and it is hoped to develop sufficient boxers
to be able to put on a boxing display in the near future. The station house league volley ball was
conducted between the various squadrons tonight, Maintenance Squadron winning. A team from the
Airmen's Mess won the local bonspiel on the station in the evening.

Jan. 9/43   Crane No. 8024, piloted by pupil pilot LAC Hammer, was involved in a minor accident
southeast of the main aerodrome today when the starboard engine failed after take-off and force
landed. The pilot however was uninjured and minor damage only was caused to the aircraft, but
considerable difficulty was encountered in getting the aircraft off the field.
F.L. Sherrett, a most popular and efficient Chief Ground Instructor, paid a visit to the station today
on his way from Ottawa to a short term of temporary duty at the E.F.T.S. in Davidson, pending his
proceeding to New Zealand.
A number of personnel from Maintenance were sent to the station at Souris to prepare two Menasco
Moths, in storage at that unit, for transfer to Midwest Aircraft Co.
An enjoyable evening was spent by the officers and their wives and friends on an old-fashioned
sleigh ride in two large sleighs which proceeded from the Officers' Mess. All personnel were attired
in warm and colorful clothing for a ride of about 2 hours, after which they returned to the Officers'
Mess where a special supper was served, followed by a sing-song around a cheery fire in the large
fireplace. 
WO1  Marshall, present acting station Wireless Officer, received a commission as flying Officer, a
very popular promotion, but the station regrets the loss of this officer, as following his appointment
he was
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Jan. 9/43 (Cont’d)  posted away from this Unit.
A large fatigue had. to be arranged to clear the snow from the rink following a heavy snow fall and
also to clear the large piles of snow accumulated on either side of the rink.

Jan. 10/43  No 48's  were allowed on the station this week end with a view to catching up on work
which had a tendency to have slipped in the past period, and an intensive flying schedule was
curried out during the whole week end, which very considerably raised the number of flying hours
logged.
An acute shortage of gasoline, caused by a break down in railway transportation occurred on the
station and it was necessary to obtain gasoline from C.N.S. Rivers, via gasoline tenders.
Considerable extra work was occasioned for the staff at the station hospital by the posting of
numerous ground crew overseas.

Jan. 11/43   Flying washed out due to high winds and heavy snow. Instructors were shown
educational films in G.I.S. 



Pupils and ground crew were given compulsory sports and drill in the Drill Hall.
The shortage of gasoline was greatly relieved today by the arrival on the station of one tank car of 80
Octane gasoline.
The W.D. staff of the station was augmented today by the arrival of Sgt. Grover, a clerk educational,
who will assist the Station Education Officer in his numerous lectures and work.
A number of General Duties left the station today on embarkation leave prior to going overseas,
which creates another acute shortage in G.D.’s on .the station, necessitating additional fatigues to be
done by other personnel.

Jan. 12/43    S.L. Mileski, Officer Commanding No. 1 Flying Squadron on the station, and one of the
oldest officers at this Unit, received notice of his posting to New Zealand to work on the liaison
work at E.F.T,S.'s in that country to more closely co-ordinate flying training as given at E.F..T.S’s in
New Zealand with the work required in S.F.T.S.'s in this country.
An Anson arrived at this Unit from No. 12 A.I.D, Toronto for storage at R.1 Field, Chater. 
This unit supplied pilots for the Menasco Moths to be flown from Souris to Midwest Aircraft Co.
WO2 Wilson and F/Sgt. Hall proceeded to MacDonald to check on Anson spares at this Unit. 
The monthly mess dinner was held in the Officers' Mess tonight, the guest speaker being P.O.
George Little of C.N.S., Rivers, who gave the most interesting talk ever heard in our Mess, the
subject being his experiences in various theatres of this war as an observer, and his trek across
northern Africa after having been shot down, and his award of the "flying boot". On this occasion
S.L. Mileski very regretfully said his good byes to all members of our mess.
A billiard tournament was commenced in the Sergeants' Mess tonight in which considerable interest
is being taken.
The Command M.T. Officer arrived on the Unit for an inspection of M.T. vehicles and equipment at
this Unit.
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Jan. 12/43 (Cont’d)    Practices were held in the Drill Hall for the various station and squadron
teams.
A skating party was held on the open air rink to which the airmen were allowed to bring their wives
and friends to skate to music supplied by sound equipment. After the skating party a special lunch
was served in the Airmen's Mess.

Jan. 13/43    It was necessary to wash out flying for a short period due to cloudy condition of the
weather and variable winds with slight icing condition.
Oral examinations were given in G.I.S. to course 65 in preparation for their .final examinations.
Two crane aircraft, re-conditioned at Prairie Airways, Moose Jaw, arrived on the station today. 
The number of infectious diseases is mounting very rapidly at the station hospital and arrangements
have been made to have the new barrack, block, which is at present unoccupied, turned into an
infectious disease ward, additional staff to be supplied by No. 2 Training Command, and the
building to be used for all infectious disease cases for units in the immediate vicinity of our station,
which will be a great help to the nearby hospitals.



Command M.T. Officer finished inspection of M.T. Section and turned in a very satisfactory report
to the Commanding Officer and Adjutant regarding the condition of vehicles and equipment at this
Unit. 
The Station hockey team proceeded to Carberry for another win in the hockey schedule and it might
be said here that they were well taken care of and entertained by the members of Carberry's hockey
team. 
Considerable time is being spent by the P.T. and Drill Officer on the drill of the potential pilots,
observers and air gunners on tarmac and guard duty at this Unit.
A very enjoyable evening was again had by all members of the W.D.’s at their open house in the
Recreation Centre which took the form of an impromptu dance, following games of bingo.

Jan. 14/43    Good flying weather again and a goodly number of hours chalked up by flying
squadrons. 
Navigation and Airmanship examinations were written by course 67 and radios have been installed
in all class rooms of G.I.S., which assist in wireless instruction. 
Another Anson was received at this Unit for storage at Chater.
It was necessary to wash out the schedule of sports in the Drill Hall due to station pay parade, now
being held in the evenings, at which time it has been decided by the Accounts Section to hold 
such pay parade due to the fact that it does not interfere with the work of any section to hold this
parade at 1900 hours, and reduces the number that have to attend the auxiliary pay parade if parade
if held during the day. 
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Jan. 14/43 (Cont’d)  The senior W.D. Officer on the Station, Section Officer F..A. Service, received
notice of her posting overseas which she was very pleased to receive. This officer will be greatly
missed by this station. 
Large attendance was noted at the station theatre tonight as a particularly popular picture was
showing.

Jan. 15/43   Flying was washed out early in the morning due to very low ceiling but was again
resumed at 1400 hours.
Col. Neish and Col. Huntington of Camp Shilo were flown to Winnipeg on an instrument flight by
F.O. Kjellander, these officers enjoying this flight greatly as it was their first experience in an
aircraft. 
Congestion in hospital becoming more acute due to several minor surgery cases and additional
infectious diseases.
Maintenance Squadron held a sport night in the Drill Hall, great activity taking place at this time
due to the large number of personnel in this Squadron, but as the evening was well organized, the
largest number possible participated in the various sports.
Through the courtesy of Mr. Tinline of the experimental Farm, Brandon, we received photographs of
the grounds of this station showing the great improvement that has taken place in past months.

Jan. 16/43   Flying again washed out but not until 1500 hours today. By evening, with a reduction in
hours to be flown for this day, we were able to logg 175 hours and 30   minutes flying time. 



Two aircraft were flown to Prairie Airways for major overhaul.
An aircraft with pupil pilot forced down due to very bad weather condition about 80 miles south of
the station, but landed without damage. F.L. Sawle of No.  2 Squadron proceeded to the scene of
forced landing and was able to fly the aircraft back to the station later on in the day.
Very few couples attended the Saturday parties in the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes due to
extreme cold weather and lack of transportation facilities. It was noted at the Met. Section that a low
of 45 degrees below zero was recorded.

Jan. 17/43   Although weather was extremely cold, flying continued all day Sunday and 318 hours
and 10 minutes were recorded as flying time.
Two flying instructors from this station were posted to Operational Training units at Pennfield
Ridge, and F.L. Beggs, O.C. Navigation Flight, was posted overseas, all these officers being greatly
elated at their postings.
Great difficulty was encountered by the M.T. Section in getting any of their vehicles to operate this
morning due to extreme cold weather during the night.
Three Menasco Moths, in storage at Chater, were returned to this station to be prepared for delivery
to Midwest Aircraft Co.
Mr. Winkworth of the Air Ministry and F.L. Woods, No. 2. Training Command, arrived on the
station today and were guests in the Officers' Mess, following which a short tour of inspection of the
station was made.
The steam heating system in the Sergeants' Mess is at last completed and in operation, making it
much cleaner and more comfortable, particularly with the extremely cold weather that we are now
having, there
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Jan. 17/43 (Cont’d)  being no let up in the low temperatures of 35 to 50 below zero. Personnel are
finding the Drill Hall and Recreational Hall places of warmth and entertainment for these long
winter nights. A request for posting of W.D. personnel overseas has been received with enthusiasm
on the part of all members of the Women's division on the station, who are all clamouring for an
opportunity to receive overseas posting.

Jan. 18/43  Weather conditions held up flying until 1015 hours and flying was washed out
completely at 1700 hours due to extreme cold.  Flying personnel were much interested in a
Hampden and a Bolingbroke which were forced to land at this station and subsequently spend about
three days here, being unable to proceed further west due  to aircraft being unable to function
properly in the extremely cold weather. 
Another Menasco Moth was returned to this Unit from storage at Souris and prepared for delivery to
Midwest Aircraft Co.
All R.47's for the graduates of our next course have been completed by medical examinations at the
hospital, which is a big job for the hospital staff and the orderly room staff of the flying wing. 
With flying washed out the M.T. section was able to make a check of gasoline tenders. 
Drill and P.T. Staff are finding their hands full as activities during the day due to washed out flying
have considerably increased in the line of sports and drill.



Jan. 19/43  Due to weather, flying was not commenced until 0930 hours, and it had to be washed out
at 1130 hours for the rest of the day due to the extreme cold, and it was found that numerous aircraft
were becoming unserviceable for this reason.
Five more Menasco Moths flown to Midwest Aircraft Co.
Considerable activity at station hospital due to innoculation  parade for all airmen.
Mr. Frank Crowe, the K. of C. representative of Auxiliary Services on this station since its opening
in April, 194l, became AC2 Crowe today  reporting at No. 2 Manning Depot, Brandon, to begin the
various stages of becoming a pilot, and his loss will be felt very keenly as he did much to foster an
interest in sports activities of all kinds on this station.  He has been replaced by Mr. Wilf Gerwing.
The Drill Test Board convened in the Drill Hall this afternoon at which time a number of potentials
formed a drill squad for numerous N.C.O.'s to qualify for their drill test.
F.O. Barrett, No. 2 "M” Depot, held an audition in the W.D. Recreation Centre today for the
proposed No. 2 “M”  Depot radio broadcasts, for which various members of the W.D.'s would be
used.
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Jan. 20/43   Flying again washed out all day due to extreme cold, at which time all instructors were
assembled in G.I.S. and a lecture on Cessna Crane aircraft was given by Mr. Dutton, who happened
to be on the station as representative from the Cessna Aircraft Corporation, and it was felt that the
instructors understood the aircraft that they are flying far better than previously.
Course 69 was sent on 48's due to the fact that flying was washed out so that when the weather
improves full advantage of flying may be taken.
The open house in the W.D. Recreation Centre was again very successful in the evening.  The
serving of refreshments, which had been arranged, was an added attraction for this event.
The Graduation Dinner was held by the pupils of Course 65, who were most New Zealanders. The
dinner was held in the Prince Edward Hotel to which numerous instructors and certain other officers
and N.C.O.'s were invited as guests. The Commanding Officer was the guest speaker of the evening. 
The dinner was a decided success and numerous compliments were passed back and forth between
staff and pupils.

Jan. 21/43   Flying was carried out during the afternoon only.
The bombing teacher, which had been unserviceable for a few days, was again in operation today,
repairs for same being received from No. 8 Repair Depot.
The Chief Technical Officer reports that work is progressing favorably on modification being
installed in the Cessna on the leading edge of the wing.
The P.T. Officer is meeting with exceptionally good results in drill given to potentials on the station
whost standard of drill is becoming outstanding.
Members of the W.D. were very pleased to note the addition in their barrack block of a washing
machine which has been provided from the station Fund Account, which it is felt will be of great
assistance to them in doing their own laundry.
Group Captain T.W. White and Flight Lieutenant Gray of the New Zealand Air Mission at Ottawa
arrived on the station via rail at 1330 hours today to attend the Wings Parade to take place tonight.
Group Captain White spoke to the graduating class in the afternoon in G.I.S., following which he
took the opportunity of speaking individually to each member of the class, commenting on



numerous up-to-date items of news that he is familiar with from New Zealand and from the various
lads' home towns, which was greatly appreciated by all members of the class.
The Wings Parade was held in the Drill Hall at 1900 hours with a goodly number of civilians and
members of the station in attendance, with the graduating class in the centre of a hollow square
formed by three squadrons composed of airmen of various sections of the station. Group Captain
White made the presentation of wings, at which time he gave a short address, followed by the Mayor
of Brandon presenting, the Brandon plaque to the student graduating with the highest honours in the
class, NZ421667 LAC Braton, R. Following the Wings Parade, the graduating class with their
friends were entertained in the Sergeants' Mess.

Jan. 22/43   Flying again limited due to extreme cold and a slight haze causing very poor visibility.
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Jan. 22/43 (Cont’d)  The Chief Ground Instructor, F.L. Joy, accompanied by the P.T. and Drill
instructor of the station, spent the afternoon and evening at Minnedosa assisting the organization of
future lectures and drill periods for the Air Cadets at that town.
Two rinks of officers from A.4 A.T.C. led by Col, .English, spent the evening on the station curling
against two rinks of officers from this Unit, led by our Commanding Officer W.C.  Welstead, and
after 2½  hours curling, it was found that each Unit had won one game, and it was decided to break  
the tie on some future date. Officers of both teams adjourned to the Officers' Mess where they were
entertained and given lunch,
Four Cessna Crane were flown to Prairie Airways for major overhaul. 
Innoculation parade was held at the hospital for Officers and N.C.O.'s.
Crane 8794 force landed due to extremely low ceiling at Gladstone, Manitoba, with no damage
occasioned to the aircraft. The aircraft was flown back to the station later in the day by the Chief
Instructor, S.L. Laing.
The alterations to barrack block No. 20 are progressing favorably. This barrack block is being
converted to accommodate W.D.’s in one wing, which added accommodation is necessary as
additional W.D.'s are required and expected at this station at an early date.
The Station Hockey team proceeded to Virden where another win was chalked up to our credit. All
members of the team and the officers accompanying them were greatly impressed at the hospitality
received at that Unit.

Jan. 23/43   Flying washed out at 1430 hours due to cold weather and snow.
Another case of mumps and one of chicken pox reported by the Medical Officer, raising the number
of infectious patients in the hospital to 16.
A little more activity was not«d in the Officers' Mess for the open house on Saturday night, the
number of guests being augmented by many friends from the Manning Depot. 
Badminton, basketball and weight lifting took place in the drill hall tonight.

Jan. 24/43   Flying in the afternoon only.
Airmanship lectures in G.I.S. have been revamped so that a more intensive course of study may be
put in on this subject.
There was considerable badminton in the Drill Hall during the afternoon by those not on duty.
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Jan. 24/43 (Cont’d)  It is noted that there is considerable more interest in this sport than formerly.
Typing classes are being carried out under the instruction of the N.C.O.'s in charge of Station
Headquarters Orderly Boom, and considerable enthusiasm is shown by various W.D. stenographers
in this connection.
A new course arrived on the station and were allotted to barrack blocks by the Station Warrant
Officer. 

Jan. 25/43   No flying due to extreme cold weather and very high wind.
An emergency appendix operation was performed at the hospital during the night by S.L. Williams
assisted by F.L. Allen. The patient is progressing favorably.
Winterization of the Anson aircraft alotted to this station for use in Navigation Flight is progressing.
All instructors in Navigation Flight are rather anxious to get the Anson aircraft into service as they
feel that better results will be obtained and time saved by putting two pupils in these larger type of
aircraft.
Very few officers were in the Officers' Mess tonight due to the fact that the bowling league
conducted in the local bowling alley in Brandon functions on Monday nights. Inter-squadron
competition is very keen in this league.
The station basketball team played  a game at Rivers tonight winning a keenly contested game by a
narrow margin. Following the game they were very well entertained by the Rivers team.
Due to the cold weather airwomen have been given permission to wear and issued with airmen's
type of winter cap, which is much more comfortable for them in this weather.

Jan. 26/43   Flying from 1000 hours to 1200 when flying was washed out to heavy snow. Command
Morse Examiner visited the station today and on leaving the station reported as shown on his graph
that the Morse instruction on the station was of a very high calibre.
An emergency operation was again performed at the station hospital during the night for
strangulated hernia. Patient is reported to be progressing favorably.
Salvage party from this station proceeded via road to Virden to remove an aircraft from Dauphin
which had force landed on the aerodrome at No. 19 E.F.T.S.
A meeting of the Committee of the Officers' Mess was held at noon and a formal dance was planned
for February 13th and it was decided to make certain expenditures to provide for repainting the
anteroom and certain other minor renovations to the Mess.
The Auxiliary Services Officer of the station visited the few men stationed at Chater and distributed
new games, stationery and other items for the men on outpost duty at that field.
A station league basketball game was played between Maintenance and Headquarters, Headquarters
Squadron winning the game.
Approximately 50 airmen's wives gathered on the station today for mending articles of clothing
supplied to them through the two station Padres, following which work, games or cards were played
in the W.D. Recreation Centre, and at 1700 hours lunch was served to them in the Recreation Centre
by members of  
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Jan. 26/43 (Cont’d)  the Women's Division.  Following lunch the wives were entertained to a free
show at the station theatre.

Jan. 27/43   Flying washed out for the day on account of low ceiling and very poor visibility. Course
73 however were given taxying practice.
Examinations on flying regulations were conducted for the majority of instructors at G.I.S. 
Further congestion was created in the hospital by the arrival of three more infectious disease cases
and as soon as additional personnel, and equipment are supplied, which is expected by 1st April, all
infectious disease cases will be moved to the new barrack block.
Station hockey team played at A.15 at Shilo Camp and again came through successfully.  Also this
evening a basketball game was played between the officers of No. 2 “M” Depot and the officers of
this station, resulting in a decided win for the officers of No.12 with a score of 45 to 8. 
A new junior W.D. Officer, A.S.O. Bidlake reported on the station today.

Jan. 28/43   The weather has moderated slightly and every minute of the day is being taken
advantage of and a goodly number of flying hours have been chalked up to our credit.
Three Cessna mainplanes  were dispatched to Midwest Aircraft Co. for repair and modification.
A minor accident occurred at Maintenance when an aircraft slipped off a jack and very badly
fractured an airman's leg.
P.O. Zachenko, V., proceeded on temporary today, to No. 2 I.T.S., Regina for a special 8-day course
in oxygen equipment. ...
The Brandon Bonspiel, which has been progressing for two days, has created considerable .interest
on the station, partly due to the fact that our curling rink is being used by teams participating in this
annual Brandon competition, and there is continual curling going on in the rink from 8 o'clock in the
morning to 8 o'clock at night. The four teams entered from this station have met with rather
mediocre success to date with the exception of the rink entered by F/Sgt. Abbott, composed of
N.C.O.’s who have as yet not lost a game.
The station hockey team played a home game with the team from Rivers at a neighboring town, Oak
Lake, as this town is possessed of a closed in rink. Again our station hockey team is credited with a
win by a substantial margin.
Extra activity is noted in the Airmen's Mess as all members were called back for a special clean up
which is being conducted weekly, at which time all cutlery, dishes and the Mess in general are given
a thorough scouring. 
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Jan. 29/43   Flying all day until l645 hours when washed out due to snow and poor visibility.
Members of course 69, who received Schick tests at the station hospital, returned today for check on
the result of the test.
Pay day on the station which is an event on all stations, and the morale of personnel seems to be
especially high on this day.  In spite of pay day and the general inclination of all personnel to get off
the station, a hockey practice and basketball practice were in full swing with all members of both
teams turning out, which is possibly credited to the success that these teams have had to date.

Jan. 30/43  Pilot Officer Lyons, new instructor, reported in today.



A commission was received by Sgt. Skinner, who was recently posted to this Unit from C.N.S.,
Rivers, which has greatly, improved the morale of this N.C.O. who has been in hospital for some
time. 
Flying was carried out all day with weather fine, helping the station to catch up on some of the lost
flying hours occasioned by bad weather that we have had for the past two weeks. 
Another Anson received at this Unit for use in Navigation Flight.
LAC Gurba placed on the seriously ill list as he has developed Meningitis following the fracture of
his leg three nights previously.

Jan. 31/43  Attendance at Church Parade rather small today due to the fact that Maintenance were
working during the morning and flying has been carried out all day.
A very successful skating party was held in the open air rink tonight, airmen being allowed to bring
their friends, following which a special lunch was served in the Airmen's Mess. It was noted that
there were numerous officers and N.C.O’s in attendance at this skating party, accompanied by their
wives and friends, who received very acceptable lunches in their respective messes following the
party.
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Jan. 31/43  Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians      
                                                            
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     118            4             1103             126     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                          6                                 5      

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                           2                                   2
Postal                                                                                                  3
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                      
                                                                     

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          3 
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             47 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  3
Others                                                                                                                                     69               
                                                                                                                                                          
                                  Total Staff                126        4              1113             126                   123
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                 87



          R.A.F.                                                                     42
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                102    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                               40                                                         
                                            
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              271                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable           82
                   Unserviceable       25   
                    Total                   107 
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Feb. 1/43  Personnel Strength                                                 Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians      
                                                            
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     118            3             1102             127      
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                                                             8    

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                           2                                   2 
Postal                                                                                                  3
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          2
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             48 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  3
Others                                                                                                                                     69               
                                                                                                                                                          
                                  Total Staff                120        3              1115             127                   123 
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                 87
          R.A.F.                                                                     42
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                102    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              40                                                          



                                            
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              271                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable           78
                   Unserviceable       29   
                    Total                   107 
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1  Feb./43   Extremely cold all day. Flying commenced at 0930 hours, however, and carried onst

throughout the day. 
An additional Anson was received for use of Navigation Flight.
The senior N.C.O.'s attended the beginning of the lectures on the School of Administration being
conducted at this Unit.
87 Octane gasoline is being transported by means of gasoline tenders from Rivers for use in Anson
aircraft. 
The hockey team from No. 2 Manning Depot played here and our team added another win to their
score. 
Following the game the visiting hockey team accompanied by our own wore entertained to a special
lunch arranged in the Airmen's Mess.
A new P.T. and Drill Officer, P.O. Fitton, reported on the station and is getting installed in his new
duties in the Drill Hall. The station was visited today by the P.T. and Drill Officer from Command.

2nd  Feb./43   Still cold but very good weather for flying. Crane 7948 struck a house in the vicinityt

of Elgin, Man. at approximately 1800 hours and crashed, resulting in a complete write-off for the
aircraft, but the pilot and passenger survived with comparatively minor injuries.
The station was visited by the Chief Ground Instructor from No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers, who is very
interested in the Ground School set-up at this Unit.
Activities in the Drill Hall were limited to-night to a complete evening of badminton, a very large
number of personnel participating.
Flight Officer Henderson, Command W.D. Officer spent the day on the station, interviewing various
airwomen.

3  Feb./43   Salvage operations are being carried out for the aircraft crash at Elgin, but difficulty isrd 

being experienced due to the isolated part of the country the aircraft is in, and the depth of the snow.
Due to fog conditions, no flying was carried out till 1300 hours. Since the weather has moderated it
is possible for the Armament Officer to carry out rifle firing exercises for Course 67 on the 25-yard
range.
A new aircraft recognition wheel was brought into use today in Ground Instructional School. 
The two Australian pupils in the crash at Elgin are progressing favorably in the hospital.
Maintenance Wing hockey team defeated the team from No. 2 Squadron in the House-League
hockey schedule here. In the interstation  basketball league, this station defeated A.4 A.T.C. in a
closely contested game.



4th Feb./43   Very good flying weather, but still cold. One course of potentials, pilots or observers,
have finished their syllabus of training at G.I.S. and handed in extremely good results.
The new double-tier barrack block is now equipped and in use for the isolation of infectious
diseases for members of neighboring stations, as well as our own, which is greatly relieving the
strain on
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4th Feb./43 (Cont’d)  the station hospital as there are about 30 infectious disease patients.
Maintenance Hockey team had a practice at l600 hours today and the team is shaping up very well.
The station Hockey team played A.4 A.T.C, in Brandon and again won by a scare of 6 - 4. No. 2
“M” Depot defeated our basketball team with a score of 26 - 21, in our Drill Hall tonight.
The redecorating and furnishing of the W.D. Recreation Centre commenced today. Approximately
50 airwomen attended a party put on by the Sorority in Brandon.

5th Feb./43   Very poor risibility during the morning with snow flurries, but flying was commenced
at 1345 hours and continued until 1800 hours. S.L. Kennedy, D.F.C. and Bar. arrived on the station
today to commence the Armament course being run at this Unit for General List Officers from other
S.F.T.S.'s in the Command. 
Much enthusiasm is being shown in the indoor floor hockey game, which is being played by various
members of the station during their compulsory sports parade in the Drill Hall.

6th Feb./43   Weather ideal for flying, which was carried out from 0830 hours to 1800 hours.
F.O. Burns No. 2 Training Command, made an impromptu inspection of the Equipment Section on
the station. 
A decided increase in the number of patients admitted to the isolation hospital has been noted. 
The final salvage of the crash at Elgin has been completed today.
There were very few officers and their friends at the usual Saturday night open house in the Officers'
Mess, due to transportation facilities being very poor on account of the temperature and extremely
had weather.
The Drill Hall was quite crowded during the afternoon and evening with personnel participating in
voluntary sports.

7th Feb./43   Flying all day, which made a vary small attendance at Church Parade in the morning
which was conducted by Flight Lieutenant T. Dale Jones, of No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon.
An emergency appendix operation was performed at the station hospital today on one of the trainees
of Course 71. The patient is progressing very favorably.
Six W.D. Nursing Orderlies arrived on the station on temporary duty to help the staff at the isolation
hospital.
Very favorable comments were heard from all airmen on the station on the special chicken dinner
arranged this Sunday noon in the Airmen's Mess.
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8th Feb./43   Flying washed out at noon due to snow flurries causing poor visibility. The station was



visited today by the Australian High Commissioner, Major General The Honorable Sir William
Glasgow, K.C.B., C.M.G., DSO. who interviewed the Australian trainees assembled in G.I.S.
F.O. Winn proceeded to Prairie Airways at Moose Jaw to bring Crane 7734 back here after complete
overhaul. 
Special drill parade was carried out by Maintenance Wing in the Drill Hall when flight and squadron
drill were carried out.
A new combination radio and gramophone appeared in the Officers' Mess today, which is much
needed as the condition of the old one was very poor.
The entertainment Committee met and completed plans for a dance to be held in the Recreation Hall
on Wednesday, February 12th.
A large number of officers attended the Drill Hall in the afternoon for voluntary sports.

9th Feb./43   Flying all day with conditions very good. The station was visited today by Group
Captain Bonham-Carter and Air Commodore Flaxton from the Training Branch at A.F.H.Q., who
spent the day making an informal inspection of the station.
Fifty additional beds were issued to the Isolation Hospital today as another number of patients was
added to the list of infectious diseases.
A schedule of sports was drawn up and commenced today for basketball, floor hockey and
badminton and borden ball. Great interest la being taken, particularly by the Pilots or Observers at
this station. 
50 pairs of running shoes were procured from A. 3 A.T.C. at Shilo Camp, which are of great help in
the Drill Hall.

10th Feb./43   Ideal flying weather and milder. The station was visited by W.C. H.E. Walker, 
Command Armament Officer, who spent a short time on the station discussing the Armament
Course being conducted on the station, and then he proceeded to Camp Shilo accompanied by S.L.
Ross and F.L. Kilgour of MacDonald, S.L. Taylor and S.L. Walton of Paulson.
Course 69 are having oral examinations in G.I.S.
A general station clean-up was conducted today in anticipation of the Commanding Officer's station
inspection tomorrow.
The monthly dining night at the Officers' Mess was particularly successful tonight, the guest speaker
being F.O. Kelshaw of Rivers, who delivered a very enlightening speech on Prevention of War, and
six of the American Officers from the Experimental  Detachment of the U.S. army Ordinance Corps,
at Shilo were present.
A dance in the Recreation Hall was well attended and was in every way a success, the building
looking very colourful by the decorations provided by the Entertainment Committee. Fifty girls were
in attendance from the city of Brandon, who were provided as dancing partners for the airmen by the
IODE. 
The station bonspiel is well under way, all rinks enthusiastically trying for prizes in the various
events.
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Feb. 11/43   Flying washed out at 1145 hours on account of low visibility. 
Course 69 is still writing examinations in G.I.S.



Medicals were completed on Course 67 today, in anticipation of graduation on the 18th.
There has been much activity in the Officers’ and Sergeants' Messes in anticipation of the formal
dance being held in both messes on the 13th.
The bowling team from the M.T. Section visited No. 1 C.N.S. at Rivers and aside from being the
winners of the event, they were well entertained.
The station hockey team won another game when they played the team from No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, in
a closely contested game, the citizens of that town showing great enthusiasm and interest in the
event. 
A typing class was conducted by F/Sgt. Ross of Headquarters Orderly Room for various clerks and
stenographers who are interested in improving their standard of typing.
Plans have been completed by the Entertainment Committee for a station skating party to be held on
the 21 .st

12  Feb./43   The weather for flying is very poor and flying had to be washed out at 1030 hours, butth

was recommenced at l600 hours.
Infectious disease cases are still pouring in from stations in the district, and 60 patients are now
confined in the isolation hospital. The new P.T. and Drill Officer, P.O. Fitton, had a large attendance
at voluntary sports in the Drill Hall tonight and interest seems to be running very high in indoor
sports.

13  Feb./43   Flying all day for all flights. S.L. Mussells departed for Trenton Ontario to attend ath

special C.F.S. refresher course.
The Valentine's dance in the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes were carried out very successfully with
a considerable number of guests present, both messes being very tastefully decorated.

14  Feb./43   There was a very large attendance at Church Parade this morning as flying was notth

commenced until 1300 hours.
Painting sf the interior of G.I.S. building commenced today and it is anticipated that the general
appearance of the inside of the building will be improved.
Ten engines were shipped by the Equipment Section to the Standard Machine Works for complete
overhaul. 
Interest of all flying personnel is getting into bigger and faster aircraft was again revived today when
two Kitty Hawks and two Bolingbrokes were forced down on the aerodrome here due to bad
weather.
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14  Feb./43 (Cont’d)  A special chicken dinner was put on at 1800 hours in the Sergeants' Mess,th

which was attended by a number of N.C.O.'s and their wives.

15  Feb./43    Flying all day.  Wing Commander McCann arrived from No. 2 Training Command forth

an impromptu inspection of the Accounts Section. Flight Lieutenant Walker, Examining Officer No.
2 Squadron, returned today from the School of Administration at Trenton.
Forty potential aircrew, who have been on the station for three months, were eventually posted to
Regina and McDonald.



Patients in the station hospital and isolation ward exceeded the 100 mark today.
The first game of the two-out-of-three series hockey games was played here tonight, for the right
to enter the Manitoba Intermediate Hockey play-downs, resulting in a tie after 10 minutes of
overtime.

16  Feb./43   Flying all day and night flying commenced but was washed out at 0300 hours due toth

fog. 
Wing Commander Blaine, Navigation Branch at Command, visited the station, today. 
Eight Cornells and three Harvards landed at the field for refuelling and the crew spent the night on
the station before proceeding west on a ferry trip. The Drill Test Board convened today to test 20
N.C.O.'s for drill, l6 of whom were successful.

17  Feb./43   Weather conditions held up flying and only circuits were made, being carried out byth

two flights in the late afternoon.
The Chief Ground Instructor, S.L. Joy, is away today on a Court Martial case. 
Course 69 examination papers have all been marked and splendid results noted.
The number of patients being admitted to both the hospital and isolation ward is still on the
increase.
A convey of two ram tanks and a jeep stopped off at the station an their way from Camp Shilo.
Four Tiger Moths arrived on the station today, for storage  at Chater Relief Field.
The M.T. Section has re-organized its stock run and has placed an airman in charge. A suggestion
box has been put up to receive suggestions on improvements by all personnel of the section.
A dance was held in the Airmen's wet canteen and refreshments were served in the coffee bar. This
was the first time the W.D.'s were invited to the airmen's canteen.

18  Feb./43   Excellent flying weather and flying commenced at 0845. Night flying was carried out,th

commencing at 2130 hours. Wings Parade was held at 1900 hours at which time the wings were
presented to 41 students by Col. Mitchell from Camp Shilo. Mayor Young, of Brandon, presented
the honor plaque to GB575163 LAC Lee, O.R.  After the Wings Parade, the new graduates and their
friends were entertained in the Sergeants' Mess.
The Chief Ground Instructor, S.L. Joy, returned to the station today after having attended a Court
Martial.
Medicals for posting overseas of members of course 67 were completed today.
Ten aero engines were received from No. 7 Equipment Depot, together with four Tiger Moths for
storage. 
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18  Feb./43 (Cont’d)  Tiger Moths and Anson F.P. were ferried to Chater where they were preparedth

for storage.
S.L. C.L.T. Sawle was elected President of the Officers' Mess at the Mess Meeting held at 1230
hours.
Fifty pairs of running shoes were purchased for use in the Drill Hall. They are to be used exactly as
other sports equipment, signed for and returned the same day. This will be of great help to all
airmen who have not had proper shoes for participating in all sports held in the Drill Hall. 



The Station Hockey Team won their game against A.3 at Camp Shilo tonight.

19  Feb./43   Flying all day with excellent weather conditions prevailing. Course 67 were clearedth

today and left the station.
F/Sgt. Charlton and LAC Turgeon were posted to No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris.
The Station hospital is still having a very busy time with minor operations and an increase in the
number of patients with infectious diseases.
Another Tiger Moth was ferried to Chater for storage.
The Station Hockey team suffered their first loss against A.3. the game being played on the rink at
A.4. Brandon; the score was 7-1. A number of airwomen, airmen and Officers turned out to support
their Station team.
Several civilians have been hired to work in the Airmen’s Mess to off-set vacancies in RCAF
personnel.

20  Feb./43   Good flying weather continuing and a number of extra hours were chalked up to off-setth

the loss in flying time during the previous stretch of bad weather.
A new shipment of jacks for Ansons were received by the Equipment Section today.
Several postings have come through for personnel, on the hospital staff, which has been a loss to the
staff during the rush of past weeks.
P.O. Songhurst, Field Liaison Aero Engineering Officer from No. 2 Training Command, reported on
the station today. He will supervise the re-organizing of Central Maintenance.
Alterations to the lobby of the Officers' Mess are progressing steadily. When completed they will be
quite an improvement.

21  Feb./43   F.L. Bowhay and P.O. Hoffman, flying Instructors, and F.L. Simpson, Equipmentst

Officer, were posted to No.17 S.F.T.S., Souris.
New course 75, consisting of all Canadians, reported in today.
F.L. Dale Jones, Padre from No. 2 Manning Depot, again conducted Church Service in the absence
of
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21  Feb./43 (Cont’d)   F.L. Bainbridge who is on leave from this Station. A good attendance wasst

noted.
Due to unusually warn weather, the skating party planned for station personnel this evening, had to
be cancelled.
Voluntary games, badminton, boxing, etc, were held in the Drill Hall.

22  Feb./43   Flying weather still excellent. All flights are well up in flying hours. nd

The Chief Ground Instructor, S.L. Joy, accompanied by the Station Armament Officer, F.L.
Whitaker, proceeded te Minnedosa to organize .the new programme of lectures and training for Air
Cadets. 
Nursing Sister Lytle arrived from Yorkton today. This was a welcome addition to the hospital staff
due to the urgent need for more help at the present time, and it will alleviate considerably the
situation there due to Nursing Sister Morse having been confined to bed with a very bad cold. 



Five modified elevators were received in Equipment Section today. 
Two major operations were performed in the station hospital today.
The Commanding Officer inspected Maintenance Wing on morning parade, and following
inspection, squadron drill was carried out for one hour.
The M.T. Section carried out an inventory check of all tools and vehicles.
The station hockey team played against A.3 at Neepawa, the final game of the series, and the
hard-fought game was won by A.3 with a score of 7 - 6.
The W.D. basketball team played against the Y.W.C.A., Brandon, the game being won by the
airwomen.
A quizz team of four airwomen competed against a team of airmen on the No. 2 "M" Depot weekly
broadcast.
Senior N.C.O.'s wrote final examination on the Course of Administration at G.I.S.

23  Feb./43   Due to fog and low visibility, flying was washed out all day.rd

A shipment of issue boots was received by the Equipment Section today.
F.L. P.C. Lund, Medical Officer left the station today to proceed on temporary duty to Winnipeg.
The Course of Administration conducted for the past weeks on this station for senior N.C.O.'s and
Officers, came to a close tonight with the Officers writing their final examinations at G.I.S. 
A mess meeting was held in the Sergeants' Mess and it was proposed to hold a dance in the Mess on
St. Patrick's day.

24  Feb./43   Flying all day, though weather extremely cold.th

Brigadier General McFarlane came into the station by air today, en route to Camp Shilo. 
Cessna Crane No. 7992 was received from Trenton today.
The hospital reports that two minor operations were performed by Medical Officers today. 
An A.F.M. Sergeants reported in today from RCAF Station Sea Island, B.C.
F.L. Leaney and A.S.O. Sprague from No. 6 Recruiting Centre visited the Officers' Mess today. 
The Station Volley Ball team played tonight at A.4 in their third tournament.
Lieutenant Ames of the Royal Canadian Army Ordinance Corps visited the station today and
inspected the Airmen's Mess.
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25  Feb./43  Snow, winds and low visibility caused flying to be washed out at 0915 hours. Nightth

flying commenced at 1900 hours. F.L. G.R. Youngs is on temporary duty at Virden attending a Court
Martial at that station. 
One minor operation was performed in the station hospital this morning.
F/Sgt. Ratcliffe, A.E.M. was taken on strength from No. 5 S.F.T.S., Brantford, and F/Sgt. Dyer,
disciplinarian, .was posted here from No. 3 Wireless School, Winnipeg.
Alterations to the lobby of the Officers' Mess are now completed and much improvement is noted.
Plans have been made to paint the whole M.T. Section, and work is now underway. Nozzles for
Refuelling  tender ordered some time ago have finally arrived on the station.
A presentation of various games was made to the station by the Coca Cola Company.
The station volley ball team defeated the team from A.4 in a keenly contested game.
The Red Cross drive commenced today and the total sum of $390.46 was voluntarily donated by



personnel.

26  Feb./43   Good flying weather and "C" and "D" flights on 48's.th

An examination in Photography was written by Navigation instructors at G.I.S.
S.L. Sherrett, formerly in charge of G.I.S. at this station, arrived on temporary duty. He will remain
on the station until boat passage to New Zealand is available.
Cessna Crane 8768 was received from No. 15 S.F.T.S., Clareshom today.
Five A.F.M.'s and six electricians were notified of posting to No. 1 "Y" Depot, Halifax.
P.O. Hall, from Auxiliary Services, visited the station and spent the day with Mr. Gerwing, the
Auxiliary Services representative at this station.

27  Feb./43   Flying all day, excellent weather continuing. Group Captain Ashton visited the stationth

from No. 2 Training Command.
Two more pilot instructors, W.O.1 O'Brien and Sgt. Britton, were posted to No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris.
There have been a considerable number of postings of instructors without replacements, causing a
shortage in the flights.
Twelve A.E.M.'s, five A.FM.'s and three electricians were taken on strength on posting from T.T.S.,
St. Thomas.
S.L. Sawle has arranged a boxing tournament for personnel of the station and plans are already well
under way.  A number of airmen are undergoing an intensive training programme and are whipping
themselves into shape for the big event.

28  Feb./43  Flying continued all day. Personnel from Repair Squadron represented Maintenanceth

Wing at Church Parade.
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28  Feb./43 (Cont’d)  Attendance at Church was very small today due to flying being carried outth

during the morning.
The Station Entertainment Committee met and plans were made for a St. Patrick's dance.
The MacArthur curling bonspiel got under way today. The ice has been exceptionally good in the
past and the former series of bonspiels are almost completed.

 Personnel Strength                                                                Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians      
                                                            
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     113            3             1012             126     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                                                             2               11

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                           1                                   1  
Postal                                                                                                  3



R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                       

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                         1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                             2
Works and Buildings                                                                                                                48 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                     3
Others                                                                                                                                       71             
                                                                                                                                                            
                                  Total Staff                114          3              1018                137               125
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                 135
          R.A.F.                                                                       39
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 102    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                  4                                                        
                                            
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                               280                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable           83                                Unserviceable       25   

                                                108   
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1/Mar/43    Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians      
                                                            
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     110            3              998             126     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                                                             5               11

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                           1                                   1  
Postal                                                                                                 3
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians



Barrack Warden                                                                                                                        1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                            2
Works and Buildings                                                                                                               48 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                    3
Others                                                                                                                                       71             
                                                                                                                                                            
                                  Total Staff                111        3              1007             137                     125
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               135
          R.A.F.                                                                     30
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 89    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                3                                                          
                                          
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              266                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable           81
                   Unserviceable       27   
                    Total                   108   
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1/Mar/43   Flying all day with weather clear but cold.
                  Re-Selection Board sitting most of the day interviewing Ceased Training aircrew. The
Board was composed of the Chief Instructor, the Chief Ground Instructor and one Squadron
Commander. 
Two aircraft towing tractors were shipped to Souris today.
Maintenance has dispensed with night shift in Repair Flight duty and the right wing is under
re-organization. Servicing Squadron night shift working by hangars.
The finishing touches to the interior decorating of the lobby of the Officers' Mess are at last
completed and a great improvement is noted.
Plans are going ahead for the first station boxing meet. A general meeting of all competitors,
committee members and Officers was held at 1330 hours to give instructions, and to outline the
purpose of the coming boxing tournament which will be held Wednesday evening, 3rd March. The
new boxing gloves were initiated by Course 75.
The Entertainment Committee laid plans for a Hard Times Dance to be held 24th March on the
station.

2/Mar/43   Flying conditions very favorable all day. The Chief Instructor flew into Winnipeg to visit
No. 2 Training Command on official business regarding the Re/Selection Board. S.L. Andrews, who
was visiting the station, left by air for Dauphin.
F/Sgt. N. Farr and F/Sgt. Cooper, returned to the station today after attending a senior N.C.O.'s



course at the School of Administration at Trenton.
The Commanding Officer carried out a station inspection today and appeared quite satisfied with
conditions in general.
A major operation was performed on LAC Katckuk at the station hospital this morning and the
patient is progressing favorably.
Inter-Squadron Basketball and voluntary sports and exercises were carried out in the Drill Hall
today, and arrangements for the boxing meet to be held tomorrow night were completed.

3/Mar/43   The day opened with good flying weather, but changed to poor visibility in the late
afternoon. 
S.L. Mirabelle landed on the station en route to Souris, where he has been posted as Chief Instructor.
The Chief Ground Instructor visited Brandon to discuss plans for a visit to the station of the Brandon
Air Cadets.
Menasco Moth 4869 arrived on the station from Midwest Aircraft and was placed in storage.
Infectious disease cases continue to arrive on the station from outside points and will be placed in
the new Isolation ward of the station hospital.
Ten bouts of boxing were witnessed by 600 of station personnel. This was the first attempt at
competitive boxing on the station and it was termed a great success and it was thought that future
bouts would be well worth the planning. Following the tournament refreshments were served to the
contestants. The winner of each bout was handed a 96 hour pass, while his opponent was content
with a 48 hour pass.
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3/Mar/43 (Cont’d)   No.12 won a hockey game at Shilo Camp when they defeated the Army by a
score of 6 - 4.

4/Mar/43   Poor flying weather was evidenced today when flying started at 0800 hours only to be
washed out at 1130 hours on account of high winds accompanied by snow. Flying commenced again
at 1430 hours, but low visibility spread over the field and flying had to be washed out again at l600
hours. 
The Commanding Officer, W.C. W.G. Welstead, completed his tour of inspection of the hangar area
today.
Sixteen Jacobs L.4 MB Engines were received today from No. 7 Equipment Depot. Flight Lieutenant
Dale, new Equipment Officer, reported on the station today.
A major operation was performed on an airman at the station hospital this morning. Patient reported
progressing favorably.
The books at the M.T. Section were examined by the auditors today and a few changes in the stock
room lay-out and various issues were suggested.
Flight Officer Buik,.Command Messing Officer, visited the station and made an inspection of the
messes and gave some constructive criticism, which should be of benefit to all concerned. 
The station hockey team dropped a game to No. 2 "M" Depot by a score of   5 - 4.
No.1,.Squadron defeated the Officers in a basketball game held in the Drill Hall this evening. 
This is the first game of the second half of the schedule.



5/Mar/43   Ths station was blessed with good flying weather for the entire day and flying continued
from 0800 hours to 1900 hours. Four Fairey Battle aircraft landed on the station from McDonald to
await ferry pilots from Command.
Crane aircraft FJ256 made a forced landing at Kenton and WO2 Wilson and a Servicing party
headed by F.L. Thompson, departed for Kenton by road to take over the aircraft.
An appendectomy was performed at the station hospital this morning on a pupil of Course 73. 
There is an acute shortage of gasoline, but two cars were obtained from Fort William, Ontario.
Voluntary sports were in progress in the Drill Hall this evening with many participants. 
The W.D. Canteen has been closed temporarily for repairs, but will be re-opened soon.

6/Mar/43   Perfect flying weather permitted a goodly number of hours to be logged.
S.L. C.L.T. Sawle, O.C. No. 1 Squadron, left the station today to take a C.I. course at Trenton, and
during his absence, F.L, T.G. Anderson, Examining Officer, has been appointed O.C. No. 1
Squadron.
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6/Mar/43 (Cont’d)  Two cars of gasoline intended for Rivers had to be diverted to this station to
relieve the acute shortage. 
It appeared like old times in the Sergeants' Mess when a large number of members and their wives
and lady friends attended a very pleasant social evening held in the Mess.
F.L. T.G. Anderson and F..O. Botham are hard at work making preparations for a dance to be held in
the Officers' Mess.
Voluntary sports took place in the Drill Hall, with badminton being favored by the majority.
A new W.D. Equipment Assistant was posted to this station from Trenton.

7/Mar/43   Flying was carried out all day under weather conditions clear and cold. All flights not on
48's were detailed for flying.
Three Cessna Crane aircraft were received from No. 15 S.F.T.S., Claresholm, Alta.
An appendectomy was performed on an airman from Virden E.F.T.S. this morning. The hospital
staff were kept very busy doing innoculations on Course 69.
Five A.F.M.’s, four Instrument Repairers and four electricians were taken on strength on posting
from T.T.S. St. Thomas.
Three Crane aircraft arrived from Winnipeg for storage.
Repair Squadron represented Maintenance Wing on Church Parade this morning as due to flying,
Servicing Squadron was on duty.
The W.D.'s also attended Church Parade and a Communion Service was conducted by the Station
Padre, F.L. Bainbridge.    . .
A skating party was held on the rink this evening for all personnel below the rank of corporal. After
the skating, refreshments were served in the Airmen's Canteen and this was followed by sing-song
around the fireplace.

8/Mar/43   Good flying weather today. The Re-Selection Board for Ceased Training cases was
sitting all afternoon. 
Arrangements were completed with No. 11 S.F.T.S., Yorkton for servicing of Crane aircraft 7696



which force landed at Churchbridge.
Maintenance Wing held its weekly parade and inspection this morning and Servicing Squadron were
excused to prepare aircraft for flying.
F.L. Sigler and F.O. Cockburn were visitors in the Officers' Mess today.
No. 2 “M” Depot lost to Rivers by two points in basketball game played in our Drill Hall. This is the
second half of the basketball finals and the score was 27 - 25.
The skating rink was flooded again and the ice remains in good condition and personnel of the
station are endeavouring to crowd in as much skating as possible before the spring thaw begins.

9/Mar/43   Good flying weather all day and all flights engaged in logging a goodly number of hours.  
F.L. Youngs flew to Yorkton to supervise maintenance of aircraft which was forced down near
Churchbridge.
Preparation! are in full swing in anticipation of the Deputy Inspector General's visit. 
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9/Mar/43 (Cont’d)    Several visiting officers from Shilo, Souris and No. 2 "M" Depot attended the
Mess Dinner held in the Officers' Mess. Col. English, Commanding Officer of A.4 A.T.C., Brandon,
was guest speaker, and a very fine evening was enjoyed by all present.
Voluntary sports were carried on in the Drill Hall, and hockey practice was held at 4 p.m.
The new style W.D. uniforms arrived on the station and should be in the hands of the girls in time
for the Easter Parade.
Thirty airmen's wives and eight children were given refreshments in the Small Canteen following
their weekly social on the station.
The new asbestos fire blankets in the M.T. Section were placed on the gasoline tenders.

10/Mar/43   Flying ceased at 1200 hours in order to enable all personnel to attend parade for the
Deputy Inspector General, Air Vice-Marshal A.A.L. Cuffe, who arrived on the station in the
morning, and during the day made a complete inspection of all sections.
F.L. Thompson flew F.J.256 back from Kenton where it had force landed, and the working party
returned at night and was detailed to make the aircraft serviceable.
An all station cast presented a concert in the Drill Hall at 2000 hours to an audience of about 550. 
It was deemed one of the finest evenings' entertainment to be staged on the station for some time.
The proceeds of the concert were to aid the drive for funds for the Red Cross.

11/Mar/43   Flying carried out all day under excellent weather conditions.
Two Courts-Martial were held in the Recreation Hall today, the first a General Court Martial, the
accused being R51099 WO 2 Alexander of this station, and the second a District Court Martial, the
accused being two pupil pilots of this station, LAC Darville, G.E. (AUS420812) and LAC Forrest,
R.R.N. (AUS421587).
The President of both Courts-Martial was Group Captain Murray, Commanding Officer No. 1
C.N.S., Rivers.
Group Captain Currie arrived by air from No. 2 Training Command and was piloted to Weyburn,
Sask., by F.L. Walker of this station.
S.L. Mussells, O.C. No. 2 Squadron, arrived today after completing a course at Trenton, Ontario.



Two A.E.M.'s, and one A.F.M. were taken on strength on posting from No. 6 E.F.T.S., Prince Albert.
On the sports roster of the day, Maintenance Wing basketball team defeated the Officers by a score
of 15-8.
The Entertainment Committee discussed plans for a St. Patrick's Day dance to be held March 17th in
the Recreation Hall for all airmen on the station.
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12/Mar/43   All flights were flying under ideal weather conditions today. Aircraft 8200 taxied into
aircraft 7808 and aircraft FJ239 on the runway today and necessitated wing changes on aircraft 8200
and 7808, while the fuselage of FJ239 will be stripped and boxed for shipment to Prairie Airways.
S.L. Maribelle arrived from Souris today for an interview with S.L. Laing, Chief Instructor.
Final preparations were made for the St. Patrick's Dance to be held in the Officers' Mess this coming
Saturday.
A.S.O. E.S. Langford, Messing Officer, has been very busy today putting the final touches on her
duties prior to proceeding on annual leave.
Ten airwomen were treated to familiarization flights, which pleased them all very much.
The Knights of Columbus Representative provided the isolation hospital with magazines and
playing cards.
Voluntary sports were carried out in the Drill Hall.

13/Mar/43   Flying conditions were excellent today and four flights were on 48's Reports are being
prepared for the graduation of Course 69.
Over 100 Air Cadets from 87 Squadron, Brandon, visited the station and under the supervision of
S.L. Joy a programme of lectures, drill, physical training and games was given, followed by
marching past the Commanding Officer.
Crane aircraft 7760 from Ho. 10 S.F.T.S. Dauphin force landed at Deloraine and Dauphin requested
that this Unit send a servicing crew to the scene of the landing.
A large shipment of jacks was received by Equipment Section from No. 7 Equipment Depot,
Winnipeg. 
One minor and one major operation were performed at the station hospital.
A formal St. Patrick's Day dance was held in the Officers' Mess this evening and the gay party
danced under exceptional decorations. The supper was excellent.
Members of our W.D.'s took part in a skit at No. 2 "M" Depot. This talent was part of that
discovered during the recent station concert.

14/Mar/43   High winds and low visibility washed out flying today. S.L. Mussells, O.C. No. 2
Squadron, is now acting Chief Instructor to replace S.L. Laing, who is acting Commanding Officer
during the Commanding Officer’s period of leave.
All students were in G.I.S. studying at special classes, while awaiting favorable flying weather.
F.L. Simpson from No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, formerly of this station, visited the Equipment Section
today.
Due to bad weather, the servicing crew detailed to go to Deloraine, to service Crane aircraft 7760
from Dauphin, which had force landed there yesterday, were unable to depart.
A.S.O. Langford, Messing Officer, proceeded on two weeks annual leave today.



15/Mar/43   Flying washed out all day.
Regular classes were carried out in G.I.S. S.L. Sherrett addressed P.O.'s on Mess etiquette,
discipline, station procedure, etc.
Maintenance Wing carried out weekly flag raising ceremony and drill in ths Drill Hall afterwards.
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15/Mar/43 (Cont’d)  The usual spring blizzard struck the district today. High winds ranging from 40
to 50 miles per hour accompanied by heavy snow blocked runways and personnel of the station were
confined to barracks as all roads were impassable.
A shipment of snow fences was received from No. 7 Equipment Depot. Winnipeg. Five carloads of
coal also arrived, so that no matter how long the storm lasts, everyone will be assured of warm
accommodation.
Some of the civilian personnel were also confined to the barrack blocks.
Messes and canteens were crowded due to personnel being unable to get off the station because of
the heavy storm.
Despite the blizzard, members of the W.D., up for drill test, came through with flying colours. 

16/Mar/43   The blizzard continued to rage all day today and flying was again washed out.
Personnel of the M.T. Section were kept busy trying to keep the road clear to the City. All M.T.
vehicles were in good condition, but driving was hazardous at best.
Two members of the W.D. at Paulson were stranded on the station until roads could be opened.
The Australian Liaison Officer, S.L. Hilditch, visited G.I.S. and spoke to Australian aircrew.
Twenty-seven candidates appeared before the Drill Test Board and although they provided a large
amount of work for the officiating Officer, very good work was reported, and it has been suggested
that the number be reduced in future.
An orchestra has been secured for the St. Patrick's Day dance in the Recreation Hall. 

17/Mar/43   Bad weather conditions prevailed and flying remained washed out.
Course 71 commenced writing final examinations today. All students attended classes today due to
no flying.
The Trade Test Board has arrived on the station and has begun trade testing all airmen.
Cessna Cranes 7726 and 7784 were prepared to be .flown to Prairie Airways for major overhaul.
A party of airmen from Rivers were stranded at Forrest and requested aid from this station.
Course 69 held their drill rehearsal for Wings Parade, and later in ths evening held their graduation
party.
Despite the poor condition of the roads, about 400 people attended the St. Patrick's dance held in the
Recreation Hall during the evening. This dance was for corporals and below and their friends, and a
party of 65 civilians were invited from Brandon. During the evening a lunch was served.
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18/Mar/43   Work was started on clearing the Aerodrome after the blizzard had left huge drifts over
the field. 
Class 69 held their Wings Parade in the Drill Hall at 1700 hours. S.L. D.A.S. Laing, acting



Commanding Officer, presented the wings to 46 students, and the Brandon Plaque was presented to
the Honour student, NZ421804, LAC Winter, P.G. by Mayor Young. A social evening was held in
the Sergeants' Mess following the Wings Parade.
Final examinations for Course 71 are continuing.
The station Basketball team held a practice in the Drill Hall and many other forms of voluntary
sports were in progress.

19/Mar/43   Flying commenced at 0840 hours and Wings Test on Course 69 was completed.
Most of the planes are serviceable and all flights are hard at work attempting to regain some of the
lost hours on the flying schedule which had been up set by the storm. 
Course 71 completed examinations today.
Great activity was noted throughout the various hangars as attempts were made to start 16 Anson
aircraft which were forced to land here because of a fog bank at Rivers last night. Due to a shortage
of hangar space many of the aircraft had to be picketed outside, and. had to be placed in heated
hangars, before they could take off.. .
An invitation to attend a dance to be held at Carberry on 24th March was received and posted about
the station.

20/Mar/43   Attempt to regain lost hours continued today and all flights were flying from 0745 hours
to 1900 hours. 
If flying conditions continue in this form as they are at present, it will be but a short time, until we
are back again on flying schedule.
Cessna Crane 8720 was received from No. 15 S.F.T.S., Claresholm, Alta.
The hospital staff were busy on many cases and also busy discharging many of those who remained
in hospital on account of ths blizzard.
One Instrument Maker, 10 A.E.M.'s and 4 A.F.M..'s reported on the station from T.T.S., St. Thomas.
This should ease the strain of the heavy work caused by the hard flying now in progress.
Under beautiful decorations the Sergeants held a very enjoyable St. Patrick's Day dance in their
Mess during the evening.  One of the largest turn-outs was witnessed for this dance.
The authority for canopy on vehicle #139 has been received and this will release the small closed
vehicles on many hauls. This has been looked forward to for some time and the Section feel now
that they will be able to supply better service.
One G.D. Women's Division arrived from No. 7 "M" Depot, Rockcliffe.
Voluntary sports were carried out in the Drill Hall with many participants in various games.
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21/Mar/43  Ideal flying weather continued all day and servicing squadron, as well as the majority of
the flights were excused Church Parade so that more flying hours could he logged.
Course 77, consisting of 35 New Zealanders and 25 Canadians, arrived on the station today.
Cessna Crane 8777 was received today from No. 15 S.F.T.S., Claresholm, Alta,   Also three Cessna
wings arrived in the Equipment Section.
The station hospital reports an increase in the number of incoming patients, although nothing serious
was noted.
To aid in the distinction of tractor operators and gas tender drivers arm bands were made up and



issued to the Motor Transport Section.
The snow which has covered the skating rink since the storm began to thaw today and it is expected
that  there will be no more skating this season. Sports minded airmen made full use of the drill hall
today playing badminton, and the station basketball team held a practice at 1500 hours

22/Mar/43  The warm sun beating down on the runways has made the aerodrome surface very soft,
but flying continued all day.  It is felt that there is no need to wash out flying for soft surface as yet
this season. 
Course 77 started their new instruction today with lectures in G.I.S.
Menasco Moth 4875 was ferried to Saskatoon, having been stored at Chater Relief Field for some
time. 
A successful major operation was performed at the station hospital this morning.
The station basketball team defeated Rivers by a score of 38 - 33 in a very fast game which was the
opening of the basketball play-offs. The second game will be played in Rivers Wednesday, 24th
March. 
Our team carries the advantage of a five point land.
Classes began during the evening at G.I.S. for all W.D. Clerks under the direction of F/Sgt. Ross and
Sgt. Gardner.

23/Mar/43  All flights flew continuously today until 1700 hours, although the aerodrome is in poor
shape from the thawing snow.
Twenty-eight quarantined airmen arrived on the station from outside points. They were quartered in
Hut 20.
Basketball was the big highlight on the sports floor of the drill hall this evening with the Officers
defeating Headquarters Squadron in a closely contested game by a score of 26-25. Maintenance and
No. 1 Squadron were to play but No. 1 Squadron defaulted their game.
The station hockey team played Rivers at Neepawa, No. 12 winning by a score of 10 - 4.
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23/Mar/43 (Cont’d)  A very successful dance was held in the Corporals' Club after which lunch was
served.

24/Mar/43   Ideal .flying conditions continued to exist all day and G and H Flights began new shift
system. 
Cessna Crane FJ256, involved in force landing at Kenton a few days ago, left today for Prairie
Airways for major overhaul.
Crane 7760, which had force landed at Deloraine after leaving Dauphin, landed here today after
being serviced and was flown back to Dauphin by a crew from this station.
One minor operation was performed at the station hospital this morning. Normal routine carried out.
The overhauling of vehicle No. 139 was completed today at the M.T. Section, and the vehicle is
again serviceable.
Some 50 airwomen attended the dance at Carberry this evening and had a very enjoyable time.    
Many of the girls were issued with their new uniforms at clothing parade today.
The basketball team played their final game at Rivers and took the Brandon District Services



Basketball championship for the second year in succession by a score of 32 - 22.  Plans are being
made for the team to defend the Manitoba Intermediate title it won last year.
With the increased interest in boxing on the station, a large punching bag has been filled and placed
in use in the drill hall.

25/Mar/43   The siege of fine weather was brought to a close at noon today when high winds made
flying impossible. 
It was noted that the hours flown to date amounted to 7,380:25.
Before flying ceased, a Menasco Moth 4878, which had been stored on the station left for No. 33
S.F.T.S. Carberry.
Several visitors from No. 2 "M" Depot were present in the Sergeants' Mess during the evening.
Inter-Squadron basketball game was defaulted by both teams scheduled to play this evening. It has
been noted that a number of airmen and airwomen are turning to badminton and this sport is
becoming exceedingly popular throughout the station.
The first in a series of current events talks was given by F.O. Warkentin in G.I.S.

26/Mar/43    Flying was carried out all day under favorable weather conditions. Aircraft were being
ferried to Prairie Airways, Moose Jaw.
Supplemental examinations were written at G.I.S. and all who wrote were successful this time.
A quiet evening was noted in both the Sergeants' and Officers' Messes tonight as many members
were going away on 48's.
Voluntary sports were carried out in the drill hall. The station volley ball team travelled to A.3 at
Shilo Camp for knock-out. tournament and won against two teams defeating A.15 in the final 2
games to 1.

27/Mar/43   Flying was washed out today because of high winds.   Normal routine was carried out in
the flights.
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27/Mar/43 (Cont’d)  Medicals were carried out on overseas draft at the station hospital and the staff
kept fairly busy. Six A.E.M.’s were taken on strength on posting from No. 1 “M” Depot.  Five
A.F.M.’s and one Instrument Repairer were taken on strength on posting from T.T.S., St. Thomas.
The usual Saturday night informal dance in the Officers' Mess was  well attended by many guests,
especially Army Officers, as well as the usual number of members.
The Sergeants' Mess held open house tonight and quite a number of visitors were present. 
Four airmen M.T. Drivers were posted overseas and only three Drivers Transport are on hand at
present. 
Voluntary sports were engaged in by many airmen and airwomen in the Drill Hall this evening.
Arrangements are being made for interstation badminton to be played with Carberry. 
A new W.D. Equipment Assistant arrived on the station today from Trenton, Ontario.

28/Mar/43   Weather permitted flying only in the afternoon today.
Two electricians and two Instrument Mechanics were posted to No. 1 "Y" Depot, and F.L. J.A. Fenn,
the Chief Technical Officer, proceeded on annual leave.



Arrangements for a bingo party to be held on this station on Wednesday night have been completed.
Impromptu sports and exercises were carried out in the Drill Hall today. No. 2 Squadron carried out
flight drill during the afternoon.
Miss Chipman, a reporter from the Winnipeg Free Press, arrived on the station today, and for the
next two days will live the life of an airwoman. She has been issued with a uniform and assigned to
barracks and will in general assume the duties of an airwomen in the R.C.A.F. (W.D.) and will
observe all the phases of service life.
A buffet supper was served in the W.D. Canteen, after which several W.D.’s and guest attended a
concert at No. 2 "M" Depot.

29/Mar/43   Flying all day.  Runways have been cleared completely and normal routine is being
carried out. 
Five Cessnas were ferried to Prairie Airways today for overhaul. 
Innoculation Parade kept the hospital staff very busy today.
Pay Parade was held on the station for all personnel this evening and all canteens were kept busy.
Voluntary sports were again held in the Drill Hall and an increasing number of participants has been
noted in the various games which are played.
The R.A.F. airmen who have bean in quarantine in Hut No. 20 had a P.T. period during the
afternoon.
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29/Mar/43 (Cont’ed)  Open house was held in the W.D. Recreation Centre this evening and a very
enjoyable time was had by all those present.

30/Mar/43   Flying was carried out all day by all flights. The Chief Instructor flew to Winnipeg on
business. 
Issues from Equipment Section were stopped today in order to make sure that all vouchers are in for
the end of the fiscal year.
A major operation was performed at the station hospital this morning.
Three Crane aircraft arrived on the station from Prairie Airways, two allotted to storage at Souris,
and one remained here.
A badminton team from this station journeyed to Carberry tonight and defeated them seven matches
to three. It is hoped that many such matches may be arranged between stations in this district. 
The station basketball team held a practice this evening, and Course 75 participated in physical
training and games.
The W.D.’s held squadron drill today, and in the evening about 20 of the girls held a swimming
party at the Y.M.C.A. in Brandon. One airwoman received posting to A.F.H.Q., Ottawa.

31/Mar/43   Normal flying routine carried in all flights under favorable weather conditions.
An aircraft recognition electrical board has been completed and installed in G.I.S.  It is expected
that this new device will prove very valuable to students and instructors alike.
F.L. Lemon reported from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg, to check for surpluses in Equipment.
The hospital staff have been kept very busy with inoculations and the number of infectious diseases
is increasing.



A bingo party was held in the Airmen's Canteen and a very good attendance was noted, about 275
personnel being present.
A basketball game between the Officers of Rivers and the Officers of No. 12 resulted in a win for
Rivers by a score of 37 - 32. There was a large turn-out for badminton and voluntary sports in the
drill hall. 
New P.T. classes were started for W.D.’s under instruction of Sgt. Earles. 
A.S.O. Langford, Messing Officer, returned today from her annual leave.
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31/Mar/43  Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians      
                                                            
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     116            3             1014             127     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                          2                                 1               11

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                            1                                   1  
Postal                                                                                                  3
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                       1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                           2
Works and Buildings                                                                                                              45 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                   3
Others                                                                                                                                      74              
                                                                                                                                                           
                                  Total Staff                119        3              1019             138                   125
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               133
          R.A.F.                                                                     19
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 64    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              38                                                          
                                          
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              254                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH
                   Serviceable           74
                   Unserviceable       22                                                               96     
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1.Apr/43    Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians       
                                                           
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     116            3             1034             127     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                          2                                 1               11

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                           1                                   1  
Postal                                                                                                  3
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      

Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          2
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             45 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                  3
Others                                                                                                                                     74                
                                                                                                                                                         
                                  Total Staff                119        3              1039             138                   125
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               133
          R.A.F.                                                                     19
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 64    
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              38                                                           
                                         
                     TOTAL TRAINEES                                              254                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH   Serviceable     Unserviceable 
                  Crane                        69                  19              
                  Anson                         5                    3
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1/Apr/43   The weather was very favourable for both day and night flying and normal routine was
carried out in all flights.
Several instructors reported to G.I.S. today to take classes. 



Cessna Cranes 8652 and 8683 were received from Carberry today.
The hospital staff was kept very busy when two appendectomies were performed on airmen of this
station, the operations were pronounced successful and the patients are doing well.
Two minor accidents occurred at Chater Relief Field when Cessna Crane 7846 landed and damaged
the port undercarriage and Cessna 7891 punctured the starboard tire.
A quiet evening was spent in the Officers' Mess, many members visiting away from the station. 
The snooker table in the Sergeants' Mess is under repair and it is hoped that play may be resumed
shortly.
Personnel of the M.T. Section have been kept busy doing a complete overhaul and paint job on the
pick-up truck. The work was completed today and once again the vehicle is serviceable.
Games of darts and checkers were provided for personnel in the Fire Hall by the K. of C.
representative, to keep them occupied during slack hours.
The Station basketball team held a practice in the Drill Hall tonight, though scheduled House League
games were postponed.
The East Wing of Barrack Block No. 20 was taken over by members of the Women's Division today,
relieving the congestion somewhat in Barrack Block No. 32, where they had previously resided.

2/Apr/43   Squadron Leader Laing again resumes the duties of Chief Instructor after acting as
Commanding Officer during the absence of Wing Commander Welstead, who has been on annual
leave for the past two weeks. 
Weather excellent for flying and normal routine carried out all day by all flights. 
The Chief Ground instructor, Squadron Leader Joy, was away from the station today attending a
Court Martial. Normal routine was carried on at G.I.S. in his absence.
Ten Jacobs L4MB engines arrived on this station today from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg.
Another major operation was performed at the station hospital this morning.
Maintenance Wing received a visit from F.L. Birt, the Chief Engineering Officer at No. 17 S.F.T.S.,
Souris. 
Arrangements are being completed at the M.T. Sect ion to do a complete overhaul and paint job on
the Chevrolet stake truck.
A boxing meet has again been arranged and plans are nearing completion.
An extensive P.T. & games programme was carried out in the Drill Hall today for all pupils of
courses 73. 75 and 77.
Plans for an Easter Dance for personnel of the station were discussed by members of the
Entertainment Committee today.
Twenty-seven airwomen have remustered to a higher trade group.
The group of R.A.F. airmen who were quarantined on the station for a time departed this afternoon.
Photographs of the Officer’s Mess are attached at appendix "A"
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3/Apr/43   Wings tests for pupils of course 71 were begun by Squadron Commanders and Examining
Officers. Flying weather has been excellent recently and it is hoped that it will continue.
Cessna Crane 8750 was received from Carberry and Menasco Moth 4877 was sent from here to No.
11 S.F.T.S., Yorkton.
The Station hospital again reports that a minor operation was performed by the medical staff this



morning.
Seven A.E.M.’s and one A.F.M. were taken on strength on posting from T.T.S., St. Thomas, Ontario.
The regular Saturday night dance held in the officer’s Mess was wall attended by a lares crowd of
both members and guests. A very enjoyable evening was had by all those present.
Open house at the Sergeant’s Mess was also well attended and the large crowd spent a very pleasant
evening. 
The Drill Hall was kept busy when boxing work-outs and voluntary sports were carried out in the
Drill Hall.

4/Apr/43   Flying was washed out today due to high winds, but it was possible to carry out night
flying.
Church Parade was quite well attended due to the fact that there was no flying.
Four airmen from No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon, reported to the M.T, Section today to undergo a course
of training.
A large number of station personnel participated in badminton and weight-lifting exercises in the
Drill Hall this afternoon and again this evening.
A clerk general, W.D. was posted in from No. 2 K.T.S., Toronto, a much needed addition to our
clerking staff.

5/Apr/43   Weather has been favourable for flying all day. A minor accident occurred on the main
aerodrome when an aircraft blew a tire and caused slight damage to the oleo log. 
Wings tests for pupils of course 71 are still continuing.
There was no movement of major equipment. All scrap metal in the Equipment Section is being
sorted for disposal.
With F.L. Lund, Medical Officer and Nursing Sister Dixon both confined to Isolation, the hospital
staff were forced to carry on short-handed and were kept very busy doing medical examinations on
personnel posted overseas, as well as their regular routine work of caring for their patients.
Maintenance Wing Held their weekly parade on the parade square and carried out squadron drill.
A Snooker Tournament among members of the N.C.O.’s Mess was begun today and with the number
of skilled players in the Mess, the competition is bound to be very keen.
A work-out for boxing contestants was carried out for two hours in the Drill Hall today in preparation
for
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5/Apr/43 (Cont’d)  the coming meet on Wednesday of this week. A station basketball practice was
also held, and No. 2 Squadron defaulted a league game to Maintenance Wing.
W.D. NCO's held a meeting in the W.D. Recreation Centre.  The stock for the canteen and coffee bar
has been moved in and all is in readiness for the big opening at open house, Wednesday night.

6/Apr/43   Weather excellent for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights. Wings testing for
Course 71 is still underway by Squadron Commanders  and Examining Officers.
Infectious disease cases are coming in steadily from outside points. Several have been received from
Carberry just recently.
A snooker tournament between officers of No. 12 and officers of No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, has been



arranged and play has already begun.
The NCO's of this station entertained the NCO's from Carberry and engaged them in a friendly
snooker game from which the NCO's of No. 12 emerged victorious.
Final arrangements for the boxing meet have been completed and contestants are well prepared for a
keen competition.
Badminton and billiard matches were carried out between personnel of this station and Carberry, No.
12 S.F.T.S. winning in  both cases.  A very pleasant evening was enjoyed and lunch was served in the
Airmen's Canteen after the matches were played.
The P.T. & Drill Officer held a meeting with his NCO's to discuss programme for spring P.T.  W.D.
drill was carried out and great improvement noted.
The W.D.'s held a swimming party at the Y.M.C.A. this evening, which was well attended and much
enjoyed by all. These weekly swimming parties are becoming increasingly popular and it is felt that it
is an excellent form of recreation for members of the Women's Division who wish to participate.

7/Apr/43   Flying weather is excellent and normal routine is being carried out both night and day.
Wings tests for Course 71 have now been completed and results are eagerly awaited by the students.
The first station parade was held today on the drill square at 0800 hours at which time the flag raising
ceremony was carried out. All personnel engaged in a route march, following which Headquarters
Squadron were selected for one hour's squadron drill.
Cessnas 7918 and 8730 were received today from Prairie Airways after completion of major
overhaul.
Crane aircrafts F.J.l64 and F.J.238 were involved in a flying accident near Forrest. F.L. Fenn and
W02 Wilson, accompanied by the D.A.P.M., proceeded to the scene of the crash to inspect damage.
LAC Robinson sustained minor injuries and was returned to the station hospital via ambulance.
The boxing meet was well attended by a large crowd of about 600, who witnessed several very fine
bouts.
It was the second meet to be held on this station and was termed a great success.
The P.T. & Drill Officer, F.O. Botham and WO1 Anderson met to pick boxers for a tournament to be
held in Winnipeg on Tuesday, April 13th.
A new programme of drill for W.D.'s was carried out in the Recreation Hall by Sgt. Earles.
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7/Apr/43 (Cont’d)  Plans for first aid lectures to be given to trainees were discussed by P.O. Fitton
and S.L. Williams, lectures to be given on Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays.
A large number of members were present in both the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes after the boxing
meet.
The official opening of the Coffee Bar in the W.D. Canteen took place tonight at the weekly open
house which was very largely attended and enjoyed.

8/Apr/43   Excellent flying weather and normal routine carried out by all flights both day and night.   
The Chief Instructor has been busy with Re-selection Boards and meetings re graduation of Course
71. 
Cessna 7903 was received from Prairie airways today after major overhaul.
The hospital staff is kept busy with their normal routine of caring for a large number of patients in



both hospitals. A major operation was performed today and the infectious disease patients require
constant attention.
Ten A.E.M.’s were struck off strength on posting to No. 1 "Y" Depot, Halifax.
The Jacobs engine representative visited Maintenance Wing today.  Flying Officer Zachanko and
party proceeded to the scene of the crash of Cessnas F.J.236 and Cessna F.J.164 near Forrest.
Personnel of the M.T. Section have begun replacing the springs in gas tenders.
Flying Officer Munroe, Command P.T, & Drill Officer, visited the station today to discuss trainee
syllabus programme with S.L. Joy, Chief Ground Instructor. He then met with P.O. Fitton, Sgt. Earles
and Cpl. Hair to discuss an extensive programme of P.T. for both airmen and W.D.'s, as well as
refresher course on drill and squadron parades.
An invitation was received for the Women's Division to attend a dance to be held at No. 33 S.F.T.S,
Carberry.
The W.D. basketball team of this station met the W.D.'s of No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers in a one-sided game,
which ended with a final score of 29-9 in favor of No. 12.

9/Apr/43   The weather is clear but quite windy. The Chief Instructor held further meetings with the
Chief Ground Instructor and Squadron Commanders re graduation of Course 71.
The Photographic Section in G.I.S. was visited by F.L.  Fowler today.
Cessnas 8679, 7768 and 8073 received from Prairie Airways after overhaul.
The hospital staff again reports a minor operation performed this morning.
The crash party and Crane aircraft F.J.238 returned by Motor Transport from the scene of the crash
near
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9/Apr/43 (Cont’d) Forrest.
F.O. Munroe continued his inspection of station drill and P.T. programme and with P.O. Fitton and
the Station Warrant Officer proceeded to Minnedosa to inspect the Air Cadets and attend evening
drill and lecture. F.O. Munroe was very pleased with the drill and very fine, enthusiastic spirit of the
Cadets. He inspected G.I.S. Squadron parade at 0800 hours.
A W.D. Cook at the station hospital received posting to Sea Island, B.C. 

10/Apr/43   Flying weather only fair due to high winds.
Plans are underway to arrange for a visit to the station of the Air Cadets from Brandon next Saturday
for lectures and drill, etc.
The Equipment Section sent a carload of 9 L4MB Jacobs engines to Standard Machines for overhaul.
Crane 7732 was ferried from stored reserve to No. 10 S.F.T.S., Dauphin, and another Crane 7828 was
ferried from stored reserved to No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris.
The weekly open house at the Sergeants’ Mess was well attended by both members and guests.
Several vehicles in the M.T. Section require new tires and some have been ordered, though they are
becoming more difficult to obtain.
A very exciting and fast-moving basketball game was witnessed tonight when No. 12 S.F.T.S.
winners, Brandon District Services Athletic Association league, met Winnipeg St Andrew's Crocks in
the first game of a two game series for the Manitoba Championship. The hotly contested game was
won by St. Andrews by a close score of 33-32, the match being won in the last 10 seconds of play.  
The return game is to be played in Winnipeg on Monday, April 12th. After the game the visiting team



was entertained in the Airmen's Canteen where refreshments were served.

11/Apr/43   Flying was washed out at 1430 hours due to very high winds.
Due to flying being washed out Repair Squadron worked to bring periodic inspections up to date.
One flight from Servicing Squadron attended Church Parade which was well attended by personnel
from all sections.
The Drill Hall was in use for a time when a number of personnel participated in exercises and games.
The Sergeants' Mess held open house today but very few were in attendance as many members are
away on 48's.

12/Apr/43   The weather has moderated and flying routine was carried out both day and night.
Course 71 has almost completed their flying syllabus.
A carload of wings was received by the Equipment Section from Mid-West Aircraft. 
One Anson 11367 was received for stored reserve from MacDonald Brothers.
The Station basketball team journed to Winnipeg to play their final game in the two game series
against Winnipeg St. Andrews for the Manitoba Championship. As in the first game, the two teams
were very well matched and both fought hard throughout, No. 12 finally losing by the close score of
31-30,  the 
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12/Apr/43 (Cont’d)  total score for the two games being 62-60, so we can feel justly proud of our
team for the very fine showing they made.  St. Andrews entertained our boys after the game, during
which time P.O.  Fitton presented the trophy to the captain of the wining team. Two boxers from this
station also were taken to Winnipeg to compete in the United Services Boxing Tournament at Fort
Garry, one of our boxers being eliminated, the other winning his preliminary. It can be readily seen
that No. 12 has played a very active and prominent role in the field of sports this past season.
The W.D.'s celebrated the 1st Anniversary of their arrival on the station by holding a very successful
birthday party in the W.D. Recreation Centre. A large, attractively decorated cake with one birthday
candle was cut by the senior W.D.'s. Supper was served, and all presented voted it a grand birthday
party.

13/Apr/43  Weather is excellent for flying and Course 71 completed flying with the exception of a
few bombing runs. 
A new medical officer reported on the station today.
Mr. M.H. Brown, representative of Teleflex, Ltd., Toronto, visited Maintenance and discussed
Teleflex controls and allied problems with the Engineering Officers and senior N.C.O.'s.
The monthly Mess dinner was held in the Officers' Mess but no guest speaker addressed the gathering
on this occasion.
The basketball team returned from Winnipeg today, and P.O. Fitton remained in Winnipeg to witness
the finals in the boxing tournament at Fort Garry, in which a boxer from this station, LAC Foote, won
the welterweight championship by a knock-out. They were entertained in the Officers’ Mess at Fort
Garry by Major Messon of 103rd Basic Training Centre.
The W.D.'s held their weekly swimming party at the Y.M.C.A. this evening.
The first in a series of typing classes for W.D.'s was given by Flight Sgt. Ross, N.C.O. in charge of



Station Orderly Room.
The personnel of the Accounts Section held a very gay party in the Corporals' Club tonight. About 30
attended and a very enjoyable time was had by all those present.

14/Apr/43  Excellent flying weather, but flying did not begin until 0900 hours this morning due to the
station parade being held at 0800 hours. The flag raising ceremony was held, followed by a route
march, after which No. 1 Squadron carried out one hour's squadron drill.
Instructors in C & D Flights have been kept busy painting  flight rooms since their pupils (Course 71)
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14/Apr/43 (Cont’d)  have completed their flying hours. Course 71 are now rehearsing for Wings
Parade to be held tomorrow evening.
Menasco Moth No. 4879  was ferried to Estevan today and Anson 11368 was. received from No. 15
A.I.D. 
The hospital staff were kept busy doing medical examinations on those of the graduating class who
are proceeding overseas.
F.L. Fenn, Chief Technical Officer, visited No. 7 A.O.S., Portage la Prairie to discuss installation
of Drift Recorder in Anson aircraft.  F.O. Zachanko visited No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers, for purpose of
returning an Anson astro mount, which had been borrowed from that station.
Course 71 held their graduation dinner at the Prince Edward Hotel in Brandon and it was felt to be
one of the most successful Wings Banquets ever held by a graduating class from this school. 
The Officers' Mess Committee held their monthly meeting at 1230 hours.
The personnel of the M.T. Section were kept busy today servicing a tractor and doing routine
check-ups on other vehicles.
Drill and regular P.T. classes for trainees were carried out in the Drill Hall and Course 71 rehearsed
for Wings Parade.
Seventy-five airwomen attended the dance at No. 33 S.F.T.S. Carberry, to which they had received an
invitation some time previous.

15/Apr/43   Due to extremely high winds, it was necessary to wash out flying at noon today.
The Wings Parade for the pupils of Course 71 was held at 1900 hours, attended by Air Commodore
T.A. Lawrence, Air Officer Commanding, No. 2 Training Command, who made presentation of the
wings. A rather novel procedure was followed at this ceremony when the parents of each graduating
student were called upon to present the wings to their son. Alderman H. Spafford of Brandon
presented the Brandon plaque to the honor student R157152 LAC Currie, N.E. of Winnipeg. This
Parade was marked by the graduation of the 1000th pupil to be graduated from this school, which
allows some speculation as to the number of pilots that have been trained throughout the Dominion
under the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan and are in service at home and abroad. Following
the Wings Parade the graduates and their friends were entertained in the Sergeants' Mess.
Two minor operations were performed by the medical staff at the Station Hospital this morning.
Air Commodore Lawrence and Squadron Leader Cummings were guests in the Officers' Mess today.
The M.T. Section reports that repair work is being done on crash tender, while all other vehicles are
serviceable.
Voluntary sports were carried out in the Drill Hall with quite a number participating.



A.S.O. Stacey, Commanding Messing Officer, visited the station today and made an inspection of
messing facilities.

16/Apr/43   Word has been received by 28 of the graduates of course 71 that they had been granted
commissions, and word was also received that Squadron Leader C.L.T. Sawle, O.C. No. 1 Squadron,
and one of the most
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16/Apr/43 (Cont’d)  popular officers on the station, had been awarded the Air Force Cross, which
news was received with sincere delight by all personnel.
The Equipment Section reports that all scrap metal collected on the station has been sorted and
turned over to the Brandon Salvage Committee.
Anson F.P.902 was taken from stored reserve at Chater and prepared for ferrying to Carberry. Two
Tiger Moths and Anson 11368 were ferried to Chater for storage.
The newly commissioned officers of Course 71 had lunch in the Officers' Mess. The Mess guest was
Squadron Leader Elder.
P.T. and Drill class was held for trainees while voluntary sports, including badminton and boxing
were carried out in the Drill Hall. There was a full attendance of Officers and men at G.I.S. weekly
squadron parade under S.L. Joy, Chief Ground Instructor.

17/Apr/43  The weather is only fair for flying as sky overcast. The Chief Instructor and Officers'
Commanding Nos. 1 and 2 Squadrons held Re/selection Board for ceased training aircrew.
The Brandon Air Cadets visited the station today for a programme of lectures, P.T. & drill under the
direction of Squadron Leader Joy.
Anson aircraft F.P. 902 is being transferred to No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry.
A major operation was performed at the station hospital today. The patient is reported to be
progressing favorably.
F'our A.F.M.'s were taken on strength on posting from T.T.S. St. Thomas.
The regular Saturday night party in the Officers' Mess was well attended by both members and
guests. 
Plans for beautification of the station grounds are being put into effect and work on gardens at the
M.T. Section and W.D. Recreation Centre has already begun.

18/Apr/43  No flying during forenoon, but commenced in the afternoon and carried on .through the
night. 
Cessna 7803 was received from Prairie Airways after major overhaul.
Church Parade was well attended by personnel from all sections, the service being conducted by the
Station Padre, F.L. Bainbridge.
A major operation was performed at the station hospital and the staff is kept busy with the increasing
number of patients admitted.
A general clean up of all vehicles was carried out by the M.T. Section today.
Voluntary sports and exercises were indulged in both afternoon and evening by a fairly large number
of personnel.
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19/Apr/43   Weather conditions were excellent for flying today and night flying was carried out by
A.B. E. and F Flights.
New Course 79 reported to C & D Flights for their first day of instruction.
Cessnas 7790 and 7763 were received from Prairie Airways and Anson 11370 was received from
MacDonald Brothers after overhaul.
Maintenance Wing carried out a general clean-up of the hangar area today.
The M.T. Section reports that spares for crash tender are difficult to obtain and as a result vehicle is
still unserviceable.  They are considering the advisability of approaching the Ordinance Corps at
Camp Shilo on the matter.
A meeting of all representatives of the Brandon District Services Athletic Association was held in the
Administrative Officer's office to discuss plans for a summer schedule of sports, and the programme
of winter sports that has just bean carried to a successful conclusion, in which No. 12 S.F.T.S.
distinguished itself by winning the Basketball championship, hockey championship, the curling cup
and finally the volley ball championship. Those present at the meeting were S.L. J.R. Welsh,
chairman, Mr. McGerrigle Auxiliary Services representative at No. 2 "M" Depot, who is secretary of
the Association, and representatives from No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, No. 17
S.F.T.S., Souris, No. 19 E.F.T.S. Virden, A. 4 Artillery, Brandon, A. 3 Artillery and A.15 Infantry at
Camp Shilo and the Airborne troops. 
Softball, baseball and soccer leagues have been planned, and a final great track and field meet is to
be held on Labour Day, which it is hoped will be the culmination of a most successful season of
competitive sports.
In a house league basketball game between Maintenance and Headquarters, Headquarters won by a
score of 22-13.
Impromptu sports and .exercises followed the basketball game.
Two W.D. clerk accountants and one W.D. Met. Observer took a drill test today. 
General clean-up was started in the Airmen's Mess today.

20/Apr/43   Weather excellent for flying with four flights night flying. Course 79 commenced their
taxying sequences today.
Drift Recorders and other compasses are being installed in Anson aircraft. 
A carload of Cessna wings was received at the Equipment Section today.
The hospital reports that the number of infectious disease cases in the isolation wing are gradually
decreasing.
F/Sgt. Taylor of Maintenance Wing has been posted to the School of Aeronautical Engineering at
Montreal.
The M.T. Section discovered that all types of spares for Chevrolets, Dodge and Ford are available at
Shilo Ordinance Corps and officials at that point were only too pleased to provide parts needed for
vehicles at this Unit.
Pictures of college basketball teams in action were run off for players of all teams on the station. A
large number of airmen and airwomen turned out for voluntary sports in the drill hall.  
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20/Apr/43 (Cont’d)  The W.D.'s again attended their swimming party at the Y.M.C.A  and a good
deal of interest is being shown by those concerned; also some progress has been noted.
Airmen’s wives paid their weekly visit to the station and were served refreshments in the W.D.
Recreation Centre.
The station theatre has been a very popular centre of entertainment and large crowds have
consistently been in evidence to enjoy the splendid pictures that have been shown, among them Walt
Disney’s "Dumbo" which played tonight to a capacity audience.

21/Apr/43   Good flying weather and A B E and F flights carried out night flying. Five new
instructors reported on the station today and are ready to take up their duties.
Two aircraft engines 11191 and 11173 were received from Prairie Airways today.
The hospital staff will greatly miss F.L. Allen on his posting to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers. F.L. Allen has
been on this station for the past two years and it is with regret that No.12 says good bye to him now.
Mr. F. Lillach, Jacobs Engine Co. representative, visited Maintenance Wing today.
The Station Parade was held at 0800 hours this morning at which time the Commanding Officer
made an inspection. The flag raising ceremony was carried out following which Maintenance Wing
was selected to do one hour's squadron drill.
The W.D.'s of this station met the W.D.'s of No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers in a basketball game that ended in
favour of No. 12 with a score of 39-15. Following the game the Rivers team and their supporters were
invited to attend the Easter Dance held in the Recreation Hall for all personnel. A large crowd of
about 300 danced to the excellent music provided by the station orchestra in its initial appearance on
such an occasion.

22/Apr/43   Good flying weather is prevailing. No night flying carried out. One more instructor
reported for duty.
G.I.S. was visited by F.O. Kelshall from Rivers who gave a very interesting lecture on Current events.
There was no movement of major equipment and normal routine carried out all day.
Three A.F.M.'s were struck off strength on posting to No.19 S.F.T.S., Vulcan, Alberta.
Word has been received that Squadron Leader Mussells, O.C. No. 2 Squadron, is fortunate enough to
have been posted to the Empire C.F.S. Overseas. He departed from the station today on
pre-embarkation leave and the good wishes of all members of the Officers' Mess go with him. 
A general clean-up of all vehicles was carried out in the M.T. Section today.
Stationery was distributed by the K.of C. representative to the hospital, canteens and fire hall.
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22/Apr/43 (Cont’d)  Voluntary sports and exercises were carried out by a fairly large number of
personnel both afternoon and evening. The sports equipment provided is being used continually.

23/Apr/43   Good Friday. Weather excellent for flying, but no night flying was carried out.
Classes in G.I.S. for courses 77 and 79 were in session all day.
Eight engines were received from Prairie Airways by our Equipment Section.
A civilian doctor, Dr. Pincock, reported on the station and is on temporary duty at the station
hospital. 



One A.F.M. was taken on strength on posting from No. 14 S.F.T.S., Aylmer, Ont.
Decorations for the Easter Dance to be held in the Officers' Mess were completed today and the Mess
looks very attractive decked out in Easter colours.
Impromptu sports and exercises were indulged in by quite a number of personnel during the
afternoon and evening.
The work of landscaping around buildings is proceeding and the station grounds are already
beginning to show improvement.
The Station theatre was again well attended this evening and it is expected that this will continue due
to the excellent roster of pictures lined up by the officer in charge of the theatre.

24/Apr/43   Flying began at 0800 hours but had to be washed out at 1000 hours due to very high
winds and dust. This spring has been marked by many windy days, but today was the worst this
district has seen for some years. The dust rose in clouds and seeped through windows of buildings,
settling on all equipment, tables, and chairs, etc., reducing activity on the station to the barest
necessities. It was not possible to carry out night flying.
Classes were carried on as usual and the work is proceeding well. 
Eight engines were sent to Standard Machine for overhaul.
Seven A.E.M.'s, one electrician and six A.F.M.'s were taken on strength on posting from St. Thomas,
and three A.E.M.'s were posted in from No. 1 "M" Depot, Toronto, Ont.
The Easter Dance held in the Officers' Mess was well attended and the large crowd of both guests
and members spent a very enjoyable evening dancing under the attractive Easter decorations.
Open house at the Sergeants' Mess was attended by very few guests.
The dust storm affected the usual period of voluntary sports and exercises in the drill hall. 
Two clerk generals were posted in from the course at No. 2 K.T.S.
The dust storm necessitated constant cleaning up in all messes and created extra work for messmen
and messwomen.

25/Apr/43   The weather settled down again after the severe dust storm yesterday and flying
conditions were greatly improved. Flying routine was carried out in the afternoon, though there was
no night flying. 
Most sections spent  the day cleaning up the dust before and after Church Parade, which was well
attended due to no flying being carried out.
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25/Apr/43 (Cont’d)  Quite at number of guests visited the Sergeants’ Mess in the evening. 
Voluntary sports were carried out in the Drill Hall and on the sports field.
A party of approximately 20 airwomen attended a special Easter Service in Brandon this morning.
Quite a number of airmen visited the station from No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon, this afternoon.

26/Apr/43  Heavy overcast with occasional showers necessitating dual flights only during afternoon.
No night flying was carried out. Five Cornel aircraft piloted by American Ferry pilots stopped over
during the lunch hour and the pilots were guests in the Officers’ Mess.
Today is the first day of the drive for the Fourth Victory Loan and it is expected that the response at
No. 12 will exceed the goal set at $45,000.



The new Armament Officer, P.O. H.G. Wedge, reported on the station today and will take up his new
duties in G.I.S.
Word has been received that F.L. Bowhay, who used to be a flight Commander on this station,
arrived safely overseas.
Two Wireless Mechanics were taken on strength from Wireless School in Montreal.
It was impossible to carry out sports outdoors due to rain, but the drill hall was kept busy with a
basketball game between Maintenance and the Officers, Maintenance winning the game and the
second half of the House League schedule.

27/Apr/43  Weather conditions only fair due to overcast and an increase in wind velocity in the
afternoon. 
One engine was received in Equipment from Prairie Airways after completion of overhaul.
The hospital staff were kept exceptionally busy today with two major and  two minor operations
being performed by the medical officers.
A general check-up on all vehicles was made at the M.T. Section today. The M.T. staff has been cut
down by the posting of 11 men to Trenton on a course.
The Entertainment Committee held a meeting today, and a meeting of boxers and those interested
was held to make plans for a third meet to be held the latter part of May.  No. 1 C.N.S. and No. 12
S.F.T.S. Officers met in a keenly contested basketball game tonight in the drill hall, the final score
being 34-29 in favour of Rivers.  Impromptu sports and exercises were held during the afternoon and
evening and a large number of personnel participated.
W.D.'s held squadron drill today and a swimming class at the Y.M.C.A. in the evening.
The W.D. ward in the hospital is gradually filling up, but it is hoped that this situation will not
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27/Apr/43 (Cont’d)   continue. Typing classes for W.D.'s who are interested in improving their typing
are continuing under the supervision of F/Sgt. Ross.
Work has been commenced on enlarging the bake-shop in the Airmen's Mess, a much needed
improvement.

28/Apr/43   Flying commenced at 0800 hours and continued until 1730 hours in spite of overcast in
the morning. 
It cleared up towards evening and flying re-commenced at 2100 hours and continued until 0415
hours. 
Anson 11276 was received from No. 17 A.I.D. for storage.
Three minor operations were carried out by the medical staff this morning.
At 0900 hours a muster parade and kit inspection was held which was attended by all personnel on
the station. Inspection was begun promptly at 0900 hours and completed by 1200 hours. No 48's were
granted and it is felt that the purpose of the parade was accomplished and the results satisfactory. 
The W.D. basketball team of this station met a team from A.4 Artillery, Brandon, in the drill hall
here and a very one-sided game was won by No. 12. The Volley Ball team from No. 12 played in a
tournament at A. 4 and lost their game and the cup.  A badminton tournament was in progress in the
Recreation Hall among personnel of the station.
The W.D.'s held open house in their Recreation Centre and an excellent crowd attended. The



basketball team of C.W.A.C.'s from A.4 were invited to attend.

29/Apr/43   Weather not very favourable for flying due to overcast and high winds. Dual flying only
was carried out in the afternoon.
Eight engines were received from Prairie Airways after completion of overhaul.
The station hospital operating room was again kept busy. It is felt, however, that the number of
admissions of infectious diseases is on the wane, and it is hoped that it will continue. 
Flying Officer Pogson, Engineering Officer, received posting today to A.F.H.Q. for a course in
Aeronautics.
The Entertainment Committee held a meeting today and plans are under way to hold a station dance
in the Recreation Hall on the 17th May.
It was not possible to carry out sports on the sports field today due to the cold, but equipment in the
drill hall was put to good use.
The W.D. basketball team visited No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers and again defeated the W.D. team there by a
large margin.

30/Apr/43   Weather favourable for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights during the day
and night.
It being the end of the month most sections are busy making out returns.
Voluntary sports were carried out in the drill hall and quite a number participated.
The M.T. Section completed their overhaul of the stake truck and all other vehicles are serviceable.
It was announced today that the quota set for this station for the fourth Victory Loan Campaign had
been exceeded by $3,400 only four days after the loan was launched and that a total of $48,400 has
been reached. The efforts of officials on this station have been well rewarded.
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30/Apr/43  Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians       
                                                           
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     116            3             1032             128     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                          5                                 2               10

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                           1                                   1  
Postal                                                                                                 3
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      



Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             43 
Chater Relief Field                                                                                                                   3
Others                                                                                                                                     74                
                                                                                                                                                         
                                  Total Staff                122        3              1038             138                   122
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               137
          R.A.F.                                                                      8
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 49   
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              37                                                           
                                         
                                                                                                    231                                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH     Serviceable     Unserviceable  
                     Crane                      71                     28                        
                     Anson                       5                       3
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1/May/43   Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or
                                                                 Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians       
                                                           
STAFF      R.C.A.F.                                     117            3             1035             128     
R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty                          2                                 2               10

Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

R.C.A.S.C.               -              Nil
C.D.C.                                                           1                                   1  
Postal                                                                                                  3
R.A.F.                      -              Nil                                                                                      



Civilians
Barrack Warden                                                                                                                      1
Meteorologist                                                                                                                          1
Works and Buildings                                                                                                             44 
Others                                                                                                                                     77                
                                                                                                                                                         
                                  Total Staff                120        3              1041             138                   123
                                                                                                                                                      

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                               140
          R.A.F.                                                                       9
                     R.A.A.F.                                                                 49   
                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                              37                                                           
                                         
                                                                                                   235                                               

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH     Serviceable     Unserviceable  
                     Crane                      84                     10                        
                     Anson                       5                       3
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1/May/43   Due to high winds and rain flying was washed out during the afternoon, but a slight
increase in the number of hours logged was gained during the morning.  No night flying was carried
out. 
The University Air Training Corps, consisting of a group of students from Manitoba University,
arrived on the station today, accompanied by F/L Armstrong, their adjutant. These students are to
undergo a two weeks course of training in drill and in certain ground school subjects. They were
assigned to their quarters and issued with bedding.
A shipment of equipment, consisting of miscellaneous items, was received from No. 7 Equipment
Depot, Winnipeg.
The hospital staff were kept busy doing medicals on the new University students who have just
arrived on the station.
Six A.E.M.'s were taken on strength and reported from T.T.S. St. Thomas.
The regular informal Saturday night party was held in the Officers' Mess, which was quite well
attended by both members and guests.
The usual Saturday night party in the Sergeants' Mess was also well attended and a very enjoyable
evening was spent by all those present.
The Drill Hall was a very popular spot today as due to rain and wind outdoor sports were not
possible, and many of the station personnel participated in voluntary sports in ths Drill Hall.
Two clerk accountants W.D. and one Meteorological Observer W.D. received appointments to the
rank of Corporal.
Several dishwashers in the Airmen's Mess were drafted today and their loss will be keenly felt due to



the arrival of the 100 University Students, who are bound to make considerably more work in the line
of dishwashing.

2/May/43   Weather was not favourable for flying in the morning, but improved to the extent of
allowing dual flying only in the afternoon. Some of the University students were treated to a little
flying at that time.
The Commanding Officer and Chief Ground Instructor gave lectures to the students of the University
Air Training Corps, after which they visited various sections of the station.
S/L A.B. Rosevear, O.C. the University Air Training Corps, arrived on the station today.
No movements of major equipment were reported by Equipment Section today.
Church Parade was quite well attended, the number being increased due to the fact that there was no
flying, and to the presence of the University students. 
One A.E.M. reported on the station from T.T.S. St. Thomas.
The Drill Hall was again kept busy today when voluntary sports were carried out both afternoon and
evening.

3/May/43   Flying weather very favourable and normal routine carried out by all flights.
The programme of lectures and drill for the University Air Training Corps began in earnest this
corning at Ground Instructional School.
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3/May/43 (Cont’d)  Twenty-two L.4 and 2 L.6 engines were received on the station from No. 7
Equipment Depot today. 
A major operation was performed at the station hospital this morning, and the patient is reported
progressing favourably.
Personnel of Servicing Squadron are being kept busy doing 7 wing changes in No. 5 hangar.
Plans for the new stake truck platform are being carried to completion as the lumber ordered some
time ago arrived at the M.T. Section today.
Baseball practice scheduled for this evening had to be washed out due to a sudden rise of wind.
P.T. and games were carried out for one hour in the Drill Hall for course 79 and the students of the
University Air Training Corps.
The W.D.'s carried out squadron drill on the drill square today.
The help situation in the Airmen's Mess was greatly relieved by the arrival of potential aircrew.

4/May/43   Flying weather not of the best, but wings tests were carried out for course 73. Flying was
washed out for three hours due to low ceiling and rain. No night flying was carried out due to weather
conditions. 
The University Air Training Corps are continuing lectures in G.I.S. and have been found weak in
Navigation, so special emphasis will be given to that subject.
     major operation was performed at the station hospital by the medical staff this morning. 
Twenty-four Jacobs L4MB engines arrived at the station for storage, twelve of which were placed in
M.T. bays.
An emergency meeting of the Officers' Mess Committee was held today at 1230 hours.



The N.C.O.'s held a Committee meeting in the Sergeants' Mess which was well attended, and the
business dealt with satisfactorily.
The posting of M.T. personnel has been keenly felt in that section, particularly when night flying is in
progress. The new stake platform has been completed.
The station was visited by S/L E.S. Hammett, Command Auxiliary Services Officer.
Course 77 and the students of the University Air Training Corps were given drill and P.T. for an
hour. 
The W.D.'s had drill and, a few precision movements were undertaken. The Service Police were also
given one hour's drill.
A new W.D. W.O.G. arrived from No. 1 Wireless School, Montreal.
A meeting of Airmen's wives was held on the station in the W.D. Recreation Centre, following which
they were served refreshments, and given free attendance to the station theatre with “Arabian Nights”
showing.
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5/May/43   Wings testing for Course 73 is continuing but the weather is unfavourable for any other
flying in the morning on account of low ceiling and poor visibility.
The weekly station parade was held at 0800 hours this morning, at which time the flag raising
ceremony was carried out. The University Air Training Corps attended this parade, and were
inspected by the Commanding Officer. Following the inspection a route march was carried out, after
which G.I.S. Squadron was selected to do one hour's squadron drill.
WO2 McEwen of the Equipment Section received word today of posting to Defoe, Sask., while
another Equipment assistant was posted to the Northwest Stage Route.
The hospital staff are kept busy with the number of operations have been performed on airmen of this
station as well as from outside points. Two more minor operations took place this morning.
The weekly open house in the W.D. Recreation Centre took the form of a bingo party and dance,
which was well attended and very much enjoyed by all.
A greet deal of activity was noted in the Drill Hall today when course 73 and the Service Police were
given P.T. and the University students carried out a period of P.T. and games.
About sixty airwomen attended a dance at No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers, to which they had previously received
an invitation. A very enjoyable time was had by all those who went with the party.
S.O. Jeff from A.F.H.Q. visited the station and made an inspection of the Airmen's Mess, on which
she expressed some very satisfactory comments.

6/May/43   There was a light fall of snow in the early morning which made flying impossible until
0930 hours.
A Re-Selection Board was assembled to discuss ceased training pupils.
The University students are working hard at G.I.S. to prepare for their first navigation flight.
A shipment of equipment was received on the station from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg.
A tonsillectomy was performed on an airwoman of this station at the hospital this morning. The
patient is reported progressing favourably.
The Deputy Inspector General, Air Vice-Marshal Cuffe arrived on the station for a short visit last
evening and proceeded to No. 2 "M" Depot for inspection.
Vehicle No. 32-411 has been freshly painted, greatly improving its appearance, while a new by-pass



has been made up for the crash tender, thus keeping M.T. personnel fairly busy. An Australian was
taken on strength in that section today.
The Station Entertainment Committee held a meeting today to discuss plans for a dance to be held on
the 17th May, the 2nd Anniversary of the opening of No. 12 S.F.T.S.
Voluntary sports, P.T. and games were carried out in the Drill Hall by University Air Training Corps
and Service Police.
Three W.D.'s were sent to the station hospital to lend assistance there as the help situation is
becoming very acute.
Work on the extension of walls in the Airmen's Mess is progressing.

7/May/43   Air Commodore T.A. Lawrence, Air Officer Commanding, No. 2 Training Command,
arrived on the station
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7/May/43 (Cont’d)  by air this morning and proceeded to No. 2 "M" Depot to make an inspection of
that Unit. 
The Chief Instructor attended a Court-Martial on the station today.
Flying weather has been excellent with all wings tests and documents for pupils of course 73 having
been completed.
G.I.S. held their weekly squadron parade this morning with a good turn-out of officers and men.
Cessnas 8655, 8720, 8737 and 8746 were sent to Prairie Airways today for major, overhaul, and three
Anson tail planes were received from No. 11 Equipment Depot, Calgary.
The large autoclave in the hospital has finally been completed and is a welcome addition to the
facilities provided at the hospital in view of the number of operations that have been necessary in the
past.
Eight Cornell aircraft on a ferrying trip landed at the station today and took off again early in the
afternoon.
Four Crane aircraft were ferried to Prairie Airways for major overhaul.
A Court-Martial, was convened on the station today to conduct the trial of flight Sergeant S.R.J.
Hawkins.  The members of the Court-Martial were luncheon guests at the Officers' Mess. 
A W.D. Driver Transport was posted away from the station today further decreasing the staff of the
M.T. Section.
The P.T. Officer and his staff were kept busy conducting P.T. and drill periods for Courses 77 and
79, Service Police and the University Air Training Corps.
The sheet metal for dishwashing tables in the Airmen's Mess arrived today, a much needed
improvement. 
A.S.O. Coles arrived on the station on temporary duty for instruction in messing.

8/May/43   Weather clear but windy. However flying was carried out, and the University Air Cadets
were taken for familiarization flights. A Commissioning meeting was held by the Chief Instructor
and Squadron Commanders for Course 73.
Crawler tractor l462/21-830 was received from McDonald, Man., while tractor 288l/21-650 was
transferred from this station to McDonald.
The hospital reports that several patients were discharged from the Isolation wing today.



Nine A.E.M.'s and one A.F.M. were taken on strength today on posting from T.T.S. St. Thomas.
The usual Saturday night party held in the Officers' Mess was well attended and enjoyed by all
present.
A large draft of personnel were brought to the station today via M.T., 2 of whom reported to the M.T.
Section for duty.
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8/May/43 (Cont’d)  Impromptu sports and exercises were carried out by a large number during both
afternoon and evening. 
Two hospital assistants W.D. were posted in from T.T.S., St. Thomas, which will greatly aid the
hospital staff who are kept quite busy caring for the large number of patients in the Isolation Wing
and in the hospital proper.
Two clerk stenos, two clerks general and two M.T. Drivers were also posted in, making much needed
additions to W.D. staff in various sections.

9/May/43   It was impossible to carry out flying in the morning due to unfavourable weather.   
However, an attempt was made to fly in the afternoon but could not continue after 1430 hours on
account of rain and low visibility. The weather was also very unfavourable for a visitors day at the
station when in aid of the Fourth Victory Loan Drive a display of aircraft and other equipment was
laid out on the drill square for inspection. In spite of the weather, however, a fairly large number of
visitors appeared to take advantage of the opportunity offered them.
The hospital reports a fairly quiet day, although several W.D.'s reported for medicals on posting to
this station.
Mr. Cadigan, B.G. Spark Plug Co., representative, visited Maintenance today re spark plug
maintenance and operation. Four Crane aircraft were ferried from Prairie Airways for allotment to
and immediate establishment of this school.
Open house held at Sergeants’ Mess but very few guests were in attendance. 
Voluntary sports and exercises were carried out all day in the drill hall.
The station theatre is proving to be a popular rendezvous during this cold weather and a particularly
large crowd attended the showing of a very timely picture "Commandos Strike at Dawn".

10/May/43   There was a heavy fall of snow early this morning which made flying impossible until
1030 hours.
Runways had to be cleared with a snow plow, and walks had to be shovelled off.
Posting action on course 73 has been completed. . -
Pupils of course 75 are studying hard for examinations in Ground School. 
Cessnas 7735 and. 8097 were received from Prairie Airways after major overhaul.
The Isolation Hospital continues to hold its own with regard to the number of patients admitted each
day. There has been little slackening in the number of infectious disease cases to be .taken care of. A  
minor operation was performed by the medical staff this morning.
An Anson aircraft from Saskatoon, headed for No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, was forced to land at this
aerodrome as the runways at Souris were unserviceable due to the heavy snow in the morning.
Maintenance basketball team was defeated by the officers by a close score of 24-18 after a keenly
contested game. This was the .final game in the station house league and another interesting



basketball season has been brought to a close. 
P.T. and games were carried out by Course 79 and the University Students.
The regular monthly meeting of the Officers' Mess Committee was held at 1230 hours in the mess
today.
The personnel of No. 12 exceeded their quota for the 4th Victory Loan by reaching a grand tot«l of
$101,500.
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10/May/43 (Cont’d)  Plans for the big carnival and dance to be held on the 17th of May are
progressing and it is expected that it will be one of the outstanding events of its kind to be held on
this station. Invitations have been extended to the C.W.A.C. at A.4 and Shilo Camp to attend this
function. 
A new canteen steward, W.D., reported for work in the W.D. Recreation Centre.

11/May/43  Weather is good for flying though cold and a little windy. Preparations are being made
for the Wings Parade for Course 73 to be held on Thursday evening 13th May.
Course 75 have begun writing their final examinations.
A carload of engines was received from Prairie Airways today. 
Two minor operations were performed at the station hospital.
The monthly mess dinner was held this evening in the Officers' Mess. Major Routh, Officer
Commanding 1st Canadian Paratroops, was guest speaker and gave a very interesting address.   
Other guests were W/C Hodgette and S/L Thompson of No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon.
Extensive alterations are being made in the Sergeants' Mess, including the laying of a new maple
floor in the mess hall, repairing the kitchen, repairing table, cleaning of drapes, after which a decided
improvement will be noted.
A general clean-up was carried out by personnel of M.T. Section in preparation for the Commending
Officer's inspection.
P.T. and Drill were carried out by Course 77 and the University Air Training Corps, and voluntary
sports and exercises were participated in by a fairly large number of personnel throughout the
afternoon and evening.
The W.D.'s carried out squadron drill today and an improvement has been noted.
Choir practice was held in the evening and it was decided that a glee club should be formed under the
direction of P/O Roberts.
The weekly swimming party was held at the Y.M.C.A. and this weekly event is increasing in
popularity as more and more W.D.'s express the desire to take part.
A large attendance was noted at the station theatre this evening when a popular picture was shown.
The attendance at the theatre is consistently good despite the approach of warm weather.

12/May/43  Weather is quite favourable for flying and Course 73 have completed their flying hours.  
G. and  H. flights carried out night flying. Class 75 are writing their final examinations and it is
expected that their results will be quite good.
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12/May/43 (Cont’d) Cessna Crane 8105 was received today from Carberry.
The weekly station parade was held this morning at which time the flag was raised, followed by a
route march and Commanding Officer's inspection. Maintenance Wing was selected to do one hour's
squadron drill after the parade.
The Station hospital staff were kept busy doing medicals on course 73, who will graduate to-morrow
evening. Two minor operations were also performed on two airmen of this station, thus keeping the
staff supplied with plenty of work besides their daily routine.
G/C McCaul, Senior Aeronautical Engineering Officer of No. 2 Training Command, visited
Maintenance Wing today.
Five airmen reported at Maintenance on temporary duty from No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg.
Course 73 held a very successful graduation dinner in the Prince Edward Hotel which was thoroughly
enjoyed by all those present.
Alterations in the Sergeants' Mess are progressing and already a great improvement can be noted. 
A hardball practice was held on the sports field which was well attended as 22 men turned out and
displayed  their ability as ball players. It is expected that No, 12 will be able to field a very good ball
club.
The Drill Hall was placed out of bounds today as extensive preparations are being made for the big
station carnival and dance on the 17th.
Another W.D. Hospital Assistant was posted in from. No. l Wireless School, Montreal, a welcome
addition to the hospital staff.
About sixty airwomen spent a very enjoyable evening at a dance at No. 33 S.F.T.S. Carberry. 
Painting of walls and ceiling of the kitchen in the Airmen's Mess has begun.

13/May/43  Weather excellent for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights. Drill sessions
held for instructors of A, B, C, and F flights for three hours. Flying was washed out at 1630 hours as
Wings Parade was being held for the pupils of course 73. The Parade was held at 1900 hours on
central school grounds in the City of Brandon, to which all citizen's were invited, the object being to
bring home to the minds of the people the full significance of what their support of the Victory Loan
means to a Service Flying Training School. A large crowd was in attendance to witness the
presentation of the wings and to hear the Commanding Officer's address, in which he solicited the
support of all the people in Brandon for the Fourth Victory Loan. The Wings were presented to a
mixed group of R.C.A.F, R.A.A.F.  and R.A.F. students by W/C W.G. Welstead, Commanding
Officer. Mayor F.H, Young, an ever faithful attendant at our Wings Parades, presented the citizens of
Brandon plaque to the honour student, AUS422751 LAC Sykes. S.J.
A complete tour of inspection of the station was made by the Commanding Officer today. 
The Isolation Wing of the hospital is a very busy place as the admission and discharge of patients
continues steadily.
Voluntary sports were carried out, and the sports field was put to good use when a hardball and
softball practice was held, and well attended by interested personnel.
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13/May/43 (Cont’d)  Word was received today that Wing Officer Walker, senior W.D. Staff Officer,
and Squadron Officer Davey, senior W.D. Medical Officer, from Air Force Headquarters, would visit



the station on Wednesday, l9th May. 
Work is in progress to repair the roof of the bake shop in the Airmen's Mess, while the addition to the
garbage room has already been started.

14/May/43   The newly commissioned graduates of course 73 received notification of commissioning
from F/L G.R. Youngs, Officer Commanding No. 2 Squadron.
The University Air Training Corps today came to the end of their course on this station with the
writing of their final examinations, and were given a very happy send off at a banquet given in their
honour in the Airmen's Mess at 1900 hours. Among the guests were the Commanding Officer and 
various officers and N.C.O.'s, who had been instructors for the students. One of the University
Students acted as chairman for the evening, while music for dancing and singing was provided by a
group from down town. 
The evening was brought to a very happy and successful conclusion with a sing-song. 
About 100 airmen and airwomen visited A.4 A.T.C in Brandon this evening to attend a very excellent
concert entitled "Massey Harris Combines", which came to Brandon from Toronto to entertain
service personnel. It proved to be an outstanding show and was much enjoyed. 
Two Crane aircraft were ferried to Prairie Airways for major overhaul.
The repairs to the floor of the mess hall in the N.C.O.'s Mess have been held up as the sanding
machine is not available at the present time. In the meantime, the N.C.O.'s are taking their meals in
the Airmen's Mess.
Repairs to the Dump Truck are keeping personnel in the M.T. Section fairly busy. It is expected that
the vehicle will be serviceable very soon.
Preparations for the carnival being held Monday night are proceeding satisfactorily and it is expected
that everything will be in readiness for the celebration of the 2nd Anniversary of this station's
opening.
A baseball practice was held this evening on the sports field and there was a good turn out.

15/May/43  Weather only fair for flying due to low ceiling and rain, and it was possible to carry out
dual flying only all day.
The University Air Training Corps left the station today after completing their two weeks course of
instruction at this Unit.
39 R.A.F. men, who were proceeding to Virden, were taken off the train at Brandon, and on reporting
to 
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15/May/43 (Cont’d)  this station were placed in quarantine by the Medical Officer.
One A.E.M. corporal was struck off strength on posting to Newfoundland.
The regular Saturday night party in the Officers' Mess was well attended and there were several
visiting officers from No. 17 S.F.T.S, Souris. Newly commissioned officers, who had been N.C.O.’s
on the flying instructor staff on the station for some time, were welcomed to the Mess.
Mr. Phalen, head of the Knights of Columbus Auxiliary Services in Ottawa, on tour from coast to
coast, visited the station today in company with Mr. Shea, the K. of C. representative in Winnipeg.
They were guests in the Officers' Mess for luncheon.
An airwoman from this station, LAW Trembley, was married today, the service being held in a



church in Brandon, and conducted by F/L Bainbridge, the Station Padre.
Two W.D. Motor Transport Drivers were posted in from No. 2 K.T.S., Toronto.

16/May/43  There was no flying in the morning, but solo flying was carried out in the afternoon by 2
flights only.
Church Parade was very well attended and an excellent service was conducted by the Station Padre,
F/L Bainbridge. The station was visited today by S/L H. MacFarlane, Command Chaplain (P).
A very successful and enjoyable skeet shoot was held on the station this afternoon, in which various
officers and N.C.O.'s participated. G/C Brown, Commanding Officer of No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, was
an interested spectator.
An exceptionally large crowd was in attendance at the station theatre this evening to witness the
Canadian premiere showing of an outstanding film entitled "Hangmen Also Die."
Part of Course 81, consisting mainly of Australians, reported on the station today.
Final preparations are being made in the Drill Hall for the carnival and dance to-morrow night.
Five W.D. Wireless Operators Ground, reported in from No. 1 Wireless School, Montreal.

17/May/43  Weather is excellent for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights. F/L R.E.A.
Nicolson, O.C. “C” Flight has been appointed Examining Officer of No. 2 Squadron to replace F/L
S.G.R. Thompson, who has been posted overseas. F/O S. Britton is now O.C. "C" Flight.
The balance of course 81 arrived on the station today and reported at G.I.S.
Cessnas 7763 and 7803 were transferred from stored reserve to strength today.
One minor operation was performed at the station hospital this morning.
Two senior N.C.O.'s were posted from Maintenance Wing to K.T.S. Trenton, for an administrative
course offered especially for senior N.C.O.'s to better fit them for work they may be required to do in
the future.
This evening a very successful carnival and dance were held in the drill hall in celebration of the 2nd
Anniversary of this station taking its place in the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan.
A very large crowd of both service personnel and civilians attended, and participated in all the
entertainment provided for them, proceeds from which are to be used for the benefit of the airmen.
It was pronounced one of the most successful functions ever held on this station.
The floor of the mess hall in the Sergeants' Mess is still under repair and the N.C.O.'s are obliged to
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17/May/43 (Cont’d)  continue having their meals ir the Airmen's Mess.

18/May/43  The weather is continuing fine and all courses are able to keep well up with their
schedule of flying. 
The Chief Instructor is away today attending a Court-Martial at No. 3 B & G, McDonald. 
F/O G.A. Webster, O.C, "H" Flight has received posting to Dorval.
A programme of drill and lectures has been arranged by the Chief Ground Instructor, S/L D.G. Joy,
for the Minnedosa Air Cadets on Saturday, 22nd May/43.

The Senior Equipment Officer, F/L R.G. Hamilton, is on temporary duty at No. 2 Training Command
on an equipment conference.



One major operation was performed at the station hospital this morning, while the number of
infectious disease cases continues to increase as patients from surrounding stations are admitted from
time to time.
P/O Songhurst, Aeronautical Engineering Branch, reported on temporary duty from No. 2 Training
Command, re Central Maintenance Organization problems.
Personnel of the M.T. Section are overhauling and painting the small tender. A small tractor and
plow were taken to Chater in order to prepare soil for a garden at that field. Repairs are necessary on
the station wagon as the shackle has been broken.
Much activity was noted in the drill hall today as clean-up operations were in progress after the party
last evening.
W.D. Barracks and canteen are being put in good shape in preparation for the visit of Wing Officer
Walker and Squadron Officer Davey from A.F.H.Q.  The canteen has been made most attractive by
painting of floor and walls, the hanging of drapes and the installation of a fireplace, which adds
greatly to the sense of general comfort provided.
The hospital staff suffered the loss of one W.D. hospital assistant, who received posting to No. 1
Wireless School, Montreal.

19/May/43  Weather very favourable for flying and normal routine carried out by all flights.
A Commanding Officer's parade was held this morning at which time the flag raising ceremony was
carried out, followed by a route march accompanied by the No. 2 “M” Depot band, whose services
were borrowed for the occasion, and which, it was felt, greatly improved the whole parade.
The Commanding Officer flew in to Winnipeg today, accompanied by Major Keane of Paratroop
Headquarters, Ottawa.
Wing Officer Walker and Squadron Officer Davey of R.C.A.F.(W.D.) Headquarters, Ottawa, arrived
by air from
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19/May/43 (Cont’d) Winnipeg and after visiting several sections in which airwomen were working,
Wing Officer Walker addressed an assembly of W.D.'s.  Following luncheon in the Officers' Mess,
they proceeded with their inspection of barracks and canteens.
A very successful open bouse was held in the W.D. Canteen this evening, and a large crowd of
airwomen and their guests spent a very enjoyable time.
The tennis courts and baseball diamond are being made ready for an extensive programme of sports
to be carried out during the summer months.
Lectures in first aid are to be given to personnel of the M.T. Section. The crash tender has been
overhauled and the station wagon repaired, making both vehicles serviceable once again.
Three minor operations were performed at the station hospital this morning.
Alterations and repairs in the N.C.O.'s Mess are nearing completion and the N.C.O.'s are looking
forward to the day when they will be able to take their meals in their own mess hall once again.

20/May/43  Weather favourable for flying and normal routine carried out by all flights both afternoon
and evening. 
Re-Selection boards have been completed on three ceased training cases.
Preparations are being carried to completion for the visit to this station of the Minnedosa Air Cadets.



There is not any let up in the number of patients admitted to hospital as three more minor operations
were performed by the Medical Staff this morning.
P/O Songhurst, at Maintenance on temporary duty, departed for No. 2 Training Command today on
completion of his term of duty.
The dump truck is being prepared for painting while the tires on the panel truck are very bad and
attempts are being made to replace at least two of them.
Baseball practice is having good results as many fine ball players are being discovered, and it is
hoped that No. 12 will have a ball team that will make a good showing in any league.
Service Police are continuing their drill periods and during P.T. periods, students are doing consider-
able work on the tennis courts, which, it is hoped, will be ready for play very soon.
A W.D. photographer was posted in from Rockcliffe station and has now taken up her duties in the
Photographic Section in G.I.S.
Twelve W.D. Corporals attended a Corporals’ dance at Carberry this evening and all were
enthusiastic in describing a very enjoyable evening.
A new table for dirty dishes is now under construction for the Airmen's Mess.

21/May/43  Weather very good for flying and normal routine carried out during day and night.
Cessnas 8750, 8685 and 7808 were ferried to Prairie Airways for overhaul.
F/Sgt. P.J. Cooper, A.F.M. "A" received posting to No. 2 “M” Depot, having remustered to aircrew.
Four AC2's were also posted on remustering while one electrician was posted to Western Air
Command, Headquarters, Vancouver, B.C.
A general clean-up was carried out la the M.T. Section today.

http://heritage.canadiana.ca/search?q0.0=C-12349
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21/May/43 (Cont’d) A picture show was put on for the patients of the Isolation Wing, called "Seven

Days Leave", which was much enjoyed by the 35 patients who were able to attend.

G.I.S. held squadron parade In the afternoon. The W.D.'s held softball practice, while hardball

practice was carried out for the men, with a good turn-out to both.

A meeting of W.D. N.C.O. 's was  held in the W.D. Recreational Centre.

The Sergeants' Mess alterations and repairs are still not completed and all senior N.C.O.'s are

continuing to take their meals in the Airmen's Mess.

 
22/May/43  The weather has warmed up considerably and is excellent for flying. Normal routine was
carried out both day and night by all flights.

http://heritage.canadiana.ca/search?q=C-12349
http://heritage.canadiana.ca/search?q=C-12349
http://heritage.canadiana.ca/search?q0.0=C-12349


The Minnedosa Air Cadets arrived on the station today for a programme of lectures and drill

arranged by the Chief Ground Instructor.

No unusual happenings at the hospital today, but there are still a large number of patients that require

constant care.

Five A.E.M.'s were taken on strength on posting from T.T.S., St. Thomas. Sgt. Graham arrived on

temporary duty from No. 2 Training Command on contact inspection of Control Room and Technical

Publications.

The usual Saturday night informal party was not so well attended and very few guests were present.

Repairs to the Sergeants' Mess are nearing completion with the waxing and polishing of the dining

room floor and it shouldn't be long until the Sergeants will be able to go to their own dining room for

meals instead of to the Airmen’s Mess.

The body of the dump truck was painted today and great improvement in the appearance of the

vehicle was noted.

The P.T. and Drill officer was kept busy giving drill and P.T. to the Minnedosa Cadets, while some

voluntary sports were carried out in the Drill Hall.

One W.D. clerk general was posted in from No. 2 K.T.S. Toronto. 

The staff at the Airmen’s Mess were busier than usual today preparing for the Minnedosa Cadets.

23/May/43  No flying this morning, but flying commenced at 1300 hours and carried on through the

night.

A large attendance at Church Parade was noted this morning as all those not on leave, pass. or duty

were present.  F/L Bainbridge, Station Padre, conducted the service.

A new group of the University Air Training Corps arrived on the station for a two weeks' course of

drill and lectures. They were issued with bedding and assigned to their quarters.
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23/May/43  (Cont’d) Three Wireless Mechanics were taken on strength on posting from No.1

Wireless School, Montreal.

A buffet supper was served in the Officers’ Mess to which a number of officers invited their wives.

The Sergeants' Mess is at last in good repair once again, and meals were served in the mess hall, an

event which pleased all those concerned.

Voluntary sports were carried out during the afternoon and evening, with many participating in

badminton and horseshoes.

It was necessary for the M.T. to make a trip to Shilo today to pick up some parts for certain vehicles

which have been very difficult to obtain through L.P.O.



24/May/43  The weather has again became cloudy with rain and poor visibility.  Flying commenced

at 1000 hours, but it was necessary to wash it out at 1710 hours, and night flying was not carried out

at all.

The new group of University Air Training Corps began lectures in G.I.S. today.

No. 20-176 Tractor light International was received from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg.

Another minor operation was performed by the medical staff this morning.

Six A.E.M.'s were struck off strength on posting to No. 3   Repair Depot, Vancouver, B.C.

The idea of floor coverings for the new hardwood floor in the Sergeants’ Mess is being considered

with a view to keeping the floor in as new a condition as possible. The kitchen is still under repair,

but work in that section is progressing rapidly.

The first aid course for all M.T. personnel has begun. One LAC was posted from M.T. Section to No.

1 "Y" Depot.

Due to the unfavourable weather it was impossible to carry out sports on the sports field and it was

necessary to hold periods of drill and P.T. in the Drill Hall. Drill tests were carried out in the

afternoon.

W.D.'s were given a blanket pass so that they might attend the Mart Kenny dance and concert down

town tonight, which the majority of the girls were only too happy to take advantage of. 

Pipes were painted and walls cleaned in the Airmen's Mess today, making a great improvement in the

appearance of the Mess

25/May/1943  The weather remains cold and rainy and very unfavourable for flying. There was dual

flying only in the morning.

G/C White, New Zealand Liaison Officer, arrived on the station by air at 1430 hours and spoke to the

New Zealand pupils in G.I.S.

The Chief Instructor held a Re-Selection Board for ceased training aircrew today.

No movement of major equipment all day. The Senior Equipment Officer was away  all day on a

Court-Martial at No, 2 “M” Depot, Brandon,

Plans are being made for a general clean-up and paint job on the bar in the Sergeants’ Mess, in

keeping with the alterations and repairs that have just recently been completed.

A two-way radio is being installed in the station police car, an improvement which has been needed

for some time.
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25  May/43 (Cont’d)  The K. of C. representative distributed games and stationery today to variousth

institutes on the station. 



Voluntary sports were carried out in the drill hall, as well as P.T. & drill for course 79 and the

University Air Training Corps.

Choir practice was held this evening under the direction of F/O C.M. Roberts. There has been good

attendance at choir practice and satisfactory progress is being made. 

Clothing parade was held for the W.D.’s today. The new uniforms are gradually being issued to all

the girls and the smartness of the new uniforms is keenly appreciated by all. 

A vast improvement was noted in the dishwashing unit of the Airmen's Mess when a new all metal

table was installed. 

26/May/43  A cold, rainy, foggy dry, which cleared somewhat in the late afternoon, but not enough to

allow flying instruction. The Chief Instructor and Squadron Commanders held  Re-Selection Boards

on ceased training cases.  In the evening Air Vice-Marshal Colyer, R.A.F., and party composed of

Mr. G.W. Dyke of the United Kingdom Air Mission at Ottawa, S/L W.H. Corkhill in charge of R.A.F.

personnel in No. 2 Training Command, and F/L Eshelman, Winnipeg, arrived by air from Estevan

and were met and entertained at the Officers’ Mess, where a very enjoyable dinner was arranged,

attended by civilian guests from Brandon, and Col. English, Commanding Officer of A.4 A.T.C.  

The members of the Mess and guests were pleased to have the opportunity of meeting such a

distinguished guest and listened with keen interest to his address after the dinner.

Arrangements are being made for the installation on this station of r synthetic D.R. trainer, and for

synthetic radio practice.

The hospital is expecting a visit from the Principal Medical Officer and has been busy cleaning up in

preparation.

Clean-up operations were in progress in the Mess and ante room of the Sergeants' Mess. There is   a

shortage of General Duties in the kitchen and one cook is on sick leave. 

All vehicles in the M.T. Section are pronounced serviceable and ready for immediate use. 

The Commanding Officer's parade was held at 0800 hours, followed by the flag-raising ceremony.

The band from No. 2 "M" Depot was again in attendance, and it is felt more strongly than ever that a

band is indispensable to a good parade. Following a route march around the station, No. 2 Squadron

was selected by the Commanding Officer to do one hour's squadron drill.

Later on in the day the Brandon Air Cadets held a parade on the Athletic Grounds in .Brandon and

were inspected by the Commanding Officer.
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26 May/43 (cont). Voluntary sports were carried out in the drill hall while P.T. and drill were given

to course 79 for a period of one hour.



There was a good attendance at open house held in the W.D. Recreation Centre this evening, and it is

noted that the popularity of this occasion is steadily increasing.

27 May/43  Flying weather has been quite good all day and normal routine carried out in all flights

both day and night.

A major operation was performed by the Medical Staff today and earlier this morning Air

Vice-Marshal Colyer and the Commanding Officer visited the hospital.

Maintenance reports that 87 aircraft are serviceable and on the line.

The softball team chosen from Repair Squadron held a practice today between 1600 an 1700 hours to

prepare for the a tiff competition they expect to meet in the house league this season. 

All vehicles are serviceable in the M.T. Section. The Air Vice-Marshal paid a brief visit to that

section this morning.

Another movie was shown at the hospital tonight and about 43 were able to attend. This method of

entertaining convalescent patients is very popular and is meeting with whole-hearted approval.

The station softball seam team travelled to Shilo for the first game of the season, and met defeat by a

score of 4 - 2.

A hardball practice was held and a good team is being built up to represent this station in the district

league.

Drill and P.T. periods for the University Air Training Corps were carried out during the morning and

afternoon. Other voluntary sports and exercises were participated in by quite a number of personnel.

Air vice-Marshal Colyer visited the W.D. barracks and Recreation Centre today. He also visited the

Airmen's Mess and made satisfactory comments during his tour of the various sections.

28 May/43  Weather favourable for flying and normal routine carried out by all flights.

During night flying exercises, a plane, piloted by Sgt. W.G. Kentall, AUS420209, accompanied by

two pupils NZ421512 LAC Ingley, Raymond Thomas and NZ421392 LAC Osborne, Thomas

Frampton, crashed about five miles north east of the station, killing all three. W/C. Mirabelle, Chief

Instructor at No.17 S.F.T.S., Souris, was appointed Investigating Officer, but no apparent cause for

the accident was brought to light.

Another movie was shown in the Isolation Hospital with an attendance of about 33. This popular

practice is meeting with highly satisfactory results and the patients seem to appreciate it very much.

Hard ball practice was held this evening and the sports field was put to good use as the participants

played enthusiastically. Voluntary sports and P.T. periods were carried out in the drill hall. 

Painting in the bake shop of the Airmen's Mess has been completed and a decided improvement is

noted. 

There was a large attendance at the Station theatre this evening to witness the showing of



"Pittsburgh" a recently made movie with a popular cast.
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29/May/43  The weather is clear and warm today, with excellent visibility, allowing normal flying

routine all day.

The funeral service for the Australian Instructor, Sgt, Kendall and the two New Zealanders, LAC's

Osborne and Ingley was conducted by the Station Padre, F'/L. Bainbridge, at the chapel at 1430 hours. 

The funeral party proceeded to the Brandon Cemetery where interment was made with full military

honours. Many beautiful floral tributes were sent by friends of the three boys. 

Cessna No. 8077 was received from Prairie Airways for storage.

An airman was admitted to the station hospital this morning, the victim of an aircraft accident at

Neepawa.

Maintenance reports 90 aircraft serviceable and on the line. 

A snooker tournament between officers got well under way this evening when a number of officers

and lady guests were interested spectators at the keen competition displayed by the experts in the

Officers' Mess.

The students of the University Air Training Corps were taken up for navigation flights today.

Impromptu sports and exercises were carried out all day in the drill hall, while hardball practice and

horseshoes were participated in on the sports field. 

A W.D. Equipment Assistant was posted in from K.T.S., Trenton.

30/May/43  Once again the weather has become unsettled and only fair for flying. Flying had to be

washed out this morning due to cold and low ceiling with intermittent showers. Four instructors,

namely, F/O.'s Borchers and McQueen and P/O'.s Bridgeman and Fox were posted to No. 17 S.F.T.S.

Souris.

Church Parade was held this morning and was well attended, particularly since flying was washed

out. 

Four A.E.M.'s were taken on strength on posting from T.T.S., St. Thomas and two electricians were

also taken on strength on posting from St. Thomas.

A very enjoyable skeet shoot was held this afternoon attended by a few guests and several officers.

Later, a delightful buffet supper was served in the Officers' Mess.

A number of guests from Rivers and Souris visited the Sergeants' Mess this evening.

Corporal Morrison, D.R., M.M.M.T., received posting today to Labrador from this station. A genera1

clean-up of all vehicles was carried out today.

The sports field was a busy spot today with baseball and horseshoes being indulged in by personnel. 



The W.D. canteen is proving to be a very popular place and an exceptionally large crowd was in

attendance during the evening.

 31/May/43  Heavy rain all day and flying washed out completely.
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31/May/43 (cont'd)     F/O Ian McLeod was selected for No. 10 Armament Pilots course at Mountain

View. 

Six L.4 engines were sent to Standard Machine for overhaul,   Cessna F.J. 239 was sent to St. Thomas

for instructional purposes.

The staff at the hospital have been kept busy today completing monthly returns.

F/Sgt. Farr, electrician "A", has been posted to No. 9 Repair Depot for a period of seven days

temporary duty.

The small crash tender is being stripped for re-painting.   Starter and ring gear repairs are necessary

for the small tractor.

Courses 75 and 81 were given P.T. in the drill hall white volley ball and other voluntary sports were

carried out. Wet and cold weather made play on the sports field impossible.

Alterations to the bake shop in the Airmen's Mess are almost completed and there now remains only

the painting of the oven and the metal covering for the ceiling.

The unfavourable weather resulted in an exceptionally large crowd at the station theatre this evening

for the showing of "Three Hearts for Julia", a light comedy.
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31/May/43     Personnel Strength                                            Airmen or

                                                                Officers       W.D.    Other Ranks    W.D.    Civilians

   STAFF        RCAF                                  116             4              337             145

                      RCAF on temporary duty        3                               51               10

     Service Personnel Other than RCAF

     R.C.A.S.C.                       Nil

     C.D.C.                                                       2                                 1

     Postal                                                                                            3

     R.A.F.                               Nil

CIVILIANS        Barrack Warden                                                                                       1



                            Meteorologist                                                                                           1

                            Works and Buildings                                                                               45

                            Others                                                                                                       80

                                         Total Staff        120             4              992            155              127     

TRAINING      R.C.A.F.                                                              136

                         R.A.F.                                                                    13

                         R.A.A.F.                                                                50

                         R.N.Z.A.F.                                                             31             

                                                                                                      230                  

               

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH       SERVICEABLE    UNSERVICEABLE

                                Crane                 80                              17

                                Anson                  6                                2 
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1 June/43 Flying commenced at 0820 hours and continued until 1720 hours,  A. & B. Flights carrying

on until 2100 hours in order to make up lost hours during bad weather. S/L Sawle flew to Moose Jaw

accompanied by 3 pilots to bring back 3 overhauled aircraft from Prairie Airways.   A Re-Selection

Board was held for ceased, training aircrew cases. Today was meatless Tuesday and all menus in the

messes were altered accordingly. The M.T. Section reports one vehicle unserviceable due to the fact

that tires are badly needed and are not readily available. The construction of an auxiliary tank in the

M.T. Section has been proposed and workshops have already submitted an order for the necessary

metal.

The K. of C. Representative distributed games and stationery to hospital and Recreational Centres.

Voluntary sports were carried out all day on the sports field with quite a large number of personnel

participating.

Course 79 and the students of the University Air Training Corps were given a stiff work-out for an



hour's P.T. today.

Squadron Drill for W.D.'s was carried out under the direction of F/O Fitton, the P. T., and Drill

Officer. In the evening a number of airwomen journeyed to Souris to attend the last evening of the

Carnival being held at that station.

Nursing Sister Morse left today on temporary duty at No. 2 C.T.S., Toronto,

the hospital staff was kept busy today preparing monthly returns for submission to Command.

2 June/43  Poor flying weather continued almost all day with low ceilings and poor visibility. 

Flying washed out for at least half the day. Six instructors received notice of posting to No. 1 I.F.S. to

take a course on beam approach.

S/L Rogers, Auxiliary Services Officer, No. 1 Training Command, came in by air from Winnipeg and

was a guest in the Officers’ Mess.

The Commanding Officer's Parade was held this morning at 0800 hours and after the flag raising

ceremony, No. 2 Squadron was selected by the Commanding Officer to do one hour's drill. The

University Air Training Corps attended this parade and made a very good showing.
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2 June/43 (cont)   Arrangement! are being made to have No. 82 Squadron of air Cadets in Brandon

visit  the station on Saturday for a programme of drill and lectures under the supervision of the

C.G.I..

Three Crane aircraft Nos. 7670, 8090 and 8091 were ferried from Prairie Airways after major

overhaul.

The hospital staff are kept consistently busy with their dally routine work, besides the extra work

entailed after operations have been performed. Two tonsillectomies were performed by the medical

officers this morning.

One F/Sgt. A.F.M., reported on the station today on temporary duty pending posting to No. 18

S.F.T.S.

M.T. personnel took advantage of the hours when there was no flying to check and service their

aerodrome vehicles.

A bingo party and dance were held in the W.D. Recreational Centre this evening. A large crowd

attended and spent a very enjoyable evening, following which a delicious lunch was served.

P.T. was given to courses 77, 79, 81 and the students of the U.A.T.C. Voluntary sports and exercises

were carried out by quite a large number of personnel during the afternoon and in the evening.

3 June/43  It was necessary to wash out flying for the entire 24 hours today due to wind, rain, low



ceiling and cold.

The Commissioning Board held a meeting today to make recommendations for commissions in

course 75, which will graduate within the next few days,

The students of the U.A.T.C. commenced writing their final examinations today and it is  expected

that the results will be satisfactory.

The staff car was overhauled today and made serviceable.   The report on all vehicles was completed

on M.T.1 and submitted to Command. The sanding of the small crash tender is almost finished.

The practice of showing movies in the station hospital is continuing and proving to be very popular.

About 30 patients enjoyed the picture that was shown today.

There was a good deal of activity in the drill hall today, as, due to the bad weather and no flying,

quite a number of trainees and other personnel carried out voluntary sports and exercises.  Course 79

and the U.A.T.C. were given a period of P.T. Cpl. Davies (W.D.) and LAW Baldwin received notice

of posting to No. 3 Wireless School. Alterations are in progress in the Airmen's Mess. The stock pots

were removed preparatory to putting in a new cement base. Repairs in the garbage room have been

completed and the room is now fit for use.
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4 June/43  The weather still cold and miserable, but flying washed in at 0800 hours, though dual

flying only could be carried out in the morning. A re-selection board for ceased training aircrew was

held, and the C.I. was busy making necessary preparations for graduation of Course 75. 

This evening a very enjoyable banquet was held in the Airmen's Mess in honour of the students of the

U.A.T.C, to bid them farewell with the good wishes of No. 12 S.F.T.S. Very pleasant entertainment

was provided by artists from Brandon, and the evening came to a very successful and happy

conclusion with a sing-song. Among the guests were officers and N.C.O.'s who had instructed the

students during their term at this station. 

One wireless mechanic was struck off strength on posting to Goose Bay, Labrador. The Serviceability

of aircraft today was 90%.

The monthly meeting of the Officers' Mess Committee was held today at 1230 hours. Two new

officers were elected to the executive, namely F/L R.G. Hamilton as Vice-President, and F/O L.A.

Young, as secretary.

M.T. personnel were busy repairing the By-pass on the crash tender and checking all the other

vehicles.

Another movie was shown in the Isolation Hospital this afternoon. Thirty-two patients were able to

attend and spent an enjoyable two hours.

Voluntary sports were carried out, while the pupils of Course 77 and the U.A.T.C were given an



hour's P.T.

The Station Chapel was the scene of the first christening on the station today when the son of one of

our senior N.C.O.'s was christened by the Station Padre, F/L Bainbridge.

5/June/43  The weather has moderated somewhat and a full day's solo flying was carried out, greatly

increasing the number of hours logged by all courses. Wings tests for course 75 were carried out by

Examining Officers, while the Board of Officers under the chief instructor selected the

commissioning list for the same course. 

G.I.S. was visited today by the R.A.F. Education Officer, while at the same time the Brandon Air

Cadets were being given a programme of lectures and drill under the supervision of the C.G.I.
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5 June/43 (Cont)  Cessnas 7790, 7903 and 8014 were sent to No. 4 S.F.T.S., Saskatoon. 

Two electricians and one A.E.M. were taken on strength today from T.T.S. St. Thomas, and reported

for duty at Maintenance. 

The usual Saturday night dance in the Officers' Mess was well attended by both members and guests. 

After the period of bad weather it was noted that the tennis courts needed attention before they could

be put to use. Under the supervision of the K of C. representative, work was begun on the courts

today to prepare them for play as soon as possible. 

The cement has been laid in the stock pot room of the Airmen's Mess, and a new dishwashing rack

put into the pot washing room, both items making decided improvements in the general set-up of the

Mess.

6 June/43  A & B Flights, consisting of Course 75. the graduating course, took advantage of the

favourable weather conditions to catch up on their cross-country exercises this morning. 

The wings testing for course 75 was completed today, while E & F Flights commenced flying at 1300

hours and continued on through the evening. 

The hospital reports a quiet day with no unusual occurrences, although the regular routine keeps the

staff busy. 

Church Parade was well attended this morning, the service being conducted by the Station Padre, F/L

Bainbridge. 

A very enjoyable skeet shoot was held in the afternoon with several visiting officers attending.  

Following this, a buffet supper was served in the Officers' Mess, to which a number of officers' wives

had been invited. 

The station wagon was brought in to the M.T. Section for repairs to the front end and hood. 



The sanding of the small crash tender has at last been completed and is ready for painting. 

Voluntary sports were participated in all day on the sports field and in the drill hall. 

The second christening on the station took place in the chapel today when the Station Padre (P)

christened F/O Peden's young son.

7 June/43  Weather has been excellent for flying all day and all flights carried out normal routine

both day and night. The A.O.C. and party arrived by air from Winnipeg this afternoon and were

guests in the Officers' Mess for supper, following which they spent the evening skeet shooting.

Preparations for examinations were made in G.I.S. 

The hospital staff were kept busy while innovulation parade of W.D.'s was in progress. 

Two A.E.M.'s were taken on strength from T.T.S. St. Thomas and reported for duty at Maintenance.
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7 June/43 (cont) A special Sergeants' Mess meeting was called today at 1230 hours. A dinner was

arranged for this evening to honour W/C W.O. Welstead, the Commanding Officer, who has been

posted to Camp Boarden, and W/C/ G.H. Sellers, who has been appointed to succeed him. Other

guests were invited including S/L. Laing, S/L. Welsh and F/L Bent. A very successful evening was

enjoyed by all and was brought to a happy conclusion with a sing-song around the piano. 

The first hardball game of the season was played on our station sports field this evening when No. 12

met and defeated a team from No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers by a score of 15-6. 

Drill tests were carried out during the afternoon for personnel qualifying for higher rank.

A soccer game was also played against Rivers and No. 12 lost by a score of 9-01. 

The new Commanding Officer, W/C/ Sellers visited many sections of the station today, including the

W.D. Barracks and Canteen and the Airmen's Mess.

An officers' refresher drill course was commenced today for the benefit of officers who must qualify

for higher rank by drill test.

8 June/43  The weather was again unfavourable for flying with low callings, fog and rain. Dual flying 

only was carried out until 1630 hours when flying was washed out. The C.I. and Squadron

Commanders have been busy working on postings for the new graduating class, course 75.

Examinations in G.I.S. for Course 77 are continuing with satisfactory results.

A carload of aircraft wings was received at Equipment today from Midwest Aircraft.

There was considerable activity at the station hospital today when the members of Class 75

were medically examined, while one major and one minor operation were also performed during



the course of the day.

S/L J.P.Welsh, who has been on the station for the past two years, acting in the capacity of station

adjutant, and latterly as Senior Administrative Officer, received news of posting to A.F.H.Q. to

personnel staff. The monthly Mess Dinner in the Officers’ Mess took the form of a farewell party for

both W/C Welstead and S/L Welsh, who will both be greatly missed by this station. Guests at the

dinner included Col. English, O.C. A.4  A.T.C., Major Dickenson, W/C Hodgette, F/L Barton, S/L

Andrew, F/L Bard and W/C Mirabelli. 

A softball game was played at Shilo this evening between No. 12 and Shilo, the latter team
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8 June/43 (cont) going town to defeat by a score of 16 - 0.

Voluntary sports and exercises were carried out on the sports field and in the drill hall. 

Plans are being made to hold a W.D. "At Home" on

the 23rd June so that the ladies of various

organizations in Brandon and surrounding districts might have the opportunity of visiting the station

and watching the W.D.'s at work in the various sections.

The Station Messing Officer, S/O E.S. Langford today received posting to No. 11 S.F.T.S., Yorkton.

A/S/O Coles, who has been on the station on temporary duty for some time, will succeed S/O

Langford.

9 June/43  Weather excellent for flying and normal routine carried out by all flights.

The Commanding Officer's parade this morning took the form of a Handing-Over Parade as W/C

W.G. Wolstead  handed his Command over to W/C G.H. Sellers, the newly appointed Commanding

Officer. 

The graduates of Course  75 held their wings party  at the Prince Edward Hotel in Brandon and it was

pronounced a very successful event by all those present.

A new Equipment Officer, F/O McNeeley, arrived on the station and reported for duty at the

Equipment Section, replacing F/L Dale who has been posted to Command Headquarters.

Medical examinations on pupils of Course 75 are continuing.

Maintenance reports a satisfactory increase in aircraft serviceability as 95 out of 107 were available

this morning.

'The M.T. Section is still having difficulty in obtaining spare parts for vehicles and again found it

necessary to travel to Shilo to pick up much needed spares.

Another hardball game was played on our sports field this evening when No. 12 met A.3 Shilo, our



team winning by a score of 9-3.

Rehearsal for Wings Parade was held on the Drill Square.

10 June/43  Weather excellent for flying and normal routine carried out until 1700 hours when flying

was washed out due to Wings Parade being held for Course 75. Graduating exercises were held at

1900 hours, when the presentation of wings was made by Inspector Williams of the R.C.M.P.

Forty-two students graduated, 4 of whom were Australians, 1 New Zealander, and 37 Canadians. The

City of Brandon plaque was presented to the honour student, AUS422532 LAC Bevis, P.J., by Mayor

F.H. Young. Prior to the Wings ceremony Mayor Young and Inspector Williams were dinner guests

at the Officers' Mess.

Disposition of the Graduates was as follows: 2 to No. 1 F.1.S., Trenton; 8 to No. 2 F.1.S. Pearce,

Alta.; 10 to No. 1 G.R.S., Summerside, P.E.I.; 1 to O.T.U., Pennfield Ridge; 2 to No. 5 "M" Depot,

Lachine, P.Q.; 3 to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers; 5 to No. 2 A.O.S., Edmonton; 1 to No. 1 A.O.S.. Chatham,

Ont.; and 15 to No. 1 "Y" Depot, Halifax. Wastage of Course 75
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10 June/43 (cont) totaled 26, disposition being as follows: 1 to No. 3 S.F.T.S., Calgary; 8 to No. 2

"M" Depot; 10 posted to subsequent courses 77 and 79; 4 to No. 1 "M" Depot; 2 held at this

Unit pending instructions from D.A.P.S., and 1 to No. 1 Re-Selection Centre, Trenton.

A carload of wings was shipped to Midwest Aircraft from the equipment Section.

The Medical staff were kept busy today doing medicals on ceased training cases, and performed

two minor operations, which made additional work for the hospital staff in general.

The Maintenance wing again reports high serviceability of aircraft.

M.T. Drivers have been finding it difficult navigating over wet muddy roads and all vehicles have

had to be cleaned more frequently than usual.

There is a shortage of tires for tractors and difficulty in obtaining same is proving to be a distinct

hindrance to keeping tractors serviceable.

A very closely contested cosser game was played on our sports field this evening against Carberry,

No. 12 finally winning by a score of 3 - 0.

The W.D. ward in the hospital is full, three of the cases being measles.

Inventories held by S/L E.S. Langford  were taken over by the new Messing Officer, A/S/O Coles.

11 June/43  Weather favorable for flying. The Visiting Flight arrived on the station today to

determine recategorization of instructors. The Flight consisted of S/L Hull, F/L Young, F/L Showler,

F/L McKechnie. The personnel of the graduating class were cleared and those awarded commissions



were notified.

Cessna 7847 was ferried to Prairie Airways for major overhaul.

NCO's Drill refresher course was held this morning at 0715 hours for the benefit of N.C.O.'s who

require drill qualification for promotions to higher rank.

12/June/43  Weather favorable for flying though light winds and overcast prevailed. The Visiting

Flight still hard at work on recategorization of instructors. Some personnel of the new course No. 83

reported in. The remainder are expected this week end. F/L Kjellander, Examing Officer, has been

posted to Trenton on temporary duty for an administrative course. 

The Equipment Section received a transfer order to ship 8 engines to Standard Machine Co.
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12 June/43 (cont)  One W.D. Fabric worker was taken on strength from No. 2 C.T.S., Toronto,

Ontario, and reported for duty at Maintenance Wing.

Crane aircraft 8679 was received today and immediately alloted to establishment. 

The regular Saturday night party in the Officers' Mess was well attended by both members and guests

and a very enjoyable evening was spent by all. The record changer was in good repair once again and

gave much pleasure.

The open house in the Sergeants' Mess was also much enjoyed by a fairly large crowd.

Repair work on the station wagon has at last been completed, while a good deal of difficulty

is still experienced in obtaining tractor tires.

Tennis courts are in good repair once more and tennis is becoming the popular sport and many fine

exhibitions by expert players are witnessed by interested spectators.

13 June/43  Flying weather only fair. There was no flying in the morning but flights carried out

normal routine during the afternoon. The remainder of Course 83 reported in today, the total intake

being 60 students.

There was full attendance at Church Parade this morning and an excellent sermon by the station

Padre was enjoyed by everyone,

A delicious buffet supper served at the Officers' Mess was very much enjoyed by the members and a

few guests were present.

Modifications to vehicle No.139 have begun, and all other vehicles serviceable but No. 335. 

The station theatre is still proving to be a popular rendez-vous and an excellent programme of

pictures has been lined up by the officer in charge of the theatre. A very large crowd attended the

showing of a currently popular movie, and many civilian guests from Brandon were also present.



14 June/43  Weather very poor and flying could not be commenced until 1145 hours. It was washed

out at 1545 hours on account of low ceilings and poor visibility, coupled with light rain. 

Re/Selection Boards were sitting again today consisting of the C.I. and Squadron Commanders.

Officers’ Drill was carried out this morning and an improvement can be noted. 

Routine work in both the Isolation Wing and the hospital proper keeps the staff busy as always. 

F/O L.G. Hennessy, formerly adjutant of Maintenance Wing, and recently Station Adjutant, since F/L

Bent took over the duties of Senior Administrative Officer, has received notice of posting overseas,

completing a very decided change in the Administrative staff of this station.

Anson aircraft 979, which has been unserviceable for two months, can at last be repaired as the

necessary parts have finally arrived.
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14 June/43 (cont)  Hoops for vehicle No. 139 have been erected and with semi-permanent top and

wind proof sides it can now be used as a ration truck and for personnel transportation.

Course 81 and Service Police were given P.T. and drill today. A drill test board convened at 1400

hours for the purpose of drill testing airmen and airwomen who are eligible for higher rank.

A W.D.  Clerk general reported on the station today, on an exchange posting from No. 10 S.F.T.S.,

Dauphin.

Curtains for the W.D. Barracks are being made by the members of the Canadian Women's Legion.

15 June/43  The weather has moderated once again and is ideal for flying, normal routine being

carried out by all flights, both day and night.

Eight engines were shipped to Standard Machine for overhaul.

The landscaping of the station grounds is beginning to show very satisfactory results and is

particularly attractive on a lovely summer evening to personnel who prefer the outdoors.

The tire situation with regard to tractors has become very acute and a great deal of trouble is being

experienced by M.T. personnel in keeping tractors serviceable.

A softball games between No.12.and A.15, Shilo, was played on the station sports field this evening,

a closely contested game being thoroughly enjoyed by a fairly large crowd of spectators. The game

finally resulted in a win for No.12 by a score of 9 - 7.

The station was visited today by Miss Barbara Chipman, Free Press Reporter, accompanied by

another reporter and photographer. Miss Chipman interviewed a number of W.D.'s who are to appear

before the next Command Trade Test Board, and also a few outstanding sportsmen and sportswomen,

who are in the service. Photographs of W.D.’s at work and at drill were taken for the Free Press.

During the afternoon tea was served in the W.D. Canteen.



A number of airmen's wives made their weekly visit to the station and met in the W.D. Canteen to

sew and have a social time together.

P/O W.J. Jeffrey, Admin., reported on the station today.

16 June/43  Weather favourable for flying; all day and normal routine carried out in all flights, a

goodly number of hours being logged by all courses. The Visiting Flight has been making steady

progress with their work.

The Commanding Officer's Parade was held this morning at 0800 hours, and instead of a route march

as formerly, each squadron carried out its own drill.
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16 June/43 (cont)  Three Cessna wings were received by the Equipment Section from Midwest

Aircraft. 

Arrangements for a formal dance in the Officers' Mess on Saturday, 19th June, are well under way. 

The exterior, as well as the interior, of the Mess, is being well looked after, with grass cutting and

hedge trimming being done. 

A radio has been installed In the pick-up for the use of Service Police.  

The monthly volley ball tournament was held this evening. Eight teams were entered and some very

colse contests engaged in. The cup was won by Souris for the month of June. Following the

tournament the contestants, about 80 in number, were served refreshments in the Airmen's Canteen. 

Course 81 were given P.T., while the Service Police were given a period of drill. 

A. W.D. General Duties reported in from Gander Bay, Newfoundland. 

A bingo party and the usual open house were held at the W.D. Canteen and the large crowd in

attendance spent a very enjoyable evening. 

17 June/43 Good flying weather is continuing and all flights are making good use of their opportunity

to log a good number of hours. The C.I. returned from attending a Command Conference in

Winnipeg. 

The Command Trade Test Board arrived at the station today and visited the various sections to test

recommended personnel.

A herniotomy was performed by the Medical staff at the station hospital this morning, the patient

being an airman from one of the neighboring stations. 

Two A.F.M.'s and three A.E.M.'s were taken on strength from No. 1 "M" Depot, Toronto.

Maintenance Wing was visited by Mr. Lawton, representative from Dowty Equipment, Ltd.,

Montreal, who was ready to discuss and help with any problems that arose concerning Anson



Hydraulic systems. He also illustrated two modifications to their equipment. 

The Sergeants' Mess underwent a general clean-up today, waxing and cleaning, etc. 

A softball league game was played tonight between No. 12 and Shilo, No. 12 going down to defeat. 

The. P.T. & Drill Officer is on temporary duty at the Manning Depot in Brandon, and in his absence

regular classes are being conducted by P.T. & Drill N.C.O.’s. 

The stock pot room is at last completed and the mess is once again in good order. 

18 June/43  Weather favorable for flying and normal routine carried out by all flights both day and

night.

Six instructors have been posted on temporary duty to No. l  I.F.S. for Standard Beam Approach

course. 

A Re-Selection Board meeting was held on ceased training aircrew cases. The Chief Instructor, Chief

Ground Instructor, and the Armament Officer, accompanied by an Army officer, practised  bombing

troops at Shilo, using bags of flour as ammunition. It was a new and interesting departure from daily

routine.  

Examinations at G.I.S. are continuing. Some failures nave been noted in Aircraft Recognition,

especially among New Zealand students.

The staff oar was thoroughly checked at the M.T. Section today and minor repairs carried out. Work

on modifications to vehicle No. 139 is almost completed and it should soon be ready for use.
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18 June/43 (cont)  Cricket equipment arrived today and it is hoped that organization of games will

commenced immediately.

The Trade Test Board is still in session and several W.D’s  have appeared for their test. 

Preparations are being made in the Officers' Mess kitchen for the formal party to be held tomorrow.

19 June/43  The weather has waned up considerably and is excellent for flying. Two senior NCO 

instructors received their commissions today, namely W01 Coolican and W02 Finlay, who have been

instructing on this station for some time.

A new Gestetner duplicating machine was received at Equipment from No. 7 Equipment Depot,

Winnipeg.

Capt. Swartz of the R.C.A.M.C. was a visitor for lunch in the Officers’ Mess.

The formal party at the Officers' Mess this evening proved to be a huge success. A large crowd

was in attendance and enjoyed a programme of dancing and other entertainment provided. The Mess

was pleasingly decorated for the occasion and presented an appropriate background for the festivities.



Fifty G.D.'s are expected to report from No. 2 "M" Depot, and a programme of drill & P.T. has been

arranged for them by the P.T. & Drill staff.

A W.D. softball practice was held this evening and a very good turn-out was noted.

Four French Canadian G.D.'s reported on the station today and were sent to the Airman's Mess to

assist with the dishwashing, as shortage of help in that department is very acute.

20 June/43  The weather is continuing fine and is very encouraging to personnel of Flying Wing who

are able to make steady progress.

S/L Hull, O.C. Visiting Flight, left by air for Winnipeg at 1600 hours, on completion of duties here. 

Church Parade not quite so well attended this morning as flying was carried out and personnel

of Maintenance were kept busy all day. 

A very enjoyable buffet supper was served at the Officers' Mess. A few guests were present.

The M.T. Section took advantage of the warm, sunny day to wash and clean vehicles. 

Plans for the W.D. "At Home” to be held on 23rd June are progressing favorably and it is anticipated

that at least two or three hundred of the ladles invited will take advantage of the opportunity to visit

the station.

A large crowd attended the station theatre this evening to witness the first showing of a new movie

"White Savage".

21 June/43  Good flying weather prevailed all day and all flights carried out normal routine. A Re-

Selection Board                         
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21 June/43 (cont)  for ceased training aircrew was held this morning.

F/L Showler of the Visiting Flight, who has spent some time in the station hospital during this stay

here, was discharged today, and taken by air to Winnipeg. 

One aircraft was flown to Winnipeg for wing change.

F/L Knowlton, Examining Officer, returned to duty after two weeks annual leave.

Officers' Drill was carried out this morning and many officers, having qualified, are excused from

further drill periods.

Maintenance Wing kept busy doing repairs on aircraft and keeping serviceability up to standard.

M.T. Sections carried out official inventory check today. Four M.T. personnel appeared before the

Drill Test Board and all passed.

A very one sided baseball game was won by No. 12 when they defeated No. 2 "M" Depot by a score

of 14 - 0.



Course 83 were given a period of P.T. and sports.

Cpl. Martin, W.D. Admin., was posted to Rockcliffe and will take a course in clerks operations,

while LAW Haig was posted to No, 2  I.T.S., Regina. Three W.D.'s appeared before the Selection

Board.

Plans for the W.D. "At. Home" to be held on Wednesday of this week are nearing completion.

22 June/43  Good flying weather and all flights hard at. work. No flying in the afternoon on account

of the Quarterly Inventory check. Night flying as usual for. four flights.

P/O W.J. Jeffrey assumed duties of adjutant of Maintenance Wing.

M.T. Section Section still able to procure spares from Camp Shilo, which is of great assistance in

keeping vehicles serviceable.

No. 12 Station Softball, team visited Shilo Camp this evening to play a team from the Paratroop

Division winning by a score of 10 - 4.

Station Squadrons played house league softball games this evening, No.1 Squadron defeating No. 2

Squadron by a fairly close score, and the Officers defeating the Sergeants, 14-2.

W.D. Drill has been discontinued for the summer months.

The W.D.'s played their first softball game of the league at Rivers this evening, going down to defeat

by a score of 17 - 12.

Personnel of the Accounts Section held a weiner roast and spent a very enjoyable evening.

23 June/43  Good flying weather all day, and normal routine carried out by all flights.

S/L Sawle, O.C. No. 1 Squadron, proceeded to Weyburn by air to act as Investigating Officer.

Another ceased training aircrew case heard by the C.I. and Board.

Classes continue as usual in Ground School with all courses hard at work.

A major operation was performed at the Station Hospital by the medical staff this afternoon on an

airman from No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris.

G/C White, New Zealand Air Liaison Officer and staff, together with Mr. Jones, N.Z. Minister of

National Defence and party, visited the station today and were guests at dinner in the Officers'
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 23 June/43 (cont) Mess. The visiting party were especially interested in the New Zealand students

and spent some time with them at G.I.S.

Today the W.D. "At Home" was held and it proved to be decided success as from four to five

hundred ladies from local organizations came to the station and visited various sections where W.D.'s

were working. A delicious lunch was prepared by the Messing Officer and served to the visitors in



the in the W.D. Canteen.

S/O Raynor, Command Messing Officer, arrived on the station and visited the Airmen's Mess,

making a satisfactory report after inspection. 

The Commanding Officer's parade was held this morning, and following the flag-raising ceremony,

one squadron was inspected.

Flight N.C.O.'s wrote drill tests at G.I.S., while sports and P.T. were given to pupils of course 81.

24 June/43  Excellent flying weather still continuing and courses are all up to schedule.

The visitors of the New Zealand Air Liaison Mission departed at 1100 hours and proceeded to Rivers.

Before leaving, the N.Z. Minister of National Defence, gave a very interesting lecture to students and

some officers in G.I.S.

Two minor operations were performed at the station hospital this morning, and patients are doing

well.

One Sergeant from Maintenance has been posted to No. 1 Technical Detachment, Lachine, P.Q.

It was found necessary to make another trip to Shilo to obtain spare parts for some vehicles.

No. 12 hardball team played a keenly contested game at Carberry, the final score being 7 - 6 in our

favour.

Course 83 was given a period of P.T. & sports and a drill test was given to two men who carried out

their test with a squad, from Maintenance.

Several softball games took place on the sports field this evening. The officers defeated H.Q.

Squadron in the station house league, while the W.D.'s played and defeated a Brandon team. 

A soccer match between No. lw and No. 2 “M" Depot resulted in a tie after a well fought game.

25 June/43  A change in the weather has again taken place, and it was found necessary to wash out

flying at 1200 hours due to rain and poor visibility. Dual flying commenced again at 1300 hours, but

was washed out at 1430 hours on account of rain and low ceiling.

One major and one minor operation added to the general routine work of the hospital staff today.

One LAW Fabric worker was taken on strength on posting from No. 4 S.F.T.S., Saskatoon, and

reported for
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25 June/43 (cont)  duty at Maintenance Wing.

Cpl. Fein reported from G.I.S., to work in Maintenance Orderly Room.

Several members of the Officers' Mess were absent this evening having been invited to attend the

opening of the New Recreation Centre at Rivers.



The Sergeants' Mess entertained several guests from Souris S.F.T.S..

A new spray gun for painting M.T. vehicles has been received in stores.

N.C.O.'s drill was held at 0715 hours. Six N.C.O.'s passed their tests and consequently will be

excused from further classes.

A new sport & entertainment Committee has been formed and new plans for station activities are

already under way.

About 80 airwomen attended the Mart Kenny Dance at Rivers this evening.

26 June/43   Good flying weather with 9 ½  hours flying by day, and 6:35 hours flying by night. S/L

Sawle returned from the school at Weyburn where he had been acting as Investigating Officer.

No classes were held in Ground School today.

W/C Price from No. 2 Training Command visited the G.I.S.

A carload of wings was received at Equipment from Midwest Aircraft.

The number of infectious disease cases admitted to the Isolation Wing is steadily on the increase

again, many of them from stations in the surrounding district.

Four aircraft from Repair Flight were tested today at Maintenance. P/O Best from B.2 A.I.D. visited

the Chief Engineering Officer.

The usual Saturday night informal party was held at the Officers' Mess with a fairly good crowd in

attendance.

No regular trainee classes in P.T. & Drill carried out today, only voluntary sports, and sports

equipment was available to all personnel from 0900 hours to 2130 hours.

A W.D, Parachute Rigger reported on the station on posting from No. 4 S.F.T.S., Saskatoon.

The first wedding ceremony in the new chapel was conducted for an airman and his bride by F/L

Kramer, R.C. Padre.

27 June/43  No flying in the morning but flying commenced at 1300 hours and was washed out at

1730 hours.

G/C  T.W. White was flown to Winnipeg with F/O Irvine, a New Zealand Instructor, as pilot.

Church Parade was well attended due to the fact that no flying was carried out.

Infectious disease cases are steadily increasing and require constant care.  No establishment has

as yet been set up for staff in the Isolation Wing, which puts a double burden on the regular staff.

A capacity crowd attended a return showing of an epic film "Gone with the Wing".  Many guests

from town were also present.

No organized games played today as many personnel away from the station on 48-hour pass.

However, quite a number participated in voluntary sports and necessary equipment was made

available.
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28 June/43   Flying weather excellent and normal routine carried out all day, 10 hours of solo flying

and 6 hours night flying. A minor accident occurred at Chater R.l Field when a pupil pilot of Course

83 caused slight damage to wing tip of aircraft.

Classes were in session as usual at G.I.S. and the usual lectures given to all courses. 

A carload of mainplanes was sent to Midwest Aircraft for repair.

The number of infectious disease cases remains fairly constant with no noticeable decrease in the

number admitted recently.

Preparations are under way in the Sergeants' Mess for a Mess dinner to be held on Wednesday

evening. 

A new W.D. M.T. driver was taken on strength and reported to the M.T. section for duty. 

An art exhibition has been erected in the station library. 

The Drill test board convened at 1400 hours.

W.D.'s held a softball practice in the evening with a very good turn-out.

The Messing staff was rather badly depleted when 2 cooks were posted in addition to all potential

aircrew departing on draft.

29 June/43  Light winds prevailed but weather good for flying all day. A minor accident occurred on

the main aerodrome when aircraft 8742 piloted by student LAC Hilliker ground looped causing

damage to the port wooden prop, engines and landing gear.

S/L Joy, Chief Ground Instructor for the past six months, and Chief Nav. Instructor for some months

previous, has been posted to 31 G.R.S., Charlottetown, P.E.I.. 

Cessna 7779  has bean ferried to Prairie Airways for major overhaul.

Repairs are being made to the panel truck by M.T. Section.

A meeting of the Brandon District Services Athletic Association was held in the office of the Senior

Administrative Officer. F/L Bent was elected President.

A vary close game was played between the W.D. of No. 12 S.F.T.S. and members of the C.W.A.C. at

A.4 the game resulting in a win for No. 12 with a score of 5 - 4. 

Drill Test examinations were written at G.I.S. at 1400 hours.

A refresher course for P.T. Instructors and Disciplinarians was drawn up by the P.T. & Drill Officer. 

House League games were postponed due to flying operations and Maintenance personnel working.

30 June/43  The Commanding Officer's Parade was held at 0800 hours. Flying was washed in 0955

hours for solo
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30 June/43 (cont) and cross-country flights. 

Classes and lectures carried on as usual in G.I.S.

Regular P.T. class for courses 77 and 83 were held this morning.
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30 June/43 (cont)   Personnel Strength                                              Airmen or

                                                                         Officers   W.D            Other Ranks  W.D.  Civilians

STAFF                                                             110         3                       880          142   

             RCAF on Temporary duty                                                                  10            10

             Service Personnel other than RCAF

              R.C.A.S.C.                  Nil 

               C.D.C.                                                        2                                      2

              Postal                                                                                                 3

              R.A.F.                           Nil

Civilians              Barrack Warden                                                                                               1

                             Meteorologist                                                                                                  4

                             Works and Buildings                                                                                      45

                             Others                                                                                                             77

                             Total Staff                            112             3                     895            152        127

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                                         133

                            R.A.F.                                                                               25

                            R.A.A.F.                                                                           40

                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                        24                            

                            Total Trainees                                                                222                            

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH               Serviceable             Unserviceable

            Ansons II                       5                                3

            Cranes                         68                                9

           Cranes 1A                    20                                4



FLYING HOURS

                       Total number of hours flown during the month of June - 9,752:45.
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1 July/43  Very favourable flying weather and all flights carrying out routine exercises during both

day and night.   A taxying accident, involving Cranes 7734 and 7827 occurred on the main aerodrome

during night flying causing slight damage to both aircraft.

All courses are hard at work in G.I.S. F/L O.G. Burns (C3793) Chief Navigation Officer, has assumed

the duties of acting Chief Ground Instructor since S/L D.G.M. Joy proceeded on leave and subsequent

posting to No. 31 G.R.S., Charlottetown P.E.I.

125 Air Cadets from Moosomin, Brandon and Fort William arrived on the station to begin a 2 weeks’

course of instruction. They reported at G.I.S. and then proceeded to the hospital for medical

examinations. A programme of drill and P.T. has been prepared for them by the P.T. & Drill staff,

while the K. of C. representative has arranged a programme of sports, so the Cadets will be kept busy

during their stay here.

A very quiet evening was spent in both the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes as many of the members

were visiting the Brandon Exhibition.

A baseball team from this station played in a tournament held at Neepawa, Manitoba, and in

competition with about 15 teams were successful in winning 1st and 2nd prize.

One W.D. M.T. Driver reported on the station on an exchange posting from Rockcliffe. Two 

W. D. Equipment Assistants were posted to Prince Rupert, B.C., while a postal clerk has been posted

to No. 1 “Y” Depot, Halifax.

2 July/43   Fine flying-weather and all flights carrying out normal routine, G. & H. Flights flying until

2100 hours on an armament exercise.   No night flying was carted out.

Programme of lectures for trainees was carried out as usual, in addition to the instruction given to the

Air Cadets, keeping G.I.S. staff very busy.

Thirteen engines were shipped from Equipment to Standard Machine for overhaul. Cessna Crane

7874 was flown to Prairie Airways for overhaul, while Anson II Aircraft Nos. 11276 and 11370 were

ferried to No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, Man.

Hospital staff kept busy preparing monthly returns for submission to Command.

Three trucks from the M.T. Section were used to transport Air Cadets to Brandon to attend the last

evening of the Exhibition.

LAW Fleming, E.I. W302774, won 1st prize in a rifle shooting competition held on the station. Three



W.D. General Duties, who have been working in flights, were brought back to work in the airmen’s

Mess during the emergency created there by the arrival of the Air Cadets.
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2 July/43 (cont)  W302683 Cpl. Ford, L.F.,  clerk steno in station Orderly Room today received

promotion to the rank of Sergeant, and W300185 LAW  Hickling, M.E., was appointed to the rank of

corporal. 

The Airmen's Canteen Committee held their monthly meeting today with full attendance. 

3 July/43   The weather bright and warm, excellent for flying, and all flights carried out routine

exercises. 

It being Saturday, there were no lectures in Ground School today, and some members of the staff

proceeded on a 48hour pass.

Cessna 8025 was received from Prairie Airways after major overhaul.

There were no unusual occurrences at the station hospital, but staff kept busy with routine work and

care of patients.

R53525 F/Sgt. Thomas, H.J., A.F.M. returned to maintenance after completing a senior N.C.O.'s

School of Administration at Trenton.

The regular Saturday night party was held in the Officers' Mess and there was a fairly large crowd in

attendance in spite of the hot weather.

M.T. personnel took advantage of a quiet day to do clean-up jobs on vehicles.

A sports period was held for "C” Flight Air Cadets who showed a great deal of enthusiasm for all

activities.

Plans are under way for a W.D. buffet, supper to be held in the W.D. Canteen on Sunday evening.

4 July/43   A very clear, bright, warm day, excellent for flying and normal exercises carried out.

The Meteorological. Section reported thunderstorms all around this district but it remained clear

here.

G/C Ashton and party arrived from No. 2 Training Command and inspected the Air Cadets.

Church Parade was held, this morning and was. fairly well attended due to the presence of the Air

Cadets who attended in full force. Personnel of Training Wing were flying and Maintenance was

working which would otherwise have meant a very small Church Parade. F/L W. Bainbridge, Station

Chaplain (P), conducted the service in the new Station Chapel. . . .

F/O M.G. Whillans (C626l), Nursing Sister, arrived on the station from RCAF Station, Gander, Nfld,



and reported to the hospital for duty.

G/C Ashton and party were guests for tea in the Officers' Mess, while several guests were present in

the evening when a delightful buffet supper was enjoyed by all.

A programme of sports was carried out during the afternoon by the members of "A" Flight. Air

Cadets.

A very delightful supper was much enjoyed by W.D. personnel this evening in the W.D. Recreation

Centre.

5 July/43  Weather very pleasant and warm and a goodly number of hours are being logged by all

courses. 

Ceased training cases were reviewed by a board consisting of the Chief Instructor and Squadron

Commanders. Also, postings for course 77, the graduating course, were arranged.

F/O C.E., Cohoe, (J14705), from Navigation Flight, began lectures in G.I.S. today temporarily

replacing F/O A.G. Gillespie (C13224), who has been posted.
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5 July/43 (Cont’d)   No.17 S.F.T.S., Souris, Manitoba, was notified that Anson 11367 was ready to be

picked up. Four Jacobs L6MB engines were received from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg.

2046A W02 Wilson, M., Master Mechanic, and 10380 F/Sgt. Adderly, J.M., A.E.M., left the station

on posting to No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg, and No.1 "Y" Depot, Halifax, respectively. 

A new reconditioned motor was received from Shilo for the Ford Panel truck. A number of tires

received awhile ago in the M.T. Section did not prove serviceable for any length of time and once

again the shortage of tires is acutely felt.

The station baseball team journeyed to Rivers to meet the team from No. 1 C.N.S. and met their

second defeat for the season by a score of 5 - 1.

Officers' Refresher Drill period was carried out this morning and a decided improvement is being

noted, several officers already  having qualified for their required standard.

The Drill Test board sat for three hours today, to test several airmen and airwomen candidates for

higher rank.

In a house league softball game this evening between the Officers & No. 2 Squadron, the former

team was successful in winning a closely contested game.

Flt. Officer Kemp, Command W.D. Staff Officer, visited the station today and made an inspection of

sections in which W. D.'s  were working.

The Messing Officer, .paid a visit to the Airmen's Mess at No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon, and made a

tour of inspection.



6 July/43  The weather is continuing warm and bright and an increasing number of flying hours is

being logged by all courses.

Anson No. 11367 was transferred to No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, Man.

Hospital staff are being kept busy with usual routine and new admission have been coming in steadily

from stations in the surrounding district.

S/L Dawson, of the Repair Accident Investigation Branch, visited Maintenance, today.  Repair

Squadron worked until 2100 hours due to large volume of work to b« done.

The monthly meeting of the Officers' Mess Committee was held in the Mess at noon.

M.T. personnel kept very busy doing routine check-ups on all vehicles in order to maintain

serviceability.

A period of one hours drill each was given to the three flights of Air Cadets, who later proceeded to

the sports field to participate in sports activities.

Rehearsal for Wings Parade for Class 77 was held in anticipation of graduation exercises on

Thursday
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6 July/43 (Cont’d) evening his week.

A W.D. N.C.O. meeting was held in the W.D. Recreation Centre today. 

A softball game was played at Shilo this evening between a team of W.D.’s from this station and the

C.W.A.C.'s at Shilo, No. 12 winning by a score of 8 - 7.

Work on a new unit for refrigeration in the Airmen's Mess has been commenced.

7 July/43  The weather is becoming increasingly warm, but the visibility is excellent and normal

exercises are being carried out by all flights. The students of. course 77 are all finished their flying

and now await the graduation ceremony tomorrow evening, when they will be presented with their

wings and become full-fledged pilots.

Lecture on Fire Prevention Control was given to the Air Cadets in the Recreation Hall this morning. 

Arrangements for the Air Cadet Field Day were completed.

1985 WO2 Fraser, G.M. arrived to take over the duties of Technical Warrant Officer in Maintenance

Wing. 

Crane aircraft 7778 was flown to No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg, for wing change, while Crane 8162

was returned to the station from the Depot on completion wing change.

Mr. Dalton & Mr. Floyd, both representatives of Cessna Aircraft Co., were guests in the Officers'

Mess for dinner this evening.

A baseball team from this station met A.15, Shilo, in a game with many exciting moments which



finally ended in favour of No. 12 by a score of 20-10.

The Commanding Officer's Parade was held this morning during which the flag raising ceremony

was carried out, also ceremonial review of a wing, followed by squadron drill for a period of one

hour and a half. 

Rehearsal for wings parade was held for class 77, which graduates tomorrow evening. 

A soccer game between A.4 and No. 12, resulting in a win for our team by a score of 2 - 1. 

Class 77 held their wings party this .evening in the Prince Edward Hotel, which was much enjoyed by

all those present.

Work on the new refrigeration Unit in the Airmen's Mess is continuing satisfactorily.

8 July/43  Weather continuing fine and all courses are making excellent progress. 

G/C Ashton and S/L Binnie arrived this afternoon from No. 2 Training Command.

A demonstration fire drill with crash tenders was carried out for the benefit of the Air Cadets. 

F/L D.A. MacLulich (C1754) reported on the station today and will assume the duties of Chief

Ground Instructor, replacing S/L D.G.M.  Joy who was posted to No. 31 G.R.S., Charlottetown, P.E.I. 

Cessna Crane 7882 was ferried to Prairie Airways and 8 Jacobs L4MB engines were shipped to

Standard Machine for overhaul.

A major operation was performed by the medical staff on an airman from this station. Infectious

disease cases being admitted have decreased considerably.

G/C  Ashton was a dinner guest in the Officers' Mess prior to Wings Parade,   The wings Parade was

held at 1900 hours, at which time G/C Ashton, from No. 2 Training Command, presented the wings

to
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8 July/43 (Cont’d) 43 students, 25 of whom were Canadians, l6 New Zealanders, and One Australian.

Mayor F.H. Young of Brandon presented the Brandon plaque to the honour student R51045 F/Sgt.

Hogg, Thomas Lind. 

Following the graduation ceremony a number of guests were entertained in the Officers' Mess, among

the guests being S/L Hillditch, Australian Liaison Officer.

Disposition of Course 77 was as follows: 3 posted to .No. 1 F.I.S., Trenton; 1 posted to No. 3 F.I.S.,

Arnprior, Ontario; 7 posted to No. 2 F.I.S., Pearce, Alta.; 2 posted to No. 31 G.R.S., Charlottetown,

P.E.I.; 3 posted to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, Man.; 5 posted to No. 1 A.O.S., Malton, Ont.; 9 posted to

No. 1 G.R.S., Summerside, P.E.I.; 1 posted to No. 5 "M" Depot, Lachine, P.O..; 4 posted to No. 34

O.T.U., Pennfield Ridge, N.B.; 8 posted to No. 1 "Y" Depot, Halifax; 12 posted to subsequent

courses; 4 posted, to No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon; 4 posted to No.  Reselection Centre, Trenton; 1



posted to Conversion Training School, Rockcliffe, Ottawa, Ont.; 5 posted to No. 3 Repair Depot,

Vancouver, B.C.; a total of 43 graduates, 12 course transfers, and l6 ceased training.

The preliminaries for track and field meet for the Air Cadets were carried out on the sports field this

afternoon.

The practice of showing movies in the hospital is continuing and proving very popular.

A W.D. softball team from this station attended a sports day at Forrest and met keen competition

from teams in surrounding districts.

The installation of the refrigeration unit in the Airmen's Mess is at last completed and it is in good

working order.

9 July/43  The weather cloudy, but hot and sultry. However, flying operations were carried out in all

flights. 

G/C Ashton departed by air this morning.

Course 79 writing final exams in G.I.S. and favourable results are noted.

The Air Cadets completed their course of training today after holding a very successful track and

field meet on the station sports field, including drill competition, following which they held a C.O.’s

parade inspection, march past, concluding with the presentation of prizes to the winners of the meet

by the Commanding Officer, W/C G.H. Sellers, at 1630 hours. 

A carload of mainplanes was received from Midwest Aircraft.

The hospital staff was kept busy today with a minor operation and examination of the members of the

graduating class.

F/L G.L. McMillan, appointed O.C. of Chater R.1, a maintenance crew of 9 men and necessary

equipment were transferred to Chater to commence operation from R.1. in accordance with the new

procedure of
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9 July/43 (Cont’d)    the last four weeks of instruction for the senior course being completed on the

Relief Field. 0ne flight of trainees was also sent for flying training to Chater. 

Aircrafts 8048, 7875, 8084 were received from Prairie Airways after major overhaul, while Crane

7684 was received from No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg. 

An attempt is being made by the M.T. Section to re-instate trailer hauls of motors to and from

Standard Machine as the trailer is lying idle and tires are suffering more from exposure than from

constant use. 

The Refresher Drill period for N.C.O.'s was held this morning at 0715 hours and a marked

improvement has been noted. 



A/S/O H.M. Bidlake {V30356), who has been posted to No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg, signed

inventory over to S/O I.G. Knowlton. 

10 July/43  Weather quite warm and bright, normal flying exercises were carried out all day.  "D"

flight moved to Chater R.1 to complete final instruction of senior course. 

Examination papers of Course 79 being marked in G.I.S. 

A carload of Cessna wings was loaded for Midwest Aircraft. Cessnas 7875, 8084 and 8048 were

received from Prairie Airways after major overhaul. 

The situation with regard to shortage of help in the station hospital has begun to ease a little as the

number of patients has decreased somewhat. 

Maintenance is keeping up serviceability of aircraft with 96 out of 108 ready and on the line at noon.

One A.F..M. remustered to U/T aircrew and posted to No. 2 “M”Depot, Brandon.

The regular Saturday night party was held in the Officers' Mess with a fairly good crowd in

attendance. 

The R.l field at Chater  has been noticeably more active lately with additional personnel and

equipment in use there.

The Air Cadets cleared the station today and returned to .their homes in Moosomin, .Brandon, and Ft.

William. A new group of Cadets is expected on Monday.

Voluntary sports were participated in by quite a number of personnel who were taking advantage of

the fine weather to keep themselves physically fit. 

Two W.D. Equipment Assistants reported on the station from RCAF Station, Trenton. 

11 July/43  The weather cloudy and wet today necessitating washing out of flying at 1030 hours. It

cleared about 1530 hours, but flying operations were not resumed until night flying operations were

begun. 

New course 85 arrived today made up of 35 Canadians and 29 GB's. There were no classes in G.I.S.

today, but the office staff were kept busy compiling examination results. 

Servicing Squadron worked .this morning maintaining serviceability and were excused Church

Parade. 

Church Parade was held as usual at 1100 hours, with F/L W. Bainbridge, Station Padre (P) in charge

of the service. 

M.T. personnel spent the day doing clean-up jobs on all vehicles.
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11 July/43 (Cont’d)  Voluntary sports were carried out and sports equipment was available at any

time to any who required it. 

The W.D.'s were served a very delightful supper in their Recreation Centre, a Sunday feature which is

proving very popular among the W.D.'s.

A very good crowd of both station personnel and guests visited the Recreation Hall this evening to

witness the showing of a recent movie "The Human Comedy" from the play by William Saroyan.

12 July/43  The weather cleared completely allowing normal flying exercises to be carried out. 

Students of course 85 commenced training.

A new group of Air Cadets, 55 in number, arrived on the station to commence their course of

instruction. 

The results of Ground School examinations for course 79 revealed that three students failed to pass. 

Mr. Lillick, representative of Jacobs Engines, made a routine visit to Maintenance Wing. 

Cadet officers were welcomed to the Officers’ Mess and were alloted quarters.

The panel truck is being overhauled and should, shortly be in serviceable condition with a new

motor, new paint job., and chrome grill.

The K. of C. representative visited the R.1 at Chater and supplied personnel there with sports

equipment and stationery.

Squadron softball practice was held on the sports field this evening.

13 July/43  Dual flying only could be carried out today due to rain and poor visibility.  S/L J.W.D.

McKnight, who will assume the duties of Chief Instructor in place of S/L D.A.S. Laing, who has been

posted to Yorkton, arrived on the station today.

The Air Cadets and their officers assembled at G.I.S. where trey were inspected and given a short

address by the Commanding Officer.

138 tool boxes were returned to No. 17 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg.

F/Sgt. Farr, N.F., 377A, electrician, left today on posting to No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg. A

replacement reported from No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg.

M.T. personnel kept busy keeping vehicles clean during wet, muddy weather.

Maintenance played the Sergeants in the Station Softball House League resulting in a win for the

Sergeants. The station softball team held a practice on the sports field. The members of class 81 went

to No. 2. "M" Depot to swim for an hour.

A/S/O McLelland, W.D. Admin. Officer, arrived to replace A/S/O H.M. Bidlake, who has been

posted to No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg. However, A/S/O/ McLelland, later in the day, received

notice posting
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13 July/43 (Cont’d) to Saskatoon.

14 July/43  Suitable flying weather all day and regular operations were carried out by all flights both

day and night.

G/C Atkinson, H.H., of No. 2 Training Command, arrived on the station today and visited various

sections where personnel were working.

S/L J.W.T. McKnight, the new Chief Instructor, visited G.I.S. where he was introduced to the

instructors by Chief Ground Instructor, F/L D.A. MacLulich.

Four Maintenance tradesmen were remustered to aircrew (I.T.S.) and were posted to No. 2 "M"

Depot. 

The Officers' monthly mess dinner was held this evening, the guest speaker F/L Downes, DFC (RAF),

who gave a very interesting address.  Among the guests were S/L MacFarlane, Command Chaplain,

and S/L  Madore.

The Commanding Officer's parade and flag raising ceremony were carried out this morning, followed

by inspection and one hour's squad drill by No. 1 Squadron.

Uniforms for the station baseball team arrived, much improving the appearance of the team on the

field. 

A station crest sewed on to the uniforms added to the general appearance of smartness. A baseball

game played at No. 2 "M" Depot, resulted in defeat for No. 12 by a score of 9 - 5.

Members of Class 83 held swimming class at No, 2 “M” Depot for a period of one hour. These swim

periods are becoming increasingly popular.

Sports for Air Cadets were carried out on the sports field this afternoon.

Open House was held in the W.D. Canteen this evening and a large crowd spent a very enjoyable

evening.

15/July/43  Weather very good for flying and normal routine carried out all day. 

F/L L.M.  Ness, Command Assistant Cadet Officer, arrived and inspected the Cadets. 

Reselection Boards convened to discuss four trainees who were under review. 

Barrack clean-up was carried out on work parade at 1800 hours in G.I.S.

The number of admissions to the station hospital has shown a further decrease.  S/L A.P. Williams,

senior Medical Officer, left today on annual leave.

An Officers' Board was held at Maintenance to consider promotions to fill, the establishment. 

Five dozen new sweaters were provided with station crests for various teams on the station. 

Members of class 85 again went to No. 2 “M” Depot for a period of swimming. 



Air Cadets were given drill instruction and P.T.

In the softball house league, Headquarters Squadron played No. 2 Squadron and won a hard-fought

game.

Another movie was shown in the hospital and those who were well enough to attend enjoyed it very

much. 

The K. of C. representative distributed ping-pong balls and playing cards to various sections.

16 July/43  Weather favourable for flying, though only dual in the afternoon. Crane aircraft 8794

made a wheels-up landing on the main aerodrome this afternoon, with only slight damage to the

plane, and no injuries to pilot.  S/L D.A.S. Laing, former Chief Instructor, left ths station for Yorkton,

where he will assume
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16 July/43 (Cont’d)  his new duties.

Cessna Crane 8200 was ferried to Prairie Airways for major overhaul.

F/L H.W. North has assumed the duties of Senior Medical Officer in the absence of S/L A.D.

Williams, who is on annual leave.

F/O A.S. Smith (C14262), Admin. arrived on the station and proceeded to Maintenance Wing to take

up his duties as adjutant of that section.

Open house was held at the Sergeants' Mess this evening, when the N.C.O.'s and their guests enjoyed

a special chicken dinner.

The Air Cadets were given a period of drill instruction and sports while pupils of Course 79 had P.T.

for «n hour.

The W.D.'s are appearing in their new summer dress uniforms which are khaki and very smart.

H/F/L W.H.  Dunphy, the new R.C. Chaplain, understood his new duties on this station, having been

posted from No. 5 B. & G. School, Dafoe, Sask., where he had been for the previous 2 years.

17 July.43  Weather fair for flying, though soloing for junior pupils is being hampered by prevailing

high winds during afternoon. Otherwise, all training proceeding as usual.

Crane 7857 was ferried to No. 8 Repair Depot for overhaul, while Crane 7729 was flown back to the

station, overhaul having been completed.

The regular Saturdays night informal party in the Officers' Mess was fairly well attended by both

members and guests.

M.T. Section is having difficulty getting repairs done on vehicles due to shortage of acetylene, which

has been ordered but has not yet arrived.



Voluntary sports attracted quite a number of personnel, particularly tennis and horseshoes, which are

quite popular sports on the station.

News was received that Cpl. Davies, who was previously an Admin. W.D. Corporal on this station,

was married in Winnipeg today.

18 July/43    Sunday, and the weather quite fair. Flying was washed out in the morning to permit kit

inspection and  maximum attendance at Church Parade. All courses are running ahead of schedule at

present. 

There has been a report of radio interference with Rivers Aerodrome Control, which is to be

investigated at once.

The staff car is to be checked and made serviceable. All other vehicles are in good shape.
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18 July/43 (Cont’d)  The tennis courts are being put to good use with large numbers of tennis

enthusiasts tuning out to play. Organized sports were not possible due to personnel going on 48's and

annual leave. 

The regular Sunday night supper served in the W.D. Recreation Centre is an event much enjoyed by

all who attend.

The station theatre was again well attended this evening to witness the showing of a popular current

movie.

19 July/43   High winds necessitated dual flying only in the afternoon. Junior students still not

soloing because of winds.

The radio interference noted between this station and Rivers has been reported on, and recommended

that the lock be changed and that a partition of W/T Ground Station be raised.

Five Jacobs engines were received by Equipment from Standard Aero Engines, Winnipeg.

A parade of several officers and airmen was held at the station hospital for routine chest

examinations.

It has been noted that considerable gravel is being picked up in the motor nacelles since repairs on

the runways started.

One new Wireless Mechanic was taken on strength and reported at Maintenance for duty. R51104

F/Sgt. Maloney, D. J., left for Montreal to attend the School of Engineering.

F/L S.G.R. Thompson, formerly of this station and posted to Dorval, has returned to No. 12 on

posting. 

He was given a warm welcome by his old friends who still remained.



F/L J.L. .Knowlton, Examining Officer No. 1 Squadron, proceeded on posting to No. 34 O.T.U.,

Pennfield Ridge, N.B.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Sergeants' Mess Committee, F/Sgt. H.A. Ross,  N.C.O. i/c

Station Orderly Room, was elected Secretary-Treasurer, while S/L J.W.D. McKnight, the new

Honorary President was introduced to the members present.

M.T. personnel kept busy doing routine runs and keeping vehicles serviceable. The paint job on crash

tender and panel truck is progressing satisfactorily.

A hardball game was played this evening between No. 12 and A.4, the game being closely contested

all through, and resulting in a win for No. 12 by a score of 5 - 4.

A golf tournament has been launched at the Brandon Golf and Country Club. Eighteen officers and

men are entered and, .judging from the preliminaries there is going to be some very keen

competition. 

Air Cadets were given a period of drill and sports, while members of Course 79 went to No. 2 "M"

depot swimming pool for their regular swim.

A Drill Test Board convened and for 2½ hours drill tested 15 candidates. A written examination is to

be given on Wednesday.

A general clean-up of W.D. barracks was carried out this evening. 25 W.D.’s attended a weiner roast

given by one of the Flights at No. 2 "M" Depot.

The new R.C. Chaplain visited various sections of the station today.

20 July/43  Weather good, normal flying routine continued all day. Air Vice-Marshal T.A. Lawrence,

Officer
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20 July/43 (Cont’d)  Commanding No. 2 Training Command, and party arrived by air at 1700 hours.

Bombing Teacher Repair Crew arrived at 1530 hours.

F/O G.D.B. Poff (J15270), who returned from overseas on June 20th, 1942, reported on the station

and will take up his duties as Signals Officer.

Crane aircraft 8663 was ferried to No. 8 Repair Depot for overhaul. One Wireless Mechanic was

taken on strength and reported for duty at Maintenance.

4069 F/Sgt. O.J. Hall, A.E.M., left for Montreal on posting to a course at the School of Engineering. 

Plans are under way at the Officers' Mess to hold a weiner roast on Saturday.

Signal arms are to be put on Aerodrome Control Car as runway directors. The ford refueller must be

serviced as a had bearing knock has been noted.

A great deal of activity was noted on the Sports Field today as the Air Cadets Track and Field meet



was held. There were quite a number of entries and keen competition and sportsmanship were

displayed. 

Members of Course 85 went for their regular swim at No. 2 “M” Depot, a period of an hour which is

much enjoyed.

The station softball team met Carberry in a very one-sided game which resulted in a win for No. 12

by a score of l8-2.

In the Softball House League, the Officers played Maintenance and won a closely contested game by

a score of 13 - 12.

Later in the evening. Air Vice-Marshal T.A. Lawrence and the Commanding Officer, W/C G.H.

Sellers, paid a. visit to the Sports Field.

W303113 LAW Merrick, D. was posted to No. 1 Wireless School, Montreal.

21 July/43   Weather favorable and  normal exercises carried out all day. Air Vice/Marshal T.A.

Lawrence and party departed by air at 0900 hours.

The Commanding Officer's Parade was held this morning, followed by the flag-raising ceremony.

The Commanding Officer then made an inspection and selected Headquarters Squadron to do one

hour's squadron drill.

G/C  G.P. Dunlop S.A.S.O., arrived by air to discuss flying training matters, departed by air for No. 1

C.N.S., Rivers, at 1730 hours.

The Air Cadets were inspected by the Commanding Officer, and their drill competetion was judged,

the winner being No. 234 Squadron of Minnedosa. The Commanding Officer then made the

presentation of prizes for Ground School marks and sports events.
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21 July/3 (Cont’d)  Work has begun on the enlarging of clothing stores, as requested by the Air

Officer Commanding on his recent .visit to the station.

Hospital Staff were kept. busy when 250 of station personnel paraded for innoculations.

Matron Porteous visited the hospital and was later a luncheon guest in the Officers' Mess. G/C

Dunlop was also a guest for luncheon and in the evening enjoyed a skeet shoot with a group of

officers.

F/L Dunphy, the R.C, Chaplain, attended an R.C. Chaplain’s conference in Winnipeg.

The crash tender received a new coat of paint today and its appearance is much improved.

The Drill Test Board convened again today for the purpose of holding written examinations in G.I.S.

for 14 candidates.

Members of Class 83 went to enjoy their regular swim at No. 2 “M” Depot swimming pool.



S/O F. Lester (V30091) reported for duty today to replace S/O I.G. Knowlton, who is departing on

temporary duty to take an Admin. Course at Trenton.

The regular Wednesday evening Open House at the W.D. Recreation Centre was quite well attended

and a happy time was had by all.

22 July/43  There was overcast early in the morning, but it cleared around noon. Normal flying

routine carried out. 

Junior course commenced flying from 1700 to 2100 hours.

F/L H.V. Bell, Command Cadet Officer, arrived to make arrangements for the Air Cadet Officers'

Qualifying Course which commences August 9th on this station.

A new Airmanship Section was organized in G.I.S. consisting of one full-time corporal or sergeant

from Maintenance, and one pilot part time.

Revision of Airmanship lecture programme has been completed with a view to achieving more

satisfying results in that subject.

Mr. Hughes, of .Winnipeg Fuel & Supply visited the station and the situation with regard to sufficient

supply of coal this winter was discussed.

The paint job on the panel track was completed today, greatly improving the appearance of the

vehicle. 

The golf tournament, which was launched a few days ago, is progressing very successfully, and is

being carried on with keen enthusiasm.

Members of course 79 went for their one hour's swim in the No. 2 "M" Depot pool.

The Drill Test Board convened again today and 19 hospital assistants and 12 airmen from

Maintenance formed the drill squad for the candidates.

The W.D. softball team met a team of C.W.A.C.’s from Camp Shilo, and were victorious, the score

being 5 - 0.

The Victory Garden is producing large quantities of vegetables, for all messes, and personnel are

taking a keen interest in it.

23 July/43  Weather quite satisfactory for flying and all flights carrying out normal routine.

F/L H.V. Bell and the Chief Ground Instructor, F/L D.A, MacLulich, conferred at the Manning Depot

with |
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23 July/43 (Cont’d)  the Commanding Officer, W/C Hudgetts and the Senior Admin. Officer, S/L

Jarvis, laying down a time table for the Cadet Officers' Course.



Seven engines were shipped to Standard Machine, while Cessna 7880 was ferried to Prairie Airways

for major overhaul.

The number of patients in the Isolation Hospital is gradually decreasing, at the present time there

being only l4 infectious disease cases retiring attention.

A new member of the staff arrived on the station by air today, and judging by his appearance, should

prove to be a source of inspiration to all personnel. He is L.A.M. Viking, late of Winnipeg, who has

been brought to fill the mascot establishment at this Unit. He is a magnificent St. Bernard with a

glossy light brown coat and a good-natured disposition. Everyone has taken a liking to him, and

seems to be keenly interested in his welfare.

A meeting was held in the Sergeants' Mess for the purpose of handing over financial procedure from

F/Sgt. R.H. Strong, who has been posted to Gimli, to the newly appointed Secretary-Treasurer, F/Sgt.

H.A. Ross.

The R.C. Chplain, F/L.W.H. Dunphy, held an interview with French Canadian personnel to discuss

the possibility of their taking a course in English.

N.C.O.'s regular, drill parade was cancelled this morning due to pressure of work.

Voluntary sports were participated in and sports equipment was available at all times during the day

and evening.

Good news was received by the Messing Officer today when it was reported xx that four W.D. cooks

would be arriving at this station tomorrow.

24 Jul/43   Weather continuing fine and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. 

Three Reselection Boards were held on LAC’s McNamara, Holland and Gibson.

F/O I. McLeod returned from the Armament Course at Mountainview, Ontario.

A large shipment of aeroplane spares and barrack equipment was received from No, 7 Equipment

Depot. 

In place of the regular Saturday night party in the Officers' Mess, a very successful weiner roast was

held at Lake Percy. There was a very, good crowd in attendance and all present voted it a very happy

event.

Four A.E.M.'s arrived on the station and reported to Maintenance for duty.

Track & Field practice was held on the sports field this afternoon with a good turn out, including

several Australians.
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24 July/43 (Cont’d)  The four W.D. Cooks, who have been expected, arrived today from Guelph,

Ontario.



25 July/43  Weather favourable for flying and C. & D. flights carried out flying exercises, while the

balance attended Church Parade.

Five Reselection Boards on LAC's Davey,  Henry, McLeod, Newton and Severson were held today. 

Maintenance personnel were excused Church Parade this morning so that they might carry on with

their work.

Several officers' wives and friends were guests in the Officers' Mess for a delightful buffet supper. 

Sgt. R.L. Gardner, who has been on this station as a clerk for the past two years, has remustered to

aircrew and is posted to No. 2 “M” Depot, Brandon. A number of members gathered in the N.C.O.'s

Mess this evening to wish Sgt. Gardner every success in this new field.

A new corporal M.T. Driver arrived from Tor Bay, Nfld. and reported for duty at the M.T. Section. 

Voluntary sports were participated in this afternoon with horseshoes and tennis proving very popular. 

A number of W.D.’s were in the station choir, which took part in the Church service this morning. 

The Sunday night supper in the W.D. Recreation Centre, which is now a regular feature, was much

enjoyed by all those present.

26 July/43  The weather fine for flying and normal exercises carried out both day and night. Crane

7772 ground looped during night flying. R186764 Colfer, A.F., pilot of the aircraft, was uninjured. 

Cessna 8032 was received from Prairie Airways for storage reserve. 

Nursing Sister Todd returned from taking a course in Toronto.

A golf tournament between the officers of this station and No. 17 S.F.T.S. was held at Souris today,

15 officers taking part.

A period of drill for the Officers' Refresher Drill Course was held at 0715 hours. 

S/O  I.G. Knowlton left the station today to take a 6 weeks' Admin, course at Trenton. 

Principal Chaplain (RC) Brig. Gen. G.L. Nelligan visited the station and passed very favourable

comments on the station chapel.

27 July/43  Clear, warm day, ideal for flying and normal exercises carried out both day and night.

Pilot Officers E.S. Quantrill (J26480), H.J. Cane (J26256) G. Morgan (J26260) reported on posting

from No. 2 F.I.S., Pearce, Alta.

F/O H.C. Manly from No. 2 Training Command visited G.I.S. to inspect the Aircraft Recognition

department.

Three Jacobs L4MB-1 engines were received from No. 15 A.I.D. Winnipeg.

Crane 8773 was ferried to No. 8 Repair Depot, and Crane 7778 was brought back.

The panel truck is once again like new with the new paint job well polished, the motor thoroughly

overhauled and most of the squeaks eliminated.

The station softball team played a team from A.3 losing by a score of 4 - 0, while the W.D.'s eked out



a win over Rivers by a score of 7 - 6.

A meeting of the representatives of the B.D.S.A.A was held at 1900 hours in F/L S.A. Bent's office.
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28 July/43  Station Parade held this morning so flying exercises were delayed until 0900 hours.  S/L

J.W.D.  McKnight, Chief Instructor took the parade in the absence of W/C G.H. Sellers,

Commanding Officer. 

Air Vice-Marshal T.A. Lawrence, Air Officer Commanding, No. 2 Training Command, and party

arrived by air at 1730 hours.

Mr. Morley, civilian Signals inspector, arrived from Command, and was very pleased with the buzzer

and lamp tests on Course 83. The Chief Ground Instructor and W.D. Cpl. McFadden, photographed

the station with all the aircraft parked on the normal flying areas.

One Jacobs L4MB engine was .received from No.15 A.I.D., Winnipeg,

Mr. Parker from Federal Aircraft, Montreal, was here to discuss problems about Anson Aircraft.

Air Vice-Marshal T.A. Lawrence and party were guests for supper in the Officers' Mess, as were also

the members of the Officers' ball team from A.3. Shilo. An excellent game was played between the

Officers of this station and those of A.3. No. 12 winning by the close score of 4 - 3.

The station volley ball team journeyed to Camp Shilo to take part in a tournament, which they   lost

in the semi-finals.

Members of class 83 went to swim at the Manning Depot Pool this morning.

In the afternoon, practice was held on the sports field for track & field events.

On posting of Sgt. Malcolm, Sgt. Piersdorff replaced him as chief cook in the Sergeants' Mess.

Open House in the W.D. Recreation Centre was well attended and much enjoyed.

The R.C. Padre, F/L Dunphy, held two classes on morale with the pupils of class 83.

29 July/43   Air Vice-Marshal T.A. Lawrence and party departed by air at 0900 hours. Good flying

weather and normal routine carried out in all flights.

The Preselection Board found LAC Henry suitable for Air Bomber, but he wished to be sent to E.T.S.

Trenton as he wants to remuster to Fitter, and then, if possible, to Flight Engineer. He was originally

an aero engine mechanic in Australia.

Twenty-four Jacobs L4MB-1 engines received from No. 10 S.F.T.S., Dauphin. 

Maintenance baseball team defeated paratroopers from Camp Shilo by score of 7 - 5.

The.W.D. S0FTBALL.TEAM AGAIN DEFEATED Rivers by a very close score, 7-6.

The grounds around the station are beginning to look rather parched and dried up due to the lack of



moisture. Flower beds, however, are being watered by artificial means, and are maintaining their

growth and freshness.
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29 July/43 (Cont’d)   M.T. personnel busy on duty runs and servicing of vehicles. The suburban was

brought in today for a much needed overhaul.

Sgt. B. Galt (W.D.), who has been on the station since the arrival of the first W.D,s over a year ago,

was posted to Mountainview, Ontario.

A new civilian messwoman was taken on strength and. commenced work this morning.

The station theatre, with a good roster of movies lined up by F/O E.A. Burn, officer in charge, is still

a popular spot in spite of the warm weather.

30 July/43  Clear, fine day and normal routine carried out in all flights.

Crane 7782 was ferried to Prairie Airways for major overhaul, while 11, Jacobs L4MB engines were

shipped to Standard Machine.

There are no infectious disease cases in the Isolation Hospital as the last patient has been discharged

from that wing.

44 N.C.O.’s attended N.C.O.'s drill period at 0715 hours. A marked improvement is being noted since

this N.C.O. Refresher Drill Course began several weeks ago. First aid lectures were given to course

79.

Voluntary sports and track and field practice were carried out on the sports field. Tennis is becoming

increasingly popular and the courts are fully occupied nearly every evening.

31 July/43  Clear, warm day, excellent for flying and normal exercises carried out by all flights.

The Chief Ground Instructor, F/L D.A. MacLulich, visited the C.G.I. at Souris this afternoon to

compare methods of G.I.S. organization.

Sgt. Babinsky, E.S., A.E.M. was taken on strength, from Tor Bay, Newfoundland.

The usual informal party was held at the Officers' Mess with a fair crowd of members and guests

present. 

F/L F.O. Hamilton received promotion to Squadron Leader, F/O Puller to Flight Lieutenant and P/O

Wedge to Flying Officer.

M.T. personnel are busy preparing monthly returns.

Four airwomen arrived on temporary duty to instruct in new, time-keeping plan.
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31 July/43                Personnel Strength                                              Airmen or

                                                                         Officers   W.D            Other Ranks  W.D.  Civilians

STAFF                                                          120          2                      633          144   

             RCAF on Temporary duty                                       1                       28            

             Service Personnel other than RCAF

              R.C.A.S.C.                  Nil 

               C.D.C.                                                     1                                      1

              Postal                                                                                                3

              R.A.F.                           Nil

Civilians              Barrack Warden                                                                                             1

                             Meteorologist                                                                                                 4

                             Stenographers                                                                                                11            

                             Clerks                                                                                                              4

                             General Duties                                                                                               76

                             Others                                                                                                             43 

                             Total Staff                          121             3                     665            144         149

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                                         130

                            R.A.F.                                                                               48

                            R.A.A.F.                                                                           28

                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                         6                            

                            Total Trainees                                                                212                           

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH               Serviceable             Unserviceable

            Ansons II                                   8                                0                             

            Cranes 1A                                21                               3

            Cranes 1                                   62                               5

FLYING HOURS

                       Total number of hours flown during the month of July - 10363:50.
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1 Aug/43   Sunday, and the weather rather stormy, flying washed out all day due to high winds. All



ranks attended Church Parade.

Seven Re-Selection boards were held this afternoon on aircrew, the boards being composed of the

Chief Instructor and Squadron Commanders.

The hospital staff took advantage of an unusually quiet day to house clean the hospital.

Mr. S. Jeffes, Dowty representative visited the station and held a discussion with the Chief Technical

Officer on problems related to aircraft Maintenance.

Due to flying being washed out, there was considerable activity in the Officers' Mess. Several guests

were present for a very delightful buffet supper, and then proceeded te the Recreation Hall to see a

currently popular movie.

Members of the Sergeants’ Mess also entertained several guests to supper and then to the show

afterward. 

M.T. personnel keeping busy maintaining serviceability of vehicles. The suburban is in line for an

overhaul and will be brought to the shop tomorrow..

Voluntary sports were carried out, although activity outdoors was entailed somewhat due to stormy

weather.

The regular W.D. Sunday night supper was again held in the W.D. canteen and was much enjoyed by

all those present.

2 Aug/43    A clear, ideal day and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

F/O A.R. Woods, Navigation Instructor at G.I.S., proceeded to No. 2 Training Command on

temporary duty.

Six Jacobs L4 MB1A engines ware received from No. 7 equipment Depot, while Crane 7857 was

received from No. 8 Repair Depot.

S/L A.D. Williams, Senior Medical Officer, returned today from annual leave.

Four electricians arrived on the station on posting from St. Thomas and reported for duty at

Maintenance. 

Several rooms in the north wing of the Officers' Quarters have been made brighter and cleaner with a

new coat of paint.

The suburban was brought intp the M.T. Section today and was prepared for a complete overhaul.

The golf tournament which was launched some time ago is still under way and providing

considerable interest for quite a number of personnel.

The Drill Test Board convened today and tested 20 candidates, a very goad showing by hospital

assistants being noted.

Track & field practice was held in preparation for duel meet with Carberry on Wednesday. Rehearsal

for Wings Parade was held for the Graduating Course 79.
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2 Aug/43 (Cont’d)  W.D.’s in Hut 32 were moved to new quarters in Hut 20 while floors were being 

scraped and put into good shape in Hut 32.

3 Aug/43   There was a slight overcast, but not sufficient to interrupt flying programme and normal

routine carried out in all flights.

A.V.M. T.A. Lawrence, Air Officer Commanding No. 2 Training Command, & party arrived by air

from Winnipeg at l635 hours.

F/L D.A. MacLulich, Chief Ground Instructor, conferred with S/L Jarvis at No. 2 “M” Depot, revising

the timetable for Air Cadet Officers' Course.

W/C Walker, Command Armament Officer, visited G.I.S. to inspect Armament Section and discuss

training. 

Crane 7857 was returned from No. 8 Repair Depot for stored reserve.

The Officers' Mess entertained several notable guests today - S/L Cummings, D.A.P.M. of No. 2

Training. Command, and S/L Bradley, Principal Medical Officer for No. 2 Training Command, for

luncheon, and A.V.M. T.A. Lawrence & party and W/C Walker for supper, following which the

guests participated in some very enjoyable skeet shooting.

The K. of C. representative distributed eight croquet sets to Officers' Mess, Hospital and W.D.

Canteen.

Baseball practice was held in the evening.

An exhibition soccer game was held this evening, No. 12 meeting Souris in a closely contested

match, resulting in a win for No.12 by a score of 9-7. The station softball team met a team from Shilo

in a league game, winning by a score of 5-2.  In the house league softball, the Sergeants met and

defeated the Maintenance team.

Arrangements have been completed whereby chefs will be given an opportunity to receive instruction

to qualify them for higher grouping.

4/Aug/43   The Commanding Officer's Parade was held at 0800 hours attended by all ranks, followed

by one hour's squadron drill by Maintenance Wing. Flying commenced at 0900 hours, the weather

being slightly overcast.

A.V.M.  T.A. Lawrence and party departed by air at 0905 hours.

F/O A.R. Woods, Nav. instructor, returned from Temporary duty at No. 2 Training Command.

Command Examination Officer, F/O Kerr, spent the afternoon at G.I.S. 

Sgt. L.A. Melstead, i/c Photographic Section at G.I.S.,  returned from Temporary duty at No. 7 A.O.S.

Portage la Prairie.



Two minor operations ware performed by the medical staff at the hospital this morning. 

The dual Track & Field meet with No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, was won by No.12 by rather a wide

margin, although some very close contests were witnessed. Following the meet all competitors were

given refreshments in the Airman’s Canteen.

5/Aug/43  Weather favourable for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights. Col. Mitchell of

A.15 Camp Shilo, arrived in a Norseman aircraft from Winnipeg. Night flying was washed out on

account of
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5/Aug/43 (Cont’d)  Wing presentation ceremony for the graduates of Course 79. The wings were

presented by W/C G.H. Sellers AFC  Commanding Officer, to forty-five graduates, thirty-five of

whom were Canadian, seven English, and three New Zealanders. Mayor F.H. Young of Brandon, a

faithful attendant at all Wings Parades on this station, presented the City of Brandon plaque to

R86767 F/S Folisbee, J.P., the honour student. 

Course Statistics:

(i)    Original intake - 65

(ii)   Adjusted intake, transfers from Course 77-5 

        Total intake -70. 

(iii)  Total graduates - 45

(iv)   Disposition of Graduates - Posted to No. 3 F.I.S., Arnprior, Ont. 4; posted to No. 2 F.I.S.,             

   Pearce, Alta. 3; posted to No. 1 G.R.S., Summerside, P.E.I. 7; posted to No. 1 C.N.S.,  Rivers, Man.

3; posted to No. 7 A.O.S., Portage la Prairie, Man. 5; posted to No. 2 A.O.S., Edmonton, Alta. 4;

posted to No. 1 "Y" Depot, Halifax, N.S. 13; posted to No. 1 G.R.S.,  Summerside, P.E.I. 3; posted to

No. 31 P.D., Moncton, N.B. 3. 

(v)  Total wastage (including transfers) - 25.

(vi) Disposition of wastage - transferred to Course No. 81, 4; transferred to Course No. 85, 1;        

Failures - posted to No. 2 Manning Depot, Brandon, Man. 12; posted to No. 1 “M” Depot,  Toronto,

5; posted to No.1 Reselection Centre, Trenton, 1; posted to No. 7 B. & G. School, Paulson, 1;

retained at this Unit pending posting instructions, 1.

 F/O. Kerr, Command Examination Officer, departed by air for Neepawa. 

Twenty-two Jacobs L4MB engines were returned to Dauphin, while 14 L4MB engines were received

from Dauphin. 

The medical staff were kept busy today, doing medicals on all graduates of Course 79 who received

posting overseas.



The monthly meeting of ths Officers' Mess Committee was held at noon today. The President, S/L

C.L. Sawle and the Messing Officer, F/L W.D. Rutherford, retired. S/L R.G. Hamilton was elected as

the new president, F/L G..A. Webster Vice-President, and F/O McNeely, Messing Officer. 

A number of guests were entertained in both the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes following the

graduation ceremonies  for Course 79.

No. 12 S.F.T.S. met No. 2 "M" Depot in a hard-fought soft ball league game this evening, winning by

a score of 7 - 2. A large crowd of both civilians and service personnel witnessed the game at the

Athletic Grounds in Brandon and supporters of both teams displayed great enthusiasm.
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5 Aug/43 (Cont’d)  The Roman Catholic Chaplain, F/L W.H. Dunphy, conferred with the station

Education Officer, F/O A.B. Cunningham, regarding plans for "Progress of War" lectures.

6 Aug/43   Weather clear and favourable for flying. Normal routine carried out in all flights.

Pupils of course 81 finished writing their final examinations and it is expected that the results will be

satisfactory in all subjects.

Crane aircrafts 7846 and 7855 were ferried to Prairie Airways for major overhaul.

A 1941 Staff car, Ford, was received from No. 7 Equipment Depot as a replacement for the present

staff car, which has been giving considerable trouble lately and is due for complete reconditioning. 

Maintenance Wing received a visit from Mr. Dutton, Cessna Aircraft representative. 

F/L Stevens, Command M.T. Officer, visited the M.T. Section today, and offered favourable

comments after an inspection of that section.

The P.T. & Drill Officer has suggested a plan whereby airmen who are about to graduate will be

obliged to take "Pre-Officer Training" classes in drill, which was instantly approved by the Chief

Ground Instructor.

Five W.D. Clerks general arrived from RCAF Station, Rockcliffe.

The night shift in the Airmen’s Mess received about 20 unexpected guests when aircraft from Rivers

force landed at this aerodrome due to fog.

7 Aug/43   Flying was washed in at 0900 hours after ground fog lifted and carried out all day by all

flights. 

Nine Jacobs L4MB engines were shipped to Standard Machines, Winnipeg, for overhaul. 

About 40 Cadet Officers arrived to begin a course of instruction and were allotted quarters and

welcomed to the Officers' Mess.

An exhibition softball game was played by No.12 against a team from No. 2 Training Command. The



station team was defeated by a score of 8 - 3. The game was played on the Athletic Grounds in

Brandon, and a large crowd of both civilians and Service personnel witnessed the contest. 

Voluntary sports ware carried out and a number of personnel turned out for track and field practice in

preparation for the station Sports Day coming up in the near future.

S/O E.S. Langerd, former Messing Officer at this station, and recently posted to No. 11 S.F.T.S.,

Yorkton, paid a visit to No. 12 today while on 48 hour pass.

8 Aug/43  Church Parade held at 1100 hours, flying commenced at 1330 hours and normal routine

carried out all day. 

Examination results for pupils of Course 81 are being tabulated by G.I..S. staff.

Anson II 8594 was received on this Unit for Stored Reserve.

The Station theatre was well attended by both personnel and guests from Brandon.

General clean up of M.T. vehicles was carried out by M.T. personnel today.

The regular Sunday night supper was served in the W.D. Recreation Centre and was much enjoyed by

all those present.
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9/Aug/43  A clear bright day and normal flying routine carried out all day.

Course  87 reported consisting of 10 from No. 23 E.F.T.S., Davidson. Sask., 10 from No. 15 E.F.T.S.

Regina, Sask., 40 New Zealanders direct from the boat, and 3 officer trainees, F/O R.F. Fritz, F/O

R.H. Bulllied, and F/O D.C. Coleman. Members of this new course began training today in C.&D.

Flights.

The Air Cadet Officers' Qualifying Course commenced today with an address of welcome by W/C

G.H. Sellers Commanding Officer.

Improvements and alterations to clothing stores are progressing favourably.

Two minor operations word performed by the Medical Officer on two airmen from No. 12 S.F.T.S.

Aircraft 8594 arrived from McDonald, Bros., Winnipeg.

Baseball practice was held on the Athletic Grounds in Brandon. There was a good turn-out and

considerable interest is being exhibited. Four new players appeared this evening and showed promise

of becoming valuable assets to the station team.

Sixty-one officers were given a period of one hour’s drill at 0715 hours this morning and 10 officers

turned out for drill at 1700 hours.

A soccer game between this station and Souris resulted in a 5-0 win for No. 12.

Organization of the “Fives Star Physical Fitness Programme” is under way and it is expected that

satisfactory results will be produced.



10/Aug/43   Fine weather for flying and normal routine carried out by all flights.

W/C  G.A. Hedgett, Commanding Officer, No. 2 “M” Depot, Brandon, addressed the Air Cadet

Officers, while F/L H.V. Bell, Command Cadet Officer, arrived to give lectures to the Cadet 

Officers. 

During the evening, G.I.S. and the barracks were house-cleaned by 200 trainees in preparation for the

Commanding Officer’s inspection.

Coal administrators arrived from No. 2 Training Command to check our supply of coal. They wore

well-pleased with the coal stock and method of storing.

An emergency appendectomy  was performed today on an airman from a neighboring station. He is

reported progressing favourably.

F/O J.E. McNeely, new Messing Officer on the Officer’s Mess Committee, held a meeting of the

staff of the Mess at 1330 hours and gave instructions that a more varied diet should be prepared.

Norseman aircraft 2484 flew in from McDonald with representative from the Teleflex Co., Toronto. 

The Sergeants engaged the Officers in a softball league game at 1900 hours this evening, the officers

winning by one run. The winners were entertained in the anteroom of the Sergeants' Mess.
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10 Aug/43 (Cont’d)  The station softball team defeated A.15 Shilo in a league game.

Ten candidates were drill tested today when the Drill Test Board convened at 1400 hours.

The K. of C.. representative distributed stationery and visited the hospital today.

All sections of the station were given a thorough cleaning in preparation for the C.0.'s inspection.

11 Aug/43   A clear ideal day and normal flying routine carried out in all flights both day and night.

The Commanding Officer's parade was held at 0800 hours and was attended by all ranks. During the

day the Commanding Officer inspected various sections of the station.

At 1500 hours the Air Cadet Officers held musketry practice with .303 rifles, while later in the

afternoon F/L Burton of No. 2 “M” Depot lectured to the Cadet Officers in G.I.S.

The Station hospital has had an increase in the number of patients admitted requiring surgical

treatment. 

Another appendectomy was performed this morning by the medical staff and the patient is reported 

as resting quietly.

The new Beam Approach Field at Douglas, Man., is being put into operation, and it is felt that certain

M.T. Vehicles, such as a crash tender and ambulance, should be allotted to that field permanently. 

Excitement ran high among all supporters of No. 12 S.F.T.S. and Dauphin when the two softball



teams clashed in a challenge game in an effort to settle an old score at the Athletic Grounds in

Brandon. 

Fans of No. 12, however, were doomed to disappointment when their favourites failed to make a

good showing and went down to a 6 - 0 defeat.

Open house was held in the W.D. Recreation Centre with a large crowd in attendance.

12 Aug/43   Morning was clear after rain during the night. A slight overcast around noon, but normal

flying routine carried out all day.

S/L Costello, Command R.C. Padre, arrived by air at 1200 hours.

F/L H.V. Bell, Command Cadet Officer, concluded his lectures to Cadet Officers and departed for

Winnipeg during the afternoon.

F/O Kelshall of No. C.N.S., Rivers, addressed the Cadet Officers on “Progress of War” studies.

Three new patients were admitted to the station hospital today, thus increasing the number of

admissions still further within the last few days.

Anson II 11500 and 11501 were received from Souris to be taken on our strength. S.B.A. has been

installed in these aircraft and they are waiting to be tested.

Truck and trailer returned to the M.T. Section from a trip to Winnipeg. The complete overhaul of the

suburban is nearing completion. A trailer was sent to Chater for use at the R.1 field there. There was

considerable activity on the Sports Field this evening when the men played and lost to A.3 Shilo, and

the W.D.'s lost to the C.W.A.C. from A.3.

A small shipment of games was received by the K. Of C. representative who distributed same to

various sections of the station. The Sports Committee held a meeting in the office of the President,

S/L A.D. Williams.

The convalescent patients in the hospital were again treated to a movie and quite a number were able

to attend.
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12 Aug/43 (Cont’d)  A group of over 200 boys and girls, all members of the Y.M.C.A.  Summer Fun

Club, visited the station this afternoon, and were conducted to various sections of the station. In  the

courses of the tour they visited the Recreation Hall where a programme of short features was shown,

following which they were served light refreshments in the Airmen’s Mess.

13 Aug/43  Weather clear, though a strong west wind was blowing. Normal routine carried out in all

flights during day and night.

F/L H.D. Burton, F/O J.H. Panton and S/L A.I. Jarvis of No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon, lectured to the



Air Cadet Officers in G.I.S..

Cranes 7881 & 7775 were ferried to Prairie Airways for major overhaul.

A member of the Medical staff, Nursing Sister S.E. Todd, who has just returned from a course in the

East, has been posted to No.2 "M" Depot on temporary duty.

Impromptu sports were carried out on the sports field and a number of personnel practised track and

field events in preparation for the station sports day planned for the 18th August. 

The station theatre was again well attended this evening to witness the showing of “Assignment in

Brittany “ a currant movie with a wartime background.

The Protestant Padre, F/L W. Bainbridge, is at present away on two weeks leave.  F/L W.H. Dunphy,

R.C. Padre, visited many sections of the station, such as detention barracks and quarters. He also

lectured in G.I.S to various courses. 

14 Aug/43   Weather favourable for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights.

F/L H.D. Burton and S/L F.K. Hope lectured to the Cadet Officers in G.I.S.

S/L A.D. Williams,  Senior Medical Officer, left today to take a course in Medical Aviation at

Toronto. 

Ten Ansons equipped with S.B.A., were taken on strength at Maintenance for stored reserve.

The regular Saturday night party at the Officers' Mess was well attended and a good time was had by

all.

Open House at the Sergeants' Mess was also well attended and a very enjoyable evening was spent by

all those present.

No organized games or sports were held today as many personnel were away on 48's, but voluntary

sports were participated in and a great deal of activity was noted on the sports field all afternoon as

sportsmen practiced for the track & field meet to be held on Wednesday.

15 Aug/53  A cloudy windy Sunday, with dual flying only washed in at 0830 hours. Nos. 1 & 2

Squadrons did not
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15 Aug/43 (Cont’d) attend Church parade due to flying.

No trainees in G.I.S except 6 ceased training cases who are being given special instruction in ground

subjects. Some of the Cadet Officers were taken up for flights.

A new medical officer, FL N.L. Brown (C13193) arrived on the station and reported for duty at the

station hospital.

M.T. personnel carried out general clean-up of section and vehicles today. Modifications are being



made to the crash tender.

Great enthusiasm is being shown for the coming track a field meet as personnel continue to practice

diligently on the sports field.

The R.C. Chaplain held two services today, one at No.12 and the other at No.33 S.F.T.S., Carberry.

Aug 16/43   A clear ideal day and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. The Reselection

Boards ware held on LAC’s Davey, Henry, Gibson & England.

Lectures were gives to the Air Cadet Officers in G.I.S. by F/L H.D. Burton, F/L Brook and S/L H.B.

Hunter of No 2 “M” Depot, and F/O. Robson DFC of No. 4 S.F.T.S., Saskatoon, Sask.

Equipment staff commenced stocktaking today for the month of August. 

Crane aircrafts 7875 and 8078 were taken on strength from storage.

LAC Forbes, E.H., M.T. Driver, who has been on this station for some considerable time, has

received notice of posting to No. 1 Wireless School, Montreal, P.Q.

The station baseball team journeyed to Carberry to play a game against a team from that station, and

was won by a score of 8 - 4.

A meeting of the Sports Committee was held this afternoon to draw up the programme for the station

Sports Day.

Work is progressing preparing the drill hall for the carnival and dance which will bring the sports day

to a conclusion on Wednesday night. A huge crowd is expected for these festivities and elaborate

preparations are being made to provide entertainment.

An Officers' P.T. class has been started to comply with No. 2 Training Command's “Physical Fitness”

programme for all officers. The officers are entering into this plan enthusiastically and are anxious to

make progress.

Work on the new floors in Barrack Black 32 is progressing satisfactorily, and already a great

improvement has been noted.

The Chaplain (P) from camp Shilo visited the station today and inspected various sections of the

station.

17 Aug/43  Clear, fine weather, ideal for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights.

Australian students were given an opportunity to vote in their home elections today and quite a

number responded. Results were sent to Australia for inclusion in the final results.

The Air Cadet Officers were given lectures by F/L Brock and F/L H.D. Burton, and then were taken

on a tour of No. 2 "M" Depot during the afternoon.

Six Jacobs L4MB engines were received from No. 7 Equipment Depot.
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17 Aug/43 (Cont’d)  One corporal electrician on strength at Maintenance received notice of posting

to Gimli where a new Flying School is opening up in the near future.

The new paint job on the crash truck is progressing favourably and should be completed very shortly. 

The overhaul on the suburban is now finished and the vehicle is once again serviceable. 

Work on preparations for dance and carnival to be held in the drill hall on Wednesday evening is still

going on.

The regular swimming class for trainees was again held at the No. 2 "M" Depot pool.

Voluntary sports were carried out during the evening, and some of the competitors entered in the

track and field meet look very promising as they practise the various events for the competition

tomorrow.

A very closely contested softball play-off game was played this evening between the W.D.'s and the

C.W.A.C.  from Shilo. It was a hard-fought and well-played game, the girls from Shilo finally

winning by only one run, the score being 2-1.

18 Aug/43  A clear, fine day and normal flying carried out until 1100 hours when flying ceased to

allow all ranks to attend the sports programme which began at 1330 hours. Air Vice-Marshal T.A.

Lawrence, Air Officer Commanding, No. 2 Training Command, and party arrived on the station by

air at 0909 hours en route to Yorkton, Sask. Engine trouble forced them to land here, but they

continued their journey in two Crane aircrafts, 7689 and 8105. They returned at 2103 hours and took

off again almost immediately in the Air Vice-Marshal's aircraft.

Lectures were given in the morning only at G.I.S. in order that personnel may be released to attend

the Sports parade. Lectures ware given to the Cadet Officers by S/L A.I. Jarvis of No. 2 "M" Depot,

and F/O G.A. Little of No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, the latter telling of his experienced fighting over

Germany and the Mediterranean.

Quite a loss of personnel was experienced by Maintenance Wing due to the posting of 5 airmen to

Lachine, P.Q. and 6 A.E.M’s & 6 A.F.M.’s to Gimli, while 1 Wireless Mechanic was taken on

strength. 

Ideal weather and enthusiasm made the station sports day a great success. Keen competition in all

events was noted, and many records set in last year's meet were broken. The individual champion was

R115401  Sgt. Hair, G.F., who made a very fine showing. Many of the contestants gave promise of

doing well in the B.D.S.A.A. Meet, being planned for early fall. The W.D.’s also participated in the

sports activities and displayed considerable ability as well as sportsmanship and enthusiasm. The

Track & Field programme was brought to a happy and successful conclusion with a carnival and

dance held in the drill hall. During the course of the evening prizes to winners of events were

presented by W/C G.H. Sellers AFC.
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18 Aug/43 (Cont’d) A huge crowd of both station personnel and guests were present and enjoyed the

various items of entertainment provided for their amusement.

19 Aug/43  The weather clear in the morning but cloudy in the afternoon. The Commanding Officer,

W/C G.H. Sellers and S/L J.M. Whidden departed by air at 1410 hours for Winnipeg to pick up W/C

A.G. Goulding MC  DFC the newly appointed Commanding Officer, W/C Sellers having received

notice of posting to RCAF Staff Collage, Toronto. The party .returned to the Station at l640 hours.

The Air Cadet Officers were given lectures in G.I.S.  by S/L A.I. Jarvis and W02 Cherrier.

A minor operation was performed by the medical staff at the station hospital this morning on an

airman from a neighboring station. The patient is reported as progressing favorably.

Crane aircraft 8077 was taken on strength at Maintenance from stored reserve, while Crane 8753

returned from No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg.

Three electricians were posted from this station to No. 18 S.F.T.S., Gimli, Manitoba.

The regular mess dinner in the Officers' Mess took the form of a farewell party for W/C G.H. Sellers

AFC who has been posted, after little more than two months as Commanding Officer of this station,

to the new RCAF Staff College at Toronto. Quite a number of guests were present, and entertainment

was provided by the A.4 band.

A great deal of activity was noted in the drill hall as clean-up operations got under way after the

festivities of last evening.

Another movie was shown at. the hospital, which was enjoyed by the 14 patients who were able to

attend.

20 Aug/43   A clear day with scattered clouds. Normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

Lectures were given to Air Cadet Officers by F/L L.N. Ness and S/L W. Banfield,  the Command Air

Cadet Organization Officer.

Cessna Cranes 7791 and FJ201 were ferried to Prairie Airways for overhaul. The snow drag was

shipped to No. 18 S.F.T.S., Gimli, Man.

The K. of C. representative received a shipment of stationary today which he distributed to the

various sections.

F/O J.B. Fitton, P.T. & Drill Officer, proceeded on temporary duty to No. 19 E.F.T.S., Virden, Man.

The two week period of instruction for the Air Cadet Officers is drawing to a close, and a farewell

dinner was held for them in the Officers’ Mess at 1800 hours.

W/C A.G. Goulding, the new Commanding Officer, paid visits to various parts of the station.



21 Aug/43  Weather clear with excellent visibility. Normal flying routine carried out in all flights. 

A minor flying accident occurred during formation flying exercises when Crane 8185, piloted by P/O

R.J. Brown and Crane 7761 piloted by R192980 LAC Griffiths, K.G., pupil of course 85, collided in

mid air.  It was the student's first formation flying experience. Both aircraft landed safely and the

only injuries being slight cuts in the face to P/O Brown.

The Cadet Officers wrote their final administration examinations today, all passing successfully, and
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21 Aug/43 (Cont’d)  and finished drill tests. They left the station shortly after lunch.

Eight engines were sent to Standard Machine for overhaul.

79A W02 Burbidge, D.W. was posted to this Unit from No. 1 Equipment Depot, Toronto, and

reported at Maintenance Wing for duty.

Three W.D. clerks accountant reported on the station from Trenton, Ontario.

The first tomatoes from the station victory garden were enjoyed by the airmen in the Mess today.

22 Aug/43   Flying washed out all day. Weather quite cloudy with poor risibility. Church Parade was

well attended by all ranks since there was no flying.

A number of officers’ wives and other guests were present for dinner in the Officers' Mess, following

which many attended the station theatre.

Open house in the Sergeants' Mess was also well attended and those present enjoyed games and other

entertainment provided..

Two W.D. cooks arrived from Guelph, Ontario, an increase in strength which will noticeably

improve the help situation in the Messes.

The regular Sunday supper, which is continuing to be a very popular feature among W.D.’s, was held

again this evening in the Recreation Centre. It serves to bring the members of the W.D. together for a

time in a single group, thus serving to promote sociability and friendliness.

23 Aug/43  A clear, bright day, and normal routine carried out in all flights. A slight accident

occurred on the main aerodrome during night flying when Crane 7689 nosed up while taxying. The

pilot was GB1622787 LAC Boyes, R. of Course 85. The aircraft was only slightly damaged, and the

pilot sustained no injuries.

Reselection Boards were held this morning on LAC’s GBl626l34 Whittal, R197194 Wood,  R180135

Moist and GB1603220 Kerin.

The Signals Officer, F/O G.D.B. Poff, today assumed the duties of officer i/c of the telephone system

on the station.



Eight Jacobs engines were received from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg.

The dump truck was brought in to the shop for repairs, while all gas tenders were provided with

ground cables.

The station baseball team played against the team from No.1 C.N.S. Rivers, losing by a score of 5 - 2.

P.T. classes were held morning and afternoon for trainees, while the officers' sports class was held
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23 Aug/43 (Cont’d) in the evening. The P.T. & Drill staff submitted a new floor plan for the drill hall

in anticipation of winter sports activities.

The first R.C. Mass to be held on the station was held this evening in the station chapel, with fair

attendance.

24 Aug/43  Weather favourable for flying and normal routine carried out all day. R123570 Sgt.

Polson, Armourer Gns, returned from No. 3 F.I.S., Arnprior and was cleared on posting to No. 23

E.F.T.S., Davidson, Sask.

A snow roller was received from No. 23 E.F.T.S., Davidson, Sask.

The hospital staff were kept busy today taking care of an inoculation parade.

An officers' Mess Committee Meeting was held in the Mess at 1245 hours.

The Commanding Officer, W/C A.G. Goulding MC DFC, S/L J.W.D. McKnight and S/L R.G.

Hamilton attended a mess dinner at No. 2 "M" Depot this evening.

Regular P.T. classes for students were held morning and afternoon, while the officers’ P.T. class was

carried out in the evening. There were voluntary sports during the evening and quite a number of

personnel turned out to practice baseball or track & field events.

W303216 LAW Trager, E.G., Hospital Assistant, was married to-day at 1230 hours to an airman from

a nearby station.  The service was conducted by F/L W. Bainbridge, Station Chaplain (P), in the

station chapel. Following the ceremony refreshments were served to the guests.

This evening a special effort was made at the station theatre to raise funds for the Chinese War

Relief.

A booth was constructed just inside the door and W303118 Cpl. Howey, D.E., clerk accountant,

dressed as a Chinese girl and collected donation's from the large crowd of airmen and airwomen who

attended the return showing of a very popular movie, Victor Herbert’s ""Mighty Marietta" with

Jeannette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy.

An officer from No. 2 Training Command made an inspection of the dishwashing machine in

operation at this Unit and passed favourable comments.



25 Aug/43  Weather cloudy and dull, ceiling about 800 feet. Low level cross countries and local solos

only carried out.

Crane 8770 force landed due to engine failure about 4½ miles northwest of Forrest, Manitoba. Pilot

instructor J26763 P/O R Rikkanen, along with pupil pilot NZ421426 LAC Phillip, A.P., was piloting

the aircraft at the time. Both were uninjured, while the accident was placed in C.2 category. 

The Chief Ground Instructor, F/L D.A. MacLulich (Cl754) visited No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, to amend

syllabi and lecture plans according to the set held in the Visiting Flight.

F/O H.G. Wedge, Station Armament Officer, has returned from the aircraft Recognition Course

which he had been attending at Rockcliffe, Ontario.

A carload of aircraft wings was received from Mid West Aircraft.

S/L A.D. Williams has returned from attending a course in Aviation Medicine held at Toronto.

Mr. Lilich, Jacobs representative, arrived on the station today, and visited the Chief Technical

Officer, F/L J.A. Fenn, at Maintenance Wing.
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25 Aug/43 (Cont’d)  Repairs have been made to the crash tender and once again the vehicle is

serviceable.

The monthly volley ball tournament was held at A.4 and No. 12 lost 3 out of 6 games.

The regular open house at the W.D. Recreation Centre was failry well attended this evening. 

The Commanding Officer's parade was held at 0800 hours this morning at which time W/C A.G.

Goulding gave a short address.

P.T. & Drill classes were held morning and afternoon for students, while the Officers' class was held

in the evening.

A/S/O L.P. Coles, Messing Officer, was posted on temporary duty to No. 33 S.F.T.S. Carberry, Man. 

Station Chaplain (P), F/L W. Bainbridge, gave 2 lectures in G.I.S. on Morale and Leadership, and in

the evening umpired a soccer game between the station team and Carberry.

26 Aug/43  Weather clear and favourable for flying.  A.V.M. T.A. Lawrence, Air Officer

Commanding, No. 2 Training Command, arrived by air at 1920 hours, while G/C. T.W. White, New

Zealand Air Liaison Officer, arrived at 1600 hours and interviewed New Zealand trainees.

Inspector of Explosives, P/O L.C. Cassady, from No. 14 "X" Depot, Regina, Sank., came to inspect

our explosives stores and found them in good condition. 

Anson II 11218 arrived from No. 8 S.F.T.S., Moncton, N.B.

The hospital staff held a very successful weiner roast this evening, with good attendance and much

good food.



A.V.M. T.A. Lawrence and party and G/C. T.W. White were guests at the Officers' Mess for dinner.

The station baseball team played at Shilo Camp this evening, winning a very closely contested game

by a score of 8 - 6.

Another movie was shown in the station hospital, and quite a number of patients were able to attend. 

Drill tests were held this afternoon while P.T. classes were conducted for students and officers. 

F/O Christie from No. 2 Training Command, and two press reporters arrived on the station this

evening. 

A soccer team from Carberry played the station team after which the visitors were served

refreshments in the Airmen's Canteen.

A marked improvement has been noted in the W.D. Recreation Centre following the redecorating

programme which has been in progress for some time. New wallpaper, a fire place and new lighting

system have added greatly to the general comfort and improved appearance of the Canteen. 

27 Aug/43  G/C T.W. White and F/L Falstead departed by air for Rivers at 1125 hours, returning at

1600 hours, while
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27 Aug/43 (Cont’d) A.V.M. T.A. Lawrence departed for Rivers at 1250 hours.

Weather clear and favourable. Normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

At 0930 hours, G/C White spoke to the New Zealand trainees and met some of them individually. F/L

Letchfield xxx lectured all the trainees in G.I.S. at 1030 hours. 

Cranes FJ 236 and 7885 were ferried to Prairie Airways for major overhaul.

W.D.'s in various sections were interviewed by press reporters, who accompanied S/O Christie from

Winnipeg last evening.

J14903 F/O J.E. Merriman was married in the station chapel at 2000 hours, the service being

conducted by F/L W. Bainbridge. A reception was held in the Officers' Mess following the

ceremony.

28 Aug/43  Clear weather, favourable for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights. G/C.

T.A. White and F/L Felstead, R.N.Z.A.F., departed by air at 0945 hours.

Classes were held in G.I.S. for ceased trainees and Refresher Course pilots only. 

R59046 LAC Thordarson, G.V. cleared the station today on discharge from the Service. 

A small shipment of equipment was received from No. 7. Included in the shipment was the new style

of flying gloves.

F/L N.L. Brown (Med.) was posted on temporary duty to No. 18 S.F..T.S. Gimli, while F/L H.W. 



North was posted to No. 23 E.F.T.S., Davidson, thus depleting the hospital medical staff

considerably. 

A trip was made to Camp Shilo by M.T. to obtain spares for the pick-up.

A W.D. Chef, W302360 Cpl. Wilson, B.M. was posted in from No. 1 B. & G., School, Jarvis,

Ontario. 

The appearance of the interior of the station chapel has been greatly improved by the artistic murals

done by one #1088761 LAC Eveleigh, E.N., who was loaned to this station by No. 41 S.F.T.S., RAF

Weyburn, Sask., especially for this work. LAC Eveleigh is to be commended on the excellent job he

has done.

29 Aug/43   Sunday, a flying washed out allowing all ranks to attend Church Parade.

Equipment Section was closed today with a duty watch in charge in cases of emergency. 

A number of officers' wives and friends were present in the mess for dinner, while the Sergeants’

Mess also entertained a number of guests for dinner.

The Church Parade was very well attended today. The Service was conducted by the station chaplain

(P), F/L W. Bainbridge, and S/O F. Lester (V30091) sang "The Airmen's Prayer" as a solo. 

The R.C. Padre held Mass at No.12 and at No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, with large attendance at both

stations.

30 Aug/43  Weather clear with scattered clouds and normal routine carried out in all flights.

The pupils of graduating course.81 held their graduation dinner in the Prince Edward Hotel, the guest

speaker of the evening being the Commanding Officer, W/C A.G. Goulding MC DFC.  The evening

proved to be a great success.

Reselection Boards were held on LAC's Hazelwood, Elson, Russell and French.
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30 Aug/43 (Cont’d)  Anson II 11218 was received from No. 8 S.F.T.S. Moncton, N.B.

Two tonsillectomies were performed this morning, while members of the graduating class were given

medical examinations at the station hospital.

Cranes 8048 and 8084 were taken on strength from stored reserve.

M.T. made a trip to Carberry for 87 Octane gasoline. Panel truck was brought in for overhaul.

P.T. Classes were held morning and afternoon for the students while voluntary sports were carried

out in the evening.

Airwomen in Hut 20E moved to Hut 32 in order that Hut 20E may be renovated. Floors are being

sanded and varnished.



Good attendance, was noted at the station theatre this evening, which has been remarkably well

attended all summer, due to the excellent roster of pictures arranged by F/O E.A. Burn, officer in

charge.

31 Aug.43  Weather cloudy, ceiling; approximately 700 feet. Local circuits only were carried out. A

Crane was forced down near Eden, Manitoba, but no damage was done.

S/L J.W.D. McKnight, Chief Instructor has temporarily assumed the duties of Commanding

Officer on the posting of W/C A.G. Goulding to No. 18 S.F.T.S. Gimli, Manitoba.

Cranes 8035 and 8032 were allotted from Command from stored reserve to unit strength.

Gas tenders were checked and also the ambulance from R.1 Chater. This later vehicle needs painting

badly, which will be done as soon as possible.

The floor in the drill hall is being re-marked.

Members of Course 83 began writing final examinations in Ground School.
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31/Aug/43                Personnel Strength                                              Airmen or

                                                                         Officers     W.D           Other Ranks  W.D.  Civilians

STAFF                                                                136          2                      631          153   

             RCAF on Temporary duty                           1             1                       31            

             Service Personnel other than RCAF

              R.C.A.S.C.                  Nil 

              C.D.C.                                                        1                                        1

              Postal                                                                                                   3

              R.A.F.                           Nil

Civilians              Barrack Warden                                                                                               1

                             Meteorologist                                                                                                   4

                             Stenographers                                                                                                  11          

                              Clerks                                                                                                               4

                             General Duties                                                                                                 82

                             Others                                                                                                               52 

                             Total Staff                             138             3                     666            153         154

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                                         108



                            R.A.F.                                                                               36

                            R.A.A.F.                                                                           25

                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                       40                           

                            Total Trainees                                                                209                           

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH               Serviceable             Unserviceable  

            Ansons II                                   15                              3                                     

          Cranes 1A                                  18                             4  

            Cranes 1                                     56                             8

         Total number of hours flown during the month of August - 6175:05
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1 Sept/43  Scattered clouds but weather fair for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights.

Mr Vice-Marshal Steadman arrived in Lockheed 7651 at 1500 hours. He toured the station at 1630

hours and gave a lecture to the G.L. Officers and Specialist Officers in G.I.S. at 1900 hours.

F/L D.J. Quin and F/L Bridgelon were visitors in G.I.S. today.

Photographs of' graduating course 81 were taken for the Wings Parade to be held on Thursday

evening this week.

W303275 LAW Houck, V.K. arrived from No. 5 B. & G. School, Dafoe, Sask. and reported for duty

at the Equipment Section where she will replace W303177 LAW Dempsey, M.M. who has been

posted to Dafoe. 

The staff at the station hospital were kept busy today when two major and three minor operations

were performed by the medical officers.

W02 Fraser, G. was elected President of the Sergeants’ Mess Committee at a meeting held in the

Mess. 

A very good crowd attended the Open House held in the W.D. Recreational Centre this evening when

an impromptu was enjoyed by all.

2 Sept/43   Weather clear with scattered clouds. Normal flying routine carried out.

A.V.M. Steadman and party departed at 0850 hours in Lockheed 7651.

At 1900 hours the graduation ceremony for the pupils of course 81 was held at which time the wings

were presented to 43 students by the Commanding Officer, W/C G. Goulding.  Mayor F.H. Young of

Brandon presented the Brandon plaque to the honour student R178256 LAC Alexander, T.A. 



Disposition of Course 81:-

 (i)      Original  Intake - 58.

 (ii)     Adjusted Intake - 58 plus 4 transfers, 62.

 (iii)     Total graduates - 43

 (iv)     Disposition of graduates by numbers: 6 to No. 3 F.I.S., Arnprior; 10 to No. 1 G.R.S., 

             Summerside, P.E.I.; 1 to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, Man.; 20 to No. 1 “Y” Depot, Halifax; 4 to       

             No. 2 F.I.S., Pearce, Alta; 1 to No. 34 O.T.U., Pennfield, Ridge, N.S.; 1 to No. 31 P.D.,           

             Moncton, N.B.

 (v)      Total Wastage (including transfers) - 19.

 (vi)     Disposition of wastage: 3 transferred to Course 83; Failures - 10 to No. 2 "M" Depot,                

        Brandon; 1 to No. 1 “M” Depot, Toronto, Ontario; 1 to No. 1 Reselection Centre, Trenton,           

        Ontario; 4 to No. 3 Repair Depot, Vancouver, B.C.; 1 retained at this Unit Pending             

Posting Instructions.

Following the Wings Parade a social gathering was held in the Sergeants' Mess for graduates and

their friends.
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2 Sept/43 (Cont’d)  A new tractor was received for the Works and Buildings Section.

Overhauls on vehicles in M.T. Section are progressing favorably and serviceability should be 100%

very shortly.

Voluntary sports and baseball practice were carried out on the sports field.

Twenty-two W.D.'s were invited to attend a dance at Carberry this evening and those who attended

reported a very enjoyable dance.

The Station Chaplain (P), F/L W. Bainbridge, attended the Command Chaplains' conference in

Winnipeg.

3 Sept/43  Weather quite favourable for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights.

W/C Price and Mr. Morley, Signals Officer from Command, visited G.I.S. Course 83 finished writing

final examinations, while 20 students of course 81 received notification of commissions.

Nine engines were shipped to Standard Aero Engine Co., and Cessnas 7891 and 78?6 were ferried to

Prairie Airways for overhaul.

Track and field practice was carried out on the sports field in preparation for the inter-station sports

meet  scheduled for September 6th. Contestants entered for No. 12 are showing good form and it is

expected that they will provide keen competition for their opponents.

Four clerks general (W.D.) arrived on the station today from RCAF Station, Rockcliffe.



The station theatre is still maintaining its excellent roster of pictures and attracting large crowds

of personnel.

4 Sept/43  Normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

G/C Cochram, Protestant Chaplain-in-Chief for the R.C.A.F. visited the station today, and inspected

the station chapel. He seemed quite pleased with the general appearance of our chapel and passed

many favourable comments.

A large shipment of clothing was received from No. 7 Equipment Depot.

F/S Jessett, F.W., of the M.T. Section, proceeded on temporary duty to No. 2 Training Command,

Winnipeg.

The K. of C., representative distributed small games to various sections, also stationery. 

A meeting of the entertainment committee was held with a large number of members present. 

5 Sept/43  Normal flying routine carried out all day and weather fair but cool.

There was a fairly large attendance at Church Parade today, the service being conducted by the

station chaplain (P), F/L W. Bainbridge.

F/S Baker, S.O., R61412, reported at Maintenance today having been posted here from Torbay,

Newfoundland. 

A large number of officers and their guests enjoyed a very delightful buffet supper in the mess.

Voluntary sports and track and field practice were carried out on the sports field.  All members of the

track and field team who will represent this station at the inter-station meet to-morrow are looking

forward enthusiastically to the competition.

New course 89 reported in today consisting of 48 Canadians, 1 R.A.F. and 1 from Jamaica.

The regular Sunday night supper was served in the W.D. Canteen. 
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6 Sept/43  Weather cloudy and quite cool. Flying routine carried out until 1100 hours when it was

washed out so that all personnel might attend the Inter-Station Track and Field Meet being held at the

Exhibition Grounds in Brandon,

Re-selection Boards were held on NZ429588 LAC Allan. NZ4213310 LAC Wornington, NZ4212724

LAC Orr, GB1801627 LAC Ansted. GBl623218 LAC Loveridge, NZ4213324 LAC Harlton,

NZ421l646 LAC Douglas, NZ4212600 LAC Peters.

All Sections ceased work at 1100 hours so that all personnel could attend in a body the Sports Parade

at 1330 hours.

The Brandon District Services Athletic Association held their Annual Track and Field Meet at the



Exhibition Grounds in Brandon at 1345 hours today. A large number of entries was received and the

competition between the various contestants was very keen. The meet was well organized under the

leadership of the President of the Association, F/L S.A, Bent of this station, and P/O Panton of No. 2

"M" Depot. No. 12 S.F.T.S. won the team championship with 40 points, while the individual

champion was also a member of the No. 12 team, R115401 Sgt. Hair, F.   GB605497 LAC Wint,

A.S., (Jamaica) set a new unofficial record of 48.4 for the 440 yd., the Canadian record being 48.7.  

LAC Wint is a member of course 89 at this station. Following the meet, prizes for winners of various

events were presented, also the cup to the champion and special prize to the individual champion. It

was felt that the meet was carried to a most successful conclusion.

7 Sept/43  Flying routine carried out only for half a day due to high winds and weather wet and cold.

Sgt. Metcalfe of the Signals Section returned today from temporary duty.

One major operation was performed by medical officers at the station hospital today.

Cessnas 8679 and 7684 were taken on strength from stored reserve.

One vehicle, the gas tender, is unserviceable having a token axle.

A very enjoyable dinner for the victorious track team was held in the Prince Edward Hotel in

Brandon. 

W.D.'s were given a period of drill at 07.30 hours.

The floor in the drill hall is being re-marked so lectures in G.I.S. took the place of P.T. as weather too

wet and cold for P.T. outside.

300 lbs. of tomatoes and cucumbers were brought in to the Airmen's Mess from the station Victory

Garden.

8 Sept/43  Weather still very cold but normal flying routine carried out.

F/L G.L. McMillan, Examining Officer No. 1 Squadron, returned from Admin. Course at

Trenton.
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8 Sept/43 (Cont’d) W/C Langford arrived from No. 2 T.C. Headquarters in Harvard F.E.634 at 1745

hours. At 1900/W/C Langford addressed all instructors on change in training policy. 

F/O Fitton, J.B., P.T. & Drill Officer, moved into an office in G.I.S.

P/O A.B. Cunningham, A.B., Education Officer, was posted to No. 4 S.F.T.S. , Saskatoon, while P/O

Clary, T.E. (C29917) was posted as a replacement.

Crane 7779 was received from Prairie Airways after major overhaul.

Two operations were performed, one a major operation on an airman from No. 17 S.F.T.S., and a



minor operation on an airman belonging to this station. 

Gas tender 34-178 turned out of shop after complete overhaul.

Bingo games and dancing were enjoyed at open house in the W.D. Recreational Centre this evening. 

Regular trainee P.T. classes were carried out for short periods outdoors. The P.T. & Drill Officer

attended a meeting with the S.M.O. and his staff re new set-up of Harvard Step Test for Aircrew.

Green tomato pickles are being made in the Airmen's Mess, plenty of material having been supplied

from the station Victory Garden.

The Station Chaplain (P) made two calls in Brandon to visit bereaved parents of members of the

R.C.A.F. who were killed in action. Memorial Crosses were also delivered by the Chaplain.

9 Sept/43  Weather clear and cold with scattered clouds. Normal flying routine carried out.

W/O Langford departed in Harvard F.E. 634 for Virden at 1050 hours.   S/L J.W.D. McKnight, Chief

Instructor departed today for No. 18 S.F.T.S., Gimli, where he has been appointed Chief Instructor.

A new P.T. N.C.O. Instructor reported on the station today, R147297 Sgt. Price, T.D. 

WO1 Baldwin, C.J., XXXXXX Warrant Officer i/c M.T. Section, and F/S Trudeau, J.A.O., left by

rail for Winnipeg to bring back a crash tender and ambulance.

No. 12 baseball team played against A.15, Shilo, and lost a hard fought game. 

A moving picture was shown to patients in the hospital with 21 in attendance.

Preparations are being made for Harvard Step Test for Aircrew. Benches are being made by W. & B.

Section and tests are expected to begin to-morrow.

10 Sept/43  Weather fair and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. Commanding Officer's

parade was held this morning when W/C G. Goulding, who has been posted to No. 18       

S.F.T.S., Gimli, handed over to W/C T.R. Michelson (C529), the new Commanding Officer.

Following the parade, the new Commanding Officer visited various sections of the station on a tour

of inspection.

The new crash tender and ambulance were checked on arrival from Winnipeg, and found quite

serviceable. 

The overhaul on the International has been completed and the motor is once again in A-l shape. S/L

A.D. Williams, Medical Officer, lectured to all trainees during P.T. period on present physical

condition of all aircrew stressing importance of good health. Harvard Step Test was demonstrated. 

The R.C. Chaplain arranged courses for French airmen on the station.
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11 Sept/43 (Cont’d)  Weather rainy and cold.  Flying for only half a day. Five instructors received



posting, two for overseas.

No classes were held in Ground School, as many personnel were on 48 hour pass. 

Received Crane 8676 from Prairie Airways for stored reserve.

Two patients were transferred from station hospital to Deer Lodge Hospital, Winnipeg.

F/O J. E. McNeely, Messing Officer on Officers' Mess Committee, discussed messing with the

Commanding Officer, and it is expected that an improvement will be made in the very near future.

The regular Saturday evening party in the Officers' Mess was well attended and much enjoyed by all.

Paint job on vehicle 31-520 has been completed and motor thoroughly checked.

No regular P.T. classes were held owing to personnel being on 48's, and voluntary sports on sports

field were curtailed owing to bad weather.

12 Sept/43  Weather fair and flying carried out during the afternoon. Personnel  attended church

parade in the morning.

Serviceability of aircraft is high and Maintenance personnel working hard to maintain their good

record. 

A very nice buffet supper was served to officers and a number of their friends who were guests in the

Officers' Mess today.

M.T. personnel took advantage of a fairly quiet day to clean their section and wash vehicles. All

arrangements have been made to begin Harvard Step Test on aircrew to-morrow.

The regular Sunday night supper was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre, which also took the form

of a birthday party for one of the W.D.'s.

The Station Chaplain (P) held three services in the station chapel today, Communion at 1000 hours,

Church Parade at 1115 hours, and a Christening service for F/L C.R. Cunningham's baby at 1600

hours.

13 Sept/43  Fine weather and normal flying routine carried out in all flights,

S/L Hunter from No. 2 Training Command conducted Reselection Board on four ceased training

cases. 

A four wheel drive truck was received from No. 7 A.O.S. today.

An emergency operation during the. night, was performed by the medical staff on an airman from this

station.

1 Aero Engine Mechanic was taken on strength at Maintenance today.

A meeting of senior N.C.O.'s was held for purpose of recommending corporals to sergeants.

F/O McNeely, Sgt. Hanson and S/L Hamilton held an interview with A. 4 C.A.T.C. re rations.

P.T. classes for Courses 83, 87 and 89 were held during the evening. Course 85 began Harvard Step

Test.



S/O Lester was flown to No. 3 Wireless School, Winnipeg for an inspection of W.D. barracks.   

Returned at 1700 hours.
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14 Sept/43  Weather fair but cold. Normal flying routine carried out all day. D.A.P.M, from

McDonald, Manitoba, visited the station this afternoon. F/O G.R.O. Wonnacott and P/O McDonald

are making reparations for New Zealand personnel to vote for New Zealand Elections.  LAC Nurse,

W.M., of Course 87, force landed in Crane 8185 at Knox, N.D., U.S.A.  F/L G.A. Webster, O.C.  "C"

Flight, proceeded to the scene by M.T. to fly the aircraft back to the station.

Received six L4MB Mark I engines from No.  7 Equipment Depot.

Mr. McIlveen of the Firestone Co,  visited Maintenance today.

Regular P.T. classes were held for courses 83, 87 and 89. Course 85 completed Harvard Step Test.

Cooks in Messes are preparing for trade test for their "A" grouping.

15 Sept/43  Weather cloudy and cold but normal, flying routine carried out.

Station Parade was held this morning at 0800 hours, following which Maintenance Wing had

Squadron Drill for one hour.

Ceased training Bombardiers from No.  2 "M" Depot are taking classes in G.I.S. 

One truck F.W.D.  RCAF #35-332 proceeded to No. 2 C. & M.  Unit, Winnipeg, Manitoba. 

A dance was held in the W.D.  Recreational Centre, music being supplied by an orchestra from

Brandon. 

A large crowd attended and a good time was had by all.

Regular P.T. periods were held for Courses of trainees. Course 83 completed Harvard Step Test.

Trainees who have already had the test are limping quite noticeably around the station. 

Trade test for A group chefs was held, with satisfactory result. 

First French class for Service Police on the Unit was held today.

16 Sept/43  Normal flying routine carried out all day. "C" "D" and Nav. Flights carried out  night 

flying. 

Regular classes held in G.I.S. for all courses.

Cpl. Bannister, M.T. Section, went to Carberry today with repairs for gas tender #34-.212.

A meeting of the B.D.S.A.A. was held in the office of the president, F/L S.A. Bent with all members

present.

A show was presented in the hospital, with 24 patients being able to attend. 

The W.D.’s were given a lecture in Squadron drill at 0730 hours.



The remainder of the trainees completed the Harvard .Sten Test, 204 trainees having been tested

during the week.

Sgt. Hamilton, N.  W301284 was posted to No.  7 "M" Depot, Rockcliffe.

17 Sept/43  Weather favorable for flying and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

An aircraft was missing this morning when a pupil on first solo cross-country flight landed at 

Neepawa, Manitoba, after approximately 3 hours in the air.

General clean-up was carried out in G.I.S. in preparation for C.O.'s inspection.

Seven Jacobs Engines were shipped to Standard Aero Engines for overhaul. 

Innoculation parade was held at station hospital today.
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17 Sept/43 (Cont’d)  Two A.E.M.'s reported on the station today and went to Maintenance Wing for

duty.

Voluntary sports were carried out on the Sports Field. The K. of C. representative distributed

stationery and small games, etc., to the various sections.

Regular P.T. periods were carried out for courses. Many sore legs are noticed among the students

who have been given the Harvard Step Test. Results of the Test have been compiled and sent to

Headquarters. 

The Commanding Officer visited the Airmen's Mess today on a tour of inspection. A meeting of the

Airmen’s Mess Committee was held in No. 4 Hangar this afternoon.

Another French Class for Service Police was held in G.I.S. today.

18 Sept/43   Flying .routine carried in all flights.

No classes were held in Ground School as a large number of personnel are on 48's.

A dance was held in the Sergeants' Mess this evening attended by the Commanding Officers and

about 15 other officers. The dance was pronounced a decided success by the large crowd of members

and guests who were present.

Two candidates for drill test interviewed during the afternoon.

Two new pews arrived for the Station Chapel, along with new frontals. These add greatly to the

appearance of the chapel.

19 Sept/43   Weather very fair and normal routine carried out in all flights. 

A number of guests were present in the Officers' Mess for dinner.

Fire drill was carried out this afternoon causing considerable excitement among those on duty watch. 



There was fairly good attendance at Church Parade this morning, the service being conducted by F/L

W. Bainbridge.

Supper was served to the W.D.’s in their Recreational Centre this evening.

A Christening service for Sgt. Richardson's baby was conducted in the station chapel.

20 Sept/43  Very dull day but normal flying routine carried out in all flights.  C.D.E. and F. Flights

night flying. 

Voting was carried out by New Zealand students in Room 4 at G.I.S.  today and results will be

forwarded to New Zealand.

Technical films were shown to Maintenance personnel in the station theatre.

Regular P.T. classes during the evening were rained out. The Drill Hall is being varnished and should

be ready for use by the end of the week.
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20 Sept/43 (Cont’d)  The Messing Officer had lunch prepared and served to 30 members of a visiting

soccer team.

The Station Chaplain (P) umpired the soccer game between Shilo and No. 12, during this evening. 

A good crowd attended the showing of a currently popular movie at. the station theatre this evening.

21 Sept/43   Normal flying routine. No student solo due to high winds and poor visibility.   Anson II 

had accident at Douglas R.2 at 1400 hours this afternoon. The aircraft descended below a safe height,

nose dropped and propeller tips struck ground.

F/O Waddell from Command Headquarters visited G.I.S. Armament Section. Members of Signal and

Wireless Section had their trade tests today.

A carload of wings and a carload of lumber was received at the Equipment Section today. 

Mr. Lillick, representative of Jacobs Engine Company, visited Maintenance today to discuss

operation of these engines.

Repairs to crash tender have been completed, and fifty G.D. personnel were brought to the station via

M.T.

Lecture on squadron drill was given to 67 W.D.'s at 0730 hours by Sgt. Earles, D.

Sixty-Eight officers appeared on the sports field for P.T. and games. 

A phone is being installed in the Airmen's Mess for use of the Messing Officer.

Station Chaplain(P) interviewed 32 of the new arrivals on the station. He also conducted a marriage

ceremony in the station chapel.

R.C. Chaplain interviewed 18 airmen newly arrived on the station, and also had French class with



Service Police.

22 Sept/43   Flying routine carried out in all flights. Weather fair and warmer.  C, D, E, and F. Flights

night flying. 

F/L W.P. Wensley, Admin. Officer at Rivers and F/O Little landed in Anson from No. 1 C.N.S. at

1530 hrs. to make purchase of horses for station Riding Club at Rivers.

Two MKIA  mainplanes arrived on unit to modify aircraft up to date.

The monthly meeting of the Officers' Mess Committee was held in the Mess at 1250 hours. The Mess

dinner was held at 1900 hours.

Commanding Officer's Parade was held at 0800 hours and Headquarters Squadron carried out one

hour's drill. P.T. Classes were carried out for all courses as usual.

The W.D. Open House was held in the Recreational Centre this evening with very good attendance. 

The regular French class for Service Police was held in G.I.S.  It is felt that this venture is having

satisfactory results.

23 Sep7/43  W/C Binnie, Command Senior Organization Officer arrived today on tour of inspection.

A very dull day and quite cold, but normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

S/L Scarth arrived by air from No. 2 Training Command to conduct a summary of evidence on low

flying. 

Cpl. Payne,  Armourer, departed on temporary duty to Rockcliffe.
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23 Sept/43 (Cont’d)   One major operation was performed by medical staff at the station hospital

today.

Cpl. Bannister of the M.T. Section went to Camp Shilo for new motor for gas tender #34-181.

S/L  Hammett, Auxiliary Services Officer at No. 2 Training Command, accompanied by S/L Hopper

from Auxiliary Services, Ottawa, visited the station today.

A movie was shown in the station hospital attended by 23 patients.

P.T. classes for trainees were held as usual, and squadron drill was given to W.D.' s. Drill Tests were

held in the afternoon.

24 Sept/43   Weather fine and warm and normal flying routine carried out with C, D, G, and F Flights

night flying. 

A meeting of instructors was held in No. 2 Squadron Office.

A carload of Jacobs L4MB engines was received from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg. Nine



engines were shipped to Standard Aero Engines, Winnipeg, for overhaul.

Another major operation was performed at the station hospital today.

A new motor for Refueller #181 has been received and vehicle will again be serviceable very soon.

All other vehicles are serviceable.

The Commanding Officer's Parade was held this morning followed by a route march. 

P.T. classes for trainees were held.

The Commanding Officer visited W.D. Barracks and Recreational Centre on a tour of inspection and

made satisfactory comments, though there is still room for improvement.

25 Sept/43  Weather is continuing fine and normal routine carried out. C, and D Flights night flying. 

P/O J.B. Barrow (J28312) reported from F.I.S. for instructional duties. 

Crane aircraft 8197 was received from Prairie Airways after major overhaul.

A major operation was performed in the station hospital this morning and the patient is reported as

progressing favourably.

A large number of officers and guests attended the Saturday night dance in the Officers' Mess.

The piston on vehicle 32-411 broke and repairs will be obtained from Shilo immediately.

Modification suggestions have been compiled and submitted to Command for their perusal.

Voluntary sports were carried out on the sports field.

French classes with Service Police are making good progress.

26 Sep/43  Sunday and the weather perfect. Flying commenced at 1245 hours, C & D Flights night

flying.
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26 Sept/43 (Cont’d)  Church Parade was held this morning with very good attendance.

A delightful dinner was served in the Officers' Mess to a large number of officers and guests. The

Sergeants’ Mess also entertained guests during the evening.

The W.D.'s paraded to St. Paul's United Church, Brandon, this morning, attended as escorts by the

Naval Cadet Band through the courtesy of Lieutenant Commander Woodlock. 

S/O Raynor visited the station today and inspected the Airmen's Mess.

Station Chaplain (P) had a very busy day with morning Communion at 1000 hours, Church parade at

1115 hours, Dedication of Station Chapel at 1500 hours, and he also conducted the civilian service at

Tarbolton, Manitoba, on the occasion of the 55th Anniversary of the United Church there. 

W.D.'s held their regular Sunday supper in the Recreational Centre.



27 Sept/43  Weather continuing excellent and normal flying routine carried out, a goodly number of

hours being logged in all flights.

A major operation was performed by the medical staff in the hospital this morning, while this

afternoon a T.A.B.T. parade was held.

Stake truck 32-4ll, which came in with broken piston two days ago is now repaired and is once again

serviceable. Lights on tractors are being repaired.

Sports equipment has been moved from the Recreation Hall to the Drill Hall, where a new office has

been set up.

Pupils of Course 83 held their Wings dinner at the Prince Edward Hotel, Brandon this evening

attended by several guests.

French classes for Service Police are continuing in G.I.S.

28 Sept/43  Good flying weather and normal routine carried out in all flights. C & D  Flights night

flying. 

Pupils of Course 85 started examinations today.

Refuelling tenders are giving some trouble with one oil line broken in vehicle #34-181 and radiator

leaking in #34-178.  A new Aerodrome Control trick arrived for service at Chater.

The K. of C. representative distributed stationery and made arrangements to conduct a telegram

service from the station.

Squadron drill was given to W.D.'s by Sgt. Price, while P.T. classes for courses were carried out as

usual.

F/L J.A. Fenn, President of the Airmen's Mess Committee, made an inspection of the Mess today.

29 Sept/43  Good flying weather and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

F/L D. Derry, C.G.I. at Gimli, visited the station and inspected Ground School.

Two Engines Aero Jacobs L4MB-l were received from No. 7 Equipment Depot.

W/C Moore from R.A.F. Unit at Carberry visited Maintenance today to discuss and compare notes

with F/L J.A. Fenn, Chief Technical Officer at this station.

A dance was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre, music being provided by 4-piece orchestra from

Brandon.
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29 Sept/43 (Cont’d)  The K. of C. representative visited the R.1 at Chater and supplied personnel

there with games and stationery.

Flying Instructors were given the Harvard Step Test today. 



P.T. and Drill Classes ware carried out as usual.

Graduating Course 83 were given drill rehearsal for Wings Parade to be held on Thursday evening.

30 Sept/43  Weather favourable for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights until flying

washed out as Wings Parade was being held.

Aerodrome Control car RCAF 35-778 was received from International Harvester Co., Ottawa, Ont.

W.D.’s were given squadron drill at 0730 hours, while more Harvard Step Tests were given to

aircrew.

Graduating Ceremony for pupils of Course 83 was held at 1900 hours. Wings were presented to the

graduates by Commanding Officer, W/C T.R. Michelson.  Mayor F.H. Young presented the Brandon

Plaque to the honour student R204764 LAC Maitland, P.R.

Disposition of Course 83

(i)        Original Intake - 61

(ii)            Adjusted Intake - 6l plus 3 transfers, 64.

(iii)      Total Graduates - 46

(iv)      Disposition of graduates by numbers: 7 to No. 3 F.I.S., Arnprior, Ont; 10 to No. 1 G.R.S.,         

   Summerside, P.E.I.; 4 to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, Man.; 2 to No. 34 O.T.U.  Pennfield Ridge, N.B.; 2

to No.. 5 “M” Depot, Lachine, Que.; 5 to No. 8 A.O.S., Ancienne Lorett, Que.; 10 to No. 1 "Y"

Depot, Halifax, N.S.; 6 to No. 31 P.D., Moncton, N.B. 

(v)     Total wastage including transfers) - 18

(vi)    Disposition of wastage: 6 transferred to Course 85; 2 transferred to Course 87; Failures 

          - 10 posted to No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon, Manitoba.
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30 Sept/43                 Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or

                                                                         Officers      W.D            Other Ranks   W.D.   Civilians

STAFF                                                                130          3                      960          151   

             RCAF on Temporary duty                              1                                      9            

             Service Personnel other than RCAF

              R.C.A.S.C.                  Nil 

              C.D.C.                                                            2                                      1

              Postal                                                                                                     3

              R.A.F.                           Nil



Civilians              Barrack Warden                                                                                                   1

                             Meteorologist                                                                                                      2

                             Stenographers                                                                                                    10        

                             Clerks                                                                                                                  4

                             General Duties                                                                                                   77

                             Others                                                                                                                 53 

                             Total Staff                                133             3                     973            151        147

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                                              145

                            R.A.F.                                                                                   35

                            R.A.A.F.                                                                                 2

                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                            29                                  

                            Total Trainees                                                                     211                                 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH               Serviceable             Unserviceable    

            Ansons II                                  13                                5                                     

            Cranes 1                                    60                                8

           Cranes 1A                                  19                               3
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1 Oct/43  Weather favourable for flying, but no night flying carried out. S/L P.H. Knowles, RAF.,

former Chief Instructor at this station, arrived from Swift Current, Sask., in AP-424 Oxford aircraft it

2100 hours. 

Pupil's of Course 85 finished their final examinations at Ground School today. 

Cessna 7886 was ferried to Prairie Airways for major overhaul.

F/L J.A. Fenn, O.C. Maintenance Wing, attended a conference of Engineer Officers at No. 2 Training

Command, Winnipeg.

The K. of C. representative went to Ohater R.F. today to set up ping-pong tables, horseshoe pitches,

and other forms of entertainment for the personnel stationed there.

P.T. period was held for trainees, while basketball enthusiasts made good use of the drill hall for

practising. The league will begin very shortly, and prospects for a stand-out team from this station

look promising.

The Commanding Officer's parade was held this morning followed by a route march.

Section Officer J.E. Cassidy (V30362), new W.D. Officer, arrived today from Dafoe, Sask,



The R.C. Chaplain continues to conduct classes in French for the Services Police on this station.

2 Oct/43   Weather clear and ideal for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights, though no

night flying was carried out. W/C Andrews and Colonel Neish arrived from Winnipeg at 1245 hours

in Crane 8808, departing for Dauphin at 1630 hours.

The regular Saturday night party in the Officers' Mess was well attended and much enjoyed by all

those present.

Voluntary sports were carried out on the sports field, the weather being ideal, and the drill hall was

also put to good use.

The protestant Chaplain, F/L W. Bainbridge, delivered Memorial Crosses to bereaved families in

Brandon.

3 Oct/43    Sunday, and weather fine for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights from 1300

hours, though there was no night flying.

New Course 91 reported in today and were checked at station hospital. 

Church Parade was held this morning with good attendance, the service being conducted by F/L W.

Bainbridge. 

A number of guests were present in the Officers' Mess for dinner this evening.

The regular Sunday night tea for the W.D.'s was served in the Recreational Centre, at which time S/O

J.E. Cassidy, was introduced. This is still a very popular feature, and always much enjoyed by all

W.D.’s.
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4 Oct/43   Weather very favourable for flying and normal routine carried out with A B C D and Nav.

Flights night flying. S/L C.L.T. Sawle, AFC, (Cl489) has been appointed Chief Instructor, replacing

S/L J.W.D. McKnight, who was posted to No. 18 S.F.T.S., Gimli, Manitoba.

The Commanding Officer, W/C T.R. Michelson, and F/L S.A. Bent, Administrative Officer, visited

the Relief Field at Chater this afternoon.

Crane 7782 was received from Prairie Airways for stored reserve, while Anson 11218 was transferred

to No.18 S.F.T.S., Gimli.  F/O A.S.I. Smith (C12787) arrived on the station and reported to the

Equipment Section for duty, being posted as Equipment Officer from No. 2 Training Command. 

A minor operation was performed by the medical staff on an airman of this station. 

A meeting of the station Library Committee was held this morning.

Arrangements for dinner at Prince Edward Hotel, Brandon, for station sports teams were completed.

A softball game between Maintenance and Officers was played today, the final game in the House



League.

A P.T. Class for trainees was held on the sports field.

Two airwomen photographers arrived on posting from No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, for contact training.

Approximately 75 airwomen attended a P.T. class in the drill hall between 1900 and 2000 hours. F/L

Bainbridge, Station Chaplain (P), gave an address to Class 91 in G.I.S. today.

5 Oct/43   Normal flying routine carried out all day. G/C Atkinson from No. 2 Training Command,

arrived in Lockheed 7651 at 1510 hours, and departed at 1755 hours.   A B C D and Nav. Flights

carried out night flying. At 1430 hours, flying was washed out for a short time so that personnel could

witness a fire fighting display by the station fire crew. (Oct. 6/43).

Crane 8097 transferred from stored reserve to unit strength to replace 7786 flown to Prairie Airways. 

The banquet for station sports teams was held at the Prince Edward Hotel with 46 guests present. The

event was very successful and a good time was bad by all those present.

The drill hall is in constant use by basketball enthusiasts who are preparing for the league which will

commence very shortly.

Trainees ware given a period of P.T.

A group of officers' wives met at the Officers' Mess this afternoon and started work on the curtains

for the W.D. barracks. At 0730 hours drill was held on the parade square with 75 airwomen and

N.C.O.'s in attendance.

Cpl. Waffle flew to Winnipeg to purchase extra messing for Officers' Mess.

6 Oct/43  Normal flying routine carried out all day with A B C D and Nav. Flights night flying.

A major operation was performed by medical staff on an airman from a neighboring station.

A bingo game and dance was held in Women's Recreational Centre this evening with a very good

crowd present. F'our C.W.A.C. privates were guests, and music was provided by P.A. system.

In softball play-off game, the Officers lost to Maintenance by a score of 8 - 7.

Flying instructors were given Harvard step test today, while trainees were given a period of P.T.
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7 Oct/43  Weather continuing fine and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. A B C D and

Nav. Flights carried out night flying. W/C Walsh from Rivers arrived at 1440 hours in Anson 5347

and departed 1520 hours. S/L Parkhill arrived from No. 2 Training Command in Harvard F.E. 633 at

1620 hours and departed 1719 hours.

Supplementals in Signals were written off by pupils in Course 85.

A large shipment of Cessna tires was received.



F/L C.R. Cunningham and F/O V. Zachanko were officers under instruction at a Court-Martial

convened at this Station for ths trial of R140553 LAC Sagert, G. who was charged with theft. 

The regular monthly mess meeting of the Officers' Mess Committee was held today.

A movie was shown in the hospital today and quite a number of convalescent patients were able to

enjoy it.

Plans for a tool box to be used in the rear part of a Crane aircraft were drawn up today. 

P.T. classes were held for all trainees during the evening, while badminton and basketball were

participated in by enthusiasts.

Kit inspection was carried out at 1900 hours  for all W.D. personnel.

A number of library books were sent to Chater R.F. for use of personnel stationed there.

8 Oct/43.  Normal flying routine carried out by all flights with A B C D Flights night flying. At 1605

hours Lockheed 7651 arrived bearing A.V.M. T.A, Lawrence, Air Officer Commanding, No. 2

Training Command, while at the same time, Field Marshal Sir John Dill arrived in Lockheed 7647.

Crane 7729 was flown to Prairie Airways for major overhaul.  Eight engines were shipped to

Standard Aero Engines, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Sicard Snow blower was made serviceable and fitted with a new gear, in preparation for the coming

winter season.

The K. Of C. representative visited Chater R.F. taking a supply of over 200 magazines, and showing a

movie during recreation hours.

The station sports field is still being used for soccer and rugger and quite a number of personnel take

advantage of the opportunity offered by the continuing fine weather.

9 Oct/43  Weather fine and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. 

Crane 7972 was received from Prairie Airways after major overhaul.

Two patients in the station hospital were sent back to their home units having recovered from their

illness.
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9 Oct/43 (Cont/d)  The usual Saturday night party at the Officers' Mess was well attended by both

members and guests. 

M.T. personnel were kept busy resetting springs in the pick-up and servicing foam tank on crash

tender. All other vehicles serviceable.

Thirty airwomen were taken to Rivers by bus to attend the Airmen's Dance at No. 1 C.N.S.

Two clerks general and two clerks accountant were taken on strength in the Women's Division, a



much needed addition to the staff.

The Commanding Officer made an inspection of the mess hall today and was quite pleased with

conditions.

10 Oct/43   Weather favourable for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights, with A B E

and F Flights night flying.

C29898 F/O H. McEwen, Medical Officer, received posting to No. 11 S.F.T.S.,  Yorkton, Sask.,

while C4631 F/L B.P.  Duncan, Medical Officer, arrived on the station and reported for duty at the

hospital. 

Church Parade was held as usual with good attendance. 

A number of guests were present in the Officers' Mess for dinner.

Winterizing of M.T. equipment is progressing and it is expected that all vehicles will be ready for the

cold weather to come.

The usual Sunday night supper served in the W.D. Recreational Centre was much enjoyed by all

present. 

The Station Chaplain (p), F/L Bainbridge, visited a neighboring church to give the address on the

occasion of their 50th anniversary.

11 Oct/43   Normal flying routine was carried out in all flights during the day, but there was no night

flying due to poor visibility.

Fourteen Jacobs L4MB engines were received from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg. 

Six new patients were admitted to the station hospital.

An Oxford aircraft stopped at the station and was serviced at Maintenance.

A meeting of aircraft model builders was held in the K. of C.'s office today with good attendance.

The regular P.T. class for trainees was carried out during the evening, while basketball enthusiasts

continued to practise in the drill hall.

The roster of moving pictures shown at the Recreation Hall continues to draw large crowds.

12 Oct/43   Normal flying routine carried out all day, though weather prohibited night flying

exercises. Dual Instruction only was possible.

R124279 LAC Jusak, F., photographer, was posted to Rockcliffe on temporary duty to attend a

course. 

One major operation was performed at the station hospital, and once again the number of admissions

to hospital are on the increase.

Lockheed Lodestar aircraft visited station and was given necessary servicing and hangar space at

Maintenance Wing.



P.T.  and games period was held for W.D.'s in the drill hall.
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13 Oct/43   Normal flying routine carried out in all flights, though no night flying.

S/L C.L.T. Sawle, AFC, Chief Instructor, went to No. 10 S.F.T.S., Dauphin, Manitoba, to attend a

Court-Martial.

An Airmen’s Mess Committee meeting was held in the office of the President, F/L J.A. Fenn.

The Lockheed Lodestar aircraft, which arrived on the station yesterday was tested and pronounced

serviceable.

Airwomen and Airmen volunteers are being transported at regular intervals to the Blood Donor

Clinic in Brandon. It is felt that all personnel are responding willingly to this most urgent need. 

A dance was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre with a  huge crowd in attendance and all those

present thoroughly enjoyed the dancing and entertainment provided. Music was provided by an

orchestra from No. 2 "M" Depot.

A meeting of all W.D. N.C.O.'s was held at which time matters of discipline and deportment were

discussed.

S/O L.P. Coles, Messing Officer, returned to the station today after spending some time on temporary

duty at No. 33 S.F.T.S., RAF., Carberry, Manitoba.

14 Oct/43   Normal flying routine all day, but no night flying. W/C Sharpe, Senior Medical Officer at

No. 2 Training Command, arrived from Davidson, Sask., at 1805 hours in Crane 8147.

F/L Marshall arrived from A.F.H.Q. on temporary duty to lay plans for Synthetic D/R trainer.

Winterizing of M.T. Equipment is progressing.

Thirty-five patients attended a movie shown in the hospital this afternoon, and in the evening, the K.

of C.  representative took the same film to Chater to entertain personnel stationed there. One 

hundred and forty attended.

The regular P.T. class for trainees was held in the evening.

Eighty W.D.'s attended a drill lecture in G.I.S. at 0730 hours, while in the evening, thirty airwomen

attended a station dance at No. 17 S.F.T.S.,  Souris, Man. Fifteen airwomen attended the music

appreciation hour held weekly by No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon.

15 Oct/43   Normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

Commanding Officer's Parade was held this morning, following which a general clean-up of the

station was carried out, and storm windows put on buildings.

An Officers' Mess Committee meeting was held in the mess at 1245 hours.
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15 Oct/43 (Cont’d)   The Station Wagon was brought in to the M.T. Section for servicing having a

broken valve. 

The K. of C. representative distributed small games, stationery and new blotters for writing tables,

also visited patients in station hospital hall.

The regular P.T. class for trainees was held, while sports enthusiasts continued to use the drill hall for

basketball and badminton.

16 Oct/43   Weather fine for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights. 

Pupils of Course 87 have begun classes Saturday mornings at Bombing Teacher.

Maintenance Wing received a visit from S/L Rosborough from No. 2 Training Command, RCAF.,

Winnipeg. 

Open house in the Sergeants' Mess was well attended and quite a large number of guests were

present. 

Truck Trailer and crew were sent from the M.T. Section to Clear Lake to bring back a load of wood.

17 Oct/43   Clear weather, windy with some cloud. Normal routine carried out in all flights.

The aircraft recognition room has been decorated by an airman of this station,  LAC Siniboldi, who

made an excellent job.

Church Parade was held as usual in the station chapel, F/L W.. Bainbridge, Station Chaplain (P),

conducting the service.

Both the Officers and senior N.C.O.'s entertained guests for dinner in their respective messes this

evening, many of whom attended the showing of a currently popular movie at the Recreation Hall.

18 Oct/43  Weather clear, visibility good. Normal flying routine carried out in all flights. A

wheels-up landing was made at Chater R.F. by Crane 1AFJ255, piloted by R189449 LAC Coutts,

A.W. of Course 91. 

The coal situation was relieved somewhat by the shipment of five carloads of Drumheller coal. An

inspection of airmen's foot wear was carried out on request of Equipment Section. 

F/L J.A. Fenn, Chief Technical Officer, visited Chater R.F. to inspect damaged aircraft FJ255. 

The K. of C.  Representative was able to secure lumber for model builders workshop. 

A period of music appreciation was held in the station library at 1820 for any who were interested.

Swimming and P.T. classes were held for trainees. The Drill Test Board convened today to qualify

candidates for promotion to higher rank.



19 Oct/43   Normal flying routine carried out in all flights, while A and B flights carried out night

flying. 

F/O Kelshall from No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, gave a lecture on the causes of the Present War at 1900

hours in G.I.S.

Three engines, Aero Jacobs L4MBl were received from No. 15 A.I.D.

A meeting of the B.D.S.A.A., was held in the offices of the President, F/L S.A. Bent, at 1900 hours

with representatives from all Units in the district in attendance. The purpose of the meeting was to

organize winter sports so that no time might be lost in getting schedules under way.

P.T. for W.D.'s was held in the Drill hall at 1800 hours.
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19 Oct/43 (Cont’d)  The Airmen's Mess was visited by the Messing Officer and Flight Sergeants who

are in charge of the Refresher Course for Chefs to be given at No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris. They showed

keen interest in the set-up of the kitchen.

Visitors arrived from No. 3 B. & G. School to see the station chapel with a view to adopting a similar

set-up at their own station.

20 Oct/43  Weather only fair, but normal flying routine carried out all day, but no night flying.

W/C T.R. Michelson, Commanding Officer, departed by air for Winnipeg at 1700 hours to attend

conference at No. 2 Training Command.

Squadron Leader Hunter from Air Force Headquarters visited the station and spent some time in

G.I.S. 

Seven engines L4MB Mark I arrived here from No. 15 A.I.D.

R91736 Sgt. Horton, C.H., Clerk General, reported for work at Maintenance orderly room. 

The Fifth Victory Loan Drive, which was launched on 18th October, is well under way at this station,

the quota being set at $75,000.00. Every effort is being made to reach this quota, and it is felt that it

will be exceeded by a considerable sum. The Committee in charge consists of F/L S.A. Bent, F/L

W.E. Kjellander, P/O A.E. Moody and S/O J.E. Cassidy.

A bingo party and dance was well attended in the W.D. Recreational Centre this evening.

W.D. Drill was carried out in Drill Hall this evening under instruction of the P.T. and D. Officer,

preparing Guard of Honour for the visit of Air Chief Commandant Trefussis Forbes of the W.A.A..F.

in England, who is on tour of R.C.A.F. stations in Canada.

New Course 93, composed of about 50 New Zealanders, arrived on the station today, and prepared to

put in many weeks of hard work to win their wings.



21 Oct/43  Weatherfavourable for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights with A B E and

SBA Flights night flying. Crane 1-7728. piloted by R187461 LAC Adair, W.B. of Course 89, struck

the east boundary fence at the end of #1 runway on his approach while doing night circuits. 

F/O J.V. Newton (C13235) was awarded his Navigator's badge.

S/L C.L.T. Sawle, AFC, Chief Instructor, addressed the new course of New Zealand trainees in G.I.S.

Eleven engines Aero Jacobs were shipped to Standard Aero Engines for overhaul.

A movie was shown in the station hospital this afternoon and 32 patients were able to attend. 

W.D.'s are busy cleaning barracks and canteen in order to have them spotless when Air Chief

Commandant Trefusis Forbes arrives next week.
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21 Oct/43 (Cont’d)   A Staff Sergeant and Corporal of the R.C.A.S.C. arrived on the station this

morning to organize Supply Depot in the Central Warehouse building which was allotted to them.

22 Oct/43   Normal flying routine in all flights. Night flying carried out by A B E and SBA Flights. 

Arrangements are under way for a carnival and dance to be held following the Wings Parade for

Course 85 next week. This will be in the nature of a booster for the Fifth Victory Loan Drive and it is

expected that a huge crowd of both Service Personnel and civilians will attend.

The Cadets at Minnedosa receive drill instruction every two weeks by staff of this station. Voluntary

sports are continually being carried out in the drill hall by sports enthusiasts.

Commanding Officer's parade was held this morning followed by a route march, and inspection of

Maintenance Wing. Seventy W.D.'s were on parade and made a good showing.

Station Chaplain (P), F/L W. Bainbridge, lectured to pupils of Course 93 on Morale and Leadership.

23 Oct/43  Weather is continuing fine and normal flying routine in all flights, with A B E and SBA

carrying out night .flying exercises. The Commanding Officer, W/C T.R. Michelson, returned from

conference at No. 2 Training Command, arriving at 1520 hours in Crane 8730.

Cadet Officers from Brandon visited Ground School this morning.

Ths regular Saturday night party in the Officers' Mess was much quieter than usual with only a few

officers and friends present.

Tires arc needed for the pick-up and an effort has been made to obtain same, but without result so

far. All other vehicles are serviceable.

Brandon Air Cadets visited the station and were given instruction in drill, while many of them played

softball on the sports field during the afternoon.

R124294 Cpl. Specht, G.H., of the O.R. Mess, has been posted to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers. Man.



24 Oct/43   Sunday, and no flying carried out all day due to poor weather conditions.

Church Parade was well attended this morning due to flying being washed out.

A very nice dinner was served to officers and their friends, but the usual large crowd was not in

attendance.

The Sergeants' Mess also held open house and had several guests for dinner.

Voluntary sports were carried out in the drill hall, while the regular music appreciation hours was

held in the library with a good crowd in attendance.

F/L W, Bainbridge, Station Chaplain (P), conducted anniversary services at the United Church in Oak

Lake. 

A fairly large crowd attended the showing of a currently popular movie in the recreation hall.

25 Oct/43   Normal flying routine. Flying commenced at 0910 hours, and then only dual flying

because of low clouds and fog. Solo flying washed in at 1015 hours. No night flying carried out.

New Course 93 started Link Trainer and Flying a week ahead of schedule. Course 85, senior course,

have
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25 Oct/43 (Cont’d)  completed their final instruction at Chater and have returned to the station.

Hospital staff were kept busy today with Inoculation Parade.

The Station bowling league is well under way and much enthusiasm is in evidence, bowling being a

very popular sport.

Vehicle #32-520 in M.T. workshop for repair, while winterizing of vehicles is progressing rapidly.

Graduating Course 85 were put through Harvard Step Test today.

The Drill Hall has been placed out of bounds while being decorated for the carnival and dance to be

held this week after Wings Parade.

Wings dinner for pupils of course 85 was held at the Prince Edward Hotel, Brandon, and was

pronounced a decided success.

The Station Chaplain (RC) continues to conduct regular French classes for Service Police and very

good progress is being shown.

26 Oct/43 Normal flying routine all. day, and night flying exercises carried out.

Pupils of Course 87 have begun to write final examinations.

A large shipment of clothing was received from No.7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg. 

A very successful mess dinner was held in the Officers' Mess.

Rollers and Roller frames were hauled from Chater R.F. to the station M.T. Section for repairs. 



The Four Courses were given P.T. classes conducted by Sgt. Price and Sgt. Earles.

W.D.'s were given a period of P.T. by F/S J.S. Dyer and it was noted that there is a definite

improvement being shown by W.D.'s during these periods.

Sgt. Kapelos, T.G,  from #2 Nutritional Laboratory, Winnipeg, arrived and commenced tests on foods

served to airmen in the mess.

27 Oct/43   A clear day with scattered clouds. Normal flying routine until 1500 hours when flying

was washed out and officer personnel attended moral and Leadership lecture by S/L Parkes in G.I.S.

N.C.O. personnel attended same lecture at 1600 hours. No night flying was carried out.

F/O Waddel, F.M., from No. 2 Training Command , visited the Armament Section.

The number of admissions to station hospital is steadily increasing, and another major operation was

performed by the medical staff today.

R56653 Sgt. Regelous reported at the M.T. Section for duty, and was almost immediately re-posted

to No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, Manitoba.
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27 Oct/43 ( Cont’d)  Arrangements for carnival and dance to be held tomorrow night after Wings

Parade are nearing completion, and decorating of drill hall is proceeding with excellent results.

Station Chaplain (P) held Wings Communion for Course 85.  85% of the class attended.

28 Oct/43  Ground fog and ceiling zero weather until approximately 1030 hours. Weather clear, and

normal flying could be carried out. Air Chief Commandant Trefusis Forbes, SBE, with Group

Captain Atkinson of No. 2 Training Command, and party arrived in Lockheed 765l at 1353 hours. 

All W.D. personnel were inspected at 1400 hours, following which the party made a tour of the

station, and at l6l7 hours departed. 

A.V.M. J.A. Sulley arrived in Lockheed 1531 at 1845 hours and presented the wings to the graduates

of Course 85. Forty-seven members of the class received their wings. Mayor F.H. Young presented

the Brandon Plaque to the honour student, GB1398631 LAC Llanwarne, D.G. 

Disposition of Course 85

(i) Original Intake: 60

(ii) Adjusted Intake: 60 plus 11 - 71.

(iii) Total Graduates: 47

(iv) Disposition of Graduates by numbers: 4 to No. 3 F.I.S., Arnprior, Ont: 4 to No. 2 F.I.S., Pearce,

Alta: 10 to No. 1 G.R.S., Summerside, P.E.I.: 3 to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, Man: 2 to Eastern Air

Command: 1 to No. 5 “M” Depot, Lachine, P.Q.: 5 to No. 5 A.O.S., Winnipeg, Man: 3 to No. 1 "Y"



Depot, Halifax: 15 to No. 31 P.D., Moncton, N.B.

(v) Total wastage: (including transfers) - 24.

(vi)  Disposition of wastage: Transferred to Course 87 - 5: Posted to No. 1 "M" Depot, Toronto, Ont. -

3: Posted to No. 2 “M” Depot, Brandon, Man. - 16: 

The carnival and dance held in the drill hall following the presentation of wings was very well

attended, and the large crowd took advantage of all the entertainment provided for them. Music for

dancing was provided by an orchestra from Winnipeg.

29 Oct/43  Weather clear and normal flying routine carried out. A.V.M. J.A. Sulley departed for

Rivers, Manitoba, in Lockheed 1531 at 1410 hours.

Course 87 finished writing final examinations in G.I.S.

Command Armament Officer visited the Armament Section at this station.

It was necessary for four Mk. I fuel tanks to be picked up in Winnipeg as four machines were

grounded. 

Dodge refueller and vehicle #32-908 are being serviced in M.T. workshops. 

A movie was shown in station hospital with 29 patients attending.

The R.C.A.S.C. have begun to install their supply depot on the station, in the building provided, and

it is expected that rations for the Airmen's Mess and other Messes will be drawn from the new depot. 

The two station Chaplains, Protestant and Roman Catholic, visited personnel at Chater R.F. this

afternoon.

30 Oct/43  Weather continuing fair and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

Anson No. 829 was forced down at Winnipeg due to engine trouble. A repair crew arranged

to fly to Winnipeg 
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30 Oct/43 (Cont’d)  to carry out repairs on aircraft.

Maintenance personnel are keeping well up in their work with a high percentage of aircraft

serviceable. 

The Sergeants’ Mess was the scene of a very gay party this evening when a large crowd attended a

Halloween dance. The Mess was appropriately decorated, and everyone had a good time.

Servicing of Dodge refueller completed, and vehicle thoroughly winterized before being checked out. 

Personnel in messes busy making out monthly reports and checking equipment and supplies.



31 Oct/43   Sunday, and no flying due to inclement weather. P/O George Morgan (J26260) and F/S

Britton, K.G. R124095) posted to No. 18 S.F.T.S., Gimli, Manitoba.

Course 87 class average for final examinations 75.61 which is considered very good. 

Church Parade held as usual and a good attendance as flying washed out. 

A number of guests were present in the Officers’ Mess for dinner. 

M.T. personnel took advantage of a quiet day to do some clean-up jobs

K. of C. representative spent the afternoon at Chater R.F. and supplied personnel there with note

paper, games, and other means of entertainment.

The butcher shop is being remodelled and the station butcher is forced to do his work in the Airmen's

Mess kitchen.
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31 Oct/43                 Personnel Strength                                                 Airmen or

                                                                          Officers       W.D          Other Ranks    W.D.   Civilians

STAFF                                                                132          3                      691         158   

             RCAF on Temporary duty                              1                                    16          

             Service Personnel other than RCAF

              R.C.A.S.C.                                                                                            1

               C.D.C.                                                            2                                    1

              Postal                                                                                                     3

              R.A.F.                          

Civilians              Barrack Officer                                                                                                   1

                             Meteorologist                                                                                                     3

                             Stenographers                                                                                                     8         

                             Clerks                                                                                                                 4

                             General Duties                                                                                                  86

                             Others                                                                                                                44    

                             Total Staff                                 135             3                     712            158     146   

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                                              124

                            R.A.F.                                                                                   42

                            R.A.A.F.                                                                                 1

                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                           88                           



                            Total Trainees                                                                    255                           

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH               Serviceable             Unserviceable   

            Crane IA                                   21                               1                             

             Cranes I                                    63                                5

            Anson II                                    17                                1

     Total number of hours flown during the month of October - 9,570:45.
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1 Nov/43   Weather conditions poor for flying, and flying washed out at 1140 hours, washed in again

at 1225 hours, when weather improved, but conditions made it impossible to carry on for long, and

flying washed out again at 1454 hours due to snow. F/O G.R.O  Wonnacott, Flying Wing Adjutant, is

on annual-leave. 

Students of new course 93 started classes at Ground School this morning. One member of the course

is still in hospital at his former Unit, while one has been admitted to hospital on this station. 

The Senior Equipment Officer went to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, to count their textiles.

The Commanding Officer, W/C T.R. Michelson, has stated his intention of having a weekly staff

conference composed of representatives from each section, where discussions may be held and

difficulties threshed out, to the satisfaction-of all concerned. The first meeting was held this

afternoon at 1430 hours, and it was felt that a great deal of good was derived from the points brought

up for discussion. 

A new card system for meals in the Officers' Mess has been initiated, and it is felt to be quite

satisfactory.

Snow plow has been fitted to Four Wheel Drive in preparation for snow falls which are expected

soon. 

Voluntary sports were carried out in the drill hall this afternoon and evening, the main interest at the

moment being basketball, which is getting under way.

Trainees were given a period of P.T., while members of one course took regular swimming period.

W.D.’s were given P.T. in Drill Hall, followed by a period of games at 1900 hours.

A meeting of the Station Library Committee was held today.

The Station Chaplain (P) took class in First Aid at G.I.S. this afternoon.



2 Nov/43   Weather cleared and normal flying was carried out all day, though no night flying

exercises carried out. 

F/L D.A. MacLulich, Chief Ground Instructor, paid a visit to #82 Air Cadet Squadron in Brandon. S/L

Bell, cardiologist specialist from Deer Lodge, Winnipeg, visited station hospital today. Vehicle #908

unserviceable due to piston trouble and will have to be brought into shop for repairs. 

Anti-freeze and tires for the pick-up track are still on demand, and it is hoped that they will not be

delayed in view of-the advancing winter season.

Organized inter-section basketball and volley ball league games were played today.

Basketball practice for station team was carried out, and players are shaping up well in preparation

for the B.D.S.A.A. league when they will encounter stiff competition from surrounding stations.

W.D.'s were given a period of drill in the Drill Hall at 0730 hours, with Sgt. Price instructing. 

F/L J.B. Kelshall from No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, gave a lecture in G.I.S. this evening.

Station Chaplain (P) made inquiries at Brandon Mental Hospital Toy shop re toys for Christmas

entertainment.
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3 Nov/43  Weather poor, but normal flying routine carried out during the day, but no night flying.

Dual and solo flying carried out alternately.

The racks for holding stores in Equipment are being built in work shops, and the old component

room in No. 5 Hangar is being emptied of all equipment.

All vehicles in M.T. Section have winter fronts on; still awaiting arrival of sufficient anti-freeze. 

An organized bingo party and dance in the W.D. canteen was well attended this evening, and a good

time was had by all.

The Souris basketball team were defeated by the station team this evening when a rather one-sided

game was played in the drill hall.

The Dramatic Club met at 1900 hours to make plans for a play to be enacted some time in the near

future.

The R.C. Chaplain is continuing to hold classes in French for Service Police, with gratifying results.

4 Nov/43   Weather still unfavourable and flying washed out until 1400 hours when low level

cross-countries only were carried out during afternoon. No night flying.

Equipment Section received 650 lbs. of Casine white paint.

One major operation was performed on an airman from a neighboring station. The patient has been

reported as progressing favourably.

The regular meeting of the Officers' Mess Committee was held this noon at 1240 hours in the



Officers' Mess.

Anti-freeze stock arrived for use in the M.T. Section and will be mixed slightly stronger than 50-50,

giving approximately 45° below test, so vehicles will be well prepared for low temperatures. Tires

for pick-up truck have not yet arrived.

Mr. J. Winkelaar, K. of C. representative, arrived on the station to take over duties from Mr. Wilf.

Gerwing, former K. of C. representative on this station, who has been posted. 

Officers were given a period of P.T. by P.T. & D. Officer, F/O J.B. Fitton.

F/L W.H. Dunphy conducted a French class for Service Police this morning.

5 Nov/43  Weather has moderated, and normal flying routine carried out during day.

Work was begun on Room 5 of G.I.S. Building, preparing it for use as an Intelligence Library. 

The Orderly Room in Equipment Section is being painted, necessitating removal of all desks,

furniture, etc to I.& R. Section.

Seven Jacobs L4MB engines were shipped to Standard Aero Engines for overhaul.

The new K. of C. representative made a tour of the station today, becoming acquainted with the

various sections. Also arranged schedules for basketball and voley ball, and showed a picture show to

convalescent patients in the hospital.

Commanding Officer's Parade was held this morning at 0800 hours when an inspection was carried

out, followed by a route march around the tarmac. Two flights of Women's Division personnel were

in attendance. 

Repair work on steam pipes in the Airmen's Mess is being done, and it is anticipated that this will

speed up the work considerably.

Arrangements are under way for a service to be conducted on the station on Remembrance day.
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6 Nov/43   Weather continuing favourable and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. 

Classes were held for three courses in G.I.S. today.

Equipment Section received notice of installation of a new engine in Anson FP859 at No. 8 Repair

Depot. 

A number of N.C.O.'s and friends spent the evening in the Sergeants' Mess.

The regular Saturday night party in the Officers’ Mess was well attended by about 50 officers and

their guests.

Winterizing of equipment in the M.T. section has been almost completed.

The new K. of C. representative, Mr. J. Winkelaar, has entered into his new duties on the station with

enthusiasm, arranging telegram service for airmen, and visiting surrounding camps for purpose of



exchanging ideas, in connection with welfare and recreation, with other RCAF Units and Army

Camps. 

Two chefs were posted in from School of Cookery, Guelph, Ontario, and took up their duties in the

Airmen’s Mess.

Officers’ Badminton Club met in Drill Hall this evening to make plans .for winter games.

7 Nov/43  Sunday, and weather favourable for flying with normal routine carried out from 1300 to

1700 hours. 

An open Communion Service was held this morning with 240 personnel partaking, Service being

conducted by Station Chaplain (P) F/L W. .Bainbridge.

Music appreciation hour was held in the Library with about 70 in attendance. This is proving to be a

very popular feature among both W.D.'s and airmen.

A number of guests were present in the Officers' Mess for dinner this evening.

The station theatre is still drawing large crowds, and this evening a currently popular movie was

much enjoyed by both Service personnel and their guests.

8 Nov/43  Normal flying routine and night flying by Nav. B.A.G. and H. Flights.

The former Intelligence Library room in G.I.S.. is being remodelled for the Signals Officer. 

A large shipment of instruments .was received from No. 11 Equipment Depot.

The second meeting of the Commanding Officer's weekly Staff Conference was held this afternoon at

143O hours, and was well attended by representatives from all Sections. Many problems were

brought to light, discussed and re-adjustments made to the satisfaction of everyone. 

Repairs to station wagon are forthcoming from Camp Shilo.

The K. of C. representative interviewed several prospects for Glee Club pianist, as a further attempt

to organize a station Glee Club is again being made.
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8 Nov/43 (Cont’d)  All trainees were given a period of P.T. and games, while badminton, basketball

and other sports were carried out voluntarily.

The W.D. station basketball team held a practice this evening in the drill hall.

9 Nov/43   Normal flying routine, with courses 87, 89 and 91 night flying. Weather remaining

favourable.

F/L J.B. Kelshall of No. 1 C.N.S. , Rivers, again gave a lecture in G.I.S. at 1900 hours on "Russia's

Foreign Policy", to a very interested audience.



Work shops is being fitted out with shelving to take major components. All surplus components are

being crated and shipped to No, 7 Equipment Depot.

T.A.B.T. Innoculation parade held at the hospital this morning.

A kit inspection was carried out in Airmen's barracks #9, 10, 11 by Officers and Warrant Officers of

Maintenance Wing.

An Officers' Mess Committee meeting was held at 1240 hours. It is believed that this was the longest

meeting ever held at No. 12 S.F.T.S. A lot of business was transacted and decisions reached that have

been outstanding for a long time.

The K. of C. representative organized floor hockey games, while basketball inter-section games were

carried out.

W.D. Kit inspection was carried out at 0800 hours. P/O Clary, Unit Education Officer, lectured to

W.D. N.C.O.'s on courses available for airwomen, and on rehabilitation.

S/O L.P. Coles, Unit Messing Officer, made a tour of inspection of the mess at R.1 Chater.

An Officers' P.T. class was held today, with a fairly large attendance

French classes for Service Police are continuing with F/L W.H. Dunphy, R.C. Chaplain, in charge. 

10 Nov/43  Normal flying routine carried out during day, and night flying until 2340 hours when it

was washed out due to bad weather.

A "Smoker" was held for all G.I.S. personnel in the west side of Airmen's Mess from 2000 to 2200

hours. 

A class of New Zealand students arrived on the station direct from New Zealand, without flying

clothing. 

Equipment Section contacted No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg, and this equipment is expected on

November 12th.

One major operation was performed by medical staff this morning.

All refuellers have been completely winterized. Roof clearance lights have been added to cabs of

tractors, crawler for protection on the Aerodrome at night.

The regular Wednesday "Open House" in the W.D. Recreational Centre drew a large crowd, the

music for dancing being provided by a four-piece orchestra by personnel from No, 2 "M" Depot,

Brandon. 

The station chaplain (P) acted as referee for a house league basketball game.

11 Nov/43  Remembrance Day, and all personnel not flying at 1015 hours attended a Remembrance

Day parade on station Parade Ground, and observed the two minutes silence at 11 a.m.

An exceptionally high wind prevailed, and dual instruction only could be carried out. Flying was

washed 
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11 Nov/43 (Cont’d)  out in afternoon.

Equipment Section received four engines Jacobs L4MB from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg. 

F/S M.G. Maguire, Clerk Medical Supervisory, proceeded on 7 days annual leave today.

Civilian War Veterans who are employed on this station, were entertained in the Sergeants' Mess at

noon. 

Excessive oil fumes have been noticed in the suburban and vehicle is to be brought into M.T.

workshops and checked.

The K. of C. representative showed a movie to convalescent patients in the hospital, and same film

was taken to Chater for the entertainment of the 100 men at that Relief Field. 

P.T. periods were carried out by aircrew trainees in the drill hall.

Thirty-five airwomen were guests of No. 17 SF.T.S., Souris at a station dance, and all who attended

described it as a very enjoyable evening,

S/L A.D. Williams, Senior Medical Officer, gave the first of a series of lectures to W.D. N.C.O.'s.

The station Chaplain (P) gave "Remembrance Day" messages to assemblies at the Brandon

Collegiate and Earl Haig Junior High School during the day.

12 Nov/43   Weather fair, with high winds; but normal flying routine carried out by all flights.

Nine Jacobs L4MB engines were shipped to Standard Aero Engines for time expired overhaul.

There were quite a number of personnel reported on sick parade this morning, and once again the

hospital is admitting a steadily increasing number of patients.

The Commanding Officer's Parade was held this morning, and Maintenance Wing was inspected by

the Commanding Officer.

A new W.D. Driver Transport reported at the M.T. Section for duty, having been posted in from

Toronto. 

Half of Course 87 and all of Course 93 took Harvard Step Test with excellent results, with a good

percentage from both courses making a pass by a wide margin. Physical Training classes for trainees

were carried out as usual,

A Curling Committee meeting was held to-day with good attendance, and arrangements were made

for a winter schedule.

A large crowd attended the showing of a very popular movie, just recently released, "Lassie Come

Home".

13 Nov/43   F/L G.L. McMillan flew Lt. Col. Hunt to Winnipeg in Crane 9028, departing 0945 hours,

returning 1430 hours. Weather favourable for flying, and normal routine carried out both day and



night by all flights. 

The regular Saturday night dance in the Officers' Mess was cancelled this evening due to the fact that 
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13 Nov/43 (Cont’d)  repairs are being made to furniture.

K. of C. representative was kept busy attending to personal matters in Brandon for various airmen,

and assisting in arrangements for the Officers' formal dance, planned for November 30th. 

P.T. classes for trainees were held as usual in the drill hall.

14 Nov/43  Flying washed out in the afternoon.

Church Parade was well attended this morning, service being conducted by F/L W. Bainbridge.

A number of personnel attended the showing of a film "Coastal Command" in the Recreation Hall at

1500 hours.

A number of Officers and guests were served a very delightful dinner in the Officers' Mess this

evening.

Open house was held at Sergeants' Mess this evening, and a number of members and guests attended. 

Voluntary sports were carried out in the drill hall today.

15 Nov/43  Normal flying routine, but dual only most of the morning due to 500 ft. ceiling.    C.F.S.

Visiting flight arrived 1030 hours for the purpose of testing pupils and students.

The Signals Officer, F/O G.D.B. Poff, and Education Officer, F/O T.E. Clary, were able to move into

their new offices today, and both felt quite satisfied that a good job of remodelling had been done. 

Two Tractors T.D.14's were received from No. 1 Equipment Depot, Toronto.

An Airmen's Mess Committee Meeting was held in the office of the President, S/L J.A. Fenn, in

Maintenance Wing at 1100 hours.

P/O W.J. Jeffrey, Maintenance Wing Adjutant, attended initial meeting of station magazine

committee. 

This new project has been undertaken with a great deal of enthusiasm and interest on the part of all

personnel concerned.

W.D.'s were given a period of P.T., followed by games.

Two cooks were posted in from Guelph, School of Cookery, and rendered much-needed aid to the

present staff of chefs in the Messes.

Weather fine and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. Visiting Flight are still carrying out

tests using 4 constant speed. 



F/L J.B. Kelshall of No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers addressed a large gathering in G.I.S. at 1900 hour subject

"The Beveridge Report".

A large shipment of flying clothing was received in Equipment Section today.

Maintenance personnel were kept very busy today, and F/O Songhurst from Command visited the

section and discussed problems with S/L J.A. Fenn, Chief Technical Officer.

A Sergeants' Mess Meeting was held today when a new Messing Committee, Housing Committee and

Entertainment Committee were appointed.

The two new tractors T.D. l4's, which were received ye0sterday, have no cabs, and M.T. personnel

will devise a suitable windscreen for the tractors.

A meeting of the Entertainment Committee was held this afternoon.
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16 Nov/43 (Cont’d) W.D.'s were given instruction in drill at 0730 hours.  W.D.  N.C.O.'s attended

lecture at 1800 hours.

P.T. period was given trainees in the drill hall, with air bomber class also participating.

17 Nov/43  Weather continuing fine, and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. Visiting

Flight still carrying out tests.

Two minor operations were performed by the medical staff, and a case of chicken pox was admitted

to hospital.

Crane aircraft No. 8084 was involved in a taxiing accident at R. 1 Chater when slight damage was

done to the propeller.

A new stationary pump engine was received at M.T. Section, a three ton unit. Requests have

been sent in for minor modifications to new caterpillar tractors. Vehicle #32-908 and Chev. pick-up

have been serviced, and station wagon will be serviceable to-night.

The regular open house at W.D. Recreation Centre took the form of a bingo party and dance, with a

large crowd in attendance to enjoy the entertainment provided.

W.D. Drill period was held this morning, and it was noted that there was a marked improvement

shown in W.D. Drill class.

Fourteen airwomen were guests at a station dance at No. 33 S.F.T.S., RAF., Carberry, Manitoba.

LAW Sinclair, M. and LAW Austin, E., Clarks General, received word of posting overseas today. 

S/L H. McFarlane (Command Chaplain P) visited the station.

French classes for Services Police are continuing with F/L W.H. Dunphy in charge.

18 Nov/43   Weather favourable, and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. Visiting Flight



are still carrying out tests. Normal night flying exercises in operation.

W303186 Cpl. Collins, E.E., Clerk Steno. Med. proceeded on temporary duty to Deer Lodge

Hospital, Winnipeg.

M.T. personnel were busy cleaning up their section today, a high grade of serviceability being

maintained on all vehicles.

The Station basketball team journed to No. 19 E.F.T.S., Virden this evening to engage .the team there

in a district league game.

The regular weekly movie was shown in the station hospital today to the convalescent patients, and

then to Chater for the entertainment of personnel there.

A Corporals’ dance was held at the Prince Edward Hotel, Brandon, this evening, and it was

pronounced a decided success.
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18 Nov/43 (Cont’d)  F/L Caulfield. Station Chaplain (P) at No. 7 I.T.S., Saskatoon, visited the station

today.

19 Nov/43  Weather fine, and normal flying routine carried out in all flights both day and night.

R68456 F/S Malone, C.J. Armourer "A" was posted, while R196394 AC2 Treleaven, R.H., Arm.(G),

"C" reported on the station for duty.

Cessna 8006 was ferried to Prairie Airways for major overhaul.

Eight L4MB1 engines were shipped to Standard Aero Engines for overhaul.

Commanding Officer's Parade was held at 0800 hours this morning, and two flights of W.D.'s were in

attendance.  A route march around the tarmac was carried out.

Eight Electricians, two Instrument Makers were cleared on their posting overseas.

Decorations in preparation for the formal dance in the Officers' Mess on Saturday evening, were put

up.

20 Nov/43   Weather fine, and normal flying routine carried out in all flights both day and night.

Tiger Moth 3848 ground looped, with slight damage to wing tip at 1707 hours on take-off from here.

W/C Langford from No. 2 Training Command, arrived in Harvard FE634 at l658 hours.

The furniture from the Officers' Mess, which was under repair, was returned today, and the Mess was

in first-rate condition for the formal dance this evening. The dance was much enjoyed by all who

attended.

A dance was also held in the Sergeants' Mess this evening, which was quite well attended by both

members and guests.



21 Nov/43   Weather unfit for flying, and aircraft flew dual only. W/C Langford departed at 1410

hours in Harvard FE634 for Yorkton.

93 W01 Giroux, J.A., Equip. Ass't "A", received notice of posting, as did R62551 Cpl. Lavern, R.J.,

Equip. Ass't "A", to No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg, reporting Nov. 24th/43.

Church Parade was held this morning with fairly good attendance, although W.D. 's were not in

attendance at they held Church .Parade at the St. Matthew's Pro-Cathedral in Brandon. The parade

was led by the band from No. 2 "M" Depot, and S/O F. Lester was officer in charge.

Music Appreciation hour held in the library at 2100 hours drew many interested listeners.

22 Nov/43  Normal flying routine carried out both day and night. G/C T.W. White, New Zealand Air

Liaison Officer, arrived in Lockheed 7633 from Souris at 1815 hours.

Graduating Course 87 held their wings party at the Prince Edward Hotel, Brandon, this evening,

which proved to be a decided success. Among those present as guests were W/C  T.R. Michelson,

Commanding Officer, S/L C.L.T. Sawle, Chief Instructor, and several instructors who guided the

graduates through their course at this station.

A quantity of sawdust was hauled from Clear Lake for curling rink.

A period of P.T. and games was held at 1900 hours. The W.D. basketball team practised during the

evening.
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23 Nov/43  Weather very poor, unfit for flying.

Pupils of Course 89 have started their final examinations at Ground School. 

Two major operations were performed by the medical staff today.

A meeting of the Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held this afternoon at 1430

hours, with full attendance from all Sections.

A new office for the P.T. & D. Officer has been installed in the Drill Hall.

W.D.'s were given drill at 0730 hours. S/O Lester lectured to W.D. N.C.O.'s at 1800 hours. 

The basketball team from A.4 visited the station and engaged the station team in a league game,

following which they were entertained for refreshments in the Airmen's Mess.

24 Nov/43  Flying washed out at l400 hours due to bad weather. W/C Langford from S.A.S.O. branch

at No. 2 Training Command arrived in Harvard FE634 at 1206 hours from No. 3 B. & G. School,

McDonald, and departed at 1400 hours for No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, Man.

C1754  F/L D.A. MacLulich C.G.I. to-day received notice of his promotion to the rank of Acting

Squadron Leader. 



Heavy crane belonging to this Unit was loaned to the RAF Station at Carberry to unload a carload of

engines.

Maintenance personnel held a smoker in the Airmen's Mess at 2000 hours, which was very much

enjoyed by all who attended.

Drill Rehearsal for Wings Parade carried out. W.D.’s Squadron drill is showing marked

improvement. 

Open house held at W.D. Recreation Centre with dancing and games. Music for dancing was

provided by a 4-piece orchestra, and the large crowd had a. most enjoyable evening.

Wing Communion Service was held in the Station Chapel this afternoon, following which a

photograph of the Graduating class was taken with the two station Chaplains, F/L. W. Bainbrldge

.(P), and F/L W.H. Dunphy (RC).

25 Nov/43   Normal flying all day, and night flying carried out by G & F Flights. Lockheed 561

arrived from Winnipeg with Army Medical Officers. Visiting flight completed testing and departed

in Lockheed 7838 at 1015 hours for Estevan.

A fire occurred in No. 1 Hangar partially destroying two Crane aircraft. The cause of this  is not

know at present, but an investigation is under way. The prompt action of the station  crew prevented

the  from spreading, and great credit is due them for their effective and efficient handling of the

situation.
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25 Nov/43 (Cont’d)  Wings Parade for graduates of Course 87 was held at 1900 hours when 48 pilots

received their wings from the C.O. Paratroop Btn. at Shilo Camp, Man. Mayor F.H. Young, of

Brandon, presented the Brandon Plaque to the honour student NZ4212704 LAC Day, L.J. 

Disposition of Course 87 

Original Intake - 60

Adjusted Intake - 60 plus 6 transfers: 66.

Total graduates - 48

Disposition of Graduates: 11 posted to No. 1 G.R.S., Summerside, P.E.I.; 4 to No. 3 F.I.S.,       

Arnprior, Ontario; 4 to No. 2 F.I.S., Pearce, Alta; 2 to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, Man.; to Eastern Air

Command - 1; 2 to No. 5 A.O.S., Winnipeg; 23 to No. 1 "Y" Depot, Halifax; 1 to 31 P.D., Moncton,

N.B. 

Total Wastage - 18.

Disposition of wastage - 2 transferred to Course 89; 12 to No. 2 “M” Depot, Brandon; 1 to No. 2

Training Command, Winnipeg; 3 held at this Unit pending instructions from No. 2  Training



Command.

Boot  inspection was carried out for Repair Squadron.

26 Nov/43  Weather fair, and normal flying routine carried out by all flights both day and night.

Pupils of Course 89 finished final examinations. 

Crane 8724 flown to Prairie Airways for time expired overhaul.

F/L W.A. McCallum (C3652) No.2 Training Command  Prevention Officer arrived to investigate  in

No. 1 Hangar.

Permission for M.T. to make modifications to tractors has been granted, but colour to be changed to

canary yellow.

F/S J.S. Dyer, P.T.&D. Instructor, journeyed to Minnedosa to carry out drill instruction with the

Minnedosa Cadets who are showing satisfactory progress. 

P.T. Period for W.D.’s was held this evening.

27 Nov/43  Flying washed out due to bad weather.

Four men were posted to this station for instruction at the M.T. Section.

Interest is being created in the organization of a Glee Club and orchestra on the station, and plans are

under way to begin work on these two projects immediately. It is expected that  personnel will

co-operate to the fullest extent in this connection.

A quiet day on the station due to bad weather and the fact that many personnel are on 48's, the last

until Christmas and New Year's leaves.

Voluntary sports were carried out in the drill hall, with basket ball being the popular sport at the

moment.

28 Nov/43  No flying due to bad weather.

Church Parade was held with fairly good attendance, including one large flight of W.D.'s. 

The Station Chaplain(p) conducted a Christening ceremony for the baby of F/L N.L. Brown, Medical

Officer,
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28 Nov/43 (Cont’d)   the service being conducted in the Station Chapel.

Minor operation was performed by medical staff this morning on an airman from this station.

A Glee Club choir practice has been arranged and it is hoped that many W.D.’s will turn out and give

enthusiastic support.



29 Mov/43   Normal flying routine carried day and night. The Commanding Officer held parade at

1315 hours to warn all personnel of the vigilance necessary in case of fire, and commended those

who took part in fire fighting during the fire last Thursday.

New Clerk Steno.; AW2 Basaraba, M.J. W312809, was posted on the station and reported to G.I.S.

for duty.

R59386 F/S Blight, W.C., new Armourer (SAI), also reported to G.I.S. for duty. 

New Course 95 reported in, consisting of 5l Canadians, and 9 R.A.F.

S/L R.G. Hamilton, Senior Equipment Officer, has been confined to hospital suffering from

influenza. 

The Commanding Officer’s Weekly Staff Conference was held at 1430 hours with good attendance. 

The Station Magazine is well under way, and it is hoped that the first issue will be published Dec.

15 .th

Four Corporals and four other rank airwomen competed in a Quizz Program over C.K.X. Brandon at

1930 hour on the "Dollars for Scholars" program.

30 Nov/43  Normal flying routine until approximately 1130 hours when weather closed in and flying

washed out. 

Investigation into fire in No, 1 Hangar is still being carried out.

F/L O.G. Burns (C3793) Chief Navigation Instructor, has been appointed to replace S/L D.A.

MacLulich as Chief Ground Instructor, while the latter is attending a C.G.I, course overseas.

Maintenance Wing held squadron drill this morning, and carried out flag raising ceremony at 0845

hours. 

M.T. made a trip to Shilo Camp for parts for stake truck.

The station basketball team played against Virden last evening in the station drill hall.

The K. of C. representative discussed plans with the Senior Admin. Officer re the Station Christmas

Tree entertainment.

Officers' P.T. class was held with a very good turn-out.

W.D. Wireless Operators are showing keen interest in their work and are doing a good job.
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30 Nov/43                Personnel Strength                                                Airmen or

                                                                         Officers       W.D          Other Ranks    W.D.     Civilians

STAFF                                                                132          3                      785          165   

             RCAF on Temporary duty                            3                                     12       



             Service Personnel other than RCAF                                                    

              R.C.A.S.C.                                                                                            1

               C.D.C.                                                        2                                        1

              Postal                                                          1                                         3

              R.A.F.                           Nil

Civilians              Barrack Officer                                                                                                   1

                             Meteorologist                                                                                                     3

                             Stenographers                                                                                                     9         

                             Clerks                                                                                                                  4

                             General Duties                                                                                                   82

                             Others                                                                                                                 57  

                                       Total Staff               138                    3                     802            165       156

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                                              144

                            R.A.F.                                                                               49

                            R.A.A.F.                                                                          

                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                        84                            

                            Total Trainees                                                                277                           

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH               Serviceable             Unserviceable   

            Anson                                       17                               1              

            Cranes 1                                   60                               8               

            Cranes 1A                                21                               1

 Total No. of hours flown during the month of November - 3,288:20
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1 Dec./43  Flying washed out in the morning due to snow storm. Washed in at 1230 hours and normal

routine carried out. A Norseman aircraft from No. 3 B. & G. School, McDonald was held up at this

station until the afternoon when the storm cleared.  The Commanding Officer and P/O W..D. Finlay

departed for Winnipeg at 1640 hours in aircraft 8730.

The staff at Ground Instructional School said farewell to S/L D.A. MacLulich, Chief Ground

Instructor, who departed for Overseas on a Ground Instructors' Course for a few months.  F/L O.G.

Burns, Chief Navigation Officer, has assumed the position of acting Chief Ground Instructor during



S/L MacLulich's absence. 

Trade testing of four airwomen and 2 AC's was carried out by F/S Price and Sgt. Walker, to qualify

the candidates as Equipment Assistants.

A report from the station hospital showed that 54 patients are at present receiving treatment.

A V.D. film was shown to a large number of airmen today.

Physical training classes for trainees were carried out as usual. The P.T. & D. Officer has moved into

his new office in the Drill Hall and finds it much more convenient and satisfactory in every way. 

A keenly contested basketball game was played this evening between #2 "M" Depot, Brandon, and

No. 12 S.F.T.S. with the score being 48 - 47 in favour of  No. 12 S.F.T.S.

"Open House" was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre this evening, the programme taking the

form of a bingo party and dance. A good time was had by the large crowd in attendance.

A/S/O H.F. Roland (V30468) arrived on the station today to replace S/O L.P. Coles, station Messing

Officer, who leaves shortly to take up her duties at No. 33 S.F.T.S., RAF., Carberry, Man. 

A Trade Test Board was held at the Mess Hall to trade test chefs.

The Station Chaplain (P) went to Ninette Sanitorium to visit NZ4213107 LAC Ellison, D.S. pupil of

Course 93, who is undergoing treatment there.

2 Dec./43  Normal flying routine until 1115 hours when sudden snow storm made it necessary for

flying to be washed out. A B category crash occurred during the storm when NZ4215122 LAC

Garner, D.G., pilot of Crane 8753, attempted a precautionary, overshot field and crashed in trees on

border near Justice, Manitoba. 

The pilot was uninjured. Normal flying was resumed at 1300 hours. 

Pupils of Course 89 are busy writing final examinations.

W303185 Cpl. Bodz, E., Equipment Assistant “A”, received promotion to the rank of Sergeant.

S/L R.G. Hamilton, Senior Equipment Officer, is at present in station hospital suffering from “flu”,

which has been very prevalent on the station, and in the district generally.

W303186 Cpl. Collines, E.E., Clerk Steno. (Medical) was discharged from hospital today, having

been very
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2 Dec./43 (Cont’d)  ill with pneumonia.

The W.D. basketball team from this station won a decisive victory over the W.D. team from Rivers,

by a score of 24 - 12. The visiting team and home team were served refreshments in the O.R. Mess

following the game.

The Station Chaplain (P) went to Winnipeg today to purchase Christmas presents for the



entertainment for the airmen and their families which is being planned for the 18th of December.

3 Dec./43   Weather fair, and normal flying routine carried out all day.

P/O Plummer (C26584), Navigation Instructor, is expected to report for duty on December 5th.

Aircraft Crane 8753, which was involved in the crash landing near Justice yesterday, was to have

b«en transferred to Prairie Airways, Moose Jaw, Sask., on T.O. D2389.  Arrangements were made

with No. 2 Training Command to substitute Crane 8742.

The epidemic of influenza, which is still prevalent, is keeping the hospital staff very busy looking

after the increasing number of patients who are being admitted.

W02 Tomlinson, S.A. R55609, reported from No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg, re salvage of aircraft

8753.

Mr. Hoffman of the Hoover Propeller Co. arrived to investigate any difficulties which Maintenance

personnel might be experiencing.

A meeting of the Officers' Mess Committee was held and a considerable amount of business

transacted to the satisfaction of all.

A carpenter rigger was loaned by Maintenance to the M.T. Section for genera1 overhaul of racks. 

F/S Dyer, J.S., #2177, P.T. & D. Instructor, and F/L O.G. Burns, acting Chief Ground Instructor,

proceeded to Minnedosa to drill Air Cadets. A big improvement in Air Cadet training is noted.

4 Dec./43   Weather good, and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. F/L G.L.  McMillan,

F/L W.E. Kjellander, and F/L A.N. Cranna, and all instructors of A and B Flights departed for Chater

with Senior Course for the final stage of their training.

F/L O.G. Burns attended Air Cadet Officers' lectures at No. 2 "M"' Depot, lectures being given by S/L

Hunter and F/O J.B. Fitton.

Four L6MB Jacob engines were received from No. 14 A.I.D., Ottawa, Ont. Two new Equipment

Assistants, airmen, arrived from Trenton, Ontario.

Mr. Hoffman gave lecture to Hoover Propeller crews in the smoke room regarding Prop.

Maintenance. 

Voluntary sports were carried out in the drill hall with quite a number of personnel particpating in

badminton, volley ball, etc.

A Chef was posted in from the School of Cookery, Guelph, Ont..

5 Dec./43   Sunday, flying washed out. No church parade was held due to influenza epidemic. The

Station theatre has also been closed for a time until the epidemic shows signs of abating.

A number of guests were present in the Officers' Mess, and were served a delightful buffet supper. 

M.T. personnel took advantage of a quiet day to carry out a general clean-up on vehicles.
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6 Dec./43   Weather favourable for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights.

S/L J.M. Whidden  (C3390), Senior Accountant Officer, departed for Paulson today, on posting to

No. 7 B. & G. School.  S/L Whidden will be greatly missed as he has been on this station since its

opening in May, 1941. The good wishes of all his friends at No. 12 go with him.

A Reselection Board was held on R194766 Tonkin, NZ4214136 Temperton, NZ431063 Cotten,

NZ4211737 Frost, and WZ4212762 Larsen, the Board consisting of The Chief Instructor and

Squadron Commanders.

The hospital staff are still being kept busy with the steady increase in the number of .patients.

A meeting of the Airmen's Mess Committee was held in the office of the president, S/L J.A. Fenn,

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held at 1430 hours today, with good

attendance, and many problems were discussed and settled to the satisfaction of all.

A meeting of the Officers' Mess Committee was held in the mess today, and a new board of Officers

appointed. S/L J.H. Baird .was appointed Mess President.

Chater R.1 tractors have been winterized. No word has yet been received re the proposed cabs for

new Diesel caterpillar tractors. New racks are being built for stake trucks.

A meeting of the Entertainment Committee was held this afternoon with good attendance and plans

made for station dance to be held on 17th December.

Headquarters Squadron held ensign-raising parade this morning, at 0800 hours. Drill was carried out

until 0900 hours. Two flights of W.D.'s were in attendance.

7 Dec./43   Some snow flurries, but normal .flying routine carried out.

Air Vice-Marshal T.A. Lawrence, Air Officer Commanding, No. 2 Training Command, arrived from

Dafoe in Lockheed 7633 at 1414 hours, and departed for Winnipeg at 1607 hours. 

LAC Gillis, J,A., reported in from No. 18 S.F.T.S., Gimli, Man. and will carry on with his training in

Course 93. S/L J.A. Kelshall of No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, Man., addressed a fairly large gathering of

interested listeners on the topic "Development of Soviet Republic" at 1900 hours in G.I.S.

Cessna 8009 that was involved in the fire which occurred in No. 1 Hangar on Nov. 25th, has been

shipped to Prairie Airways, Moose Jaw, for overhaul and repair.

Cessna 7713, the other aircraft which was involved in the fire, was damaged beyond repair and was

vouched to No. 8 Repair Depot for write-off action.

Repair Squadron raised the ensign at.0815 hours, were inspected, and then carried out drill until 0900

hrs.

P.T. classes for trainees were carried out as usual.

Maintenance personnel are kept busy maintaining serviceability of aircraft.
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7 Dec./43 (Cont'd)   The station W.D. basketball team again met the W.D. team of No. 1 C.N.S.

Rivers, and won another game by the score of 35 - 16.  The members of the W.D. basketball team are

displaying keenness, enthusiasm and great sportsmanship, the combination of these qualities having

very gratifying results in the number of victories that have already been won in the district league.

An Educational Film on V.D. was shown in the Recreation Hall for Women's Division personnel this

afternoon. 

The R.C. Chaplain continues to hold French classes for Service Police personnel.

        

8 Dec./43   Good weather, and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

P/O Plummer has taken over his new duties at G.I.S. as Navigation Instructor, enabling P/O C.E.

Cohoe to return to Navigation Flight. F/O H.G. Wedge, Armament Officer, has returned from sick

leave. 

Mr. Dutton, Cessna Aircraft Co. visited Maintenance Wing, on routine inspection. WOl Southwood

of No. 7 Equipment Depot, accompanied Mr. Dutton.

There was a capacity crowd at open house in the W.D. Recreational Centre. A 4-piece orchestra from

No. 2 “M” Depot provided music for the dancers. Refreshments were served at. 2300 hours. Physical

training classes were carried on as usual.

French classes for Service Police personnel are continuing satisfactorily.

9 Dec./43   Normal flying routine. F/L S.G. Thompson proceeded to Winnipeg in aircraft 8077 with

F/O C.D.B.  Poff Signals Officer, and. F/O G.E. Paull, Accountant Officer, departing at 0900 hours.

They were forced down at Portage la Prairie due to weather and returned to station at 2200 hours in

aircraft 8077. 

Snow sedan RCAF No. 37-050 being transferred to No. 23 E.F.T.S., Davidson, Sask. 

Hospital staff still kept busy with large number of patients to care for.

The K. of C. representative went to Chater R.1 to show a movie for entertainment of personnel there. 

The members of the W.D. basketball showed excellent form in a game against the C.W.A.C. team

from Camp Shilo, final score being 52 to 8, in our favour. Refreshments were served to all players in

the Mess Hall following the game. The station W.D. basketball team is shaping up very well, and is

definitely beginning to show promise of being a championship team at the end of the season. 

The Station Chaplain (P) purchased new books for the station library, thus increasing the stock of

books now available for personnel.

10 Dec/43  A meeting of Flight Commanders was held in the Chief Instructor's office this afternoon.



Weather favourable and normal flying routine carried in all flights both day and night. 

W02 Norris, J.B. and W02 Pound, S.A.R. posted in to Course 91. 

Cessna No. 8185 was sent to Prairie Airways for complete overhaul.

A meeting of the Sergeants' Mess Committee was held at 1230 hours in the Sergeants' Mess.

F/S J.S. Dyer went to Minnedosa to train Air Cadets. A short period of Physical Training was

given, and the Cadets are certainly showing a vast improvement.

The Glee Club, which has recently been formed on the station, met to practice for the Christmas

Church Service.
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11 Dec./43  Weather fair and normal flying carried out all morning. In the afternoon a 50 mile an

hour wind kept aircraft on the ground, and no flying was carried out at all.

The Senior Equipment Officer, S/L R.G. Hamilton, proceeded to No. 19 E.F.T.S., Virden to

straighten out the clothing situation at that station.

S/L A.D. Williams, Senior Medical officer, went to Winnipeg to see the Principal Medical Officer. 

A very successful skating party was held this evening at Lake Percy.  A good crowd of personnel

from all sections attended. Music was provided by P.A. system, and a full moon and light snow fall

made conditions ideal for a very delightful evening. A huge bon fire was built, and hearty appetites

were appeased with roasted weiners and buns. 

12 Dec./43   Flying washed out. No Church parade-due to the epidemic of influenza, which has not as

yet begun to clear up.

A quiet day, and general clean-up carried out in the M.T. Section. 

One trainee class went down town for swimming in the Y.M.C.A. this morning. Physical Training

classes were carried out as usual. W.D. P.T. class was held in the evening.

Preparations are being made to decorate various sections of the station with the approach of the

Christmas season.

A Communion Service was held in the Station Chapel this morning. The Station Chaplain (P), F/L

W. Bainbridge gave the message at a Memorial Service at Roseland, Manitoba. In the evening, the

Padre conducted the service at Knox United Church, Brandon.

13 Dec./43  Weather clear and cold, and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

R58073 F/S Price, A.T., Equipment Assistant, has been posted to No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon,

reporting December 14th.

Crane 7857 was transferred from stored reserve to Unit strength.



S/L A.D. Williams returned from Winnipeg where he had been visiting the Principal Medical Officer.

All crews in Maintenance kept busy, Servicing Squadron contending with extreme cold weather. 

The cold weather makes it difficult to keep M.T. vehicles serviceable as water, despite the fact that

repacking has been done, still-seeps into pump and freezes. Very little ice is required to jam closely

machined gears.

The station magazine is almost ready to be placed on sale, and all personnel are eagerly awaiting the

first edition, which is scheduled to appear on December l5th.

It is interesting to note that there are still quite a number of personnel on strength who were here

when the station opened in 1941. 
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13th Dec/43 (Cont'd)  A meeting of the Entertainment Committee was held this afternoon to

complete arrangements for the station dance to be held Friday.

Two flights of W.D.'s formed Nos. 3 and 4 flights of Headquarters Squadron this morning for

ensign-raising. Following the raising of the ensign, the squadron was dismissed.

14 Dec./43    Weather favourable, and normal flying routine carried out all day. S/L. Laing arrived

from No. 2 Training Command Headquarters, Winnipeg, in Crane 8122 at 1010 hours to discuss

Equipment matters. 

S/L J.B. Kelshall gave a lecture in G.I.S. on "Development of Soviet Republic" Part II.

F/O A.S.I. Smith, Equipment Officer, made an inspection of demand registers of whole station.

Hospital staff were kept busy this morning as two minor operations were performed, and physical

examinations on personnel posted overseas were carried out.

Maintenance Squadron raised the ensign and carried out drill from 0800 hours to 0900 hours this

morning. 

Signal flags were put on dump trucks for work on aerodrome,

A meeting of the Glee Club was held this evening, with a fairly good turn-out.

The W.D. basketball team played Shilo tonight at that camp, and again defeated them by a large

score. 

A larger steam boiler is being installed in the Airmen's Mess today.

15 Dec./43   Weather good, and normal flying carried out in all flights. Flying washed out at 1200

hours for Muster Parade. Washed in again at 1315 hours, and washed out at 1530 hours for A.O.C.'s

Parade. Group Captain Atkinson arrived 1515 hours in Crane 8167. Air Vice-Marshal T.A. Lawrence,

Air Officer Commanding, arrived in Lockheed 7633 at l622 hours. Parade at l650 hours, attended by



all ranks. The A.O.C. gave a short address, and extended season's greetings to all personnel of No. 12.

W/C T.R. Michelson, Commanding Officer, also gave a short address and extended compliments of

the season to the A.O.C. on behalf of the personnel of No. 12 S.F.T.S.

Cessna Cranes FJ230 and 8695 were received from Prairie Airways for stored reserve.

The epidemic of influenza on the station seems to be subsiding to some extent, and the hospital staff

will once again be able to get back to normal routine.

Thirty airwomen attended a station dance at Carberry held in the Recreation Hall at No. 33 S.F.T.S.

RAF. 

Open house took xxx the form of a bingo- party and dance, music being provided by P.A. system. 

S/O L.P. Coles, Messing Officer, left the station today to report for duty at Carberry on posting to   

No. 33 S.F.T.S.

The first edition of the station magazine “The Aer-Log” appeared today and was placed on sale in all

canteens at 15c per copy. It is felt that this first venture of compiling a station magazine has been

quite successful, and the next edition is looked forward to. It is considered that such a project will do

much toward building up the esprit de corps of the whole station.

16 Dec./43   Good weather and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.  Air Vice-Marshal T.A.

Lawrence, Air Officer Commanding, departed for Winnipeg at 0911 hours. Group Captain Atkinson

departed for Paulson in Crane 8167 at 0945 hours. Aircraft Anson II 11501 nosed up due to harsh

application of brakes by
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14 Dec./43 (Cont’d)  student. Pilot instructor F/O H.W. High (J21957) and pupil R189449 LAC

Coutts,  F.W. were both uninjured. 

Night flying carried out by E,F, Navigation and B A Flights. 

Fire drill was carried out today.

One LAC reported in for Course 99.

Seeder and Hanow RCAF No. 2356l received from International Harvester Co. Senior Equipment

Officer, S/L R.G. Hamilton, was president on Board of Officers taking over buildings at R.2 Douglas. 

Mr. F. Lillich, Jacobs Engine Representative, visited Maintenance at 1000 hairs, and left at 1400

hours. 

A beautifully decorated tree has been set up at the entrance to the station.

Preparations are under way to decorate the Drill Hall for the station dance to be held there tomorrow

night.

The Harvard Step Test is being given to student pilots in P.T. periods.



The Glee Club met at 1900 hours and sang Christmas carols. The Glee Club is becoming a popular

organization on the station, and attendance at rehearsals is improving steadily.

17 Dec./43   Weather fair, and normal flying routine carried out all day in all flights.

RI72517 Cpl. Thompson, A.J. has received notice of posting. 

Three engines Jacobs L4MB were received from 15 A.I.D.

Minnedosa Air Cadets were given two-hour drill period during the evening, and continue to show

improvement.

A committee of 6 airwomen and 1 W.D. Officer set out to decorate the Recreational Centre. Many

original ideas evolved and the results were most pleasing.

The station dance proved to be a decided success, with large attendance and good music provided for

dancing. The Drill Hall was very beautifully decorated, and the festive spirit predominated.

18 Dec./43   Weather fair, and normal flying carried out until l438 hours, when flying washed out due

to 45 - 50 mile per hour winds. R193554  LAC Kennedy, J.A. and GBl568001 LAC Thompson,

C.M.L. force landed in Crane aircraft 7684, with slight damage to the airframe, but no injuries to

pilots. Propellers both damaged, but both repairable.

Six Engines Jacobs L4MB were received from15 A.I.D.

The Children's Christmas Entertainment held this afternoon was a pronounced success. A large

number of airmen's wives and their children attended, and each child received a present from the

tree. Refreshments were served and a good time was had by all.
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19 Dec./43   No flying due to very high winds. All training wing personnel attended Church Parade at

1140 hours. 

General cleanup and lectures carried out by Flight Commanders in the afternoon.

W316452 Sgt. Maxwell, B.I., Clerk: Educational "A" arrived on the station, and reported for duty at

G.I.S. 

Crane 7956 was received from Prairie Airways for stored reserve.

A committee of three officers was selected to decorate the Officers' Mess for the Christmas season.

The committee consisted of F/O J.J. Hamilton,  F/O R.E. Smith and P/O R.R. Massier.

The high winds blew down the Christmas tree at the main entrance to the station, breaking several of

the lights. It was set up again, and though looking slightly battered, it continued to shine brightly. 

Voluntary sports were carried out in drill hall.

Church Parade this morning took the form of a special Christmas Service. The Glee Club led in the



singing of Christmas carols.

20 Dec./43   Weather fair, and normal flying routine carried out all day. Night flying washed out due

to snow storm.

S/L Hunter and F/L Saunders from No. 2 Training Command Reselection Board visited F/L Burns.

WOl Giroux, who has been on temporary duty at No. 2 Equipment Depot, Vancouver, reported back

today.

M.T. Section was unusually busy today. Snow rollers and "cats" to be sent to Douglas.

One course of trainees went for a period of swimming to the Y.M.C.A. this morning.

Two flights of W.D.'s were on Headquarters Squadron ensign-raising parade. Drill was carried out

until 0900 hours.

A new Chef reported for duty from the R.C.A.F. School of Cookery, Guelph.

The Station Chaplain (P), conducted a wedding ceremony at Wawanesa for one of the airmen at this

station.

21 Dec./43   Weather clear and cold. Normal flying routine carried out all day and night in all flights.

Repair Squadron raised ensign at 0800 hours, and carried out drill until 0900 hours. Servicing

Squadron once again is having to contend with cold weather, but is working hard to maintain

serviceability. 

Voluntary sports were carried out in the drill Hall,

A very enjoyable Christmas party and tree was held in the Airmen's Mess for all Mess personnel. The

Station Chaplain (P) gave Christmas message to Brandon Rotary Club.

22 Dec./43   No. 1 Squadron held parade this morning at 0745 hours. Weather clear and cold.  

Normal flying routine carried out in all flights both day and night.

R67927 Sgt. Howie, R.W., P.T. & D. Instructor, formerly on strength this Unit, has returned for a

period of temporary duty.

Maintenance personnel very busy. Repair crews returned to work at 1815 hours until 2100 hours.

Trainees were given their period of P.T.

A delightful Christmas party was  held in the W.D. Recreational Centre. Santa Claus distributed gifts

to all airwomen. A dance, with music provided by a 4-piece orchestra, filled the latter par of the

evening. A delicious buffet supper wis served to airwomen and their guests at 2345 hours. Station

Chaplain (P) kept busy arranging for personnel to be entertained in Brandon homes on Christmas

Day.
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23 Dec./43   Twenty-three acting flying officer ranks were obtained by flying instructor Pilot

Officers, one acting Flight Lieutenant, and one acting Squadron Leader.

Weather fair, and normal flying routine carried out.

About 50% of station personnel left on Christmas leave, and activities on station curtailed somewhat. 

A sing-song was held in the W.D. Canteen around the fire place. There was good attendance, and all

joined enthusiastically in the singing of Christmas Carols, under the leadership of F/O C.R. Roberts.

24 Dec./43  A very quiet day, and flying washed out at 1130 hours.

A very successful party was held in the Officers' Mess this evening, with very good attendance of

both members and guests. Dancing and games were enjoyed, and the gayly decorated Mess very

effectively helped to produce an atmosphere of festivity and good spirits.

A very successful party was also held in the Sergeants' Mess with good attendance, and a number of

guests from town present.

P.T. classes were held as usual for aircrew trainees.

25 Dec./43  Christmas Day, and most of the sections closed for the celebrations.

The Officers entertained the N.C.O.'s at the Officers' Mess during the morning.

At noon the Christmas dinner was served to the airmen by the Officers and N.C.O.s. A delicious meal

of turkey, vegetables, Christmas pudding, and Christmas cake was much enjoyed by all personnel.

The usual custom of the Officers' and N.C.O.’s serving the airmen and airwomen was carried out,

and it appeared that everyone had a most enjoyable time.

26 Dec./43  The day after Christmas, and all stations very quiet. A Christmas Communion Service

was conducted in the Station Chapel by the Station Chaplain (P).

A wedding ceremony was conducted in the Station Chapel today, the service being conducted by F/L

W.H. Dunphy, R.C. Chaplain.

27 Dec./43   Normal flying routine carried out. Weather favourable.

Two courses were given lectures in Ground Instructional School.

Three cars of gasoline, which was badly needed were received in Equipment.

M.T. Section not busy, as all business establishments in Brandon closed for Boxing Day. Very few

runs necessary.

P.T. classes held for aircrew trainees not on Christmas Leave.
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28 Dec./43    R67927 Sgt. Howie, R.W., P.T. & D. Instructor, completed his period of temporary duty

at this Unit, and has returned to his home Unit, No. 11 S.F.T.S., Yorkton, Sask.

Good weather for flying, and normal routine carried out in all flights, by personnel not on Christmas

leave. 

P.T. classes for trainees were carried out as usual.

29 Dec./43   Weather favourable for flying, and normal routine carried out all day, as well as night

flying. 

Courses were all back in full swing for a short time before Courses 93 and 95 left on New Year's

Leave. 

One minor operation was performed by medical staff today on the NCO i/c Service Police, F/S

Maxwell, L.E. 

The patient is reported to be progressing favourably.

Open house was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre this evening with good attendance. 

Personnel are back from Christmas leave and all courses turned out for Physical Training classes.

The entire mess staff proceeded to station hospital for inspection today.

The Station Chaplain (P) gave a lecture in G.I.S. on Morale and Leadership. 

30 Dec./43  Weather very favourable, and normal, flying routine carried out all day.

Courses 93 and 95 left today to proceed on New Year's Leave.

P/O T.E. Clary (C29917), Unit Education Officer, has received promotion to the rank of Flying

Officer. 

Four-wheel-drive being used to unload snow compaction rollers.

Quite a number turned out for hockey practice this evening, in spite of the fact that many were away

on New Year's leave.

Physical Training classes held as usual for trainees.

31 Dec./43   Good weather, and normal flying routine carried out until 1200 hours, .when it was

washed out.

All sections very quiet with little activity, except in the Drill Hall, where plumbing repairs are

being made, making it impossible for P.T. classes to be held.

The New Year's Eve party in the Officers' Mess was a decided success, and all who attended had a

most enjoyable time. Quite a number of civilian guests were present, as well as officers from

neighboring Units.

During the recent epidemic of influenza on the station Leading Air Mascot Viking carried out a daily

tour of duty making regular visits to the hospital to help boost the morale of the patients.
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31 Dec./43               Personnel Strength                                                  Airmen or

                                                                         Officers       W.D            Other Ranks   W.D.    Civilians

STAFF                                                                129          3                      772          167   

             RCAF on Temporary duty                             4                                     20        

             Service Personnel other than RCAF                                                    

              R.C.A.S.C.                                                                                            1

              C.D.C.                                                           2                                      1

              Postal                                                           1                                      3

              R.A.F.                           Nil

Civilians              Barrack Officer                                                                                                  1

                             Meteorologist                                                                                                    4

                             Stenographers                                                                                                   10         

                             Clerks                                                                                                                4

                             General Duties                                                                                                 82

                             Others                                                                                                               53

                                       Total Staff               136                3                     797            167         154

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                                          142

                            R.A.F.                                                                               46

                            R.A.A.F.                                                                          

                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                        58                            

                            Total Trainees                                                                246                           

 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH               Serviceable             Unserviceable   

            Anson II                                    15                              3                                                                

            Cranes 1                                    64                              5

            Cranes 1A                                 20                              1

 Total No. of hours flown during the month of December - 8,035:40.
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1  Jan/44    New Year’s Day, and station activities curtailed. Flying washed out and classes inst

Ground School discontinued for the day.

News was received of promotion of Sgt. Earles, D., P.T. & D. Instructor, to the rank of Flight

Sergeant. 

The Officers were entertained during the forenoon by the Sergeants and Warrant Officers in the

Sergeants' Mess, with a good turn-out of both Officers and N.C.O.'s.

An excellent dinner was served in the Airmen's Mess for all those of other ranks who were not on

New Year's Leave.

Open house was held in the W.D. Canteen during the afternoon, and about 100 personnel enjoyed

dancing to music provided by P.A. system.

2  Jan./44   Sunday, and voluntary Church Parade held with fairly good attendance. nd

No flying and no Ground School classes held during the day.

A delicious dinner was served in the Officers' Mess this evening, and a number of friends as well as

members of the Mess were present.

Open house held in Sergeants' Mess, and a delightful New Year's dinner was enjoyed by all those

present.

F/L W. Bainbridge (C13534), Station Chaplain (P), received notice of posting to No. 18 S.F.T.S.,

Gimli.

3  Jan./44  Flying washed out due to poor visibility and low ceiling.rd

R172517 Cpl. Thompson, A.J.,, W.O.G., has been posted to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, Manitoba.

Equipment Section issued 783 gallons of 73 Octane Gasoline, and 4 drums of 80 oil to No. 17

S.F.T.S., Souris, Manitoba.

All sections are getting back to normal routine after Christmas and New Year's celebrations. 

Decorations removed from Officers' and Sergeants' Messes and packed away until next year.

Wide track Caterpillar tractor to be shipped from M.T. Section to No. 18 S.F.T.S., Gimli, Manitoba. 

A meeting of the Entertainment Committee was held this morning, also meeting of Station Library

Committee. 

Station theatre was well attended by a large crowd of station personnel to witness the showing of a

currently popular movie.

Voluntary sports and drill periods conducted in the Drill Hall today, and trainees enjoyed a period of

skating.

A meeting of the station Paper Committee was held today and it was felt that the excellent results

achieved by the first Edition of the "Aer-Log" were most encouraging, and it is expected that

subsequent editions will be even more successful.
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4  Jan/44   Normal flying weather, and routine carried out in all flights. No night flying. th

Regular classes carried out in G.I.S. for all courses. R108497 Sgt. Ranger, J.J.B., W.O.G. "C" ,

reported £or duty from No.1 C.N.S., Rivers, Manitoba.

A trailer was borrowed from the Good Roads Department and Diesel T.D. l4 was loaded for

shipment to No. 18 S.F.T.S., Gimli, Man. 

The station hockey team held a practice today, in preparation for first game of the season. An

interesting schedule has been drawn up for the B.D.S.A.A. hockey league and competition should be

keen. 

Station basketball team also practised this evening. The basketball league is progressing satisfactorily

and much enthusiasm is being displayed, especially by the W.D. team, which so far has been

undefeated. 

F/L J.B. Kelshall of No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, lectured on current events in the G.I.S. building, to an

interested group of about 100.

Considerable activity in the Drill Hall with P.T. periods, sports and games. Trainees had another

skating period today, and enjoyed it very much.

5  Jan/44  Weather good, and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. Squadron Parade heldth

by No. 1 Squadron this morning.

Personnel have returned from New, Year's Leave, and all sections are back to full working routine.

Regular classes held in G.I.S. for all courses. 

W.D. Open House in the Recreational Centre was a great success this evening. About 200 were in

attendance and an unrehearsed floor show, spontaneously arranged, met with great success and shows

promise of developing into a talent find. Music for dancing provided by 4-piece orchestra. The W.D.

basketball team defeated, the Y.W.C.A. team from Brandon by a score of 39 - 13. Trainees became

better acquainted with Harvard Step Test and its purpose during discussion period, and new Duty

Fitness programme and its results were discussed. 

The station hockey team defeated A.4 in 1st scheduled hockey game by a score of 6 - 3. while the

basketball team meted out another defeat for A.4 by a very one-sided score of 31 - 6.

6  Jan/44   Weather favourable for flying and normal routine carried out. Pupils of senior course #89,th

with instructors F/O D.A. Nash, F/L G.L. MacMillan and F/O L. Fisher, proceeded to the R.1 Chater

for the final stages of their flying training. The Chief Instructor visited the R.2 at Douglas, Manitoba,

on inspection of that relief landing field.

An increase in number of personnel reporting on sick parade has been noted and the hospital is once



more filling up.

Anson aircraft 879 proceeded to Neepawa to pick up an injured mechanic to take him into hospital at

Winnipeg.

A new caterpillar tractor with cab has been received at the M.T. Section from No. 18 S.F.T.S., Gimli.

P.T. & D. Officer gave drill lectures to aircrew trainees.

It was clean-up night in the W.D. Canteen and barracks, and the girls made a very good job of it.
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7 Jan/44  Weather good and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. W/C T.R. Michelson,

Commanding Officer, flew to Chater R.1 on tour of inspection.

Crane aircraft 8726 was sent to Prairie  Airways, Moose Jaw for overhaul.

One minor operation was performed at station hospital this morning, thus increasing the number of

patients while the staff was somewhat depleted by the posting of two members, namely C6121

Nursing Sister Whillans M.G., and R95213 F/S Maguire, M.G., the former to No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris,

and the latter to No. 38 S.F.T.S., RAF., Estevan, Sask.

Fire drill was carried out this afternoon and fire fighter personnel carried out their duties quickly and

efficiently.

A movie was shown to convalescent patients in the hospital today. About 20 were able to attend, and

they enjoyed the entertainment very much. The same film was taken to Chater R.1 for the enjoyment

of personnel at the field.

Drill Hall is out of bounds, and aircrew students were not given regular P.T. classes, but were given

lectures covering squadron and ceremonial drill by F/S Earles, D., and Sgt. Price. Sgt. Price

proceeded to Minnedosa for drill and first aid class to be given to Air Cadets.

The Commanding Officer inspected the W.D. barrack blocks and canteen. and remarks on same were

quite satisfactory, though some changes still to be made. New vanity tables have been installed and

add greatly to the general appearance of the Barracks.

8 Jan/44   Weather good, and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

R87328 F/S Armstrong, R., Clk. Med. "A", posted in and reported for duty at Station Hospital. 

A very pleasant evening’s entertainment was provided for station personnel by Florette McQuaig’s

concert troupe in the Recreation Hall. A large crowd attended and thoroughly enjoyed the show.

Following the concert, the troupe members were entertained in the Officers' Mess.

No P.T., classes were held for trainees this afternoon, and voluntary sports and games were carried

out in the Drill Hall, with a fairly large number, of personnel participating in badminton, basketball,



etc.

9 Jan/44  Sunday, and Church Parade attended by all ranks. No flying in the morning.

A quiet day and most sections making most of the opportunity to carry out a general clean-up and

catch up an work.

Musical appreciation hour held in Station Library this evening with very good attendance. This is

becoming an increasingly popular weekly feature, and personnel who attend thoroughly enjoy this

hour of good music.
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9 Jan/44 (cont’d)   Florette McQuaig’s concert troupe kindly consented to present several of their

numbers to personnel at the R.l who were not able to attend the show on the station last evening.

There was open house in the Sergeants' Mess this evening, and a number of guests and friends had

dinner and went to the station theatre afterwards.

Ten Chefs reported, pending posting to Guelph, Ont.

The R.C. Chaplain held two Masses today, one at No. 33 S.F.T.S., RAF., Carberry, the other at No.

12, and in the evening gave a lecture to a study group in Brandon.

10 Jan/44  Normal flying routine carried out until 1200 hours. Due to snow flurries dual flying only

was carried out from 1200 hours until 1700 hours. Night flying exercises.

Rl83412 LAC Gillis was transferred from Course 93 to Course 95, while GB1568512 LAC Binnie, A.

ceased training as a result of Reselection  Board.

Cessna Crane I  #7819 force landed 1½  miles east of Dunseith, N.D., U.S.A. Captain of aircraft was

R152865 Sgt. Deildal, B.E. , with GB1684735 LAC Tetley, pupil pilot under instruction.   Lost on

night cross-country and force landed without .any damage to aircraft or personnel.

Equipment Section contacted Oil Companies in Brandon re storage of 100 Octane Gasoline for use of

Lodestar at Chater, and Rivers. ...

New Repair Squadron Headquarters office in centre of #4 Hangar nearing completion.

An attempt is being made to borrow curling rocks, and several have been obtained already.

Sgt Price, P.T. & D. Instructor, was posted on temporary duty to Trenton, and F/O Fitton, P.T.& D.

Officer and F/S Earles gave drill tests during afternoon, and drill lectures and P.T. lectures were

given to aircrew. Women's Division were given P.T. during the evening, following which a men's

basket-ball practice was held.

11 Jan/44  Weather clear and cold, normal flying routine carried, out in all flights. At ll45 hours



Crane aircraft IA  #8809, piloted by K222502 LAC Sutherland, D.A., force landed, wheels up, and hit

fence bordering a field 2 miles west, 5 miles north of Carnegie, Manitoba, during, a three-plane

formation flight. Cause was due to engine failure in the air. 

Night flying carried out by pupils of courses 93 and 95.

R225289 Hanlin, J.M, of Course 95 has ceased training, as a result of Reselection Board. 

F/L J.B. Kelshall of No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, Manitoba, gave a current events lecture in room 4 of G.I.S.

at 1900 hours to a very interested audience.

S/L Simpson advised that freight car would not be routed to this unit for used oil and varsol this

month as Rivers had quite a supply on hand to dispose of.

Hospital staff kept extremely busy with fairly large sick parades, and minor and major operations.

Aircraft Crane 7819, which force landed in North Dakota yesterday, will be returned to the Unit

when serviced by crew which has been dispatched with fuel and oil.

Men's basketball and hockey teams journeyed to Virden this evening to play the teams there in a

B.D.S.A.A. League game, the basketball team winning by a very close score of l6 - l4, while the

hockey team lost by a
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11 Jan/44 (Cont’d)   score of 10 - 6. Keen sportsmanship and enthusiasm were displayed in both

games and keen competition was evident throughout. Following the games, the players were served

refreshments.

The Glee Club meet this evening with good attendance.

A meeting of the Sports Committee was held in the afternoon.

P.T. class was held for officers this evening.

12 Jan/44  Weather good, fair & cold, but milder towards evening. Visibility excellent and normal

flying routine carried out all day in all flights, and also night flying exercises carried out.

No. 1 Squadron held Squadron Parade, which was attended by all ranks. Sections 4 - 44 of the Air

Force Act, and extract from the Criminal Code of Canada were read by F/L W.E. Kjellander to the

parade. 

Pupils of Course 91 are writing their final examinations in G.I.S.

The Senior Equipment Officer accompanied the Commanding Officer on a tour of inspection of the

Barrack Blocks this morning.

A crew from Servicing Squadron, in charge of F/L C.R. Cunningham, proceeded to scene of forced

landing of Crane #8809 near Carnegie, Manitoba.

A meeting of the Officers' Mess Committee was held in the Officers’ Mess at 1245 hours, at which



time considerable business was transacted. This was the first meeting to be attended by Nursing

Sisters and W.D. Officers.

A meeting was held by the K. of C.. Representative to organize a hobby club for woodwork, model

building, etc.  Many personnel on this Unit have shown interest and enthusiasm for such hobbies, and

it was felt that if their efforts were organized, such a club would prove beneficial to the individual

concerned and to the station as a whole.

Open house in the W.D. Recreational Centre took the form of a Bingo party and dance, with music

provided by P.A. system.

The W.D. basketball team met the Y.W.C.A. team, Brandon, and defeated them by a score of 79-28.

13 Jan/44   Weather clear and very mild and normal routine carried out both day and night. The Air

Officer Commanding, No. 2 Training Command, and party arrived at 1245 hours, discussed problems

with the Commanding Officer and other staff officers, and departed at 1505 hours in Lockheed 7633,

pilot F/L Eshelman. 

Examinations in G.I.S. for  Course 91 are nearly finished. 

Hospital staff kept vary busy today with Inoculation Parade.,

A meeting of the Sergeants' Mess Committee was held in the N.C.O.’s Mess at 1230 hours. F/L

Sutton, Senior Admin. Officer attended.
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13 Jan/44 (Cont’d)    Plans are being made to set aside one room in G.I.S.  for woodwork and model

building.

A film was shown at Chater R.1 for entertainment of personnel at that Relief field.

Drill test class was held in G.I.S. for the benefit of prospective candidates. P.T. classes was Held

for trainees in the Drill Hall. Men's basketball team had a practice this evening in the Drill Hall,

in preparation for their next league game.

A fire lecture was given for personnel of the messes, while cooks were given trade improvement

lecture. 

The R.C. Chaplain held a meeting of Jewish personnel in connection with the construction of an Ark

in the Station Chapel.

14 Jan/44   Normal flying routine with good weather until 1530 hours, when it was washed out due to

snow flurries.

No night flying carried out. S/L Edgar and F/L Saunders arrived from No. 2 Training Command at

1240 hour's in Harvard FE634,  and proceeded to No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon.



Pupils of Course 91 have finished their final examinations, and now await results.

Arrangements are under way for a station dance to be held on 19th January.

Final stages of second edition of station paper "The Aer-Log" are being completed, and the magazine

should be on sale toward the end of the month.

A practice of the men's basketball team was held this evening, with several new members turning out

to try to qualify.

Alterations have been made to the Station Intelligence Library and general appearance has been

greatly improved.

15 Jan/44   Weather clear and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

Final examinations for pupils of course 91 have been marked and it was found that the class average

was 76.94, slightly higher than that of Course 89 with 76.44.

Salvage Committee is endeavouring to organize a suitable storage locality.

Col. Bronkhurst, Senior Maintenance Engineering Officer of South African Air force and Group

Captain MacCaul, S.A.E.O. of #2 Training Command, visited and inspected Maintenance Wing

today. 

Two A.F.M.’s and two Instrument Mechanics arrived on posting.

M.T. personnel kept busy rolling aerodrome, and scraping M.T. Section aprons and court yard clear

of snow.

Minnedosa Cadets were given their weekly drill session by instructors from this Unit. Their first aid

Classes will commence next Friday.

Four Chefs were posted away from this Unit, two overseas, and two to Guelph, Ontario.

16 Jan/44  Sunday, but no Church Parade. No flying was carried out until 1300 hours due to low

ceiling. Only dual flying was carried out during the afternoon. 

No Ground School classes were held today.

F/O A.S.I. Smith, Equipment Officer, proceeded to No. 2 Training Command to attend Equipment

Officers' Meeting.

Open house in Officers' and Sergeants' Messes, and a number of guests were present.
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26 Jan/44 (Cont’d)  Musical Appreciation Hour was very successful with about 50 people in

attendance. New equipment, borrowed from Kennedy's Music Store, Brandon, served to make this

even more enjoyable than usual.

Considerable activity was noted in the Drill Hall as some basketball enthusiasts carried out a



vigorous practice. Other sports and games were also participated in.

17 Jan/44  Weather warm, and overcast. Normal flying routine carried out both day and night. Ten

American pilots, 5 Army and 5 W.A.S.P., landed here en route to Calgary, ferrying Cornells.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held this afternoon with Section

Commanders in attendance and many problems were discussed and settled satisfactorily.

The regular Monday morning swimming classes were cancelled this morning, and as a result there

was a great deal of activity in the Drill Hall with two courses of trainees.

A music appreciation meeting was held to elect officers and decide future policy.

P.T. and games were given W.D.’s in the Drill Hall at 1900 hours.

Headquarters Squadron paraded at 0800 hours for ensign raising and drill. Two flights of W.D.'s were

in attendance.

The Station Chaplain (P) journeyed to Boissevain, Manitoba, to interview parents of a member of the

R.C.A.F. who had been killed overseas.

18 Jan/44  Weather continuing warm and overcast, but normal routine carried out both day and night.

American Amy and W.A.S.P. ferry personnel took off in their Cornells en route to Broadview, thence

to Calgary, Alta.

F/L O.G. Burns, Chief Ground Instructor, sat on Reselection Board of GB1323277 LAC Chapman,

G.K., R225289 LAC Hanlin, J.M. and GB1568512 LAC Binnie, A.

Hospital staff kept busy with two minor operations and medical for overseas postings.

Repair Squadron held regular weekly parade and carried out drill till 0900 hours.

Mess Dinner was held in the Officers' Mess this evening, with S/L McLure as a guest.

Check is being made on all heavy equipment for flares, and additional set is to be added to the

Four-Wheel Drive Crane.

Modification and installations for police work on Ford panel are well under way.

A meeting of the Entertainment Committee was held to arrange final details for Station Dance to be

held tomorrow night, and also to arrange tentative plans for a skating party, in the near future.

Trainee P.T. classes were held, and officers' P.T. class was held from 1700 hours to 1800 hours.
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18 Jan/44 (Cont’d)   Station Chaplain (P), F/L J.R.B. Vance (C13638), who has replaced F/L W.

Bainbridge, recently posted to Gimli, has taken up his new duties with enthusiasm, paying regular

visits to the station hospital, holding interviews, visiting various sections on the station, and in

general becoming acquainted with different phases of station routine.



19 Jan/44   Flying washed out in the morning due to fog and poor visibility, but washed in at 1300

hours and continued throughout the day. At 0040 hours Crane aircraft 7857 crashed and burned at

main aerodrome. Student pilot R6l58l Cpl. Heath, D., was only slightly injured, and accident will be

investigated. 

Command Morse Examiner arrived at G.I.S. at 1330 hours.

F/O A.S.I. Smith, Equipment Officer, returned from No. 2 Training Command where he had been

attending Equipment Officers' Conference.

M.T. personnel are using crane to lower new pumping engine and pump.

The Station Dance was held this evening in the Drill Hall and was a pronounced success, with an

attendance of over 700.  Music was provided by a 10-piece band. Novelties, prizes, floor shows all

combined' to make this a feature attraction.

The Station men's basketball team met and defeated A.4, Brandon, in a very closely-contested game,

the final score being 55 - 50.

The Non-Public Funds Officer, two W.D. Officers and W.D. Canteen workers met for a discussion re

the W.D. Coffee Bar and Canteen.

20 Jan/44  Weather very good, and flying commenced at 0900 hours. Anson II FP905  had one wheel

retract in starting due to R191024 LAC Hennan, M.J., student, and AC1 Giguere failing to check

undercarriage selector switch prior to starting, causing D.2 category accident.  S/L  N.W.C. Sharpe

(C2797) reported from No. 2 Training Command in Harvard F.E. 634, to investigate crash of 19th

January, and also the accident mentioned above.

S/L K.G. Maclure, Navigation, from A.F.H.Q., visited G.I.S. today.

Eight L4MB Engines were received from No.15 A.I.D. by Equipment Section. W312725 LAW

Hazell, E.A., Equipment Assistant “B”, proceeded on temporary duty to No. 7 Equipment Depot for 6

weeks.

W02 Morrison from No. 8 Repair Depot reported in to inspect Crane 7857 which crashed on main

aerodrome yesterday.

Police Car ready for broadcast to and from the Guard House this evening.

Meeting of Hobby Club was held to further plans for construction of craft shop in G.I.S. building. A

movie was taken to Chater R1 for entertainment of personnel there, and a particularly good picture

was witnessed by the fairly large crowd which attended.

The station theatre was well filled this evening for the showing of a currently popular movie, "Lost

Angel".

The men's basketball team met and defeated the Manning Depot team in a very keenly contested

game, by a score of 46 - 44.

Pupils of Graduating Course 89 were step-tested during their P.T. period today.  G.L. officers are



being
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20 Jan/44 (Cont'd)   given their regular three month test as well

A Trade Improvement class for Chefs was held, the lecture being given by Sgt. Piersdorff. The

Airmen’s Mess was visited by Lieutenant McIntyre, of R.C.A.S.C.

21 Jan/44   Weather clear in morning, but some wind and overcast in afternoon. Normal flying

routine carried out during day and night. Crane IA 8811, piloted by NZ4215736 LAC Forster, Colin

Edward, student, undershot the main aerodrome and struck two fences bordering the landing field,

due to LAC Forster having forgotten to switch fuel tanks while formation flying.   Aircraft slightly

damaged, but student uninjured. 

The Chief Ground Instructor, F/L O.G. Burns, flew to No. 7 A.O.S., Portage la Prairie, Man., on

S.D.R.T. business.

F/O K. Chambers reported for duty as Navigation Instructor, having been posted to this Unit from No.

7 A.O.S., Portage la Prairie.

Cessna 8695 has been loaned to Communication Flight, No. 2 Training Command, for a period of six

days.

K. of C. Representative is making an attempt to form a concert party consisting of talent discovered

at No. 12 S.F.T.S.

W.D.'s were given use of the Badminton Courts in the Drill Hall today, and it is expected that a

tournament will be organized in the very near future.

22 Jan/44  Weather clear and normal flying routine carried out. Crane I 7768 piloted by student pilot

NZ431113 LAC Temple, W.E., made heavy landing at Chater, R.1 and on making normal landing at

main aerodrome port oleo leg collapsed on contact. Pilot was uninjured.

Open house was held at Officers' Mess this evening, but there, was small attendance.

A quick release asbestos cloth blanket for emergency use on refuelling tenders has been designed by

R103703 Cpl. McLennan, L.R., Driver Transport.  It has been experimented with and found

successful. 

Voluntary sports held all day, and skating, badminton and hockey participated in by a large number

of personnel.

23 Jan/44   Sunday, and no flying during the morning, but normal routine carried out during

afternoon.



Church Parade was held this morning with good attendance by all ranks, service being conducted by

the new Station Chaplain (P), F/L J.R.B. Vance.

A number of guests were present in Officers' Mess and Sergeants' Mess for supper and attended the

station theatre in the evening.
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23 Jan/44  Music Appreciation Hour was held in Station Library with a good attendance of both

airmen and airwomen enjoying the classics.

The R.C. Chaplain held two masses today, one at No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, and the other at No. 12

S.F.T.S.

Both Chaplains pay daily visits to the Detention Barracks and to the station hospital.

24 Jan/44   Weather continuing fine and normal flying routine carried out both day and night.

Mr. Dutton of Cessna Aircraft Corporation visited Maintenance Wing today for discussion of any

problems on that subject.

The W.D. and Men's basketball teams travelled  to No. 3. B. & G. School, MacDonald, Man., to

engage the teams there in league games, and both teams from No. 12 were successful, W.D.'s

winning by a score of 46 - 28, and the men by 33 - 10. Following the games a dance was held in the

W.D. Recreational Centre and refreshments were served.

The station hockey team played an exchange game at Neepawa and lost by a score of 10 - 4.

P.T. and games were held at 1900 hours in the Drill Hall for W.D. personnel.

25 Jan/44  Normal flying routine carried out during day, but no night flying due to snow.

4236 Sgt. Strend, W.R., ceased training and received posting today.

Equipment Section received 14 Jacobs L4MB engines from No. 15 A.I.D.  Cessna 7956 was

transferred from stored reserve to Unit strength to replace Crane 7857.

Inoculation parade and medical examinations were carried out by hospital staff today. Maintenance

Wing personnel attended regular weekly parade, raised ensign and carried out drill. AC1 T. Copeland

reported on temporary, duty from No. 8 Repair Depot to do a job of welding. F/O  Songhurst and F/O 

Wilson, Command Engineering Liaison Officers, reported in on a routine, inspection.

All General List officers and N.C.O.'s have been step-tested.  Extra P.T. classes are being held for

those not completing five minutes or failing to make a score of over 70.

Station Chaplain (P) kept busy attending to station library business, attending Commanding Officer's

Weekly Staff Conference, visits to Detention Barracks and station hospital, and giving interviews to

airmen and airwomen who have problems.



26 Jan/44   Weather fine and normal routine carried both day and night in all flights.

R101813 LAC  Pulkrabec J.E., pupil of course 95, was C.T.'d today as a result of action by

Reseleetion Board.

Two Slave Engines L4MB Jacobs were received at Equipment Section from No. 15 A.I.D.

Hospital Staff are kept busy, with normal routine and an increasing number of admissions.  Four

minor operations were performed by medical officers today.

The Graduates of Course 89 held their Wings Party this evening, which took the form of a banquet at

the Prince Edward Hotel, Brandon. Among the guests present were W/C T.R. Michelson,

Commanding Officer, Chief Instructor, and flying instructors, who have guided this course through

their weeks of instruction
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26 Jan/44 (Cont'd)   at this School.

Open House at the W.D. Recreational Centre took the form of a Bingo party and dance, with about

200 in attendance.

S/O F. Lester, senior R.C.A.F. (W.D.) Officer, entertained the members of the W.D. basketball team

at dinner at the Prince Edward Hotel, Brandon, in recognition of their splendid record in the

basketball league, and the fine sportsmanship and enthusiasm they hare shown throughout.

The station men's basketball team suffered defeat at the hands of the team from No. 2 "M" Depot,

Brandon by a score of 44 - 32.  The station hockey team won, however, defeating Manning Depot 6 -

4. 

New linoleum has been laid in the dining room of the Airmen's Mess, greatly improving the

appearance of the Mess generally.

27 Jan/44   Normal flying routine carried out until 1530 hours, at which time it was washed out due

to fog, poor visibility, etc. Four aircraft from Carberry were forced down. No night flying carried out.

Wings Parade of Course 89 was held at 1900 hours, when 52 pilots received their wings. Presentation

of wings was made by W/C T.R. Michelson, Commanding Officer, who accorded the privilege of

pinning on the wings to parents or close relatives of graduates, who were attending the ceremony.

Presentation of the Brandon Plaque was made to the honour student R193754 LAC James, R.L.

Disposition of Course 89:

Original Intake - 60

Adjusted Intake - 60 plus 2 transfers: 62   . . .

Total graduates - 52

Disposition of Graduates: 3 posted to No. 1 F.I.S., Trenton, Ont; 10 to No. 2 F.I.S., Pearce, Alta;



         3 to No. 1. G.R.S., Summerside, P.E.I.; 7 to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, Man.; 5 to No. 1 A.O.S.,          

          Malton, Ont; 3 to No. 1 "Y" Depot, Lachine, P.Q.; 20 to No. 2 Aircrew Graduates Training        

         School, Quebec City; 1 to No. 31 P.D., Moncton;

Total Wastage - 8

Disposition of wastage - 2 transferred to Course 91; 8 posted to No. 2 “M”Depot, Brandon, Man.

Forty-six graduates received commissions.

Pupils of Course 91 were given step-test, and usual P.T. classes were held in the Drill Hall.

A "Wurlitzer" has been installed in the Recreational Centre and will be used for dances, parties, etc.

28 Jan/44   Flying washed out all day due to foggy weather.
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28 Jan/44 (Cont'd)   Paratroopers came in from Camp Shilo to attend an Aircraft Recognition Lecture

in G.I.S..

Vehicle No. 31-073 has been called in to M.T. workshops for overhaul and upholstering. 

The second edition of the station magazine "The Aer-Log" has been published and is being

distributed to all sections on the station. Sales are progressing very satisfactorily, and it is expected

that they will exceed last month's sales. The magazine is proving very popular, and it is felt that the

editorial staff deserve sincere congratulations for their efforts.

Plans are under way for a station concert to be held in the near future, and station talent will be used

exclusively.

Thirty-four W.D. personnel attended a station dance at No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, Man.

A new towel rack has been installed in the kitchen of the Airmen's Mess.

French classes, under the direction of F/L W.H. Dunphy, R.C. Chaplain, are making favourable

progress.

29 Jan/44  Weather has cleared, and normal flying routine carried out in all flights both day and

night. 

The Visiting Flight from No. 1 F.I.S. on station today to test B.A.T. and Link Instructors for

recategorization.

No Ground School classes were held today, but Air Cadet Officers visited the station, and had

photograph taken with the Commanding Officer and various lecturers who took part in the

instruction of the Air Cadet Officers.

A very successful skating party was held on the station rink this evening. Music was provided by the

P.A. system and refreshments, hot dogs and coffee, were served in the Airmen's mess followed by a

very hearty sing-song.



The court lines on the floor of the Drill Hall are being repainted.

Three new W.D.'s arrived on the station, one Met. Observer, one Clerk General and one Corporal

P.T. & D, Instructor.

W.D. basketball team went down to first defeat of the season losing to No. 3 B. & G. Macdonald, 20

- 13.

30 Jan/44  Weather continuing fine and normal flying routine carried out both day and night. Church

Parade was held this morning, but attendance was only fair due to flying being carried out, and

Maintenance personnel catching up on work.

M.T. personnel took advantage of a quiet day to wash all vehicles, inside and out. 

Music Appreciation Hour was well attended by both airmen and airwomen.

Open house in the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes fairly well attended, and members and their guests

attended the station theatre.

31 Jan/44   Weather good and normal flying routine carried out all day and night. 

Course 99 reported at G.I.S., for classes. The new course consists of 60 students and one W01

supernumerary.

Three Chefs have been posted to the Cookery School at Guelph, Ontario.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held at 1600 hours this afternoon, and all

Section Commanders attended and brought their problems for discussion.
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31 Jan/14   Personnel Strength                                                         Airmen and

                                                                        Officers     W.D.     Other Ranks   W.D.       Civilians

STAFF                                                                   173          3                 510         172

           RCAF on Temporary Duty                             4                               17

           Service Personnel other than RCAF

           R,C.A.S.C.                                                                                     2 

           C.D.C.                                                            1                              1

           Postal                                                             1                               3

           RA.F                    Nil

CIVILIANS   Barrack Officer                                                                                                    1 

                       Meteorologist                                                                                                      4 

                      Stenographers                                                                                                      10 

                      Clerks                                                                                                                    4

                      General Duties                                                                                                     83 



                      Others                                                                                                                   51

                                               TOTAL STAFF      179         3               533             172           153

TRAINEES         R.C.A.F.                                                                    158 

                            RA.F.                                                                           53 

                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                   57                                  

                                                TOTAL TRAINEES                               268                                  

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH

                                                     Serviceable              Unserviceable

                             Anson II                 14                              4

                             Crane I                   66                              3

                             Crane IA                19                               2

Total No. of hours flown during month of January - 5,024:35
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1st Feb./44   Weather good, and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

W310117 Cpl. McLaughlin, J., P.T. & D. Instructor, and W303863 LAW Davies, P., Met. Observer,

were taken on strength and reported for duty at G.I.S.   F/L J.B. Kelshall of No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers,

Man,  addressed a very interested group of personnel on current events in Room 4 of G.I.S. 

Hospital Staff were kept busy all day with M.2 examinations.

Maintenance Wing personnel attended regular weekly parade, raising the ensign, and following

inspection, carried out drill until 0900 hours.

R71366 Cpl. Snell, N., has been appointed to the rank of Acting Sergeant, paid, effective 1st Feb./44. 

Sgt. Csokay, I.., Maintenance Electrician, has been appointed to the rank of acting Flight Sergeant,

paid.

Plans are being drawn up for the District Volley Ball Tournament to be held at this station to-morrow

night, and up to the present time there are nine entries.

The Officers defeated Maintenance in an inter-section basketball game this evening by a one-sided

score of 44 - 23.

Officers G.L. special P.T. periods being held every morning this week at 0900 hours.

Twenty-five members of the R.C.A.F. (W.D.) attended a dance sponsored by the Paratroop Battalion



at Camp Shilo  this evening.

A number of W.D.’s are making periodic visits to the Y.M.C.A. in Brandon for swimming.

2 Feb./44   Normal flying weather and flying exercises carried out in all flights.

S/O J.E. Cassidy (V30362) has been appointed to the position of Adjutant, Flying Wing. 

Cessna Crane 8695 arrived here from No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg.

Crane aircrafts Nos. 7870 and 7685 were involved in a taxiing accident on the main aerodrome today,

causing damage to both aircraft, but no injuries to personnel.

The refueller will be unserviceable for two or three days as torque tube is required, but not available

at Shilo or Brandon.

A very successful Volley Ball Tournament was held on the station this evening with nine teams

competing in keenly contested games, A.15 from Shilo Camp finally winning the cup. All players

were entertained in the Airmen's canteen following the tournament and were served, refreshments.

The W.D. basketball team played the YW.C.A. team and won by a score of 46 - 25, the members of

both teams enjoying a refreshing swim following the game.
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2 Feb./44 (Cont’d)  Sgt. Piersdorff C.W., Chef "A", and A/S/O H.F. Roland, Messing Officer, left for

Winnipeg on temporary duty to put in orders for extra messing supplies.

The Station Padre (P) was kept busy today paying his regular visits to the detention barracks and

station hospital, and having interviews with airmen and airwomen.

3 Feb./44   Weather good and normal flying routine carried out both day and night.

A wheels-up landing was attempted by a pupil pilot of Crane aircraft No. 8749 at the Chater Relief

Field. Slight damage was done to the aircraft, but the pilot was uninjured.

General Fire Alarm drill was carried out today, and fire picquet and duty watch personnel responded

quickly and efficiently to perform the duties required of them.

Mr. Riley from No.19 E.F.T.S., Virden, Man., visited F/O T.E. Clary, Unit Education Officer. Crane

aircraft 8695 was returned from No. 8 Repair Depot, while three L4MB engines were received from

No.14 A.I.D.

A.V.M.  T.A. Lawrence, Air Officer Commanding, No.2 Training Command, accompanied  by W/C

Binnie visited the station today, and visited various sections.

A meeting of the Station Entertainment Committee was held regarding Airmen's Dance for February,

and a station talent concert, which has been proposed.

Officers' special P.T. classes are still being held each morning at 0900 hours. Pupils of Courses 91



and 99 are being step-tested this week.

4 Feb./44   The weather has changed abruptly and a blizzard makes flying exercises impossible. 

The pupils of the senior Course, #91, are now at Chater R.l for the final stages of their flying training,

and will graduate in a short time.

Eleven  Jacob engines L4MB were shipped to Standard Aero Engines, Winnipeg.

F/S  Lameureux, W.C., A.F.M. "A", was posted on temporary duty to No. 3 A.N.S., Weyburn, Sask.

The blizzard and heavy snow fall made it necessary for M.T. vehicles to start on snow compaction

for the first time this winter.

K. Of C. Representative has been busy arranging for Concert Party to be held on Saturday evening,

and also for Wings Banquet which will be held for the graduating class shortly.

Hospital Staff has been kept busy with routine work and an increasing number of admissions.

Periodic returns are being prepared in the Orderly Room.

5 Feb./44   Weather cold and clear, normal flying routine carried out. Pupils of Course 99 have

commenced solos.

R59386  F/S Blight, W.C., Armourer, has been posted to No. 5 B. & G.  School, effective 31  Jan.st

/44. 

R51036 F/S Kinnear, W., A.E.M., has been posted to No. 4 S.F.T.S., Saskatoon.

The City Hydro Co. Victory Troupe presented their show to the station personnel at 2000 hours in the

Recreation Hall. A large crowd attended and enjoyed the various numbers. Following the show, the

members of the troupe were entertained in the Sergeants' Mess.
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5 Feb./44 (Cont’d)   M.T. personnel were kept busy removing snow from M.T. Section and scowering

aprons and taxi strip, using the Four Wheel Drive and Snow plower.

Voluntary sports were participated in, and badminton and skating seemed to attract the largest

number of personnel. 

6 Feb./44   Sunday, and flying commenced at 1300 hours, but was washed out at 1630 hours due to

snow.  Dual instruction only was carried out from 1600 to 1630.

W312180 AW2 King, D.R., Photographer and W312834 AW2 Standing, P.E., Photographer, were

posted to Rockcliffe.

A general vehicle clean-up was carried out by personnel in the M.T. Section. R80143 LAC  Attree,



J.W., M.M.M.T. “A”, has been posted to a 6-week tractor course at No. 3 Wireless School,

Winnipeg, Man.

A Music Appreciation Hour in the Drill Hall was well attended and much appreciated by those

present.

The Station basketball team entered a Basketball Tournament at Portage la Prairie. Teams from

Portage, Winnipeg, Camp Shilo, Brandon, Dauphin, MacDonald, and Rivers participated. The station

team won the Challenge Trophy.

A Communion Service was held at 1000 hours and Church Parade was held at 1100 hours, which

were both fairly well attended.

7 Feb./44   Weather very unsettled and flying intermittent all day, being washed in at 0845 hours,

washed out at 1150 hours, washed in at 1400 hours and washed out again at 1545 hours. No night

flying carried out.

Cpl. Hickling, M.E., Of THE Control Tower Orderly Room, was transferred to the Orderly Room in

G.I.S., while Sgt. Kay, D. of G.I.S. was transferred to the Control Tower. 

R192493 LAC Willson, N. was transferred from Course 95 to Course 99.

WO1 Gireux and Sgt. Walker of the Equipment Section were sent to No. 36 S.F.T.S., Estevan, Sask,

on temporary duty.

Vehicle 31-520 was taken off the road for transmission repairs and general tune-up.

Regular Trainees P.T. classes were held during the day.

A hockey game between A.4 A.T.C. and No. 12 S.F.T.S. was played at Neepawa with No. 12 winning

by a score of 8 to 4.

All W.D. Chefs are to be removed from the Sergeants' Mess and replaced by men.

8 Feb./44    G/C Scott, W/C Maribelli, S/L Edgar, S/L Mcullough arrived from Souris in Lockheed

7645 and departed
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8 Feb./44 (Cont’d)   at 1245 hours for Carberry.

Weather has moderated considerably and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

S/L McCullough, Chief Ground Instructor No. 2 Training Command, paid a visit to Ground

Instructional School  at the Unit.

The supply of Forms and Stationery to this Unit has been discussed with No. 2 Training Command

and it is felt that the situation could be improved considerably.

Personnel of Maintenance Wing carried out drill and ensign ceremony from 0800 hours to 0900 



hours. 

Efforts to form a Glee Club at this station are meeting with success and a meeting held in the

Airmen's Mess today was quite well attended.

The Men’s basketball team is now in the play-offs after defeating Virden 26-21. The W.D. basketball

team journeyed to Rivers and won a hard-fought game by a score of 28 - l6. So far the W.D. team has

not lost a league game this year. 

Drill and P.T. classes were held in the Drill Hall.

A meeting of the Station Canteen Committee was held in the office of the President, F/L V.C. Sutton,

Senior Admin. Officer. Many problems were discussed and settled. It was announced at this meeting

that soda fountain equipment had been received from the Palm Dairies, Winnipeg, and would be

installed in the Airmen's Canteen very shortly. It is felt that this new addition to the Canteen will

meet with popular approval and be well patronized by all personnel.

9 Feb./44   Weather favourable and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. 

Pupils of Course 93 have commenced writing their final examinations.

A meeting of the Officers' Mess Committee was held in the Mess at noon today. Messing was the

main topic of discussion.

A meeting of the Sergeant's Mess Committee was held at 1230 hours. W02 Burbidge, D.W., was

elected President, while W02 Fraser, G.M. was elected Vice-President.

Two new airmen were taken on strength for training in the M.T. Section.

Hockey practice was held and the team is showing improvement.

Regular P.T. classes were held during the day for aircrew trainees. Pupils of Course 91 passed the

Havard Step-Test with the highest score yet obtained by a graduating class.

W.D., P.T. classes are now being held in the morning instead of in the evening as formerly, the first

class being held today at 0810 hours.

The Airmen's Mess was inspected by Station Medical Officers and Works and Buildings Officer.  

The mop closet has been painted, linoleum laid in the office, and the asbestos pipes in the kitchen

painted. 

A meeting of the Station Library Committee was held today, and was well attended.

10 Feb./44   Weather quite cold but clear, and normal flying carried out. Dual flying only was carried

out in the morning. S/L Boyd and S/L Sloan arrived from No. 2 Training Command in Crane 7862 at

1255 hours en route to No. 2 “M” Depot, Brandon. Departed at 1530 hours for Winnipeg. Night

flying was carried out by C D SBA and Nav. Flights.
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10 Feb./44 (Cont’d)   6099A  W01 Monk, E.C., Armourer, has been posted on temporary duty to

Mountain View, Ontario. 

Crane IA 8771 was received from Prairie Airways for stored reserve.

Mr. Jeffs, Douty  Hydraulic representative paid a visit to Maintenance Wing today. 

Plans for construction of a hobby and model-building room in G.I.S. are progressing favourably.

Regular P.T. classes were held for aircrew trainees.

The W.D. basketball team journeyed to Camp Shilo to play the C.W.A.C. team there, No.12 winning

a very  closely contested game. Members of both teams were entertained in the canteen at Camp

Shilo following the game.

Plans for refurnishing the Station Library are under way.

11 Feb./44   Weather perfect and normal flying exercises carried out both day and night.

Pupils of Course 93 have finished their final examinations at Ground School, and now will begin the

final stages of their flying training.

Eight Jacobs Engines L4MB were shipped to Standard Aero Engines, Winnipeg, for overhaul. Crane

IA FJ286 and FJ277 were received from Prairie Airways for stored reserve.

M.T. personnel made a trip to Shilo Camp for drive shaft for gas tender, and are busy assembling

same.

W.D. P.T. class was held this morning, and the regular P.T. classes for aircrew trainees, were held in

the Drill Hall during the day. The weekly trip was made to Minnedosa for instruction in Drill and

First Aid for the Air Cadets.

A  Meeting of the Station Fire Committee was held this afternoon in the office of the Senior

Administration Officer.

12 Feb./44   Perfect flying weather and normal routine carried out in all flight, both day and night. 

Cranes IA 8803 and FJ279 were received from Prairie Airways for stored reserve.

A St. Valentine’s Dance was held in the Officer’s Mess with a very good crowd in attendance, and a

very enjoyable time was had by all.

Motor was removed from vehicle 32-905 for cleaning and minor repairs.

Work is progressing on the third edition of the Station Paper “The Aer-Log”. The first two issues

were very successful and made such a favourable impression on all personnel that the Committee in

charge has been greatly encouraged to carry on their work with enthusiasm.

The Drill Hall was in demand by sports enthusiasts who participated in badminton, basketball, etc.

R80273 Cpl. Wedge,  J.N., Chef in Officer’s Mess, has received posting overseas.
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13 Feb./44   Weather unsettled and washed out during the morning. Washed in during the afternoon,

and night flying was also carried out in C & D Flights.

Pupils of course 93 obtained a class average of 78.48, the highest average since Coarse 61.

Church Parade was held at 1100 hours with good attendance.

Open house was held at the Officers' Mess this evening, with only fair attendance.

An exchange posting to No. 2 Training Command has been arranged for R124208 Cpl. Mawer, L. A., 

M.M.M.T., and one new driver has been posted in from Trenton.

The Music Appreciation Hour in the Station Library drew an exceptionally good crowd today.

The skating rink is being used continually for skaters and hockey players, especially during this

fine weather.

F/L W.H. Dunphy (C5362), R.C. Padre, received notice of posting to No. 1 “Y” Depot, Lachine,

Que., for reposting overseas. F/L Dunphy will be greatly missed on  this station, and the good wishes

of all personnel go with him.

14 Feb./44   Weather only fair, and dual flying only carried out during early part of the morning. Solo

flying was washed in at 1030 hours and carried out until 1230 hours, and night flying by C & D

flights was carried out from 1930 hours to 0600 hours.

R120831 Cpl. Hoyes, L.C., M.M.M.T., proceeded on temporary duty to Chrysler at Windsor,

while a new Driver Transport was posted in from Trenton for three weeks instruction, R183668 LAC

Annets, A.F. 

Very cold weather predicted but all vehicles in the M.T. Section are reported serviceable.

A meeting of the Rifle Club for organization purposes was held.

“E” Flight of Course 93 given Harvard Step-Test before going to Chater R.1 for their final training. 

Regular P.T. CLASSES WERE held for W.D.’s and aircrew trainees.

A change in distribution of chefs to various messes has been made, with the result that W.D. chefs

only are in charge of Airmen's and Officers' Messes, while airmen chefs are in charge of Sergeants'

Mess.

15 Feb./44  Weather extremely cold and dual flying only was carried out in the morning. Solo   flying

was washed in for the afternoon, but flying was washed out altogether at 1800 hours. Control Tower

Orderly Room personnel are busy making preparations for graduation of Course 91.

F/O J.V. Newton (C13235) Navigation Instructor, has been posted to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers.

Maintenance Squadron attended regular weekly Squadron Parade, raised the ensign at 0800 hours

and carried out drill until 0900 hours.

This evening the first in a series of Administration Lectures for Officers and N.C.O.'s was held in

G.I.S. at 1900 hours. This Course in Administration is being held for the purpose of acquainting



Officers and N.C.O.'s with the information required to carry out administrative duties necessary for

the smooth operation of any R.C.A.F. station. The Course will be carried on for a period of six

weeks, at the end of which time examinations will be written and results tabulated. 

The Men's Station Basketball Team played and lost to No. 2 “M” Depot by a scare of 38 - 26 in the

first game of play-offs.
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15 Feb./44 (Cont’d)    Candidates for Drill Tests showed a marked improvement and should do well.

The W.D. basketball team defeated a team from the Y.W.C.A. by a score of 25-15.

16 Feb./44   Weather fair, and normal flying routine carried out all day, but no night flying.

S/L Harvey and F/L Stevens from New Zealand Air Liaison Mission were visitors in G.I.S. today.

S/L. A.D. Williams, Senior Medical Officer, is on temporary duty at No. 2 Training Command.

Maintenance personnel are kept busy keeping serviceability of aircraft up to par, and a large volume

of work is on hand for all crews.

Trainee P.T. classes and W.D. P.T. class were held throughout the day. Written Drill Test

examinations were this afternoon.

The W.D. Recreational Centre is out of bounds to all personnel at the present time as the north

wing is being renovated. It is anticipated that a great improvement in the appearance of the Centre

will be noted when the redecorating and repair work is completed. 

Tables in the Airmen's Mess are being painted white enamel with black trim.

The Station Chaplain (P) has been kept busy visiting Detention barracks and the station hospital, as

well as granting interviews on personal problems.

17 Feb./44   Normal flying routine carried out, but weather clear and cold all day. No night flying.

G.I.S. Squadron held squadron parade this morning, raised the ensign and carried out drill for an

hour.

Supplemental examinations for Course 93 have been completed.

Crane IA FJ275 was received from Prairie Airways for stored reserve.

The second lecture in the Course of Administration for Officers and N.C.O.’s was held this evening

at l900 hours in G.I.S.

R50864 F/S Richardson W.R., A.E.M. “A” reported on posting from No. 4 S.F.T.S., Saskatoon.

A very successful airmen’s dance was held this evening in the drill hall, which was appropriately

decorated for the occasion. About 500 attended and all spent a very enjoyable evening.

The men’s basketball team met the team from No. 2 “M” Depot in the second game of the play/offs,



and won by a score of 47 - 25. The score in games now stand, at 1 - 1, so keen competition is

expected in the remainder of play-off games.

LAW Erskine, M.M., Clk. General (Med) was taken on strength from No. 8 Repair Depot.

Live steam has been installed in the dishwashing machine to bring the temperature of the rinse water

up to requirements. Carpenters have removed remaining screens, and cupboards which were

considered
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17 Feb./44 (Cont’d)   unessential to the operation of the Mess Hall.

The Station Chaplain (P) made purchases of magazines  for use in the Station Library.

18 Feb./44   Weather favourable and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.  All personnel in

Orderly Room at the Control Tower working hard on Course Graduation.

Crane aircraft No. 7860 involved in a taxiing accident at Chater R.1 causing damage to the fuselage,

but the pilot suffered no injuries.  S/L Fenn,  Chief Engineering Officer, visited Chater R.1 to inspect

the aircraft, and also inspected Maintenance Room and hangars.

Six men from M.T. Section were posted to Trenton on temporary duty for a course. Stake truck

#32-908 has been taken off the road to be fitted with new steering parts.

A schedule is being drawn up for a badminton tournament to be held on the station soon.

Regular P.T.  classes for aircrew trainees were held during the day, while the W.D.'s held their

regular P.T. class at 0800 hours this morning.

19 Feb./44   Weather good, and flying continuous according to schedule.

The suburban was brought into the M.T.  Section for new motor block installation and general

overhaul. 

A very successful skating party was held on the station rink this evening, music being supplied by

P.A.  system.   All participants were entertained in the Airmen's Mess and were served weiners,  rolls

and coffee. A jolly sing-song brought the evening to a close.

No regular P.T. classes held today, as many personnel away on 48's. New lines were painted on the

drill hall floor. The weekly trip was made to Minnedosa for instruction of Air Cadets in drill and First

Aid.

20 Feb./44   Sunday, and a clear, sunny day, ideal for flying. Normal flying routine carried out all

afternoon.

WO2 Tomlinson reported on temporary duty from No. 8 Repair Depot  to inspect Crane 7860 re



salvage. 

Church Parade was held in the morning with good attendance.  A Communion Service was held at

1000 hrs. 

The Music Appreciation Hour is drawing larger crowds, and about 70 were in attendance today to

enjoy the music of the classics.

Many personnel took advantage of the beautiful day to enjoy skating on the station rink.

Sgt. Piersdorff of the Sergeants' Mess, left for Souris to attend a Refresher Course for Senior

N.C.O. chefs.

The Station Chaplain (R.C.) held two masses today, one at Carberry, No. 33 S.F.T.S., RAF, at 0900

hrs., and the other at No. 12 S.F.T.S., RCAF at 1100 hours.

21 Feb./44   Normal flying routine carried out all day; weather fine. Night flying by E F & SBA 

Flights.

Pupils of course 91 received posting instructions.

F/L Fowler, Command Photographic Officer, trade tested personnel in Photo Section.

Six Engines L4MB were received from No. 7 Equipment Depot.

The Commanding Officer’s weekly Staff Conference was held this afternoon at 1600 hours, with 

good
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21 Feb./44 (Cont’d)  attendance by heads of sections, who brought many problems up for discussion,

which were settled to the satisfaction of those concerned.

A Meeting of Maintenance Section heads was held in the office of the Chief Engineering Officer, S/L

J.A. Fenn at 1030 hours.

The K. Of C, representative paid a visit to Brandon Collegiate to inspect the technical room there  to

obtain ideas for the construction of a hobby room at this station, plans for which are already under

way.

A movie was shown at Chater R.l for the entertainment of personnel.

Trainee P.T. classes were held during the day, and W.D. P.T. class was held at 1800 hours.

The Station hockey team played the team from Dauphin at Neepawa Arena this evening and was

defeated by a score of 6 - 3.

W.D.'s held basketball practice following P.T. this evening.

22 Feb./44   Weather only fair, but normal routine carried out until 1415 hours. Dual flying washed in

until 1510  hours, then solo until 1600 hours when flying was washed out due to poor visibility and



snow. F/L Philp, Ferry Pilot, #124 Squadron, Winnipeg, arrived at 1355 hours in Norseman aircraft

2488 en route to the West Coast. Weather prevented his continuing the journey, which will not be

resumed until tomorrow. 

New Course 101 have reported in and attended lectures by the Commanding Officer, Chief Instructor

and Chief Ground Instructor.

Crane aircraft a 8024 and 7697 were involved in a  taxiing accident during night flying, with damage

to both aircraft, but no injuries to personnel.

Pupils of Course 91 held their Graduation Banquet this evening in the Prince Edward Hotel with

about 100 in attendance, including the Commanding Officer, Chief Instructor, Station Chaplain (P),

and various instructors who have guided the graduates throughout their course at this School.   The

party was a pronounced success, and a good time was had by all.

No. 12 S.F.T.S. basketball team was successful in defeating the team from No. 2 “M” Depot in the

final game of the play-offs, and once again No. 12 holds the B.D.S.A.A. Basketball championship. 

The Glee Club held a meeting in the dining hall of the Airmen's Mess this evening and made plans

for future activities.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer, made a tour of

inspection of all sections on the station today.
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23 Feb./44  High winds and blowing snow, dual flying washed in 0830 hours, solo at 0930 hours, dual

again at 1200 hours, and solo at 1500 hears. Flying washed out altogether at 1700 hours. 

One snow plough for army truck received from No. 12 A.I.D., Toronto.

An emergency major operation was performed at the station hospital by the medical staff during the

evening.

New motor and rear end parts procured at Shilo for vehicle #31-073, which is being completely

overhauled.

Regular trainees P.T. classes were held throughout the day, and W.D. P.T. class held this morning. 

A formal re-opening of the North Wing of the Recreational Centre was held this evening, at which

time the Commanding Officer addressed the assembly. About 300 attended this Open House and all

enjoyed the evening of dancing and games. Music was supplied by an orchestra, and delicious

refreshments were served.

A meeting of the Airmen's Mess Committee was held this afternoon.

A special dinner was served in the Sergeants' Mess in honour of a number of Australian Sergeant

Pilots who have been posted after having been on this station for some considerable time.



24 Feb./44  Normal flying routine carried out during day in all flights but night flying washed out due

to weather. 

Wings Parade for graduates of course 91 was held at 1900 hours.  Forty-nine pilots received their

wings which were presented by W/C G.A. Hedgette, C.O. No. 2 “M” Depot, Brandon, Manitoba.

Presentation of the Brandon Plaque was made by Mayor MacDerman of Brandon to the honour

student LAC Easton, E.L.

Disposition of Course 89: 

Original Intake - 60

Adjusted Intake - 60 plus two transfers: 62

Total graduates - 49

Disposition of Graduates: 4 to No. 1 G.R.S., Summerside, P.E.I.; 8 to No. 2 F.I.S., Pearce, Alta:, 

        2 to No. 1 C.N.S.. Rivers, Man.; 5 to No. 4 Aircrew Graduates Training School, Valleyfield,        

        P.Q.; 4 to No. 2 Aircrew Graduates Training School, Calgary, Alta.; 26 to No. 31 Personnel         

        Depot, Moncton, N.B.;

Total Wastage - 13

Disposition of Wastage - 8 transferred to Course 93; 4 to No. 2 “M” Depot, Brandon, Manitoba; 1 to   

      No.16 S.F.T., Hagersville, Ont.

Following the Wings Parade W305908 LAW Betts, R.R., Chef "B" was married in the Station Chapel

to a graduate of Course 91. F/L J.R.B. Vance, Station Chaplain (P) performed the ceremony, and the

guests were entertained in the Sergeants' Mess.

A representative of the Pepsi Cola arrived on the station today for the purpose of making recordings

for personnel who desired them to send overseas to other members of the services. Quite a number of

personnel took advantage of this opportunity to send records to relatives and friends, and the

privilege was much appreciated by all.

W/C W.D. Lighthall, new Commanding Officer of No. 2 “M” Depot, replacing W/C Hedgette, was a

guest in
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24 Feb/44 (Cont’d)   the Officers' Mess this evening. 

An exhibition game of basketball was played this evening between the Officers of No. 12 and the

Officers of No. 19 E.F.T.S., Virden, No. 12 Officers winning by a score of 45 - 28.

25 Feb./44. Weather continuing fine and normal flying routine carried out all day.



Eight Jacobs L4MB engines were shipped to Standard Aero Engine Works, Winnipeg for overhaul.

Fire Prevention lecture and slides ware given in the Recreation Hall for the benefit of all personnel

on the station.

A serious accident occurred on No. 2 Highway near Nesbitt, Manitoba, when an army vehicle and a

private car driven by an airman of this station collided killing one soldier, one airman from No.12,

and a civilian from No. 19 E.F.T.S.   The cause of the accident is being investigated.

Two excellent entries were received today for the RCAF Art Exhibition being held in Ottawa,

Ontario, one of the entries being a painting of an Indian head, done by R175990 LAC Pope, L.J.,

A.F.M. "A", and the other a landscape painting done by R269848 AC1 Hominick, T., G.D. Std. These

paintings are outstanding, and should make a splendid showing at the Art Exhibition.

Trainee P.T. classes were held throughout the day, while W.D.'s had their P.T. period as usual this

morning.  The weekly trip was made to Minnedosa to give instruction in drill and First Aid to the Air

Cadets.

26 Feb./44  Weather favourable, and normal flying routine carried out at Main Aerodrome and at R.l

Chater. Cessna Crane FJ230 was removed from stored reserve to Unit strength. 

The hospital  staff have been kept busy today with three minor operations, in addition to their routine

work.

F/L. C.R. Cunningham, O.C. Repair Squadron, has been appointed President of Committee of

Adjustment for LAC Smith, F. R166584,  who was killed in the automobile accident which occurred

last evening near Nesbitt. 

Badminton courts are being repainted in the Drill Hall in preparation for the tournament which is

being arranged for the near future.

Station Chaplain (P) made regular visits to hospital and detention barracks, and also made

arrangements for funeral and shipment of remains of LAC Smith, F. to Vancouver.

27 Feb./44   Weather fine and flying carried out all afternoon.

No classes were held in Ground School, as many personnel on 48's.
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27 Feb./44 (Cont’d)   Music Rule Appreciation Hour is becoming an increasingly popular attraction,

with 75 in attendance this Sunday.

A large crowd attended the Station Theatre this evening to witness the showing of a currently popular

movie  "A Guy Named Joe".

A large number of personnel took part in voluntary sports today, and considerable activity was noted



in the drill hall and on the skating rink.

Voluntary Church Parade was held this morning, which was quite well attended.

28 Feb./44   Weather clear and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. The Control Tower

Adjutant, S/O J.E. Cassidy, departed today for Trenton to attend the Officers' Administration Course

for six weeks. 

Pupils of Course 101 commenced Ground School and flying training today, and are now in the final

stages of becoming full-fledged pilots.

F/O A.S.I. Smith, Equipment Officer, left today on temporary duty at No. 2 Training Command.

The new office in No. 4 Hangar is almost completed, and the O.C. Repair Squadron will be able to

move in within the next day or two.

Mr. J. Winkelaar, K. of C. Representative, who has been on strength at this Unit for the past four

months, has been posted for overseas service, and Mr. C..W. Tadman has been posted to this Unit  as

a replacement. The best wishes of No. 2 go with Mr. Linkelaar, who has made many changes which

have proved beneficial to all ranks.

W.D. basketball team practised this evening, and also the men’s hockey team.

The Commanding Officer’s parade was held this morning, followed by a period of drill.

29 Feb./44  Weather continuing fine and normal routine carried out all day.

P/O N.A. Nemeth (J37965) and P/O C.A. Nicholl (J38110) reported on the station as flying

instructors and have taken up their duties in the SBA  Flight. 

G/C MacCaul and W/C Binnie arrived from No. 2 Training Command by air.

Hospital staff were kept busy this morning with one major operation and an inoculation parade.

Maintenance Wing held Squadron Parade this morning, and following raising of the ensign, carried

out an hour's drill.  O.C. Repair Squadron moved into his new office today.

No.12 hockey team played against a team from A.3 Shilo Camp and were defeated by a score of 6 -3.
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29 Feb./44               Personnel Strength                                              Airmen or

                                                                         Officers       W.D        Other Ranks      W.D.    Civilians

STAFF                                                                159          3                      770          168   

             RCAF on Temporary duty                           3                                    17        

             Service Personnel other than RCAF                                                    

              R.C.A.S.C.                                                                                          2

              C.D.C.                                                         1                                      1



              Postal                                                          1                                      1 

              R.A.F.                           Nil

Civilians              Barrack Officer                                                                                                  1

                             Meteorologist                                                                                                    3

                             Stenographers                                                                                                   10         

                              Clerks                                                                                                                4

                             General Duties                                                                                                 83

                             Others                                                                                                               52

                                       Total Staff               164             3                     791                              153

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                                         139

                            R.A.F.                                                                               56

                            R.A.A.F.                                                                             2

                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                        53                            

                            Total Trainees                                                                250                          

 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH               Serviceable             Unserviceable   

            Crane I                                      61                               7

            Crane IA                                    21                              1

            Cranes II                                   16                              2

           Menasco Moth                              1

                                Total No. of hours flown during month of February: 7981:30
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1 Mar/44   Weather oily fair, and flying washed out during the afternoon. S/L Laney arrived from No.

2 Training Command.

Pupils of Course 95 are busy studying for coming examinations.

Large shipments of Equipment general were received from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg.

R53293 F/S Phipps, G.F., A.F..M. "A", has been posted to No. 2 Training Command Headquarters,

effective 6 March, 1944, and a replacement is to arrive the same date.

G/C MacCaul, S.A.E.O., visited the station today and inspected Maintenance Wing. Was favourably

impressed by the serviceability and Maintenance organization.

A heavy fall of snow has made rolling of the aerodrome difficult as there were two foot drifts, and the



snow plow was busy all night working on aprons and camp roads.

A volley ball team from this Unit attended a volley ball tournament at Rivers. Nine teams participated

in the meet, with the team from Shilo Camp winning in the finals.

Regular P.T. classes were held throughout the day, while W.D.'s P.T. class was held in the morning as

usual.

The regular weekly open house was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre, with fair attendance. 

Dancing and games vara enjoyed by all.

The asbestos pipes in the Airmen’s Mess are being painted. W/C Binnie of No. 2  Training Command,

accompanied by the Commanding Officer and Senior Administrative Officer, inspected the Mess Hall

this morning.

2 Mar/44   W/C Sinclair arrived from No. 2 Training Command by air. 

Weather fair, with intermittent snow flurries.

Airframe 7860 was shipped to Prairie Airways for overhaul. . .

A meeting was held in the office of the Chief Engineer Officer consisting of O.C. Servicing Squadron,

O.C. Repair Squadron and the N.C.O.'s i/c Hangars to discuss policy concerning improvement of

Maintenance and Servicing Squadrons.

The Dodge refueller was sent to the Canadian Brown Steel for welding of flaw in tanking.

A meeting of the station talent group was held and plans made for holding the first station variety

show on March 11th.

A very interesting and exciting hockey game was played on the station this evening against the team

from Shilo Camp, No.12 winning by a score of 6 - 2, necessitating a third and final game in this series

as Shilo won the first game 6 - 3. 
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2 Mar/44 (Cont’d)      The Command and Headquarters P.T. & D. Officers visited the station today,

taking particular note of the P.T. & D. activities at this Unit.

3 Mar /44    Weather clearing somewhat and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

No movement of major equipment carried out today, but a large shipment of boots from No. 7

Equipment Depot was received. . .

P.T. schedule was received by the Chief Engineer Officer from the P.T. & D. Officer, to become

effective Monday, March 6th, giving Maintenance Wing personnel three periods of P.T. per week.

Lieutenant Flint of Paratroop Battalion at Camp Shilo visited Maintenance Wing today and surveyed

Parachute Section.



Personnel of the M.T. Section were kept busy operating the snow plows on the aerodrome and on

station roads, in addition to the routine duties of the Section.

Construction of four bowling alleys is well under way, and it is expected that this project when

finished will afford a great deal of pleasure to all personnel on the station.

14 Mar/44   Weather continuing fair and normal flying routine carried out.

Many personnel away on 48's and no regular classes carried out in G.I.S.

A large shipment of aeroplane spares was received from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg.

A mobile party arrived from #8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg, to incorporate modification on Anson brake

flanges, and is to work in conjunction with Unit modification crew.

A welder arrived on temporary duty from No. 8 Repair Depot to repair broken hand brake stops on

Crane aircraft, and the work has been completed satisfactorily.

A very successful informal gathering was held in the Officers’s Mess this evening, with a number of

guests present from Brandon.

Open house was also held in the Sergeants' Mess with a fairly large crowd in attendance.

A very successful skating party was held this evening, with music supplied by sound truck. Following

the skating, all participants proceeded to the Airmen's Mess for hot dogs and coffee.

5 Mar/44   Flying washed out due to blowing snow. A Harvard aircraft arrived from Yorkton and took

off again later for Winnipeg.

Due to flying being washed out, Maintenance personnel took advantage of the opportunity to catch up

on their work.

Snow plows are still hard at work, 24 hour duty, and M.T. vehicles are having difficulty getting

through the snow.

Painting of the drill hall floor is being carried out, with fresh markings for badminton and basketball

courts.

Voluntary Church Parade was held this morning with good attendance, especially by W.D. 's. A

Communion Service was held at 1000 hours.
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6 Mar/44   No flying due to aerodrome conditions, and snow compaction is being carried out.    Night

flying washed out also.

Classes resumed in G.I.S. with all personnel back from 48's.  Pupils of Course 95 are very near

examinations and will graduate this month as pilots.

Main plane for 8024 was shipped to Prairie Airways, Moose Jaw for overhaul. 



Hospital staff kept very busy with Inoculation Parade this morning.

P.T. for Maintenance Wing personnel commenced with Servicing Squadron attending from 1300 -

1340 hours, and 1410-1445 hours, and Repair Squadron from 1610 - l645 hours.

A snooker tournament which has been the centre of interest in the Officers' Mess came to a close this

evening, with F/L Fuller winning the final game from F/O Chambers..

The heavy fall of snow has added considerably to the activity in the M.T. Section with blower and

snow plows at work on the aerodrome and camp roads, in addition to the rolling required at the Relief

Landing Fields at Douglas and Chater.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held this afternoon and attended by all

heads of sections or their representatives. Many problems were brought to light, discussed and

satisfactorily settled.

7 Mar/44   Weather moderating somewhat, and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.  Night

flying washed out due to snow drifts on the tarmac.

Pupils of Course 95 have started writing their final Ground School examinations. 

Painting of I. & R. Section in the Equipment Section has been commenced by the W. & B. Staff.

Weekly Squadron Parade and ensign hoisting was held by Maintenance Wing personnel this morning.

A period of drill followed. .

The Station hockey team proceeded to Neepawa this evening to engage in the final hockey game for

the district championship against the team from Camp Shilo. A great deal of excitement and keen

competitive spirit attended this game, which the Shilo team won by a score of 10 - 3.

The Commanding Officer carried out an inspection of the station today, visiting various sections and

making suggestions for improvements where needed.

The RC Chaplain is continuing French Classes for Service Police personnel.

8 Mar/44  Weather favourable and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. Night flying by

SBA, G and H Flights.
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8 Mar/44 (Cont’d)  Members of Course 95 are still writing final examinations and making a good

showing. 

Auditors arrived and have begun checking in the Equipment Section.

Mr. Parker, Anson representative from Federal Aircraft, Montreal, visited Maintenance Wing today

and Anson problems and spare parts situation were discussed.

A meeting of the Officers' Mess Committee was held in the Officers' Mess today at noon, and



considerable business was brought up and handled satisfactorily.

97O7 WO1 Baldwin, C.J., NCO i/c M.T. Section, has been posted to Windsor Ontario for a course.

Regular Trainees P.T. classes were held during the day, W.D.’s P.T. carried out in the morning.

Basketball practice for W.D. team was held in the evening, while quite a number of personnel

participated in voluntary sports.

Open House was held in the W.D, Recreation Centre with fair attendance. Dancing and games were

enjoyed, music being supplied by the "Wurlitzer", which has proven to be quite a favourite. 

The Command Trade Test Board arrived on the station for interviewing personnel who wish to qualify

for higher trade grouping and promotion.

9 Mar/44   Group Captain Scott arrived by air from Winnipeg.

Weather fine, and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

Examinations for course 95 almost completed and pupils are commencing their final flying tests

required for winning their wings.

A challenge basketball game between the Men's basketball team of this station and Paulson, and the

W.D.'s of this station and Paulson created considerable interest this evening, Paulson winning both

games, W.D.'s score 26 - 21, men's score 18 - l4. The members of all teams were entertained in the

Airmen's Mess following the games.

Both Chaplains on the station have been kept busy with regular visits to the hospital and detention

rooms, in addition to holding classes for Service Police and granting interviews to personnel.

10 Mar/44  Flying washed out at 1220 hours due to high winds. Night flying carried out by G, H and

SBA Flights. 

Staff at G.I.S. are busy correcting examination papers and compiling results of examinations for

Course 95.

F/L J.S.G. Fraser (C12510) has been posted from No.12 S.F.T.S. to No. 2 Training Command, which

will leave the Medical Staff with one less member to take care of hospital routine which requires

considerable attention.

W/C Menard reported from No. 2 Training Command and visited Maintenance Wing on a routine

inspection. 

The weekly trip was made to Minnedosa by a P.T. & D. instructor to instruct Air Cadets in Drill and

First Aid.

A large crowd attended the station theatre this evening to witness the showing of a currently popular

movie. The roster of pictures arranged for the station theatre has been of a very high calibre all during

the winter months, and have been much appreciated by all personnel.
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11 Mar/44   No flying all day due to weather - windy and low ceiling.

W/C Menard departed today for No. 2 Training Command having completed his inspection of

Maintenance Wing. 

The usual informal Saturday night dance in the Officer’s Mess was well attended and all present spent

a very enjoyable evening.

Four new officers reported in on course from Weyburn.

Two M.T. personnel who have been on course at Trenton arrived back at the station for duty today.

No trainees P.T. classes were held today, and voluntary sports were held in the Drill Hall. The skating

rink also saw considerable activity.

The first station talent show was presented in the Recreation Hall to-night with both airmen and

airwomen participating in a well-organized and highly interesting production. Several members of the

Women's Division put on an excellent skit called "The Highway Man".  An excellent crowd turned out

to xxx support the well-deserving artists.  It is felt that the success of this show will prove encouraging

to those who have so readily of their time and talent, and will also attract other talent for use in future

efforts of this kind.

12 Mar/44   Flying was carried out from 1245 hours to 1815 hours. Weather good, though slightly

chilly. 

Voluntary Church parade was held at 1100 hours with excellent attendance, while a communion

Service was held at 1000 hours.

The RC Chaplain held two services, one at No. 33 S.F.T.S., RAF, Carberry, at 0900 hours, the other at

No. 12 S.F.T.S. at 1100 hours. Good attendance at both services.

The airmen and airwomen were served an excellent dinner of roast chicken in the Mess Hall today. 

The weekly Music Appreciation Hour was held in the library with very good attendance. 

Quite a number of personnel made good use of the skating rink this afternoon.

The Station Theatre was well attended this evening by personnel of the station as well as guests from

Brandon.

13 Mar/44   Weather clear and fine, and normal flying routine carried out in all Flights. Night flying

carried out by G and H Flights. Staff in the Orderly Room at the Control Tower are busy making

preparations for the graduation of Course 93.

A large shipment of clothing was received at the Equipment Section from No. 7 Equipment Depot,

Winnipeg. 

An Inoculation Parade was held at the Hospital this morning, keeping the staff there very busy in



addition to their routine work.
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13 Mar/44  (Cont'd)    Two stake trucks were being prepared for military funeral to be held to-morrow

for victims of a crash at Douglas by an aircraft from No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers.

The first game of basketball play-offs was played to-night between No. 12 S.F.T.S. and Shilo, at Camp

Shilo, the latter team, winning by a score of 47 - 38.

Regular trainee P.T. classes were held during the day, while W.D.'s held P.T. classes during the

evening. 

The Drill Hall was used for voluntary sports, with quite a number of enthusiasts turning out for

badminton, volley ball, etc.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held this afternoon with good attendance

from all Sections.

14 Mar/44   Weather fine and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.  A taxiing accident

occurred on the main aerodrome when Crane 8162 piloted by a pupil GB1531888 LAC Taylor, R,W.,

struck a taxi post. 

The damage to the aircraft was only slight, category D½ .  W/C Cooper from No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers and

six other officers arrived at 1150 hours to attend the funeral of F/O Robins, who was killed in a crash

near Douglas.

6099A W01 Monk, E.C., Armourer "A" has returned from a course at Mountain View, Ontario. 

The auditors are still on the station, and at. present are very busy in the Equipment Section.

Maintenance Wing attended regular weekly parade at 0745 hours, and carried out drill until 0900

hours. 

Half Repair Squadron attended P.T. Class at 1610 hours.

Sgt. White head from No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg, reported on temporary duty re procurement of

Link Trainer parts.

A snooker tournament between the N.C.O.'s and the Officers is under way, and results to date show

that the Officers won the first half of the tournament.

Step Testing of General List personnel was commenced today, while regular trainee P.T.  classes were

also held.

The station hockey team played a game at Yorkton for Red Cross benefit, defeating Yorkton 10 - 2.

15 Mar/44   Weather fine, and normal flying routine carried out all day, with G and H Flights night

flying.



The auditors finished checking in the Equipment Section, and passed their observations to the S.E.O. 

Maintenance Wing Staff meeting held in the Chief Engineer Officer's office to discuss policy and

technical problems. Nineteen members were in attendance from Repair and Servicing Squadrons. 

A mess dinner was held in the Officers' Mess this evening with very good attendance.

The girls basketball game against the Y.W.C.A. team was won by No.12 by a score of 29 - l6. This

was followed by the second game of the basketball play-offs between the men's basketball team and

Shilo, No.12 winning by a score of 37 - 35, necessitating a third and final game to finish the series.

The members of the four teams were entertained in the Airmen's Mess following the games. 

A meeting of the Station Fund Committee was held this afternoon in the office of the President, S/L

V.C. Sutton.
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l6 Mar/44    Due to snow and poor visibility flying did not commence until 1015 hours, when normal

flying routine was carried out ay all flights, with G and H Flights night flying. 

A carload of engines was shipped to Aero Engines Ltd., Winnipeg, for overhaul. 

F/L Pollock, C.G.I. at Saskatoon, F/O Morris, navigation Instructor at Saskatoon and F/L Lucas, C.G.I,

at Weyburn visited the Ground Instructional School at this Unit.

Medical Staff were kept busy this morning when one major operation was performed on an airman

from this Unit. The patient is reported as progressing satisfactorily.

The Snooker Tournament between the Officers and N.C.O.'s finally came to a close today with the

Officers winning by a large score. The rivalry and competition was very keen throughout.

The roads within the camp area and outside are very muddy and M.T. personnel are kept busy washing

vehicles.

The Officers basketball team played an exhibition game against the Officers' team from the Paratroop

Battalion at Camp Shilo, with No. 12 Officers winning by a score of 45 - 30.

Badminton is becoming a very popular sport in the Drill Hall and draws large numbers of enthusiastic

players each evening.

17 Mar/44   Weather fine and  normal flying routine carried out during the day with G and H and Nav.

Flights carried out night flying. S/L McCullough arrived at 1005 hours in Harvard FE634 from No. 2

Training Command to inspect Ground Instructional School. Noreseman  aircraft 2484 arrived at 1555

hours from No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers to pick up a hospital patient and departed at l630 hours for Winnipeg.

Another major operation was performed this afternoon at the station hospital.

M.T. Section personnel made a trip to Shilo R.C.O.C. for parts for two vehicles at this Unit, and also

made a trip to Minnedosa in connection with the Air Cadets.



Regular trainee P.T. classes were held during the day, with W.D. P.T. classes being held in the

morning. 

Step Testing of Officers G.L. was completed today.

The Swing Time Review Concert Party, consisting of six airmen, gave their first concert here this

evening in the Station Recreation Hall. The show proved a decided success and the crowded

Recreation Hall thoroughly enjoyed the whole performance. The Troupe will perform again

to-morrow evening, completing a two-day stop over at Brandon.

18 Mar/44   Normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

A quiet day as many personnel on 48's, and no classes were held in G.I.S.
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18 Mar/44 (Cont’d)     Following the flying Time Review variety show in the Recreation Hall,

members of the cast and other guests were entertained at a dance and party in the Sergeants' Mess. A

very enjoyable time was had by all those present.

Open house was also held in the Officers' Mess following the show, and was attended by a few former

members of No. 12 staff, namely S/L D.G.M. Joy, former C.G.I., and S/L D.A.S. Laing.

No regular P.T. classes were held today, but voluntary sports were carried out in the Drill Hall, with

badminton drawing quite a number of personnel.

The Station Chaplain (P) has been kept busy visiting Guard House and hospital and granting

interviews to personnel, in addition to duties required on Committees, such as Station Library, Station

Magazine, etc. relative to the welfare of the airmen on this station.

A hockey team consisting of players from this station, No. 1 C.N.S., No. 11 S.F.T.S. and No. 2 "M"

Depot played a Red Cross Benefit Game at Virden against tie Winnipeg RCAF Bombers, winning by a

score of 8 - 4.  All proceeds were devoted entirely to the Canadian Red Cross Society.

19 Mar/44   Sunday, and weather fine.  Normal flying routine carried out during day and night.

The Air 0fficer Commanding, No. 2 Training Command, arrived at 1812 hours in Lockheed 7633.

Church Parade was held at 1100 hours in the Station Recreation Hall with excellent attendance. A

Communion Service was held at 1000 hours.

No regular P.T. periods were held and no voluntary sports.

The Station Theatre was well attended this evening for the showing of a currently popular movie.

20 Mar/44   Normal flying routine carried out in all flights. The Air Officer Commanding departed at

0950 hours in Lockheed 7633 for Winnipeg.



A carload (8) engines Jacobs L4MB's was received from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg, Man.

Due to shortage of staff at the station hospital a number of personnel were compelled to do extra

duties after hours.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held as usual this afternoon in the C.O.'s

office. 

M.T. personnel were kept busy making repairs, and thro-out bearing and clutch disk were installed in

the Dump truck #33-304.

Regular Trainees P.T. periods were held during the day. W.D.'s P.T. class was cancelled as the station

Badminton Tournament was commenced.

The station basketball team journeyed to Camp Shilo for the third and final game of the Play-offs for

the District championship. The game was closely contested all the way, and the fine spirit and

sports-manship of both teams was evident throughout. The Shilo team won the championship by a

score of 45 - 36. S/L C.L.T. Sawle (Cl489) AFC, Chief Instructor, proceeded to Winnipeg to attend the

Investiture held in the Legislative Buildings and was awarded the Air Force Cross by the Lt. Governor.

21 Mar/44   Weather fair, and normal flying routine carried out all day by all flights.

S/L Clark from No. 10 S.F.T.S., Dauphin and S/L Millar from No. 33 S.F.T.S., RAF, Carberry, visited
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21 Mar/44 (Cont’d)    the Ground Instructional School.

The Equipment Section checked all aircraft propellers for numbers in order to bring them on charge

separate from aircraft.

Maintenance Squadron attended regular weekly parade, following which the Commanding Officer

inspected Maintenance Barracks.

The Wings Party of Graduating Course 93 was held this evening in the Prince Edward Hotel, Brandon,

There were a number of guests present, including the Commanding Officer, Chief Instructor, Chief

Ground Instructor and a number of instructors, who had guided the graduates through their entire

course at No. 12 S.F.T.S.   The Party was a decided success and was much enjoyed by all who

attended. 

All chefs, both Air Force and civilian, attended a Trade Improvement Class.

This afternoon a test fire alarm was sounded, and all personnel on Fire Picquet and Duty Watch, as

well as the Fire Fighters, responded quickly and efficiently.

22 Mar/44    Flying washed out at l6l5 hours due to snow clouds and flurries. There were three forced

landings due to the inclement weather.



W/C Walmsley of No. 2 Training Command, visited the wireless section.

Graduates of Course 93 are busy clearing the station and will be ready to leave following their Wings

ceremony to-morrow evening.

F/O J. Arnold (A.E. ) of No. 3 B. & G. School, MacDonald, Manitoba, visited Maintenance Wing

today.

F/O Delaney, (A.E.) and two riggers departed by M.T. to the scene of a forced landing in the vicinity

of Lazare, Manitoba, involving Crane aircraft 8770.

W.D.'s P.T. class was held this morning. Enthusiasm for this regular P.T. class is increasing, and

those who participate feel real benefit from this exercise.

The weekly sanitary inspection of Mess staff was carried out at the hospital.

The station hockey team played a Red Cross benefit game against Yorkton at Birtle, Manitoba,

Yorkton winning by a score of 8 - 4. The Officer's volleyball team played at Brandon "Y" against the

Business Man's class, the latter team winning three out of four games played.

A four-piece band from the “M” Depot played for dancing at the W.D. Canteen until 2359 hours.   The

music was very good and the large crowd in attendance seemed to have a thoroughly enjoyable

evening. Lunch was served at 2245 hours.

R120831 Cpl. Hoyes, L.C., MMMT "A", has been posted to #43 Repair Depot, Moose Jaw, Sask.
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23 Mar/44    Weather fine and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

S/L J.H. Baird (J3260), O.C. No. 1 Squadron, proceeded to Weyburn aa a member of a Court-Martial.

F/L G.L. McMillan (J6213), Examining Officer No. 1 Squadron, proceeded to Havelock, Man., to

investigate a low flying incident.

The Senior Equipment Officer, S/L R.G. Hamilton, proceeded to Weyburn by air to inspect that

station's Equipment stores.

Crane aircraft 8770 was flown back to the station from forced landing near Lazare, Man., by F/L W.E.

Kjellander.

Posting notice of F/O W.F. Delaney (C2688l), Aeronautical Engineer, and xxx the posting in of 2209

F/S Story, C.W., A.E.M. “A” were received today, which will constitute two changes in Maintenance

staff. 

The Wings Presentation Ceremony for the graduates of Course 93 was held this evening with 48

students being presented with their wings by W/C Lighthall, Commanding Officer, No. 2 "M" Depot,

Brandon, Manitoba. 

The Brandon Plaque was presented, to the honour student GB1808784 LAC Smith, Thomas by Mayor

McDorman of Brandon.



Disposition of Course 93 

Original Intake - 60

Adjusted Intake - 60 plus 9 transfers: 69 

Total graduates - 48

Disposition of Graduates: 4 to No. 1 G.R.S., Summerside, P.E.I.; 6 to No. 1 F.I.S.,  Trenton,            

Ontario; 33 to No. 1 "Y" Depot, Lachine, Que.; 5 to No. 31 Personnel Depot, Moncton, N.B. 

Total Wastage - 21

Disposition of. wastage - l4 transferred to Course No. 95; 1 transferred to Course no. 103.; 2 grounded

for six months; 3 posted to No. 18 S.F.T.S., Gimli, Manitoba; 1 posted to No. 3 B. & G. School,

MacDonald. Manitoba.

A communion class for the graduating class was held at 1100 hours this morning by both Protestant,

and Roman Catholic Chaplains.

24 Mar/44   Normal flying routine with only a short wash-out period in the morning due to bad

weather. 

S/L J.H. Baird returned from Weyburn where he was attending a Court-Martial. 

All members of Course 93 were cleared off the station.

The K. of C. representative discussed formation of hobby club with Education Officer. The

Commanding Officer has given permission for use of small room, which is a part of the rifle range

building, for Hobby Club purposes.

Plans for another station talent show were discussed with the President and other members of the

Station Entertainment Committee, and it is expected that the date will be set for about the middle of

April.

A capacity crowd at the Station Theatre witnessed the showing of a currently popular movie.

25 Mar/44   Weather fine and normal flying routine carried out all day, with BAT Flight night flying.
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25 Mar/44 (Cont'd)     The fire alarm sounded from No. 1 Hangar at 074l hours this morning, but it

proved to be only a short circuit in the Wireless Section.

No regular Ground School classes held today as personnel on 48's.

Ten engines were shipped to Standard Aero Engine, Winnipeg, for overhaul.

Open house was held both in the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes this evening, but very few attended. 

Personnel of the new course reporting in preparatory to commencing the final stages of their flying

training.



Drill Hall very quiet today, as no regular P.T. classes are held on Saturdays. The weekly trip was made

to Minnedosa for the instruction of the Air Cadets in Drill and first Aid.

26 Mar/44  Sunday, and flying carried out during the afternoon.

Voluntary Church Parade held at 1100 hours with a very good attendance.

A Baptismal Service was conducted in the Station Chapel by F/L J.R.B. Vance, Station Chaplain (P),

when the baby daughter of F/O R. Logan, Flying Instructor, was baptized.

Voluntary sports were carried out in the Drill Hall, with badminton still proving popular.

A capacity crowd of both Service personnel and civilian guests attended the picture show in the

Station Theatre  this evening.

27 Mar/44  Weather fine and normal flying routine carried out in all flights, with night flying by G &

H flights. 

The Air Officer Commanding, No. 2 Training Command, arrived in Lockheed 7633 at 0855 hours this

morning, and departed at 0903 hours, en route to Davidson, Sask.

Pupils of Course 103 started Ground School this morning, while senior Course 95 proceeded to the

R.1 at Chater for the final stages of their training before graduation.

F/O A.S.I. Smith, Sgt. R.W. Walker and LAC Wells flew to Virden to conduct a clothing parade at

No. 19 E.F.T.S.  Arrangements were made for parades on the 10th and 24th of April.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held as usual this afternoon in the

Commanding Officer's office, with good representation from all sections.

R59596 Sgt. Styles, G.E., A.F.M. "A", reported to G.I.S. to conduct A.F.M. lectures in trade

improvement.

Stake track 32-411 is in workshops for repairs, leaving the M.T. Section short of trucks for awhile.

Regular Trainee P.T. classes were held during the day.

Men's and W.D. basketball teams flew to Weyburn and both teams won their games there.
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27 Mar/44 (Cont’d)   The Commanding Officer carried out an inspection of the station this morning

and visited the various sections making comments as to conditions and improvements that could be

made.

28 Mar/44  Normal flying routine carried out in all flights, with night flying by G and H flights.

W/C Sharpe and F/L Porteous from No. 2 Training Command, arrived in Crane 8147 at 1710 hours

from MacDonald. 



One major operation was performed by the medical staff at the station hospital on an airman from this

station. The patient is progressing favourably.

Sections 4 to 44 of the Air Force Act were read to Repair Squadron following ensign raising and

Squadron parade this morning.

A trip was made to Camp Shilo for spare parts for vehicles requiring repair in the M.T. Section.

Regular P.T. classes were held during the day for trainees.

The Command Messing Officer visited the station and spent the day in the three Messes. The

Commanding Officer also inspected the Mess Hall today.

The Station Theatre continues to be a popular spot on the station and draws large crowds.

29 Mar/44  Flying washed out from 1037 to 1245 hours due to high winds. Night flying carried out by

G, H and Nav. Flights. W/C Sharpe departed in Crane 8147 at 1135 hours for Rivers, Man.

Thirty-five Air Cadets attended a lecture at Ground Instructional School under the supervision of F/O

Venables, Air Cadet Officer.

A load of wood was received from No, 2 “M”Depot to be used in case of power failure.

W303186 Cpl, Collines, E.E., Clk. Medical, employed in the hospital Orderly Room, received notice

of posting today.

S/L Williams A.D., (C3986) Senior Medical Officer, has been posted overseas, and F/O H.M.B.

Stinson (C6605), Link Trainer, has been posted to Deseronto, Ontario. Both these officers have been

on the station for some considerable time.

The work on the bowling alleys continues to progress satisfactorily, and it is expected that they will be

finished in a short time.

30 Mar/44  Weather favourable, and normal routine carried out in all flights.

Ten L4MB engines were shipped to Standard Aero Engines, Winnipeg, for overhaul.

The station hockey team journeyed to Neepawa, Man., and won their game 7-4, while the basketball

team played Rivers at No. 12 S.F.T.S. winning by a score of 44 - 33.  Both teams were entertained in

the Airmen's Mess following the game.

31 Mar/44 No flying due to weather conditions, poor visibility.  G, H and Nav, Flights carried out

night flying. 

The hospital staff regretfully said their farewells to S/L Williams who has been one of the most

popular Officers on the station. The good wishes of all personnel at No. 12 go with S/L Williams. 

A great deal of excitement took place on the station at approximately 1700 hours when the fire siren
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31 Mar/44 (Cont’d) sounded and it was announced that there was a fire in the G.I.S. building. It was

thought that the fire originated in the boiler room at the rear of the school, spreading to classroom No.

4. There was no equipment lost due to the fire, and the water damage and fire damage was kept to a

minimum by the fine work of the fire fighting personnel who performed their duties quickly and

efficiently. A Court of Inquiry has been convened to inquire into and report on the cause and origin of

the fire.
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31 Mar./44               Personnel Strength                                              Airmen and

                                                                         Officers   W.D            Other Ranks   W.D.   Civilians

                                         S  T   A  F  F                                    131          3                     605          160   

             RCAF on Temporary duty                                                                15     

             Service Personnel other than RCAF                                                    

              R.C.A.S.C.                                                                                        3

              C.D.C.                                                        1                                      2

              Postal                                                                                                  3

              R.A.F.                                                                                                 1

Civilians              Barrack Officer                                                                                                   1

                             Meteorologist                                                                                                     3

                             Stenographers                                                                                                    10          

                              Clerks                                                                                                                  4

                             General Duties                                                                                                   80

                             Others                                                                                                                 50         

                            Total Staff                             132           3                     629             160           148

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                                         200

                            R.A.F.                                                                               94

                            R.A.A.F.                                                                             

                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                        10     

                                                                                                                      304                      

 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH               Serviceable             Unserviceable   

            Crane I                                     60                              8                                       



            Cranes IA                                 21                              0

            Anson II                                   14                              4

           Menasco Moth                            1                              0

   Total No. of hours flown during month of March: 7934:55.
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1 Apr./44   Weather and favourable for flying. Normal routine carried out both day and night.

The excitement caused by the fire in G.I.S. building yesterday afternoon has subsided considerably

and there remains only the chaos in the building as evidence of the effective measures adopted to

extinguish the blase. It was found on examination that although there was water and fire damage to

the building itself, there was little or no damage done to any of the contents. The efficient handling of

the fire fighting equipment and quick action on the part of personnel of the Fire Fighter Section,  Fire

Picquet, Duty Watch, and all those connected with fighting the fire, kept loss to a minimum and it is

felt that they are deserving of the highest praise.

Crane 8788 was flown to Prairie Airways for a time-expired overhaul.

An effort was made to obtain suitable axles for renovated stake truck 32-411 but none were available,

so the R.C.O.C. at Camp Shilo will be contacted in regard to this matter.

No regular P.T. classes were held today as many personnel are away on 48 hour passes. There was

very little activity in the Drill Hall, and volley ball nets are being repaired.

The R.C. Chaplain paid his regular visits to the hospital and the detention rooms in the Guard House. 

At 1730 hours he proceeded to No. 33 S.F.T.S. RAF, Carberry to conduct Mass.

The Winnipeg Repertoir Concert Party presented a splendid variety show in the Recreation Hall. The

capacity crowd showed keen appreciation of the whole programme. Following the performance,

members of the troupe were entertained in the Officers' Mess.

2 Apr/44   Sunday and weather continuing fine. Normal routine carried out both day and night.

Considerable activity was noted in G.I.S. building today as inventories were checked and equipment

that was removed during the fire, replaced. Immediate steps are being taken to repair the damage done

by the fire, and to restore G.I.S. to its normal routine.

No movement of major equipment in the Equipment Section. W310580 AWl Hedge, C.E., Equipment

Ass't. received notice of posting to RCAF Station, St. Hubert's, P.Q.

Voluntary Church Parade was held at 1100 hours with very good attendance. The Service was

conducted by F/L J.N. Hepburn, Protestant Chaplain at No. 2 “M” Depot, Brandon, in the absence of



F/L J.R.B. Vance, who is ill.

The Roman Catholic Chaplain; F/L L.B. Belanger, carried out his usual visits to the station hospital

and detention rooms in the Guard House. In addition he conducted two Masses, one at 0900 hours at

No. 33 S.F.T.S., RAF, Carberry, Manitoba, the other at No. 12 S.F.T.S. at 1100 hours. During the

afternoon he paid a visit to the personnel stationed at R.1, Chater.
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2 April/44 (Cont’d)  The Drill Hall was used for voluntary sports as no regular P.T. classes were held,

and work was completed on volley ball nets and courts.

9707 WO1 Baldwin, C.J., Warrant Officer i/c M.T. Section, returned from temporary duty at Windsor,

Ont.,  where he had been attending a Ford Automotive Course.

A large crowd of both civilian guests and station personnel attended the station theatre this evening to

witness the showing of a currently popular movie. The roster of pictures lined up for this station

continues to be outstanding and attracts consistently large crowds. The Winnipeg Repertoir Concert

Party presented their concert at the Chater R.1 Field where a very enthusiastic crowd greeted them.

The regular Music Appreciation Hour was held in the Station Library at 1900 hours with about 60 in

attendance. There is no doubt that this is a very popular feature on the station and is much appreciated

by lovers of the classics.

2 April/44   Weather fine and normal routine carried out in all flights with BAT Flight night flying.

(C8584) P/O G.K. Gamble reported on the station for Flying Control Duties.

Ground Instructional School is back to  normal routine, with evidence of the fire still strong in the air,

and all classes are in session. F/L 0.G. Burns, Chief Ground Instructor, and F/L G.D.B. Ireton, O.C.

Navigation Flight, left today on a tour of S.F.T.S.'s in No. 2 Training Command, where subjects

relative to Ground School and Navigation will be discussed with specialist officers at the various

schools. Their first stop is at No. 18 S.F.T.S., RCAF, Gimli, Manitoba.

S/L R.G. Hamilton, Senior Equipment Officer, proceeded to No. 3 B. & G. School, MacDonald, Man.,

to attend a Court-Martial.

Headquarters Squadron Parade was held this morning at 0740 hours, led by S/L V.C. Sutton. The

Ensign was raised, following which the Squadron carried out drill until 0900 hours.

The Commanding Officer made an inspection of the station this morning, accompanied by the senior

Administrative Officer. Various sections were visited and suggestions for improvement made by the

Commanding Officer.

S/L W.E. Blair (C4170) has arrived to take over the duties of Senior Medical Officer, replacing S/L

A.D. Williams, who has been posted overseas.



Stake truck #32-411 is still in the repair shop at the M.T. Section awaiting new axles. The Station

Wagon from No. 2 “M” Depot, Brandon, was brought in for major repairs today.

Regular P.T. classes for trainees were held in the Drill Hall during the day.

The Station hockey team, which won the District Championship, played at Saskatoon in No. 2

Training Command finals, and were defeated by Winnipeg Air Force team by a score of 5-4.

The W.D. basketball team played, in the Station Drill Hall, against a team from No. 3 B. & G.

MacDonald, the latter team winning a closely-contested game by a score of 18-17. The men’s

basketball team distinguished themselves by defeating No. 1 C.N.S. at Rivers, by a score of 49-38,

thereby qualifying to meet No. 7 A.O.S., Portage for District finals.
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3 Apr/44 (Cont'd)  A meeting of the Station Canteen Committee was held in the office of the Senior

Administrative Officer at l400 hours, the president, S/L V.C. Sutton, presiding.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held in the office of the Commanding

Officer at 1600 hours, attended by heads of all sections, at which time problems pertinent to various

sections were brought up and discussed.

4 Apr/44  Weather clear and ideal for flying. Normal routine carried out in all flights, with A B SBA 

G and NAV flights night flying.

C12409 F/O K.E. Chambers, has taken over the duties of acting Chief Ground Instructor in the

absence of F/L O.G. Burns, who is on a tour of  S.F.T.S.'s in this Command.

 There was no movement of major equipment in the Equipment Section.

Maintenance Wing held their regular weekly parade, and following the raising of the ensign and

inspection by the Commanding Officer, the Squadron, led by S/L J.A. Fenn, Chief Technical Officer,

proceeded on a route march around the station.

Personnel of the M.T. Section made a trip to Camp Shilo to procure spare parts for vehicles, and also

hauled a number of aircraft motors from the C.P.R to Maintenance.

Regular P.T. classes for trainees were held in the Drill Hall, while a crew from Maintenance Wing

were given a period of P.T. at 1610 hours.  A  P.T. class for officers was held during the evening.

A group of W.D.'s attended swimming classes at the "Y" in Brandon.

Considerable activity was noted in the Drill Hall this evening as a number of sports enthusiasts

indulged in badminton and participated in boxing and weight-lifting classes.

The hobby room which has recently been put into operation, is proving very popular, and it is felt that

the success of this venture is stimulating considerable interest in model-building, painting, etc.

The K. of C. representative distributed writing paper to writing rooms, lounges, station hospital, etc. 



The R.C. Chaplain, in addition to his daily visits to the hospital and detention rooms, conducted Mass

at 1715 hours.

5 Apr/44  Weather Good, ceiling and visibility unlimited throughout and normal routine carried out in

all flights, with A B SBA and NAV. Flights carrying out night flying. Temperature for day, high 49°,

low 24°, and remained above freezing from 0930 hours. Highest wind velocity was 10 m.p,h.

Norseman aircraft 2484, of Rivers Air Ambulance, piloted by S/L Upton, arrived at l655 hours to

transport R89077 LAC McCulloch to Deer Lodge Hospital, Winnipeg, for treatment of eye injury.
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5 Apr./44 (Cont’d)   Regular classes were held in G.I.S. today for all courses. F/L Armstrong of No. 2 

Training Command, paid a visit to G.I.S. to make arrangements for training of University Air

Squadron, which is due to arrive on 22nd April.

There was no movement of major equipment in the Equipment Section. S/L R.G. Hamilton,  S.E.O.,

returned from attending a Court-Martial at No. 3 B. & G. School, MacDonald.

C38660 Nursing Sister K.M. Clarke reported to the station hospital for duty, having been posted to

No. 12 S.F.T.S.  from No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon.

Only three personnel reported on sick parade this morning, while the number of patients presently in

hospital is eleven.

C27933 P/O R.E. Vale reported from No. 2 T.C. and will assume the duties of Technical Adjutant at

Maintenance Wing.

Preparations are being made for aircraft inventory check.

The Ford Station Wagon from No. 2 "M" Depot, which was brought in to M.T. workshops, is still

undergoing repairs for transmission overhaul and it is expected that the vehicle will be serviceable in a

few days. 

No. 1 Squadron held their weekly squadron Parade at 0745 hours, at which time the ensign was raised. 

Following this ceremony, the squadron, led by Squadron Commander S/L J.H. Baird, carried out drill

until 0900 hours.

Regular P.T. classes were held for trainees during the day.

The final game of the W.D. Command championship was played at MacDonald between No. 12

S.F.T.S. and No. 3 B. & G. School, the latter team winning by a score of 15-10.  It was a hard-fought

game throughout played in the spirit of good sportsmanship, and the girls from No. 12 acquitted

themselves well. 

The new Rifle Club, which has only recently been organized, opened officially this evening with an

attendance of nearly 50. The rifle range is now located in what was formerly the curling rink, and



conditions for an excellent rifle range are ideal. This Club should prove to be a real asset among

station activities.

W. & B. personnel held their first "smoker" on the station this evening, it being held in the Airmen's

Mess, with about 40 present. The evening's entertainment benefited  greatly by a jolly sing-song led by

the K. of C. representative.

The regular weekly Open House was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre with very good attendance.

Games and dancing were enjoyed by all present.

6 Apr/44   Weather cloudy to overcast. High temperature for the day was 40°, the low 27° - visibility

unlimited.

Normal routine carried out in all flights both day and night.

C12426 Nursing Sister S.E. Todd was posted to No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg, while C25089

Nursing Sister F.M. Tennant arrived to take over duties in the station hospital, having been posted

from No. 8 Repair Depot to No. 12 S.F.T.S.

F/L Fry, O.C. Repair Squadron at No. 33 S.F.T.S., RAF, Carberry, visited Maintenance Wing today.

No. 2 Squadron paraded this morning at 0745 hours at which time the ensign was raised.   Following

this
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6 Apr/44 (cont’d)    ceremony, the Squadron was inspected by the Commanding Officer, after which

the Squadron carried out drill until 0900.hours.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer, made an inspection of

the station this morning, concluding with a visit to the Airmen's Mess at noon.

The D.A.P.M. paid a visit to the  R.1 Chater, to carry out an inspection of that Field.

At 1315 hours, G.I.S. Squadron formed up on the Parade Square and carried out drill for a period of 1

hour.

P.T. Classes were held for trainees during the day, while the Drill Hall was used for voluntary sports

during the evening.

A sanitary inspection of all mess personnel was carried out by the Medical Staff.

The construction of the bowling alleys is progressing satisfactorily. Excavation is already well under

way, and it is anticipated that the alleys will be ready for use in the near future. They will be a very

welcome asset to station activities.

7 Apr/44   Good Friday, and a quiet day on the station with many personnel away on 72 hour passes.

Weather cloudy to overcast. High temperature for the day 42°, low 20°. Visibility unlimited. Normal



flying routine carried out both day and night.

Classes were held as usual in G.I.S. for courses not on pass.

Three personnel reported on sick parade this morning, but none were admitted to hospital.

All sections took advantage of a quiet day to catch up on work. M.T. personnel were kept busy making

minor repairs to vehicles while they were available.

Only one class of P.T. was held during the day, but many sports enthusiasts participated in various

games in the drill hall during the evening.

The R.C. Chaplain held Good Friday Services, conducting Mass at 1000 hours, 1500 hours and 1920

hours.

In addition, he paid his daily visits to the hospital and the Guard House.

The Station theatre was well attended this evening and the evening show much enjoyed.

8 Apr/44   The weather cleared for a short time but clouded over again. High temperature for the day

44°, low 21° visibility unlimited. Normal flying routine carried out in all flights both day and night.

Lockheed 7645, with Air Commodore Ashton of No. 2 Training Command, and Mr. Eaton, arrived at

1222 hours, and departed at l607 hours for Winnipeg.

House-cleaning operations were begun at the station hospital today, which kept personnel busy in

addition to their regular routine.
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8 Apr/44 (Cont’d)   2209 F/S Story, C.W., A.E.M., arrived on posting from #21 Holding Unit, Estevan,

Sask., and reported for duty at Maintenance Wing.

A very successful formal dance was held in the Officers’ Mess this evening, with quite a number of

Officers and their guests in attendance.

No regular P.T. classes were held during the day, and the drill hall was used for voluntary sports. 

The dishwashing machine in the Airmen's Mess broke down today, which meant a considerable

amount of extra work for the staff.

The R.C. Chaplain once more held special Services during the day, conducting Holy Mass on the

station at 0700 hours, and then proceeding to No. 33 S.F.T.S., RAF, Carberry for services at 1730

hours. 

S/L V.C. Sutton, Senior Administrative Officer, received notice of posting to a Personnel Counsellors'

Course at No. 7 "M" Depot, Rockcliffe, which will be of four weeks duration, commencing

immediately. 

The purpose of this course is to prepare officers for the guiding of. repatriated and demobilized

personnel and will involve employment for some time after cessation of hostilities.



The posting of S/O F. Lester (V30091), senior W.D. Officer, to the Trenton Administrative Course, on

April 14th, has been cancelled.

9 Apr/44  Easter Sunday and a quiet day on the station. Weather clear to partly cloudy. High

temperature for the day 50°, low 25°, with visibility unlimited. From1430 hours to 1630 hours clouds

were at 3000 feet. 

Normal flying routine carried out both day and night.

Communion service was held at 1000 hours in the station chapel, and regular Church Parade at 1100

hours, services being conducted by F/L N. Hepburn of No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon, who has been

acting in the absence of F/L J.R.B. Vance, who is at present on sick leave.

The R.C. Chaplain conducted Mass at No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry at 0900 hours, and at No. 12 S.F.T.S.

at 1100 hours.

Open house was held in the Officers' Mess with a fair number of Officers and their guests.

A number of welding jobs were done on vehicles which were brought into M.T. workshops, taking

advantage of a quiet day to have minor repairs carried out.

Considerable activity was noted in the Drill Hall both afternoon and evening as personnel indulged in

voluntary sports.

The regular Music Appreciation Hour held in the library was quite well attended and much enjoyed.

10 Apr/44   Cloudy and overcast, but normal flying routine carried out both day and night. High

temperature for day 53 , low 30°.

Regular classes for all courses once more resumed in G.I.S.  The staff took time out from their regular

duties to have a photograph taken, for the station magazine “Aer-Log”.  F/L 0.G. Burns, C.G.I.,

reported back, in company with F/L C.D.B. Ireton, O.C. Navigation Flight at this 

station, after
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10 Apr/44 (Cont’d)   a successful tour of Service Schools in this Command.

Seventeen personnel reported on sick parade this morning, but were not all hospitalized. At the

present time there are 14 patients in hospital.

Headquarters Squadron held weekly parade at 0745 hours, and following the raising of the ensign and

inspection by the Commanding Officer, carried out a period of drill until 0900 hours. Two large

flights of W.D.’s attended this parade.

F/L L.M. Ness,  Station Adjutant, and Officer i/c M.T. Section, inspected the M.T. Section today. The

Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held in the Commanding Officer's office at 1600



hours and was attended by heads of all sections.

Storm windows are being removed from all buildings and replaced with screens.

R56543 W02 Stuart, W., Elect. "A", has been appointed President of the Sergeants' Mess Committee,

replacing 79A W02 Burbidge, D.W., Master Mech. "A", who has been posted to No. 8 Repair Depot,

Winnipeg. 

Regular P.T. classes for trainees were held during the day, while pupils of Course 103 were given their

first step test.

The members of the Women's Division celebrated the 2nd Anniversary of their arrival at this station

with a dinner and dance. A very excellent dinner was prepared by the male chefs and served by the

messmen in the west wing of the Airmen's Mess at 1930 hours. The Commanding Officer and Heads

of Sections were invited as special guests. Following the dinner a jolly sing-song was held, after which

the airwomen proceeded to the Recreational Centre where a dance and floor show were much enjoyed

by all. 

Section Officers Lester and Roland operated the canteen for the evening. Approximately 165 W.D.'s

attended. 

A meeting of the Station Library Committee was held in the Library at 1000 hours with good

attendance. 

The K. of C. representative discussed plans with the Commanding Officer re a station dance to be held

on 20th April, proceeds to be in aid of the Air Cadet League of Canada.

The No. 12 basketball team defeated a team from No. 7 A.O.S., Portage la Prairie by a score of 44-28,

thereby winning the District championship.

11 Apr/44   Weather clear to partly cloudy, with visibility unlimited. The high temperature for the day

was 6l.4° the low 27°.   Normal flying routine carried out both day and night. Two accidents occurred

on the main aerodrome today.  First, GB1436080 LAC McGlynn of Course 101, in Crane aircraft

8676, collided with a taxi post at 2115 hours, resulting in a E½ category crash.   Second, R134041

LAC McCoy of Course 103 in Crane 8462 ground-looped at 1630 hours, resulting in a D.2 category

crash. Norseman aircraft 2484 Rivers Air Ambulance, piloted by S/L Bell, arrived to transport

GB1653974 LAC Tamplin, E.J. to Deer
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11 Apr/44 (Cont’d)     Lodge Hospital for an operation for chronic appendicitis.

There were l4 reported on sick parade this morning, and number of patients presently in hospital is 14.

House-cleaning operations are still in progress at the station hospital.

Maintenance Squadron held their regular weekly parade at 0740 hours, and following the raising of



the ensign, carried out drill until 0900 hours.

News was received of a 'plane crash a few-miles south of Brandon, but it was found to be a machine

from No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, Man.

Regular P.T. classes  for trainees were held during the day, and W.D.'s drill classes have started under

the supervision of W310117 Cpl. McLaughlin, J., P.T. & D. Instructor.

W.D. personnel were kept busy this evening washing their barrack windows and raking the

surrounding grounds.

The dishwashing machine in the Airmen's Mess has been repaired and is ready for use once more. A

meeting of the Station Magazine Committee was held today and plans were made for the next issue. 

The Commanding Officer and Senior Administrative Officer made a tour of the station today,

inspecting various sections, and making suggestions for improvement here and there.

The new Rifle Club is proving a very popular feature among station activities, and is being patronized

by a large number of personnel.

The regular, swimming classes for W.D.'s were held at the “Y” in Brandon this evening.

12 Apr/44   Weather clear to partly cloudy, with light southerly winds. High temperature for the day

59.4°, low 27.3°. LAC  Forget, C.J. in Crane FJ202, and LAC Kitson, J. in Crane 8794, collided after

landing, resulting in ground loops and D.5 category crashes to each aircraft.

S/L R.G. Hamilton, Senior Equipment Officer, was admitted to station hospital.

There were nine on sick parade this morning, with 19 patients presently in hospital. The Senior

Medical Officer, S/L W.E. Blair, was admitted to hospital today.

4013A W01 Pickering, J.H., Master Mechanic "A", reported in on posting from No. 8 Repair Depot,

Winnipeg. 

No. 1 Squadron held their weekly squadron parade at 0745 hours, at which time the ensign was raised. 

Following this ceremony the squadron carried out drill until 0900 hours.

Modifications to #1 Crash tender have been completed, and modifications to #2 are well under way. 

Regular P.T. classes were held for trainees during the day. Personnel of Servicing Squadron were

given P.T. in the afternoon, while W.D.'s had P.T. in the morning. The Drill Hall was used for

voluntary sports in the evening, and badminton proved to be the popular sport. 

Trade Improvement Class was held for all chefs, both Service and civilian.

The Weekly W.D. Open House was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre and dancing and games

were enjoyed by all who attended.

Arrangements are being made to enter boxing contestants in the tournament being held at No. 2 "M"

Depot on April 19th, 1944.

F/L L.M. Ness, O.C. M.T. Section, visited the M.T. Section and made a tour of inspection today.
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12 Apr/44 (Cont'd)   The R.C. Padre paid his regular daily visits to the hospital and detention rooms in

the Guard House, conducted Mass at 1715 hours, lectured to French class for Service Police, and

granted special interviews during the evening.

13 Apr/44   Weather cloudy to overcast until 1030 hours, when the wind increased considerably and it

became very dusty. Flying washed out at 1106 due to high wind. Rain began to fall at 1830 hours and

continued until 0010 hours, and there was overcast during the whole period. Visibility dropped down

to 4 miles at 1030 hours, and rose to 10 miles at 1430 hours. High temperature for day 57.7, low 31.

No night  flying carried out. Control Tower Orderly Room very busy working on graduation of Course

95.

F/O McLaren, DFC, i/c Aircrew leadership training for No. 2 Training Command, visited G.I.S. today. 

One minor operation was performed by the medical staff at the station hospital.

No. 2 Squadron held their weekly Squadron Parade this morning at 0745 hours, at which time the

ensign was raised. Following this ceremony, the squadron was inspected by the Commanding Officer,

after which drill was carried out until 0900 hours.

Regular classes for trainees were held during the day, and the drill hall was used for voluntary sports

in the evening.

All Mess personnel reported to the station hospital for periodic sanitary inspection.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer, carried out an

inspection of various sections of the station this morning.

The hobby club is still functioning satisfactorily and is attracting quite a number of personnel who are

interested in model-building, painting, etc.

Another meeting of the Aer-Log Committee (Station magazine) was held and it was found that much

of the material that has been submitted is exceptionally good, and should help considerably toward

making the next issue of “Aer-Log” a success.

A rehearsal of a station talent group show, which is to be presented in the near future, was held.

Interest in these shows is gradually increasing, and quite a number of talented personnel have been

discovered.

14 Apr/44   Weather cloudy to overcast, with visibility 7 to 10 miles in blowing dust. Normal flying

routine carried out.  Temperature for the day, high 52, low 32.

G/C Scott, S.A.S.0. of No. 2 Training Command, together with W/C Godson, S/L McCullough and S/L

Pitcairne  arrived this Unit at 1020 hours, having bean forced down due to engine trouble.   They

departed for
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14 Apr/44 (Cont’d)   Winnipeg at 1105 hours.  S/L C.L.T. Sawle. AFC; returned from the Chief

Instructors’ Conference at No. 2 Training Command, Winnipeg.

Five airmen and two W.D.'s reported on sick parade this morning, and 13 patients are presently in

hospital.

Approximately half of station personnel proceeded on 72 hour passes today, having been on duty

Easter week end.

Regular P.T. classes were held for trainees an usual, and voluntary sports were carried out in the drill

hall during the evening.

The R.C. Chaplain carried out his dally visits to the hospital and detention rooms in the Guard House

and conducted Mass at 1715 hours. In the evening he gave two lectures.

The K. of C. representative made plans with the W. & B. Engineer for the construction of a canteen

booth, bandstand and coat-checking rooms for the station dance on 20th April, and also called for

volunteers to look after the decorating of the Drill Hall for the occasion.

The final rehearsal of the station talent show, which is to be presented tomorrow evening the

Recreation Hall, was held this evening, and it is anticipated that a very enjoyable show will be greeted

enthusiastically by all those who attend.

15 Apr/44   Normal flying routine carried out during the day, but there was no night flying.

Regular classes were held in G.I.S. today for pupils of Courses 99 and 103, who were on 72 hour

passes last week.

Ten Jacobs L6MB engines were received from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg.  F/O A.S.I. Smith,

who had received notice of posting to Estevan, was advised that his posting had been cancelled by No.

2 T.C. 

Four airmen reported on sick parade this morning, and there are 13 patients presently in the hospital.

Open house was held in the Sergeants' Mess this evening with a fair number of guests in for dinner. 

All crash tenders are now modified, in accordance with instructions. The Ford panel was brought into

M.T. workshops for complete overhaul, motor and body.

Two trainee P.T. periods were held during the day, and drill hall was used for voluntary sports.

S/O J.E. Cassidy, who has been on temporary duty attending the Administrative Course at Trenton,

reported back to the station today, and will resume her duties as Adjutant at the Control Tower.

Cpl. McLaughlin, J., P.T. & D. Instructor, was sent on temporary duty to No. 8 Repair Depot.

The Station Talent Show was presented in the Recreation Hall this evening to a large audience, and

was a decided success. The success of these shows is encouraging and is attracting considerable talent.

The K. of C. Representative helped prepare the pitching grounds for horseshoe enthusiasts, and a large



number of airmen participated in games.

16 Apr/44  Sunday, and a quiet day on the station. Normal flying routine carried out during the day,

but no night flying. Weather warn and bright.

The Senior Medical Officer proceeded to Deer Lodge Hospital on duty.
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16 Apr/44 (Cont'd)     A general clean-up was carried out in the M.T. Section. Tires were shifted on

light vehicles.

The area No. 4 Championships in Badminton were held at No. 12 S.F.T.S., with Souris, Rivers,

MacDonald and Weyburn competing, Souris winning the men's doubles, Rivers the mixed doubles and

MacDonald the women's doubles. The winners will proceed to Winnipeg for the Command finals.

The R.C. Chaplain paid his regular visits to the hospital and detention rooms, and administered

communion to the patients in the hospital.  Conducted Mass at No. 33 S.F.T.S., RAF, Carberry at 0900

hours, and at No. 12 at 1100 hours.

The Station theatre was well attended this evening by both Service personnel and civilian guests.

17 Apr/44  Weather continuing fine and normal flying routine carried out in all flights, with A and B

Flights carrying out night flying.

Course 95 have finished all their examinations, and are now waiting for the Wings ceremony when

they will be presented with their wings and ready to undertake other more exacting duties.

C1543 S/L R.E. Norman from No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon, reported to take over the duties of Senior

Equipment Officer during the absence of S/L R.G. Hamilton, who is away on sick leave.

The station wagon has been brought into M.T. workshops for a thorough overhaul and paint job.

Parts for vehicle 32-411 have been received by the R.C.O.C. at Camp Shilo and a trip will be made to

collect them.

Regular trainee P.T. classes were held during the day.

An inspection by the W. & B. Officer was carried out in the Airmen's Mess today, while all Mess

personnel were given the weekly sanitary inspection by the Medical Officer.

Headquarters Squadron held their weekly Squadron Parade at 0745 hours, and following the raising of

the ensign, carried out drill until 0900 hours. 

Three Officers, eight airmen and three W.D.’s are in hospital, while 11 personnel reported on sick

parade this morning.

F/O J.B. Fitton (C20326), P.T. & D. Officer, left the station today on posting to RCAF Station,

Trenton. 



Interest seems to be increasing in hobby work, although mainly in aircraft (model) building, and there

is a little work being done in plastics.

The Rifle Club is very active with about 20 members shooting. Outdoor sports are now coming into

their own with the arrival of fine weather, and horseshoe boxes are continually in use, while softball,

soccer, etc., enthusiasts are turning out on the sports field to practice.

A movie was shown to ths personnel stationed at Chater R.1. These movies always receive a very
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17 Apr./44 (Cont’d)  enthusiastic welcome at Chater, as the staff look forward to the two showings

each week.

A meeting of the Station Fund Committee was held in the Office of the Senior Administrative Officer,

with S/L J.A. Fenn in charge in the absence of the President, S/L V.C. Sutton, who is on temporary

duty at Rockcliffe.

F/L L.M, Ness, Station Adjutant, i/c M.T. Section, visited that Section on a tour of inspection today.  

18 Apr/44  Weather favourable for flying and normal routine carried out with A B and NAV Flights

night flying. 

W/C Minnard arrived in Harvard FE634 at 0945 hours and departed at 1558 hours for Winnipeg. 

The first Wings Party to be held on the station was held for Course 95 in the Airmen’s Mess this

evening and proved to be a great success. The Commanding Officer, Chief Instructor and Instructors

who guided the students through their final course, were special guests.

Four Officers, four W.D.'s and eight airmen are hospitalized at present, while 12 personnel reported on

sick parade this morning. An inventory check is being carried out at the hospital, and so far everything

has been found in order.

Crane 8778 nosed over on take off at the Chater R.l and caused damage to the two propellers.

W/C Minnard, No. 2 T.C. Engineering Officer, visited Maintenance Wing today on routine Inspection.

The sound unit of the M.T, Section was used today in advertising the Air Cadet Dance to be held at

this station on 20th April, in the city of Brandon. It was also used to advertise the sale of Victory

Bonds which will be launched very shortly in the Sixth Victory Loan Campaign.

Regular trainee P.T. periods were held during the day, while the drill hall was used for voluntary

sports during the evening. W.D.’s held basketball practice.

No.1 Squadron held their weekly Ensign raising parade this morning at 0745, following which they

carried out drill until 0900 hours.

The Commanding Officer carried out an inspection of the station this morning, visiting various

sections and making comments on the operation of same.



The D.A.P.M. made a tour of inspection of the R.l at Chater.

There was very good attendance at the Station theatre this evening.

A soccer practice was held on the sports field this evening and about 15 personnel turned out, which is

very encouraging so early in the season.

19 Apr./44  Weather fine, and normal flying routine carried out during the day with A B and Nav.

flights night flying. S/L Edgar arrived from No. 2 Training Command in aircraft 11504.

F/L O.G. Burns, C.G.I., has returned from attending a C.G.I,’s Conference at No. 2 Training

Command in Winnipeg.

Members of the graduating course, #95, were given medicals.

Two officers, two airmen and two W.D.’s reported sick at the hospital this morning.

Much-needed spare parts were obtained from Shilo Camp and will be used immediately to make

required repairs on vehicles.

Maintenance Wing carried out Weekly Ensign Raising parade this morning at 0745 hours, following

which
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19 Apr/44 (Cont'd)     they held a period of drill until 0900 hours, led by S/L J.A. Fenn, C.E.O.

The Commanding Officer paid a visit to the R.1 at Chater and carried out a tour of inspection. Regular

trainees P.T. classes held during the day. The drill hall was placed out of bounds while decorations are

being put up for the station dance to be held tomorrow evening.

The weekly Open House at the W.D. Recreational Centre was quiet, but those who attended spent an

enjoyable evening.

A very successful boxing tournament was held at No. 2 "M" Depot this evening, with four entries from

No. 12 S.F.T.S.  However, only one of our boxers won his competition, namely GB1583914 LAC

Steinhilber, J.L., who will represent this area in Command championships at Saskatoon. A large

crowd of Service personnel attended this Boxing Tournament and thoroughly enjoyed it.

20 Apr/44   Flying washed out at 1200 hours due to Wings Parade being held this afternoon.

S/L Stovel and S/L McCullough arrived from No. 2 Training Command, and G/C Scott arrived from

Virden en route to Winnipeg.

No. 2 Squadron held their weekly Squadron parade at 0745 hours at which time the ensign was raised. 

Following this ceremony, the squadron carried out drill until 0900 hours. 

Seven personnel reported on sick parade at hospital this morning.

C3092 F/L W.E. Allgie (A.E.) reported in from No. 11 S.F.T.S., Yorkton, and will assume the duties



of O.C. Servicing Squadron.

The Commanding Officer, Chief Instructor and Station Adjutant attended the Wings Parade at 1500

hours for the graduates of Course 95 when 44 R.C.A.F., 8 RAF and 7 R.N.Z.A.F. students received

their wings from the Commanding Officer, W/C T.R. Michelson, who made the presentation. The

honour student, GB1605668 LAC  Chandler, J.L., of Essex, England, received the Brandon Plaque

from Mayor H.L. McDorman, of Brandon.  The fine clear day made it possible for the ceremony to be

held on the station parade ground for the first time this year, and the parade was made particular

impressive in view of the fact that the trainees were in complete charge, the only officers on the

parade being the Commanding Officer, W/C.T.R., Michelson, Chief Instructor, S/L C.L.T. Sawle,

AFC, S/L J.H. Baird, Squadron Commander, and F/L L.M. Ness, Station Adjutant. This was a new

procedure designed to afford the trainees an opportunity to demonstrate qualities of leadership, etc.

Disposition of Course 95:

         Original Intake - 60.

         Adjusted Intake - 60 plus 14 transfers: 74.
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20 Apr/44 (Cont’d)  Total graduates: 59

Disposition of Graduates: 6 to No. 2 F.I.S., Pearce, Alta.; 12 to No. 2 A.G.T.S., Calgary, Alta; 

     25. to No. 1 A.G.T.S., Maitland, N.S.; 3 to No. 3 A.G.T.S., Three Rivers, P.O.; 4 to No. 1            

G.R.S. Summerside, P.E.I.; 5 to No. 31 Personnel. Depot, Moncton, N.B.; 4 to No. 1 "Y"            

Depot, Lachine, P.Q.

Total wastage: 15 (including 3 transfers)

Disposition of Wastage: 3 transferred to Course 99; 5 posted to No. 16 S.F.T.S., Hagersville, Ont;

     4 posted to No.18 S.F.T.S., Gimli, Manitoba; 2 posted to No. 3 B. & G. School, MacDonald, Man.   

     1 posted to New Zealand Air Mission, Washington, D.C. 

Regular trainees P.T. classes were held during the day at the sports field, as the drill hall still out of

bounds due to the dance being held there this evening.

The Station Dance held in aid of the Air Cadet League of Canada was a huge success, the sum of

approximately $500.00 being raised. W.D.'s helped in the canteen, sold tickets and checked coats.  A

large crowd was in attendance and enjoyed dancing to the music supplied by the Manning Depot

orchestra. Station talent presented a very attractive floor show, with F/O R.P. Matthews as M. C.

A number of Brandon business men, all interested in Air Cadet work, attended the dance and were

very pleased with the co-operation offered by this Unit in this regard.

R95007 Sgt. Bannister, C,  of the M.T. Section,.had received notice of posting to No. 3 S.F.T.S.,

Calgary.



21 Apr/44  Weather fair and warm, normal flying routine carried out in all flights both day and night. 

Regular classes were held in G.I.S. for all courses.

S/L Norman, S.E.O. left the station today, to report to Swift Current on temporary duty re the "M"

Depot. 

Two personnel reported on. sick parade this morning, and five W.D.'s, two Officers and seven airmen

are presently in hospital.

Crane aircraft 7767 made a wheels-up landing on the main aerodrome today, causing damage to both

propellers.

Members of Course 95 left the station today following the Wings Presentation yesterday. Forty-nine of

the fifty-nine graduates received commissions.

The Commanding Officer's weekly station parade was held at 0720 hours this morning, with all

squadrons participating. Following the raising of the ensign, a route march, led by the Commanding

Officer, was carried out for a distance of about 1½  miles up the main highway, the Commanding

Officer taking the salute from al squadrons in a march past on returning to the station.

Vehicles in the M.T. Section are beginning to register approximately 70,000 miles. Stake truck #32-4ll

has been repaired and is serviceable once again.  R80435 LAC Decker, Driver Transport, has received

notice of posting to the North West Staging. Route.

Regular trainee P.T. classes were held on the sports field today.

A meeting of the Station Sports Committee was held today to make arrangements for the organization

of summer sports.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied  by the Station Adjutant, visited various sections on the

station
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21 Apr/44    today on a tour of inspection, concluding with a visit to the Airmen's Mess at noon.

22 Apr/44   Weather fair and warm, and normal flying routine carried out according to schedule, but

no night flying.

A very impressive Victory Loan Parade was held in the city of Brandon this afternoon, under the

Command of Col. Bliss, O.C. A.4 A.T.C., Brandon.  A squadron from this station participated,

consisting of one flight of Women's Division personnel, led by Section Officer J.E. Cassidy,  and one

flight of airmen led by F/L W.H. Fuller, making a very fine showing. The parade marched past the

City Hall, where Brigadier-General Kirkcaldy took the salute. While the parade was in progress a

formation of aircraft from this station flew over the city.

Members of the University Air Training Corps arrived on the station today to commence their two



weeks' course of instruction. They were issued with blankets and clothing from the Equipment

Section. 

One gas tender is under repair requiring new rear grease retainers, other vehicles are serviceable.

There were no regular P.T. classes carried out today due to personnel being on 48 hour passes, but

drill hall was used for voluntary sports, and all equipment was made available. 

Quite a number of personnel made use of the sports field for outdoor sports.

The R.C. Chaplain paid his daily visits to the station hospital and the detention rooms in the Guard

House, and conducted Mass at No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, at 1730 hours.

23 Apr/44   Sunday, and a quiet day on the station. No flying during the morning, but normal routine

carried out in the afternoon. Weather fair and warm.

There was no sick parade this morning, and two W.D.'s and six airmen are presently in hospital.

Several Officers and their wives and friend's had dinner in the Officers' Mess this evening and

attended the station theatre afterwards.

Voluntary Church Parade was held at 1100 hours, with F/L N. Hepburn of No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon

in charge of the service. There was very good attendance of all ranks.

There were few runs made from the M.T. Section today, but all personnel were busy carrying out a

general clean-up of the Section, and doing minor repairs on vehicles.

No regular P.T. classes for trainees were held during the day, but the drill hall was kept busy all

afternoon and evening by voluntary sports enthusiasts. 

The final game of the Command Play/Offs was  played this evening between No.12 S.F.T.S. and No. 5

A.O.S., Winnipeg, the latter team winning by a score of 42 - 34, thereby winning the championship for

No. 2 Training Command.
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23 Apr/44 (Cont’d)   The R.C. Chaplain held Mass at No. 33 S.F.T.S. Carberry at 0900 hours, and

returned to No. 12 S.F.T.S. for Mass at 1100 hours. In the afternoon he paid his daily visits to the

hospital and detention room.

24 Apr/44   A fine clear day, and normal flying routine carried out during the day and night. The

Visiting Flight arrived at 1000 hours from Winnipeg to carry out periodic tests of instructors.

Members of the University Air Training Corps arrived at G.I.S. this morning to begin their course of

instruction. F/L R.T. Greer, of the Visiting Flight, visited G.I.S.

Headquarters Squadron held their weekly Squadron Parade this morning at 0745 hours, at which time

the ensign was raised.  Following this ceremony, the Squadron was inspected by the Commanding



Officer, and then carried out a period of drill until 0900 hours.

R141587 LAC Wells, A.H., and R101626  LAC Sparkes, G.A., Equipment Assistants, proceeded to

Virden to conduct a clothing parade at No. 19 E.F.T.S.

There were nine on Sick Parade this morning, and there are eight personnel presently in hospital. 

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held at l600 hour's, attended by heads of all

sections, at which time problems were brought up and discussed.

S/L Boyd, Command M.T. Officer, made a tour of inspection of the M.T. Section today, in company

with F/L L.M. Ness, Officer I/c M.T. Section.

Regular trainee P.T. periods were held in the drill hall during the day, while W.D.’s P.T. class was

held in the drill hall at 1900 hours.

The Sixth Victory Loan drive was launched on the station today under the competent leadership of a

committee headed by (J13446) F/L J.J. Hamilton. The quota set for this Unit is $75,000,00, but it is

felt that with the co-operation of all personnel this sum will easily be exceeded.

The RAF Staff Chaplain (P), W/C Groves, visited the station today, and was taken on a tour of the

station by F/L L.E. Belanger, the R.C. Chaplain, in the absence of F/L J.R.B. Vance, who is still away

on sick leave.

The Commanding Officer visited various sections of the station today on a tour of inspection.

25 Apr/44   Weather clear and warm, and normal routine carried out in all flights during the day, but

no night flying. 

The Visiting Flight tested approximately 12 instructors today.

F/L J.B.  Kelshall of No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, Manitoba, lectured te a very interested audience in G.I.S. at

1900 hours on the subject "Nazi Ideology".

S/L H.G. Hamilton, S.E.O., was discharged from the station hospital today.

Nine personnel reported on sick parade this morning, and there are eight presently hospitalized.

Notice was received of the posting of F/L C.R. Cunningham (C9027) to No. 8 S.F.T.S., Weyburn,

Sask.

R56552 F/S Punton, H,W., MMMT "A", was posted in from No. 3 Wireless School, Winnipeg, and

reported to the M.T. Section for duty.

Repairs to the Chater ambulance are under way, and should be completed very shortly.

Regular trainees P.T. classes were held in the drill hall today.

No 1 Squadron held their weekly ensign raising parade this morning following which they carried out
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25 Apr/44 (Cont’d)  drill for a period of one hour.



Flt/ O Brown, Staff Messing Officer from A.F.H.Q., in company with Flt/O Raynor, Command

Messing Officer, visited the station today, and made an inspection of the Messes.

The hobby room continues to attract personnel, and today the K, of C. representative talked with three

airmen who were making model 'planes, who had never before tackled such work, and are now

interested in their new hobby.

About thirty personnel turned out for softball practice held on the sports field this evening, while

badminton and basketball were the major features in the drill hall. A W.D. basketball team from

Weyburn played against this station’s W.D. team in the drill hall, No. 12 winning by a score of 38 -

12. 

The Commanding Officer made a tour of the station, arriving at the Airmen's Mess during the noon

hour.

26th Apr/44   Weather continues fine and normal flying routine carried out during the day, but no

night flying.

LAC Wells, A.H. and LAC Sparkes, G.A., Equipment Assistants, returned from conducting a very

successful clothing parade at No. 19 E.F.T.S., Virden, Man.

Eighteen reported on sick parade this morning, while there are 15 patients presently in hospital. The

Medical Officer carried out his weekly inspection of the Messing Staff.

G.I.S. Squadron held weekly parade at 1315 hours, at which time they carried out drill for one hour. 

An emergency meeting of the Sergeants' Mess Committee was held at noon today in the Mess.

Trainees' game contests were run off in the Drill, while summer activities re  baseball and softball are

getting under way with considerable enthusiasm. 

The Commanding Officer visited the Airmen's Mess at noon today.

S/O H.F. Roland, Messing Officer, left for Winnipeg to attend a Messing Officer's Conference. 

The weekly Open House was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre, with music for dancing xxxxx

being provided by the "Wirlitzer" machine. A delightful lunch was served to the 150 guests who were

in attendance. 

The K. of C. representative made a tour of the station distributing writing paper and magazines to

various sections.

The Commanding Officer made a trip to Chater this afternoon to inspect the R.1.

27 Apr/44   Weather fair and warm, and normal flying routine carried out during the day.

General clean-up operations are being carried out in G.I.S., including scraping or floors, washing of

windows, etc.

Ten personnel reported on sick parade this morning, and there are ten patients presently in hospital.

The hospital received a visit from Nursing Sister Weir (formerly Nursing Sister Dixon) who was on
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Apr. 27/44 (Cont’d)   strength this Unit, and is now at No. 2 "M" Depot, Brandon.

Notice of the posting of S/L J.A. Fenn (C6972), Chief Engineer Officer, to No. 11 S.F.T.S., Yorkton,

was received today.  S/L Fenn has been at this station since September, 1941.

M.T. vehicles were in great demand today, and personnel were kept busy making required trips.

Regular trainees classes in P T. were held during the day, and trainees' game contests were continued.

A period of P.T. was held for Officers this evening.

Cpl. E.E, Collins, Clk, Steno. Medical, was discharged from hospital today, and following a period of

sick leave, will report to No. 23 E.F.T.S., Davidson, Sask., on posting.

No, 2 Squadron held weekly ensign raising parade at 0745 hours. Following this ceremony, the

squadron was inspected by the Commanding Officer, and then carried out drill until 0900 hours.

A meeting of the Station Fire Committee was held this afternoon; with the Commanding Officer

presiding in the absence of the president, S/L V.C. Sutton, who is presently on temporary duty at

Rockcliffe.

The Commanding Officer made a tour of inspection of various sections of the station this morning,

making comments and suggestions for improvement.

The B.A.P.M, visited the R.1 at Chater today, on a tour of inspection.

The Station Magazine "Aer-Log" was placed on sale today, and the number of copies sold would

indicate that this paper is becoming increasingly popular with personnel on the station,

Entertainment is afforded the personnel at the R.1 Chater by the showing of two movies weekly, and

the K. of C. ensures that sufficient games, etc., are available for use.

The Rifle Range continues to attract large numbers of personnel interested in target shooting.

28 Apr/44  Weather continuing fine and normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

S/L R.G. Hamilton, S.E.O., returned to duty today after a stay in the hospital of l6 days.

Eleven engines were sent to Standard Aero Engines for overhaul.

Five reported on sick parade this morning, and there are still a number of patients in hospital. 

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Parade was held this morning at 0720 hours, with all squadrons

participating. Following the raising of the ensign, a route march, led by the Commanding Officer, was

carried out for a distance of about l½  miles south on the main highway, the Commanding Officer

taking the salute from all Squadrons in a march past on returning to the station.

The R.C. Chaplain was visited by F/L F. Bourgere,  R.C. Chaplain at No. 17 S.F.T.'S., Souris,

Manitoba. 

The K. of C. representative visited various sections on the station distributing magazines, writing,

paper, etc., to canteens and writing rooms. Also visited the hospital and spent some there talking to



patients and performing personal services for them, such as sending wires, etc.

F/L L.H. Ness, Station Adjutant, i/c M.T. Section, made a tour of inspection of that section today. A

Bowling Committee has been formed and the first meeting was held this afternoon to make

arrangements for bowling activities on the station on completion of the bowling alleys. It was decided

that a Bowling League would be drawn up to commence on May 15th. The President of the

Committee is F/L W.E.  Kjellander, the Secretary F/S Wilson, J.G.
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28 Apr/44 (Cont'd)     Returns for the Sixth Victory Loan have been coming in steadily since the Drive

opened on Monday, and today No. 12 reached its quota of $75,000.00, and immediately set a new

quota of $100,000.00, which it is hoped will be exceeded.

29 Apr/44   Weather cloudy and dull. Rain fell quite heavily during most of the day. Air Commodore

Ashton of No. 2 Training Command, arrived in Beachcraft HB211 at 1443 hours, and departed at 1452

hours for Saskatoon.

Three personnel reported on sick parade this morning, while the number of patients in hospital has

increased to 18.

Open house was held in the Officers’ and Sergeants' Messes this evening, with a few members and

guests in attendance.

No regular P.T. classes were held for trainees during the day, though the drill hall was used for

voluntary sports, and quite a number participated in badminton, volley ball, etc. 

The R.C. Padre paid his dally visits to the station hospital and Guard-House, and conducted Mass at

No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, at 1730 hours.

Open house was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre, music for dancing being provided by the

“Wurlitzer”.

30 Apr/44   Normal flying routine carried out by C. & D. Flights in spite of rain on and off all day.

A quiet day on the station with many personnel away on 48 hour passes.

Voluntary Church Parade was held at 1100 hours, the service being conducted by F/L Hepburn of No.

2 "M" Depot.

Two W.D.'s and fourteen airmen are presently in hospital, while three reported on sick parade. 

M.T. personnel were kept busy carrying out cleaning operations on vehicles which came in from runs

badly spattered with mud and rain. Compilation of monthly returns was begun, and minor repairs

carried out on vehicles requiring same.

Drill Hall was used for voluntary sports, and all equipment was made available.



Congratulations are in order to LAC Steinhilber, J. (RAF) of Course 101, who represented this station

in the Command Boxing finals, and won the Command Welterweight championship at Saskatoon on

Saturday, April, 29th, 1944, defeating four opponents, the first three by technical knockouts, and the

final by points.

A very good crowd attended the station theatre this evening.

The regular Music Appreciation Hour held in the library at 1900 hours, was well attended and

enjoyed.

Selections for this feature are now in charge of GB119655 F/O Raffs, G.A., U/T/P.
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30 Apr/44               Personnel Strength                                                   Airmen and

                                                                         Officers        W.D            Other Ranks    W.D.     Civilian 

         STAF F                                                              142          3                      720            168   

                     RCAF on Temporary duty                   11                                     52        

             Service Personnel other than RCAF                                                    

              R.C.A.S.C.                                                    2                                       3

              C.D.C.                                                           1                                       2

              Postal                                                                                                     3

              R.A.F.                                     1

Civilians              Barrack Officer                                                                                                    1

                             Meteorologist                                                                                                      3

                             Stenographers                                                                                                    10          

                             Clerks                                                                                                                   4

                             General Duties                                                                                                   80

                             Others                                                                                                                 51 

                                       Total Staff                        167            3                    780                         149

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                                              178

                            R.A.F.                                                                                   83                                        

                             R.A.A.F.                                                                                 3

                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                               3                           

                                                                                                                         267                          

 



AIRCRAFT STRENGTH               Serviceable             Unserviceable   

                       Crane I                             66                             3                                                                   

                       Crane IA                         19                              2

                       Anson II                          13                              5

                       Menasco Moth                 1

   Total No. of hours flown during month of April: 8,777:25
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1 May/44   Sky heavily overcast and no flying carried out all day.

S/L Resevear from No. 9 U.A.T.C., Winnipeg, visited G.I.S. today. Staff at G.I.S. kept very busy today

due to washed out flying.

Ten engines were received at the Equipment Section from No. 7 Equipment Depot, and three engines

from No. 15 A.I.D.

Report from the Station hospital showed that there are two Officers, three W.D.’s and fifteen airmen

in hospital, while eight airmen and two W.D.'s reported on sick parade this morning. B.2's are being

done on all Flying Instructors on the station.

Personnel of Maintenance Squadron attended documentary War film this afternoon in the station

theatre. 

The Officers' Bowling League held at the alleys in Brandon, is being carried on with a great deal cf

enthusiasm.

Personnel at the M.T. Section are kept busy completing monthly returns and carrying out their daily

routine. Recent rains have caused considerable mud on station roads with the result that vehicles

require constant cleaning.

Headquarters Squadron held their weekly Squadron parade today on the Station Parade Ground, being

inspected by the Commanding Officer, following which a period of drill was carried out for one hour. 

The D.A.P.M. paid a visit to the Chater R.1 today for a tour of inspection.

Trainees contest games were carried out in the drill hall this evening, while the W.D.’s P.T. class was

also held.

Three members of the Women's Division on this Unit received promotions today, namely W300183

Cpl. Wagner, M.E. to Sergeant, W312421 LAW Turner, E.J. to Corporal and W300979 LAW

Sanderson, D. to Corporal. 

The Commanding Officer paid a visit to the Airmen's Mess at noon today, in company with the

Station Adjutant.



The K. of C. representative made a tour of the station today, distributing writing paper and envelopes

and ink to writing rooms. He also visited the hospital, distributing magazines and writing paper to

patients. A meeting of the district sports committee was held this evening, attended by F/L O.G.

Burns, president of the station sports committee, and Mr. Tadman, K. of C. representative. 

Softball and hardball practices were held on the station sports field.

The K. of C. representative took a movie to the Chater R.1 for the entertainment of personnel at that

Field.

Messing staff were kept busy checking silverware in all messes.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held this afternoon attended by all section

heads.
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2 May/44  The weather has cleared considerably, and normal routine carried out in all flights.

F/L J.B.  Kelshall of No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers lectured to a very interested audience in G.I.S. this evening,

his topic being "Post-War Rehabilitation".

The Senior Equipment Officer visited Douglas and Chater Relief Fields and measured coal piles for a

report to No. 2 Training Command.

Two W.D.'s and three airmen were admitted to hospital today, while 12 reported on sick parade this

morning.

Mr. Jeffs, Dowty Hydraulic representative visited Maintenance Wing on a routine visit. 

Repair Squadron held their weekly drill period at 1245 hours.

No. 1 Squadron held their weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours, at which time the ensign raising

ceremony was performed, followed by a one hour drill period.

A number of minor repairs were carried out in the M.T, Section, Bearings for Ford #31-62l were

received from R.C.O.C., Camp Shilo, and motor assembly was begun.

Games contest for trainees completed and returns are being compiled. Drill Hall was used for

voluntary sports during the evening.

The Commanding Officer made a tour of inspection of the station this morning, visiting various

sections and making comments and suggestions for improvement.

F/L L.M. Ness, Station Adjutant and Officer i/c M.T. Section, visited the M.T. this morning on a tour

of inspection.

The Station Chaplain (RC) carried out his daily visits to the hospital and the detention rooms in the

Guard House, and gave four periods of one hour each to four different airmen for instruction. 

The hobby club is still attracting quite a number of personnel and great interest is being shown in

model plane building, as well as small wooden articles.



Membership in the Rifle club has now increased to 156, and great interest in rifle shooting among

both airmen and airwomen is evident.

3 May/44   Very windy day, with velocity of wind being on an average of 40 m.p.h. Flying washed out. 

F/O Durham and F/O Boland of No. 23 S.F.T.S., Davidson, Sask., visited the Chief Ground Instructor

to discuss weaknesses in ceased  training cases of E.F.T.S.'s graduates posted to this Unit.

Hospital reported that there are 17 airmen and 4 W.D.'s in hospital, while 8 reported on sick parade

this morning.

Personnel of Servicing Squadron attended the showing of a documentary war film in the Recreation

Hall during the afternoon. Personnel of Repair Squadron kept very busy taking advantage of washed

out flying to catch up on work and maintain serviceability to a high degree.

F/L J.R.B. Vance; Station Chaplain (P), has returned from sick leave and will resume his duties.

A very successful "Smoker" was held in the Sergeants' Mess this evening, with entertainment being

provided by visitors from the city of Brandon, as well as service personnel. Among guests were the

Commanding Officer, a member of the R.C.M.P. of Brandon, and Mr. Humphrey Davies of C.K.X.,

Brandon broadcasting studio, who acted as master of ceremonies.
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3 May/44  An experiment with canopies for crash tenders is being carried out at the M.T. Section. 

With the arrival of warm spring weather anti-freeze will be drained shortly for return to Equipment. 

Regular Trainees classes, which have been replaced by games contests for trainees for some time, are

back in full swing. Officer instructors are being step-tested.

G.I.S. Squadron carried out weekly squadron parade on the station parade ground this afternoon under

the command of F/L O.G. Burns, Chief Ground Instructor.

The Commanding Officer made a routine tour of inspection of the Chater R.l this afternoon.

Open House was held in the W.D. Canteen, music for dancing being provided by a 4-piece orchestra

from A.4 A.T.C., Brandon, Man. This was a very successful dance and all who attended appeared to

enjoy themselves thoroughly.

4 May/44   Weather clear again, and normal routine carried out in all flights. Night flying exercises

also carried out.  A.V.M. T.A. Lawrence, Air Officer Commanding, No. 2 Training Command,

accompanied by Group Captain H. H. Atkinson, visited the station today, and following an inspection

of a squadron of U.A.T.C., visited various sections of the station in company with the Commanding

Officer.

Four W.D.'s, three Officers and fourteen airmen are reported in hospital. Monthly returned have been



completed and submitted to Command.

No. 2 Squadron held weekly Squadron parade on the station parade grounds, and following the raising

of the ensign carried out a period of drill for a period of one hour.

About thirty W.D.'s journeyed to No. 17 S.F.T.S. Souris, Man., to attend the Wings dance at that Unit.

Regular trainees P.T. classes were held during the day, while part of Course 105 were step-tested.

Drill Hall was used for voluntary sports during the evening. 

The regular weekly sanitary inspection of Mess personnel was carried out.

F/L L.M. Ness, Station Adjutant and Officer i/c M.T. Section, visited that Section today on a tour of

inspection.

F/O I.A. Irwin, D.A.P.M., visited the Chater R.1 today on a tour of inspection.

5 May/44  Weather clear and normal routine carried out in all flights during the day, but no night

flying. 

Chater R.1 was instructed to use all-way field.

Ten engines were shipped to Standard Aero Engines for overhaul.

Four W.D.'s, three Officers and thirteen airmen are patients in hospital. Short Medical Boards are

being done on all personnel granted spring leave.
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5 May/44 (Cont’d)    R180081 Sgt. Riddell, G.L.F. and R200807 Sgt. Merrifield, E.J. reported on

posting from No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers to lecture on Navigation in G.I.S.

C3129 S/L T.H. Rosborough reported in from No. 2 Training Command on posting to replace S/L J.A.

Fenn as Chief Engineer Officer.

The Commanding Officer's weekly parade was held this morning, and following the raising of the

ensign, a route march was carried out on the main highway, the Commanding Officer taking the salute

from all squadrons on return to the station.

Regular trainee P.T. classes were held during the day on the station sports field.

Considerable interest was displayed by all personnel in the wedding of W300185 Opl. Hickling, M.E.

and C1489 S/L C.L.T. Sawle, AFC, Chief Instructor, which took place at 2000 hours in First

Presbyterian Church, Brandon. The Ceremony was conducted by F/L J.R.B. Vance, Station Chaplain

(P).

The Commending Officer made a tour of inspection of the station this morning, concluding with a

visit to the Airmen's Mess at noon.

6 May/44   Weather continuing fine and normal routine carried out in all flights, but no night flying.



The U.A.T.C. (U. of Man.) students, who have been undergoing instruction on the station for the past

two weeks, left the station today on completion of their course here.

Two  engines were  received from No. 15 A.I.D.

Four W.D.’s, three Officers and fourteen airmen are reported in hospital, and three reported on sick

parade this morning.

A Winnipeg Road Show "The Gloomchasers" presented a very enjoyable show in the Recreation Hall

for the entertainment of all personnel. The show was greeted with enthusiasm and appreciation by the

capacity crowd which attended. Following the performance, the entertainers were served refreshments

in the Sergeants’ Mess.

The floors in the Mess Hall are receiving a much-needed sanding. 

F/L Horton, Command Sports Officer, visited the station today.

The Station Chaplains (P) and (RC) made their regular daily visits to the hospital and detention

rooms. 

Open house was held in the Officers' Mess with fairly good attendance.

R59253 F/S Melsted, L.A., Photographer, was married today to Miss Edith Jeffrey of MacGregor,

Man.

7 May/44    Sunday, and weather very unsettled. Flying was carried out from 1300 to 1450 hours, and

then washed out due to storms. No night flying.

Repairs and clean-up operations are under way in G.I.S., with Works & Buildings painters taking

advantage of a quiet day in G.I.S. and varnishing classroom No. 2.

The "Gloomchasers" troupe left at 1500 hours for No. 3 B. & G.  School, MacDonald, Man., where

they will present a show for the entertainment of personnel at that Unit.

Church Service was conducted at 1100 hours by F/L J.R.B, Vance, with very good attendance.

The daughter of F/L B.P. Duncan (C4031), Medical Officer, was baptized at 1500 hours in the the

station Chapel, the ceremony being conducted by F/L J.R.B. Vance.
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7 May/44 (Cont’d)  No organized sport's were carried out today, but equipment was available for free

use.

A delicious chicken dinner was served in the Airmen's Mess today, which was much appreciated by all

airmen and airwomen.

A good crowd attended the station theatre this evening to witness the showing of a currently popular

movie. 

The Rifle Club still continues to attract large numbers of personnel, and at present is one of the



leading activities on the station.

8 May/44   Weather fine and normal routine carried out in all flights, from 0745 to 1730 hours.   Night

Flying exercises were also carried out. W/C Minor arrived at 0945 hours, and departed at 11:15 hours

for Souris. 

A large shipment of Aircraft spares was received from No. 7 Equipment Depot. 

Five W.D.’s, four Officers and fifteen airmen are reported in hospital.

A Muster Parade of all station personnel, Service and civilian, was held at 1300 hours in the Drill Hall

at which time the Commanding Officer advised that this Unit had won the Efficiency Pennant for the

first quarter of this year. The Commanding Officer expressed thanks to all for the fine co-operation

which made the award of the Efficiency Pennant possible.

S/L J.A. Fenn (C6972) departed today for No. 11 S.F.T.S. Yorkton, where he has been posted as Chief

Engineer Officer.

Chater ambulance was brought in to M.T. workshops for repair to transmission, which should be

serviceable by this evening.

Regular Trainee P.T. classes were held during the day on the Sports Field. A P.T. class for W.D.’s was

held at 1900 hours, while W.D. softball practice was also held on the sports field.

There was considerable crowding during meal hours in the Airmen's Mess today as all personnel were

forced to use only one wing due to sanding of floors. Eating hours were staggered to eliminate

congestion. 

The Commanding Officer paid a visit to Chater R.1 today on a tour of inspection.

S/L V.C. Sutton (C2168),  Senior Administrative Officer, returned from attending a Counsellors'

course at Rockcliffe, and will once again resume his duties.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held in the Commanding Officer's office at

1600 hours, and was well attended by heads of all sections.

9 May/44  Weather unsettled and flying  carried out until 1155 hours, when it was washed out for the

remainder of the day.

F/L J.B. Kelshall of No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers lectured on "Crises in a Democracy" to a large group of
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9 May/44 (Cont’d)  interested listeners in G.I.S.

F/L O.G. Burns, Chief Ground Instructor, attended a meeting of the Visiting Flight this evening.

Hospital reports five W.D.'s, four Officers arid sixteen airmen in hospital. B.2's are still being

completed on flying instructors, and preparations are being made for the P.M.O.'s visit. 



P.T. classes for trainees were held in the drill hall today due to the inclement weather. The Drill Hall

was used for voluntary sports in the evening.

No. 1 Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours on the station parade ground, and

following the ensign raising ceremony, carried out drill for one hour.

The Commanding Officer, in company with the Senior Administrative Officer, made a tour of the

station this morning, inspecting various sections, concluding with a visit to the Airmen's Mess at noon. 

F/L L.M. Ness, Station Adjutant and Officer i/c M.T. Section, visited the M.T. today on a tour of

inspection.

The K. of C. representative made a tour of the station distributing writing paper, envelopes and ink to

writing rooms. He also visited the hospital, taking magazines and chocolate bars for the patients. 

A meeting of the Station Talent Group was held during the afternoon with an attendance of about 20,

which is indicative of the increasing interest in this station activity. 

A good crowd attended the station theatre this evening.

10 May/44 Weather fine and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. A serious accident

occurred when Crane aircraft 8749 crashed 2½  miles north and 1 mile west of the Chater aerodrome.

The Pilot, R201020  LAC Ormerod, J.K. was instantly killed and the aircraft destroyed. 

Pupils of Course 99 are commencing to write Ground School examinations.

Ten engines were received at Equipment today, 7 from No. 15 A.I.D. and three from No. 8 Repair

Depot. 

Four Officers, four W.D.’s and fifteen airmen are reported in hospital. F/L B.P. Duncan, M.O.,

proceeded to the scene of the crash near Chater immediately on receipt of news of same.

G.I.S. Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours on the station parade ground and carried

out a period of drill for one hour, under the command of F/L O.G. Burns, Chief Ground Instructor. 

Repair Squadron held drill parade at 1300 hours.

The D.A.P.M. paid a visit to the R.1 at Chater on a tour of inspection.

Regular trainee P.T. classes were held during the day on the station sports field. A W.D. P.T. class

was held in the morning.  In the evening, W.D.'s and Men's Softball teams held a practice on the sports

field.   Both teams are shaping up well and give promise of making a good showing in the district

league.

W316737 AW1 Hunter, E.J., Photographer "C", reported in from Rockcliffe. 

Trade improvement classes were held for Chefs today to prepare personnel for coming trade tests.

W.D. Open House was held this evening with very good attendance. Music for dancing was supplied

by the “Wurlitzer” machine.

F/L J.R.B. Vance, Station Chaplain (P), made arrangements for a funeral service for the crash victim,

LAC Ormerod.
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11 May/44  An ideal day and flying carried out both day and night. Crane aircraft 8167 arrived at 1710

hours with S/L  Finlay.

Pupils of Course continuing to write Ground School examinations and orderly room staff are kept

busy compiling results.

Three Cessna wings were received at equipment from No. 15 A.I.D.

No. 2 Squadron carried out weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours and following the raising of the

ensign held a period of drill for one hour.

Two W.D.’s, three Officers and eighteen airmen are patients in the station hospital.

Capt, Delves, Mr. R.E. Dutton (Cessna representative) and Inspector Bell were guests in the Officers'

Mess for luncheon today.

Trainees P.T. classes were held on the sports field   and a great; deal of dust was raised from the

obstacle course, and participants very happy to be able to do P.T. outdoors.

W312857 LAW Ziegenhagen, B.O.M., Clerk General and W306115 LAW Tortilla, H., Clark General,

were very happy about an overseas posting which they received today.

The regular sanitary inspection of all mess personnel was carried out today.

The Command Chaplain (P) visited the station today and was conducted on a tour of the station by F/L

J.R.B.  Vance, Station Chaplain (P).

A Trainside Service for LAC Ormerod, victim of the aircraft crash near Chater, was held when the

remains were shipped to Riverside, Ontario, the airman's home.

The Commanding Officer visited the Airmen's Mess at noon today, in company with the Senior  

Admin. Officer.

12 May/44  Weather fine and normal day and night flying routine carried out in all flights. 

S/L C.L.T. Sawle, AFC, Chief Instructor, departed in Anson 851 for Winnipeg on temporary duty.

Resanding of floors in Room 6 and Intelligence Library in G.I.S. building, has been commenced. 

Six engines were shipped to Standard Aero Engines for time-expired overhaul.

C14798 F/L M.K. MacGougan, Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist from No. 2 "M" Depot, and a

recent addition to the Medical Staff of this Unit, performed an operation on an airman this afternoon.

At the present time there are two W.D.'s, three Officers and twenty-four airmen in hospital.

A crew from Maintenance departed at l630 hours to pick up remains of aircraft 8749 which crashed

near Chater R.1.

Regular trainee P.T. periods were held on the sports field, as well as voluntary sports during the

evening.
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12 May (Cont’d)  The Commanding Officer's Weekly Station Parade was held at 0720 hours this

morning, and following the raising of the ensign a route march was carried out, the Commanding

Officer taking the salute from all squadrons at the main gate on returning to the station. 

W300731 AW1 Sabko, M.R.  was posted to No. 3 Wireless School, Winnipeg, Man.

S/O H.F. Roland, Messing Officer, proceeded to Chater R.1 on an inspection of the mess at that Field.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer, made a tour of

inspection to various sections of the station this morning.

A meeting of the "Aer-Log" Committee was held re the new issue of the station magazine.

The hobby room is being used constantly by personnel interested in building model planes, and doing

other kinds of woodwork.

13 May/44  Weather continuing fine and normal routine carried out both day and night.

G.I.S. Staff are kept busy finishing Course 99 results, while the floors in G.I.S. classroom are still

being repaired.

Four Officers, two W.D.'s and thirteen airmen are reported in hospital, while two airmen were on sick

parade this morning.

S/L T.H. Rosborough, new Chief Engineer Officer, made a routine inspection of Maintenance Wing

today. 

The Station Wagon was brought into M.T. workshops for a thorough overhaul..

Voluntary Sports were carried out on the station sports field both afternoon and evening, with baseball

and softball enthusiasts taking advantage of the warm sunny day.

W313581 AW2 Neve, B.G., Clerk Accountant "C", reported on the station having been posted in from

No.1 K.T.S., Trenton,. Ontario.

Station Chaplains (P) and (RC) carried out their daily visits to the hospital and detention rooms,

granted interviews and visited other sections of the station.

14 May/44  Sky overcast with cloud of smoke, flying washed out at 1525. hours. No night flying due

to heavy smoke.

The floors in G.I.S. are almost completed, and it is expected that normal routine will be resumed by

Monday.

S/L R.G. Hamilton, Senior Equipment Officer, reported to No. 2 Training Command for S.E.O.’s

Conference.

Three Officers, two W.D.'s and eleven airmen are at present in hospital, thus showing a gradual

decrease in number of patients.



S/L T.H. Rosborough, Chief Engineer Officer, departed by rail at 1530 hours to attend C.E.C.'s

Conference at No. 2 Training Command, Winnipeg.

Church Parade was held at 1100 hours, service being conducted hy F/L J.R.B. Vance, Chaplain (P).

The R.C. Chaplain conducted Mass at Carberry at 0900 hours, and Mass at No. 12 S.F.T.S. at 1100

hours. 

A good crowd attended the station theatre this evening, both Service personnel and civilian guests.

The Music Appreciation Hour continues to draw fairly large crowds each Sunday evening in the

Station Library, and the music is much appreciated by lovers of the classics.
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15 May/44   Weather fair, and normal routine carried in all flights during the day, but night flying had

to be washed out due to the weather.

Examination returns for Course 99 have been completed, and forwarded to Command. LAC McEown,

J.H. stood first in the class of 50.

Cranes 8754 and 8783 were flown to 201 Holding Unit, Estevan for A P D A L storage. 

Headquarters Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 1315 hours on the station parade grounds, and

following inspection by the Commanding Officer, carried out drill for one hour under the Command

off S/L V.C. Sutton, O.C. Headquarters Squadron.

Four W.D.s, three Officers and eleven airmen are presently in hospital. Several patients have been

transferred from No. 2 "M" Depot, in anticipating of the closing of that Unit.

The Commanding Officer's weekly Staff Conference was held in the Commanding Officer's office at

l600 hours, attended by heads of sections or their representatives.

F/L. L.M. Ness, Station Adjutant and Officer i/c M.T. Section, made a tour of inspection of that

section. 

Regular P.T. classes for trainees were held during the day on the station sports field. Soccer practice

scheduled  for the evening was cancelled due to rain.

S/O. F. Lester, Senior W.D. Officer, attended a Sports Meeting at A.4 A.T.C., Brandon, Man.

New sinks have been installed in the pot room of the Airmen's Mess, a much needed change.

A large crowd attended the station theatre this evening. The excellent roster of pictures is continuing

and draws good attendance in spite of the arrival of warm weather.

16 May/44. Weather fair and warm with normal routine carried out in all flights day and night. A fatal

accident occurred 4 miles west and 1 mile south of the airport when Crane 8162 crashed and burnt. 

The pilot, J26480 F/O. E.S. Quantrill, Flying Instructor, and pupil R206120 LAC. Barnes D.G. were

instantly killed. The time of the accident was approximately 1500 hours. At 1553 hours Crane 7905



with damaged tall, attempted a forced landing, and cracked up on west aide of the aerodrome. The

pilot and co-pilot, i.e. R200782 LAC Yousie H., and GB1685900 LAC Shirt, E., were slightly injured,

the aircraft was damaged to the extant of "A" category.  Investigation proceedings will be started

immediately.

S/L. R Hamilton, Senior Equipment Officer, returned from the S.E.O.’s Conference in Winnipeg. 

Four W.D.'s, four Officers and twelve airmen are presently in hospital.

M.T. personnel were kept busy this afternoon attending both crashes and performing necessary duties

in connection with same.

Regular P.T. periods for trainees held in the Drill Hall.   Ball practice held on sports field in evening.
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l6 May/44  (Cont'd)   No. 1 Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours, and following

raising of the ensign carried out drill for a period of one hour.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer, visited various sections

of the station this morning, dropping in at the Airmen's Mess during the noon hour. 

W317798 AW2 Boyd, N.G., R.T.0., reported in on posting from No. 1 Wireless School, Montreal,

Que.

Rifle Range still continues to attract large crowds and membership is increasing gradually. Practices

were held during the evening for softball, hardball and soccer teams, while horseshoe enthusiasts

played all evening.

Bowling alleys are progressing satisfactorily and all personnel are looking forward to final completion

and commencement of a league on the station.

Three hours after requesting it by telephone, 200,000 units of penicillin arrived by air from Winnipeg

for treatment of U199205 LAC Sullivan, C.A., a patient with lobar pneumonia and threatening

formation of a lung abscess. This is the first time that penicillin has been used at this station. The

prompt delivery following submission of evidence as to the need is to be commended as an efficient

piece of organization.  LAC Sullivan's condition has rapidly improved and he  is well on his way to

recovery.

17 May/44   Weather fair and normal flying routine carried out during the day, but night flying washed

out due to strong winds.

There is still considerable work being done to floors in G.I.S.  and it is expected that a marked

improvement will be noted on completion of the work.

An instructional Menasco Moth engine was received from No. 8 Repair Depot.

Four Officers, four W.D.'s and nineteen airmen are at present in hospital.



S/L T.H. Rosborough, C.E.O., returned from C.E.O.'s conference at No. 2 Training Command,

Winnipeg.

Repair Squadron held their regular weekly parade at 1300 hours, and carried out drill for one hour.

M.T. vehicles kept busy hauling wreckage of crashed aircraft.

W.D. P.T. class was held in the Drill Hall in the morning, while Officers' and trainees' P.T. held at the

sports field. Ball practice was carried out in the evening with a good turn-out. 

The Commanding Officer paid a visit to the Chater R.1 on a tour of inspection. 

The R.C.A.F. Swing Time Show was presented at the Recreation Hall this evening, and was much

appreciated by the large crowd in attendance.

W.D. Open House was held this evening, with music being provided by a 4-piece orchestra from No,

A.4 A.T.C., Brandon. Sandwiches and soft drinks were provided at intermission.

The Station Chaplain (P) made arrangements for funeral services for F/O E.S. Quantrill and LAC

Barnes, D.G., casualties of yesterday's aircraft accident.

Rifle range was open this evening, with very good attendance.

18 May/44  Normal flying routine carried out during the morning, but washed out for the afternoon so

that personnel could attend funeral parade. G/C Murray, G/C White and the Honourable D. Wilson,

High Commissioner for
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18 May/44 (Cont’d)   New Zealand were visitors on the station today. The Commissioner interviewed

New Zealand students. 

Normal night flying exercises were carried out.

A very impressive funeral parade was held for F/O Quantrill and LAC Barnes, victims of the crash two

days ago. The parade was made up of approximately 100 Officers and 60 airmen, with S/L G.R.

Youngs in charge. A service was held in First Presbyterian Church, Brandon, conducted by F/L J.R.B.

Vance, at 1500 hours, following which the parade, led by the firing party, escort and band, proceeded

to the station where volleys were fired, and the service concluded as the remains were placed on the

train to be shipped to their homes in Ontario.

Instructors in G.I.S. are moving from one room to another to make way for the sanding machine.

Aircraft Cranes 8771 and 7947 were allotted from stored reserve to replace aircraft flown to Estevan

for overhaul.

No. 2 Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours on the station parade ground, and

following the raising of the ensign, carried out drill for a period of one hour. 

The Construction  Engineer inspected the Airmen’s Mess today.



The K. of C. representative made a tour of the station with writing paper, and paid regular visits to the

hospital and detention rooms. Attended a meeting of the Station Talent Group, at which time a

rehearsal was held for the next show.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer, made a tour of

inspection of various sections of the station today.

M.T. personnel were kept busy doing minor repairs on dump truck carburettor and station wagon.

19 May/44    Weather fine and normal routine carried out in all flights, G/C Taunton, S/L Cross, S/L

Verrier, and W/C Lighthall visited the station today.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Parade was held at 0720 hours this morning, and. following the

raising of the ensign, a route march was held around the station area.

The dump truck has been transferred to No. 2 C. & M. Unit, while Ford panel motor & transmission

are ready for installation.

All trainee P.T. periods were held as usual today.   Drill Hall was used for voluntary sports during the

evening.

The Command Works Officer and the Commanding Officer inspected the Airmen's Mess today.

The west wing floor of the Mess is being waxed.

A meeting was held for the formation of an inter-section softball league, to be made up of at least
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19 May/44 (Cont’d)    ten teams. Work has been started on the tennis courts, and it is hoped that they

will be ready for play with the arrival of warm weather.

The hobby room was open this evening as usual with five or six personnel working on model aircraft. 

The Station Adjutant inspected the M.T. Section today.

20 May/44   Saturday and a quiet day on the station with many personnel, away on 48's.  Weather very

unsettled in the morning, and flying did not commence until noon.  A.V.M. T.A. Lawrence, A.O.C.,

No. 2 T.C., and party visited the station.

G.I.S, closed at noon so that progress of renovation would not be interrupted. 

W302340 Cpl. Lee, I.M., has been posted to #501 P.H.V., Halifax, H.S.

Parts are ready for the police car and the vehicle should be serviceable very shortly. Aircraft towing

tractors are needing constant repairs.

One trainee P.T. class was held this morning, the rest of the time given over to voluntary sports.

Station Chaplain (P) paid regular visits to station hospital and detention rooms.

A dance was held in the Sergeants' Mess, which was very well attended and much enjoyed by all.



The K. of C. representative took a movie to the Chater R.1 for entertainment of personnel at that

Field.

Open House was held in the W.D. Canteen and music for dancing was provided by the "Wurlizer".

21 May/44    Sunday. Weather fair and worm. Normal flying carried out during the day, but no night

flying.

Open house was held in the Sergeants' Mess with a good attendance of both members and guests.

Quiet day in the M.T. Section, and personnel taking advantage of inactivity to make many minor

repairs and adjustments while vehicles available.

No P.T. classes held, and a large crowd appreciated voluntary sports out at the sports field.

The west wing of the Mess hall has been re-opened after waxing of floor, and east wing floor now

being sanded.

A Communion Service was held at 1000 hours, and regular service at 1100 hours, both services being

conducted by F/L J.R.B. Vance.

The Music Appreciation Hour was held this evening in the station library at 2100 hours, being very

capably handled by F/O Raffe.

The Station Movie is always a very popular spot on Sunday nights, while quite a number of personnel

visit the rifle and hobby clubs.

22 May/44   Weather unsettled and no flying carried out in the morning. Flying commenced at 1230

hours, and normal night flying exercises carried out.

F/O Wilson, No. 2 T.C. F.L.E.O. arrived with a Sergeant to cheek Maintenance Publications.

No. 2 "M" Depot vehicles have been brought to No. 12 S.F.T.S. for the present, but will be moved

with the rest of the equipment belonging to that Unit to Swift Current in the near future.

Trainees P.T. held at the sports field, and swimming classes were taken to Brandon Y.M.C.A.
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22 May/44 (Cont’d)   Step-testing of course 99 and 105 was carried out. W.D.’s held P.T. class in the

evening, followed by softball practice.

The K. of C. representative made a tour of the station distributing writing paper, envelopes, etc., to

writing rooms. A movie was shown at Chater R.1 during the evening. This service by the K. of C. is

very much appreciated by personnel at Chater.

The Station softball  team played an exhibition game in Brandon against the Anglo-Canadian Oil

Team, No. 12 winning by a score of 10 - 2.

W.D. Softball team held a practice on the sports field, about 25 girls turning out.



Headquarters Squadron held their weekly parade at 1315 hours, and following inspection by the

Commanding Officer, carried out drill for a period of one hour.

The D.A.P.M. paid a visit to the R.1 at Chater on a tour of inspection.

The Commanding Officer visited the Airmen's Mess during the noon hours today.

23 May/44   Flying was washed out until 1415 hours as weather unsettled. Night flying was also

washed out because of weather. W/C Sinclair and S/L Bevin from No. 2 Training Command visited

the station at 1500 hours. 

The Command Trade Test Board is on the station trade testing personnel from various sections to

qualify for remustering, or promotion to higher rank.

Four A.E.M.’s and one Wireless Mechanic have been posted overseas.

The International Panel truck from No. 2 “M” Depot has been brought into the M.T. workshops for

repairs, and consequent storage until called for to be taken to Swift Current.

W.D.'s held P.T. class during the morning, and regular trainees P.T. during the day.

W306710 LAW Johnson, H.A., Canteen Steward “B” reported in from Mossbank, Sask., while

W304052 LAW Dunford, P., Clk. Accountant, received notice of posting overseas.

No. 1 Squadron held weekly parade at 0740 hours on the station parade ground, and following the

raising of the ensign, carried out a route march around the station area.

It has been noted that interest in the hobby club is steadily increasing, and some impressive work is

being done by personnel.

The Commanding Officer, in company with the Senior Administrative Officer, made a tour of the

station this morning, visiting various sections and making comments and suggestions for

improvement.

The Rifle Range was very active this evening with quite a number of both airmen and airwomen

turning out for target practice.

Practices were held for softball, hardball and soccer teams on the station sports field.
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24 May/44   Flying washed in at 1300 hours and normal flying routine carried out during the

afternoon. No night flying, however, as weather unfavourable,  Chater R.1 reported a collapsed

undercarriage of Crane 8067, with no injuries to the pilot, and only slight damage to the aircraft. S/L

R.G. Hamilton, S.E.C. is ill in hospital.

W/C Murray, S.E.S.O. reported for Equipment Inspection to advise on points required of this Section

with respect to the A.O.C.'s visit on June 9th.

Aircraft 8803 transferred from stored reserve to unit strength.



Four reported on sick parade this morning, and there are six officers, two W.D.'s and fifteen airmen at

present in hospital.

Repair Squadron held regular weekly drill parade at 1300 hours on the parade ground.

Regular trainees P.T. classes were held in the drill hall today, and voluntary sports were carried out in

the evening. Large numbers of personnel turn out for voluntary sports and sports equipment is made

available at all times and is used extensively.

W.D. Open House was held in the Recreational Centre this evening with music for dancing provided

by a 4-piece orchestra from A.4, Brandon. This was a very nice dance, and lunch was served at 10:45,

while dancing continued until 12 p.m.

The Commanding Officer visited Chater R.1 today on a tour of inspection. 

W/C Murray, S.E.S.O., inspected the Airmen's Mess today.

The Trade Test Board is still testing personnel for advancement in trade grouping.

The tennis courts are almost ready, and enthusiasts will be able to play, in the very near future.

25 May/44   Weather has become more settled and normal routine carried out in all flights both day

and night. 

A hospital aircraft arrived for one of the hospital patients to transport him to Deer Lodge Hospital,

Winnipeg. However, weather conditions were such that the air ambulance was forced to return to the

station with patient.

Crane aircrafts 8695 and 8679 were involved in a taxiing accident during night flying exercises,

resulting in damage to a wing tip and propeller.

G/C McCaul, No. 2 T.C. Engineering Officer, visited Maintenance today and carried out a routine

inspection. F/O Wilson, F.L.E.O. departed with G/C McCaul for Winnipeg. 

Aircraft 8651 was transferred from stored reserve to unit strength.

No. 2 Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours, and following the raising of the ensign

carried out drill for a period of one hour.

M.T. personnel were kept busy today attending to duties relative to the taxiing accident at Chater.

Operations were made doubly difficult by the fact that heavy rains the last two days have caused a

great deal of mud and vehicles were hard to handle. The pump house motor was under a considerable

amount of water, and it was necessary for it to be hauled out, flushed and re-installed in running order.

Parts for unserviceable Farmall vehicle have finally arrived, and it is expected that it will be

serviceable in a very short time.
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25 may/44 (Cont’d)   The regular sanitary inspection of all mess personnel was carried out by the



medical staff today.

W/C Rossie Brown visited the station today and was taken on a tour of various sections by the Station

Chaplain (P).

F/L O.G. Burns, and the K. of C. representative attended an Air Cadet meeting in Brandon, at which

time arrangements were made for the Cadet Sports programme to be held on June 3rd, when about l6

Air Cadet Squadrons will visit Brandon.

The Commanding Officer, in company with the Senior Administrative Officer, carried out an

inspection of the station today.

26 may/44   Flying washed out at 1407 due to check being made of aircraft fuel. Weather clear and

warm. No night flying exercises carried out.

CAN. J15270 F/O G.D.E. Poff, Signals Officer, has been posted to No. 5 A.O.S., Portage la Prairie,

effective 29   May, 1944.th

Crane aircraft 8809 made a forced landing without damage to the aircraft. 

G/C Scott (SASO) accompanied by S/L Rosborough, C.E.O., inspected aircraft. 

The Commanding Officer's weekly station parade was carried out this morning at 0720 hours, and

following the raising of the ensign, proceeded on a route march around the camp area.

The recent heavy rain storms caused a break in gasoline main tanks resulting in water leaking into gas

lines.  M.T. Section had all tenders steamed out at Brandon Creamery, all filters, etc., were dismantled

and blown out, and trucks made ready again.

W.D.’s now have two duty N.C.O.'s at nights, one on duty in the Guard House, and one at the

barracks. 

Flt/O Raynor, Command Messing Officer, visited the station today, and made an inspection of the 

mess Hall.

Worn out linoleum in the Mess is being replaced by new.

There were no organized sports on the station today, but equipment was available for any personnel

who wished to participate in voluntary sports. Tennis courts are being made ready, and ball diamonds

marked out on the sports field.

There was good attendance at the station theatre this evening. 

The D.A.P.M.  made a tour of inspection of the Chater R.1 today.

27 May/44   Normal flying routine carried out all day, with night flying exercises from 2200 hours to

0415 hours. 

Renovating operations are still under way in G.I.S. and the school closed again at noon so that work

might progress without interruption.
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27 May/44 (Cont’d)  Gas tank breather pipes were dug up and found No. 1 tank leaking water into

main lines. This caused water in gasoline in all tanks. Immediate steps were taken to make repairs,

and every precaution taken to check aircraft and vehicle fuel tanks.

W.D. Open House was held in the Recreational Centre this evening, with a fairly large crowd in

attendance, music for dancing being provided by the "Wurlitzer".

A movie was shown at Chater R.l for the entertainment of personnel at that Field.

All station personnel are looking forward to the opening of the station bowling alleys, which is

expected to be very soon.

28 May/44   Normal flying routine all afternoon, with weather fair and warm.  Night flying washed in

at 2200 hours, washed out at 0415 hours.

All gas is being supplied direct from haulage truck to gasoline refuelling  tenders, while repairs are

being made to main tank.

Crane I 8173 was received from Prairie Airways for stored reserve.

Repair and Servicing personnel have been engaged in draining gas from all aircraft, a big job which

required considerable time.

C37321 F/O J.B. McGuire has reported in from No. 7 I.T.S,, Saskatoon, Sask., to assume the duties of

P.T. & D. Officer at. this Unit.

Communion was held at 1000 hours in the Station Chapel, and regular church service at 1100 hours in

the Recreation Hall, both services being conducted by F/L J.R.B. Vance.

Open house was held in the Sergeants' Mess this evening, with fairly good attendance. 

There was good attendance at the Station Theatre this evening.

29 May/44   Weather continuing fine and normal routine carried out in all flights both day and night. 

Jl5316 F/O C.A. Robson, DFM, reported on the station as Signals Officer, replacing F/O G.D.B. Poff,

who has been posted.

The situation with regard to the gasoline tanks has been reported to Command by the W. & B. Officer,

and orders were received to fill the tanks so that they will stay down, as the earth on top is going to be

removed.

One W.D., two Officers and thirteen airmen are at present in hospital, a very noticeable decrease in

the number of patients. Eight airmen and one W.D. reported on sick parade this morning,

Headquarters Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 1315 hours, and following inspection by the

Commanding Officer, carried out drill for a period of one hour.

Refuelling tenders have been kept busy hauling gasoline from the Anglo Canadian Co., in Brandon. 

Regular trainee classes were held during the day at the sports field. There was practice on the sports



field for both W.D.’s and Men's softball and hardball teams.

W.D.’s  had their Trench Coats inspected today.

W302406 Sgt. Michelmore, E., and W316785 AW2 Hamilton, G.A., R.T.O.'s, were taken on strength

on posting from No. l Wireless School, Montreal, P.Q.
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29 May/44 (Cont’d)   The President of the Airmen's Mess Committee visited the Mess Hall today.

The Commanding Officer carried out an inspection of the station this morning, concluding with a visit

to the Airmen's Mess at noon.

30 May/44    Weather fine and normal routine carried out during the day, but no night flying exercises. 

Renovation of G.I.S. building is gradually nearing completion and instructors are able to move back to

their offices.

Three airmen reported on sick parade, and there are presently l6 airmen in hospital.  B.s's are nearly

completed on Officers,

W.D.'s held period of P.T. during the morning, and regular trainees P.T. classes were held on the

sports field during the day.

The men's hardball team played No.17 S.F.T.S., Souris, winning the game by a score of 5 to 3. The

station soccer team was not so successful, losing to Souris by a score of 5 to 1. Both games were

keenly contested and interesting to watch.

A basketball banquet was held on the station in the Mess Hall, with the women's teams .from Shilo

and Rivers as guests. Following the banquet, the W.D.'s and their guests proceeded to the Recreational

Centre where a merry time was had by all.

No. 1 Squadron held weekly parade at 0720 hours, and following the raising of the ensign, carried out

a route march around the station area.

The  Commanding Officer visited the Chater  R.1 on a tour of inspection this afternoon.

A good crowd attended the station theatre this evening to witness the showing of a currently popular

movie.

31 May/44   Weather fine and normal routine carried out in all flights during the day, but no night

flying. 

G.I.S. Squadron held weekly parade at 0720 hours and following the raising of the ensign carried out

drill for one hour.

A large shipment of surplus equipment was sent back to No. 7 Equipment Depot.

Nineteen airmen and One Officer are reported in hospital, while there were three airmen on sick



parade.

Innoculation Parade was held at 1400 hours.

Repair Squadron held regular weekly parade at 1300 hours and were inspected by the Commanding

Officer.

The station wagon is once more serviceable and ready for use. An event of interest took place in the

city of Brandon today when 9707 WO1 Baldwin, C.J., NCO i/c M.T. Section, married Miss Neomis

Axford, a former employee at this Unit.
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31 May/44 (Cont’d)   Regular P.T. classes were held for trainees on the sports field, and P.T. class for

W.D.'s was held in the morning.

W.D. Open House in the Recreational Centre was well attended and dancing and games much

enjoyed. 

The Hobby Club and Rifle Club continue to attract new members and considerable interest is being

displayed in these activities.

The Equipment Staff took time out from their duties today to have a photograph taken.
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31 May/44               Personnel Strength                                                Airmen and

                                                                       Officers       W.D            Other Ranks      W.D.     Civilians

STAFF                                                         159          3                   996                  164 

             RCAF on Temporary duty                                                             11

              RCAF ATTACHED (#25 P.A.E.D)          5                                                         90

             Service Personnel other than RCAF                                                    

              R.C.A.S.C.                                                2                                   3

              C.D.C.                                                       1                                   3

              Postal                                                                                             3 

              R.A.F.                          

Civilians              Barrack Officer                                                                                                      1

                             Meteorologist                                                                                                         3       

                             Stenographers                                                                                                       10

                             Clerks                                                                                                                      4

                             General Duties                                                                                                       86



                             Others                                                                                                                     50   

                                       Total Staff                  167             3                    1016             254              154

Trainees              R.C.A.F.                                                                           204

                            R.A.F.                                                                               104

                            R.A.A.F.                                                                               2

                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                           4                            

                                                                                                                      314                          

 

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH               Serviceable             Unserviceable   

            Anson II                                     10                              8                                                                   

          Crane I                                       62                              7

          Cranes IA                                   19                              2

          Menasco Moth                              1

                 Total No. of hours flown during month of May: 6287:35.
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1 June/44  Weather clear and warm with normal flying routine carried out in all flights. 

A square search was carried out in this area for Anson 11502 from Gimli with no results.

R16599 Cpl. Gilmore, I.F., Bomb Instructor "A", reported on the station and will take up his duties in

G.I.S.

Five engines L4MB Mark I were received from #15 A.I.D. 

Hospital reports 26 airmen in hospital.

C2168 S/L V.C. Sutton; Senior Administrative Officer, received notice of posting to No. 7 A.0.S.,

Portage la Prairie, Man.

Regular trainees P.T. classes were held during the day. In the evening the men's hardball team

journeyed to Camp Shilo and won a rather one-side game by a score of 11 - 3, while the Paratroop soft

ball team from Shilo played #12 on the station sports field, the latter winning by a score of 20 - 10.

The regular sanitary inspection of mess personnel was carried out today by the Medical Officer. 

The K. of C. representative made a tour of the station distributing writing paper to various writing

rooms on the station. During the afternoon, he accompanied F/L O.G. Burns and F/L Lewis on a visit

to the Athletic Park in Brandon, where Air Cadet sports day is soon to be held.  

Headquarters Squadron held weekly parade at 1315 hours, and following inspection by the



Commanding Officer, carried out drill for a period of one hour.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held in the Commanding Officer's office at

1600 hours, with heads of all sections in attendance.

2 June/44  Weather fair until the evening when high winds and heavy rains began. Anson 6610 from

Portage made an emergency landing due to had weather.  Anson FP865 departed at 0752 hours for

Winnipeg with hospital case.

Air Commodore Ashton and party arrived at 1740 hours in Beachcraft HB215. 

F/L A.J. Lewis visited the Chief Ground Instructor to discuss plans for the forthcoming Air Cadet

Rally.

Fourteen Engines, 10 L4MB Mark I and IA, and 4 L6MB, were sent to Standard Aero Engines,

Winnipeg, for overhaul.

Nine airman reported on sick parade, while there are 28 airmen in hospital at present. Two

tonsillectomies were done on personnel in the afternoon.

The Commanding Officer's weekly station parade was held this morning, and following the raising of

the ensign, a route march was carried out around the camp area.

M.T. personnel and vehicles were kept busy removing lumber from M.T. bays to Works and

Buildings.
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2 June/44 (Cont’d)  Regular trainees P.T. classes were held during the afternoon at the Sports Field.  

Preparations are being made for the Air Cadet Sports to-morrow when it is anticipated that

approximately 300 Air Cadets from Western Manitoba will have meals on the station.

The Commanding Officer, in company with the Senior Administrative Officer, made an inspection of

the station this morning, and visited the Airmen's Mess at noon.

Station Chaplain (P), paid his daily visits to the hospital and detention rooms. 

3 june/44  High winds and heavy rains prevailed all day and flying washed out.

The inclement weather made it necessary for the Air Cadet Sports Meet to be held in No. 2 "M"

Depot, rather than at the Brandon Athletic Grounds, as originally planned, and although many of the

events ware curtailed due to being indoors, the programme, under the direction of F/L O.G. Bums,

Chief Ground Instructor at this Unit, was carried off successfully. About 300 Cadets from Western

Manitoba participated and were transported to No. 12 S.F.T.S. for both dinner end supper. At the

conclusion of the Meet, Air Commodore Guthrie, Air Officer Commanding, No. 2 Training

Command, presented awards to the winners of the various events.



Hospital staff were kept busy doing Medical Boards on personnel returning from spring farm leave.

Open house was held in the W.D. Canteen, with music for dancing provided by the "Wurlitzer”.

Open house was also held in the Sergeants' Mess with fair attendance of both members and guests.

The Command - Messing Officer visited the station and was present in the Mess during the serving of

the Air Cadets at dinner and supper hours. The Mess was also inspected by G/C Taunton, No. 2 T.C.

4 June/44 Sunday weather still windy, cold and very wet. Flying washed out.

Air Commodore Ashton and Air Commodore Guthrie departed in Beachcraft aircraft for Winnipeg.

Decoration Say services were held at Brandon Cemetery and squadron from this Unit, with S/L V.C.

Sutton in charge, participated.

A  delicious chicken dinner was served in the Airmen's Mess today and was each appreciated by all. 

A communion service was held in the Station Chapel at 1000 hours, while voluntary church service

was held in the Recreation Hall at 1100 hours, with F/L J.R.B. Vance in charge of the service. 

The Station Chaplain (RC) conducted two services today, one at 0900 hours at Carberry and one at

No. 12 S.F.T.S. at 1100 hours.

A large crowd attended the station theatre this evening to witness the showing ef a currently popular

movie.

5 June/44  Inclement weather still continuing and flying washed out.

W300185 Cpl. Sawle, M.E., returned from annual leave and resumed her duties at G.I.S. Orderly

Room.

Two Officers, one W.D. and twenty-two airmen in hospital, and seven airmen reported on sick parade.

As flying is washed out, Maintenance personnel are taking advantage of their opportunity to catch up

on all their work, and a general clean-up of equipment is being carried out.
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5 June/44 (Cont’d)   Regular trainees P.T. classes were held in the drill hall, and General List Officers

were step-tested during the day.  P.T. class for W.D.s, was held in the evening in the drill hall.

Personnel of Maintenance Wing held a very enjoyable smoker in the Mess Hall.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held at 1600 hours today attended by

representatives from all sections.

Headquarters Squadron held Weekly Squadron parade at 1315 hours, and following inspection by the

Commanding Officer, carried out drill for a period of one hour, led by S/L McIntosh. 

A K. of C. movie was shown at Chater R.1 for entertainment of personnel at that Field. K. of C.

representative also distributed writing paper and sports equipment at the R.1. 



The hobby room and rifle range are still attracting fairly large numbers of personnel. 

The D.A.P.M. paid a visit to Chater R.1 today on a tour of inspection.

6 June./44  Weather has moderated and normal flying routine serried out in all flights.

Today was the long-awaited “D” day, and as news of the invasion of Europe spread, excitement ran

high throughout the country. At 1700 hours a special Muster Parade was held attended by all

personnel, at which time prayers were offered for a speedy victory.

Twelve personnel reported on sick parade this morning, while there are at present 24 patients in

hospital. 

M.T. personnel are kept busy giving their section a thorough cleaning and painting.

Regular trainees P.T. classes were held during the day, while step-testing of G.L. officers continued.

Hardball and softball practices were held on the sports field.

The rifle range was open this evening with a large number of personnel shooting.

The Station Chaplain (RC) held Mess at 1715 hours in the Station Chapel.

Maintenance Wing held weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours and carried out a period of drill for

one hour, led by the C.E.O. S/L T.H. Rosborough.

Preparations are being made for the A.O.C.'s visit on Friday, 9th June/44/  All sections are busy taking

care of general clean-up operations, both in and around buildings.

7 June/44   Weather continuing fine and normal flying routine carried out both day and night.

A largo shipment of surplus Cessna parts was sent to No. 7 Equipment Depot. Two Harvards, AJ893

and 3837, were received from No. 8 S.F.T.S. for station strength.

Two patients were sent from station hospital via Rivers air ambulance to Deer Lodge, Winnipeg.
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7 June/44 (Cont’d)  Repair Squadron held weekly drill parade and inspection at 1300 hours.

The Commanding Officer carried out a tour of inspection of the station today, in company with the

Senior Administrative Officer, visiting the Airmen's Mess at noon. 

Work is being done on the station tennis courts and it is hoped that with the arrival of clear warm

weather, they will be ready for use very shortly. 

The Station hardball and soccer teams met the teams from A. 3 Shilo Camp, No. 12 winning both

games by scores of 5 - 3 and 4 - 1, respectively. Following the games, members of all teams were

served refreshments in the Airmen’s Mess.

A dance was held in the W. D. Canteen, music being provided by the "Wurlitzer" machine.

F/L L.N. Ness Station Adjutant, and Officer i/c M.T.  Section, made a tour of inspection of that



section this afternoon.

8 June./44  Weather continuing fine and normal flying routine carried out both day and night.

S/L Sloan arrived in Crane 8142 at 1537 and departed at l600 hours for Winnipeg.

R130389 Sgt. Bartman, J., and R214793 Cpl.  Sweeney, C.L. were posted to this unit as P.T. & D.

Instructors. 

Regular P.T. classes for trainees were held on the sports field during the day. Soccer and hardball

games were played on the station sports field between this Unit and Shilo Camp, with the station

Soccer team winning 6-1, and the hardball team losing 8 - 4. The station sound truck advertised these

games extensively and quite a large crowd turned out to watch. Following the games, members of all

teams were served refreshments in the Airmen’s Mees.

The hobby club is still proving an interesting feature and is attracting larger numbers of personnel. No.

2 Squadron held their weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours, and following the raising of the ensign,

carried out drill for a period of one hour.

The Commanding Officer paid a visit to Chater R.1 on a tour of inspection, accompanied by the

Senior Administrative Officer, S/L W.G. McLellan (C2342), who is replacing S/L V.C. Sutton.

The Station theatre was well attended this evening by personnel on the station.

9 June/44  At 0930 hours, Beechcraft 1406, arrived bearing Air Commodore K.M. Guthrie, Air Officer

Commanding, No. 2 Training Command, and party, including G/C Atkinson and S/L Edgar. The

Commanding Officer conducted the Air Officer Commanding on a tour of Inspection of all sections.  

At 1400 hours, all personnel formed up on the parade square and were inspected by the A.O.C., and

then, led by the No. 1 C.N..S. band from Rivers, carried out a march past with the A.O.C. taking the

salute. At 1515 hours, the A.O.C. officially opened the station bowling alleys. At 1715 hours, the

A.O.C. and party departed for Winnipeg.

Fifteen patients are reported in hospital, at the present time.

Regular classes of P.T. for trainees were held during the day, and baseball practice in the evening on

the sports field.

A district sports meeting was held on the station during the evening with representatives from Shilo,
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9 June/44 (Cont’d) Rivers, Souris, Carberry, etc., revising sports schedules, etc.

19 June/44  Saturday and a fairly quiet day on the station. Weather fine and clear and normal routine

carried out in all flights during the day, but no night flying.



A carload of Equipment arrived from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg, while two wings for Crane I

were received from No. 15 A.I.D.

Hospital reports l6 airmen and one officer patients at the present time.

A movie was shown at Chater R.1 for personnel stationed at that field.

No regular P.T. classes as many personnel on 48 hour passes. Sports field used for voluntary sports,

and equipment available at all times during the day.

A formal dance was held in the Officers’ Mess this evening with very good attendance. The Mess was

appropriately decorated and a very pleasant evening was enjoyed by all. The A.O.C. and party were

guests.

Further work was done on the airmen's tennis courts and their condition is steadily improving.

Open house was held in the W.D. Canteen and the large crowd enjoyed games and dancing.

11 June/44  Weather clear and fine and normal flying during the day but no night flying. The A.O.C.

and party left the station during the morning.

16 airmen and one officer presently in hospital.

No. regular P.T. classes held and voluntary sports carried out on the sports field all day. Equipment

was available at all times.

Voluntary Church service was held at 1130 hours with good attendance. F/L J.R.B. Vance, Station

Chaplain (P) conducted the service.

The regular weekly music appreciation hour was held in the station library in the evening with very

good attendance.

Both Rifle and Hobby clubs were open with good attendance.

The station theatre was well attended by both station personnel and guests from Brandon.

12 June/44  Weather continuing fine and normal routine carried out in all flights. Crane 7695 landed

without tail-wheel, emergency crash action taken, and no damage resulted to aircraft.

R152660  Sgt. Payne. L.W., Arm. (Guns) "A", has returned from the Armament Course at Mountain

View. 

Five L4MB engines were received from No. 15 A.I.D.  F/L A.S.I. Smith, Equipment Officer,

proceeded to No. 2 Training Command on temporary duty.
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12 June/44 (Cont’d)  Seventeen airmen and one officer in hospital at present. 

M.T. workshop personnel kept busy servicing vehicles.

Regular P.T. classes for trainees held during the day on the sports field.  P.T. & D. Officer made a trip

to Chater to step-test G.L. Officers and the remainder of Course 99. During the afternoon Officers at



main station were step-tested. In the evening, W.D.'s were given period of P.T. 

Station Chaplain (P) made regular daily visit to hospital and detention rooms, and in addition held

several interviews with personnel.

Headquarters Squadron held weekly parade at 1315 hours, and following inspection by the

Commanding Officer, carried out drill for a period of one hour.

The K. of C. representative made a tour of the station distributing writing paper, envelopes, blotters to

various writing rooms. Also attended a short rehearsal of the station talent group, which is preparing

for a concert to be presented on the station in the very near future.

The Station Softball team journeyed to Shilo for a league game and was defeated by a score of 7 - 2. 

A movie was shown to personnel stationed at Chater.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held at 1600 hours, attended by heads of all

sections. 

F/0 H.V. Clendenning, Construction Engineer, received notice of posting to No. 3 B. & G. S.,

MacDonald.

13 June/44  Weather fair, with low clouds during the morning. Flying washed in at 1300 hours. Night

flying washed in at 2315 hours and washed out at 0420 hours.

Crane I 8159 was received from No.15 A.I.D. for stored reserve.

Three officers, one W.D. and 16 airmen presently in hospital, with 9 reporting on sick parade this

morning.

The monthly meeting of the Sergeants' Mess Committee was held in the Mess today, with S/L W.G..

McLellan, Honorary President, present.

S/L Boyd, C.M.T.O., was checking equipment at the M.T. Section during the day. 

Regular trainees P.T. periods were held on the sports field during the day.

No. 1 Squadron held regular weekly parade on the parade square at 0740 hours, and carried out drill

for a period of one hour.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer, made a tour of

inspection of the station today,

F/L L.M. Ness, Station Adjutant, and Officer i/c M.T., inspected the M.T. Section this forenoon.

Mr. Tadman, K. of C. Representative, F/0 J.B. McGuire, P.T. & D. Officer and F/0 Robson, Signals

Officer, went to Camp Shilo in the evening, by special request to judge boxing bouts.

There was good attendance at the station theatre this evening to witness the showing of a currently

popular movie.

14 June/44  Weather fine and normal routine carried out in all flights. Night flying washed in at 2200

hours, and washed out at 0430 hours.
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14 June/44 (Cont’d)     F/O W.O. Griffith, Command Photographic Officer, visited the G.I.S.

Photographic Section today.

Two operations were performed by the Medical Staff today, one herniotomy and one tonsillectomy.

There are at present four officers, and 15 airman in hospital.

S/L Boyd, C.M.T.O., continued his checking of equipment in the M.T. Section today.

Regular P.T. Classes for trainees held on the sports field during the day. W.D.'s P.T. class was held

early this morning. Inter-section softball games got under way this evening with G.I.S. defeating

Headquarters, and the Officers' team defeating Ohater R.1.

Open bouse was held in the W, D. Canteen and dancing was enjoyed, music being provided by a

4-piece orchestra.

A rehearsal of the Station Talent Group was held this evening, in preparation for a show scheduled for

June 22nd.

G.I.S. Squadron held weekly Squadron parade at 1315 hours, and following inspection by the

Commanding Officer, carried out a period of drill for one hour on the parade square. 

The D.A.P.N.. paid a visit to Chater R.1 today on a tour of inspection.

15 June/44  Weather only fair and flying restricted.  Harvard 634  arrived at 1541 hours from York ton

with S/L McCullough, Command C.G..I., and F/L Clayton of No. 2 T.C., who visited G.I.S..

Twelve personnel reported on sick parade, and there are four officers, thirteen airmen presently in

hospital. C21108 N/S Belecky, L.O., reported in from No. 2 T.C., while C36440 N/S Smith, A.M.  was

posted to No. 7 A.O.S., Portage la Prairie.

Boot inspection was carried out for Repair Squadron during their weekly squadron parade, with a

view to improving the condition of issue boots and shoes worn by personnel on the station. All

Squadron Commanders have been requested to keep a close check in this connection so that issue

boots and shoes may be kept in a good state of repair.

Mobile Repair Party reported at Maintenance Wing from No. 8 Repair Depot.

9707 WO1 Baldwin, C.J., NCO i/c M.T. Section, returned to duty following 14 days annual leave. 

A station weiner roast was held this  evening and was pronounced a decided success. About 75

personnel started out about 1930 hours, hiked for two and a half miles to a farm, built a huge bonfire;

played games, and then partook of weiners and buns, after which a jolly sing-song and more games

were enjoyed, and then the crowd hiked back to the station.  All who attended were very enthusiastic

and asked for more. 

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Admin. Officer, inspected various sections of

the station this morning, visiting the Airmen's Mess during the noon hour.
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16 June/44  Normal flying not carried out due to low clouds. Harvard FJ634 departed at 1625 hours

for Winnipeg with S/L McCullough.

F/O T.E. Clary, Unit Education Officer, is on temporary duty at No. 10 S.F.T.S., Dauphin, Man. 

The Commanding Officer inspected W.D. quarters today.

One W.D., 4 officers and 20 airmen are presently in hospital, while nine personnel reported on sick

parade this morning.  C25679 N/S McPheeters, L.M.B., reported in from No. 18  S.F.T.5., Gimli,

Manitoba. 

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Station Parade was held this morning at 0720 hours, and

following the raising of the ensign, a route march was carried out on the main highway, the

Commanding Officer taking the salute on the march past on return to the station.

Course 33 of No. 25 P.A.E.D., were step-tested this afternoon, and results were quite satisfactory.

9707 WO1 Baldwin, C.J., NCO i/c M.T. Section, received notice of posting to Dafoe.

F/L L.M.. Ness, Officer i/c M.T., visited the M.T.  Section on a tour of inspection this morning.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Admin. Officer, visited the R.1 Chater on a

tour of inspection.

17 June/44 Weather unfavourable and no flying all day.

Minnedosa. Air Cadets, accompanied by F/0 Crossley, visited the Unit today. Participated in sports on

sports field. 

Four Officers, one airwoman and 21 airmen are patients in hospital, while one airmen reported on sick

parade this morning.

Serviceability is high at Maintenance, and personnel well caught up due to flying being washed out for

the last two days.

WO 1 Baldwin, C.J., NCO i/c M.T., was notified that his posting was cancelled.

No regular P.T. classes held due to personnel on 48's. The remainder of Course 33 at P.A.E.D. were

step-tested this morning. No organized sports, but all equipment available for free use.

A  K. of C. movie was shown at Chater R.1 for entertainment of personnel at that Field.

The hobby room is continuing to operate successfully and is proving a real boon to personnel who are

keenly interested in building model aircraft, or doing other types of wood work, etc.

The rifle club is continuously well attended, and membership is steadily increasing.

18 June/44  Sunday and a quiet day on the station. Due to high winds, no flying exercises were carried

out during the day, but night flying was washed In and carried on satisfactorily.

Four Officers, one W.D. and 17 airmen in hospital.



The high state of serviceability in Maintenance continues.

M.T. personnel were kept busy checking inventory on crash tender.

Voluntary sports were carried out at the Sports Field and all equipment was available. Tennis is

becoming increasingly popular, also horseshoes, etc.

The Music Appreciation Hour continues to attract good crowds of personnel who can satisfy their

taste for the classics.
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18 June/44 (Cont’d)  Two religious services were held, Protestant and Roman Catholic, services being

conducted by F/L J.R.B. Vance, and F/L L.E. Belanger, respectively. F/L Vance has received notice of

posting to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, and will he replaced by C21494 F/L T.D. Jones, from that Unit.

Notification has been received to the effect that the Service Training Course has been increased from

20 to 28 weeks.

18 June/44  A clear warm day and normal routine carried out in all flights both day and night.

Harvard FH151 was received from No. 8 S.F.T.S. for stored reserve, while five Jacobs L4MB engines

were received from No. 15 A.I.D.  Crane 8787 was flown to 201 Holding Unit for storage.

Maintenance Wing had four groups out for P.T. and two groups entered into discussion groups. These

discussion groups have been organized by the Unit Education Officer, and with the co-operation of all

personnel, should prove worthwhile.

Regular P.T. classes for trainees were held on the sports field during the day. Also, many personnel

participated in voluntary sports and equipment was available for free use. P.T. class for W.D.'s was

held in the evening. Messing personnel were also given a period of P.T. during the afternoon.

Headquarters-Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 1315 hours, and carried out one hour's

squadron drill, led by O.C. Headquarters Squadron, S/L G.L. McIntosh. Inspection of boots and shoes

carried out. 

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer, made a tour of

inspection of all sections this morning.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held at 1600 hours, attended by heads of all

sections.

The station talent group held a rehearsal this afternoon, and a great deal of enthusiasm and effort is

being put into the forthcoming presentation on 22nd June.

The Inter-section Softball League continued with two games this evening. Maintenance defeating No.

1 Squadron, and Servicing Squadron defeating No. 2 Squadron. These games were fairly well

attended.



A  K. of C. movie was shown at Chater R.1.

20 June/44   Fine weather continuing, and normal routine carried out in all flights both day and night.

Students are able to catch up on time lost during the unsettled weather a short time ago.

F/0 Fax. O.C. Air Cadets, visited G.I.S. today to discuss details of Air Cadet instruction with

F/L O.G. Burns, Chief Ground Instructor.

No. 1 Squadron carried out weekly squadron drill for one hour at 0740 hours.
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20 June/44 (Cont’d) No movement of major equipment in Equipment Section. Beds arrived for

Barrack Block #38, where Air Cadets will be quartered during their period of instruction at No. 12

S.F.T.S. 

Medical Staff completed B. 2' s and sent them to Records Office.

F/L L.M. Ness, Station Adjutant, and Officer i/c M.T., made a tour of inspection of the M.T. Section.

Discussion groups are continuing satisfactorily, and considerable interest is being displayed by

personnel.

Regular trainee P.T. classes were held at the sports field, while other P.T. periods were given to

personnel of the sections during the day.

The bowling alleys are a very popular rendez-vous and are in constant use. A league has already been

started with a great deal of enthusiasm.

The W.D. softball team journeyed to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, for a league game and defeated them by a

score of 6 - 3 in a very closely-contested game.

G.I.S. challenged the Officers to a softball game this evening, and won by a very close score of 2 - 0.

The station theatre was well attended, as the roster of pictures arranged for this station continues to be

first rate.

21 June/44  Fine weather continues and routine exercises carried out in all flights both day and night.

Air Cadet Units arrived on the station today for summer camp. The following squadrons will receive

instruction: #64, Port Arthur - 3 Officers, 38 other ranks.

                    #143, Kenora - 1 Officer, 4 other ranks

                   #227, Geraldton  - 1 Officer, 17 other ranks. 

One flight of Air Cadets were examined at the station hospital. Also, personnel on overseas posting

were  medically examined.

One Crane aircraft 8735 was received from No. 17 S.F.T.S.  for stored reserve.

Repair Squadron held regular weekly squadron parade at 1300 hours, and carried out drill for one



hour. 

A number of much-needed spare parts were received from Shilo today, in particular the transmission

for the Ford panel.

The Victory Garden is progressing very satisfactorily and is supplying vegetables for all Messes in

large quantities. Personnel volunteer their help readily and show a keen interest in the garden. 

A meeting of the Station Fund Committee was held in the Senior Admin. Officer's office, with S/L

W.G. McLellan, presiding.

Regular trainee periods were carried out for P.T. on the sports field

The final rehearsal of the station talent group was held in the Recreation Hall, and the group is

looking forward to the presentation tomorrow evening. Arrangements have been made to cancel the

regular movie and it is anticipated that a large crowd will be in attendance to support the show.

The Inter-Section Softball League continued with Chater defeating Headquarters, and the Officers

defeating No. 1 Squadron. The No.12 S.F.T.S, senior softball team played an all-star team in Brandon,

winning by a score of 6 - 1, while the station hardball team lost to No.1 C.N.S. Rivers in a league
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21 June/44 (Cont’d) game at No. 12 S.F..T.S. sports field,  by a score of 4 - 2. The visiting team was

entertained in the O.R. Moss following the game.

R51073 F/S Hanson, V.J., Chef, was posted to Lethbridge.

Open house was held in W.D. Canteen, and dancing was enjoyed with music provided by the

Wurlitzer. 

22 June/44  Fine weather and normal routine carried out in all flights both day and night.

The Air Cadets commenced their training this morning and are showing a great deal of enthusiasm for

their camp life.

The regular weekly sanitary inspection of mess personnel was carried out by the medical officer. 

A meeting of the Station Canteen Committee was held at 1345 hours in the office of the Senior

Admin. Officer, with S/L W.G. McLellan presiding.

The Station Talent Show was presented in the Recreation Hall to a capacity crowd, and was applauded

enthusiastically. This proved very encouraging to the Group, and it is hoped that even more station

talent will be attracted to the Group.

A   K. of C. movie was shown at Chater "Shine On Harvest Moon", which proved very popular with

personnel at that Relief Field.

The Men's softball team defeated a team from A. 3 Shilo by a close score of 10 - 9. The girls team was

defeated at Shilo by a score of 3 - 1. Both were very good games and were fairly well attended. The



visiting team was served refreshments in the O.R. Mess following the game. 

Swimming classes for trainees are being held regularly at the city beach.

No. 2 Squadron held weekly squadron, parade at 0740 hours, and carried out drill for one hour.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer, carried out an

inspection of the station during the morning.

23 June/44  Weather continuing fine and normal routine carried out in all flights both day and night.

G/C G. Goulding arrived from Gimli at 1235 hours, and departed at l442 hours.

Air Cadets are continuing their course of training and are adapting themselves to camp life very well.

Four Cranes 8696, 8660, 8716 and FJ265 were received from No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, for stored

reserve. 

Crane aircraft 8078 was involved in a taxiing accident at the east and of the main aerodrome with

slight damage to the aircraft, and no injury to the pilot.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly station parade was held at 0720 hours, and following the raising

of the ensign, a route march was carried out around the camp area. 
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23 June/44 (Cont’d)  Regular trainee classes in P.T. were held as per G.I.S. schedule. A valuable

addition to an obstacle course in the form of a swinging bridge is being repaired and ready for use in a

day or so. 

The K. of C. made his regular tour of the station distributing writing paper, ink, blotters, etc. 

The sports field was a place of great activity this afternoon as track events for the Air Cadets were run

off. No organized sports were held during the evening, but equipment was available for free use.

Tennis courts were used extensively, and quite a number of personnel participated in horseshoe

games. 

The Rifle and Hobby Clubs were open during the evening with good attendance.

The Station Victory Garden Committee held a meeting in the office of the Senior Admin. Officer at

1130 hours, with S/L McLellan presiding.

24 June/44  A clear warm day and normal routine carried out, but no night flying exercises.

Regular classes were washed out in G.I.S. due to number of personnel on 48's. Air Cadets are still

undergoing instruction and are showing satisfactory progress .

One Crane aircraft 8832 was received from No. 17 S.F.T.S. for stored reserve.

Open house was held in the Sergeants' Mess with a fairlygood crowd in attendance. Dancing was

enjoyed to music provided by a 4-piece orchestra.



Personnel of M.T. Section took advantage of a quiet day in the section to carry out a general clean-up

of all available vehicles.

Voluntary sports were participated in by quite a number of personnel taking advantage of the fine

clear day. Considerable activity on the tennis courts, horseshoe pitches, and at the bowling alleys. 

The Air cadets are adding considerably to the general activity on the station, particularly on the sports

field.

A free K. of C. movie was shown in the Recreation Theatre this evening, with about 300 in

attendance.

25 June/44  Sunday, and weather continuing fair and warm. Normal flying routine carried out during

the day, but no night flying exercises. Air Commodore Ashton arrived at 1525 hours in Beechraft

HB215, and departed at l621 hours.

A very quiet day in Equipment Section with no movement of .major equipment.

F/L McNiff, of the Engineering Branch, No. 2 T.C. paid a visit to Maintenance Wing today.

Voluntary sports were held on the sports field, with sports equipment available for free use all day.

Voluntary Church Service was held with fairly good attendance, the service being conducted by F/L

T.D. Jones, the new Chaplain (P).

The Station Theatre was well attended this evening by both station personnel and guests. 

The Music Appreciation Hour was held as usual in the Station Library, with good attendance. This

regular Sunday feature on the station has maintained its popularity throughout the past months, and it

is felt to be very worthwhile.

Heavy rains most of the day, but normal flying routine washed in at 1300 hours.  No night flying.
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26 June/44 (Cont’d)  Air Cadets commence their second week of summer camp training. 

Eight Jacobs L6MB engines were received from No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg, Manitoba. S/L

R.G. Hamilton, Senior Equipment Officer, proceeded to No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, to attend a

Court-Martial. 

Twenty-four personnel reported on sick parade this morning.

Ford panel #31-621 is still not in .running order as the transmission received from Shilo was

unserviceable..

Regular P.T. classes took place in the drill hall all day due to heavy rain.  Inter-section softball games

were cancelled due to the unserviceable condition of the sports field and the continuing rain.

Headquarters Squadron held weekly squadron parade in the drill hall at 1315 hours, and carried out

drill for one hour.



The Commanding Officer's weekly Staff Conference was held at 1600 hours in the Commanding

Officer's office, attended by heads of all Sections.

The Station theatre was well attended this evening due to the fact that weather prevented sports

activities on the sports field.

27 June/44   Very high winds with considerable rain all day. Wind velocity reached an average of 65

m.p.h. with gusts up to 70 m.p.h. during a 10 minute period. During the afternoon wind continued at

an average of 50 m.p.h. and gradually decreased. There was a total rain fall during 48 hours of 3.07

inches. 

Q.A.E.Q.  was received on two Cornells, 15141, 15150, which left Regina at 0527 hours M.W.T. 

Both landed safely, 15150 at Moosomiln and 15141 at Winnipeg.

CI2409 F/O K.E. Chambers, Navigation Instructor, received promotion to rank of Flight Lieutenant.

Members of #25 P.A.E.D. received medical examinations today.

Maintenance Wing held weekly squadron parade in the drill hall at 1315 hours and carried out drill for

a period of one hour.

Maintenance personnel taking advantage of the washed out flying weather to catch up on

serviceability. 

Six M.T. drivers have been posted to a course at Trenton.

Regular trainee P.T. classes were held in the drill hall during the day. Remainder of the G.L. Officers

were step-tested.

Flt/O  Raynor and Col. Jones of the W.P.T.B. visited the Airmen's Mess today.

A Fire Committee meeting was held in the office of the Senior Admin. Officer at 1345 hours, with S/L

W.G. McLellan presiding.
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28  June/44  Weather has moderated considerably and normal routine carried out both day and night,th

with night flying washed out at 0420 hours.

R147297 Sgt. Price, T.D., P.D. & D. Instructor, was posted to No. 25 P.A.E.D., Brandon College.

Personnel of Equipment Section held a very enjoyable weiner roast at Lake Percy. 

Hospital reports that there are at present 32 patients receiving treatment.

Repair Squadron held regular weekly squadron parade at 1315 hours, and carried out drill for one

hour. 

M.T. personnel carried out a thorough section and vehicle clean-up following the storm. An order has

bean placed for a parts catalogue for pumper engine.

Trainee P.T. classes were held in the drill hall during the day, as were G.I.S. Squadron parade and



W.D. 's P.T. period. Command P.T. & D. Officer paid a visit to the section today. Scheduled softball

games were cancelled due to the diamonds being too wet.

W.D., open house held in the W.D. Recreation Centre with very good attendance, and dancing, and

games were much enjoyed by all.

The bowling alleys were in great demand today, and all personnel are getting a great deal of

enjoyment from the alleys.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer,  visited all sections of

the station today, and concluded with a visit to the Airmen's Mess during the noon hour. 

The D.A.P.M.. made a tour of inspection of the Chater R, l this afternoon.

29 June/44  Weather clear and warm and normal routine carried out in all flights, but no night flying

exercises. 

Air Cadets held a very successful sports day at the sports field and showed a great deal of promise in

the various track and field events in which they participated.

Thirty-one students of #25 P.A.E.D., Brandon, were cleared on posting to No. 2 Wireless School,

Calgary, Alta.

Regular trainee P.T. classes were held on the sports field today.

The W.D. Softball team played the C.W.A.C. team at Shilo in a league game, No. 12 winning by a

score of 8 - 7. Competition was keen, and the match was closely contested throughout.

The inter-section softball league continued with No. 2 Squadron defeating Maintenance in a close

game. 

The Carberry soccer team played on the station sports field against No. 12, Carberry winning by a

score of 8 - 5. There was fairly good attendance at all the games.

A   K. of C. movie was shown at Chater R.1 with good attendance and much appreciation, by

personnel at that Field.

The Hobby room and Rifle Club continue to attract personnel interested in such recreation.

F/L L.M. Ness, Station Adjutant and Officer i/c M.T., visited the M.T. Section on a tour of inspection

during the forenoon..

No. 2 Squadron held regular weekly parade at 0740 hours, at which time a period of drill was carried

out. 

Weather clear and warm and normal routine carried out in all flights. Night flying exercises also
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29 June/44 (Cont’d) carried out.



30 June/44   Fourteen engines were shipped from the Equipment Section to Standard Aero Engines for

overhaul. 

Commanding Officer's parade was held this morning at 0720 hours, and following the raising of the

ensign a route march was carried out on the main highway for about a mile and a half, the

Commanding Officer taking the salute on the march past on return to the station.

The K. of C. representative made a tour of the station distributing writing paper to various writing

rooms.

No organized sports were held today, but voluntary sports were carried out and equipment was

available for free use at all times. There was considerable activity on the tennis courts, at the

horseshoe pitches, and bowling alleys.

The Rifle range was open this evening, and quite a number of personnel enjoyed an evening of

shooting. 

The hobby room was open for use of personnel interested in building model aircraft and other wood

work.

The results derived from the establishment of this hobby room are felt to be extensive both from the

viewpoint of morale and actual accomplishment.

There was good attendance at the station theatre this evening as the roster of good pictures continues.

The Commanding Officer paid a visit to Chater R.1 this afternoon on a tour of inspection,

accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer.

Works and Buildings personnel took time out from their duties to have their photograph taken for the

station magazine "Aer-Log".   The magazine is proving quite popular, and personnel continue to look

forward to each issue.
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 30 June/44    Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or

                                                                     Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians     

STAFF                                                             153         4             681                  164

             R.C.A.F. on Temporary Duty  Nil



             R.C.A.F. attached (#25 P.A.E.D.)          8                          81

            Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

            R.C.A.S.C.                                                               4

            C.D.C.                                                      1                           5 

            Postal                                                                                     3

            R.A.F.           -              Nil                                                                                      

CIVILIANS    Barrack Officer    1

                       Meteorologist                                                                                                      3                

                       Stenographers   10

                       Clerks     4

                       General Duties                                                                                                   83

                       Others                                                                                                                 45               

                                                                                                                                                          

                                  Total Staff                      162          4              774                164            146              

                                                                                                                                                         

                                                                    

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                         5                            161

                     R.A.F.                                             6                              96

                     R.A.A.F.                                                                           1    

                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                        3                                                      

                                                                            11                          261                                        

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH     Serviceable   Unserviceable  

               Anson                       12                      6

               Crane IA                   19                      2                           

               Crane I                      64                      5

               Harvard                       2

               Menasco Moth             1

 

Total No. of hours flown during the month of June: 6,611:20.
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1  July/44  Weather clear and bright and normal routine carried out during the day.st

Anson aircraft 908 force landed at the R.1 Chater at 1623 hours and an investigation is being carried



out immediately to determine the cause. The Pilot, J41142 P/0 D.W. Neill, and pupil, GB1573030 LAC

Mockrie, J., were slightly injured and were admitted to hospital. The aircraft was damaged extensively.

(C24942) F/0 W.J. Jeffrey, Adjutant Maintenance Wing, received notice of posting overseas. 

M.T. personnel took advantage of a quiet day to catch up on minor repairs and polishing jobs. The

suburban was brought into M.T. workshops for work to be done on the generator. 

No regular P.T. classes were held today for trainees.

The men's baseball team journeyed to Neepawa to participate in a tournament, but lost by a score of

4-3. 

A free movie was shown by the K. of C. at the station theatre this evening, which attracted a crowd of

approximately 250.

W.D. open house was held in the Recreational Centre this evening with fairly good attendance. 

No organized sports carried out on the sports field, but equipment available at all times for tennis,

softball, soccer, etc.

2  July/44  Weather fair and clear with normal routine carried out. nd

Hospital reports 24 patients in hospital today.

There was very little activity on the sports field today due to heavy rain last evening. 

Vegetables from the Station Victory Garden are being used extensively for all messes, and are much

appreciated by all personnel.

Two religious services were held today, the R.C. Padre conducting Mass, and the Protestant Padre

service at 1100 hour's, with very good attendance.

Both rifle and hobby clubs were open this evening and both are maintaining their popularity among

personnel on the station.

The regular Music Appreciation Hour was held this evening in the station library and still continues to

attract a large number of personnel interested in the Classic*.

The station theatre was also well" attended by a crowd of both service personnel and civilian guests

from Brandon.

3  July/44  Weather fair and normal routine carried out in all flights.rd

Four Air Cadet Squadrons arrived for a course of training.   They included the following squadrons
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3 July/44 (Cont’d)  #165 Squadron from MacGregor, Man., - 8 Cadets.

#262 Squadron from Carberry, Man.,   - 1 officer, 9 cadets. 

#229 Squadron from Boissevain, Man., - 1 officer, 11 cadets. 



#137 Squadron from Moosomin, Sask. , - 1 officer, 40 cadets.

The Hospital staff were kept busy today doing medicals on the Air Cadets, as well as caring for patients

and completing monthly returns.

The area surrounding the aircraft which force leaded in a ravine near the R.1 Chater on Saturday has

been cleared and the plane is now ready to be removed by the bull-dozer. 

Regular trainees P.T. classes were held during the day on the sports field.

The Inter-section softball league continued this evening, G.I.S. defeating Maintenance by a score of

9-8.   The W.D. softball team defeated a team of C.W.A.C. from Camp Shilo, and the closely contested

game was much enjoyed by the large crowd in attendance.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held at 1600 hours, with representatives

from all sections present.

A  K. of C. movie was shown to personnel stationed at the Chater R.1 this evening. This regular feature

of entertainment provided by the K. of C. is much appreciated.

Mr. A. Walecke arrived on the station today to replace Mr. F. Tadman, K. of C. representative, who has

received notice of posting overseas.

Headquarters Squadron parade was held at 1315 hours this afternoon on the parade square, and

following inspection by the Commanding Officer, carried out drill for a period of one hour. 

The Commanding Officer made an inspection of the station this morning, in company with the Senior

Administrative Officer.

A W.D. Clerk General (corporal) arrived on the station today on posting from Weyburn. 

W.D.'s held a period of P.T. from 0800 hours to 0900 hours.

4 July/44  Weather continuing fine and normal routine carried out in all flights.

P.T. & D. Officer and staff moved from their office in the G.I.S.  building to a new office in the

Drill Hall, which will prove much more convenient and satisfactory for all concerned.

The hospital reports 22 patients in hospital, with 7 on sick parade this morning.

Salvage crew from No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg, arrived today to begin work on Anson FP908 which

force landed near Chater R.1 on Saturday. Maintenance personnel are kept busy all day xxxxxxx

maintaining serviceability of aircraft.

Regular P.T. periods for trainees were held on the sports field. In the Inter-section softball league G.I.S.

defeated Servicing Squadron by a score of 9 to 6.

No. 1 Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours, and following the raising of the ensign,

carried out drill for one hour.

Station Adjutant, Officer i/c M. T. Section, visited that section on a tour of inspection this afternoon.
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5 July/44   Flying carried but in the afternoon only as weather unfavourable in the morning. Night

flying commenced but washed out after two hours because of weather. Aircraft from other Units forced

to land here because of storm.

Hospital reports 4 officers, 1 W.D. and 21 airmen in hospital, while 15 personnel reported on sick

parade.

Serviceability in Maintenance Wing remain's at a good level, and the work is progressing well.

W.D.’s held regular P.T. period from 0800 to 0900 hours this morning.

The Men's hardball team defeated a team at Camp Shilo by a score of 13 to 6, while the inter-section

softball league continued on the sports field with G.I.S. winning again, defeating the Officers 9-8.

R108730 F/S Brent, G.R., P.T. & D.I. arrived on posting from Malton.

W.D.'s held open house in the Recreational Centre this evening, but only a few attended. Music for

dancing was provided by Wurlitzer.

The bowling alleys are a very popular place of amusement and sport for all personnel and are kept busy

at all times.

K. of C. Representative distributed writing paper and magazines around difference sections of the

station.

The Air Cadets held a very successful sports day on the station sports field. Closely contested matches

and keen competition featured the events, and at the conclusion of the meet prizes were presented to

winners by the Commanding Officer, W/C T.R. Michelson.

G.I.S. Squadron held weekly Squadron Parade on the station parade square at 1315 hours, and carried

out drill for one hour.

Nutrition experts arrived from Winnipeg to assay food served in O.R. Mess for a period of five days.

6 July/44  Normal flying routine carried out in all flights during the day, but night flying washed out.

Two Ansons from Rivers, four Ansons from Souris were forced down at No. 12 S.F.T.S. aerodrome

during a storm.

Aircraft Cranes 7992 and 8811 were transferred to 201 Holding Unit for A.P.D.A.L. Storage, while

Cranes 8173 and FJ266 were transferred from stored reserve to Unit strength.

Hospital staff were kept busy treating personnel injured during forced landings of the aircraft from

surrounding units.

W.D.'s held P.T. period during 0800 and 0900 hours, while regular trainee P.T. periods were held on

the sports field during the day.

The men's softball team defeated Carberry by a score of 18 - 3 in a very one-sided game.

The W.D. team was also successful, winning from the C.W.A.C. team at Shilo Camp by a score of 12 -

1.
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6 July/44 (Cont’d)  The regular weekly sanitary inspection of mess personnel was carried out today.

A   K. of C. movie was shown for the entertainment of personnel stationed at the R.1 Chater.

No. 2 Squadron held weekly squadron parade on the parade square at 0740 hours, following which a

route march was carried out around the station area.

The Commanding Officer, in company with the Senior Admin. Officer, made a tour of inspection of

the station this morning, concluding with a visit to the Airmen's Mess at noon.

7 July/44  Weather fine and clear, and normal routine carried out in all flights both day and night.

Panel Delivery Truck #31520 and Station Wagon #31058 were transferred to No. 20 Area Repair Shop.

Hospital reports 21 patients in hospital, with 6 on sick parade this morning. S/L Nugent from No. 2

Training Command Medical Board, paid a visit to the hospital today.

Maintenance personnel are kept busy maintaining a good level of serviceability.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly station parade was held this morning and following the raising of

the ensign a route march was carried out on the main highway for about 2 miles, the Commanding

Officer taking the salute from all squadrons on returning to the station. 

Regular trainee P.T. classes were held during the day.

The hobby room continues to be a popular place these days, and interest in model aircraft building and

other woodwork is increasing.

The Officer i/c M.T. paid a visit to the M.T. Section today on a tour of inspection.

8 July/44  Routine flying carried out in all flights both day and night.

A quiet day on the station, and no classes held in G.I.S., and no movement of major equipment in the

Equipment Section.

Hospital reports two patients sent to Deer Lodge by air ambulance from Rivera,

No organized sports or P.T. periods were held today due to personnel being on 48 hour passes.

However, all sports equipment was available for free use, and quite a number of personnel made use of

the sports field, played tennis or horseshoes.

The K. of C. representative made1 atour of the station distributing writing paper and visiting patients in

hospital.

A free K. of C. movie was shown in the Recreation Hall this evening, "The Bridge of San Luis Rey",

with an attendance of about 300.

9 July/44  Weather continuing fine and normal routine carried out.

A quiet day in all sections of the station, with no classes in G.I.S. and no movement of major



equipment in the Equipment Section. 

Hospital reports l6 patients under treatment. 

Serviceability of aircraft well over 90% today.

M.T. personnel took advantage of a quiet day to do minor repairs and wash jobs on all available

vehicles.
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9 July/44 (Cont’d)  No organized sports or P.T. periods held today, but voluntary sports carried out on

the sports field and all equipment available for use.

Two religious services held. Mass at 1100 hours, and the Protestant Church Service also at 1100 hours,

with good attendance at each.

The regular Music Appreciation Hour was well attended, and is continuing to be a very popular feature.

There was good attendance at the Station theatre this evening.

10 July/44  Weather fine and normal routine carried out during the day and night.

S/L W.E. Blair, S.W.O., departed for No. 18 S.F.T.S., Gimli in aircraft 859 at 1413 hours, while G/C

Murray arrived from No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers at 1220 hours in aircraft 12375.

W310712 AW1 Hardcastle, D. , Cleric General, took up her duties in G.I.S. Orderly Room today.

R813048 Cpl, Nelson, W.J. reported on the station today to take up his duties as P.T.&D.I.

Panel Dodge #31614 was received from 20 Aera Repair Shop, and Station Wagon #30921 was 

received from No. 7 Equipment Depot.

Hospital reports 17 patients receiving treatment.

A good level of serviceability is being maintained in Maintenance Wing. Mobile Repair Crew from.

No. 8 Repair Depot arrived to start work on stored aircraft.

Regular trainee P.T. classes held in the drill hall today as sports field too damp due to recent rain.

W.D.'s held P.T. period at 0800 hours.

Headquarters Squadron held weekly squadron parade on parade square at 1315 hours, and carried out

drill for one hour.

The Commanding Officer, in company with the Senior Administrative Officer, made a tour of

inspection of various sections of the station this morning, concluding with a visit to the Airmen's Mess.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held at 1600 hours attended by all section

heads.

A  K. of C, movie was shown for entertainment of personnel stationed at the R.1 Chater, and was very

much enjoyed and appreciated by all who attended.



11 July/44  Normal day and night flying. Crane aircraft 7861 was involved in a “D” category crash

when the pilot overshot the runway. The pilot was uninjured, and the damage to the aircraft was only

slight so that Maintenance was able to make repairs in a short time.

Air Cadets have made good use of the rifle range for practice target shooting during their camp

training.
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 11 July/44 (Cont’d)  F/0 A.R. Woods, a former Navigation Instructor at this Unit, paid a visit to

Ground School today.

Aerodrome Control Car #35-782 was received from No. 201 Holding Unit, Estevan, Sask., as a

replacement for Aerodrome Control Car #35-633, which was sent to No. 7 Equipment Depot.

200 personnel attended Innoculation Parade for annual TABT, and hospital staff kept quite busy.16

patients presently receiving treatment.

Regular P.T. periods for trainees were held in the drill hall today, while schedulled ball games for the

evening were cancelled due to the grounds being too wet, following a heavy rain at 1130 hours.

No. 1 Squadron held weekly parade on station parade grounds at 0740 hours, and carried out drill for

one hour.

At 1315 hours, Maintenance Wing held weekly parade on the parade grounds, and following inspection

by the Commending Officer, carried out drill for one hour.

12 Jul/44  Normal day and night flying, with weather continuing fine.

The Air Cadets completed their summer camp training at this Unit and prepared to clear the station.

Commanding Officer's station parade was held at 0720 hours this morning on station parade ground,

followed by a route march around the station area. 

Anson aircraft FP908 was sent to No. 8 Repair Depot today.

A meeting of the Sergeants' Mess Committee was held at noon today, with S/L W.G. McLellan, Senior

Admin. Officer, and F/O Wallace, Accounts Officer, in attendance. 

Regular trainee P.T. periods were held during the day.

The Inter-section softball league was continued this evening with the Officers defeating Headquarters

by a score of 14 - 6,  and maintenance defeating Servicing by a score of 11 - 6.

G.I.S. Squadron held weekly parade on station parade square at 1315 hours, and following inspection

by the Commanding Officer, carried out drill for a period of one hour. 

The men's hardball team journeyed to Carberry for exhibition and lost the game 9-2. 

W.D.'s open house was held in the Recreational Centre with fair crowd in attendance. Music for

dancing was provided by Wurlitzer.



R71171 LAC Gibson, of Messing Staff, was posted to No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg.

13 Jul/44  Normal day for flying in all flights, but no night flying scheduled. An emergency flare path

was laid for Anson aircraft 6416 from No. 7 A.O.S., Portage la Prairie. 

Quiet in Equipment Section with no movement of major equipment.

Hospital reports 11 on sick parade, 2 W.D.'s, 12 airmen and 2 officers in hospital.

A good supply of spare parts for M.T. vehicles was obtained from various firms in Winnipeg. 

Regular trainee P.T. periods were held during the day.

The men's softball team played a team from A.3. Camp Shilo, on the station sports field, with A.3

winning by a score of 4 - 3, while the W.D. softball team won at Camp Shilo by a score of 6 - 1. 

The regular sanitary inspection of mess personnel was carried out by the Medical Officer today.
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13 July/44 (Cont’d)  No. 2 Squadron carried out weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours and carried out

drill for a period of one hour.

The D.A.P.M. paid a visit to the R.1 at Chater on a tour of inspection of that field. 

The Commanding Officer made a tour of inspection of the station this morning.

C2806 F/0 F.L. Foulkes, Admin., arrived on the station today and will understudy F/L L.M. Ness,

presently employed as Station Adjutant.

14 July/44  No day flying as weather unsuitable, but normal night flying carried out.

W/C T.R. Michelson(C529), Commanding Officer, handed over command of this Unit to W/C H.G..

Malcolmson (C515) during the Handing Over Parade which was held at 1315 hours. The squadrons

formed up on the tarmac, and following inspection of all ranks by the Commanding Officer, W/C

Michelson led the parade in a march past, with W/C Malcolmson taking the salute, following which the

Handing Over Certificate was signed, and W/C Malcolmson assumed command. W/C Michelson will

return to his duties with the R.C.M.P., having been on leave of absence from that organization for the

past five years while serving with the R.C.A.F.

Anson 7425 was received from No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, as a replacement for Anson 908, which was

involved in an "A" crash.  Mr. Dutton, Cessna representative for Winnipeg district, visited the station

and discussed points of interest with regard to Maintenance with the C.E.O. , S/L T.K. Rosborough.

Aerodrome Control Car #35-782 was sent to No. 201 Holding Unit, Estevan.

The new Commanding Officer, W/C Malcolmson, visited various sections of the station this morning

in company with W/C Michelson.

During the morning the K. of C. representative made a tour of the station distributing writing paper,



and visited patients in hospital.

15 July/44  Saturday, and a quiet day on the station. Normal flying carried out both day and night. 

Nov movement of major equipment in the Equipment Section.

Hospital reports 2 W.D.'s and 7 airmen in hospital, which is a considerable decrease in the number of

patients recently admitted to hospital.

No organized sports or P.T. clashes were held today, but equipment available for voluntary sports at the

sports field.

A free movie was shown by the K. of C. representative at the station theatre with very good attendance.
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15 July/44 (Cont’d)  M.T, personnel are being kept busy doing tractor overhauls, which is progressing

quite satisfactorily as all spare parts now available.

16 July/44  Sunday, and flying in the afternoon only; no night flying scheduled.

A quiet day in all sections, with no classes in G.I.S. and no movement of major equipment in

Equipment Section.

Hospital reports 3 W.D.'s and 7 airmen presently receiving treatment, with no one on sick parade this

morning.

A 1½  inch flare in aircraft 7710 was accidentally discharged on apron of No. 4 hangar, and an

investigation is being carried out immediately.

Two religious services were held this morning at 1100 hours, Mass for R.C personnel, and Protestant

Church Service, with good attendance at each.

Voluntary sports were held on the sports field with equipment available for free use at all times.

Regular Music Appreciation Hour was well attended in the Station Library, while a good crowd

attended the showing of a currently popular movie at the station theatre.

17 July/44  Weather fine and normal flying routine carried out; no night flying scheduled,

S/L R.S. Hamilton, S.E.O,, reported to No. 2 Training Command to attend Equipment Conference.

Twelve L6MB engines were received from No. 7 Equipment Depot.

Hospital reports 4 W.D.’s and 6 airmen in hospital, with 4 on sick parade this morning. 

Further modifications are to be made to all crash tenders before the arrival of cold weather. 

Regular trainee P.T. periods were held during the day on the sports field. The men's hardball team

played at Shilo against A.35 and won by a score of 15 - 12.

The Inter-section softball league continued with Chater R.1 defeating G.I.S. by a score of 5 - 4 in a



closely-contested game. Considerable enthusiasm and keen competition is to be noted at all these

games.

S/O J.E. Cassidy, Senior RCAF(W.D.) Officer, has proceeded on temporary duty to No. 2 T.C. re

education. All W.D.'s held a period of P.T. at 0800 hours.

R84685 Sgt. Hebert, A., Chef "A", and R251903 LAC King, T., Chef “B” reported on the station

having been posted in from Weyburn, a much-needed increase to the Messing Staff.

Headquarters Squadron held weekly parade on the station parade ground at 1315 hours today, and

carried out drill for one hour.

The Commanding Officer's weekly Staff Conference was held at l600 hours today, with W/C H.G.

Malcolmson, presiding.

A   K. of C. movie was shown for the entertainment of personnel at the R.1 Chater.

18 July/44  Normal flying routine in the morning, but in the afternoon dual cross country and

instrument flights
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18 July/44 (Cont’d)  only were authorized. No night flying was scheduled.

Pupils of Course 101 commenced writing their final Ground School examinations and will soon begin

the final stages of their flying training.

F/L A.S.I. Smith, Equipment Officer, visited #2 "M" Depot in connection with the movement of

equipment still at that Depot.

Hospital reports 3 W.D.'s and 11 airmen under treatment, with 16 on sick parade this morning.

The Mobile Repair Crew arrived from No. 8 Repair Depot to do some welding on Harvard 873, and the

work is progressing satisfactorily.

Complete overhaul of 30 ft. trailer is well under way and it is expected that work will be completed

very shortly.  A new front spring was put in the Staff Car. The old spring was flat and will be reset for

future use.

Regular trainee P.T. classes were held on the sports field.

The W.D. softball team played the team from No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers on the station sports field, winning

by a score of 11 - 2.   The track on the field is being repaired.

The softball teams were entertained in the O.R. Mess following the game.

Duty Watch personnel were put to work shelling new peas picked from the Station Victory Garden. 

No. 1 Squadron carried out weekly parade on the station parade ground at 0740 hours. 

The Commanding Officer, in company with the Senior Administrative Officer, visited the R.l field at

Chater this afternoon, on a tour of inspection.



19 July/44   Normal routine carried out in all flights during the day, but no night flying scheduled.  

Crane aircraft 7782 was involved in a D4 category crash at the R.1 Chater when making precautionary

practice landing. The pilot was uninjured, and the airframe was brought back to the station for repairs.

The Mobile Repair Crew from No. 8 Repair Depot completed work on the Harvard and returned to

Winnipeg.

S/L R.G. Hamilton, S.E.O. returned from the Equipment Conference at No. 2 T.C. 

Hospital reports two tonsillectomies, 17 patients in hospital and five on sick parade. 

Course 101 are still writing final examinations with satisfactory results so far.

Two war films were shown in G.I.S. today, “The Battle of China”, showing Japanese atrocities, and

“The Battle of Russia”, both grim picturizations of the horrors of war.

W.D.’s  P.T. period was held at 0800 hours, while regular trainee P.T, periods were held in the Drill

Hall during the day. The Officers softball team defeated Servicing Squadron by a score of 11 - 4, 

during Inter-section league play.
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19 July/44 (Cont’d)  W.D. Open House was held In the Recreational Centre with only fair attendance

and a sing-song being the chief source of amusement during the evening.

G.I.S. squadron held weekly parade on the station parade square at 1315 hours and following

inspection by the Commanding Officer carried out drill for one hour.

20 July/44  Weather fair and normal flying carried out during the day, but no night flying scheduled.

Pupils of Course 101 completed final Ground School examinations and the Orderly Room Staff are

busy compiling results.

A quiet say in equipment section with no movement of major equipment.

Hospital reports 3 W.D.'s, 1 officer and l4 airmen undergoing treatment, with one on sick parade this

morning.

A new motor was received for the refuelling tender, and personnel kept busy doing major and minor

repairs on all available vehicles.

Regular trainee P.T. classes were held on the sports field during the day, while regular swimming

classes were held during the morning.

The W.D. softball team played A. 3 at Shilo, .the latter team winning by .a score of 7 - 5 in a closely

contested game, which was witnessed by a good crowd. However, the men's team also played at Shilo

defeating A.35 by a very one-sided score of 20. - 1.

W.D.'s held P.T. classes at 0800 hours this morning.

Swiss Chard was obtained from the Station Victory Garden today. Twenty volunteers shelled peas for



Friday's dinner.

A meeting of the Station Canteen Committee was held at 1345 hours in the office of the president, S/L

W.G. McLellan, Senior Admin. Officer. All members were in attendance.

A   K. of C. movie was shown to personnel stationed at the R.1 Chater.

No. 2 Squadron held weekly parade on the station parade grounds at 0740 hours and carried out drill

for a period of one hour.

21 July/44  Weather continuing fine and normal routine carried out in all flights during the day, but no

night flying scheduled.

Final marks for Course 101 were completed and results were very satisfactory, as the average was the

highest obtained since Course 57.

Crane 8837 was issued to No. 201 Holding Unit. Orders were received from No. 2 T.C. to remove

nonpublic equipment from No, 2 "M" Depot for storage at this unit. 

Hospital weakly returns have been completed and forwarded to Command Headquarters. 

Regular trainee P.T. classes were held during the day on the sports field.

Commanding Officer's weekly station parade was held at 0720 hours, with W/C Malcolmson in charge.

Fresh green peas from the Station Victory Garden were served in the Airmen's Mess and were much

enjoyed. 

K. of C. representative made a tour of the station distributing writing paper and magainzes to various

sections.  Also worked with duty watch personnel on repairs to the track on the sports field.

The Station Chapel was the scene of a wedding at 1400 hours this afternoon when F/I  J.R.B. Vance

conducted the marriage ceremony for R97993 Sgt. Ewing, J.B. and his bride.  Sgt. Swing is a member

of Course 109.
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22 July/44  Weather fine and normal routine carried out in all flights; no night flying scheduled.

Crane FJ255 was issued to No. 201 Holding Unit.

Hospital reports 2 W.D.'s, 1 officer and 12 airmen in hospital.

Four A.E,M.'s were posted to Rockcliffe, Ontario today.

No organized P.T. classes or organized sports were held today, but sports equipment available for free

use.

A free K. of C. movie was shown in the Recreation Hall and was much enjoyed by the large crowd

which attended.

23 July/44  Sunday and a quiet day on the station. Normal flying carried out until noon; no night flying



scheduled.

Quiet in both G.I.S. and Equipment Sections, with no movement of major equipment. 

Hospital reports 1 W.D., 1 officer and 10 airmen in hospital.

M.T. personnel kept fairly busy doing minor repairs and wash jobs on all available vehicles.

No organized sports or P.T. classes held today, but sports equipment available for free use and quite

a number of personnel participated in voluntary sports on the sports field.

S/O F. Lester (V30391) Senior RCAF(W.D.) Officer left on posting to W.A.C., pending discharge from

the Service. W.D.'s at this Unit wish S/O Lester every success in her return to civilian life. 

Regular Music Appreciation Hour much enjoyed and well attended.

Two religious services held at 1100 hours, the R.C. Mass and Protestant Church Service, both well

attended.

C36724 F/0 I.A. Irwin, D.A.P.M., received notice of posting to No. 8 Repair Depot, and C20750 F/0

J.K. Thompson was posted in as a replacement.

24 July/44  Weather fine and normal routine carried out in all flights until 2100 hours. Two single

engine landings occurred, one at Douglas Relief Field and the other at Chater R.1.

Authority was received from F/L Burgess of A.F.H.Q. to ship all equipment listed to No. 7 Equipment

Depot from #2 "M" Depot.

Hospital reports 1 W.D., 1 officer and 7 airmen receiving treatment.

Due to leakage of water into the gas pumps at Chater R.1 it has been necessary to transport gasoline

dally in the refuelling tenders from the M.T. Section.

Regular trainee P.T. classes were held during the day on the sports field, while W.D.'s were given P.T.

at 0800 hours.

A meeting of all airwomen was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre, addressed by the Commanding

Officer.
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24 July/44 (Cont’d)  The Senior W.D. Officer then took charge and a discussion of matters of

discipline, etc., was held. 

Volunteers, chiefly from Training Wing and W.D. Squadron, spent the evening shelling peas from the

Victory Garden. Music was provided and coffee served.

Headquarters Squadron held weekly parade on the station parade square at 1315 hours and carried out

drill for one hour.

A softball team from Carrberry visited the station this evening and engaged No. 12 S.F.'T.S. in a league

game, the latter team winning by a score of 11 - 1. In the Inter-section softball league, Chater defeated



No. 2 Squadron by a score of 9 - 1, and No. 1 Squadron defeated G.I.S. by a score of 21 - 19.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held at l600 hours attended by

representatives from all sections.

25 July/44  Weather Continuing fine and normal routine carried out in all flights until 2100 hours. 

Fire Fighting equipment, etc., was shipped from No. 2 "M" Depot to No. 7 Equipment Depot. 

F/L Wylie, U.D.C.O. from No. 2 T.C., visited the station hospital today.

A meeting of the Airmen's Mess Committee was held in the W.D. Canteen attended by representatives

from all sections. A great deal of interest is shown in these meetings and many helpful suggestions are

received.

Regular trainee P.T. periods were held at the sports field.

The Men's softball team journeyed to Shilo for a league game, Shilo winning by a score of 4 - 3, while

the W.D. softball team was more successful defeating a team from Rivers by a score of 4 - 3. Both

games were fine exhibitions of good sportsmanship and fine team work.

An area Sports Meeting was .held in the Intelligence Library in the G.I.S. Building this evening, with

representatives from all neighboring stations in attendance. Plans for forthcoming sports meet were

discussed.

No. 1 Squadron held weekly parade on the station parade square at 0740 hours, followed by one hour's

drill.

Dr. Brace of the Y.M.C.A. Services visited the station 'today and at 1600 hours gave an address on

China and the Far East, which was well attended and much enjoyed.

The D.A.P.M. paid a visit to the R.1 at Chater today on a tour of inspection.

26 July/44  Normal flying until 1700 hours when flying washed out due to severe storm.

R103433 F/S Smith, J.T,, Armourer "A" was posted to an Instructor's Course at Rockcliffe, Ontario.

C26584 F/0 Plummer, W.E., Nav. Instructor, was posted to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, Man.

No movement of major equipment in the Equipment Section, but repairs to gas pumps at R.1 Chater

completed. 

W308545 LAW Surko, M.M., Hospital Assistant, has been posted to Tofino, B.C.

Hospital reports 1 officer, and 8 airmen undergoing treatment, and 11 reported on sick parade this

morning.

Maintenance staff are busy keeping up serviceability of aircraft. Five A.F.M.’s received posting to
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26 July/44 (Cont’d) Scoudouc, N.B.



Installation of radio (receivers) on crah tender for crash tender direction in emergency has been

proposed, and installation measurements made up.

Regular trainee P.T. periods held during the day on the sports field.  In the Inter-Section Softball

League the Officers defeated Maintenance, score 6 - 2, and Servicing Squadron defeated Headquarters

by a score of 3 - 2. The station hardball team played a team from Souris on the Sports Field and won by

a score of 14 - 3. Teams were served refreshments in the O.R. Mess. 

W.D.'s held P.T. class at 0800 hours in the Drill Hall.

A swimming party of W.D.’s was held this evening and a team chosen to represent this station at the

forthcoming Swimming Meet to be held at Birtle, Man.

G.I.S.  Squadron held weekly parade on the station parade ground at 1315 hours.

The Officer i/c M.T. visited the M.T. Section on a tour of inspection this morning.

27 July/44  Weather continuing fine and normal routine carried out during the day, in all flights.

No. 2 Squadron held weekly squadron parade on the parade square at 0740 hours, and following the

raising of the ensign, carried out drill for a period of one hour.

At 1315 hours Maintenance Wing personnel held weekly parade on the parade square, and carried out

squadron drill for one hour.

V30468 S/0 H.F. Roland, Messing Officer has been posted to Eastern Air Command, and S/O M.G.

Lang from No. 2 T.C. has taken over the duties of Unit Messing Officer temporarily.

The K. of C. representative made a tour of the station this morning distributing writing paper and other

supplies to various sections. Also visited the station hospital and talked with the patients. 

A very exciting softball game between the W.D.'s of this Unit and the C.W.A.C. from A. 15 Shilo was

played on the station sports field this evening with an enthusiastic crowd in attendance. No. 12 lost by

the very close score of 8 - 7. Following the game, the members of both teams were served refreshments

in the W.D. Canteen.

28 July/44  Weather fine and normal routine carried out in all flights during the day.

Two engines L6MB were shipped to Standard Aero Engines, and ten to Neepawa for No. 8 Repair

Depot. 

S/L Laing arrived from No. 2 T.C. for an Equipment Inspection.

The small tractor has been completely overhauled and painted, and is now ready for ring gear &

assembly. 

Regular P.T. classes for trainees were held during the day, and voluntary sports in the morning.
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28 July/44 (Cont’d) Large quantities of green peas are supplied to the Messes by the Station Victory



Garden, and volunteers gather in the evening at the various messes and all the peas shelled.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Parade was held this morning at 0720 hours led by the

Commanding Officer.

 A  movie was shown by the K. of C. representative for the entertainment of personnel at Chater R.1.

The R.C. and Protestant  Chaplain's paid their regular daily visits to the detention rooms and the station

hospital.

There was very good attendance at the Station theatre this evening.

29 July/44 Saturday, and a quiet day on the station but weather fine and normal flying routine carried

out. 

Crane aircraft FJ275 was transferred from stored reserve to Unit strength, otherwise very quiet in the

Equipment Section.

M.T. personnel took advantage of a quiet day to wash all available vehicles.

No organized sorts of P.T. classes were held today, but sports equipment was available for free use,

and quite a number of personnel indulged in tennis, horseshoes, etc.

The Hobby club continues to attract personnel interested in model building, and it is felt that this

organized activity is proving very beneficial to personnel concerned.

The Rifle Club is also proving very popular and membership is increasing steadily.

The R.C. Padre paid his daily visits to the detention rooms and hospital, also conducted a wedding at

Carberry at 1500 hours, and Mass at 1730 hours.

30 July/44  Sunday, and normal flying routine carried out.

S/L Laing from No. 2 T.C., and S/L E.G. Hamilton, S.E.O. of this Unit, toured the Unit and inspected

all lock-ups, etc.

M/T. personnel spent the day doing clean-up jobs in the Section and minor repairs on vehicles. 

No. regular P.T. classes or organized sports were held, but a number of personnel participated in

voluntary sports on the sports field.

The Men's hardball team played an exhibition game against a team from Carberry at the Exhibition

grounds in Brandon, No. 12 losing a closely-contested game by a score of 12-11.

The Music Appreciation was held as usual in the Station Library at 2100 hours and was well attended.

The R.C. Chaplain conducted Mass at Carberry at 0900 hours and at No. 12 S.F.T.S. at 1100 hours in

the station chapel, while the Protestant Service was held at 1100 hours with F/L T.D. Jones, conducting

the Service. There was good attendance at both services.

31 July/44  Weather fine and normal routine carried out in all flights.

S/L Laing, from No. 2 T.O., finished inspection of all lock-ups, etc., on the station at about 1500 hours



and departed by air for Winnipeg.

Sgt. Gray, H.V. has been posted to No. 1 "Y" Depot, Lachine, Que. Sgt. Gray has been on the staff of

the M.T. Section for some considerable time.
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31  July/44 (Cont’d)   W.D.’s P.T. classes, were held this morning at 0800 hours, and regular traineesst

periods on the sports field during the day.

The Inter-Section Softball League continued this evening with No. 2 Squadron defeating G.I.S. by a

score of 11 to 10, and Chater defeating No. 1 Squadron 11 - 6.

W.D.’s held regular softball practice during the evening,

A meeting of the Station Fund Committee was held at 1400 hours in the office of the President, with

good attendance of all members.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held at 1600 hours, with representatives

from all Sections in attendance.

Headquarters Squadron held weekly parade at 1315 hours on the station parade ground and carried out

a period of drill for one hour.
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 31  July/44    Personnel Strength                                               Airmen orst

                                                                     Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians     

STAFF                                                             162          3               690                  162

             R.C.A.F. on Temporary Du  t y                                                    1

             R.C.A.F. attached (#25 P.A.E.D.)          3                             31

            Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

            R.C.A.S.C.                                                                   5

            C.D.C.                                                      1                             5 

            Postal                                                                                       3

            R.A.F.           -              Nil                                                                                      

CIVILIANS    Barrack Officer    1

                       Meteorologist                                                                                                      3                 

                      Stenographers   10

                       Clerks     3

                       General Duties                                                                                                   82



                       Others                                                                                                                 48                

                                                                                                                                                              

                                  Total Staff                      167          3              735                162            147                

                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                    

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                        155

                     R.A.F.                                             7                               93

                     R.A.A.F.                                                                            1    

                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                        2                                                      

                                                                             7                              251                                    

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH     Serviceable   Unserviceable  

               Crane                           69                  2

               Crane IA                      19                   2                           

               Anson                           16                   2

               Menasco Moth                1

               Harvard II                       1                    1

 

Total No. of hours flown during the month of July: 10,609:20.
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1  Aug/44  Weather clear and fine and normal routine carried out in all flights.st

W300185 Cpl. Sawle, M.E. N.C.O. i/c G.I.S., was discharged from the R.C.A.F. effective this date.

M.T. personnel kept very busy with kit inspections, monthly returns, and minor repairs and clean-up

jobs on vehicles.

Regular P.T. periods held for trainees during the day. The men's softball team journeyed to Camp Shilo

to play a league game, No.12 winning by a score of 10-2. Plans are under way for a tennis tournament

for airmen and airwomen in the near future. The tennis courts are being used continuously, and a great

deal of enthusiasm for the game is in evidence.

Four waitresses were hired through the Selective Service, Brandon, for the Officers’ Mess, to alleviate

the acute shortage of help. They will begin work on Aug. 2nd.

The K. of C. representative made a trip to Chater R.1 to check on sports equipment and recreation

provided for personnel stationed there.

The R.C. Padre made his usual visits to the hospital, detention rooms, and held Mass at 1730 hours.



Headquarters personnel held a very enjoyable weiner roast this evening at Lake Percy. About 25

personnel were in attendance, and much fun was had by all.

W.D.’s held practice for the Swimming Meet to be held at Birtle, Man,, and it was felt that No. 12

wou1d have good representation at this Meet.

2  Aug/44 Weather continuing fine and normal routine carried out in all flights.nd

Five airwoman represented this Unit at Birtle, Man., at a Swimming Meet and won several awards. 

A kit inspection of all airwomen's kits was held between 0800 and 0900 hours this morning. 

W308488 AW Hunt, L.M., Clk. Gen. "C" remustered to Equipment Assistant, effective today. 

A number of visitors from No. 2 T.C. arrived at 1515 hours and departed at 1730 hours. These visitors

were as follows: G/C J.S. Scott, S.A.S.O., W/C G.O. Godson, T.Arm.; S/L E.A. Bland, T.F.I., and F/L

T.G. Cook, T. Nav. I.

Twelve Pilot Instructors received notice of costing overseas: S/L G.R. Youngs, F/L S.G. Thompson, F/L

L.A. Young, Flying Officers D.H. Peden, J.F., Burgess, R.F., Fulcher, L., Fisher, R.J. Brown, C.V.

Barnlund, W.B. Pollin, J.T. Hogg, C. Milne, J.C. Cawley, effective 23rd August/44.

Crane aircraft 8167 was received from No. 8 Repair Depot.

The Commanding Officer, the Senior Admin. Officer and the Chief Instructor inspected the Airmen’s

Mess today.

Maintenance Squadron held weekly station parade at 1300 hours on the station parade square.
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2  Aug/44 (Cont’d)  Nine airman and one airwoman reported on sick parade, and one airmen attachednd

to #25 P.A.E.D, was admitted to hospital. At present there are nine patients receiving treatment in the

hospital.

A meeting of the Station Sports Committee was held this afternoon to make arrangements for the

annual field day to be held in the near future.

The following are the results of entries from this Unit in the Armed Services Swimming Competition at

Birtle, Manitoba this date:

Our Station Team won the  Armed Services Competition outpointing No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers by a total of

5 points,

F/L Farrington won  2nd place in  the Men's Open, 50 yard back stroke, and won 3rd  place in the Men's

Open, 50 yard Free Style,

Our Station Relay Team comprised of LAC Beams, F/S Brent, LAC Messer and F/L Farrington

captured 2nd place in the Men's Relay Race,

LAC Beams captured 2nd place in the Men's Open Diving Competition and took 2nd place in the Men's



50 yard Breast Stoke,

In the ladies' events, LAW Hutton captured 1st place in the Ladies' 50 yard Open Free Style. She was

followed by LAW Hardcastle and LAW Bristow, who took 2nd and 3rd places in this event.

LAW's Hutton and Hardcastle entered the Ladies' Armed Services Relay team with 2 W.D.’s from

Rivers, and this team defeated the civilian ladies' team in the Girls' Relay Competition.

3  Aug/44  Weather fair and normal routine carried out in all flights.rd

A complete survey of the W. & B. Section and gasoline compound was made by S/L R.G. Hamilton,

S.E.O., and F/L A.S.I. Smith, Equipment Officer. There was no movement of major equipment today.

The hospital reports No. of patients in hospital 10, No. on sick parade 7, and17 personnel received

medical examinations for overseas today.

M.T. Section reports a high percentage of serviceability, i.e. 90% with only one tractor A/C towing

unserviceable.

Regular classes were held for all courses in G.I.S. and pupils showing satisfactory progress. 

W.D.'s held P.T. class at 0800 hours, and regular trainee classes were held during morning and

afternoon on the sports field.

No. 2 Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours on the parade square, and following

inspection by the Squadron Commander, carried out drill for one hour.

The Commanding Officer and Senior Admin. Officer made a tour of inspection of the station this

morning, and found everything satisfactory.

S/O Lang, Messing Officer, who was at this Unit on temporary duty following the posting of S/O H.F.

Roland to E.A.C., returned to No, 2 Training Command today.

4  Aug/44   Weather favourable for flying and normal routine carried out in all flights.th

No movement of major equipment in the Equipment Section.
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4  Aug/44 (Cont’d)  Hospital reports 6 airman, one W.D. on sick parade and l4 patients presentlyth

receiving treatment. One accident was  also reported, one a member of #25 P.A.E.D., dislocation of left

shoulder, and another member of  #25 P.A.E.D. with emergency operation for acute appendicitis.

S/L Dawson of the A.I.B. and Mr. Dutton, Cessna Aircraft representative, arrived to assist in

investigation of wiring defect in Crane aircraft.

The W.D. team from No. 3 B. & G., MacDonald, Man., visited the station this evening to play the

station W.D. team in a regular District Softball League game, No. 12 winning by a score of 11 - 3.

Following the game at 1900 hours, both teams were given ref refreshments in the O.R. Mess, and later



at the W.D. Recreational Centre, an informal dance was held.

The Commanding Officer's weekly station parade was held this morning at 0720 hours, when a route

march was carried out.

The K. of C. representative made his regular visits to various sections and hospital, distributing

magazines, writing paper, etc. . .

5  Aug/44  Saturday, and a quiet day on the station. Weather fair, and normal routine carried out in allth

flights. 

No movement of major equipment but all personnel in the Equipment Section were kept quiet busy.

Investigation of Crane flare circuit and system of igniting flares carried out by S/L Dawson, A.I.B., and

Chief Engineering Officer.

M.T. Personnel were kept busy doing minor repairs and .clean-up jobs on all available vehicles. 

No regular P.T. periods for trainees were carried out today and no organized sports, but voluntary

sports carried out, and equipment available at all times. A number of airmen held vigorous work-out to

get in shape for the coming track and field meet.

Rifle and hobby clubs are still functioning and proving popular with many personnel, particularly the

Rifle Club which has a large membership.

6  Aug/44  Weather fine, and flying carried out during the morning, washed out for the afternoon.th

Church Parade was held at 1100 hours with only fair attendance due to flying. However, the airwomen

made a good showing.

No movement of major equipment in the Equipment Section.

An R.C.A.F. bus en route to Virden from #3 Wireless School, Winnipeg, had to be towed in for repairs

to a cracked head. The bus was transporting No. 2 T.C. Band to Virden.
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6  Aug/44 (Cont’d)    The regular Music Appreciation Hour was held at 2100 hours in the Stationth

Library with very good attendance. The attendance at this feature is consistently good.

No organized sports were held today, but equipment was available at all times.

There was good attendance at the station theatre this evening.

The area tennis tournament play-offs were held at Rivers, with Sgt. Dawe and LAC Paskel in the mixed

doubles, and AW1 Guss, A., and AW1 Hunter, E.J. in the ladies' doubles, and WO1 Baldwin, C.J. and

LAC Stephens in the men's doubles. Our contestants lost, but put up a good showing in the tournament.

7  Aug/44  Normal day flying with no night flying. Night flying was washed out because of badth



weather. 

Twenty-eight Air Cadet Officers of Squadrons from surrounding districts commenced a week's summer

camp training.

The painters started painting the Smoke Room in G.I.S. in renovating it for Meteorology Briefing

Room. 

The Equipment Staff is considerably upset with seven on leave, two admitted to hospital and one

A.W.L. 

In addition, a message was received for F/L A.S.I. Smith, Equipment Officer, to report to No.   B. & G.

Macdonald, Manitoba, on 8th August, on temporary duty.

The station hospital reports 13 patients receiving treatment, 15 on sic parade. One emergency

appendectomy was performed on a patient from Virden, Man., and another on a patient from Souris,

Man.

Regular trainee periods were held during morning and afternoon, and W.D. classes at 0800 hours. 

F/O J.B. McGulre, P.T. & D. Officer, with the assistance of F/S Gillies, is giving drill instruction to the

Air Cadet Officers.

The Inter-Section Softball league is continuing with Headquarters losing a hard-fought game to No. 1

Squadron by a score of 8 - 6.

Headquarters Weekly Squadron parade was held at 1315 hours, and following inspection by the

Commanding Officer, carried out drill for one hour.

The W.D. Recreational Centre was open to girls only this evening and a very enjoyable time was had 

by all those present. LAW's Lahd and Halverson in station hospital are progressing very well.

8  Aug/44 Normal day and night flying routine. Wing Commander Malcolmson and Squadron Leaderth

McLellan left for Portage la Prairie in Crane Aircraft 8735, departing at l645 hours.

Air Cadet Officers are continuing with their course of studies. G.I.S. staff has taken over the job of

painting the G.I.S. Smoke Room in preparing it for a Meteorology Briefing Room. 

W310712 AW1 Hardcastle, D.J.V. (G.I.S. Orderly Room) attended the R.C.A.F. Area Swimming Meet

at the Exhibition Grounds, Brandon, Man. She succeeded in winning  first in the fifty yard free style

race, third in diving and was a member of the relay team that won first place. Three other airwomen

competed in this meet, and all will participate in. the No. 2 T.C. Championships to be held on August

12th in Winnipeg.

F/L A.S.I. Smith, Equipment Officer, departed for No, 3 B. & G. School, Macdonald, Man., on two

weeks' temporary duty. There was no movement of major equipment.
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8  Aug/44 (Cont’d)   The #3 Wireless School bus, which broke down en route to Virden, Man., isth

being repaired at M.T; workshops.

Necessary  repairs had to be obtained from Camp Shilo.

Station Hospital reports 14 patients in hospital, and 13 on sick parade this morning.

A taxiing accident occurred today, causing damage to the wing tip of Anson 880.

No. 2 Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours today, while Maintenance Squadron held

parade at 1300 hours, on the station parade ground. Each carried out a period of drill for one hour. 

The men’s results in the Brandon Swimming Meet were as follows: 50 yd. Free Style - LAC Messer; 

100 yd. free style - F/L Farrington; 50 yd. back stroke - F/L Farrington; diving - LAC Beams.

9  Aug/44  Normal flying day. Night flying was washed out due to storms. Anson 12403 arrived atth

2130 hours with Air Commodore Cochrane and Squadron Leader Frayne from Saskatoon. 

A formation of nine Ansons from Gimli attempted to bomb Brandon and were intercepted by a

formation of eighteen Crane aircraft, led by F/0 C.M. Roberts.   All the Gimli aircraft were turned 

back. 

The Commanding Officer's conference was held at l600 hours this afternoon attended by all Section

Heads.

Crane 8167 was taken on Unit strength.

G/C Riddley  reported on the station after 1700 hours. 

Station hospital reports 19 patients in hospital and 8 on sick parade.

A new system of parking aircraft on the tarmac was discussed by the C.E.O. and the C.I. with a view to

relieving congestion.

Members of Course 99 held their Wings Banquet in the Airmen's Mess this evening at 1900 hours. The

Commanding Officer, Chief Instructor, and various flying Instructors who guided the graduates through

the various stages of their Service flying training, were guests. The Mess Hall was appropriately

decorated for the occasion, and all who attended enjoyed the delicious dinner that was served by the

station messing staff.

M.T. personnel were kept busy today with two trips to Carberry for the Medical Officers in connection

with operations.

The men's Senior Station Softball Team played at Rivers this evening for the Area play/off and won the

game by the very close score 7 - 6.

Regular P.T. periods were carried out in the afternoon, and W.D.’s held P.T. at 0800 hours.  The P.Y.

& D. Staff have been kept very busy preparing the sports field for the forthcoming track and field meet.

Open Bouse was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre with only fair attendance.  Some of the girls

spent
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9 Aug/44 (Cont’d)  the evening painting chairs for the W.D. Canteen

G.I.S. held weekly squadron parade at 1315 hours on the station  parade ground and carried out drill for

a period of one hour.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer, visited various sections

of the station 'today on a tour of inspection, concluding with a visit to the Airmen's Mess during the

noon  hour.

10 Aug/44   Normal flying routine. Air Commodore Ashton arrived from Neepawa at 1540 hours in

Beach Aircraft 1407. 

Air Commodore Cockeram and Squadron Leader Frane departed at 0924  hours in Anson 12403 for

MacDonald. 

Group Captain Ridley departed in Crane 8028 for Winnipeg.  Group Captain Ridley represented the

British Air Mission and following an inspection of the Equipment Section, expressed himself well

pleased with the set-up of that section.

WO1 Charlebois, C.E. Equipment Assistant, reported for duty on posting. 

Hospital reports sick parade numbered 7 this morning, with 14 patients in hospital.

G/C  MacCaul, C.A.E.O. of No. 2 T.C., visited the Unit and made an inspection of Maintenance Wing.

WO1 Baldwin, C.J., WO i/c M.T. Section, attended an M.T. Conference at No. 2 T.C. when complaints

were ironed out and several good suggestions applicable to all Units proposed.

The Commanding Of fier and Senior Admin. Officer visited the Chater R.1 on a tour of inspection and

found it in excellent condition.

Track and field trials were run off on the sports field, and it is anticipated that there will be many

excellent entries and  keen competition in the forthcoming meet.

The W.D. senior station softball team played at Macdonald, Man., and won the final game of the series

by a score of 21-12, which entitles then to go to Winnipeg for the Command play-offs. 

Regular P.T. periods were held outside this morning for W.D.’s and enjoyed very much.

Alterations were begun on the Airmen's Mess  today, and it is anticipated that a great improvement will

be noted.

A very impressive Wings Presentation Ceremony was held at 1930 hours this evening, when 55

students of Course 99 received their wings from Air Commodore Ashton of No. 2 T.C., Winnipeg,

Manitoba. The parade was in charge of the graduates and was led by the No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers Band.  

Civilians from Brandon were invited to attend, and a good crowd of interested spectators enjoyed the

ceremony. 

Brig. General James Kirkcaldy of Brandon presented the Brandon Plaque to the honour student,



U208728 LAC Llngwood, J.E.  Graduates with friends and relatives were entertained in the Sgts’ Mess.

Disposition of Course 99 is as follows:

        Original intake: 60       Adjusted intake: 60 plus 11 transfers - 71.

        Total graduates: 55:

         Disposition of Graduates: 9 to No. 1 A.G.T.S., Maitland, N.S., 11 to No. 2 A.G.T.S., Calgary,        

  Altr. 28 to No. 3 A.G.T.S., Three Rivers, P.Q., 5 to No. 31 Personel Depot, Moncton, N.B., 2 to          

No. 1 “Y” Depot, Lachine, P.O.
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10 Aug/44 (Cont’d)  Total Wastage: 16 (inducing 6 transfers)

Disposition of Wastage: 5 transferred to Course 101; 1 transferred to Course 105; 3 posted to No. 18.

S.F.T.S., Gimli, Manitoba; 5 posted to No. 3 B. & G. School, Macdonald, Manitoba; 2 posted to No. 7

B.  & G. School, Paulson, Manitoba.

11 Aug/44  Weather fine and normal day and night flying carried out in all flights.

S/L Crawford, Command Reselection Officer, accompanied by S/L Hunter, visited in G.I.S.  .   . .

F/O Evans and F/O Gibbs, RAF Navigation Instructors, who are on a tour of a number of R.C.A.F.

stations, arrived at No. 12 S.F.T.S. on temporary duty until approximately 15th August.

F/O Dooley, from No. 2 Training Command, called at G.I.S, to discuss "Gen Clubs".

F/L Hutchison of No. 1 C.N.S.,  Rivers, visited at G.I.S. to obtain plans for S.D.R.T.

Air Cadet Officers are writing Administration and Drill examinations.

Eight engines L4MB’s were shipped to Neepawa for storage. One engine was shipped to No. 8 Repair

Depot for write-off.

Hospital reports 8 on sick parade, and 2 Officers, 1 W.D. and 10 airmen at present receiving treatment.

An inspection of all Crane rear nacelle trusses commenced today, in accordance with instructions from

No. 2 Training Command. A few sorely needed Hoover propeller abuttment gaskets were obtained

from No. 33 S.F.T.S., RAF,  Carberry.

Major alterations on the station are at present being carried on by Macaw & Macdonald Ltd., including

alterations to A.M.L. Building and the 720 Mess, and  work is progressing satisfactorily. 

At 1631 hours the fire alarm was sounded and it was learned that a small blaze had started in the M.T.

Section but was quickly extinguished. An investigation is being carried out immediately. The station .

fire department and the W&B Auxiliary fire brigade reported promptly to the scene of the fire, and

personnel of fire picquet and duty watch stood to, ready to lend all possible aid where necessary. 

The Commanding Officer's weekly parade was cancelled owing to the Wings Parade the previous

evening. 



W3l4606 LAW Wilson, W., Clerk General, posted to No. 2 T.C. for discharge purposes.

12 Aug/44  Weather clear and normal flying routine in training wing. 

A quiet day in all sections, and no movement of major equipment in Equipment Section. 

Hospital reports 6 on sick parade, with two officers and 13 airmen presently in hospital. 

M.T. personnel were kept busy cleaning up workshop as there were several tire changes made.
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12  Aug/44 (Cont’d)   The W.D. and. airmen's swimming teams went to Winnipeg to participate in theth

Command Swim Meet and a trophy was won by LAW Hardcastle, who represented No. 12 S.F.T.S.  in

very fine fashion. 

There were no organized sports on the station today, but sports equipment was available for free use.

The tennis courts are being used steadily and many keen matches are played.

13  Aug/44   Flying was carried out in the afternoon only, but weather clear and fine.th

Regular Sunday Church Service was held in the Recreation Hall with  good attendance. F/L T.D. Jones

conducted the Service. At 1600 hrs. in the station chapel the infant son of F/L R.C. Crowe was

baptized. 

There was no movement of major equipment in the Equipment Section.

There were four on sick parade this morning, while 2 officers, 1 W.D. and 10 airmen are at present

receiving treatment in the hospital.

There was a broken starter on the fire truck, and a crash tender and firetruck with man power on the

crank stood by until repairs could be effected.

The regular weekly Music Appreciation Hour was held at 2100 hors in the station library with very

good attendance.

The station theatre was well attended this evening by both station personnel and civilian guests. 

The men's senior baseball team played a ten inning game against the Brandon All Stare, winning by a

score of 7 - 4. This game was played at the Athletic Grounds in Brandon.

14  Aug/44   Normal day and night flying. S/L MacCollough, Command. C.G.I.., arrived in Ansonth

11353 from Portage la Prairie at 1245 hours, and departed in Crane 8025 at 1450 hours for Dauphin.

S/L MacCollough visited the Ground Instructional School and discussed the Standard Ground Training

Programme with the. C.G.I. 

Course 113 started lectures in G.I.S. today. This course is made up of 7 Officers, 42 N.C.O.’s and 10

airmen.



Headquarters Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 1315 hours and carried out drill for a period of

one hour.

There was no movement of major equipment in the Equipment Section.

There were five on sick parade this morning, and one airmen discharged from hospital since yesterday.

The fire truck is 100% serviceable once again. Bendix drive was unobtainable locally, but repairs were

effected with the help of an efficient welder. The caterpillar tractor is to be exchanged with Winnipeg

machine via road tomorrow.

The Paratroopers from Shilo Camp visited this station to play No. 12 S.F.T.S. men's hardball team,

No.12 winning by a score of 6 to 3. There was quite a number of enthusiastic spectators to witness this

hard-fought game.

The Inter-Section Softball league continued this evening with Maintenance defeating Headquarters by

a score of 11 - 4.

Representatives frost this Unit went to MacDonald today to try for the Command Track and Field

Meet. 

W.D.’s held P.T. class at 0800 hours with a very good attendance.
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14  Aug/44 (Cont’d)   A meeting of the Station Library Committee was held today, with F/L T.D. Jonesth

presiding. 

Girls’s night in the W.D. Recreational Centre was very enjoyable with a sing song. 

Alterations in the Airmen's Mess are progressing favourably.

Three prisoners, i.e. R110590 LAC Townsend, F.W.,  R91654 LAC Woodman and R134535 LAC

Bateman, I.C., serving sentence at detention barracks, Calgary, Alta., arrived at this Unit under escort

to appear as Crown witnesses against Mr. H. Cowan, civilian at Brandon, who obtained R.C.A.F.

property from the aforementioned airmen.

A large number of airmen have been assisting farmers, during off hours, to harvest their crops.

15  Aug/44  Normal day and night flying was carried out.th

There was no movement of major equipment in the Equipment Section, but the Publications Section is

being re-organized and all records completely overhauled.

Eight personnel reported on sick parade, and there has been an increase in the number of patients

hospitalized with 2 officers, 1 W.D. and 15 airmen receiving treatment.

Maintenance personnel were kept busy cleaning aircraft, replacing floor mats, and painting refuelling

tenders and hangar equipment.

No. 1 Squadron held weekly parade at 0740 hours and carried out drill for one hour.



The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer, made a tour of

inspection of the R. 2 at Douglas, Man., and found it in a satisfactory condition.

The W.D. softball team went to Shilo and played A.15, winning the game by a score of 10 - 1. In the

Inter-Section Softball League, Maintenance defeated Chater R.1 by a score of 10 - 4. The Officers

played No. 1 Squadron, Officers winning 18 - 5.

The Control Tower staff held a very enjoyable weiner roast this evening at the Dam and following a

refreshing swim, weiners and buns were enjoyed around a  huge bonfire.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held at 1600 hours with heads of all sections

in attendance.

16 Aug/44  Normal night and day flying was carried out. Night flying was washed out at 0120 hours.

GB1573030 LAC Mochrie, J. of Course 101, flying from  Chater R.1 in. Crane 7770, was forced down

at  Ukraine, Manitoba. 

Group Captain Goulding arrived in Anson 853 at 1550 hours from Virden, and departed for Neepawa

at 20-5 hours.
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16 Aug/44 (Cont’d)   Wing Commander Jacob arrived in Anson 11500 from Souris at 1650 hours.

Seven N.C.O.’s  from Course 109  have started on Course 113, and members of Course 105 are writing

their final examinations at Ground School. There are fifty-five students on this course.

Mr. Mahyer of No. 7 Equipment Depot called to discuss with the Senior Equipment Officer, any

problems that may have arisen.

Hospital staff were kept busy today with T.A.B.T. Parade.

Mr. Fred Lillich, Jacobs  Engine Co. representative visited the unit and discussed all aspects of aero

engine maintenance with the C.E.O. 

G.I.S. held weekly squadron parade on the parade square at 1315 hours, and carried out drill for one

hour 

A very close softball game was played in Brandon this evening between the W.D.’s of No. 12 S.F.T.S.

and Brandon Packers, No. 12 winning finally by a score of 6 - 5.

About 50 W.D.'s from this unit entertained personnel at Chater R.1.  A weiner roast followed by a

dance were much enjoyed, and it is hoped that another such party can be arranged in the near future.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative' Officer, made a tour of

inspection of the station today, and found everything satisfactory.



W, & B. personnel placed ditching and culvert in front cf the hangar at the Chater R.1. Also, started the

form work on sidewalk at the rear of No. 4 Hangar at the main station.

Alterations to the 720 Mess are still under way, and today work was begun on the old chimney. The

alterations are progressing quite satisfactorily.

17 Aug/44  Weather fine and normal routine carried out in all flights.

Crane aircraft No. 7673 was involved in a taxiing accident with a refuelling tender at Chater R.l. 

There was some damage to propeller of the aircraft and some to the tender, but no injuries to

personnel. 

F/L O.G. Burns, C.G.I., has been posted on temporary duty to Patricia Bay, while Sgt. Styles, G.,

Airmanship Lecturer, left on temporary duty to Rockcliffe. ....

There was no movement of major equipment, but equipment personnel were kept busy carrying out

routine duties. 

The caterpillar tractor was shipped by road to Winnipeg, being hauled by the F.W.D. and trailer. 

No. 2 5quadron held weekly parade on station parade grounds at 0740 hours and carried out drill for a

period of one hour.

Work on the A.M.L. Teacher has been completed and approximately 40% of the work on the 720 Mess

completed.

W.D.'s held P.T. class at 0800 hours in the drill hall.

The C.W.A.C, team from A.15 at Camp Shilo played the W.D. softball team this evening. A most

exciting game with a final score of 8 - 7 in favour of No. 12. The members of both teams were

entertained in the O.R. Mess following the game.

The Command Hygiene Inspector visited the Airmen's Mess today.

F/O F.L. Foulkes, Station Adjutant, and il/c M.T. at this Unit, visited the M.T. Section on a tour of
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17 Aug/44 (Cont’d)  inspection and found everything in a satisfactory condition.

A   K. of C. film was shown at Chater R.1 for entertainment of personnel stationed there. 

153 school children, members of the Y.M.C.A. Summer Fun Club; visited the station at 1330 hours.

Ihey were escorted around the station area, shown a programme of movie shorts at the station theatre

and were treated to refreshments in the Airmen's Mess.  They left the station at 1630 hours.

18 Aug/44   Normal day and night flying with weather clear and fine.

W/C  Jacob left No, 12 S.F.T.S. i8n Anson 11580 at 1100 hours enroute  to Yorkton.

Ground School examinations for members of Course 103 were completed today, and results showed a



class average of 84.42.

Crane aircraft 8067 and FJ263 were transferred to #201 Holding unit for APDAL storage.

The Chief Engineer Officer, Technical Adjutant and Wing Warrant Officer, interviewed border-line

cases of Maintenance tradesmen to be trade tested.

A tragedy occurred at the Sewage Disposal Plant today when two civilian pumpmen, J.J. Neal and T.

Calder, were found in the Plant overcome by gas fumes.  The accident is being investigated

immediately, and the verdict of the Coroner's Jury was death by asphyxiation.

The Commanding Officer's weekly station parade was held at 0720 hours attended by all squadrons. 

Two flights of W.D.’s formed part of No. 1 Squadron and the Commanding Officer remarked on their

tidy appearance and good bearing.

Mr. Dumas, K. of C. area  representative, paid a visit to the station today.

The K. of C. representative showed a movie at the station hospital and those who were able to attend,

appreciated it very much.

Plans are under way to make improvements to the station hobby club.

19 Aug/44   Weather fine and normal routine carried out during the day, in all flights.

The Station track and field team competed in the Command finals in Winnipeg today.

F/0 Rainer from No. 2 T.C., visited the station today.

There were no organized games or sports held today, but sports equipment was available for free use,

and was used extensively. There was considerable activity on the tennis courts all day, and also at the

horseshoe pitches.

The bowling alleys are proving very popular, and are kept busy at all times.
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19 Aug/44 (Cont’d)   R172889 Cpl. Jackson and R130955 Cpl. Neville, T.J.,  P.T. & D.I., were taken

on strength on posting from No. 3 “M” Depot, Edmonton, Alta.

Ten bicycles have been purchased for the use of station personnel, and are proving very popular, being

in constant use every day.

20 Aug/44   Weather continuing fine and normal routine carried out in the flights.

Two Crane aircraft 776l and 8838 were flown to No. 201 Holding Unit, Estevan for APDAL storage.

One tractor crawler #21-653 was received from International Harvester Co.

Voluntary Church Parade was held at 1100 hours with fairly good attendance. F/L T.D. Jones, Station

Chaplain (P), conducted the Service.

R147117 Cpl. MecClurg, R.J., reported at Works & Buildings Section, on temporary duty from No. 2



T.C. 

Open house was held at the Sergeants' Mess this evening, and a number of friends and relatives of

Mess members were in attendance.

The Station theatre was well attended this evening by both civilian guests and station personnel.

The regular Music Appreciation Hour was held at 2100 hours in the station library with a good number

of personnel present.

There were no regular P.T. periods or organized sports, but sports equipment was available for use at

all times.

21 Aug/44   Weather mainly clear, winds 20 m.p.h. and gusty 0930 hours to 1830 hours. Group Captain

Goulding arrived from Gimli at 1425 hours in Anson 953, and departed for Gimli at l620 hours.  

Normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

Examination papers for Course 103 were forwarded to No. 2 T.C. GB1584115 LAC Hilbome, R.J, had

the highest standing with a percentage of 94.2.

A meeting of the Station Sports Committee was held in the Intelligence Library to complete plans for

Station Sports day.

One Jacobs L6MB engine was transferred to No. 8 Repair Depot Workshop Reserve, while l6 Jacobs 

L4MB engines were received from No. 7 Equipment Depot. F/L A.S.I. Smith reported back from

temporary duty at No. 3 B. & G.S., Macdonald, Man.

Hospital reports 9 on sick parade, while there are 3 W.D.’s, 1 officer and 8 airmen already receiving

treatment in hospital.

A further investigation into the overheating of the flare wire in Crane IA aircraft was carried out and it

was found that the reason for overheating was the poor conductivity of the undercarriage motor

grounding. This is being remedied in all Crane IA aircraft.

Work on concrete steps for 720 Mess has been started, and sodding is being carried on in lining up

roadways.

Sgt. Dilley, W., reported at Works & Buildings Section on temporary duty from No. 2 C. & M. Unit.

A sewing course of 26 airwomen commenced this evening, with Miss Anne Wood of Brandon,

instructing.
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21 Aug/44 (Cont’d)   Classes will be held each Monday from 1900 hours to 2100 hours. 

W.D. P.T. class was held in the Drill Hall at 0800 hours.

Headquarters Squadron held weekly parade at 1315 hours, and following inspection by the

Commanding Officer, carried out drill for one hour.



The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer, carried out an

inspection of various sections of the station today.

22 Aug/44   Weather fine and normal flying routine carried out during the day. Major Fauquier arrived

from Chater R.1 at 1105 hours in Lodestar 562, and departed for Rivers at 1325 hours. Group Captain

Molson and W/C Binnie arrived from No. 2 T.C., Winnipeg, in Anson 859, and departed for Rivers at

1210 hours. 

Personnel in G.I.S. are being called up for the Trade Test Board which convened on the Station today.

The installation of the Meteorological briefing board in the Met. room has been started.

F/L Queen of the Instrument Repair Section of No. 11 Equipment Depot spent the day discussing the

various aspects of instrument maintenance.

V30510  S/O V.S. McAuley arrived today from No. 23 E.F.T.S., Davidson, Sask., and will assume the

duties of station Messing Officer.

U208533 LAC Graham, W.D. was placed under close arrest by S/L J.H. Baird, for offence of low

flying. Is being held in the Guard House under close arrest pending disposal by the Commanding

Officer. 

No. 1 Squadron held weekly parade at 0740 hours on the station parade ground and carried out drill for

one hour.

Several civilian employees at Works and Buildings Section were relieved from duty to attend the

funerals of Mr. T. Calder and Mr. J.J. Heal, victims of the accident in the Sewage Disposal Plant. F/L

D. Whittaker, Senior N.C.O.s and other ranks also attended these services.

At 2000 hours the inquest into the death of the aforementioned civilians was held in R.C.A.F 

Headquarters, Brandon, Man. The following were subpoenaed to give evidence at this inquest: F/L

Whittaker F/S Haywood, F/S Maxwell (S,P,),.LAC  Christenson, C., and J. Rennick {civilian

pumpman). The verdict was death by asphyxiation.

The W.D. senior softball team played, the CW.A.C. from A. 3 Shilo  Camp on the station sports field

and won by a score of 18 - 8. The inter-section softball league continued with Maintenance defeating

the Officers by a score of 9 - 8.

All members of the P.T. & D. Staff are busily preparing for the forthcoming sports meet scheduled for

August 30 .th
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23 Aug/44   Good weather all day with very light wind.  W/C Malcolmson and S/L Baird departed at

1535 hours in Crane 8735 for No. 5 A.O.S., Winnipeg, returning at 1745 hours.   Anson N5357 from

No. 5 A.O.S., Winnipeg, dropped a red flare at 2325 hours. An emergency flare path was laid and the



aircraft made a safe landing at 2335 hours, remaining over night for motor repairs. Normal flying

routine was carried out all day.

 12 Jacobs L4MB IA engines were received from No. 7 Equipment Depot. S/L R.G. Hamilton, S.E.O.,

returned from Deer Lodge Hospital, Winnipeg, where he had been having X-ray pictures taken on the

order of the Senior Medical Officer of this Unit.

G.I.S. Squadron held weekly parade on the station parade ground at 1315 hours, and carried out drill

for a period of one hour.

The men's station soccer team played at Shilo and won a closely-contested game by a score of 4 - 3.

The Senior W.D.’s Softball team played an exhibition game with the Brandon Laurels and won by the

very close score of 3 - 2.

The Station Adjutant, who is i/c of M.T., made a tour of inspection of the M.T. Section and found

everything satisfactory.

Work on the 720 Mess by Macaw & Macdonald, contractors, is progressing favourably.

S/L Verrier from No. 2 T.C. , completed Board of Inquiry into tragedy of August 18th at Sewage

Disposal Plant.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Administrative Officer, visited the Chater R.1

on a tour of inspection today, and found it in excellent condition.

24 Aug/44   Weather overcast at 7000 feet until 1030 hours. Overcast at 2000 feet from 1030 until

1650 hours, lowering thereafter to 500 feet. Light rain 1650 to 1930 hours, with winds south-east from

20 to 25 m.p.h. gusty in period 1430 to 2130 hours. Wind speed 10 to 15 m.p.h. in remainder of the

day. Normal flying routine carried out all day. W/C N.S. Edgar, Chief Instructor, and party departed for

Winnipeg at 1022 hours, returning at l632 hours.

F/L K.E. Chambers, acting Chief Ground Instructor, proceeded to Winnipeg on one day's temporary

duty in connection with the Station Sports Day,

There was no movement of major equipment but personnel of Equipment Section were kept busy doing

routine work.

Mr, Jeffs of the Dowty Equipment Co., visited the Unit and discussed maintenance problems affecting

his line of equipment with the C.E.O.  This Unit is experiencing very little difficulty with the Dowty

pumps at present.

S/L Fisher and F/L Baldock are at the W. & B. Section on temporary duty from No. 2 T.C. 

No. 2 Squadron carried out drill for one hour during weekly parade.

A very successful horseshoe tournament was held on the station today, the winners being Sgt. Pawluk

and LAC Dickens.

Work on the sports field in preparation for sports day, is progressing favourably, 
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24 Aug/44    A meeting of the Station Canteen Committee was held in the office of the Senior

Administrative Officer at 1345 hours, with good attendance.

A meeting of the Station Fire Committee was held in the office of the Senior Administrative Officer at

1600 hours, at which time plans were made for ensuring that strictest fire precautions are observed on

the forthcoming. Station Sports Day when it is exected that a large number of civilians from Brandon

and surrounding district will visit the station.

25 Aug/44   Normal flying day until 1640 hours when washed out due to bad weather.

Group Captain Goulding arrived from Gimli in Anson 853 at 1546 hours, and departed for Gimli at

1610 hrs. 

R108497 Sgt. Ranger, J.J.B., W.O.G.,  has been posted to No. 2 T.C., for discharge from the R.C.A.F.

to service with the Trans Canada Airways.

M.T. personnel are being kept busy with routine runs, general clean-up jobs, and painting workshops.

W. & B. personnel are constructing of an addition to the Oil Storage Rack in the Gasoline Compound,

and the fire break at the Chater R.1 is being  plowed.

The rate of serviceability in Maintenance is very good, and personnel are working hard to maintain

their high rate of serviceability.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Station Parade was held at 0720 hours, when a route march was

carried out on the main highway bordering the station proper.

There was very good attendance at the Station Theatre this evening, to witness the showing of a

currently popular movie.

The Commanding Officer, in company with the Senior Administrative Officer and Chief Instructor,

made an inspection of the station this morning.

The Rifle Club continues to attract large crowds and the membership is consistently good. The hobby

club is also functioning as usual and some good work is being done there.

26 Aug/44  Weather overcast at 1500 to 3000 feet from 0830 to 1530 hours, clearing after 1530 hours.   

Winds 15 to 20 m.p.h. gusty throughout the day.

Normal flying routine carried out during the day.

Usual maintenance work being done by civilian and Service personnel at W. & B. Section.   Work on

removing the concrete floor in the 720 Mess Pot Room was begun today, and Contractors, Macaw &

Macdonald are making good progress on alterations to the Mess Hall.

The K. of C. representative distributed writing paper, etc. to various sections, and paid visits to
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26  Aug/44 (Cont’d)   hospital and detention rooms.th

The usual open house at the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes was held this evening, with fairly rood

attendance of both members and civilian guests.

The Men's and W.D.s softball teams won the Comnand Championship in Winnipeg tonight.

Weather clear until 1230, cumulus cloud at 5000 feet throughout the afternoon. There was a

thunderstorm at 1830 hours, with heavy rainshowers and light hail. Winds light and variable all day.

Noreal routine carried out in flights during the day.

C1460 S/L N.S. Edgar, Chief Instructor,   has been promoted to the rank of Wing Commande, effective

1st August, 1944. W/C Edgar departed for Saskatoon in Crane 8l67 at 0630 hours, and returned at 1423

hours.

Voluntary Church Parade was held as usual at 1100 hours in the Recreation Hall, F/L T.D. Jones

conducting the Service.

The regular Music Appreciation Hour was held in the station library at 2100' hours with very good

attendance. Interest in this feature is steadily maintained and those who attend appreciate the

opportunity afforded them of listening  the Classics.

There was very good attendance at the Station Theatre this evening. The roster of movies has been

consistently good all through the summer months and good attendance has been maintained.

28 Aug/44   Weather clear to partly couldy until 1130 hours, cloudy after 1130 hours, ceiling and

visibility unlimited.   Surface wind light variable becoming easterly at 10 to 15 m.p.h. after 1930 hours.

Crane aircraft 8660 shot up tower  to indicate emergency. Crash alarm was rung and emergency

procedure taken by Control Tower.  The aircraft landed with unserviceable port tire.

At 2245 hours Anson 8594 made a forced landing near Douglas with considerable damage to the

aircraft  but no injury to the pilot.

Normal routine day and night flying carried out in all flights.

The Sports Committee and Entertainment Committee held meeting in the Intelligence Library to make

final arrangements for Sports Day to be held on August 30th.

Cessna 8809 is being transferred from Unit strength to APDAL storage this Unit for student

familiarization for cockpit drill.

A large number of technical personnel at Maintenance Wing received notice of posting overseas.

W. & B. personnel are constructing concrete walks at the Officers' Mess, otherwise routine

maintenance work carried out by both civilian and service personnel.

Headquarters Squadron held regular weekly squadron parade on station parade ground today, and

carried out drill from 1315 hours to 1415 hours.



The Commanding Officer's Weekly Staff Conference was held at 1600 hours attended by all Section

Heads.

29 Aug/44  Weather cloudy to overcast. Light continuous rain 0450 to 1000 hours and from 1340 to

2313 hours. 

Ceiling 5 - 6 thousand feet from 0430 to 1130 hours, and from 4 to 1000 feet 1230 to 2330 hours.
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29 Aug/44   Surface wind North-easterly at 10 - 15 m.p.h. becoming 15 - 25. m.p.h. after 0830 hours, 

decreasing after 2030 hours. Visibility 3 - 8 miles in rain. Otherwise 10 or better.

Dual flying washed in at 0800 hours, flying washed out at 1200 hours.  At 1330 hours dual low-level

cross-countries only for radio installed aircraft.

J5903 F/L L.P.P. Baby, Personnel Counsellor, is established in an office in G.I.S.

Aircraft Anson 8594 which force landed 3 miles west of Douglas R.2 was seriously damaged

necessitating turning salvage operations over to No. 8 Repair Depot.

Last minutes preparations are being made for the Sports Day to be held tomorrow, and M.T. personnel

are being kept busy filling all demands for vehicles.

W. & B. personnel worked mainly on sports day equipment.

The large bake oven in the 720 Mess was removed to make way for a new bake oven. The alterations to

the Mess Hall are about 755 completed, and it is anticipated that completion of this work will

immeasurably improve working conditions in the Mess, and also its general appearance.

No. 1 Squadron held weekly parade on the station parade ground at 0740 hours, and carried out drill for

one hour.

There was a meeting of the Station Fund Committee at 1345 hours in the office of the Senior

Administrative Officer. This meeting was well attended by all members and a good deal of N.P.F

business was conducted.

There were also meetings of the Station Victory Committee and the Committee of Economy and

Estimates, at 1100 hours and 1130 hours respectively, in the office of the Senior Administrative

Officer.

30 Aug/44  Weather cloudy to overcast. Ceiling 2 - 6 thousand feet from 0130 to 0530 hours, 3

thousand feet 1530 to 1730 hours, otherwise unlimited. Surface wind North-westerly at 10 - 15 m.p.h.

becoming 20 - 30 m.p.h. with gusts to 35 after 1230 hours. Visibility 10 miles or better. 

Solo flying washed in at 0800 hours, but at 1100 hours flying washed out for the day due to Sports

programme. At 1550 hours, the Air Officer Commanding arrived from No. 2 Training Command, and



at 1600 hours a nine 'plane formation took off for local exercise. The Air Officer Commanding

departed at 1720 hours.

Classes in G.I.S. were dismissed at 1100 hours for the Track and Field Meet. Other Sections on the

station ceased work at 1100 hours, leaving just a skeleton staff on duty, to allow personnel to attend the

Sports Day Parade at 1330 hours.
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30 Aug/44 (Cont’d) U208533 LAC Graham, W.D., under close arrest pending authority for District

Court-Martial for offence of low flying.

W. & B. personnel carried nit maintenance work and sports work during the coming. The Contractor

looked over site in preparation for alteration to Hau #32 West,  W.D. Quarters, for N.C.O.

accommodation. 

J. Rennick, Civilian Pumpman, had tip of his finger cut off while packing pump in sewer pump house

and. was treated immediately at the station hospital.

In spite of rather cold, windy .weather, the sports events were run off successfully and a good crowd of

civilian spectators attended. No. 2 Squadron obtained the highest score for the day. At 1600 hours two

Harvard aircraft carried out a series of aerobatics for the entertainment of the spectators, and at 1930

hours,  the most interesting event of the day took place when the “Chicago Chics” Softball team played

the Officers of this Unit in a fast-moving, colorful game, which took the prize for laughs. The "ladies''

stole the show! The programme was brought to a close with a very enjoyable dance held in the Drill

Hall to which everyone was invited. The hall was appropriately decorated and music for dancing was

provided by the No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, orchestra.

31 Aug/44  Cloudy in afternoon with winds north 30 - 35 m.p.h., gusts to 40 m.p.h. from 1430 to 2030

hours. Rain and low cloud at 500 feet in eastern portion of region.

Normal routine carried out in all flights during the day, with SBA flight night flying.

Air Vice-Marshal Nairne and party arrived from Regina, Sask., in Lodestar 563 at 1730 hours, and

departed at 1814 hours for Winnipeg.

6099A WO1 Monk, E.C. (Armourer) was recalled off leave to proceed to Patricia Bay, B.C., for two

weeks' temporary duty.

A draft of 116 tradesmen was prepared at Maintenance today. This reduces the strength of this section

by about one quarter.

No. 2 Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours, and carried out drill for one hour.

W. & B. personnel were kept bucy cleaning up tooths, etc., in sports field and drill hall used during

Sports Day.



Macaw & Macdonald, contractors, started on alterations to W.D. Quarters, Hut #32. This contractor is

approximately 90% completed on contract in the 720 Mess. 

The landscaping around the Officers' Mess has been attractively kept this summer, and the lawn has

been used extensively during the early evening hours by Officers who enjoy reading or chatting in the

fresh air.
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 31  Aug/44     Personnel Strength                                             Airmen orst

                                                                     Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians     

STAFF                                                             142          3               697                 151

             R.C.A.F.   o  n    T  e  m   p  o  r a  r y    D   u  t y                    6                               3                     2    

            Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

            R.C.A.S.C.                                       1                              4

            C.D.C.                                                        1                             5 

            Postal                                                                                         3

            R.A.F.           -              Nil                                                                                      

CIVILIANS    Barrack Officer    1

                       Meteorologist                                                                                                      3                 

                      Stenographers   10

                       Clerks     3

                       General Duties                                                                                                   75

                       Others                                                                                                                 45                

                                                                                                                                                              

                                  Total Staff                      150          3              712                153            137                

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                    

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                      134

                     R.A.F.                                                                            92

                     R.A.A.F.                                                                          1    

                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                     24                                                       

                                                                                                          251                                    

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH     Serviceable   Unserviceable  

               Crane I                          68                  4



               Crane IA                      14                   3                           

               Anson II                       14                   4

               Menasco Moth                1

               Harvard II                       2                    

 

Flying Time: 7494:15 hrs.
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1 Sept/44  Weather fine all day, and normal flying routine carried out in all flights. No night flying.

W/C N..S. Edgar, Chief Instructor, departed for Regina at 1735 hours.

A  Board was held to decide postings and  recommendations for commissions for graduates of Course

101. 

A crash salvage party from No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg, arrived and commenced salvage of Anson

8594. 

The Commanding Officer's weekly station parade was held at 0720 hours and was attended by all

squadrons. 

W300182 Cpl. Wagner, M.E., Clerk Steno., has received promotion to the rank of Sergeant, while

W307806 LAW Kerr, E.J. and W313231 LAW. Hamill, S.F.A., Clerk Steno and Clerk Accounting,

respectively, received promotion to the rank of Corporal.

R86595 Sgt. Piersdorff, Chef, received appointment to the rank of Flight Sergeant. 

Regular trainee P.T. classes were held on the sports field during the day.

Preparation are being made for the Sports Meet to be held in Brandon on Monday, September 4th.

S/L.W.G. McLellan (C2342),  Senior Admin. Officer received notice today of posting to No. 1 C.N.S.,

Rivers, Man, while S/L J.H. Baird. (J3260), O.C. No. 1 Squadron, has been posted to No. 18 S.F.T.S.,

Gimli, Man., and F/L O.G. Burns (C3793), Chief Ground Instructor, has been posted to No. 2 Training

Command.

2 Sept/44  There was 10/10 stratus cloud at 500 to 800 feet in the morning, rising to 1500 feet in the

afternoon.

Winds were light easterly. Flying was washed out because of low ceiling from 0845  to 1300 hours.

Normal flying routine carried out during the afternoon, but, there was no night flying.

Part of the Intercommunication System for hangars, which has been on order for many months, has

finally been received and will prove for useful for Maintenance Staff.

W304830 LAW Burton, B.A., Driver Transport "C", received her discharge from the Service effective

31st August/44.



Open house was held in the Officers' Mess this evening with fairly good attendance of both members

and guests from Brandon.

There were no organized P.T. classes or sports today, but voluntary sports were carried out on the

sports field and equipment was available for use at all times.

3. Sept/44   Fog all morning, reducing visibility to ½  mile at 0830 hours. Visibility improved to 4

miles by 0930 hours and 12 miles thereafter. Cloud height 2000 feet until 1430 hours, rising to 3500

feet at 1530 hours, and becoming only 3/10 after 1830 hours. Winds light, north-westerly. 

Normal Sunday flying routine, but no night flying.

There was good attendance at voluntary Church Parade this morning, including 35 airwomen.   The

service
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3 Sept/44 (Cont’d)  was conducted by F/L T.D. Jones, Station Chaplain (P).

The regular Music Appreciation Hour was well attended, being held in the Station Library at 2100

hours. This evening as a special feature Gilbert and Sullivan opera "The Mikado" was presented and

was much enjoyed.

There were no regular P.T. classes or organized sports, but equipment was available for those who

wished to participate in voluntary sports on the sports field ana in the drill hall. Track and Field Meet

enthusiasts, who have been chosen to represent No. 12 S.F.T.S. in the B.D.S.A.A. Track and field Meet

at the Exhibition Grounds in Brandon on Sept. 4th, were practising for their various events.

4 Sept/44  Labour day and fine weather. Winds north at 10 to 20 m.p.h. Normal routine carried out in

all flights during the day with S.B.A. night flying. Colonel Hunt arrived in Harvard F.E.634 from  

Winnipeg at 1128 hours, departing for Winnipeg at l630 hours.

F/L H.B. Pete visited the Aircraft Recognition Section in G.I.S. and gave valuable assistance to the

instructors in planning the work for the new course.

Clearances for the graduates of Course 101, who will receive their wings on the 7th Sept., have been

started.

A re-adjustment of senior N.C.O.s was made necessary due to the postings of a large number of

Maintenance personnel. 1023 F/S Purcell, J.M., A.F.M. "A", assumes charge of Workshops and 2529

F/S Paton, L., A.E.M. "A" will be in charge of the Control Room.

A number of M.T. personnel have been posted, which has depleted the staff considerably, but no

transports have been held up as yet sad serviceability remains good. 

Regular trainee P.T. classes were carried out during the day.



The B.D.S.A.A. Annual Track and Field Meet was held today at the Exhibition Grounds in Brandon

and the fine weather did much toward making the event a success. There was a large number of

contestants, with representatives from No. 12 S.F.T.S., No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers,

No. 33 S.F.T.S., Carberry, No. 19 E.F.T.S., Virden, participating in ths various events. The

championship was won for the third successive year by No. 12 S.F.T.S., which entitles this Unit to keep

the trophy. 

The regular P.T. period was given W.D. personnel at 0800 hours in the Drill Hall. 

Headquarters parade was cancelled at noon to allow the showing of a V.D. film to W.D.'s. 

The W.D. regular Sewing Class was held at 1900 hours, under the direction of Miss Anna Wood of

Brandon. 

W309549 LAW Lidberg, M.A., Chef "B", has been posted to No. 8 Repair Depot, Winnipeg, Man. 

The Contractor is finishing painting in the 720 Mess, and this contract is almost 98% complete.

5 Sept/44  Partly cloudy to cloudy. Surface wind 15 - 20 m.p.h. decreasing to 5 - 10 m.p.h. after 1930

hours. Ceiling unlimited; visibility 12 miles or better.

Normal flying during the morning, but no flying in the afternoon because of instructors' meeting and

parade. Normal night flying.

C12409 F/L K.E. Chambers is acting Chief Ground Instructor on posting of F/L O.G. Burns, pending
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5 Sept/44 (Cont’d)   more  definite arrangements in this connection.

The senior W.D. softball team engaged the C.W.A.C. team from Camp Shilo in a game which No. 12

lost by the very close score of 11 - 10.

The Inter-Section Softball League is drawing to a close, and in a game for the championship, the

Officers defeated the Maintenance team by a score of 4 - 2.

The graduates of Coarse 101 held their flight banquet and party in the Airmen's Mess this evening, with

the Commanding Officer, Chief Instructor, and a number of instructors as guests. A very enjoyable

dinner was served followed by much merriment and gaiety.

No. 2. Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours and carried out one hour’s drill.

The lines on the runways have been washed with lime by W. & B. personnel.

The Commanding Officer, in company with the Senior Administrative Officer made a tour of

inspection of ths station this morning, visiting various sections and making suggestions for

improvement where necessary.

6 Sept/44   Partly cloudy, surface wind easterly st 5 - 10 m.p.h. Visibility 10 miles or better.



The Commanding Officer departed at 0740 hours for Winnipeg, returning at 1647 hours. Normal flying

routine carried out at both the main aerodrome and the Chater R.1.

The Commanding Officer and the Chief Engineer Officer visited No. 2 T.C  to discuss various aspects

of the change of aircraft type which will go into effect at this Unit in the near future. 

Regular trainee periods were held during the day in the drill hall.

The men's hardball team played against A.15 end lost a hard-fought game by a very close score, 1 - 0.

Forty-five Officers were Harvard step-tested today.

The regular W.D. P.T. period was held at 0800 hours in the Station Drill Hall.

A very enjoyable banquet was held for the Messing Staff in the Prince Edward Hotel, Brandon.

Maintenance Staff held a smoker in the Airmen's Mess this evening, and a very enjoyable time was had

by all who attended.

W. & B. personnel are busy doing repair work on station roads.

G.I.S. Squadron held weekly squadron parade on the parade square, and carried out drill for one hour.

W.D.'s held their regular Open House in the Recreational Centre, with good attendance. Dancing was

enjoyed and music was provided by the Wurlitzer machine.

7 Sept/44  Partly cloudy to cloudy, surface wind south-easterly at 10 - 15 m.p.h.  Ceiling unlimited and

visibility
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7 Sept/44 (Cont’d)   10 Miles or better. Normal flying routine carried out in all flights at main

aerodrome and Chater R.1.

The C.E.O. visited No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris to discuss various organization and maintenance problems

with the staff of that unit.

W.D.'s held regular P.T. period in the Drill Ball at 0800 hours.

The Men's Softball game with A.3. Shilo was cancelled due to Wings Parade.

Regular trainee P.T. periods were held during the day in the drill hall.

S/L W.P. Wamsley (C5270) arrived on posting from No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, Man., and will assume the

duties of Senior Administrative Officer.

Wings Parade for the graduates of Course 101 was held this evening when 43 airman received their

wings. The wings ware presented by the flying instructors who had guided the Course through the final

stages of their training. GB1584714  LAC Sharpe, E.N., the honour student, was presented with the

Brandon Plaque.

Disposition of Course 101 is as follows:

Original Intake: 61



Adjusted Intake: 61 plus 5 transfers - 66 

Total graduates:  43

Disposition of graduates: 20 to No. 1 A.G.T.S., Maitland, N.S.; 4 to No. 2 A.G.T.S., Calgary, Alta.;

       5 to No. 3 A.G.T.S., Three Rivers, P.Q,; 14 to No. 31 Personnel Depot, Moncton, N.B. 

Total Wastage: 23 (11 transfers, 11 training discontinued, 1 fatal accident).

Disposition of Wastage: 9 Transferred to Course 103; 1 transferred to Course 105; 1 transferred to         

 Course 113; 1 posted to No. 31 P.D., Moncton, N.B.; 5 posted to No. 18 S.F.T.S., Gimli, Man.; 4         

posted to No. 7 B. & G.  School, Paulson, Manitoba; 1 posted to No. 2 "M" Depot, Swift Current, Sask;

1 fatal  accident. Following the presentation of the wings, graduates and their guests were

entertained in the Sergeants’ Mess.

8 Sept/44 Wind (Surface) - south-southeast 5 - 15 m.p.h. veering to Southwest-west 15 - 25 m.p.h. after

1130 hrs. and decreasing to 5 - 15 after 1930 hours. Weather - high overcast of altocumulus and Cirrus

decreasing to 1 - 3/10 between 0930 and 1230 hours, becoming broken to overcast altocumulus and

Stratocumulus with a few Cumulus at 3 - 4 thousand feet. Visibility - 10 miles or better.

The Commanding Officer left for Winnipeg at 1555 hours in Crane 8735; the Chief Instructor left for

Portage at 1932 hours in Crane 8167, returning at 0035 hours.

Normal routine carried was carried out in all flights during the day and night.

The Commanding Officer's Weekly Station Parade was cancelled due to unfavourable weather.

Discussion Groups periods were held from 0800 to 0900 hours.

Work on the 720 Mess has at last been completed, and the contractor has left the station. 

Regular P.T. periods for trainees were held in the Drill Hall.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Senior Admin. Officer, made a tour of inspection of

various sections of the station this morning.
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9 Sept/44  Overcast; ceiling 3 - 4 thousand feet, improving to 5 thousand feet or better after 2030

hours. Surface wind north-west to North at 10 - 15 m.p.h.  Visibility 10 miles or better, reduced to 7 -

10 miles in smoke after 2030 hours.

S/L Jewsbury landed at 1240 hours from No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, and departed at l640 hours for No. 1

C.N.S., Rivers.

Normal flying routine carried out in all flights.

Anson aircraft empennage section was inspected for corrosion. No aircraft on this Unit were found

affected.

No regular trainee P.T. classes were held today, and no organized sports, but equipment was available



at all times for free use.

10 Sept/44   Cloudy, becoming overcast at 0830 hours. Surface wind North-west to North at 10 - 15

m.p.h. increasing to 15 - 20 m.p.h. after 1530 hours. Ceiling unlimited becoming 3 - 4 thousand feet

after 1030 hours and lifting to 5 - 6 thousand feet after 2030 hours. Visibility 12 miles or better except

7-10 miles in smoke from 2030 - 2330 hours.

Dual flying in the morning only, and solo flying in the afternoon. No night flying.

At 1600  hours W/C Lanford arrived from Souris, departing at 1705 hours in Harvard 929.

No regular Ground School classes were held today and orderly room staff kept busy with routine work

and maintenance of records.

Church Service was held as usual at 1100 hours in the Recreation Hall, the service being conducted

by F/L Dale Jones, Chaplain (P). There was fairly good attendance, including 30 W.D.'s

The regular Music Appreciation Hour was held at 2100 hours in ths station library. Attendance was

good as usual, and this feature remains one of the consistently popular recreational periods on the

station.

An Exhibition hardball game was played in Brandon between No. 12 S.F.T.S. and the Brandon All

Stars, No. 12 winning by a score of 7 - 0. There was an excellent crowd of spectators of both Service

and civilian personnel, and excitement ran high all during the game.

Open house was held in the Sergeants' Mess this evening, and quite a number of civilian friends and

relatives attended.

11 Sept/44  One to four tenths Cumulus and Fractocumulus cloud at 0830 hours to 1130 hours at 300 to

700 feet. This cloud lifting to 3000 feet in the afternoon.Winds light and variable all day.
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11 Sept/44 (Cont’d)  W/C N.S. Edgar, Chief Instructor, departed for Winnipeg in Crane 8167 at 1208

hours. 

Normal routine carried out in all flights during the day, but no night flying.

Headquarters Squadron held weekly squadron parade on the station parade square at 1315 hours and

carried out drill for a period of one hour.

This Aircraft Recognition Section of G.I.S. is in process of re-organization and work in this connection

is progressing favourably.

The Crane aircraft strength has been reduced by 23 aircraft.

The Commanding Officer in company with the Senior Administrative Officer visited Chater R.l on a

tour of inspection and found everything operating satisfactorily.



A number of officer instructors were Harvard step-tested in the evening.

The men's hardball team journeyed to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers to play a scheduled league game, Rivers

winning by a score of 12 - 1.

W.D. P.T. class was held at 0800 hours in ths Station Drill Hall.

At 1900 hours the regular weekly sewing class for W.D.’s was held in the W.D. Recreation Centre and

was well attended. This class was conducted by Miss Anna Wood of Brandon.

12 Sept/44   Clear until 0900 hours, thick fog forming thereafter and continuing until 1030 hours.  

From 1030 hours until 1730 hours low cloud at heights from 500 to 1500 feet and visibilities of 4 to 7

miles in light mist and haze. Winds easterly at 10 to 15 m.p.h. all day. Conditions poor over southern

Manitoba and Eastern Sask. 

No flying in the morning because of low ceiling, and dual flying washed in at 1500 hours until 1700

hours.

No. 1 Squadron carried out squadron parade at 0740 hours on the station parade square. 

The W.D. Softball team won their final game against Shilo A.3 with a score of 14 - 7, by virtue of

which No. 12 W.D.s may be crowned Area Champions.

A meeting of the Camera Club was held at 1900 hours in the room which has been turned over to the

Camera Club to be used as their dark room. This is situated in the north east corner of the R.C. Chapel.

The Station Adjutant, Officer i/c M.T. Section, paid a visit to that section today on a tour of inspection.

The Commanding Officer, in company with the Senior Administrative Officer, visited various sections

of the station this morning on a tour of inspection.

13 Sept/44   Overcast with ceiling from one to two thousand feet, lifting to unlimited after 1630 hours.

Surface wind southerly 15 to 10 mph; risibility 3 to 5 miles in fog from 0930 to 1430 hours, otherwise

10 miles or bettor.

Normal routine carried out in all flights during the day.

R59596 Sgt. Styles, G.E., arrived back on the station after completing course at Rockcllffe.

G.I.S. Squadron held  weekly squadron parade at 1315 hours, and carried out drill for one hour.

W.D.'s held P.T. class at 0800 hours in the drill hall with approximately 30 airwomen in attendance.

Open house was held in the W.D. Recreation Centre this evening. Music for dancing was provided by
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13 Sept/44 (Cont’d)  Wurlitzer.

Maintenance held a reorganization meeting of Officers and Warrant Officers to readjust

personnel after the posting of one quarter of the strength.



Sergeants' Monthly Mess Meeting was held and new officers were selected.

14/Sept/44  Sky obscured by fog until 0830 hours.  Overcast from 0830 hours to 1130 hours becoming

partly cloudy after 1130 hours. Ceiling three to five hundred feet from 0830 hours to 1130 hours

becoming unlimited thereafter. Surface wind south-easterly at 5 to 10 mph,  increasing to 15 to 20 mph

after 1530 hours. Visibility 0 to 1 mile in fog improving to 2 to 5 miles after 0930 hours and to 10

miles or better after 1430 hours. 

Flying washed out all morning due to low ceiling. Normal flying routine in the afternoon. 

F/L D. A. Freeze, (C2923), reported from No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, to take over duties as Chief Ground

Instructor.

W.D. P.T. held at 0800 hours and 40 airwomen attended.

A meeting of all airwomen was held at 1900 hours in the W.D. Recreational Centre. Matters pertaining

to dress, deportment, discipline, etc. were discussed.

No. 2 Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours, and carried out drill for one hour.

15/Sept/44  Overcast with ceiling from two hundred to eight hundred feet. Improving to four thousand

feet or better after 1800 hours. Visibility 1 to 3 miles in rain and fog from 0830 hours to 1730 hours,

improving to 8 miles or better after 1830 hours. Thunderstorm from 0945 hours to 1725 hours.  

Surface wind south easterly 5 to 10 mph, becoming south west to west at 10 to 15 mph after 1830

hours.

No day or night flying aa weather was unsuitable.

The Commanding Officer's weekly station parade was held at 0720 hours and was attended by all

Squadrons.  F/L T. D. Jones, Protestant Padre, and F/L J. T. Biger, R.C. Padre, participated in a

combined Service commemorating the Battle of Britain, which was held
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15/Sept/44 (Cont’d)  at this parade.

The marriage of AW1 Scriver and LAC St. Dennis was performed by F/L Jones in the Station Chapel.

The bride was given in marriage by the Commanding Officer. A email reception was held in the W.D.

Recreation Centre.

The Commanding Officer, in company with the Senior Administrative Officer, visited various Sections

of the Station this morning on a tour of inspection.

W/C Rossie Brown, Senior Staff Chaplain R.A.F. visited the Station giving a talk to the Officers in the

Mess, to an R.A.F. Group in the Library and to the R.A.F. at Chater.



16/Sept/44   Partly cloudy to cloudy, becoming overcast after 1830 hours. Ceiling unlimited. Visibility

12 miles or better. Surface wind south-westerly at 10 to l4 mph, becoming light and variable after 1830

hours.

Flying washed out as weather was unsuitable.

Anson II. #8322, was received from Mac Donald Bros. Aircraft for stored reserve. 

Open House was held at the Sergeants' Mess.

17/Sept/44   Overcast becoming cloudy after 1730 hours. Ceiling unlimited, visibility 12 miles or

better. Surface wind west to south west at 15 to 20 miles per hour deceasing to 10 to 15 miles after

2030 hours.

Normal flying in the afternoon only.

Course No.105 finished their final examinations, with a class average of 84.31.

A special drumhead Service was held at 1100 hours commemorating the Battle of Britain.

18/Sept/44   Overcast at 1500 to 2000 feet all day after1000 hours. Winds west to south west at 20 to

25 mph gusty.  Low temperature 40° F., high 54° F. 

Day flying only.

Cranes 8778 and 8716 involved in minor taxi accident at 1030 hours at east end of taxi strip, causing

slight damage to wing of 8778 only.

W/C Kirk, Principal Medical Officer, inspected Station Hospital. 

Headquarters weekly squadron parade was cancelled.

There is a shortage of staff in the M.T. Section as a result of Overseas postings. 

S/L Madill, N.Z. Officer, visited New Zealand students. 

W.D.s attended sewing class and progressing very well.

Sgt. Bods and Sgt. Walker visited No. 7 Equipment Depot for instructional purposes.
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19/Sept/44  Cloudy all day with, cloud at 4000 feet or higher. Winds south-westerly at 15 to 20 mph.

Weather generally good over all Manitoba.

Crane 1A FJ 265 transferred from stored reserve to unit strength. 

New aircraft hangar allotment system started.

No. 1 Squadron carried out squadron parade at 0740 hours on the Station parade square. 

The Commanding Officer, in company with the Senior Administrative Officer, visited various Sections

of the Station this morning on a tour of inspection. 

S/L S. T. Bigelew from No. 2 T.C. visited the Unit.



20/Sept/44  Light fog with visibility 2 to 3 miles until 1030 hours, partly cloudy thereafter. Wind

easterly at 5 to 10 mph until 1030 hours, west at 25 to 35 gusty after 1030 hours until

1930 hours. Rainshower 1955 to 2005 hours.

Normal flying routine.

G/C Scott visited the Station.

Station Drill Hall floor being painted in preparation for winter sports.

G.I.S. Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 1315 hours, and carried out drill for one

hour.

21/Sept/44 Good weather all day. Wind northerly at 5 to 15 mph.

G/C Sinclair, CAO, and S/L Bevan and F/L Richardson inspected the Accounts Section. 

G/C Searle from Dauphin visited this Station in the evening.

No. 2 Squadron held weekly squadron parade at 0740 hours, and carried out drill for one hour.

22/Sept/44  North easterly wind at 0 to 10 mph, veering to southwest, light after 1900 hours. Clear,

becoming partly cloudy to cloudy after 0430 hours. Ceiling 15 to 25 hundred feet, lifting to three to

five thousand feet after 1430 hours and unlimited after 2330 hours. Visibility 15 miles or better

throughout.

The Commanding Officer's weekly station parade was held at 0720 hours and all squadrons attended.
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11/Sept/44 (Cont’d)   W/C Edgar visited No. 1 C.N.S.,  Rivers.

Anion II 7511 received  from No. 204 E.H.U.,  Estevan for unit strength.

The Commanding Officer, in company with the Senior Administrative Officer, visited various Sections

of the Station this morning on a tour of inspection.

23/Sept/44  Southwesterly wind at 0 to 20 mph, gusty between 1230 hours and 1530 hours. Cloudy to

overcast, becoming clear to partly cloudy after 2330 hours.  High altocumulus and cirrus clouds.  

Visibility 15 miles or better. 

Normal flying routine.

Harvard II 2998 received from No. 14 S.F.T.S., Alymer, for stored reserve.

24/Sept/44  Southwest to west wind at 5 to 15 mph, veering to north to north east at 5 to 15 mph after

1730 hours. Clear to partly cloudy, becoming cloudy to overcast after 0830 hours. 

Ceiling unlimited except between l400 hours and 1500 hours when down to 4000 feet. 



Visibility 15 miles or better. 

Normal day flying only.

Voluntary Church Parade was well attended. 

Basketball teams have commenced practising.

25/Sept/44 North east to east wind at 5 to 15 mph. Cloudy to overcast. Light intermittent rain between

1200 hours and 1330 hours. Ceiling unlimited, lowering to five to ten hundred feet after 1000 hours,

lifting to six to eight thousand after 1430 hours. Visibility 10 miles or better.

Normal flying day and night.

F/L Freeze C.G.I.,  visited No. 11 S.F.T.S., Yorkton, by air.  F/O J. T. Eymundson  (C25628), reported

from No. 2 T.C. as Signals Officer.

26/Sept/44   Cloudy to partly cloudy. Ceiling unlimited becoming three to four thousand feet after 1430

hours and becoming unlimited thereafter. Visibility 10 miles or better. Surface wind west to north west

at 10 to 15 mph, increasing to 25 to 30 mph with gusts to 40 mph after 1630 hours. Rain showers from

1445 to 1455 hours and from 1540 to 1550 hours.

Norseman hospital aircraft picked up a patient from Station hospital for transport to Winnipeg.

Crane lA  FJ 230 crashed at approximately 1500 hours one half mile south of franklin, Manitoba.  

Crash Category "A".  F/O H.E. Storey, (J25265), Instructor, and F/0 R.N.
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Monck, (J9253), WAG/P/Pilot, were killed. Cause of crash obscure. Investigation by A.I.B., No. 2

Training Command.

Crane I 7770 transferred to No. 204 E.H.U. for APDAL storage. 

Boxing classes now being held in Drill Hall.

S/L Derry, S/L Lupton and F/O Dooley of Command Visiting Flight reported for Inspection Visit of

training.

The Commanding Officer, in company with the Senior Administrative Officer, Visited various

Sections of the Station this morning on a tour of inspection.

27/Sept/44  Overcast, becoming cloudy after 1830 hours. Light rain shower 0220 to 0310 hours.

Ceiling seven thousand feet or higher, lowering to three to five thousand feet after 1830 hours.

Visibility 10 miles or better.  Surface wind east to northeast at 10 to 15 mph. 

Normal day and night flying. 

S/L Dawson arrived by P.M.C. and F/L Martin arrived by air to investigate the crash of Crane IA FJ 230



one half mile south of Franklin, Manitoba.

Officers and Senior N.C.O.'s Drill Course was commenced, the first period being held at 1715 hours.

28/Sept/44  Clear to partly cloudy. Ceiling unlimited.  Visibility 10 miles or better. Wind southwest to

south at 10 to 15 mph.

Advice received to withdraw the two Harvard aircraft from service. 

Normal day and night flying.

21 Jacobs L4MB engines transferred to No. 205 E.H.U., Neepawa, for APDAL storage.

A short ceremony was held at the CPR Station prior to the despatch of the body of the

late F/O R. M. Monck to Winnipeg for burial, the escort being F/O N. Carter.   

29/Sept/44  Cloudy to overcast. Light rain from 2210 hours to 2359 hours. Ceiling unlimited, becoming

four to five thousand feet after 1930 hours. Surface wind east to south east at 10 to 15 mph.   Visibility

10 miles or better.
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29/Sept/44 (cont’d)   FL/O Christie and S/O Chase,  Special Services Officer, departed after visiting

P.T. Section of this Station.

The Commanding Officer's weekly station parade was held at 0720 hours and all Squadrons attended.  

One hour's drill was given all ranks with Officers and Senior N.C.O.'s being given their second drill

period. A further period of drill was held for Officers and Senior N.C.O.’s, in the afternoon.

G/C Scott, SASO, in company with W/C Weaver, S/L Lupton, S/L Derry and F/O Dooley arrived on the

Station for a conference on training with the Commanding Officer, the Chief Instructor, Chief Ground

Instructor and Squadron Commanders.

30/Sept/44 Overcast with light rain until 0605 hours. Ceiling three to four thousand feet, lowering to

five to eight thousand feet after 0830 hours and lifting to two to three thousand feet after 1730 hours.  

Surface wind north-easterly at 25 to 30 mph with gusts to 35 mph. 

Visibility five to eight miles in  rain, otherwise ten miles to better.

No flying due to low ceiling and high winds.

A Service funeral was held at 1430 hours at First Baptist Church, Brandon, for the late F/O H.E. Storey,

with burial being made in Brandon Cemetery. There was a large attendance of his fellow Officers from

No. 12.

A social evening  was held in the Sergeants' Mess, at which the N.C.O.’s said good-bye to F/S

Maxwell, who was posted.
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30/Sept/44     Personnel Strength                                               Airmen or

                                                                     Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians     

STAFF                                                             160          4               767                153                 6

             R.C.A.F. on   T  e  m   p  o  r a  r y    D   u  t y                   9                               4                     3

            Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

            R.C.A.S.C.                                     1                              1

            C.D.C.                                                      1                               4 

            Postal                                                                                         3

            R.A.F.                                                       4                               2                                                      

            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                                 1                   

CIVILIANS    Barrack Officer    1

                       Meteorologist                                                                                                      3                 

                      Stenographers     9

                       Clerks     4

                       General Duties                                                                                                   91

                       Others                                                                                                                 45                

                                                                                                                                                              

                                  Total Staff                      175          4             782                156            159                 

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                    

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                        141

                     R.A.F.                                                                              77

                     R.A.A.F.                                                                            1    

                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                        54                                                    

                                                                                                             273                                  
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AIRCRAFT STRENGTH     Serviceable   Unserviceable  

               Crane I                         66                    -

               Crane IA                      14                    1                          

               Anson II                        13                   5

               Menasco Moth II             1



STORED RESERVE

                 Crane I                            4

                 Anson II                           1

                 Harvard II                        4

 

Total Number of hours flown during the month of September: 6,834:40.
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1 Oct/44    Cloudy to overcast becoming  cloudy to cloudy after 1500C. A Northerly wind at 5-10 mph

becoming light variable after 0600C;  the ceiling 4-6 thousand feet lifting to unlimited after 1500C: the 

visibility 10 miles or better.

Church parades brought a large percentage of personnel to Church Service in the morning.

The afternoon was comprised of the usual routine duties, carried out by Air Force personnel, since

most of the civilians were off duty.

The usual Sunday evening Music Appreciation Hour brought a good deal of enjoyment to the large

crowd which gathered in the Station Library.

The forerunners of Course 118, which is comprised mainly of Senior N.C.O.’s, arrived and added to

the already large numbers of the Sergeant's Mess.

2 Oct/44   The weather was clear to partly cloudy, becoming cloudy after 1000C, but the ceiling was

unlimited, the visibility, 10 miles or better. The southwest wind of 5-15 mph increased to 15-25 mph

gusty after 1200C, and then decreased to 15-5 mph after 2100C.

F/O D.G.B. McKay (J25305), Adjutant of the Training Wing, was posted to RCAF Station, Rockcliffe,

effective 2 Oct/44.

The Works and Buildings Section started well in advance to prepare the storm windows for the

buildings of the station. They received a visit from FS Shrimpton, Command Painting Inspector, who

was on the station checking No. 2 C.& E. Unit crews at present working in the station hospital. 

Course 118 started ground school with a total of 63 students. They are starting a new system -no

classes on Friday, but on Saturday and Sunday.

A normal day of flying was carried out.  Wing Commander Malcolmson departed for Winnipeg in

Crane 8735 at 1015 hours. There was no movement of Major Equipment, but a very busy day was spent

getting out Equipment Monthly Reports. It was found necessary to order 20 more beds and dressers for

incoming officers.

The Drill Hall was becoming a major attraction on the station, what with badminton, basket-ball

practice, and the bowling alley filled to over-flowing with eager sports fans. The heat was turned on in



the Drill Hall.  Swimming instruction for “Non-swimming” W.D.'s was commenced in the Y.M.C.A. 

at Brandon. Classes are to continue every Tuesday, and Wednesday night as long as interest remains

high. Organized P.T. classes were started for G.I.S. personnel (Instructors) FS Fredrickson, P.T.I.. from

Command, was here on temporary duty
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3 Oct/44  Overcast  to cloudy, ceiling unlimited, visibility 10 miles or better. South-westerly wind at

10-15 mph, increasing to 15-20 mph after 123oC.

Normal day of flying, except for a report from J. Evans (farmer on 14-11-20), at 2200 hours, that an

aircraft had been forced down on his farm. An investigation showed nothing; all precautions taken.  

After that, usual night flying carried out.

F/L McLennan of No. 2 T.C. visited with the Education Officer to discuss Morale and Discipline. 

F/O McBeth of No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, was at G.I.S. to discuss Intelligence Libraries with the

Education Officer.

No. 2 C.&.M. Unit painting crew and road repair crew progressing nicely with work. FS Soper,

Command Electrician, on the station making check on kitchen equipment. Air conditioner in the Link

Trainer to be shut down today.

4 Oct/44   It was partly cloudy with 1-5/10 high Cirrus;  the visibility was 15 miles or better;  ceiling

unlimited;  wind was southwest to west at 8-20 mph decreasing to light after 2000C. 

Normal flying routine was carried out during the day. Four instructors reported in from No. 23

E.F.T.S., Davidson, Saskatchewan, for a refresher course.

One Jacobs L4MB engine (4443/21611) was shipped to No. 8 R.D. Workshop Reserve. Crane I No.

8722, was transferred from Stored Reserve to Unit Strength.

Work on repairs to runways and roads completed by No. 2 C.& M. Unit personnel. The job was very

satisfactory and completed in an efficient manner under the supervision of FS Slater of No. 2

C. & M. Unit. Work on one remaining hydrant at Chater R.1 was started under the supervision of Mr. J.

Barnes, Foreman of Works.

The Signals Section was moved from G.I.S. to the Control Tower. R59253, FS Melsted, L.A. (Photo)

who was posted Overseas, returned to No. 12 S.F.T.S., his posting cancelled.

Senior N.C.0.’s and Officer’s Drill Instruction given from 1700 to 1800 hours. Station Basketball

teams being organized and a schedule for playing drawn up.

5 Oct/44   The weather was clear all day except that the visibility was reduced by smoke from

0830-1130. Light winds;  the highest temperature was 76.2° F.



At 1810 hours, the visiting flight arrived in Lockheed 7649, from Yorkton. Six Crane aircraft, No.

8071,8003,8662,8175,8702 and 7991 were received from No. 11 S.F.T.S. Yorkton, for Stored Reserve.

Course 103 had its graduation party to-night.  A large crowd was entertained in the Sergeant's Mess.

6 Oct/44  The sky was overcast to cloudy, becoming clear after 1830C. The wind was 10-15 mph,

increasing to 25-30 mph with gusts 50 mph after 0830C, and decreasing to 15-20 mph after 2030C.

Light rain from 0330C-1150C;  visibility 8-10 miles in rain, otherwise 10 miles or better.
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 6 Oct/44 (Cont’d) Everyone was out bright and early for Commanding Officer's Parade and inspection.

The parade was followed by Drill for all ranks. After the one hour of drill, all personnel attended

Discussion Group meetings, then proceeded to the Drill Hall for one hour of mass P.T.

There was no flying, as per D.R.O.’s.  At 1206 hours, the visiting flight departed for Winnipeg.

Two Crane aircraft, Nos. 8685 and 8059, were received from No. 11 S.F.T.S. for Unit Strength. Eleven

Jacobs engines were transferred by G.M.T. No. 205 E.H.U., Neepawa.

Disposition of Course 103 is as follows:

Original Intake:  64

Adjusted Intake: 64 plus 10 transfers: 74

Total graduates: 54

Disposition of graduates:   17 to No. 2 A.G.T.S., Calgary, Alberta.

                                           11 to No. 3 A.G.T.S., Three Rivers, P.Q.

                                           11 to No. 31 P.D., Moncton, N.B. (Officers) 

                                             1 to No. 13 S.F.T.S., North Battleford, Sask. 

                                             1 to No.  6 O.T.U., Comox, B.C.

                                           13 to No. 31 P.D., Moncton, N.B. (Airmen) 

Total Wastage:  20. (8 transfers, 9 failures, 2 discharged from the R.C.A.F., 1 fatal accident)

Disposition of Wastage:   8 transferred to Course No. 105

                                          3 posted to No. 7 B.& G.S., Paulson, Manitoba.

                                          3 posted to No. 18 S.F.T.S., Gimli, Manitoba.

                                          3 posted to No. 3 B.& G.S.,  MacDonald, Manitoba.

                                          1 killed in fatal accident. 

The wings parade for the above course was held this evening, the honor student, GB1584115, LAC

Hilborne, R.J., being presented with the Brandon Plaque by Mayor McDorman.



7 Oct/44   Skies were clear, wind - west to north-west at 10-15 mph, the visibility was 10 miles or

better. 

F/L Peto made a routine visit of the Aircraft Recognition Section on this date. 

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the S.Ad.O. made one of his bi-weekly visits around the

station today, noting improvements, etc.

Two Crane aircraft. Nos. 8071 and 8003, were transferred from Stored Reserve to Unit Strength.

It was Open House at the Sergeant's Mess, and all enjoyed an evening of fun.
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8 Oct/44   Wind:  Northeast to east at 5-15 mph. Weather: Clear becoming cloudy to overcast after

0300C and clearing after 2200C.  Ceiling: unlimited to 0400C lowering to 3-8 hundred feet after

0400C  lifting to 10-15 hundred feet after l400C and to unlimited after 2200C. Visibility: 10 miles or

better. 

There was no flying from 0800 to 1345 hours, because of the low ceiling. Dual flying was washed

in at 1345 hours.  Group Captain Mathewson arrived from Winnipeg in Harvard 929 at 1515 hours, and

departed for Weyburn in Crane 7870 at 1525 hours. At 1920 hours, the visiting flight arrived from

Winnipeg in Lockheed 7649.

In the M.T. Section, the motor of the Station Wagon was replaced over the week-end with the help of

volunteer labor. The serviceability of the vehicles was generally good, but the purchase of

International Spares was still a consistent hold-up.

It was a usual routine Sunday, with all Sections very quiet.

The Sunday night Music Appreciation Hour was well-attended and well-enjoyed.

9 Oct/44  The wind was northeast to east at 0 - 5 mph veering to southwest at 0-8 mph after 1800C.  

The sky was overcast to 0300C thence clear except for low fog and Stratus between 0700C and 1030C.  

The ceiling was 20-25 hundred to 0300C and 2-4 hundred between 0700C and 0900C, otherwise

unlimited. In the fog between 0700C and 0900C the visibility was 0-2 miles; otherwise 10 miles or

better. 

There was no flying in the morning because of the fog, but at 1300 hours, flying was washed in. 

At 1550 hours, the Visiting flight arrived from Rivers in Lockheed 7837. At 1750 hours, W/C Edgar

departed for Saskatoon in Crane 8167.  S/L Riddell, of the Visiting Flight, was at G.I.S. checking on

G.I.S. procedure and instructors.

Many of the civilian personnel were off duty because it was Thanksgiving Day. Otherwise, a routine

day.



10 Oct/44  The wind was westsouthwest to westnorthwest at 10-15 mph becoming northwest to

northnortheast at 20-30 mph gusty after 0900C and decreasing to 5-15 mph after 1930C. It was clear to

partly cloudy becoming cloudy to overcast with 6-10/10 Stratocumulus at 2-3 thousand feet after

0900C and partly cloudy after 1600C with 1-5/10 high Cirrus and 1-3/10 Stratocumulus at 3-5 thousand

feet. Ceiling 2-3 thousand feet between 0900C and 1600C; otherwise unlimited. Visibility - 10 miles or

better. 

The Armament Section is setting up an Armament Technical Library in Room 4 of G.I.S., with

different types of bombs, pyrotechnics and bomb components on display.

Mr. Dales, of No. 7 Equipment Depot, called on the Equipment Section to discuss shipping problems

with them.

F/L Balldock of No. 2 T.C. visited the Works and Buildings Section, making inspection of repairs made

to runways by No. 2 C&M Unit personnel. A break through on repaired part of runway was noted and

action will be taken to repair it. No. 2 CAM Unit roof painters arrived on station from No. 1 C.N.S.,

Rivers. Due to high wind and early morning frost, they were unable to start work.
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10 )ct/44 (Cont’d) S/L Dawson of the A.I.B., and Mr. Dutton of Cessna Aircraft Corp., visited the Unit

to investigate further the recent crash of Crane Aircraft FJ230.

The P.T.& D. section was drawing up a schedule for the whole station, so that all personnel may be

credited with periods of P.T. for such organized sports as bowling, badminton, swimming, etc. The

usual P.T. was carried out, with basketball practice at night. 

All other sections carried on with the usual routine work. 

The Commanding Officer and the S.Ad.O. made their bi-weekly visit of the station.

11 Oct/44  Clear to becoming partly cloudy after 0830C; 3-6 tenths Cirrus above 10 thousand feet;

wind westerly at 10-l5mph increasing to 20-25 mph with gusts to 30 mph after 0930C and decreasing

to 10-15 mph after 1930C;  visibility 10 miles or better.

Flying washed in at 0800 hours on runway No. 26  at 1300 hours, junior flights were warned that wind

velocity was about 30-35 mph and advised to fly dual.  At 1345 hours, dual flying was washed out.

Wind  was 25-40 mph and gusty.

The No. 2 C&M Unit roof-painters started work on Hut No. 20. Laborers are laying tile in drain from

Bulk Gasoline Storage Tanks to ditch on south of Gasoline Compound. The No. 2 C&M interior paint

crew are working in the Station Hospital.

A mobile party arrived from No. 6 R.D. to place some aircraft and engines in long term storage.

The opening of the inter-section basketball league started out with a "bang'' last night with a



fair amount of spectators, "rooters" in attendance.  In the Headquarters vs Officers game, the

Officers won 31 to 23.   The game between Maintenance and Training Wing was won by the

Maintenance team with a score of 43-28.  Officers and Senior N.C.O.'s were given instruction in rifle

drill today.

In the Works and Building Section, the first Seventh Victory Loan Bonds were sold today.

12 Oct/44  Clear all day with light westerly winds, shifting to northerly after 1530C.

At 0835 hours, W/C Maklin departed for Rivers in Lockheed 7837.  G/C Murray and W/C Hawking

arrived from Rivers in Anson 12273 at 1222 hours, and returned at 1520 hours in the same plane. 

There was a forced landing of Anson 11501 at Chater due to failure of air maze filter bracket. 

F/O Wedge, Command Armament Examining Officer, was at G.I.S. today.

In conjunction with the Fire Prevention Week Program, the civilians of the station attended Fire

Fighting Lecture.
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12 Oct/44 (Cont’d) Miss Ruth White, civilian clerk stenographer, started working for F/L Baby, Unit

Personnel Counsellor, today.

The trainees were given P.T. as usual during the day.  In the evening, the Drill Hall was open for sports

and there were several playing badminton, others practicing basketball.  he smaller sections bowling

league was in full swing.

13 Oct/44  Clear to partly cloudy all day with very light winds. Clear weather for night flying. 

At 0720 hours, the ranks fell in for Commanding Officer's parade and inspection. Drill, Discussion

Groups, and P.T., of one hour duration each, followed the parade. Instead of inspection, however, a

lecture was given to all personnel on the use of Fire Extinguishers. The fire section, who had arranged

their equipment between a couple of landing strips on the landing field, gave a very good

demonstration with actual fire conditions.

The Visiting Flight in Lockheed 7837, came back and forth from Rivers at various times during the

day.

Mr. F. Lillich, Jacobs Engine representative, visited this Unit and discussed various engine

maintenance problems. Six Aircraft, Crane I's, Nos. 7854,8041,7856,7673. 7844, and 8777, were flown

to No. 204 E.H.U., Estevan, for APDAL Storage.

Storm windows were being placed beside each building on the station, for washing and putting up by

the personnel using each particular building.

On Wednesday, 11 Oct, we had the pleasure of a visit from Rev. Bryan Snee, Chaplain to the



Anti-Aircraft Defense Squadron of the City of London, England. He gave an excellent account of the

"Flying Bomb" and the many methods used to destroy it. While at No. 12 he spoke to the Airwomen,

Airmen, Officers, and N.C.O.'s, and also the personnel at Chater Relief Station. 

Badminton is growing increasingly popular in the Drill Hall.

14 Oct/44  Fog and low Stratus cloud until 1100C, conditions improving rapidly thereafter. Overcast to

cloudy high cloud in afternoon. Winds easterly at 10 to 20 mph. Clear weather for night flying. 

There was no flying in the morning because of the low ceiling.  Dual flying was washed in at 1300

hours, and solo at 1330  hours.

The 48's having cut down the number of personnel on the station, work was cut down to only the usual

routine.

15 Oct/ 44  Clear becoming partly cloudy to cloudy with 1-9/10 high Cirrus after 0700C, clearing again

after 2200C. The wind was light variable becoming southwest to west at 5-15 mph after 0900C and

decreasing to light variable after 1500C, changing to northeast 5-10 mph after 2200C.  The ceiling was

unlimited, visibility 15 miles or better.
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15 Oct/44 (Cont’d)  No. 2 C&M Unit repair crew arrived from Carberry to repair runways where soft

spots located. There is a total of 3 C&M Unit crews on the station at present.

Three Crane I's, serial nos. 7881,7971,8076, were received from No. 202 E.H.U., Weyburn for stored

reserve.  Two Cane I's 8071 «ad 8003 were transferred from stored reserve to unit strength. 

S/L R.G. Hamilton, Senior Equipment Officer, left for No. 2 T.C. for Equipment Conference. 

Normal night flying routine was carried out.

Several bicycles were rented out during the day, otherwise very quiet.

The Sergeant's Mess had guests in for dinner, and spent an enjoyable evening.

Music Appreciation Hour, in the Station Library, was, as usual, well-attended.

16 Oct/44  Clear becoming partly cloudy to cloudy after 1000C with a light overcast between 1700C

and 1900C. East to northeast wind at 0-10 mph becoming light variable after 0700C. Visibility: 10

miles or better reduced to 7-8 miles in light smoke after 1900C. Ceiling: Unlimited. Cloud: 1-7/10

Cirrus between 0900C and 2359C: 1-4/10 Altocumulus base over 10000 feet between 1700C and

2359C. 

At 1543 hours, W/C Edgar reported crash of Crane 7803 at Yorkton. The pilot, LAC Netharcott, “D”

flight, Chater, was uninjured.  At 1700 hours, F/L Laurie reported Anson 880 made a forced landing 1½



miles west of Lazare.  Normal night flying routine was carried out.

Four Crane I aircraft. Serial Nos. 7909,7923,8120, and 8698, were received from No. 202 E.H.U.,

Weyburn for Stored Reserve. One only Dump Truck (36-46l) was transferred to No. 17 S.F.T.S. on

indefinite loan.

Works and Buildings carpenters and some civilians were placing storm windows on Hospital, W.D.'s

quarters, headquarters, etc.

F/L Peat, Command Navigation Inspector, visited G.I.S.  The Deputy Minister for National Defence

also took a quick look around the Unit. 

An inter-section basketball game between the Sergeant's Mess members, and Serviceing Squadron,

ended in a score of 46-21 for Servicing. Sports activity in the Drill Hall is increasing.

17 Oct/44  Wind:  Light variable changing to Westerly at 5-15 pmh and veering to NNW-NNE at 20-30

gusty after 0800C.  Weather:  Partly cloudy to cloudy clearing after 2330C. Cloud: 1-9/10 Cirrus and

Altocumulus above 10 thousand feet. Visibility: 7-10 miles reduced to 4-8 miles after 0830C, lifting

to 10 or better after 1200C except between 1800C and 220C when 8-10 miles. Obstructions to

Visibility: Light smoke dissipating after 2200C.
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17 Oct/44 (Cont’d)  Commanding Officer's parade, inspection, Drill, and Dissuasion Groups, have been

changed to Tuesdays instead of Fridays. P.T. has not been changed.

Visiting flight in Lockheed 7837 departed for Rivers at 0824 hours, and returned from Rivers at l630

hours. G/C Greenway arrived in Crane 248 from Saskatoon at 1807 hours, and remained overnight. 

No night flying due to low cloud and smoke.

S/L Higgins, No. 2 T.C. C.G.I., visited G.I.S.  SL  Murray, C.G.I. from No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, visited

the Intelligence Library.  He was accompanied by P/0 Paulson, also of No. 1 C.N.S.

The No. 2 C&M interior painters are starting hospital operating room, the exterior painters are

on 720 Mess roof. The roads and runway repair crew are making repairs to their equipment, while

awaiting drag-line to come to start work on runways.

The Chief Engineering Officer, F/L D.Whittaker, was attending a conference at No. 2 T.C., Winnipeg.

Mass P.T. was held for Maintenance during the morning. Badminton courts were full between P.T.

periods in the afternoon. The bowling alleys were busy all afternoon, and the Training Wing bowled in

the evening. Boxing instructions and basket ball practices were held in the evening.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the S.Ad.O., made his usual Friday inspection of the whole

station.

It was announced this morning that No. 12 S.F.T.S. had "done it again" - the objective of $101,000.00



had been reached, and sales were still coming in regularly.

18 Oct/44  Clear becoming cloudy to overcast with 6-9/10 Stratocumulus at 3-5 thousand feet between

0200 and 0800C;   thence partly cloudy to cloudy with high Cirrus clearing after 2359C. There was a

northerly wind at 15-25 mph gusty, veering to Northeast to East at 5-10 mph after 0500C and backing

to West to Southwest 5-15 mph after 0930C. Ceiling was 3-5 thousand feet between 0200C and 0800C;

otherwise unlimited visibility - 10 miles or better.

Visiting flight in Lockheed 7837 departed for Rivers at 0813 hours, and returned at 1725 hours. 

G/C Greenway in Crane FJ248, departed for Saskatoon at 1740 hours. W/C Weaver and S/L Higgin

arrived at 1015, from Winnipeg, in Anson 12062, and departed at 1500 hours. Normal night flying

routine.

The drag-line arrived for the No. 2 C&M Unit crews, and work was immediately begun on runways. It

is now about 40% completed.

S/L Higgin, No. 2 T.C, GG.I. visited G.I.S.,  S/L R.G. Hamilton, Senior Equipment Officer, returned

from the Equipment Conference at No. 2 T.C.

A large crowd (AW's and AC's) gathered in the W.D. Recreational Centre for free Bingo with prizes.

Dancing and refreshments rounded out the Open House night into a very lively evening. 

The Drill Hall was humming with activity, with every possible game being played by personnel of all

ranks. Inter-section basket ball game gave Headquarters team a 28-l6 victory over the Sergeant's Mess

team.
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19 Oct/44  The weather was clear to partly cloudy with 0-l/l0 Cirrus, ceiling unlimited, visibility 10

miles or better except between 1300 and l400C when it was 8 miles, wind - southwesterly at 10-20

mph becoming light variable after 2000C and veering to Northeast at 10 mph after 2300C.

Visiting Flight in Lockheed 7837 departed for Rivers at 0835. G/C Atkinson and party arrived from

Winnipeg in Beechcraft 1407 at 1126 hours, and departed for Carberry at 1513 hours.

At 2258 hours, F/O O’Flaherty and Sgt. Moore, in Crane 8091, landed with some difficulty.

Investigation revealed that there was a hole through the port flap and that fabric on underside of

starboard tail was torn.

There was no movement of Major Equipment, but the Equipment Section was busy. 

The three No. 2 C&M Unit crews were progressing very favorably with their jobs. 

Once again the Drill was very busy with badminton, basketball, and bowling.

20 Oct/44  Clear to partly cloudy all day. Light winds. Wind direction south-west, shifting to



north-west after 2030CDT.

Two Cranes, Nos. 8024 and 866, were sent to Neepawa for APDAL Storage. 

The Station underwent an ordinary routine day.

21 Oct/44  The weather was clear, with a south-westerly wind at 10-15 mph. The visibility was 10

miles or better. 

The painting of the roofs by the No. 2 C&M Unit crew was about 80% completed. Runway repair crew

has completed repairs on runways and received clearances from station. On inspection, the job appears

to be very satisfactory. It has been requested by Works and Buildings that aircraft do not taxi directly

over new patches.

Some of the personnel of the Station were released from duties in the afternoon in order that they could

go to Brandon to see a military show of marching, artillery, etc., put on by the Army from Shilo.

22 Oct/44  Partly cloudy to cloudy, 3-8 tenths Cirrus above 10 Thousand feet, wind - southwesterly at

5-10 mph, visibility 10 miles or better.

At 1600 hours, W/C Malcolmson arrived from Winnipeg in Crane 8735.

F/L A.S.I. Smith, Equipment Officer, was posted to No. 202 E.H.U., Weyburn, as Commanding

Officer, effective 22 October, reporting 23 October, 1944.

The No. 2 C&M Unit Interior Paint Crew started in the Station Hospital kitchen.
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22 Oct/44 (Cont’d)  Open House in the Sergeant's Mess brought in many guests for dinner.

The Music Appreciation Hour was a success, with a good attendance and a good program.

23 Oct/44 North to Northeast wind at 5-15 mph to 1100C, thence light variable becoming southeasterly

5-10 mph after 2200C.  The weather was cloudy to overcast, with light continuous rain between 0315C

and 0420C. Ceiling 6-10 hundred feet between 0930C and 1700C; otherwise unlimited. Visibility:   6-

10 miles in rain, between 0300C and 0420C; otherwise 10 miles or better.

The C&M painters completed the Hospital and will move to the Recreation Hall to start the interior.

At 0800 hours, there was no flying, low ceiling. 0900 - Local dual washed in. At 1040 - Flying was

washed out, but washed in at 1150.

Crane Aircraft 7803 was involved in' Category "B" Crash, issued to No. 8 R.D. for write-off. Cranes

8662 and 7991 were transferred from Stored Reserve to Unit Strength.

No. 2 T.C. examiners, testers, etc., arrived at G.I.S. today.

Today is the first official day of the Seventh Victory Loan drive, but No. 12 S.F.T.S. has been over the



top for six days. An excerpt from the local newspaper reads as follows:

        "The Amazing record of No. 12 S.F.T.S. brought official recognition and a hearty thanks from

H.E. Sellers, chairman of the Manitoba drive. The North Brandon station secured its second pennant

when they reported that 75 per cent of the personnel are in possession of bonds. The first pennant was

awarded when the station went over its quota six days before the drive got under way. No.12 S.F.T.S.,

which had an objective of $101,000 has actually subscribed $139,250 and is still going strong "

24 Oct/ 44  Partly cloudy to clear with blowing dust after 1430C. The wind was west to north-west at

10-15 mph increasing to 15-25 mph with gust's to 30 mph after 0900C and up to 50-45 mph with gusts

to 60 mph after 1400C.  The wind decreased to 10-15 mph after 1930C. The visibility, 10 miles or

better, was reduced to 2-5 miles in blowing dust from 1430C to 1930C.

The Commanding Officer's was very short this morning, due to cold weather. Brief, but snappy drill

followed, after which, in place of Discussion Group meetings, all personnel attended a War Film in the

Recreation Hall, in conjunction with the current Seventh Victory Loan.

There was no flying in the morning because of the Commanding Officer's Parade, and in the afternoon

because of the high winds. Night flying was also washed out because of the winds.

The No. 2 C&M Unit interior painters started work in the Recreation Hall.

S/L Fenn, from No. 11 S.F.T.S., Yorkton, Saskatchewan, visited the Maintenance Section.

All other sections carried out a normal, routine day.

All sections received the bi-weekly visit of inspection from the Commanding Officer and the S.Ad.O.

this morning.
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25 Oct/44  The weather was clear to partly cloudy with high cloud all day. There was a westerly wind

at 10 to 15 mph. Fair weather for night flying. 

Normal day and night flying routine.

F/L Algie, O.C. Repair Squadron, was promoted to the rank of Squadron Leader.

One Jacobs L6MB engine, Serial No. 25307/13996 was transferred to No. 8 R.D. Workshop Reserve.

In the morning and afternoon, the trainees attended the showing of special films.

As usual, the Drill Hall was open for basketball practice, and other voluntary sports.

Another evening of bingo, dancing and eating, was enjoyed by a very large crowd of AW' s and AC’s

which gathered in the W.D. Recreational Centre.

26 Oct/44  Clear all day with light south-westerly winds. Clear for night flying.

W/C Edgar, in Crane 8167, departed for Carberry at 1625 hours, and returned at 1700 hours.



W/C.Langford arrived from Souris in Anson 917 at llkj hours, and returned at 1154 hours. 

Normal night flying routine.

The No. 2 C&M Unit roof painters completed their work at this Unit today.

The trainees were on P.T. during the day.  Inter-section basketball between the Headquarters and

Sergeants' teams, ended in a winning score of 39 for Headquarters, 27 for the Sergeants' Mess team.

27 Oct/44  Wind: Westsouthwest to westnorthwest at 5-15 mph, veering to northnorthwest to

northnortheaat at 5-15 mph.  Sky condition: Partly cloudy to cloudy with 1-6/10 Cirrus. Ceiling:

Unlimited. Visibility: 10 miles or better.

Four Jacobs L4MB engines, and one Menasco engine, were sent to No. 205 E.H.U., for APDAL

storage. 

Civilian and service personnel of Works and Buildings on duty on Internal Work Orders and

maintenance as usual. No. 2 C&M Unit interior painters about 90% completed on Recreational Hall.

G/C Peacock arrived in Crane 8736 from Dauphin at 1505 hours, and departed for Yorkton at 1600

hours. 

Normal flying day and night, with night flying washed out at 0330 hours, because of a low ceiling at

700 feet.

28 Oct/44  Clear all day with westerly winds at 15 to 20 mph. Maximum temperature 73 Degrees F.  

Winds shifting to north-east after 2130C and becoming colder, temperature dropping to 33° F, by

0530C/29. Night flying washed out at 0330C/29 due to low stratus cloud moving in from east at 700

feet.
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28 Oct/44 (Cont’d)  There was no flying all day, due to a ceiling of 400 to 700 feet. No night flying.

The Station Recreation Hall was well-filled with personnel who had gathered to watch a very interest-

show put on by the “Travalong Review” troupe from Winnipeg.  After the show, the troupe gathered

with the personnel of the Sergeant's Mess for a very enjoyable evening of dancing and singing. 

Also of interest was a Hallowe'en party in the Officers' Mess - slightly in advance of the date, but

nevertheless enjoyed by all.

29 Oct/44  Clear to partly cloudy. Clouds: 1-3 tenths Cirrus above 10 thousand feet from 1730C to

2030C. 

Wind south-easterly at 5-10 mph. becoming north-easterly at 5-10 mph after 1800C. Visibility 10 miles

or better.



S/L Laing of No. 2 T.C. visited this Unit and he and the S.E.O. made a survey of No. 2 Manning Depot,

(disbanded).  Recommendations will be submitted by S/L Laing to the War Assets Corporation, and

this unit will be advised accordingly.

Cane 8702 was transferred from Stored Reserve to Unit Strength.

Tradesmen from 11 S.F.T.S. reported to the Maintenance Section of this Unit for duty. 

Sunday was a very busy day for the Drill Hall. The bicycles were all rented out twice during the day.  

Badminton courts were kept busy during most of the afternoon and evening. Bowling was carried on

during most of the day.

Again, many of the personnel of the station gathered in the Station Library for the Music Appreciation

Hour.

30 Oct/44  Weather: Due to the presence of a Quasistationery front just to the South of the station, a

front which later moved South as a cold front, the sky was obscured throughout except for a brief break

between 1630C and 1715C, by dense fog, ground fog and low Stratus at l -.2 hundred feet. There was a

northeast to east wind at 5-15 mph decreasing to light after 0600C thence light variable. The ceiling

was unlimited between 1630C and 1715C and between 220C and midnight (in ground fog); otherwise

0-2 hundred feet.  The visibility:  0-2 miles in dense fog lifting to 3 miles from 1630C to 1715C. 

The Works and Buildings section started laying new concrete floors at Chater R.1. A motor for the

Control Tower Beacon was set out from No. 2 C.& M. Unit. On arrival it was found that it could not be

used. On further investigation, old motor can be rewound by local contractor. 

The unsuitable weather washed out all flying both during the day and the night.

WO2 Stuart and Cpl. Chesney, of the Equipment Section, visited No. 7 Equipment Depot to scrutinize

their system of voucher procedure.

The ordinary P.T. classes were held during the day. Once again the intersection basketball league came

to the fore with a game between the Headquarters and Servicing teams. Servicing won with a score of

49-39. The Officers of No. 12 S.F.T.S., and the business men of Brandon, played a game of Volley Ball

in the drill hall tonight, the business men winning the game.
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31 Oct/44  The airport was completely closed in all day with dense fog. Ceiling and visibility at or near

zero throughout the day. Winds easterly at 10-15 mph. 

There was no flying day or night, because of the heavy fog.

Several more tradesmen reported to the Maintenance Section from No. 11 S.F.T.S.

No, 2 C.& M, Unit roof painters received their clearances from the station today.

A Hallowe'en Masquerade Party and dance was held in the W.D. Recreational Centre for the ranks of



Corporal and below. The Canteen was well-decorated for the occasion, and the turn-out of costumes

displayed remarkable ingenuity. Refreshments were served, and novelty dances then filled out the

evening. Everyone enjoyed a very lively night of fun.

To date, the Seventh Victory loan campaign at No. 12 S.P.T.S. has brought a total of $143,300. This is

$42,300. over the original objective, and sales are still coming in with reasonable regularity. All

personnel seem to be heeding the Station slogan "Invest In Your Future". A remarkable feature of the

loan is the fact that $40,000 of the total was made in cash payments.
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31/Oct/44     Personnel Strength                                                Airmen or

                                                                     Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians     

STAFF                                                             162          4               570                158                6

             R.C.A.F. on T  e  m   p  o  r a  r y    D   u  t y                                                     5                    

            Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

            R.C.A.S.C.                                                                     

            C.D.C.                                                      2                               4 

            Postal                                                                                         2

            R.A.F.                                                       4                               3                                                      

            R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                                 1                   

CIVILIANS    Barrack Officer    1

                       Meteorologist                                                                                                      3                 

                       Stenographers   10

                       Clerks     4

                       General Duties                                                                                                   83

                       Others                                                                                                                 52                

                                                                                                                                                              

                                                                          168          4                 585               158           159              

                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                    

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                           70

                     R.A.F.                                              2                               41

                     R.A.A.F.                                                                            1    

                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                        62                                                    

                                                                              2                              174                                      
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31 Oct/44 )Cont’d)

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH     Serviceable   Unserviceable  

               Crane I                          75                    3

               Crane IA                       13                    -                          

               Anson II                        18                   4

               Harvard II                        2                   -

               Menasco Moth                1                   -

STORED RESERVE

                 Crane I                            6

                 Anson II                           1

                 Harvard II                        2

 

APDAL STORAGE

 Crane I                                            1

 Crane IA                                         2

Total Number of hours flown during the month of October, 1944: 6,815:40
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1 Nov/44 The sky was overcast, with a risibility of 0-4 miles in fog between 0001 and 0300; and

between 0600 and 0800C;  otherwise 7 miles or better. The ceiling was 0 to 0100C thence unlimited to

0700C;  0-5 hundred feet to 0300C lifting to 10-18 hundred feet. The wind was northwest to north at

10-25 mph.

There was no flying in the morning because of the low ceiling and poor visibility. At 1400 hours local

dual was washed in, but at 1650 hours flying was washed out again because of the low ceiling. 

The No. 2 T.C.  D.D.C. Visiting flight under F/L R. Burns, arrived on the Unit. 

Aircraft 7909, Crane I, was transferred from Stored Reserve to Unit Strength. A mobile party arrived

from No. 8 Repair Depot to work on Anson aircraft.

W&B personnel started on alterations, ground floor of G.I.S. building to make a new office to provide

for the Personnel Councellor.

C13193 F/L Brown, N.L., Medical Officer, was posted to No. 2 C.M.B.H., No. 8 R.D., Winnipeg,



Manitoba, eff. 1 Nov/44.

The Sergeant's Mess welcomed in the new class graduates from Course #105, who were just putting up

their Sergeant's chevrons in preparation for their graduation from S.F.T.S. training. 

Open House night in the W.D. Canteen was very quite because of the Hallowe'en party the night

before. 

The Drill Hall was, as usual, active all day long. In the evening, a basket ball game was played between

Maintenance and the Sergeant’s Mess team. The Sergeants won the game 47-19.

2 Nov/44  Overcast at 1000 and 2000 feet until 1200C. Snow began to fall at 1155C. Ceiling lowering

to 200 to 500 feet throughout afternoon. Visibility reduced to ½ to1mile in snow and blowing snow.

Poor conditions continued through the evening and night. The amount of snowfall was 4 inches. 

Winds northerly at 25 to 30 mph all day.

At 0800 hear there was no flying because of the low ceiling. At 0900 hours, local dual was washed in,

and at 1200 hours, flying was washed out. There was no night flying.

LAC Thornbourough arrived from Command to make check on M.T, Gasoline Tank at Chater R.1.

This Unit's Fitter General was also making air tests on above tank.

C5942, F/L H.W.C. North, was taken on strength today from No. 2 C.M.B.H., No. 8 R.D., Winnipeg,

Man. He is to fill the medical vacancy caused by the posting of F/L Brown.

The two maintenance N.C.O.'s working in G.I.S. moved their office to the one adjoining the new

Technical Information Centre in Room 3.
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2 Nov/44 (Cont’d)  At 1700 hours tonight there was a rehearsal for Wings Parade for Course 105, and

at 1830 hours, the actual parade took place.  A flight of W.D.’s formed part of the squadron, which was 

formed up in a hollow square.

Under the guidance of W/C Malcolmson, Commanding Officer of the Station, the instructors pinned on

the wings of the airmen, while a large crowd of station personnel and visitors from Brandon watched.

The honour student, GB1866537, LAC Tattersall, B.N., received the token given to the honour

graduates of No 12 S.F.T.S. from the mayor of Brandon.

Disposition of Course 105

Original Intake:                               60

Adjusted intake:                              83      (Adjustments: From 26 E.F.T.S., Neepawa, Man.  11

                                                                                          Transfers from courses 99,101 &

                                                                                                                                     103        10

                                                                                           Grounded from course 91 for  



                                                                                        disciplinary reasons. 

                                                                                         Recommenced training with #105:  2                  

                                                                                   Total adjustment:                            23

             

Total Graduates:                             54

Disposition of graduates:

36 R.C.A.F. graduates granted one month's special leave 4 Nov/44 and subsequently posted to the

appropriate Release Centres for transfer to the R.C.A.F., (Reserve)

5 RAF Graduates, posted to No. 16 S.F.T.S., Hagersville, Ont.

12 RAF graduates posted to No. 31 Personnel Depot, Moncton, N.B.

1 RAAF graduate posted to No. 3 R.D., Vancouver, B.C.

Total Wastage: 29   (Transfers for continuance of training at other units - 8 

              -                  Transfers - 4

              -                  Training discontinued - 17)

Disposition of Wastage: Transferred to course 113           - 4 

                         -               Posted to No. 10 SFTS Dauphin - 2 

                          -              Posted to No. 13 SFTS North

                                                             Battleford, Sask.    - 3 

                          -               Posted to No. 18 SFTS, Gimli    - 4 

                          -               Posted to No. 1 FES, Arnprior,

                                                                                Ont.      - 1 

                          -               Posted to No. 7 B&GS, Paulson,

                                                                                  Man.   - 6 

                          -               Posted to No. 10 B&GS, Mt. 

                                                     Pleasant, P.E.I.                 4
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2 Nov/44 (Cont’d)

Disposition of Wastage: Posted to No. 7 A.O.S., Portage la Prairie, Man: 2

                                        Posted to No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, Manitoba.          1

                                        Posted to No. 31 P.D., Moncton, N.B.:                1

                                        Posted to RCAF Station, Mountain View, Ont.:  1



After the parade, the graduates and friends spent a very entertaining evening in the Sergeants' Mess.

3 Nov/44  Overcast 10 tenths Stratus at 12-18 hundred feet lowering to 8-10 hundred feet after 1530C.   

 Light snow after 1630C. Wind northerly at 15-20 mph. Visibility 10 miles or better.

There was no flying at 0800 hours. Flying field was unserviceable because of snow drifts.  At 1110

hours, local dual was washed in. Because of icing in low overcast, the flying was washed out at 1530

hours, but in again at 2110.  At 2230, flying was washed out because of snow and low ceiling.

Aircraft trailer No. 35-097 was transferred to No. 19 E.F.T.S., Virden, on temporary loan for

disbandment board.

The Tractor Section of the W&B Section was on duty all during' the previous night rolling and

dragging the aerodrome.

As per the general trend, the Drill Hall was humming with voluntary sports in the evening.

4 Nov/44.  Overcast with light continuous snow from 0001-0905C.  There was a freezing drizzle from

0905-1105C and from 2045-2359 hours. 10 tenths Stratus at 6-9 hundred feet. Wind east to south-west

at 10-15 mph. Visibility 10 miles or better except 3-5 miles in precipitation. 

At 0830 solo flying was washed in. At 0838 dual flying was washed in, and at 0850 flying

was washed out, because of icing in overcast, poor visibility, and low ceiling. 

There was no night flying.
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4 Nov/44. (Cont’d)  Crane I No. 7932 transferred from Stored Reserve to Unit Strength. S/L Hamilton

was absent on Temporary Duty as President of a Court Martial at Souris.

The W&B Section has completed the shutters on class room of G.I.S.  A Construction & Maintenance

Unit Paint crew is working 720 Mess.

5 Nov/44  Overcast with light snow from 070O-1130C, and light drizzle from 1530-2359C. There was

a light fog from 1530-2020C. The wind was south-easterly at 10-15 mph, with visibility from 3-5 miles

in drizzle, fog and light snow.

Flying was washed out all day because of snow and low ceiling.

Station routine went on, with the tractor section out once again rolling snow.

Voluntary Church Services for Roman Catholics, and Protestants, were held in the morning,

and in the evening the Music Appreciation Hour gave pleasure to many who gathered in the

Station Library.

Open House was enjoyed by a large crowd in the Sergeant's Mess.



6 Nov/44.  Wind:  Southeast at 0-10 mph veering to light westerly after 0900C. Weather: Overcast of

low Stratus and fog with light drizzle ceasing at 0900C and restarting at 2100C. Visibility:  8-10 miles

reduced to 0-2 miles in drizzle and fog after 0200C. Ceiling: 0-4 hundred feet.

There was no flying day or night because of the low ceiling.

Courses 121 and 122 started their Ground School today.

W&B Section reports that the work on Chater washroom floors is progressing well; the C&M U

Painters are still working in 720 mess;  the tractor section is still plowing snow. 

Another inter-section basketball game between the Training Wing and Sergeants’ Mess ended in a 25-

23 victory for the Training Wing. The bowling alleys were, as on every Monday, filled with league

bowling teams.

7 Nov/44  Once again the station awoke to overcast sky, with light drizzle and fog. The wind was

Northeast to East at 10-15 mph, visibility 0-4 miles in drizzle and fog, ceiling 0-3 hundred feet.

The Commanding Officer's parade fell in at 0720 hours, was inspected at 0800 hours. 

Following the parade, all personnel attended discussion group meetings. 

There was no flying either day or night because of the weather.

The Commanding Officer, in company with the S.Ad.O. made his bi-weekly inspection of the station

this morning.

During the lull in flying the Maintenance Wing has completed the winter front installatl on Crane

aircraft.
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7 Nov/44 (Cont’d)  The Equipment section reports the loss of three Equipment Assistants - LAC's

Provencher, Truss and Code, and AC1 Regell were posted to No. 7 Equipment Depot. The personnel of

this section is being depleted very rapidly, and they are becoming, anxious over replacements.

The concrete floor at Chater is progressing - the pads under the floor, are in place. Tractor section is

blowing snow and slush.

8 Nov/44  A northnortheast to northnorthwest wind at 5-15 mph, an overcast sky with light drizzle

ending 0500C and fog lifting by 1000C, visibility of 2-5 miles in fog increasing to 10 miles or better

after 1030C, and a ceiling ov 3-6 hundred  feet lifting to 10-13 hundred feet after 1300C were the

weather conditions at 12 S.F.T.S. today.

At 0800 hours, there was no flying because of the weather. At 1340 hours the flights were permitted

three aircraft each to do local dual circuits. At 1536 hours, T.C.A, Flight 6, landed here because of low

ceiling at Winnipeg.



WOII McEwen, Equipment Assistant, reported for duty from Dafoe today.

F/0 Nairne, Educatlon Officer at No. 3 B&GS MacDonald, reported on Temporary Duty to obtain

information on the setting up of discussion groups from the Education Officer of this unit. Mr.

Colthart, C.L.E.S. representative, visited with the Education Officer to get list of films required by this

unit for showing to the personnel, and also to find the leathercraft instructor. LAW Atkinson, D, the

Clerk General in the Education Office, was posted to A.F.H.Q.

A special check was made on water meter to check for leaks - apparently no leaks, but a re-check will

be made at the week-end.

Sixty air cadets visited No. 12 an Temporary Duty this evening. They were given lectures on

Navigation, and Aircraft Recognition before supper. After supper, they were given a talk by a returned

Flight Engineer, F/0 Turner, now a student in Course 118.

Regular periods of trainees P.T. were held during the day. In the intersection Basketball league, two

games were played.  Maintenance vs the Officers' Mess, Maintenance winning with a score of 42-23.

Training Wing vs Servicing Squadron, servicing winning with a score of 56-15.

Once again the Open House night at the W.D. Canteen vas a success, with bingo and dancing filling in

the hours from 2100 to 2359 hours. The canteen was packed to overflowing with personnel (Cpls. and

below)   Refreshments were served later in the evening.
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9 Nov/44  The wind was light variable becoming southeasterly at 5-10 mph after 1900C. The weather

was overcast, the visibility 15 miles or better, ceiling 5-11 hundred feet.

From 0800 hours to 1233 hours, there was no flying because of the ceiling. At 1233, TCA Lockheed

TC1 departed for Winnipeg.  Local dual was washed in at 1430 hours for G and H flights only. There

was no night flying.

Snow fences are being erected at the unit and at Chater R. Work is still progressing at Chater on the

washrooms. The tractor section is still blowing off the snow and the slush.

Mr. Girow, coal controller from A.F.H.Q. and S/O English, arrived at 0930 hours to inspect coal, and

our mode of handling; everything was satisfactory.

F/L Griffith, Command Photographic Officer, visited at G.I.S., No. 12 , on Temporary Duty. 

The Station Men's basketball team went to Souris for a game, and won with a score of 37 to 23.

10 Nov/44  The wind was east to southeast at 10-20 mph.  The sky was overcast between 0200C and

1200C; then fog and freezing drizzle after 2000C. Visibility - 0-3 miles in fog and precipitation;   

otherwise 10 miles of better. Ceiling 0-8 hundred feet generally; unlimited between 1430C and 1530C.

At 0800 hours - no flying. At 1325 - Local duall washed in for E flight only.1408 hours - Local dual



washed in for all flights. 1523 hours - solo flying washed in. 1603 hours - dual flying washed in.1621

hours - flying washed out. At 1845 hours, a flare path was laid for T/0 Tibert, who arrived from

Weyburn in Harvard 3837. There was no night flying.

The Commanding Officer, accompanied by the Station Administrative Officer, inspected the station

today. 

The tractor section is kept busy on the landing field;  rolling the taxi strip today. A ditch is being dug at

the gas compound to cover an electrical cable. 

There was no movement of Major Equipment today.

Mr. Harrison Randall, off the Canadian Legion War Services, who is traversing Canada from the East

to the west coast, put on a “One Man Show” tonight in the Recreation Hall. Many personnel gathered

to hear him.

The Command P.T.& D. Officer, S/L Horton, arrived on the station today. P.T. classes were, as usual,

held in the Drill Hall all day long. At night, a floor hockey game was played by the Red and Blue

sections of Course 113, the Blue group winning by 16 to 7. This was one of a series of games played

between courses in the floor hockey league.

11 Nov/44  Sky: Overcast with light drizzle and fog. Wind: East to southeast at 0-10 mph becoming

light variable after 1400C. Visibility:   0-4 miles in drizzle and fog. Ceiling: 0-5 hundred feet, Flying

was washed out day and night because of the low ceiling.

Sgt. Walker, Equipment Assistant, was posted to No. 2 T.C., once again deleting a member from the

equipment Staff.

A two-minute silence, called by the sounding of the siren, was observed on the whole station today, in

remembrance of the heroes of this, and the last, great World War.
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12 Nov/44  Wind:  Light variable becoming North to northwest 5-15 mph after 0600C.  Weather:  

Overcast with fog dissipating by 0600C. Visibility:  0-5 miles in fog to 0600C, thence 10 miles or

better. Ceiling: Variable between 0 and 1500 feet until l600C; xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx then 2-4 thousand

feet. 

There was a half day of solo flying, from 1300 to 1700 hours. Night flying was washed in at 1900

hours. Cross-country was washed out at 2230 hours; snow and low cloud to the west. Flying was

washed out at 2350 hours, because of slow ceiling.

All personnel not on leave or pass were required to go on Church Parade to attend a special ceremony

in honor of Remembrance Day.

Since there has been very little flying for the past few days, each section is catching up on routine



work.

A sing-song was the main feature of the open house evening in the Sergeants' Mess. Everyone enjoyed

it very much.

The usual Sunday night Music Appreciation Hour thrilled the many listeners with the well-chosen

programme of classical music.

13 Nov/44. There was a north to northwest wind at 10-20 mph increasing to 25-35 gusty after 0900C.  

The sky was overcast with light drizzle between 1500C and 1900C.  Visibility was 8 miles or better,

and the ceiling 15-20 hundred feet, lowering after 0800C to 2-10 hundred feet. 

Again the weather washed out any flying either day or night.

W&B men were sent to Chater to make a small enclosure around valves at Chater Pump House.

Concrete block was placed under valve at the above-mentioned pump-house.

The visiting Drill Test Board arrived on the station to test Officers and Senior N.C.O.'s in Drill. 

The inter-section basketball game between Headquarters and Maintenance, ended in a score of 31-22

for Headquarters.

14 Nov/44  Overcast Stratus cloud at 700 to 1000 feet until 1330, cloud base lifting to 2500 feet

thereafter. Winds northerly at 25 to 30 mph, gusty throughout the day. Cloud clearing after 2030C, and

weather clear throughout the night.

Flying was not washed in at 0800 hours, because of Commanding Officer's parade. All personnel fell in

at 0720 hours, for parade and inspection. After parade, personnel attended discussion groups.

The Commanding Officer and the Station Administrative Officer made a bi-weekly inspection of the

station.
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14 Nov/44 (Cont’d)  At l400 hours, dual flying was washed in; there was no night flying. 

Roads and ditches at the Station are being cleaned out by W&B personnel.

F/O Martin, Education Officer at No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, visited with the Unit Education Officer. 

Sgt. Jackson, Clerk Education, returned to Education Section from temporary duty in Rockcliffe. A

display of educational photographs, taken by National Film Board from No. 2 T.C., has been hung in

the hallway of G.I.S.

The Unit Chief Engineering Officer visited No. 2 T.C.H.Q. to discuss recent problems which have

arisen. 

The first game of the  B.D.S.A.A. (Basketball) was played here between No. 12 S.F.T.S., and No. 17

S.F.T.S., Souris. The visiting team won with a score of 33-31. The high scorer on the No. 12 team was



LAC Robinson, with 11 points.

15 November/44  Weather:  Clear becoming partly cloudy at 0800C and clearing after 1700C, fogging

in at 1930C.

Wind: Mainly light variable. Visibility: 10 miles or better, reduced to 0-2 miles in fog after 1930C.

Ceiling:  Unlimited;   lowered to 0-1 hundred feet after 1930C.

There was no flying until 0905 hours, when local dual was washed in. At 1505 hours G/C Whyet

arrived from Portage in Anson 12101, and departed for Dafoe in Crane 8194. At 1730 hours, flying was

washed out.

C2923, F/L D.A. Freeze, C.G.I. of unit, was S.O.S. today to A.F.H.Q., for temporary duty overseas.

W&B personnel are busy levelling off airfield. Fitters general shut off one water tank at Chater Rl. 

Due to decrease in personnel water being used in one tank only. The second tank is filled and ready for

instant use for fire. There was a fire alarm last night, personnel responding as per station fire orders.  

The fire occurred in the lighting switch box in No. 4 Hangar. Prompt action by the Hangar Guard

confined the damage to the switch box. 

Two Jacobs engines were shipped to No. 8 R.D. today.

As usual, the Open House festivities in the W.D. Canteen gathered a large crowd. A party was held for

service and civilian Mess personnel in the dining room of the Sergeants' Mess. The Commanding

Officer and the Station Administrative Officer were present. The music for the party was supplied by

the “Ansoneers” from No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers.

16 Nov/44.  Clear until 1030C, fog drifting in from the west thereafter,   Visibility reduced to 2 miles

in fog by 1130 and to ½  mile by 1200C. Station completely closed in by fog throughout the afternoon,

remaining closed during the night. Winds westerly at 10 to 15 mph. Temperatures 20-25 F.

At 0830 hours, flying was washed in, but it was washed for the day and night at 0955 hours.

Sgt. Mawson, Equipment Assistant, reported from No. 2 T.C., replacing Sgt. Walker.

The electricians were working on the electrical control box where the fire started in No. 4 Hangar.

C&M Unit painters are still working in 720 mess.

In the inter-section basketball league, Servicing won from the Sergeants’ Mess with a score of 46-26.

The following teams took part in the Volleyball tournament which was held here - Rivers, Souris, A15, 

A3. HQ Shllo, and No. 12.  A3 won the trophy, and Souris came second.
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17 Nov/44  Closed in all day with dense fog. Ceiling and visibility near zero all day and all through the

night. Winds light westerly to calm. Temperatures 20 to 25° F.



There was no flying day or night. As flying was washed out, students who were scheduled for flying

were in G.I.S, part of the day to see instructional films.

The Sergeants’ Mess held the monthly meeting today.

The W&B Section reports usual maintenance duty, with repairs to the snow fence.Work at Chater on

washroom floors finished, and the painter checking on requirements at Chater. The W&B Senior

N.C.O’s have completed the drill test being held on the unit.

This morning the Commanding Officer, with the S.Ad.O., inspected the station, giving advice where

necessary.

The Drill test board is still here, testing the officers and Senior N.C.O.'s. The trainee P.T. classes are

being used as drill flights.

18 Noc/44  A gain the station was closed in with dense fog all day. The ceiling and the visibility zero,

with calm wind continuing through the night. Temperature 20 to 25 F.

As per usual, flying was washed out due to the climatic conditions.

The Drill Testing of officers and N.C.O.'s was completed today.  The station has settled down to a very

quiet routine, due to the many days of non-flying.

19 Nov/44.  Wind: Light variable becoming South to Southwest at 0-8 mph veering to Northwest to

North at 3-9 mph after 1830C. Weather: Fog lifting to a low overcast between 1200C and 1830C, and

after 2200C. Visibility:  0-4 miles in fog. Ceiling:  0-2 hundred feet.

There was no flying, and beyond the usual routine of station maintenance, the station was very quiet.

Many of the sections made a general clean-up.

Again at the Sergeantes’ Mess, it was Open House, night, and many guests were in.

20 Nov/44  Cloud base 700 to 800 feet through the morning, with visibility 4 to 7 miles in light fog.

Visibility improving to 10 miles after 1230C, and cloud base lifting to 2000 feet at 1530, then lowering

again to 600 feet at 1630C, ad remaining low, with visibility also lowering throughout the night. Wind

north-westerly at 6 to12 mph. Temperature 25 to 30° F.

Flying was washed in at 0930 for limited number of aircraft (l6) for local dual circuits. At 1350 hours,

16 aircraft more were allowed to proceed and use Chater circuit. At 1600 the flying was washed out.
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20 Nov/44 (Cont’d)  The Command Service Unit was at No. 12 Servicing the Bombing Teachers today. 

 There was no movement of Major Equipment. Two oar loads of gasoline arrived and unless flying

resumes we will have demurrage charges.



The painters started work on the Chater R.l. washrooms today.

21 Nov/44  Overcast at 1-5 hundred feet with visibility ½ to 3 miles in light fog. Wind southerly 5-10

mph. 

At 0720 hours, all personnel fell in for Commanding Officer's parade and inspection.  At 0830 parade

was dismissed in order that personnel might attend their Discussion Groups. 

There was no flying day or night due to the weather.

C29917 F/0 T.E. Clary, Unit Education Officer, has been posted Overseas, and J38957, F/O Watson, is

acting Unit Education Officer for the present time.

22 Nov/44  Winds: Light variable becoming West to Southwest at 5-15 mph after 0200C.  Sky

condition: Cloudy to overcast, with freezing drizzle snow and fog until 0645C, clearing after 1900C.  

Visibility: 0-6 miles in precipitation and fog increasing to 10 miles or better after 0645C. Ceiling:  

2-11 hundred feet lifting to 2-4 thousand feet after 0645C, to 7-9 thousand feet after 1100C and to

unlimited after 1900C.

Today was the first full days flying for some time. Crane Aircraft 8778 flown to Neepawa for storage.

Painters from the W&B section are still working on washroom at Chater RI. The CAM Unit painters

are working in 720 Mess building. The W&B carpenters are building room in the Drill Hall for the use

of the Met Section.

The regular trainees P.T.  was held during the day, and the voluntary sports kept the Drill Hall full of

activity all during the evening. The Station Men's Basketball team played the A3 Shilo team, and won

the game with a score of 37 to 29.

Larger, and better crowds are patronizing the Open House nights at the W.D. Canteen. Everyone seems

to enjoy the bingo, dancing, and the refreshments.

23 Nov/44.  There was a westerly wind at 5-15 mph, becoming light variable after 1530C.  The weather

was clear to partly cloudy becoming cloudy to overcast after 0800C. The visibility was 15 miles or

better. The ceiling 2-4 thousand feet between 0800C and 1700C, otherwise unlimited. 

Normal day and night flying was carried on.

Visitors from Command to the W&B section were F /L McCabe and WOI Clemens.

Rl80066, CPL Engers, D. was posted to No. 5 R.C., Winnipeg, pending discharge.

The men's basketball team went to Shilo and won the game there with a score of 26 to 17. Bowling was

carried on, as it is every evening. The alleys are always packed with enthusiastic bowlers. Volleyball

games were carried on in the intersection league between Sergeants and Officers, and between

Maintenance and Headquarters.
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24 Nov/44  Weather: Clear until 1030C. Overcast cloud at 10-17 hundred feet thereafter. Visibility - 15

miles. 

Wind: East to Southeast at 20 mph, gusty from 1130 to 1330 hours.

Local dual was washed in until 1100 hours, with aircraft limited to 4 to each flight. At 1400 hours,

unrestricted dual was washed in. Normal night flying routine was carried out.

CAN/J16426 F/O G.E. Mitchell, posted to No. 12 S.F.T.S. at present employed in G.I.S. as acting

C.N.I. 

The commanding officer and the station administrative officer inspected the station again today.

Courses 113 and 118 played floor hockey, 113 winning the game 6-1.

25 Nov/44  Wind: West to northwest at 15-25 mph gusty after 2200C. Sky condition: Cloudy to

overcast with light snow after 2200C. Visibility: 15 miles or better. Ceiling: 2-4 thousand feet.

A very quiet day was passed on the station. W&B reports that the washrooms at Chater R1 are finished.

26 Nov/44  Overcast at 1700 to 2000 feet all day, winds north-westerly at 20 mph, falling to 15 mph

after 1830C.  Light snow 1030 until 1130, cutting visibility to 4 to 6 miles.  Temperatures at surface 15

to 20° F.

0845 hours:  Solo flying washed in. 0950 hours:  Flying washed out. Snow moving in from west. 1300

hours: Dual flying washed in. 1310 hours: Solo flying washed in.1910 hours: LAC Miller in Crane 7909

reported made precautionary landing on field at Stockton. There was no night flying. 

Voluntary chruch parade brought out a few of the personnel of the station to services at 1100 hours.

27 Nov/44  Overcast at 600 feet in morning, rising to 1000 feet in afternoon. Winds easterly at 15 to 20

mph. 

Light snow all day, reducing visibility to 3 to 5 miles. Temperature 15 to 17°. 

There was no flying either day or night because of the weather. Crane 7909 arrived safely from

Stockton after landing in field in previous day.

W/C Malcolmson, Commanding Officer, spoke to personnel of the Maintenance Wing, thanking them

for their co-operation during his term as commanding officer, and wishing them good luck. 

The station painter working in the W.D. Officer's Quarters today.

CAN/J15288, F/L J.C.H, Blackburn, (Navigation Officer) reported in to take over the duties of C.G.I.

CAN/Jl6426 F/O Mitchell, G.E. (air bomber) was posted.

The Equipment Section reports the loaning of our derrick to Carberry to load engines.

In the inter-section Basketball game, Servicing won the game with Maintenance with a score of 41-26.
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28 Nov/44  Wind: Easterly at 10-15 mph till 0830C,  South tosouthwest at 5-10 mph till 1939, and

becoming northwesterly at 15-20 mph remainder of the day.  Weather:  Light snow throughout the day.

Visibility: 5-10 miles till 1130, becoming 1-3 miles until 2230. Ceiling: 1300 feet, lowering to 3-5

hundred during heavier snow period from 1130 to 2230C.

The Chief Flying Instructor, W/C Edgar, took over the inspection in the Commanding Officer's parade

this morning. Headquarters squadron was marched off to raise the ensign. Discussion group meetings

were washed out this morning, all ranks returning directly to work.

0900 hours:  Solo flying washed in. 1015 hours: Dual flying washed in. 1107 hours: Flying washed out  

because of incoming snow.  1220 hours: P/O Walker in Crane 232 phoned in to report forced landing

because of carburetor icing, at Moosomin. There was no night flying.

Flood lights ware installed in the Drill Hall to throw extra light on briefing boards, used early in the

mornings for Met. briefing by the training wing. 

There was no movement of Major Equipment, today.

A B.D.S.A.A. League basketball game was played here between No. 1 C.N.S., Rivers, and No. 12. The

score was 40-36 for No, 12. LAC Robinson played centre and had nine baskets to his credit.

29 Nov/44  Clear until 1105CDT, low Stratocumulus cloud and snow thereafter. Cloud base lowering

to 1000 feet in afternoon, and visibility lowered to 4 miles in snow. Conditions improving after 1530C,

with snow stopping and sky clearing. Winds northwesterly at 15 to 25 mph. Temperatures 5 to 10 F.

0835 Hours:  Solo flying washed in. 1040 hours: Dual flying washed in. 1100 hours: Flying washed out

because of weather. 1510 hours:  Dual washed in. Six aircraft to each flight. No night flying. 

Crane IA, No. 8768, was shipped to Neepawa for APDAL Storage today.

A mess dinner was held in the Officers' Mess, at which W/C Malcolmson addressed the Officers,

thanking then for their co-operation and expressing his pleasure in serving at No. 2 S.F.T.S. for the past

months. W/C J.M. Godfrey, who was to take over the command of the station the next day, also spoke

briefly to the personnel present.

The skating rink is being put into shape for the season. Two Inter-section Basketball games were

played, Headquarters lost to Training Wing with a score of 31-25; Sergeants' Mess team lost to

Servicing team 46-21.

An especially large crowd gathered in the W.D. Canteen for the usual Open House festivities. Everyone

enjoyed a hilarious game of bingo, and lively dancing to the music of the P.A, System. Refreshments

were served at about 2230 hours.

30 Nov/44.  Overcast Stratus cloud at 400 to 900 feet until 1430C, low cloud breaking and clearing



after 1430C. 

Light snow until 1400, reducing visibility to 1 to 4 miles.  Temperature 5 to 10° F.  Winds southeast at

10 to 15 mph. Weather clear thourghout the night, with temperature dropping to minus 2°F. 

0900 hours: No flying. 0930 hours: Four SBA Ansons beam flying at Douglas. 1035 hours: W/C Edgar,

in Crane 8167 went to Rivers, returned at 1130 hours. 1515 hours: Local dual was washed in. 1620:

Solo flying washed in. Routine night flying.
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30 Nov/44 (Cont’d)  C20300 F/O I.R. Jones, Education Officer,  reported in today.

In the Office of the Commanding Officer, three people witnessed the signing of the paper which

handed over the Command of No.12 S.F.T.S. from C515 W/C H.G. Malcolmson, to C1621 W/C J.M. 

Godfrey, with 1460 W/C N.S. Edgar, C.F.I., in attendance. 

It is with regret that we see W/C Malcolmson leave us, but we turn with a hearty welcome to W/C

Godfrey.

 

STRENGTH OF UNIT                                                              Airmen or

                                                                     Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians      

                   Staff Personnel                               160         3               566               143                

 Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

               R.C.A.S.C.   

   Attached from                                                    -            -                   -                    -

       No. 2 (TC CDC)      C.D.C.                                                2                                4 

                 R.A.F.                                                  8                               3

                 R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                            1

Civilians

             Barrack Officer                                                                                                                1

             Meteorologist                                                                                                                   3

             Stenographers                                                                                                                   9

             Clerks                                                                                                                               4

             General Duties                                                                                                                85

              Others                                                                                                                             51     

                                                                          170           3               574               143             153     

                                                                  



                                                                   

TRAINEES: 

                    R.C.A.F.                                          6            1                161

                    R.A.F.                                                                               33

                    R.A.A.F.                                                                             1    

                                            R.N.Z.A.F.                                     13                               40       

                                                                            19           1                235
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30 Nov/44 (Cont’d)

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH     Strength        Serviceable   Unserviceable  

               Crane I                          73                   69                     4

               Crane IA                       13                    13                          

               Anson II                        18                   17                     1

               Harvard II                        2                     2

               Menasco Moth                1                      1

STORED RESERVE

                 Crane I                            5

                 Anson II                           1

                 Harvard II                        2

 

APDAL STORAGE

 Crane I                                            4

 Crane IA                                         2

Total Number of hours flown during the month of November, 1944: 4044:30
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1 Dec/44   Clear all day with a few high Cirrus clouds in the afternoon. Winds light and southerly.

Temperature rising from  minus 2 F. at 0730 to plus 27 by 1500C. Visibility good all day.

Clear weather through the night for night flying.

At 0845 hours, solo flying was washed in, and continued normal day and night flying. 

In today's D.R.O,’s, CAN/C161, T/W/C J.M.. Godfrey, the new Commanding Officer of No. 12 S.F.T.S 



was taken on strength.

A 3-ton Stake truck was received from No. 202 E.H.U., Weyburn.

The W&B Section flooded the rink today for the first day of skating. A huge crowd filled the rink

tonight for the initial spills of the skating season. A floor hockey game between Courses 113 «id 121

we carried on this evening.

2 Dec/44  Wind: Light variable.  Weather: Partly cloudy becoming cloudy to overcast after 0800C.

Visibility: 10 miles or better. Celling: Unlimited.

Normal flying day - none scheduled for the night. At 1446, W/C Macolmsonaand W/C Edgar left for

Winnipeg in Crane 8l67. W/C Edgar returned at l645 hours.

C23679, F/O H.G. Wedge, Command Armament Officer, inspected the Armament Section at G.I.S. 

today. Harvard AJ539 was received from No. 202 E.H.U., Weyburn, today.

The Commanding Officer inspected the Equipment and the Gas and Oil Sections at 1500 hours. 

He also paid his initial visit to the Maintenance Wing today.

3. Dec/44  The wind was west to northwest at 0-15 mph.  It was partly cloudy to clear, becoming

cloudy to overcast after 0800C, with fog developing after 2300C. The visibility of 8 miles or better was

reduced to 0-3 miles in fog after 2300C. The unlimited ceiling lowered to 0-6 hundred feet after

1600C.

0845 hours: Dual flying washed in. 0945 hours: Solo washed in. 1350 hours: Dual was again washed in

due to the approaching fog. At 1530 hours flying was washed out. 

Maintenance operated a full routine day.

The usual church services, for Protestant and Roman Catholic personnel, were held this morning at

1100 hours.
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3 Dec. (Cont’d)  Tonight, in the Station Chapel, the Music Appreciation Hour was well-attended by

station personnel.

The skating rink and the bowling alleys were the main attractions for the evening.

4. Dec/44   Wind:  Westerly 10-15 mph, dropping to 2-6 mph after l800C. Weather: Patches ground

fog, closing in by 0930C, becoming and remaining clear to the North, but closed to the south till 1740

hours, when it moved in to remain over the station till 2300C. Visibility: In fog 2-5 hundred yards; out

of fog, 10 miles. Ceiling: Zero in fog, otherwise unlimited. 0840 hours:  Solo flying washed in. 0900

hours:  Dual Flying washed in. Icing in fog. 0915 hours: Flying washed out because of fog.  There was



no night flying.

C20310 T/F/O J.E. Davidson, GL SR (Nav) was taken on strength today, and C12409 F/L K.E.

Chambers was struck off strength.

Carpenters from the W&B Section were sent to Chater R.1 to repair overhead doors at the Tractor

Section.

There was an inter-section basketball game between Servicing and Headquarters, with Servicing

winning 31-14.

5. Dec/44  Partly to cloudy with high cloud all day. Winds westerly at 5 to 15 mph. Temperature

11 F. at 0630 rising to 32 gy l630C. Visibility 10 miles or better all day.

The first Station Parade by W/C J.M. Godfrey was held in the Drill Hall at 0720 hours.

The Commanding Officer inspected the squadrons after the raising of the ensign.

C3805 F/L H.F. Peters, the new Works and Buildings Officer, was taken on strength in today's

D.R.0.'s.

0917 hours: Dual flying washed in.  0930 hours:  Solo flying washed in. 1559 hours: Anson 859. P/O

Doubleday made wheels up approach. Four red flares were fired. He made another circuit, and landed

safely. 1910 hours: Night flying washed in. 2010 hours: Night flying washed out because of incoming

fog.

Ten Jacobs L4MB/1 Engines received from No. 11 S.F.T.S., Yorkton, this date. 

Cpl.  Thornborough from No. 2 T.C. is on station on a further investigation of gasoline shortage at

Chater R.1.  He reported to F/O Vale, investigating officer. An inspection was made of effluent ditch

through the farm of Mr. Brandon, by F/L Peters and WO2 Pul.

Regular P.T. was held during the day, with skating, and hockey practice, in the evening. 

The men's Basketball team played A.35, Shllo, and won with a score of 62-35.
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6 Dec/44  Overcast at 6500 to 7000  feet until 1630, with low Stratus at 1000 to 2000 feet from 1630

until 2030, clearing after 2030C. Visibility 4 miles in haze until 0930, improving to 8 miles and

remaining good all day. Wind East at 3 to 5 mph until 1530, shifting to west at 15, and increasing to 35

after 1730, remaining above 20 mph all night. Temperature rising from 15 F to 38 F. between 0630 and

1830C, falling to 24 during the night.

There was a normal day of flying, but night flying washed out because of the wind. 

C515 T/W/C H.G. Malcolmson, former Commanding Officer of the Station, was S.O.S.’d in today's

D.R.O’s, on posting to No. 8 Release Centre, Vancouver, B.C., upon resignation from the R.C.A.F.

C3092 A/S/L W.E. Algie, and C10548 T/F/L D. Whittaker, were both S.O.S.’d to No. 4 Release Centre,



Toronto, Ont. eff. 26 Dec/44, upon retirement. 

F/L F. Black, Equipment Officer, arrived from No. 10 Repair Depot, Calgary, to releive S/L R.G.

Hamilton, S.E.O.

Refuelling Sender No. 34-212 was transferred to No. 10 S.F.T.S., Dauphin, and Crane A/C Nos. 8120

and 8078 were transferred from Stored Reserve to Unit Strength today. 

S/L G.H. Warren, Command Examination Officer, visited G.I.S. today. 

The carpenters at Chater R.1. are doing repairs in general.

Open House in the W.D. Recreation Centre was well-attended and very much enjoyed by Airmen and

Airwomen, Cpl. and below.

7 Dec/44  Winds:  West to northwest at 17-30 mph-gusty. Weather: Clear becoming overcast after

0800C with light snow flurries after 1945C.  Visibility: 15 miles or better. Ceiling: Unlimited lowering

to 18-32 hundred feet after 0800C.

0845 hours: Solo flying washed in. 1640 hours: Dual flying washed in. Normal night flying routine.

F/L H.B. Peto, Air Command Aircraft Recognition Officer, visited the G.I.S. Section of the Station on

temporary duty.

There was hockey practice in the evening, and the men's basketball team went to Rivers, where they

lost the game to the Rivers’ team.
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8 Dec/44   Wind:  Northwest to North at 7-22 mph. Weather:  Overcast with Light continuous snow

except between 0100C and 030OC. Visibility: 15 miles lowered to 5-10 miles in snow after l000C.

Ceiling: 2-4 thousand feet lowering to 12-15 hundred feet after 1800C and lifting to 4-5 thousand feet

after 2100C.

0900 hours: Solo flying washed in.1039 hours: Dual flying washed in. 1116 hours: Solo and 1440

hours:  Dual flying washed in. There was no night flying.

The Maintenance carried on with a normal days' work, in spite of the loss of ten airframe mechanics

who were posted to No. 7 Equipment Depot, Winnipeg.

Farmall Tractor 20-l74 was transferred to No. 8 R.D. for Repair. Crane A/C 8698 was transferred from

Stored Reserve to Unit Strength.

Red and blue lines were painted on the Station rink for use of the hockey players. 

Carpenters are at work enlarging the sports equipment room in the Drill Hall.

9 Dec/44  Wind: Northwest to north at 5-15 mph decreasing to light variable after 0800C and

increasing to Northeasterly at 5-15 mph after 1200C;  after 100C, light variable. Weather: Cloudy to



overcast with light continuous snow and snowshowers with snow ceasing by l600C and overcast

breaking to clear to partly cloudy after 1500C.  Low stratus developing after 2300C.

Visibility: 15 miles or better reduced to 2-5 miles variable after snow showers by l000C; increasing to

10 miles or better after l600C.  Ceiling: 4-7 thousand feet lowered to 1-2 thousand feet after 1200C;  

unlimited between 1500C and 2300C, thence lowering to 5-8 hundred feet.

0855 hours: Solo flying washed in. 0955 hours:   LAC Barnes, piloting Crane 7767, made wheels up

landing at Chater. 1004 hours:  Dual flying washed in. 1009 hours: Flying washed out, fog from the

north.1107 hours: Dual washed in. 1235 hours: Chater washed out because of heavy snow. 1320 hours:  

flying washed out. 1520 hours: Dual washed in. 

1530 hours: Solo washed in. 1900 hours: Night flying washed in. 2325 hours: Night flying washed out.

CAN/R58856 Sgt Stephen, J.D. Armourer (Guns) received his discharge today. 

C&M Unit painters working in 720 mess kitchen and west wing.
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10 Dec/44  Wind: Westerly 2-5 mph, becoming southwesterly 5-10 mph. Weather:  Light snow until

1330C, with fog 0530-1330C. becoming overcast for remainder of day. Visibility: 12 miles reduced in

fog to zero from 0900-1230C, increasing to 4 miles till 1400, and to 15 miles for the remainder of the

day. Ceiling: 7-8 hundred feet, lowering to zero in fog 0730-1400C, becoming unlimited till 2300 when

low cloud came in at 900 feet.

There was no flying all day. At 1945 hours, night flying was washed in: at 2200, it was washed out

because of the low ceiling.

Servicing and Repair squadrons worked one half day only due to wash out weather, and good state of

work. 

Church Services were held at the new hours of 1030 for Protestant personnel, and 1130 hours for

Roman Catholics. Both services were held in the Station Chapel.

Music Appreciation Hour, in the Station Chapel, was, as usual, well-attended.

There was a good crowd on the station rink from 1400 hours till 1630 hours. A break was called while

the rink was flooded, and then skating was resumed from 1900 to 2000 hours. 

The sergeants' mess had guests in for dinner, and spent an enjoyable evening.

11 Dec/44  Wind: West-southwest to west-northwest at 5-15 mph. Sky condition: Clear to partly cloudy

becoming cloudy to overcast after 1500C. Visibility: 10 miles or better. Ceiling: Unlimited lowering to

900 feet for one hour between 0010C and 0200C.

Flying was normal day and night. W/C Edgar flew to Winnipeg, departing at 1045, and returning at

l658. 



Today's D.R.O’s set forth the new schedule for Commanding Officer's inspection of the station as

follows:

Monday:      Sergeant’s, Officers' and Airmen's Messes, Canteens, Recreation Hall, Central Warehouse.

Tuesday:     G.I.S., A.M.C. Teacher, Dental Clinic, Hospital, Drill Hall, Chapel and Library.

Wednesday:      Airwomen's and Airmen's quarters, Guard House, Post Office, Station Headquarters.

Thursday :  Control Tower and Flights.

Friday:         Maintenance Wing, Equipment Section, M.T. Section.\

C4274, T/F/L N.R. Thompson, NFL SR (Admin), was taken on strength effective today. He will take

over the duties of Adjutant when F/L Foulkes, present adjtuant, leaves the station.

Two Crane aircraft were delivered to Neepawa for storage.  F/0 Smith, Engineering Officer, reported

in.
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11 Dec/44 (Cont’d) Crane I A/C Nos. 7815 and 7849 were transferred to No. 205 E.H.U., Neepawa.  

Crane A/C Nos. 8114, 8722, were flown to No. 407 E.H.U. Swift Current, for APDAL Storage.

No. 2 CAM Unit painting crews, are still working in the Airmen’s Mess.

Skating is still holding the lime-light in the sports activities of the station, with bowling and badminton

running in for close seconds.

12 Dec/44  There was a west-northwest  to north-northwest wind at 5-15 mph becoming light variable

after 1100C. 

The sky was cloudy to overcast becoming partly cloudy after 1400C, and clearing after 1600C. The

ceiling was unlimited throughout, with visibility of 12 miles or better.

Normal flying was carried on day and night. At 1013, Crane 8730 took fire in starboard motor. The

crash alarm rang, and the fire was put under control without serious damage. At l600 hours, Crane

8771 "ground looped" at Chater- damaging stbd. propeller, and undercarriage.

The Equipment Section reports the salvage of approximately l600 gallons of gasoline out of APDAL

aircraft received from Neepawa.

CAN/C3660, H/S/L I.A. Morris, Chaplain (P) NFL SR, was taken on strength No. 12 S.F.T.S., 

effective today.

Mr. F. Lillich, Jacobs Engine Co. representative, visited the Unit today to discuss engine maintenance

problems.

The smoke pipe on the Headquarters Building was renewed today by the works and Buildings Section.

A B.D.S.A.A. Basketball game between Shilo (A15) and No. 12 in the station Drill Hall resulted in a



score of 50-21 in favor of No. 12. To date, No. 12 Stands second in the league.

13 Dec/44  Clear all day with north-westerly winds at 10 to 15 mph. Temperature 20 degrees R., rising

to 35 F. in mid-afternoon. Clear all night for night flying.

0845 hours: Solo flying washed in. 1150 hours: Dakota EJ827 arrived from Regina, and departed for

Winnipeg at 1240 hours. 1910 hours: Night flying washed in. 0430 hours: Night flying washed out.

Arrangements were made with Carberry for loan of trailer to transport damaged A/C 8771 from Chater

to No.12 S.F.T.S.

The first skating party of the year was held this evening, commencing at 2000 hours. The rink was

crowded, and everyone had an excellent time skating to the waltzes as played by the Station Sound

Truck. After the skating, lunch was served in the Airmen's Mess, and then the Airmen and Airwomen,

Cpl. and below, - went to the W.D. Canteen, where the usual Wednesday night dancing kept a large

crowd occupied until midnight.

The Station men's Volley Ball team played at No. 1 D.N.S., Rivers tonight. They won 3 games, and lost

2, which puts No. 12 in 3rd place in the B.D.S.A.A Volley Ball League.
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14 Dec/44  Wind:  West-southwest to west-northwest at 10-20 mph, increasing to 20-30 mph with gusts

to 40 mph after 1030C. Weather: Clear becoming cloudy to overcast after 0900C clearing again at

1500C and becoming cloudy to overcast after 1700C. Visibility: 10 miles or better reduced to 6-10

miles in light blowing dust between 1700C and 2000C. Ceiling: Unlimited 1700C;  thence 2-4

thousand feet except between 1900-1933C and 2200-2230C when unlimited.

0850 hours: Solo flying washed in. 1122 hours: Undercarriage of Crane 7918 collapsed on landing.

1510 hours: Dua! flying washed in. 1715 hours: Flying washed out. No night flying. 

S/L Terrier, of No. 2 A.C., was on Temporary Duty to the Works and Buildings Section this morning.

For the swing music fans of the station, a Swing Music programme was held in the Station Library, at

2030 hours, tonight. There was a large attendance.

Today's D.R.O.'s struck off strength the following airmen and airwomen, on posting to release centres

for discharge:

                      CAN/R140740  XXX CPL Horne, R.A.    S.P. "C"

                      W309556   LAW Mildenberger, O. C1k. Med. "B"

                      W305007   CPL Marsonette, G.M. K.  - Op. Tel."B"

                      W303104   CPL McFadden, D.A.   Photo "A" 

The Senior Men's Basketball, team played at A.35. Shilo, and won the game with a score of 64-24. The

Maintenance Section reports that an attempt to include one hour's P.T. for all personnel during normal



working hours was not very successful.

15 Dec/44 The ceiling was from 2500 to 4000 feet, with complete overcast.  Snow fell from 0130 to

0730 hours. 

The sky began to break at 1630 hours. There was a north-westerly wind at 20 to 30 mph. Visibility: 10

to 15 miles.

0900 hours: Dual flying washed in. 0955 hours: Solo flying washed in. 1315 hours: Dual washed in.

1331 hours:   /lying washed out because of approaching snow.   1410 hours:   Dual washed in.1550

hours: Solo washed in. 1730 hours: Flying washed out. The night flying routine was normal.

The Commanding Officer made an inspection of the Maintenance Wing. R76054 T/Sgt. Compton,

C.F., Clk. Admin, “A”, reported in today to take charge of the Maintenance Orderly Room.

The Commanding Officer and the S. Ad.O  made a fire inspection of the W&B Section.

Trainee P.T. was carried on as usual during the day. Drill Hall humming with sports activities, skating

and bowling in full swing.
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16 Dec/44   Clear until 1130C, with Stratocumulus cloud at 2000 to 3500 feet from 1130 until 1800C.

Visibility 15 miles all day. Wind westerly at 10 to 15 mph until 1130, veering to north at 25 to 30 mph

thereafter. Temperatures 20 to 30° F.

0855 hours: Solo flying washed in. 1250 hours: Dual flying washed in. 1730 hours: Flying washed out.  

There was no night flying.

Dump truck RCAF No. 33-304 received from No. 2 C&M Unit Winnipeg, this date. 

J48766 P/O G. Oilgisser, GL SR (Gunnery Officer) taken on strength today.

Today, the annual Christmas Children's Party, for children of the married Service Personnel on the

Station, was held in the W.D. Recreation Centre. The canteen was well-decorated, and picture shows,

Santa Claus, and refreshments gave the children a wonderful afternoon.

17 Dec/44  Clear all day with a few very high clouds during late afternoon. Winds westerly at 10 to 15

mph. Low temperature minus 10°F. High plus 10°F.

Solo flying was washed in at 0850, and flying was washed out at 1730 hours. At 2145 hours, W/C N.S.

Edgar returned from Vulcan, Alberta, in Crane -8167. There was no night flying. 

R103433 FS Smith, J.T. - Armourer "A", received his discharge today.

Special Carol Service, under the direction of S/L Norris, Protestant Padre, was held today for the

Protestant personnel of the station. Roman Catholic mass was held as usual.



18 Dec/44  Intermittent light snow until 1230 hours. Ceiling from 1400 to 4000 feet. Visibility: 2-3

miles in snow, 15 miles out of snow. Wind: Westerly from 15-30 miles, strongest about 1530 hours.

1020 hours: Solo flying washed in after weather check.  1150 hours: Flying washed out. 1210 hours:

Dual washed in. 1230 hours: Local solo washed in. Normal night flying routine.

In G.I.S. today, Course 113 started their final examinations.

Several tradesmen from disbanded units reported in to the maintenance Section today. 

Tonight, in the Airmen's Mess, the Bowling League party, combined with the Headquarters' Section

smoker, made an evening of merriment. The party was the grand finale of the bowling league which

had been carried on by the different sections. Nevertheless, the ending of the league games has not

made the bowling alleys idle - they are busier than ever.

19 Dec/44  Wind: Westerly at 10-20 mph backing to southwest-south at 5-10 mph after 0800C,

becoming light variable after 1100C, and changing to East to Northeast at 5-15 mph. Weather: Cloudy

to overcast with light continuous snow to 0200C beginning again at 2130C. Visibility: 10 miles or

better reduced after 2130C to 2-4 miles. in snow. Ceiling: 2-4 thousand feet lifting to unlimited after

0800C; thence variable 7-9 thousand feet to unlimited lowering after 2100C to 10-20 hundred feet.

0850 hours: Solo flying washed in. Normal flying routine all day. 1400 hours: G/C Kennedy and W/C

Andrew in Anson 11580 arrived from Vulcan, and departed for Winnipeg at 1505 hours. 1700 hours:

Night Flying washed in. 2120 hours: Night flying washed out. Low cloud and snow.
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19 Dec/44 (Cont’d)  At 0730 hours, on Commanding Officer's Station Parade, W/C J.M. Godfrey

inspected the personnel of the station. Personnel wars dismissed to duty after inspection.

Anson II No. 11500 was forced down at Chater due to engine trouble. Harvard No. AJ529 received

from No. 3 Wireless School.  Re-fuelling tender RCAF 34-212 received from No. 10 S.F.T.S.,

Dauphin, today. 

Regular trainees P.T. was carried on during the day, with the Drill Hall filled with athletes during the

evening.

20 Dec/44  Wind: Northerly at 10-20 mph becoming West-northwest at 10-15 mph after 1500C.  

Weather: Cloudy to overcast with light snow ceasing 0700C and light fog between 0900C and 1000C

clearing after 1200C.  

Visibility: 4-8 miles in snow to 0300C; thence 10 miles or better except between the fog hours of

0900C and 1000C. Ceiling: Variable 15-30 hundred feet, occasionally unlimited to 1100C; unlimited

thereafter.



0900 hours:  Solo washed in. 0917 hours: Dual washed in. 0925 hours: Flying washed out because of

fog. 1039 hours: Solo washed in. 1730 hours: Flying washed out. 1900 hours: Night flying washed in.  

2345 hours: Crane 7923 made belly landing in field east of aerodrome after one motor cut out on

approach.

The Women's Division of the station held their Annual Christmas party in the W.D. Recreation Centre

tonight. After a well-prepared buffet supper, the Airwomen made their way to the lounge, where,

beside a beautifully decorated Christmas tree, LAW Demenuk, as Santa Clause, distributed gifts to the

W.D.’s. 

A sing-song around the fireplace in the lounge followed, and at 2000 hours, the canteen was placed "in

bounds" to the Airmen (cpl. and below) for the usual Wednesday night Open House dance.

There was no P.T. during the day - the Drill Hall was out of bounds due to decorating for the Christmas

dance. There was skating and bowling in the evening.

21 Dec/44  Clear until 0930C, becoming high overcast after 0930. Cloud base lowering to 5000 feet by

1430 and to 1500 to 1530C.  Light snow began at 1530C. Sky obscured by snow from 1530-2330, with

ceiling at 200 to 500 feet, and visibility reduced to one mile in snow. From 2330 on until 0200/22 light

snow continuing, but visibility rising to 4 miles or better and cloud base at 1400 feet or higher.Wind

south-east at 5 to 10 mph, shifting to west at 10-15 mph after 2030CDT.  Temperature at surface

ranging from minus 15 at 0630 to plus 6 at 1630, dropping to plus 3 at 2330.
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21 Dec/44  0910 hours: Solo flying was washed in.1130 hours: Flyign washed out for muster parade.  

1330 hours: Solo washed in. 1450 hours: Dual washed in.1506 hours; Flying washed out. No night

flying.

At 1215, a Muster Parade of all personnel of the station was called in the Drill Hall, to receive the

Christmas message of A/V/M  K.M. Guthrie, A.O.C., No. 2 A.C., who arrived in Beechcraft 1406,  at

1243 hours, and departed at 1345 hours.

Today, in G.I.S., Course 113 finished their final examinations.

The Drill Hall was very well-decorated tonight for the Annual Christmas Dance which was

well-attended and very much enjoyed, by the huge crowd which danced to the music of the No. C.N.S.

Rivers, “Ansoneers”.

22 Dec/44  Clear during the morning with winds westerly at 10 mph.   High cloud after 1230C,

becoming overcast at 1830C. Visibility 10 miles in afternoon due to base. Winds west at 15 to 20 mph

in afternoon. Fog west of Brandon (from Rivers west) from 1130C, continuing all day. Temperatures



ranging from minus 13° F. to zero F.

There was normal flying in the morning. It was washed out during the afternoon and night.

Crane A/C 7971 was transferred from Stored Reserve to Unit Strength.

Courses 113 and 118 began their Christmas Leave after duty today. The Class Average for Course 113

in their final G.I.S. Examinations was 78.49.

All the sections of the station held individual parties in their own sections today, celebrating the festive

season with their comrades-at-work.

23 Dec/44 Wind: West to South-west at 5-20 mph. Weather:  Partly cloudy to overcast occasionally

clear. Visibility: 10 miles or better. Ceiling: Unlimited.

There was normal flying during the day, with no night flying scheduled.

On Christmas Eve, in the Officers' Mess, the members and their guests enjoyed a very festive

celebration. The mess was decorated in the form of a Christmas Parcel, and guests entered under a

bower of pine boughs.  A delicious buffet supper was served at intermission.

The Sergeants' Mess held Open House, as did also the W.D. Recreation Centre, (.for CPL. and Below)

in celebration of Christmas Eve.

The weather for the day before Christmas was overcast to 0200C, and clear to partly cloudy thereafter.

The wind was west to northwest at 15-30 mph, gusty.  The visibility: 4-6 miles; in light snow and

blowing snow to 0200C, thereafter 10 miles or better. Ceiling: 15-40 hundred feet lifting to unlimited

after 0200C.

25 Dec/44  Clear and cold, with visibility over 15 miles. Wind: Northwest 18-22, backing and

decreasing during the day to southwest at 6-8 mph
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25 Dec/44 (Cont’d)  Those Officers who were obliged to be on the station for Christmas day, were

permitted to invite guests for Christmas dinner which was served in the mess at 1800 hours. Each and

everyone enjoyed the turkey complete with the trimmings.

In the Airmen's Mess, personnel feasted and made merry in accordance with the age-old custom.

Officers: and Senior N.C.O.'s waited upon the airmen and airwomen.

The members of the Sergeants' Mess, too held their annual Christmas dinner, with guests in for the

sumptous and well-served meal.

The remainder of the day was spent by all ranks as a day of rest and rejoicing.

26 Dec/44    Clear till 0830;  high overcast decreasing to clear by 1230, increasing high cloud after



1630C. 

Light snow 1955C to 2155C. Visibility: 15 miles, reduced to 3-5 miles in snow. Wind: southwest at

5-10 mph, till 0530C; calm and light and variable till1130; southwesterly at 10-15 mph till 2030C,

northwest at 15-25 mph rest of the day.

Normal flying, as scheduled, was carried on from 1300 to 1730 hours. There was no night flying. 

With a staff of one-half the normal strength, the station was very quiet, doing only routine tasks.

27 Dec/44  Partly cloudy to cloudy; mostly above 10,000 feet, with 4-10 tenths low cloud at 15-20

hundred, between 0930 and 1160C. Visibility: 15 Miles. Wind: northwesterly at 20-25 mph, becoming

westerly at 8-15 mph from 0530 to 1230C, then northwesterly at 5-15 mph to 1930C, then veering

through north to easterly at 2-4 mph during rest of the day.

Classes were held from 1900-2100 hours to cover lectures missed in the morning.

The station once more settled down to a more or less normal routine, with personnel coming in off

Christmas leave during the afternoon and night.

28 Dec/44.  Overcast at above 7,000 feet., lowering to 15-25 hundred after 153O0, with light snow

beginning at 1655C, and continuing through the day. Visibility:  5 miles reduced to 2-4 miles in snow.

Wind: East at 10 mph, increasing to east-northeast at 25 mph by 1030C..

0900 hours:  Solo flying washed in. 1305 hours: Dual only washed in. 1700 hours: Flying washed out

due to weather.  There was no night flying.

Cessna A/C 7695 transferred to RCAF Station, Neepawa. Tractors Towing 20-16 received from No. 11

S.F.T.S., Yorkton.
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28 Dec/44. (Cont’d)  Two new Armourers (Gunst) started their duties in G.I.S. today, namely:

CAN/R146171  Sgt Newbrand, E. and R211554 LAC Eisenshiml, G.

S/L Hamilton, S.E.O., returned from Annual Leave, thus freeing F/L Black, who was  here on

Temporay Duty. 

The Station Chaplains, S/L I. Norris, and F/L J.T. Bieger, visited the Air Force Personnel confined to

the Sanatorium at Ninette, Nan. They distributed a few gifts in the form of edibles to ten airmen and

one W.D.

29 Dec/44.  Overcast at 14-20 hundred, with light snow throughout the day. Visibility: 3-7 miles,

improving to 10 miles after 2130C.  Wind: East to northeast at 12-20 mph till noon; northerly at 6-8

mph, till 1830, than easterly at 6-10 mph.



0902 hours: Dual washed in. 1000 hours: Flying washed out. Visibility low, low ceiling. There

was no flying throughout the remainder of the day. and no night flying.

Courses 121 and 122, and part of G.I.S. staff left at noon for New Year's leave.

F/L Black, Equipment Officer, left No. 12 to return to his Unit at Calgary, thus ending his period

of Temporary Duty here.

Skating was in full swing both afternoon and evening. Trainees P.T. was carried on during the day, and

several officers dropped in during the afternoon for badminton.

30 Dec/44.  Wind: Northerly at 1015 mph becoming Northwesterly at 10-18 mph after 11400C.  

Weather: Overcast with light continuous snow ceasing between the hours of 0900C and 1230C.  

Visibility: 5-10 miles in snow increasing to 10 miles or better after 0730C. Ceiling: 15-20 hundred feet

lifting to 2-4 thousand feet after 0500C.

At 0900 hours, solo flying was washed in, and at 1730 hours, flying was washed out. There was no

night flying.

With the depleted staff, routine work only was carried on.

A quiet wedding was solemnized in the Station Chapel today, between LAC Richard Ridge, of the

Royal Air Force, and Miss Kathryn Connelly.

There has a been a slight lull in the sports life of the station, mainly due to the cold weather which is

cutting down the skating.

31 Dec/44. Wind: Northwesterly at 15-30 mph, gusty after 1500 hours. Weather: Cloudy to overcast

with light snow ceasing by 1500C, and light blowing snow thereafter. Ceiling: 1500-3000 feet, lifting

to 8000 to 10,000 or better after 0800 hours, Visibility: Zero to 5 miles in snow and blowing snow to

1730 hours; thereafter 10 miles or better.

0905 hours: Solo flying washed in. 1100 hours: Dual flying washed in. 1210 hours: Flying washed out.

Once again, only the necessary routine work was carried out on the station.
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31 Dec/44 (Cont’d)  New Year's Eve Dances were the order of the evening for the members of the

three respective messes on the station. The Officers' Mess held a formal dance to which guests were

invited; everyone enjoyed the evening immensely.  The CO., C.I., and S.Ad.O. of the station were the

guests of the Sergeants’ Mess at their New Year's banquet.  After the banquet, dancing and general

merry-making were the main features of the evening. The other ranks of the station held their party and

dancing in the Station Recreation Hall, where they danced from midnight until three o'clock to the

music of a youthful Brandon orchestra.



Another year has closed on No. 12 S.F.T.S., leaving the station holding the sane heart-felt wish for “A

Victorious and truly Happy Nev Year.”
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31/Dec/44     Personnel Strength                                                     Airmen or

                                                                          Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians   

  STAFF                                                             168          3               603                142                

          R.C.A.F. on Tem   p  o  r a  r  y   D   u  t y                                                         4                    

          Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

         C.D.C. (Attached from No.2 AC CDC)      2                               5 

                     R.A.F.                                              8                               3                                                        

                   R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                        1                   

CIVILIANS    Barrack Officer             1

                       Meteorologist                                                                                                              3           

                     Stenographers           10

                       Clerks             4

                       General Duties                                                                                                          77

                       Others                                                                                                                        51           

                                                                                                                                                                     

                       TOTAL STAFF                            178          3                616               142               146          

                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                    

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                            7                             163

                     R.A.F.                                                                                 33

                     R.A.A.F.                                                                               1 

                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                      12                                37                                                    

                                                                             2                              174                                    

              TOTAL TRAINEES                              19                               234                            
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31 Dec/44 )Cont’d)

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH             Strength            Serviceable               Unserviceable  

               Crane I                                 72                   68                                4



               Crane IA                           11                       10                               1

               Anson II                            18                       16                               2

               Harvard II                           3                       3

               Menasco Moth                    1                       1

STORED RESERVE

                 Anson II                            1

                 Harvard II                         3

 

APDAL STORAGE

 Crane IA                                            1

 

AWAITING TRANSFER 0RDER

                     Crane IA                         2 

                     Crane I                            4

Total Number of hours flown during the month of December, 1944: 8.625:05
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1 Jan/45   New Year's Day dawned cloudy to overcast, becoming clear to partly cloudy after 0500C.  

Visibility was 4 miles in snow between 0200 and 0400C; otherwise 10 miles or better.  Wind was

Northwest to West at 10-25 mph; gusty between 1200 and 1500C. Ceiling was 10-20 hundred feet

lifting to unlimited after 0600C.

Those who were on the Station today spent the time visiting from one place to another, except those

who were required for essential duty.

The Sergeants' Mess opened their doors to Officers at 1000 hrs., and Officers and N.C.O.s mingled in

this friendly atmosphere until the noon hour when all paraded to the Airmen's mess to carry out the

long time custom of serving New Year's dinner to the Other Ranks. The dinner was delicious and, of

course, consisted of Turkey and Dressing, varied vegetables, and all the trimmings. Ice cold bottles of

beer were served with the dessert, and fruit and candies finished off the meal. It was verily a jolly

gathering to say the least.

2 Jan/45  There was no flying all day - due to high winds, which were westerly at 15-25 mph; gusty

between 0600C and 2000C to 35 and 40 mph. Visibility was 10 miles or better, reduced to 48 miles in

blowing snow between 1200C and 1700C. A variable high cloud with 4-8/10 Stratus developed about



1500C and disappeared by 1630C.  The unlimited ceiling lowered briefly to 3000 feet between 1600C

and 1645C. 

Ground School classes re-commenced again after the New Year's weekend.

At 0730 hours this morning, all personnel of the Station attended the Commanding Officer's parade.

This was a routine day throughout the station.

3 Jan/45   Wind: Westerly at 13-18, increasing to 25 mph, by 1630, and decreasing after l630 to 8-10

mph. It was clear to partly cloudy, with an unlimited ceiling until 1530C, when thin overcast of SC

found at 1000 feet for about one hour. Partly cloudy to cloudy with high cloud until 2200C; thin SC at

3600 to 4000 feet, with light snow for the remainder of the day. Visibility was 15 miles except 10 miles

from 1500C to 1700C.

0900 hrs. Solo flying washed in. 1730 hrs: Flying washed out. 1940 hrs: Night flying washed in. 0215

hrs: Night flying washed out.

Due to the cold weather, station maintenance has been heavy. A crash alarm bell was installed in the

Barrack Block at Chater R.1.

Badminton was enjoyed by some of the Officers during the late afternoon.

Open House in the W.D. Canteen, for all W.D.s and airmen of the rank of Corporal and below, was

much
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3 Jan/45 (Cont’d)  enjoyed by all attending. This is always a popular event of the weak. Bingo and

dancing being the highlights of the evening.

4 Jan/45 The sky was overcast with light snow at 3600 feet, until 0200C, becoming clear to partly

cloudy with unlimited ceiling. Visibility was 15 miles. A northwesterly wind at 15-24 mph decreased

to 10-l6 mph after 1730C, becoming westerly, 10-15 mph after 2230C.

Flying was normal throughout the day. During night flying Cranes 8028 and 7779 ran into battery cart,

tearing fabric on aircraft. Otherwise normal night flying.

The fitters were checking frozen pipe line on Chater water supply; cleared up the trouble by afternoon.

No. 2 C. & M. Unit painters finished work on station and cleared.

Due to the extremely low temperatures and a normal day's flying, Maintenance was kept busy repairing

the resultant unserviceabilities.

5 Jan/45   Wind was westerly at 12-15, veering gradually and decreasing to Northeast at 5-8 mph by

0930C, remaining Easterly at 12-18 mph throughout the day. Sky was clear to 0630, then high cloud



increasing to Overcast by 1430, lowered to 7500 ft. by 1930C.  Low cloud at 14-16 hundred feet, with

light snow began at 2030. Visibility was 15 miles reduced to 10 miles in light snow. 

No flying in the morning due to extremely low temperatures.

1300 hrs: Solo flying washed in.1730 hrs: Flying washed out. Normal night flying routine. 

The carpenters are at Chater repairing hangar doors.

The Senior Equipment Officer assisted S/L Lowe on an inspection of the Equipment Section.

W/C Rosborough, T.E. C3129, Officer in charge Maintenance S.O.S. effective 6 Jan/45 to No. 2 A.C.

HQ.

Course 113 went to Chater

During the evening, skating and bowling attracted the usual crowd.

6 Jan/45  Light snow continued till 1230 and was intermittent till 1530, becoming continuous again,

stopping at 2210C. Ceiling above 7000 ft. till 1530 reduced to 1000 ft. by 1630C, clear again after

2030C. Visibility was 5-15 miles, reduced in heavier snow after 1630 to 1-2 miles, improving again

after 2030 to 5-10 miles. Wind was easterly at 5-15 mph till noon, becoming Southeast at 2-4 mph till

1530, and Calm from 1630 on.

Flying was normal until 1555 when it was washed out due to snow and poor visibility. Night flying was

cancelled due to bad weather.

Two carpenters are still at Chater doing repairs.

The skating fans took to the great Indoors for the evening, favouring bowling and badminton.

7 Jan/45  The day began Clear, clouding increasingly rapidly from 0100 to become overcast at 7500 ft

by 023C, with light snow beginning at 0200 and continuing until 1400C, giving snow ceilings of 1000

ft from 0630 to about 1000C.  Sky condition remained cloudy to overcast for the remainder of the day.
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7 Jan/45 (Cont’d)  Wind was Northwest at 8-12 mph, veering to Northeasterly at 12-20 at

0630.decreasing to 2 mph by 1830, then backing and increasing to Northwesterly at 10 mph by

midnight.

0945 hrs: Flying washed in for SBA only. Poor/visibility.  1050 hrs: Local solo washed in. 1305 hrs:

Flying washed out. Heavy snow approaching from N.W. 1330 hrs:  Local solo washed in. 

Normal night flying routine.

Church Services were held in the Station Chapel at the hours of 1030 for Protestant personnel and 1130

for Catholic personnel.

The Music Appreciation Hour, held each Sunday evening in the Station Chapel, was, as usual, well



attended.

During the afternoon several of the W.D.s  wended their way to the Bowling Alley and Badminton

courts.

8 Jan/45  Clear to partly cloudy all day, with high cloud above 10,000 ft. Visibility: 10 to 15 miles. The

wind was westerly at 12-22 mph.

No flying all day or at night due to severe sub-zero temperature.

W/C Edgar left for Souris in Crane 8167 at 1355 hrs. and arrived at 1427 hrs.

A  Morse Code Examiner from No. 2 A.C. visited G.I.S. and gave a short test to the students.

S/L Lowe completed his inspection of the Equipment Section and reported his findings to the C.O.

Carpenters are at Chater R.1 carrying out necessary maintenance repairs.

W.D. Basketball practice was held, as usual, in the evening.

Several took advantage of the time between courses to get in a game or two of Badminton. The

bowling alleys continue to be the centre of attraction during the recreational periods.

9 Jan/45  Wind: Northwesterly at 5-10 mph, veering to Easterly at 0-10 mph after 0600C.

Sky Condition: Clear to partly cloudy becoming cloudy to overcast after 0400C and clearing after

2300C; light snow beginning about 0930C and continuing to 2300C. 

Visibility:  6 miles or better, reduced in snow after 1100C to 0-5 miles, lifting to 8 miles or better 

after 2000C. 

Ceiling: 15-25 hundred feet after 0600C, with snow ceilings of 4-8 hundred feet between 1000C and

1400C lifting after 2000C;   other times ceiling unlimited. 

0910: Solo flying washed in. 1040 hrs: Flying washed out - low ceiling & poor visibility. 

1940 hrs: Night flying washed in. Normal night flying routine carried on.

Maintenance and Equipment Sections carried on a routine day. Carpenters returned from Chater R.1

and
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9 Jan/45 (Cont’d)  are busy taking care of station maintenance and internal Work Orders. 

All personnel attended C.O.s parade at 0730 hours. 

S/L Lowe left for an inspection at Souris.

No.17 Souris Basketball Team visited No. 12 to play a B.D.S.A.A. Game this evening. The Home team

defeated Souris with a score of 54-38.

10 Jan/45  Temperature rising somewhat, and the wind calm to light Easterly. High cloud until 1100C,



low stratus at 800 feet, moving over Brandon from west after 1130C, and lowering to 300 feet by 1430,

remaining low for the rest of the day. Visibility was reduced to 1-4 miles in fog and snow after 1430C.

Snow continued from 1430 to 2330C, and fog from 1430 to 1830C.

Flying was maintained for half a day - washed out at 1250 due to poor visibility. 

Night flying, however, was washed out due to bad weather. 

Beechcraft l406 arrived at 1450 hrs. with A/V/M/ Guthrie.

Works & Buildings personnel kept busy with general maintenance and Internal Work Orders.

A fire alarm was sounded at approximately 1100 hours and W & B personnel reported as Auxiliary Fire

Department. 

F/L Rocks reported from Carberry to discuss a clothing parade for that Unit.

No.l C.N.S., Rivers played at No. 12 in the first Hockey Game of  the Season. The game was well

attended, and much enjoyed by all. No. 12 team made a good showing, winning with a score of 7-2.

The W.D.s held Open House in their Canteen and the usual crowd was evidence of the continued

popularity of this weekly function.

11 Jan/45  Weather: Overcast with fog to l600C and light continuous snow after 1700C. 

Wind:  Easterly at 0-10 mph. becoming Northerly at 5-15 mph after 1330C.

Visibility: Generally 0-4 miles in fog and snow, lifting for short intervals to 5-9 miles with only

temporary clearing. 

Ceiling: 0-l6 hundred feet lifting to 3000 feet between 1900C and 2200C. 

There was no flying day or night due to the low ceiling and poor visibility. 

Usual routine work was carried on throughout the station.

F/L Foulkes, C2806, was S.O.S., D.R.O. s of 11th Jan/45, and F/L Thompson now assumes the duties of

Station Adjutant.

There was a large turn out for voluntary sports during the afternoon and evening. Trainees P.T. was

carried on as usual during the day.

No. 12 Basketball teams went to Shilo to play A-15, and returned home victorious with a report that the

game had been a good one.

12 Jan/45  The sky was again overcast with light continuous snow and freezing drizzle, ceasing by

0900C. Snow began again at 1230C and continued till 1900C. By 2200C snow began again and became

heavy by midnight. 

Visibility was 0-4 miles in snow, increasing to 10 miles or better after 0630C, reducing in heavier

snow.
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12 Jan/45 (Cont’d)  Ceiling was 10-15 hundred feet lowering to 5-10 hundred feet after 0230C, lifting

to 10-20 hundred feet after 0730C, lowering to 5-10 hundred after 1230C, lifting to 10-20 hundred after

1430C, lowering again to 0-10 hundred after 2300C.

1025 hrs: Dual flying washed in. 1215 hrs: Flying washed out. 1330 hrs: Dial flying washed in.

1730 hrs: Flying washed out.

Night flying washed out after weather check.

L4MB1 Jacobs engine No. 4566/22505 transferred to Neepawa for storage. 

Clothing parade was held at Carberry.

Works & Buildings staff are busy remodelling the Boxing Ring.

The inclement weather has drawn the regular skating fans from the rink to the indoor sports of bowling

and badminton. The alleys are crowded these nights and the badminton courts are also kept busy. With

tournaments forthcoming, everyone is getting in as much practice as possible, in preparation for these

events.

13 Jan/45   Weather cloudy to overcast, with light to heavy snow, and blowing snow ceasing by 0930C. 

Wind was Northeast to North at 10-25 mph; gusty to 0700C, thence light variable. Visibility 0-4 miles

in heavy snow and increasing to 10 miles or better after 0700C. Ceiling zero lifted to 15-30 hundred

feet after 0300C, becoming generally unlimited, or 6000 feet or better after 0900C, then lowering to

3-10 hundred feet after 1800C.

Flying field was covered with drifting snow up to 13" deep; at 1030 hrs. flying washed in, when one

runway was serviceable. Inspection of runways was made at 0200 hrs. Rolling of field started at

approximately 0600 hrs. and continued through the day and early evening. 

Flying was washed out at 1715 hrs. Night flying washed out due to bad weather. 

At 1710 hrs. Crane 7689 suffered damage to its port wing by loose cowling. 

Routine day throughout the rest of the station. 

The Boxing Ring is being repaired by Works and Buildings staff. 

W.D. and Trainee P.T. classes were held during the day.

14 Jan/45 Sky overcast with light mist beginning at about 0230, thickening to fog from 1030 to l6b30,

lessening to mist for the remainder of the day. Ceiling was generally 2-5 hundred, with temporary

improvement to 15-l6 hundred feet from 0530 to 0630, and to 800 feet from 1730 to 1830. Visibility

was 10-12 miles; in fog was down to 1-2 miles from 1030 to 1630C, then improving to 4-8 miles.  

Light variable winds became
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14 Jan/45 (Cont’d)  Easterly at 8-10 mph. by 1030C, decreasing again to light variable after 1230C. 

No flying due to low ceiling, therefore a quiet day for Maintenance. 

Works & Buildings Staff busy rolling snow at Chater R.1 and Douglas R. 2

Regular Church Services were held in the Station Chapel for Protestants and Catholics, at the hours of

1050 and 1130 respectively.

The Sunday evening Music Appreciation Hour was, as usual, well attended.

The Great West Life Travelling Show visited No. 12 at 2000 hrs., and gave a much appreciated

performance in the Recreation Hall, which was filled to capacity. The programme was something new

and original and very entertaining.

During the day and evening, skating, badminton and bowling were equally enjoyed by the

sports-minded.

15 Jan/45  Weather: Low overcast, with mist beginning at 0230C, continuing through the day. Light

freezing drizzle continued from 1215 to 1400C.

Ceiling:  Mostly 3-5 hundred feet, breaking to 15-l6 hundred feet from 0530 to 0630C, and to 800 feet

from 1730 to 1830C.

Visibility: 10-12 miles, reduced to 4-6 miles in mist after 0230 and to 1-2 miles from 1030 to 1630C,

improving after 1630 to 4-8 miles.

Wind: Light variable, becoming Easterly at 8-10 mph, from 0830 to 1130, and then light variable for

the remainder of the day.

No flying day or night due to heavy fog and low ceiling. 

Normal routine day throughout the station.

Works & Buildings personnel bulldozed down snow piles on aprons and taxi strip at the request of the

Control Tower. A Snow blower was borrowed from Souris. 

W. D. Basketball practice was held this evening.

A Swing Music Programme for the "Swing" fans of the station was held in the Station Library at 2000

hrs.

16 Jan/45  Weather overcast, with light snow until 0910 hrs. Light fog or mist from 0910 to 1600 hrs.,

with snow beginning again at 1400, and continuing throughout the day.

Ceiling: 7-12 hundred feet, reduced in heavy snow to 1- 4 hundred feet from l600 to 1730C. 

Visibility: 10-15 miles in light snow, reduced to ¼ mile in heavy snow, and to 3-4  miles in mist. 

Wind: Southeast to East at 18-25 mph.

0920 hrs: Dual flying washed in. 1355 hrs. Flying washed out - snow. 1530 hrs: Dual washed in.



1555 hrs: Flying washed out - snow.

Crane 8771 landed at Virden due to poor visibility.

4 Cranes were sent to Neepawa for APDAL Storage. One L6MB Engine received from No. 7

Equipment Depot. 

The C.O. inspected all personnel at 0730 hrs., at regular C.O.'s parade.

The C.O. inspected G.I.S. and attended one of the lectures. Films were shown to the students, when
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16 Jan/45 (Cont’d)  flying was washed out in the Flights.

W&B personnel were kept busy doing Internal Work Orders and station maintenance, rolling snow,

plowing and bulldozing.

In the Sportlight of the day No. 12 carried off the honours in both the W.D.s and Men's Basketball

games.

The W.D. team played in Brandon against the Y.W.C.A, girls and won with a score of 20-9.

The men's game, played at No. 12, against A-3 (Shilo team), gave a win to the Home team by a wide

margin.

17 Jan/45  A southwesterly wind at 5-15 mph decreased to light variable after 1030C. Ceiling was low -

0 to 10 hundred feet. Visibility poor -.0 to 5 miles in snow, fog lifting at 1700C to 8 miles, and

reducing again after 2000C to 6 miles or less by fog.  Weather: overcast with light snow ceasing at

0600C; fog starting at 0001C and breaking at 1700C, setting in again after 2000C. 

No flying day or night due to low ceiling and poor visibility. 

Two Jacobs L4MB Engines were shipped to No. 7 Equipment Depot.

The Visiting Flight from A.C. inspected G.I.S. today.

Snow is being rolled and ashes hauled and spread on runways by the personnel of W & B section. 

In the inter-section Basketball league, Headquarters defeated Maintenance in their game this evening.

The men's senior Hockey team travelled to Shilo to play A-3, and won their game by a score of 7-4.

Open House in the W.D. Canteen affords a very enjoyable evening for all W.D. s and airmen of the

rank of Cpl. and below.

18 Jan/45  A northwesterly wind at 5-10 mph became light variable after 0300C and increased to

Northeast at 10-18 mph. The sky was overcast with light snow ending at 0800C, with a light freezing

drizzle between 0600C and 1200C, light to dense fog starting at 0700C and clearing about 2300C.  

Visibility of 8 miles or better decreased to 0-4 miles in fog, with drizzle and snow after 0630C, and

increased to 8 miles or better after 2300C. Ceiling of 0-10 hundred feet lifted to1500 after 2300C. 



No flying day or night due to fog and poor visibility. 

A quiet day throughout the station.

W & B personnel rolling snow at No. 12, Chater and Douglas.

F/O Wedge, from No. 2 A.C., arrived on station to be attached to G.I.S. as T.D. Armament Officer. 

Two inter-section Volley Ball games were played; one between Maintenance and Officers, and  the

other the Sergeant’s Mess versus Headquarters.

The Badminton Tournament was run off in the men’s doubles and mixed doubles. Winners of the

men's
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18 Jan/45 (Cont’d)  doubles were LAC Sloan and Cpl. Hull. Mixed doubles winners were Sgt. Mills

and F/S Hill.

19 Jan/45  Fog persisted until 0530 with freezing drizzle from 0310 to 0445 and snow began at 0600C, 

continuing until 1500C, and again from 1930 to 2220C. Ceiling zero in the fog, rising to 12 hundred

feet by 0730 (snow ceiling) above 7500 from 1430 to 1830C, lowering again to 4500 remainder of the

day.  

Visibility was ½ to 3/4  mile in fog and snow, with occasional improvement to 2-4 miles until 1430,

then becoming 10-15 miles. Wind was Northeasterly at 10-20 mph. 

0800 hrs: No flying due to snow and poor visibility. 

l4l5 hrs: Solo washed in. 

Normal night flying routine.

General routine work carried on throughout the station.

W & B personnel busy rolling snow on main station, also at Douglas and Chater, as well as spreading

ashes on runways at No. 12.

20 Jan/45  Weather: Overcast with light snow 0050C to 0910C and from 1545 to 1725C.

Ceiling: 5000 ft. rising to 6 to 8000 ft. except for snow ceiling at 1000 ft. about 0530. Low ceiling

forming after 1000C at 6-10 hundred, rising after 1830 to 1800 ft; above 8000 ft after 2200C.

Visibility: 15 miles, reduced to 4-6 miles in light snow from 0330 to 0730; then 8-10 miles until 1930,

increasing to better than 15 miles.

Wind: East to Northeast, decreasing from 12 to 8 mph, becoming light variable from 0430 to 0930,

then veering to Southwesterly at 6-10 mph after 0930, gradually increasing through the day to 20 mph.

0900 hrs: Solo flying washed in. 1005 hrs: Dual flying washed in.1115 hrs; Flying washed out. 

1345 hrs: Low level cross countries washed in. l400 hrs: Flying washed out due to low ceiling and



icing.

Tractor section and other W & B personnel sent to Carberry to cut evergreen trees to be used as

markers on runways.

Routine day throughout the various sections of the station.

Physical Efficiency test for Course 113.

P.T. & D. Officer C10435 T/F/L Larcombe, L.E.   T.O.S.. D.R.O.s of Jan. 20/45, for duty as Special

Services Officer (P.T. & D.)

The Carberry Hockey Team visited No. 12 this evening, losing to No. 12 team by a score of 4-3.

A Talent Show was held in the Recreation Hall at 2000 hrs. was much enjoyed by those attending. 

The sky was overcast to 0430 hrs., becoming partly cloudy by 0730 hrs. Variable cloudiness for the

remainder of the day. Ceiling was unlimited and visibility 15 miles. Wind was west to Southwest at

20-25 mph, decreasing gradually to 12 mph by 0830 hrs. and increasing gradually after 1130 hrs. to

20-25 mph.

0855 hrs: Solo flying washed in. 1730 hrs: Flying washed out. 1900 hrs.  Night flying washed in. 

0250 hrs: Night flying washed out. 

W & B personnel rolled snow after night flying both at Chater and at the Main air field.
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21 Jan/45 (Cont’d) Church Services for both Protestant and Roman Catholic personnel were held at the

regular hours of 1030 and 1130 respectively.

Skaters took advantage of the sunshine and nice weather to get in a few rounds on the Station rink, and

those not given to outdoor sports found their way to the local bowling alley and badminton courts. 

The Music Appreciation Hour continues to attract many.

22 Jan/45 Northwesterly wind decreased from 23 mph to 14 by 0730 hrs, backing gradually to

Southwesterly at 10-19 mph by 1630 hrs. Ceiling was unlimited and visibility 15 miles. Sky was

cloudy, clearing after 0930 hrs., then overcast after 1930 hrs.

0844 hrs: Solo flying washed in. 1730 hrs: Flying washed out.

1900 hrs: Night flying washed in. 0230 hrs: Night flying washed out.

Harvard Mark II No. AJ893 sent to No. 3 B. & G., McDonald. Harvard FE864 received from No. 3 B &

G

Received our trailer back from No. 19 E.F.T.S. 

Usual Station Maintenance was carried on during the day. Carpenters are at the Drill Hall working on

the Boxing  Ring. The W & B personnel are rolling snow on the flying field. 

A leak was discovered in the water supply main from the Mental Hospita.



Can/J14522   F/L Preston, R.A.   T.O.S. in the G.I.S.

Clearances for Course 113 were made up - there are 50 students graduating in this class. 

The first games of the Basketball play-offs were played at No. 12., for both the Mens' and Girls’ teams.

The girls lost their game to No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers, with a score of 21-13. The men also played No. 1

C.N.S., but won their game, scoring 56-31. There was a very good turn-out to watch the games.

23 Jan/45  Weather: Thin high overcast above 10000 ft. 

Visibility: 15 miles.

Ceiling: Unlimited all day. Surface wind Southwest to Northwest at 10-25 mph.

0830: Solo flying washed in. 1730 hrs: Flying washed out. 1905 hrs: Night flying washed in.

2359 hrs: Night flying washed out because of fog.

Received 3 Cessna Cranes Nos. 8065, 8681 and 8732 from No. 2 REMU Moose Jaw.

W & B personnel carrying out station maintenance, cleaning jacket heater in Officer's Quarters,

checking water supply main for leaks and hauling sludge from sewerage disposal plant; rolling airfield

at night.

All personnel attended C.O.s parade at 0730 hrs.
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23 Jan/45 (Cont’d)  The C.O. inspected G.I.S. today.

Inspection of the Airmen's Mess was carried out by Lieut. Pegararo, R.C.A.S.C. at 1500 hrs. 

Normal routine day throughout the Station.

24 Jan/45  Groundfog at the station began near midnight of 23rd - 24th reducing visibility to near zero

till 0330 hrs., then visibility improved to 5-8 miles variable until 1330 hrs. and 15 miles thereafter.

Surface wind was light and variable until 1330 hrs., then becoming west to northwest at 10-18 mph,

veering to North to Northeast at 5-15 mph about 2230 hrs. Ceiling was unlimited all day. 

0939 hrs: Solo flying washed in after delay due to local ground fog. 1730 hrs: Flying washed out.

Normal night flying routine.

Course 118 had their final oral examinations today.

3 Cranes Nos. 8196, 8134 and 7698 received from No. 2 REMU, Moose Jaw.

W & B personnel carrying out station maintenance duties; cleaning heater in Airmen's Mess, hauling

sludge, etc.; rolling airfield at night.

Carpenter assisting in preparation of Drill Hall for “Hard Times” party. 

Tractor Section rolled shoulders of roads on port.

Wagon wheels, farm implements, rustic furniture and very old clothes provided the setting for a "Hard



Times" party held in the Drill Hall this evening. This jolly occasion was sponsored by the Officers and

provided a unique source of amusement for all other ranks. Modern and old time music was supplied

by a dance orchestra from Camp Shilo, Man. Refreshments were served by the Officers, following a

floor show, starring F/0 Farbota and his Hawaiian dancers.

25 Jan/45  The day began clear with mist moving in on the station about 0230 hrs. increasing to fog by

0730 hrs. and continuing until 1210 hrs. Sky was overcast at 100 ft. becoming partly cloudy to cloudy

after noon, with base increasing to above 7500 ft. by l400 hrs. and becoming overcast by 1930 hrs.

Visibility was 6 miles, decreasing in mist and fog to 1/8 mile to 3 miles from 0530 hrs. to 1210 hrs,

when it increased to 8-12 miles. Wind was northerly at 4-8 mph, becoming light variable from 0330 to

1210 hrs. and increasing to Southwesterly at 5-10 mph from 1430 to 1830 hrs., then light variable after

1830 hrs.

No flying in the morning due. to heavy ground fog. 1305 hrs: Flying washed in. 1730 hrs: Flying

washed out. Normal night flying routine was maintained.

One Dump Truck No. 33-304 transferred to No. 8 Repair Depot for Overhaul. 

Repair water meter received and installed at Chater R.l. 

Normal routine throughout the station.

The Men's Basketball team travelled to Souris this evening.

Wings Parade for the Graduates of Course 113 was held this evening in the Station Drill Hall, with

W/C J. M. Godfrey officiating. Invitations were issued to friends and relatives of the Graduates.
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25 Jan/45 (Cont’d)  Disposition of Course 113 is as follows: 

Original Intake: 67

Adjusted Intake:   67 plus 5 transfers: 72 

Total Graduates: 50

Disposition of Graduates:   10 registered to basic trade and granted 14 days special leave 

5 posted to No. 4 R.C., Toronto

2     “      ”  No. 2 R.C.,  Montreal 

4     “      ” No.  8 R.C., Vancouver 

4     “      ” No.  5 R.C., Winnipeg 

3     “      ” No.  6 R.C., Regina 

1     “      ” No   7 R.C., Calgary

19 New Zealanders posted to No. 7 R.C., Calgary.



1   New Zealanders posted to No. 6 O.T.U. Comoc, B.C.

1   RAF Graduate       "        " No. 31 P.D., Moncton, N.B.

Total Wastage:   22.   (2 transfers, 19 failures,   1 fatal accident)

Disposition of Wastage:        2 transferred to Course No. 118

2 posted  to No. 7 A.O.S. Portage la Prairie, Man.

1  "          "     No. 3 R..D., Vancouver, B.C.

2  "          “     No. 7 B.& G.S., Paulson, Man.

1  “          "     No. 1 R.C., Halifax, N.S.

2  "           "    No. 3 B & G.S., McDonald, Man.

3  "           “    No. .7 R.C., Calgary, Alta. 

2  "           “   T.T.S., St. Thomas, Ont.

1  "           "    No. 168 Squadron, Rockcliffe, Ont. 

1  "           "    No. 5 R.C., Winnipeg, Man.

4 held at this Unit pending posting instructions. 

1   killed in fatal accident.

12154A, WO 2 Norman, S.F.W., the Honour Student, received from Mayor McDorman, the award

presented by the citizens of Brandon.  As the Mayor was unable to attend in person, one of the

Alderman made the
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26 Jan/45  The weather was cloudy to overcast with light continuous snow starting at 0300 hrs and

ceasing at 1545 hrs., then starting up again after 1800 hrs.  Visibility was 0-5 miles in the snow, lifting

occasionally to 8-10 miles or better. Ceiling was 10-20 hundred feet between the hours of 0300 and

1200 hrs., and between 1930 and 2200 hrs. Wind was Northeasterly at 10-15 mph, backing to Northerly

at 5-15 mph after 1230 hrs. and becoming light variable after, l600 hrs.

No flying during the day because of the fog, but normal night flying routine was maintained.

Course 121 and 122 attended lectures in G.I.S., when flying was washed out. Some ware taken over to

Trainee Headquarters for classes.

Two Engines L6MB No. 14751/11722 and L4MB No. 8138/22565 were sent to No. 8 R.D. for

Workshop Reserve. 

The Drill Hall floor was washed and badminton racquets repaired in preparation for the Badminton

Tournament to be held this coming Sunday. ....

An International Inter-Service Boxing Show was held at the Civic Auditorium in Winnipeg, Man. at

8:15 p.m. tonight, by permission of A/V/M K.M. Guthrie, C.B.E., Air Officer Commanding No. 2 A.C.



The address was given by Air Commodore B.F. Johnson, and presentation of prizes and trophies was

made by Staff Sergeant Joe Louis of the U.S. Army, heavy weight Champion of the world.

Two of the Contestants are personnel from No. 12 S.F.T., namely W.O.1 Gaston Eichel, and F/Sgt. J.P.

Wilson, S.P. N.C.O. 

The bout between M.O.1 G. Eichel and Sgt. Luther McClelland, of the U.S. Army Air Force, was

refereed by Sgt. Joe Louis, and was won by W.O.1 Gaston Eichel by a decision.

No. 12 again carried off the honours in the bout between F/S. Wilson and PTE. F.C. Arlon Hasten, U.S.

Army Air Force, when F/S Wilson also won by a decision. This bout was refereed by F/S Bus Murdock.

Proceeds from this evening's Boxing Show went to the R.C.A.F. Benevolent Fund, and proceeds from

the sale of programmes were donated to the Deer Lodge Hospital Repatriation Fund. 

The R.C.A.F. Band was in attendance by kind permission of W/C T.F. Cooper.

The evening provided entertainment for several thousand interested spectators, and the fans who went

from No. 12 reported a very enjoyable time.

27 Jan/45  Weather: Cloudy to overcast breaking to partly cloudy condition for a short while between

1845 and 2300 hrs.

Wind: Light variable becoming West to Northwest at 5-10 mph after 0900 hrs.

Visibility: Mainly 3-7 miles in snow between 1000 and 1800 hrs, at other times 8-10 miles or better.

Ceiling: 2-4 thousand feet between 0400 and 1845 hrs; otherwise unlimited.

0849 hrs: Solo flying washed in. 1045 hrs: Flying washed out. Weather deteriorating.

1305 hrs: Report, from Navigation Flt. Anson 880 forced landing 1 mile south of Wawanesa. Pilot F/0

Robson. 1330 hrs: Flying washed out for remainder of day.

Normal night flying routine.

Normal routine day throughout the station. W & B personnel rolling snow after Night flying, also at

Chater R.1.
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28 Jan/45  Sky overcast with light snow and haze until 1430 hrs., becoming broken until 2030 hrs, then

overcast for the remainder of the day. Ceiling was unlimited, becoming 24-30 hundred feet after 2030

hrs. 

Visibility was 10-15 miles reduced to 3-4 miles in snow and haze, between 0730 and 1230 hrs. 

Wind was West to Northwest at 5-11 mph, becoming calm from 0930 - 1130 hrs. and veering to

Northeast to East at 4-13 mph, until 2130 hrs., then backing to Northwest at 18 mph.

Flying delayed for inclement weather. 020 hrs: Solo flying washed in.1730 hrs: Flying washed out.

Normal night flying routine maintained.



Usual routine day throughout all sections on the station.

Church Services for both Protestant and Catholic personnel held in the Station Chapel at the usual

hours of 1030 and 1130 respectively.

The Drill Hall hummed with activity this evening as personnel from all over the Station gathered to

watch the Badminton Tournament, and the Bowling Tournament held between No. 12 girls and the

W.D. s from Rivers attracted equally as many spectators.

Results of the Badminton Tournament - Ladies' Doubles won by No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers

                                                                 Mixed Doubles won by No. 12

                                                                 Men's Doubles won by No. 17 Souris. 

The No. 12 Team won the Bowling match against the No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers team.

The Music Appreciation Hour held in the Station Library this evening drew the usual crowd of

interested listeners.

29 Jan/45   The sky was overcast at 24-30 hundred feet until 0200 hrs, becoming high overcast to

broken until 0930 hrs., overcast at 15-20 hundred feet until 1430 hrs., with light snow from 0920 to

1425 hrs, breaking after 1430 hrs. to become clear by 173O hrs. Visibility was 15 miles, reduced to 5-8

miles in light snow, from 0920 to 1425 hrs. Wind was Northwesterly at 8-15 mph, increasing after

0830 hrs. to 20-26 mph, decreasing again after 1730 hrs. to 16-18 mph, and backing to southwesterly at

6-l4 mph after 2130 hrs.

0845 hrs: Solo flying washed in. 1115 hrs: Flying washed out. 1240 hrs: Crane 8076 reported to have,

made a forced landing in North Dakota about 10 miles inside the border. 1550 hrs: Solo flying washed

in.1730 hrs: Flying washed out. 

Normal night flying routine.

Visiting Flight - S/L D. R. Deny, S/L B. C. Ward and S/L P. W. Fraser - arrived for the purpose of a

Staff visit.
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29 Jan/45 (Cont’d)   The C.O. Inspected the Airmen's Mess today.

Normal routine throughout the various sections of the Station.

The W.D. Basketball team went to Rivers and lost their game to the Rivers girls with a score of 20-12.

The Men's Senior Hockey Team, however, defeated A-35 Shilo with a score of 6-2, on their own rink.

After the game a much enjoyed lunch of Bacon and Eggs was served to the Hockey teams in the

Airmen's Mess.

30 Jan/45  Weather: High overcast, clearing off by 0430 hrs, with low stratocumulus moving in at 1500



to 3000 ft. at 0830 hrs., and lifting slowly to 3-4 thousand feet by 1830 hrs., then to 4-5 thousand feet

for the evening period.  Visibility was 15 miles all day. A surface wind Southwest to West was at 8-17

mph. No flying in the morning due to low clouds and icing.

1350 hrs: Solo flying washed in. 730 hrs: Flying washed out. Normal night flying routine: 

Course 118 are busy writing their final examinations, 45 students in all.

An order has been received from Command to draw some 4000 gals, of Gasoline from Neepawa, and

withdrawal was started on this date.

W. & B. personnel are making the necessary repairs on the station. The truck is at Chater R.1 hauling

coal and ashes, etc.

The Commanding Officer's parade fell in at 0720 hrs. for inspection, after which personnel attended

Discussion Groups. 

Normal routine day on the Station.

Skating continues to be among the favorite pastimes of many on the Station, and the rink attracts the

usual crowd of ardent skaters and hockey fans.

31 Jam/45   Sky was overcast at 7- 8 thousand feet, lowering to 5000 ft. by 1030 hrs. and then lowering

to 3-4 thousand feet for the evening. Clouds were broken up during the evening. Light snow fell from

0030 to 1115 hrs. and from 1310 to 1520 hrs., reducing visibility to 8-10 miles, then light fog from

1730 to 1930 hrs. reduced visibility to 5- 6 miles. A surface wind from West to Southwest at 4-12 mph

till 0730 hrs. changed to light Southerly for the rest of the day.

0834 hrs: Solo flying washed in.1730 hrs: Flying washed out. Normal night flying routine. 

There were no students in Ground School. Course 121 and 122 took advantage of flying weather to get

in their hours throughout the day.

Harvard No. AJ939 received from No. 8 Repair Depot for Stored Reserve.

F/S Finnigan and Corporal of C & M Unit reported to supervise the installation of a heating coil in

Sewage disposal plant. W & B personnel busy constructing Band stand for use of A.F.H.Q. Band

scheduled to play for a concert and dance at No. 12 on February 7th.

Open House in the W.D. Canteen was popular as always, although a few of those usually attending

joined the merry group who travelled to Souris to either take part or watch the Basketball games played

against both Men's and Girls' Teams from Rivers. The spectators reported two very good games. No. 12
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31 Jan/45 (cont’d) Men carrying off the honours with a score of 59-44, and the Girls losing their game

to Rivers by a score of 28-12.

Rivers Hockey team defeated No. 12 this evening, at Rivers, after a very fast and interesting game.



Score 9-6.
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31/Jan/45 (cont’d)      Personnel Strength                                      Airmen or

                                                                          Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians 

    STAFF                                                             181          3               623                   141              (149)

          R. C  . A   . F  .   o  n    T  e  m   p  o  r  a  r y    D   u  t y                          3                               6                                     

          Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

         C.D.C. (Attached from No.2 AC CDC)         2                                4

         R.A.F.                                                                                                3                                                 

         R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                                         1  

CIVILIANS    Barrack Officer             1

                       Meteorologist                                                                                                              3         

                       Stenographers           10

                       Clerks             4

                       General Duties                                                                                                           81

                       Others                                                                                                                        50         

                                                                                                                                                                       

                       TOTAL STAFF                            186          3                637               141               149         

                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                    

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                            7                             130

                     R.A.F.                                                                                 26

                     R.A.A.F.                                                                               1 

                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                      10                                32                                                  

                             TOTAL TRAINEES:              17                               189                            
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31 Jan/45 (cont ’d)

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH             Strength            Serviceable               Unserviceable  

               Crane I                                 76                   66                                10

               Crane IA                               11                   11                                

               Anson II                                18                    11                                7



               Harvard II                           3                       1                                   2

               Menasco Moth                    1                       1

STORED RESERVE

                 Anson II                            1

                 Harvard II                         3

 

APDAL STORAGE

 Crane IA                                            1

 

AWAITING TRANSFER 0RDER

                     Crane IA                         2 

                     Crane I                            1

Total Number of hours flown during the month of January,1944: 7076 hrs. and 15 minutes.
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Feb.1/45  Weather was cloudy to overcast clearing after 1700 hrs. and becoming thinly overcast

between 2215 and 2300 hrs., with ice crystals.  Wind was light variable, becoming westerly at 5-12

mph after 1000 hrs.

Visibility increased from 6 to 10 mph, in ice crystals, after 0500 hrs. Ceiling lifted from 15-30

hundred feet to unlimited after 1700 hrs., lowering again for a short period to 19 hundred feet.

0950 hrs: Local solo flying washed in. 1730 hrs: Flying washed out.

Normal night flying routine carried on.

Two L4MB engines were shipped to Neepawa for APDAL Storage.

Station maintenance carried on by W & B personnel. Painter busy painting Fire Hall floor and marking

furniture in the Sergeants' and Officers' Mess. F/S Finnigan and Corporal of C & M Unit and station

fitters working on installation of heating coil in sewage disposal plant. 

All food handlers reported to the Hospital for inspection.

Feb.2/45   An ice crystal mist continued until 0730 hrs.  Weather clear or partly cloudy at 1000 ft.

becoming overcast at 3000 ft. at 0330 hrs, breaking after 0530 hrs. and lifting after 0730 hrs. to cloudy

above 7500 ft. Cloud increasing to overcast above 7500 ft. by 1430 hrs., with some lower cloud at

15-20 hundred feet from 1500 to 1800 hrs. Light snow began at 1935 hrs. bringing cloud down to 2700



ft. by midnight. Visibility was reduced from 12-15 miles to 8-10 miles, reducing further to 4 miles in

light snow after 1935 hrs. Wind was East to northeast at 4-8 mph, veering after 0300 hrs. to East and

increasing after 0800 hrs, to 8-14 mph, and becoming Southeasterly at 8-15 mph after 1130 hrs.

Normal day's flying was maintained. Night flying washed in at 1900 hrs. Washed out at 2030 hrs. due

to bad weather coming in.

W/C Godfrey departed at 0O930 hrs. for Winnipeg, returning at 1238 hrs. in Crane 8167. 

Routine day carried out throughout the station.

Fitters General and C&M Unit men still working on heating installation in Sewage Pump house.

W & B personnel repairing and replacing all street signs on station. Truck and trailer taking boxing

ring and bleachers to Y.M.C.A. for exhibition bouts.

Feb.3/45  Weather: Clear to partly cloudy increasing after 0930 hrs. to overcast by 1730 hrs. and

gradually clearing again after 1930 hrs. to become clear by 2330 hrs. Ceiling: Above 7500 ft. dropped

to 2000 ft.
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Feb.3/45 (cont’d)  about 2130 hrs. Visibility: 12 to 15 miles. Wind: Light westerly, becoming North to

Northwest at 8-16 mph from 0330 to 1030 hrs. Calm to 1430 hrs. South to Southwest at 4-5 mph to

2130 hrs. and ending calm. 

No day or night flying due to bad weather.

Course 118 has finished in Ground School, with a Class Average 77-47. There were twelve failures in

Navigation and one in Aircraft Recognition.

Station maintenance continued as usual. Tractor Operators get busy rolling snow on aerodrome.

Otherwise, this was a quiet day throughout the station.

This evening a large number attended the InterServices Boxing Bouts held in the Y.M.C.A. at Brandon,

when Service personnel from No. 12 and Shilo took part. An Exhibition Bout between WO1 Gaston

Eichel and F/O Fisher from No. 12 was the highlight of the evening.

Feb.4/45  Sky was overcast with light mow. stopping at 0400 hrs. restarting at 0610 hrs., becoming

moderate snow from 0800 to 1130 hrs. and light snow until 2115 hrs. Ceiling 3500-4000, lowering

about 0600 hrs. to 13-1500 ft., snow ceiling of 2-500 from 0830 hrs. to 1130 hrs., rising to 10-2000 ft.

after 1130 hrs. and becoming overcast 7500 ft. by 1930 hrs. Visibility was 3-5 miles in light snow,

reducing to ½  to l½  miles in moderate snow from 0800 to 1130 hrs. Wind was Southwest at 4-12

mph, becoming Southeast at 3-9 mph. after 0800 hrs. and Northerly at 4-10 mph. after 1600 hrs.

0900 hrs: Solo flying washed in. 1730 hrs: Flying washed out. 1845 hrs: Night flying washed in.  0130



hrs. Flying washed out due to fog.

Church Services were held in the Station Chapel at the hours of 1030 for Protestant personnel and 1130

for Catholic personnel.

The Music Appreciation held this evening in the Station Library was well attended.

Voluntary Sports were carried on in the Drill Hall this afternoon, and the skating rink and bowling

alleys drew large numbers of interested skaters and bowlers for the evening.

Feb/5/45  Groundfog and snow restricted visibility, and a surface wind east to northeast increased to

gusty for the remainder of the day.

0855 hrs. Solo flying washed in.1215 hrs: Flying washed out due to bad weather.

No night flying.

G/C White in Beechcraft 1406 arrived from MacDonald at 1205 hrs. and departed for Portage at 1500

hrs. 

The Hon. David Wilson, High Commissioner for New Zealand in Canada, Group Captain White and

Mr. L. Middleman visited the Station and attended a special Mess dinner at 1245 hrs. to which all New

Zealand Officers on the Station were invited. G/C White, 1iasion officer, spoke to the New Zealanders. 

S/L McLellan from Rivers warn also invited to attend.

Panel Delivery Truck No. 31-62l sent to No. 8 R.D. for repair. T.G. No. 2 AC - 344.
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Feb.5/45 (cont’d)  Station' maintenance as usual. Tractor operators rolled aerodrome at night.

Trainees P.T. carried on during the day.  Voluntary sports in the evening.

The Hockey gave scheduled for this evening was cancelled due to the bad weather.

Feb.6/45  Weather was cloudy to overcast with light and blowing snow ceasing by 0500 hrs. and

becoming partly cloudy after 2100 hrs. Ceiling unlimited sad visibility 1-5 miles in snow, increasing to

10 miles or better after 0500 hrs. Wind northeasterly to Easterly.

0850 hrs: Dual flying washed in.  0915 hrs. Solo flying washed in.

1215 hrs:  Flying washed out for Officers' Mess Meeting.

1320 hrs: Flying washed in. 1730 hrs: Flying washed out.

Normal night flying routine.

At 0720 hrs. the ranks fell in for Commanding’ Officer’s parade and inspection, after which the C.O.

inspected G.I.S.

This was a very busy day for the Equipment Section, as the Auditors were here.

Carpenters are busy building Band stand in Drill Hall for the RCAF Band, which is to visit the Station



tomorrow.

A basketball game between A-15 Shilo and No. 12, was the highlight of the evening, ending with a

score of 64-30 in favor of No. 12.

Feb.7/45  Variable cloud above 10000 ft. with light variable wind becoming Southeasterly at 5-15 mph

after 1600 hrs. Ceiling unlimited. Visibility:10 miles or better, lowering in smoke and fog haze to 5-8

miles between 0900 hrs. and 1400 hrs. 0845 hrs: Solo flying washed in. 1715 hrs: Flying washed out.

1900 hrs. Night flying washed in.  0220 hrs: Flying washed out. 2020 hrs: Crane 8197 landed with

undercarriage retracted.

Command Photographer F/L Griffith arrived at G.I.S. on Temporary duty. The auditors still at

Equipment Section and checking inventories at G.I.S.

Maintenance carried on by W & B personnel - blowing and rolling snow on aerodrome, etc.

Approximately 400 civilians and 400 service personnel attended the very unusual Band Concert and

dance presented by the RCAF Central Band in the Station Drill Hall.   The 65 piece Band was staged

on a plat-
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Feb.7/45 (cont’d)  form built especially for the occasion, with a back drop of flags. The 15-piece Dance

orchestra which performed following the Band concert, was very well received particularly by Service

personnel. 

A dinner was served to the members of the Band when they arrived on the station, and a very tasty

lunch was served to them when the Concert and Dance was over.

Feb.8/45  Weather: Overcast of Altestratus lowering to Nimbostratus and clearing after 0800 hrs.,

thence variable SC and AC.  Wind:   Southeasterly at 5-l6 mph veering to West-Northwest at 10-20

mph after 1130 hrs. 

Visibility: 10 miles or better lowering to 6-8 miles in freezing drizzle and snow between the hours of

0400  hrs. and 0700 hrs.  Ceiling: Unlimited, lowering to 5000 ft. after 0600 hrs., lifting to unlimited

again after 0800 hrs., then lowering temporarily between l400 and 1700 hrs. to 3000 ft. 

0910 hrs:  Solo flying washed in. 1730 hrs: Flying washed out. 

Normal night flying routine.

Panel Delivery Truck No. 31-524R and Ford Ferguson Tractor No. 20-l66 received from No. 8 R.D.

Audit observations are being checked, and corrections, where necessary, being made in Equipment

Section. 

W &B staff dismantling Band Stand in Drill Ball. Tractor operators rolling snow at Chater R.l.,



Douglas R..2 and No. 12 S.F.T.S.  Carpenters have started on the erection of a platform for the

Officers' Mess.

The skating rink and bowling alleys remain very popular spots for the sports-minded personnel on the

Station and every evening finds a good number of the fans enjoying an hour or two of either one of

these favorite winter sports.

Feb.9/45   Weather: High overcast becoming clear to partly cloudy except between 1340 hrs. and l635

hrs., with heavy snow and blowing snow from 1558 to l630 hrs. Ceiling: Unlimited, lowering to 2-4000

ft. between 1340 and 1635 hrs. Wind: Westerly at 10-20 mph. increasing to N.W. at 20-35 mph. and

gusty to 55 after 0730 hrs. Visibility: 15 miles or better reduced to near 0 miles from 1558 to 1635 hrs.

Received complete new nose for Anson No.11500 damaged by wind. Two Crane Is, Nos  7710 and

7685 are being sent to 407 E.H.U. Swift Current.

Course 118 Supplemental Examinations written off. All passed. 

A.F.H.Q. Auditors in W & B Section.

Station maintenance being carried on aa usual. Aprons being sanded at request of Control Tower. 

0845 hrs: Solo flying washed in. 1422 hrs: Flying washed out due to wind (45 mph). No night flying.

Feb.10/45  Weather: Clear, becoming cloudy after 0730 hrs. and overcast from l630 hrs. to 1730 hrs;

decreasing to clear from 2200 to 2350 hrs. when low overcast covered the station. Light snow fell from

1000 to 1145 hrs. Ceiling unlimited to 1130 hr. lowering to 5-6000 ft. after 1200 hrs. Lowering to 3500

ft. at 2130 hrs. Low cloud moved in at 900 ft. at 2350 hrs. Visibility 15 miles, reducing to 8-19 miles in

light snow. Wind: Calm or light variable until 1230 hrs., becoming Easterly at 8-15 mph.
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Feb.10/45 (cont’d)   0845 hrs: Solo flying washed in.1730 hrs: Flying washed out.

No night flying scheduled.

Normal routine day throughout the Station. A.F.H.Q. auditors completed check at the W & B Section.

Carpenters and painter completed work on installation of band stand in Officers’ Mess.

The Officers' Mess was a very gay scene this evening, on the occasion of a Valentine formal dance.

The rooms were decorated throughout in Valentine theme and color, the walls displaying mammoth

replicas of Valentine cards. During the intermission a delicious buffet supper was served. No.1 C.N.S. 

dance orchestra provided the music for some 300 officers and guests, and was much enjoyed by all.

Feb.11/45  Weather cloudy to overcast.  Ceiling 5400;  visibility 10-15 miles, reducing with snowfall

which began at 1000 hrs. Wind was Westerly veering to N. East at 2-15 mph. 



No flying scheduled in the morning.

1315 hrs: Solo flying washed in. 1730 hrs:   Plying washed out. 

No night flying.

W/C Begg in Harvard 2899 arrived from Gimli at 1220 hrs., and departed for Gimli, accompanied by

W/C Godfrey, at 1651 hrs.

Church Services held at the usual hours of 1030 for Protestant and 1130 for Catholic personnel, in the

Station Chapel.

S/L C.H. Clark, Senior Administrative Officer at this Station, was struck off strength this date. 

The Music Appreciation Hour, held in the Station Library this evening, was, as usual, well attended.

This evening, the City Hydro Troupe from Winnipeg entertained the personnel of No. 12 and their

guests at a very novel show, much enjoyed by all.

Feb.12/45  Low clouds and icing, light snow and fog, accompanied by a surface wind, East to Northeast

at 14-30 mph washed out flying day and night.

Tractor Section kept busy all day removing snow, rolling landing fields, etc. One man was sent to

Douglas to roll the landing strip there.

Otherwise a quiet day throughout the station.

S/L T.G.M. Davidson taken on strength this date to replace S/L Clark as Senior Administrative Officer

at this Station.
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Feb.12/45 (cont’d)  Can/J85430   F/O C.C. Ferguson, Navigator, posted Overseas on a second tour of

operations.

A great number of fans attended the Hockey game held in the Brandon Arena this evening, when No.

12 played Souris.

Feb.13/45  Heavy snow and fog, along with a surface wind, washed out flying for another day and

night.

Besides the usual amount of station maintenance work, carpenters are making repairs to snow markers

for the Control Tower. Tractor Section is busy plowing station roads, as well as rolling and clearing

landing field, runways, aprons and taxi strips of heavy drifts caused by high winds.

All Station personnel fell in for Commanding Officer's parade and inspection at 0720 hrs.

A clothing parade was held at Carberry by this Unit.

S/L Hamilton and F/L Peters left for #1 C.N.S. Rivers, on a Court of Inquiry into a fire at that station.

Otherwise normal routine throughout the station.



Feb.14/45  Snow and heavy fog, with ceiling zero and visibility of l/8  mile, washed out flying for the

morning. 

However, the fog broke at 1130 hrs. and clear to high scattered clouds prevailed for the afternoon and

evening period, with good visibility. Surface wind was light south to southwest. Flying washed in 1240

hrs. and washed out again at 1730 hrs. Night flying washed in 1915 hrs. and washed out at 2355 hrs.

No classes in Ground School in the afternoon, as both sections of Courses 121 and 122 were flying to

make up lost time due to unsuitable flying weather.

Heating staff cleaning out water heater in Hospital. Tractor section blowing snow on aprons, rolling

snow on airport, etc. Signal sent to #2 C &M Unit for replacement of low pressure stoker motor at

Airmen's Mess. Motor now in use is in urgent need of repair.

Airmen and Airwomen of the rank of Corporal and below thoroughly enjoyed the informal Valentine

dance held this evening in the W.D. Recreation Centre. The building was gaily decorated with red and

white streamers and large red cardboard hearts, while the tables were set with Valentine table cloths

and red and white candles. Favors were passed among approximately 100 guests. Music was provided

by a P.A. system and a very tasty lunch was served at intermission.

Feb.15/45  Clear to high scattered conditions with 15 mile visibility till 1130 hrs., then a blowing snow

reduced visibility to as low as 3 miles by l455 hrs. Surface wind West to Northwest at 20-35 mph,

gusty from 1030 hrs. on.

Day flying washed in at 0830 hrs.: washed out at 1200 hrs., due to bad weather. No night flying due to

high winds.
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Feb.15/45 (cont’d)   W/C Godfrey departed for Winnipeg at 1704 hrs. flying Crane 8167. 

Courses 121 and 122 wrote their final Aircraft Recognition examination. 

Cranes Nos. 7819 and 8194 sent to 407 EHU Swift Current.

W & B personnel busy sanding aprons and taxi strips. Through the generosity of the Good Roads

Department in the City of Brandon, we were able to borrow two lengths of 36" pipe to be used in

heating sand pile. This sand was than used (warm) to spread on aprons and taxi strips. 

Routine day throughout the station.

Two W & B bowling teams trundled in the evening.  The Blue Prints won 2 games and the Snowrollers

won one game.

No. 12 Basketball team played in Winnipeg this evening, in the Civic Auditorium, but were beaten by a

Calgary team, with a score of 37-47.



Feb.16/45  Weather: Clear to partly cloudy, with a Westerly wind at 20-30 mph, gusty until l630 hrs.

reducing in speed thereafter to 10 to 20 mph. Visibility 15 miles or better all day. 

0830 hrs: Solo flying washed in on runway 2b. 1730 hrs: Flying washed out. 

Normal night flying routine.

No Ground School as students were flying all day.

Harvard No. 539 returned from No. 10 R.D. after having radio installation.

Water line at Fire Hall reported frozen. Fitter General had line thawed out an hour after first report

received. Radiator on W & B pick-up leaking; radiator repaired and truck serviceable by afternoon.

Water meter read at 1400 hrs.

Feb.17/45  Weather: Clear to partly cloudy. Cloud above 10 thousand ft. Wind: Northwesterly at 2-10

mph. 

Visibility: Reduced to 8 miles in ice crystals from 0830 to 1030 hrs; otherwise 10 miles or better. 

0830 hrs: Solo flying washed in. 1730 hrs: Flying washed out. 

Normal night flying routine maintained.

Engine No. 8370/22319 received from No. 7 Equipment Depot. 

Usual routine carried out throughout the station.
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Feb.18/45  Weather clear to cloudy with a West t« Southwest wind at 5-12 mph. Visibility 15 miles or

better.

No flying scheduled for the morning. 1300 hrs: Flying (solo) washed in. 1730: Flying washed out.

Normal night flying routine maintained.

Church Service held in the Station Chapel at 1030 hrs. for Protestant personnel and at 1130 hrs. for

Catholic personnel.

Music Appreciation Hour, held this evening in the Station Library, attracted the usual good crowd.

Feb.19/45  Clear becoming partly cloudy between 0800 and 1700 hrs., than clear again. The ceiling

was unlimited with occasional patches of lower cloud. The visibility throughout was 10 mile or better.  

The wind was westerly at 5-10 mph.

0815 hrs: Solo flying washed in.  1730 hrs: Flying washed out. Normal night flying routine. 

Ambulance (2 cot) No. 30-388 sent to No. 8 R.D.

Leaks in unit heaters in No. 3 hangar reported and repair made at once. 

Landing field rolled during the night.

A very fast and exciting hockey game was played at the Brandon Arena this evening, when No. 12 met



the A3 team from Shilo. A very good crows attended in spite of the cold weather, and all enjoyed the

game, which resulted in a win for No. 12.

Feb.20/45  A light ground fog lifted to a partly cloudy condition after 0800 hrs. Visibility 4-8 miles in

fog, lifting to 10 miles or hotter after 1100 hrs. Wind was westerly at 0-10 mph becoming southerly at

5-15 mph after 1600 hrs.

0840 hrs: Solo flying washed in. 1730 hrs: Flying washed out. Normal night flying routine. 

Courses 121 and 122 are writing their final examinations.

Tender re-fueling No. 34-181 and Tender-freight No. 32-247 sent to No. 8 R.D.

All personnel attended C.O.'s parade and inspection, at 0720 hrs. after which an Educational film was

presented in the Recreation Hall.

WO2 Thomas of #2 C & M Unit on station making check of #2 C & M. U. equipment stored in

implement shed.

Sgt. Johnson, fitter general, went to Chater R.1 on a report of water in Bulk Gasoline Storage tanks.

About 2" water found and pumped out. 

Otherwise a routine day throughout the station.

Feb.21/45  The weather was partly cloudy to cloudy, ceiling unlimited and visibility 15 miles or better,

with a West to Northwest wind at 15-25 mph.

0815 hrs: Solo flying washed in.  1730 hrs: Flying washed out.  Normal night flying routine.

Six engines sent to 405 AHU, Neepawa. Electric motor removed from Chater R.1 pump house for use

in 720 mess. while mess motor is being repaired. W & B personnel busy rolling snow throughout the

evening.
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Feb.21/45 (cont’d)  Open House at the W. D. Canteen for personnel of the rank of Corporal and below

was, as usual, a very well attended and popular event.

Feb.22/45  The weather was clear at first, becoming overcast by 1100 hrs. with snow throughout the

afternoon. 

Visibility was mainly above 10 miles, lowering in groundfog and snow.Winds throughout the day were

light and variable, reaching a peak strength of 10 mph between 1700 and 2100 hrs. 

0825 hrs:  Solo flying washed in. 1325 hrs: Flying washed out due to snow and poor visibility. 

1515 hrs: Flying washed in (solo).   Normal night flying routine.

Refuelling tender 34-478, Stake Truck 32-692 and Ambulance 30-337 received from No. 8 R.D.



Fire inspection today in buildings No. 12, 13, 1 and 24, Water Pump House and 23.

W & B personnel started digging up gasoline compound at Unit to locate leak in line. By-pass in use,

operation of bowsers not affected.

Half of W & B section reported to Personnel Counsellor for an aptitude test. 

The bowling alleys and skating rink continue to attract many.

Feb.23/45 The weather was partly cloudy to cloudy and quite warm for a February day, becoming

overcast after 1930 hrs. with heavy snow after 2050 hrs. Visibility prior to 2050 hrs. was 15 miles or

better, reducing in snow to 1-4 miles. Wind was West to Northwest 5-15 mph.

0815 hrs: Solo flying washed in. 1730 hrs: Flying washed out. No night flying. 

1604 hrs: G/C Davidson arrived from Winnipeg in Beachcraft l407.

Fire inspection by F/L Peters & WO2 Pull continued today in buildings 9.10,11,17,38,15 and rear of 19

and 30.

W & B personnel busy erecting temporary band stand in Sergeants' Mess dining room, for mammoth

dance to be held tomorrow night.

RCAF Western Canada Hockey Semi-finals played tonight in the Brandon Arena. Some very good

hockey was witnessed by the spectators when Saskatoon defeated Rivers with a score of 3-2, in the first

game of the evening; and No.7 E.D. defeated Claresholm by a score of 7-4 in the second game. The

finals for the Guthrie Trophy will be played tomorrow night when Saskatoon will meet No.7 E.D. in

the Brandon Arena.
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Feb.24/45 Weather: Cloudy to overcast, with snow after 0800 hrs. The wind was Westerly at 0-12 mph

to 1030 hrs. increasing after that time to 15-30 mph gusty.

Flying washed out, so classes were held for the students of Course 121 and 122. 

A quiet day throughout the station.

The Brandon arena was crowded tonight for the Hockey play-offs, when Saskatoon won the Guthrie

Trophy by a score of 12-3.

An informal dance was held in the Sergeants' Mess this evening. Approximately 100 Senior N.C.O’s 

and their guests danced in the Mess Dining Room to the music of a 5 piece orchestra. A brief floor

show was presented during the evening and was well received by all. A tasty buffet supper was served

at midnight, and a very enjoyable evening was reported by all those attending.

Feb.25/45  Partly cloudy to overcast, with light intermittent snow.  Visibility 3/4-6 miles in snow,

otherwise 10 to 15 miles. Wind: West to Northwest at 12-22, with occasional gusts to 27 mph.



No flying scheduled for the morning. Solo flying washed in at 1330 hrs., and washed out at 1500 hrs.

Church Services for Protestant and Catholic personnel held in the Station Chapel at the regular hours

of 1030 and 1130 respectively.

W & B personnel busy bulldozing small drifts of snow on hangar aprons.

Music Appreciation Hour held in the Station Library this evening was well attended and enjoyed.

Feb.26/45  Weather: Clear to cloudy with a Westerly wind 10 to 15 mph, gusty to 30 mph from 0630 to

0730 hrs.

Visibility reduced to 5 miles in drifting snow, otherwise 10 miles or over.

No flying scheduled. 0830 hrs: Authorized cross countries and local checks washed in.

Staff Car No. 30-132 sent to No. 8 R.D. One Anson FP865 and Cranes 7726, 7672 and 7738 sent to No.

407 E.H.U. Swift Current.

Bolingbroke aircraft belonging to No. 170 Ferry Squadron repaired and made serviceable. 

W & B personnel busy with station maintenance. Serving machines in W.D. canteen checked; pipes in

Sergeants' Mess kitchen range cleaned; electric motor from 720 mess taken to Brandon for repairs;

road to sports field cleared of snow by Sicard Snow Blower.

Feb.27/45  The weather was variable, being clear to partly cloudy most of the day, becoming cloudy to

overcast after 2000 hrs. Visibility was over 15 miles and ceiling over 10000 ft. Wind was light variable

becoming North to Northwest at 10-15 mph after 1900 hrs., and light Easterly after 2200 hrs. 

0835 hrs: Authorized cross countries and radio checks washed in.

Courses 121 and 122 are writing final navigation examinations today. 

Discussion groups held this morning were well attended by station personnel.
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Feb.27/45 (cont’d)  Further Fire Inspection by Works Officer and foreman. Buildings inspected were:

Fire Hall, G.I.S., Link Trainer, heating room, Drill Hall, Bowling Alley, workshop and No.5 Hangar,

including lean-tos. 

WO2 Wilson, from No. 2 A.C. here inspecting electrical section.

Personnel of Equipment, Accounts and M.T. Sections met this evening for an informal get-together and

a good time was enjoyed by all.

Feb.28/45  Weather overcast with light snow, lowering to heavier snow after noon. Visibility 15 miles,

reduced to 4-6 in light snow, and to 3/4 to l½ in heavier snow. Wind northerly at 4-8 mph, becoming

light variable after 0400 hrs and. westerly at 8-20 mph after 1530 hrs. 



No flying all day or night.

Motor for 720 mess, which was being repaired, has been installed and is working satisfactorily. 

Fire inspection carried out in the following buildings: Hangars 1, 2, 3 and 4, and in the Control Tower.

Normal routine day throughout the various sections.

This evening in place of the usual W.D. "At Home", a skating party was held on the Station Rink,

starting off with The Grand March, and followed by skating to the music supplied by a P.A. system.

Later the skaters adjourned to the K of C Hat for dancing and refreshments. All reported a very

enjoyable evening.
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28/Feb/45 (cont’d)      Personnel Strength                                      Airmen or

     STAFF                                                         Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians  

           RCAF Staff                                                173          3               655               155                 149

           R . C   . A   . F  .   o  n    T  e  m   p  o  r a  r y    D   u  t y                         3                                 5                                    

          Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

         C.D.C. (Attached from No.2 AC CDC)         2                                4

         R.A.F.                                                              8                               3                                                  

        R.N.Z.A.F.                                                        1  

CIVILIANS    Barrack Officer             1

                       Meteorologist                                                                                                              3         

                       Stenographers           10

                       Clerks             4

                       General Duties                                                                                                           81

                       Others                                                                                                                        50         

                                                                                                                                                                       

                       TOTAL STAFF:                           187          3                667               155               149         

                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                    

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                            7                              99

                     R.A.F.                                                                                26

                     R.A.A.F.                                            -                                 -- 

                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                         5                               141                                                

                               TOTAL TRAINEES:              12                               141                            
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28 Feb/45 (cont’d)

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH             Strength            Serviceable               Unserviceable  

               Crane I                                 63                   61                                 2

               Crane IA                               11                   11                                

               Anson II                                16                   16                                

               Harvard II                               3                     3                                  

               Menasco Moth                       1                      –                                 1

STORED RESERVE

                 Anson II                            1

                 Harvard II                         3

 

APDAL STORAGE

Crane I                                               8 

Crane IA                                            1

Harvard II                                           1

AWAITING TRANSFER 0RDER

                     Anson II                         2

Total Number of hours flown during the month of February,1945: 6266 hrs. and 55 minutes.
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March 1/45  March came in like a lion - a very dull day with high winds, which washed out flying at

1330 hrs., although Cross countries and local checks were authorized before that time. 

Courses 121 and 122 finished their final examinations today.

Graduation Exercises for Course 118 were held this evening, at 1900 hrs., in the Station Drill Hall,

with W/C J.M. Godfrey officiating.  Invitations were issued to friends and relatives of the Graduates.

The  Graduation parade was abley handled by Trainee W/C Stephens (LAC), and Wings were presented

by the Instructors. Presentation of the Brandon Placque was made to the Honour Student, R279142,



Sgt. Pye, E.H., by Mayor H. L. McDorman of Brandon. 

Disposition of Course 118 is as follows: 

Original Intake:                     63

Adjusted Intake:                    63 plus 2 transfers: 65

Total Graduates:                    44

Disposition of Graduates:        7 granted 14 days Special leave, pending posting instructions

                                                 2 posted to No. 8 Release Centre, Vancouver. B. C. 

                                                 4 posted to No. 7 Release Centre, Calgary, Alta.

                                                 3 posted to No. 6 Release Centre, Regina, Sask. 

                                                 9 posted to No. 4 Release Centre, Toronto, Ont. 

                                                 2 posted to No. 1 Release Centre, Halifax, N.S.

                                               16 New Zealanders granted l4 days Embarkation leave, plus travel time     

                                                 and posted to No. 1 “Y” Depot, Moncton, N.B.

                                                  1 RAF Graduate posted to No. 1 "Y" Depot. Moncton, N.B.

Total Wastage:                        21 (20 failures and 1 transfer)

Disposition of Wastage:            1 posted to No. 4 S.F.T.S., Saskatoon, Sask.

                                                   8 posted to No. 7 Release Centre, Calgary, Alta. 

                                                   1 posted to No. 3 Repair Depot, Vancouver, B.C.

                                                   2 posted to No.10 Repair Depot, Calgary, Alta.

                                                   3 posted to No. 2  A.G.T.S. , Calgary, Alta.

                                                   1 posted to No. 2 Com. Flight, Winnipeg, Man.
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March 1/45 (cont’d)  Course 118 - disposition 

Disposition of Wastage (cont'd) - -

                                               1 posted to No. 9 A.O.S., St. Johns, P.Q.

                                               2 posted to R.C.A.F. Station, Mountain View, Ontario 

                                               1 posted to No. l6 S.F.T.S., Hagersville, Ontario.

Three Jacobs L4MBl's (engines) vera shipped to No. S R. D. for workshop reserve today.

Personnel from Works & Buildings Section are hauling coal from the stock pile at Douglas R.2 to the

Hangars at No. 12.



Mar. 2/45  A light ground fog closed in about 0930 hrs. with risibility of 1½ miles, clearing again with

visibility becoming 15 miles, and a strong wind blowing from the Northwest. Flying was washed in at

0825 hrs. and washed out again at 1730 hrs., with no night flying. 

Four Jacobs L4MB1 engines received today from No. 7 Equipment Depot.

Mar. 3/45   Weather was cloudy to overcast, with light snow intermittently throughout the day and

evening.

Flying was washed in at 0805 hrs. and washed out at 1730 hrs.  No night flying.

W/C Andrews arrived at 1143 hrs. from Winnipeg, and departed for Swift Current at l403 hrs.

No. 234 Air Cadet Squadron from Minnedosa visited G.I.S., and were shown over the station.

A test fire alarm was pulled by the C.O. at Box No. 3, S.W. corner of No. 4 Hangar. The fire truck

arrived in 1 win. 30 seconds; water on with hose line on top of hangar in 2 mins. 30 seconds. The

ambulance, fire picquet and W. & B. personnel reported to the scene of fire in 2mins. 30 seconds, and

27 men of duty watch reported to the Drill Hall, 6 men reported on the fire truck. A full fire

pressure was on in the water mains, and the alarm system worked satisfactorily. Generally, the fire

drill was considered satisfactory.

The picture, shown in the Station theatre this evening, was well attended, sad enjoyed by all.

Mar. 4/45  Another dull day, with light snow and wind. No flying scheduled for the morning. Solo

flying washed in at 0300 hrs. and washed out again at 1715 hrs.

Regular Sunday Church services wars held in the Station Chapel at 1030 hrs. for Protestant personnel

and 1130 hrs. for Catholic personnel.

Courses 121 and 122 have completed their course at G.I.S., the averages being 75.82% for Course 121

and 76.74% for Course 122.

The Music Appreciation Hour, held this evening in the Station Library, attracted the usual crowd of

interested personnel, while others spent the evening bowling.

The W &  B staff rolled snow during the night, and carried out the normal station duties throughout the

day.

Mar. 5/45  A very clear day with visibility of 15 miles or batter, and a westerly wind at 5-15 mph.
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Mar. 5/45 (cont’d)  Solo flying washed in at 0830 hrs. and washed out at 1730 hrs.

One Jacobs L4MB engine shipped to No. 8 Repair Depot.

F/L W. J. J. Lancaster taken on strength today, as Station Adjutant.



Fire inspection of W.D. Quarters, buildings No. 20 E. and 32, was made today.

Cpl. Dunham, fireman, brought in from Chater R.1, with reference to his discharge, and later was

returned to Chater.

The Basketball team travailed to Portage, playing against No.7 A.O.S. team this evening, which

resulted in a win for the Portage team.

Mar. 6/45  The weather was clear with a southwest to west wind. Solo flying washed in at 0830 hrs.

and washed out at 1730 hrs.

All personnel fell in at 0720 hours for parade and inspection by the Commanding Officer, after which

Discussion Groups were held in the Airmen's Canteen.

The Chater hangar is being winterized. Thermal heaters from the firing range is being used in Control

Tower at Chater, while the field is still is still in use. 

Barrack Block l4 has been locked up and winterized.

Three airmen from the M.T. Section at this Station, took a Station Wagon M.T. 30-921, on an

unauthorized run to Virden, Man. this morning, crashed into a tree at 0130 hours, damaging the vehicle

to the extent of approximately $500.00 and causing slight injuries to the three airmen. The vehicle is

not repairable at this station and will have to be shipped to Winnipeg. Summary of evidence has been

taken on this case. 

F/S Wilson, N.C.O. i/c Service Police, took part in the Golden Glove Boxing Show held in Winnipeg

this evening and won his first bout against LAC Trekofski of Rivers, Man., but lost his 2nd bout vs.

LAC Hope, also of Rivers, Man.

F/L M. R. Thompson, Station Adjutant, struck off strength today to Western Air Command, Vancouver,

for reposting.

Members of Headquarters Staff and Service Police had a very enjoyable "get-together" this evening in

the K.C. Hut and all reports indicate that this social function was quite a success. 

A local talent Show was held in the Station Recreation Hall at 2000 hours this evening. 

W/C N.S. Edgar, Chief Instructor at No.12, was struck off strength today, being posted to Gimli as

Commanding Officer of that station.
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Mar. 7/45  Weather partly cloudy to cloudy, above 7500 ft., becoming overcast at 2000 ft. from 0830 to

1135 hrs., then partly couldy to clear for the rest of the day. Visibility was 15 miles. Wind beginning at

8-15 mph veered and decreased gradually to Northwest at 2-4 mph by 1130 hrs., and becoming South

to Southwest at 3-7 mph after 1830 hrs.

Flying washed in at 0900 hrs. Washed out at 1730 hrs. 



W/C Belff arrived from Gimli at 1745 hrs., departing at 1800 hrs. flying Harvard 2899. 

Chater R.1 closed today.

Course 121 and 122 wrote their Supplemental examinations in Navigation.

Five Crane Aircraft, Nos. 7698 , 8681, 8196 , 8071 and 7764 sent to No. 10 Repair Depot, Calgary.

One Engine L4MB was shipped to No. 8 Repair Depot. Three engines L4MB sent to Neepawa.

This evening all personnel from G.I.S. got together for a social evening, which was very much enjoyed

by all.

Open House in the W.D. Canteen, for all those of the rank: of Corporal and below, was, as usual, very :

well attended.

Mar. 8/45  The day began clear, but fog began about 0130 hrs. remaining till 1330 hours. It was cloudy

to overcast for the remainder of the day. Ceiling was zero in fog, otherwise about 7500 ft. Visibility 12

miles reduced to 4 miles in mist until 0230 hrs. then to 1/8 miles in heavy fog, until 0830 hrs., then

improving to 2-4 miles by 1100 hrs. and after l430 hrs. to 12-15 miles. Wind was westerly at 8-9 mph,

reduced to calm or westerly at 2-3 mph until 1130 hrs., light variable until 1530 hrs., then southerly at

10-12 mph, gradually reducing to light southeasterly by midnight.

No flying in morning due to fog. 1225 hrs: Solo flying washed in. 1730 hrs: Flying washed out.

This evening the W.D.s on the Station held their Annual Banquet, celebrating three years on this

Station. All W.D.s and guests enjoyed the dinner very much, which included fried chicken, and all the

trimmings, and was served to them by the Senior N.C.O.s on the station, who had volunteered their

services for the occasion. Daffodils and tulips graced the banquet tables, reminding xxxx all that

Spring was not far off. Invited guests included the Commanding Officer, who was unable to attend, the

two Padres, the Senior Administrative Officer, S/L Davidson and the Senior Equipment Officer, S/L 

Hamilton. Following the Banquet, the W.D.s entertained in their Canteen, finishing off the evening

with dancing.

Two curling rinks from No. 12 went to Shilo this evening to accept a challenge from the two Army 

champions, with the following results:-

Cpl. Melville, Cpl. Warner, S/L Davidson, Sgt. Francis defeated the Army 10-6 and F/S Fordham, WOl

Taylor, F/O Doubleday, Sgt. Snell tied the Army 8-8.

Following the match the members were entertained at a smoker given by the Officers and N.C.O.s in

the Sergeants' Mess. A fine musical programme was provided by the Shilo (A-15) orchestra. As the Air

Force personnel were leaving all the Army personnel stood up while the orchestra played the Air Force 

March Past.
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Mar. 9/45  Weather was clear to partly cloudy with fog developing about 1000 hours and persisting

until 1430 hrs. , breaking then to less than 4/10 0f Stratocumulus at 400 to 500 ft. The ceiling between

1000 hours and 1430 hours was at 0-10 hundred feet; otherwise unlimited. The visibility in the fog

hours was 0-5 miles, otherwise 15 miles or better. The wind was westerly at 0-15 mph veering to

Northwest to North at 0-15 mph after l600 hours.

Flying washed in at 0840 hrs. Washed out at 1000 hrs. owing to fog.

Anson II F.P.879 crashed at approximately 1050 hours approximately 12 ½  airline miles WSW of the

Main Airdrome of No. 12 S.F.T.S., near 1-11-21 (R-T-S). The aircraft was a total loss, and the injury to

F/0 A.T. Phillips, who was flying alone in this aircraft, was fatal. An Investigating Officer's report has

been submitted in this connection.

The Chief Engineering Officer proceeded to the scene of the crash, and a guard was placed over the

wreckage.

One Crane Aircraft No. 8065 transferred to No. 10 Repair Depot.

This evening all personnel employed in the Canteens held their get-together in the Airmen's Mess and a

very enjoyable evening was reported.

Mar. 10/45  Mainly cloudy to overcast today, with visibility of 10 miles or better, except for the

interval 0330 hrs. to 0500 hrs., when reduced to 3-5 miles in fog. The wind was East to Southeast at

5-20 mph. Flying washed in at 1300 hrs. Washed out 1730 hrs. No night flying scheduled. \

W/C Edgar arrived at 1546 hrs. from Gimli. 

W/C Andrews arrived at 1930 hrs. from Vulcan.

The Officers' Mess, decorated in the theme of "Wash Out", was the scene of a gay party this evening.

Approximately 300 Mess members and their guests attended this affair. Music was provided by a seven

piece orchestra from No. 18 S.F.T.S. Gimli. A delicious buffet supper was served during the

intermission.

Mar. 11/45 Weather mainly clear to partly cloudy with an overcast at 25-35 hundred ft. between 0230

and 0400 hours. Ceiling unlimited, except for this interval, and visibility 15 miles or better. Wind was

west to North-west at 20-30 mph, gusty, decreasing in speed after 1300 hrs. to 5-20 mph. 

Flying washed in at 1300 hrs., washed out at 1730 hrs. No night flying scheduled.

Regular Church Services held this morning in the Station Chapel, at 1030 for Protestant personnel and

1130 for Catholic personnel.
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Mar. 11/45 (cont’d) The Music Appreciation, held this evening in the Station Library, was well 

a great many attended the show at the Station theatre.

Mar. 12/45  The day started clear, becoming cloudy to overcast after 0730 hrs. Visibility was 15 miles.

Wind Southwest at 6-8 mph, becoming calm to light variable at 0630 to 1330 hrs. and south to

southwest at 5-l6 mph from 1330 to 1630 hrs, then southwesterly at 5-10 mph for the remainder of the

day.

Solo flying washed in at 0830 hrs.  Flying washed out at 1730 hrs.

A large number of postings came through today for Maintenance personnel.

S/L Pearce taken on strength today as the new Chief Instructor at this station.

Last rites for F/0 Phillips, killed in a crash on the 9th, were held today. Funeral was conducted from

Campbell and Ferguson Parlours, in Brandon, and a full funeral parade escorted the remains to the

Hallway Station. The Burial Service took place in Winnipeg and an escort party from No. 8 Repair

Depot was in attendance.

Squadron Officer Laidlaw and Squadron Officer Raynor spent today visiting on the Station.

Mar. 13/45  Light snow fell today until 0130 hours, and it was clear to cloudy for the remainder of the

day.

North wind at 20-25 mph until 0530 hrs. dropped to become calm at 1130 hours, and a very light

southerly wind prevailed for the remainder of the day.

Flying was washed in at 0845 hours, and washed out at 1730 hrs. No night flying scheduled. 

W/C Andrews departed for Rivers at 0800 hrs. flying Anson 11580.

A large shipment of repairable clothing was shipped to No. 7 Equipment Depot today.

Mar. 14/45  The sky was overcast with light snow until 0205 hours, becoming clear until 0830 hrs,

becoming overcast again with light mist after 2230 hours. Visibility 10-15 miles, reduced in light snow

and mist to 4-5 miles. Wind was North to Northwest at 8-25 mph, becoming light variable then

Southeasterly at 5-18 mph. 

Solo flying washed in at 0850 hrs. Flying washed out at 0910 hrs. Flying washed in for S.B.A. at 1300

hours, and washed out at 1700 hours,

Sandwiches made this afternoon in preparation for the Red Cross Dance to be held this evening. 

A very successful Station dance was held this evening in aid of the Red Cross, open to all personnel

and guests from Brandon. For those who did not take part in the dancing, Bingo was the order of the

evening. The total amount raised in aid of the Red Cross was $2376.00.

Mar. 15/45  A blustery day with light intermittent snow, drizzle and light mist.



Flying authorized for S.B.A. only at 0830 hrs. and washed out at 1350 hours, due to bad weather.

No night flying was scheduled.

Anson FP879, involved in Category A crash was issued to No. 8 Repair Depot for write-off.
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Mar. 16/45  A clear day, becoming partly cloudy after 0600 hrs. and cloudy to overcast after 0930 hrs.

with high ceiling and visibility 15 miles. Wind was variable west to south at 4-14 mph, becoming

Northwest at 8-14 mph after 2130 hrs.

Solo flying washed in at 0820 hours. Flying washed out at 1700 hours.

The lawn mowers were taken to town for repairs to assure service during the summer months.

Mar. 17/45  Weather was mainly overcast, clearing 2130 hours. Wind was northwesterly at 5-15 mph.   

Visibility 15 miles or better. No flying today due to unsuitable weather. 

A very quiet day throughout the Station.

Mar. 18/45  The day started clear, becoming partly cloudy to cloudy between 0630 and 1130 hours. A

low cloud commenced at 1130 hours, increasing to overcast by 1330 hours, dispersing rapidly after

l630 hours. Visibility 15 miles. Wind was light northerly or calm becoming Easterly at 8-12 mph after

0930 hrs. and light variable or calm from 1430 hours to midnight.

No flying scheduled for the morning. Local solo flying washed in at 1330 hours. Flying washed out at

1700 hours.

F/L J.C.H. Blackburn, Chief Ground Instructor at this Station, and F/L Davidson, Navigation Instructor

were posted to Portage La Prairie today.

The Senior Equipment Officer left for Winnipeg today to attend an Equipment Conference.

Church Services were held this morning in the Station Chapel at 1030 hours for Protestant personnel

and at 1130 for Catholic personnel.

The usual Sunday evening Music Appreciation Hour was held in the Station Library and continues to

attract a good number of interested listeners.

The picture show held this evening in the Station theatre was well attended by personnel and guests.

Mar. 19/45  Weather was at first clear to partly cloudy, becoming overcast after 0830 hours, and light

snow, cutting visibility to 8-10 miles, fell from 0830 to 1015 hours. Conditions improved steadily until

1400 hours.

After 1900 hours it was clear and visibility was 12 miles or better. The winds were light variable all

day, increasing to southerly at 5-15 mph between 1200 and 1800 hours.



Flying washed in at 0815 hours. Washed out at 1730 hours. No night flying scheduled.

W/C  J.M. Godfrey departed for Winnipeg at 1100 hours, remaining overnight.
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Mar. 19/45 (cont’d) W/C Southam, of Visiting Flight, departed for Souris at 1400 hours, returning at

1530 hours. 

Barrack Block No. 38 being winterized.

Two L4MB engines sent to R.C.A.F. Station at Neepawa for APDAL Storage.

Mar. 20/45  A lovely day, clear to partly cloudy. Visibility 15 miles or better and ceiling unlimited

throughout. 

Wind was southwest at 5-15 mph after 1100 hours.

Solo flying washed in at 0830 hours. Flying washed out at l700 hours.

The Senior Equipment Officer returned from No. 2 Air Command at 1130 hours, by air, with

instructions re closing out Equipment held on this station.

Equipment is being moved in from Chater, water tanks filled and all lines drained except the fire

hydrants.

F/S Shorten from Command here today to check sewage and water equipment.

Mar. 21/45  The first day of Spring and a very beautiful day. Visibility was 15 miles or better all day,

and the wind West to South-west at 5-10 mph.

Solo flying washed in at 0800 hours, and washed out at 1700 hours. No night flying scheduled.

The Equipment Section is quite busy today reviewing stocks necessary for closing station.

The Steam boiler in Barrack Block 38 is being cleaned out to winterize. Due to the warmer weather,

the heat in Barrack Blocks is to be cut off for a few hours daily.

W & B personnel are busy hauling tractor equipment and rolling equipment from Chater E.1. 

Spring cleaning is being carried on in th« Airmen's Mess.

A night lunch is being served in the Airmen's Mess at 2100 hours regularly, and is much enjoyed and

appreciated by a great many.

Mar. 22/45  Weather today partly cloudy to clear, with a west to southwest wind, veering to Northeast

at 5-15 mph. Visibility was 15 miles or better. Solo flying washed in at 0830 hours, washed out at 1700

hours, no night flying scheduled.

Hot water tank heaters are being repaired in No. 3 Hangar. Drains around aprons and taxi strips and

runways have sunk a few inches in most places.



F/S Jimmy Wilson, A. N.C.O i/c S.P. took part in the Inter-Service Boxing Match held at Regina this

evening, and won his Bout against Vince Heilman of Moose Jaw.

This evening's entertainment, entitled “Swing-Time Revue”, under the able direction of F/O R.P.

Matthews, was voted the very best performance ever put on by the Station Local Talent Croup. The

costumes were excellent, and the stage setting was exceptionally well done. Generally speaking,  the

Revue was a huge success and thoroughly enjoyed by a very large crowd.

Mar. 23/45  A cloudy day with west to northwest wind at 15-25 mph and visibility of 15 miles or better.

Solo flying washed in at 0825 hours and washed out at 1700 hours.
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Mar. 23/45 (Cont’d) Anson 907 forced down at Douglas with damaged prop and some damage to port

engine.

Station carpenters are working in the Drill Hall lotting ready for the Station dance to be held tomorrow

night.

Mar. 24/45 Weather was partly cloudy till 0630 hour., becoming overcast till 1730 hours and then

partly cloudy, with internment light rainshowers.  Northeast wind 15-30 mph, visibility 15 miles or

better, reduced  to 5-7 miles in smoke after 1830 hours.

Several postings came through today for G.I.S. personnel and ten officers were transferred to the R.N.

Fleet Air Arm.

The social activities at No. 12 S.F.T.S. drew to a close this evening when some 500 station personnel

and guests gathered in the Drill Hall at 2100 hours for a Farewell Party. The hall was decorated along

rustic lines, this work being done under the supervision of F/O J. R.  Hainer and F/O R. Vale. The No. l

C.N.S. Rivers Orchestra composed of 115 pieces provided delightful music for dancing.  Beer and soft

drinks were served from a bar, 40 feet in length. Delicious refreshments were served. Consisting of 

sandwiches, cheese and crackers, stuffed and plain olives, celery and dill pickles. A wonderful time

was had by all those who attended this closing party at No. 12.

Mar. 25/45  A clear day with increasing high cloudiness after 0400 hours, lowering to a cloudy to

overcast condition after 0900 hours, breaking toa overcast between 1500 and 1700 hours, lowering to

overcast  at 1-2000 ft. changed to north to northeast at 15-30 mph, gusty after 1100 hours.

No flying scheduled for today.

M.T. Vehicle 31-073 was involved in an accident with a civilian taxi this morning. Summary of

Evidence and Investigating Officer’s Report is being submitted in this regard. 



Church Services were held at the regular hours of 1030 for Protestant personnel and 1130 for Catholic

personnel.

Cpl. Walter Kolenchuk was joined in Holy Matrimony to Miss Lucille Dorosh, both from Iluna, Sask.,

at Mass this evening, by Rev. Father J.T. Eiger. The ceremony took place in the Station Chapel at 1715

hours, with W.O.2 and Mrs. H.F.  Burke as witnesses. 

Mar. 26/45  A rainy day. with high winds and rain turning to snow at 2130 hours. Visibility  2-12 miles

in rain.

No flying scheduled for today. 
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Mar. 26/45 (cont’d)  Due to high winds, Chimney on Hut No. 5 East was blown down, but was repaired

immediately.

W & B personnel are hauling tractor equipment from Chater R.1, and are busy cleaning and oiling the 

Chlorinator at Chater, also draining water storage tanks there.

Several postings came in today for personnel from the Maintenance Section.

A bowling party was held this evening in the K.C. Hut at which all members of Headquarters League

were present. Dancing was the order of the evening, and a lovely lunch was served at intermission.

Mar. 27/45 Rain and freezing drizzle fell till 1250 hours today, than light snow and fog commenced at

1500 hours.  Visibility was 4-12 miles in rain and 2-6 miles in snow and fog. Wind was northwest at

15-25 mph. 

No flying scheduled today.

Painters are busy painting signs for the Wings Parade.

Fitters are completing containers for wax rag and are busy painting these containers.

Mar. 28/45  Light snow fell till 0330 hours, then weather became overcast with a northwest wind at

15-25 mph. 

Visibility was 3-6 miles in snow, otherwise 15 miles or better.

No flying scheduled today.

W & B personnel are working on exhibition stands for aircraft, etc., in preparation for Wings Parade.

Wing Officer W. Tayler, accompanied by Squadron Officer J. Laidlaw, visited this Station and

inspected the Airwomen and Barrack Blocks. She addressed the Airwomen in the W.D. Recreation

Centre and her remarks  hinged on her experiences during a three months tour Overseas.



Mar.29/45  Weather partly cloudy to overcast with light snow commencing at 1000 hours and ending at

1150 hours, becoming partly cloudy thereafter. Wind was variable, mainly northwest at 10-20 mph.  

Visibility was 15 miles or better, reduced to 10 miles in light snow.

No flying scheduled today.

The final B.C.A.T.P. wings Parade was held at 1400 hours today.

A Station parade on the taxi strip formed a hollow square around the two Graduating Courses. Wings

were presented to the Graduates by Col. R.L. Mitchell from M.D. 10 Hdqs., Winnipeg, Cmdr. G.

Kernohan of HMCS  "Chippewa", Winnipeg, S/L F.C. Kruger, DFC DFM Souris ( a graduate of Crse.

131) and W/C J.M. Godfrey, C.O., No. 12 SFTS.   Mayor McDorman of Brandon presented the honour

students with City of Brandon Plaque.

A thrilling air show followed the Wings Parade. At approximately l600 hours, three sticks of

Paratroopers jumped and landed on the aerodrome, close to the spectators.

Numerous types of aircraft were on display and the public was afforded aa opportunity of viewing

some of the equipment used in training. After a tour of the station lunch was served in the Airmen's

Mess, and Open House was held in the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes, for graduates and the civilian

guests. 

This was a day which will be long remembered by all those fortunate enough to be present at this Final

Graduation Ceremony.

Disposition of Courses 121 and 122 follows;
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March 29/45 (cont’d)  Disposition of Course 121

Original Intake:         66

Adjusted Intake:        66 plus 1 transfer: 67

Total Graduates:        51

Disposition of Graduates:     4 to No. 1 Release Centre, Halifax, N.S.

                                              1 posted to No. 3 Release Centre, Ottawa (Rockcliffe)

                                              15 posted to No. 4 Release Centre, Toronto, Ont.

                                                8 posted to No. 5 Release Centre, Winnipeg, Man. 

                                                1 posted to No. 6 Release Centre, Regina, Sask.

                                                9 posted to No. 7 Release Centre, Calgary, Alta.

                                                7 posted to No. 8 Release Centre, Vancouver, B.C.

                                                1 R.A.F. posted to No. 5 O.T.U., Boundary Bay, B. C. 

                                                4 R.A.F. posted to No. 1 "Y" Depot, Moncton, N.B.



                                                 1 New Zealander posted to No. 1 "Y" Depot, after being granted 14 days  

                                                                                     Embarkation leave, plus travelling time.

Total Wastage:                         16

Disposition of Wastage:             2 posted to No. 5 Release Centre, Winnipeg, Man.

                                                    4 posted to No. 8 Release Centre, Vancouver, B. C. 

                                                    1 posted to No. 4 Release Centre, Toronto, Ont. 

                                                    1 posted to No. 3 Release Centre, Rockcliffe, Ont. 

                                                    1 posted to No. 3 R.D., Vancouver, B.C.

                                                    4 posted to No. 31 P.D. Moncton, N.B. 

                                                    1 posted to No.10 S.F.T.S., Dauphin, Man. 

                                                    1 R.A.F. posted to No. 1 “Y” Depot, Moncton 

                                                    1 held at this Unit.

Disposition of Course 122 

Original Intake:                          55

Adjusted Intake:                         Nil
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March 29/45 (cont’d) Disposition of Course 122 (cont'd) 

Total Graduates:                46

Disposition of Graduates:    9 posted to No. 4 Release Centre, Toronto, Ont.

                                             4 posted to No. 5 Release Centre, Winnipeg, Man. 

                                             3 posted to No. 6 Release Centre, Regina, Sask.

                                             7 posted to No. 7 Release Centre, Calgary, Alta.

                                             7 posted to No. 8 Release Centre, Vancouver, B. C.

                                             8 R.A.F. granted 14 days Special Leave then posted to No. 5 O.T.U.

                                                                                                                           Boundary Bay, B.C.

                                             8 R.A.F. posted to No. 1 "Y" Depot, Moncton, N.B.

Total Wastage:                     20

Disposition of Wastage:         5 posted to No. 7 Release Centre, Calgary, Alta.

                                                3 R.A.F. posted to No. 31 P.D. Moncton, N.B.

                                                2 R.A.F. posted to No. 1 "Y" Depot, Moncton, N.B. 



                                              1 posted to No. 4 Release Centre, Toronto, Ont. 

                                              2 posted to No. 5 Release Centre, Winnipeg, Man.

                                              4 posted to No. 8 Release Centre, Vancouver, B. C.

                                              1 posted to No. 6 Release Centre, Regina, Sask.

                                              2 held at this Unit.

Mar. 30/45 Weather clear becoming overcast at 0830 hours, then becoming cloudy to partly cloudy.

Wind was mainly southwest at 3-10 mph, becoming southwest at 15-25 mph, then veering to northwest

at 1830 hours and gusty at 35 mph, decreasing during the evening. Visibility was 15 miles or better.  

No flying scheduled. 

Good Friday, so only a skeleton staff was on duty throughout the Station and special religious services

were held today for both Protestant and Catholic personnel.

S/L D. S. Dick assumed temporary command of No. 12 S.F.T.S. following the transfer to the Reserve

of W/C J. M. Godfrey.

Weather was partly cloudy to overcast, with west wind at 2-6 mph and variable, becoming northwest at

5-10 mph and veering to northeast at 15-25 mph after 1830 hours. Visibility 15 miles or better. 

No flying scheduled today.

Usual routine carried on through the various sections on the station.
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Mar. 30/45 (cont’d)  The following honours and awards have been granted to R.C.A.F. personnel, who

received part of their training at No. 12 S.F.T.S. and are now Overseas:

A.F.R.O. 379 dated 2/Mar/45. 

(CAN/ J16942)  F/O Donald Wallace Goodwin, who took part of his training at No. 12 S.F.T.S., has

been awarded the DFC. "Since the award of the DFC this officer has flown on many operational

sorties.  In October, 1944, he led a formation of aircraft against a far larger number of enemy aircraft

and in the ensuing engagement at least three of the enemy force were destroyed and others damaged.

F/O Goodwin destroyed one enemy fighter himself bringing his total victories to two enemy aircraft

destroyed. In addition he has inflicted considerable damage on the enemy's mechanical transport and

destroyed a complete ammunition train. This officer has always pressed home his attacks with great

determination and by his fine leadership and exceptional keenness has set an inspiring example to the

other members of his squadron."

A.F.R.O. 425 dated 9/Mar/45.



A/F/L David Brady (151235) RAF and F/O .Ronald Blundell (13196l) RAT were awarded the DFC.

"These officers have completed numerous operations against the enemy in the course of which they

have invariably displayed the utmost fortitude, courage and devotion to duty."

A.F.R.O. No. 471 dated l6/Mar/45.

F/L John Maxwell Portz, (0) CAN/J156l3) awarded the DFC.

"This officer has completed a very large number of operational sorties during the North African

campaign and the invasion of the Continent. He has taken part in numerous attacks against ground

targets and in fighter bombing sorties.  In addition to many enemy vehicles Flight Lieutenant Portz had

destroyed at least three enemy aircraft and damaged others. He has always displayed commendable

courage and enthusiasm."

A.F.R.O No. 508 dated 23/Mar/45.

A/F/L William Verne Tobias, CAN/Jl8651 and F/S (now P/O) Alan Shepherd {O) CAN/R172111

(J902134) awarded the DFC.

"The above mentioned officers have completed numerous operations against the enemy in the course of

which they have invariably displayed the utmost fortitude, courage and devotion to duty."
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Mar. 30/45 (cont’d) A.F.R.O. dated 29/Mar/45 - No. 563.

A/F/L Ralph Gordon Herbert (CAN/J85050) awarded the Bar to Distinguished Flying Cross.

"Throughout two tours of operational duty F/L Herbert has proved himself to be a skilful pilot and

captain of aircraft. The targets attacked include such heavily defended areas as Berlin, Stuttgart and

Stettin. His aircraft has been in combat on many occasions. Despite serious damage sustained during

two of those combats he has displayed superb, airmanship in flying back to base. His coolness, courage

and devotion to duty even under the most hazardous circumstances have been most commendable.

F/L Albert Brawley Freeman (Jl4457) awarded the D.F.C.

F/0 James Wilson O'Driscoll (CAN/J35128) awarded the D.F.C.

A/F/O Edward Martin Reesor (CAN/J86987) awarded the D.F.C.
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31/Mar/45    Personnel Strength                                                     Airmen or

     STAFF                                                         Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians  

           RCAF Staff                                                123          2               408               122                 

           R. C   . A   . F  .   o  n    T  e  m   p  o  r a  r y    D   u  t y                          3                                                                     

           C.D.C. (Attached from No.2 AC CDC)        2                               4

           R.A.F.                                                            9                                2                                                 

         R.N.Z.A.F.                                                        1  

CIVILIANS    Barrack Officer             1

                       Meteorologist                                                                                                              3         

                       Stenographers           10

                       Clerks             4

                       General Duties                                                                                                           67

                       Others                                                                                                                        49         

                                                                                                                                                                       

                       TOTAL STAFF:                           138          2                414               122               134         

                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                    

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                                                             95

                     R.A.F.                                                                                 21

                     R.A.A.F.                                                                              -- 

                     R.N.Z.A.F.                                                                            1                                                  

                             TOTAL TRAINEES:                                                117                            
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31 Mar/45 (cont’d)

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH             Strength            Serviceable               Unserviceable  

               Crane I                                 60                   59                                 1

               Crane IA                               11                   11                                 -

               Anson II                                15                   13                                 2

               Harvard II                               3                     3                                  -

               Menasco Moth                       1                      –                                 1

STORED RESERVE

                 Anson II                            1



                 Harvard II                         3

 

APDAL STORAGE

Crane I A                                            1 

Crane IA                                            1

Harvard II                                           1

AWAITING TRANSFER 0RDER

                     Crane I                            3

Total Number of hours flown during the month of March,1945: 4104 hrs. and 15 minutes.
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April 1/45 Mainly overcast at 10-25 hundred feet breaking to variable high cloud after 2100. Light

snow between 0700 and 1800 hours, giving variable visibility between 4 and 12 miles. Otherwise

visibility over 15 miles. Winds at 15-25 miles per hour were north to northeast and gusty.

Easter Sunday. Special Communion Service was held at 1030 hours in the Station Chapel for

Protestant personnel. Mass for Catholic personnel was said in the Station Chapel at 1130 hours. Both

Services were very well attended. 

No flying was scheduled for today.

A large number attended the picture shown this evening in the Station theatre.

April 2/45  Variable high overcast with small amounts of Cumulus in the late afternoon. Visibility was

15 miles or better, winds light variable.

Equipment Section was quite busy today, after the holiday weekend. 

No flying scheduled.

Hut 13 and 20 closed today. Water drained and heat shut off, etc.

April 3/45  High cloud with small amounts of Cumulus in the late afternoon. Visibility 15 miles or

better, and winds variable.

No flying scheduled.

Usual Station routine being carried on.

Works & Buildings personnel draining tanks at Chater, and re-checking electric light bulbs, etc.

April 4/45  A beautiful day - mainly clear with 3-8/10 Cumulus between 1000 and 2000. Visibility 15



miles or better. Wind light, increasing to Northerly at 15-30 mph, gusty between 0800 and 1300 hours.

Maximum temperature 30°.

No flying scheduled.

Anson II #7165 transferred to No. 407 E.H.U. Swift Current, Sask. 

Usual station maintenance carried on throughout the various Sections. 

More heavy tractor equipment being moved in from Chater R.1.

At the K of C Hut, Open louse is held for ranks of Corporal and below.   A "P.A." system is usually set

up, which provided good music for some 100 dancers. Light refreshments are served at intermission. 
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April 5/45  Variable high cloud becoming overcast late in the evening. Visibility 15 miles or better.   

Winds light to 1300 hours thence Northwest at 10-20 mph. 

No flying scheduled today.

The Air Officer Commanding and Brigadier General Campbell arrived from Regina at 1725 hours in

Beechcraft 1406.  Brigadier General Campbell proceeded to Camp Shilo by car.

Station Wagon 30-921 transferred to No. 8 R.D. (M.T.R.S.) Winnipeg, Man.

Regular station routine carried on by service and civilian personnel.

W & B personnel hauling balance of snow removal equipment from Chater R.l.

WO02 Wilson, from No.2 A.C. visiting this Station inspecting electrical equipment.

April 6/45  Overcast at 600-2000' with light snow to 0700 cutting visibility to 0-6 miles, breaking to

little high cloud after 1900 hours. Visibility otherwise 10 miles or better. Winds 10-20 mph, decreasing

to light variable after 1200 hours. 

No flying scheduled.

Repairs to Fire Hydrant and bulk gasoline storage tank pipe lines being made. 

The S.E.O. and WO2 checked a number of Inventories prior to taking them over.

Brigadier General Campbell returned to No. 12, where he visited during the afternoon.

Brigadier General Lorn M. Campbell, V.C., D.S.O. and Bar T.D., is attached to the British Army Staff

at Washington, B.C. He has a very outstanding military career, having been Commanding Officer of

the Argyle and Sutherland Highlanders in 1939, won a D.S.O. in France with that Unit in 1940. In the

El Alemain to Tunis push, he was awarded a bar to the D.S.0. For outstanding bravery at Wadi Akaiet

was awarded the Victoria Cross. He commanded the 13th Infantry Brigade during the Sicilian to Rome

campaign and was in the thick of the Anzio Beach Head.

Brigadier Campbell's father was awarded the Victoria Cross while commanding a Q  Boat in World

War I.



April 7/45  Overcast at 10-2000 ft. with light snow at times. Visibility 8 miles or better cut to l/3 miles

by snow between 1500 and 1800 hours. Winds mainly light increasing to 15-25 mph from west,

between 0500 and 1300 hours.

No flying scheduled.

A quiet day throughout the station.

Many attended the show in the Station theatre this evening.

April 8/45  Overcast at 1-1000 feet. Visibility down to 0 to 4 mph in fog, snow and freezing drizzle,

between 0300 and 1400 hours. Visibility at other times 10 miles or better, decreasing again after 2200

hours to 0-2 miles in snow and fog. Winds N.E. at 15-25 mph. 

No flying scheduled.

Jacobs L4MB, 4589/21703 transferred to No. 4 S.F.T.S., Saskatoon for engine change in Crane 7816.

Received from No. 4 S.F.T.S.  Jacobs L4MB1, Ser.#ll315/23910, replacing above engine in Crane

7816.
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April 8/45 (cont’d)  The Show Boat Concert Party, under the direction of Miss W. Jones, visited this

Unit this evening. 

The troupe put on a fine show which was very well attended by Station personnel and their guests. 

The Concert Party was entertained at the Sergeants' Mess following the performance in the Recreation

Hall.

April 9/45  Overcast at 0-1000 feet to 1500 hours. Visibility mainly 0-3 miles in snow, freezing drizzle

and dense fog to 1230 hours. Cloud base 20-3000 feet after 1500 hours and visibility 10 miles or better

after 1230 hours. Winds mainly northerly at 15-25 mph decreased to 0-10 miles between 0500 and

1230 hours.

No flying scheduled today.

Fire Hydrants being tested as repairs are completed. Men are now starting on repairs to bulk gasoline

storage pipe line.

A quiet day on the Station.

April 10/45  Overcast at 3500 feet, breaking to variable high cloud after 0400 hours. Visibility 15 miles

or better. 

No flying scheduled.

Jacobs L4MBI, 4308/2173S8 and 4026/21172 transferred to No. 5 S.E.H.U., Neepawa. Anson F.P. 880



and Crane 8097 transferred to 3 S.E.H.U.,. Swift. Current. Harvard IIB, F.E. 864 transferred to No. 3

S.F.T.S., Calgary.

F/S Finnigan of C & M Unit arrived to check gasoline storage pipe line. Water tests taken at Chater RI

also at Douglas R.2 for, and under the direction of, Mr. Weatherspoon, of the Dept. of Transport.

April 11/45  Mainly overcast at 0-1500 ft. breaking after 1900 hours to 0-3/10 at 2500 ft.Visibility

0-2/miles in snow between 0200 and 1100 hours, otherwise 15 miles or better. Winds N.W. at 15-25

mph. 

No flying scheduled today.

S/L Davidson, Senior Administrative Officer, departed this Unit on posting to No. 1 “Y” Depot,

Moncton, for duties on the staff of that depot.

Men from Command working in bombing teacher. Gas line in bulk gasoline storage uncovered and

Unit fitters making necessary repairs.

A very quiet day on the Station.

The party in the K of C Hut this evening, was much enjoyed by personnel of the rank of Corporal or

below.
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April 12/45 Mainly clear to partly cloudy with 3-7/10 cumulus between 10-2000 hours at 2500-3000 ft.

Visibility 15 miles with N.W. at 15-30 gusty, dying down in later evening. A pretty nice day. 

No flying scheduled.

W/C Edgar arrived from Gimli at 1230 hours and departed for Dauphin at 1434 hours.

The S.E.O. made a final inspection of Chater R.1. This landing field is now completely closed.

Generally a quiet day.

April 13/45 Overcast at 3-5000 ft. with light snow to 0200 hours, thence mainly clear with 1-5/10

cumulus at 2000 ft. between 06-2000 hrs. Winds Northerly at 5-15 mph.

S/L Arnold reported from No. 2 T.C. re progress of closing this Station. He reported that this Unit

was to take no further action, as a new programme was being formed.

Station Wagon 31-073 transferred to No. 8 R.D. for repairs.

F/L Peters, W & B Section, visited No. 17 S.F.T.S., Souris, Man.

Nothing of interest to report, normal routine throughout the Station.

April 14/45 Variable amounts of high cloud with cumulus developments of 0-5/l0 at 2-3000 ft. between

12-2000 hrs. winds south at 0-15 mph. Max. temp. 51°. Visibility 15 miles or better. 



S/L Arnold left for Paulson. 

No flying scheduled.

The strength of officers on this Station was almost depleted, when notification of posting of a number

of officers and N.C.O. General List personnel from various Units was received. Approximately 25

aircrew arrived at this Unit today.

A good crowd attended the show in the Station theatre, which is sponsored by the K of C, and is free to

all.

April 15/45  Mainly high overcast clearing after 2200 hours. Visibility 15 miles or better. Wind 20-30,

with gusts at 40 mph, decreasing to 0-10 miles after 1900 hours. 

No flying scheduled.

The Equipment Section was closed - only Duty Storekeeper in charge.

Regular Church Service was held in the Station Chapel at 1030 hours for Protestant personnel. Catholic

personnel attended Church Service in Brandon, as the R.C. padre is temporarily off the Station.

Otherwise a quiet day on the Station.

Personnel and their guests attended the picture shown this evening in the local theatre.

April 16/45  Clear to 0800 hours, thence cumulus and stratocumulus developments at 10-2000 ft. with

snow showers at noon, breaking to high overcast after 2100 hours. Visibility, except in snow showers,

was 15 miles or better, cut to 2 miles in snow. Wind 15-30 mph, gusty after 1200 hours.

FH151 Harvard transferred to No. 3 S.F.T.S., Calgary.
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April 16/45 (cont’d)  0930 hrs. Local solo flying washed in. 1700 hrs: Flying washed out. 

G/C Sinclair arrived from Souris in Anson 12403.

April 17/45  High overcast lowering to overcast at 1000 to 2500 ft. after 0300 hours. Visibility 12 miles

or better, lowered to 3-6 miles in snow between 0600 and 1100 hours. Wind 20-40 mph, gusty to 50

mph. 

No flying due to high winds.

G/C Sinclair departed in Anson 12403 for Estevan at 0918 hours.

A very large shipment of part worn clothing sent to No. 7 Equipment Depot.

F/L Peters went to Chater R.1 on runway inspection.

April 18/45 Variable small amounts of high cloud. Visibility 15 miles or better. Wind westerly at 15-25



mph, dying out after 2200 hours.

A very large shipment of flying suits (serviceable) was sent to No. 7 Equipment Depot. 

A very quiet day - nothing unusual to report.

This evening a number of personnel of the rank of Corporal and below, attended the Open House in the

K of C. Hut, and all had a very enjoyable time.

April 19/45 Mainly high overcast. Visibility above 15 miles. Winds 15-25 mph to 0900 hours, thence

light variable direction Northeast.

A fire alarm test run sounded at approximately 1030 hours. 

Three cars of coal arrived for Station use today. 

Otherwise a quiet day on the Station.

April 20/45  High overcast lowering after 0500 hours to an overcast mainly between 1000-2000 ft.

Visibility 15 mile or better except between 0700 and 0900 hours, when lowered to 0-4 miles in snow.   

Wind easterly at 5-15 mph.

Three vehicles - Tractor aircraft towing 20-l66, Dump Truck 33-299, Ambulance 30-392 transferred to

no. 8 R.D. for overhaul.

Due to the lack of help and poor revenue from the W.D. Recreation Centre, it was found necessary to

close the Canteen, with the exception of one small lounge. The rest of the building has been

winterized.
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April 21/45  Overcast at 2500-3500 feet to 1400 hrs. thence high overcast. Visibility 15 miles or better.

Wind light variable increasing to Southeast at 15-25 mph after 0900 hours. 

Usual routine, and no movement of major equipment.

The usual Saturday night show, held in the Station theatre, was well attended this evening.

April 22/45  Overcast at 1000-2000 ft. with occasional rain, snow, drizzle, sleet and fog. Visibility to

1600 hrs. mainly 6-8 miles in aforementioned factors. After 1600 hrs. visibility 15 miles. Wind east at

10-20 mph, switching to West at 15-25 miles after 1200 hours.

Regular Sunday morning Church services were held in the Station Chapel, at 1030 hours for Protestant

personnel and at 1130 hours for Catholic personnel. 

Generally a quiet day on the Station.

Guests were entertained at the various Messes, and personnel and their guests attended the show in the

Station theatre in the evening.



April 23/45  Overcast at 200-1500 ft. breaking to 0-8/10 Cumulus from 0900 to 2000 hours. Visibility

2-6 miles in snow, freezing drizzle to 0700 hours thence 15 miles or better. Wind 15-25 mph from N.

W. to North. 

One Jacobs L4MB Engine No. 900/21074 transferred to No. 5 S.E.H.U. Neepawa. Truck Pick-up No.

32-050 transferred to No. 8 R.D.

Carpenters are busy refitting storm windows on G.I.S,

Sgt. Bentley started making ready for the Station Victory Garden.

The morning meal today was the final meal which was served in the Officers' Mess. Shortage of help

makes it necessary for all Officers to take their meals in the Sergeants' Mess. There seem to be no

objections from either Officers or N.C.O.s.

April 24/45  Clear with light high overcast during daylight hours. Visibility 15 miles or better. Wind

East to Northeast at 5-15 mph.

Crane Aircraft No. 8809 transferred to No. 5 S.E.H.U., Neepawa, for APDAL storage.

Heat turned off in W.D. canteen with exception of the Fire Place Room which will be used. Started

burning off drome.

The Commanding Officer's parade was held in the Drill Hall at 0730 hours. S/L Dick spoke to Station

personnel and urged them to support canvassers for the 8th Victory Loan.

April 25/45  Mainly high overcast with 0-7/10 cumulus at 800-2000 feet between 0800 and 2100 ft.

Visibility 15 miles or better. Wind East to Northeast at 10-20 mph.

Normal day flying was maintained.  Solo flying washed in at 0900 hours. Washed out at 1700 hours.

Seventeen General List personnel were posted to Summerside, P.E.I. for course #191. This leaves us

again with only a handful of flying personnel.

Open House in the K of C Hut was once more enjoyed by personnel of the rank of Corporal and below.
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April 25/45 (cont’d) For the first time in many weeks, the Officers' Mess was the scene of a gay party

this evening. Approximately six Army Nursing Sisters and other members of the staff of the Brandon

Military Hospital, were guests at the Mess. Everyone had fun and joined in the games and dancing.   

Light refreshments were served in the ante-room during the evening.

April 26/45  Mainly 3-7/10 high cloud cumulus development at 2000 to 3000 ft. between 11-2000

hours. Visibility 10 miles or better. Wind light variable. Light rain showers in the late afternoon.

Normal flying carried out. Flying washed in at 0900 hours. Washed out at 1700 hours.



S/L Verrier here from Command, visiting the W & B Section.

April 27/45  Variable amounts of high cloud with l-7/10 cumulus development between 08-1900 hours.

Visibility mainly 10 miles or better, lowered for short periods to 6-8 miles in light rain and drizzle in

the morning. Wind light, increasing to Southeast at 5-15 mph after 0700 hours. Max. temperature 63°.

Flying washed out all day.

Sgt. Lawson here from C & M Unit checking refrigeration on this Station. 

Otherwise a quiet day at this Unit.

April 28/45  High overcast lowering to overcast at 700-2000 ft. after 0600 hours. Rain showers between

1500 and 1900 hours cut visibility to 0-5 miles, otherwise above 15 miles. Wind mainly light variable.

Normal day flying carried on.

Their Royal Highnesses, the Earl of Athlone  and Princess Alice, arrived by air at 1045 hours, and after

inspecting Paratroopers at this Unit, proceeded to Camp Shilo by Army Staff Cars.

April 29/45  Overcast at 3000-5000 ft. clearing towards midnight. Visibility 15 miles.Wind N.W. at

5-15 mph. 

Flying washed out all day.

Sunday Church Services were held in the Station Chapel at the usual times of 1030 hours for Protestant

personnel and 1130 hours for Catholic personnel.

A quiet Sunday, guests visited the various Messes, and in the evening many attended the show in the

Station theatre.

April 30/45  Clear with very light overcast developing after 1000 hours thicking and lowering to

5000-7000 ft. after.
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April 30/45 (cont’d)  1900 hours. Visibility 15 miles or better, cut to 10 miles in light rain showers for

short period in late evening. Wind light variable becoming south at 5-15 mph after l300 hours. 

Normal day of flying carried on.

F/S Finnigan from Command here checking winterization of Chater R1 and repairs to the M.T. gas

storage at this Unit.

Hut No. 12 has been closed.
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30 April/45 (cont’d)      Personnel Strength                                    Airmen or

     STAFF                                                         Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians  

           RCAF Staff                                                 52          1               393                 85                 

           R . C  . A   . F  .   o  n    T  e  m   p  o  r  a  r y    D   u  t y                         1                                6                                    

          Service Personnel Other than R.C.A.F. 

         C.D.C. (Attached from No.2 AC CDC)         2                                4

         R.N.Z.A.F.                                                       1  

CIVILIANS    Barrack Officer             1

                       Meteorologist                                                                                                              3         

                       Stenographers           10

                       Clerks             4

                       General Duties                                                                                                           62

                       Others                                                                                                                         47        

                                                                                                                                                                       

                       TOTAL STAFF:                            56          1                403               85                  127         

                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                    

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.         TOTAL:                    4                                4
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30 April/45 (cont’d)

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH             Strength            Serviceable               Unserviceable  

               Crane I                                 13                   13                                 -

               Anson II                                 2                     2                                 -                                

               Harvard II                               2                     2                                 - 

               Menasco Moth                       1                      1                                 -

STORED RESERVE

                 Anson II                             14

                 Harvard II                            2

 

Total number of hours flown during the month of April,1945: 489 hours.
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May 1/45  Sky was overcast with light snow or rain continuous until 0800 hours, with occasional

showers through the day. Unlimited ceiling lowered after 0245 hours to 8000 ft. and after 0330 hours

to 10-15 hundred ft. lifting towards midnight to unlimited. Visibility was 4-8 miles in light rain and fog

between 0530 and 1530 hrs., other wise 10 miles or better. Wind was East to Southeast at 5-15 mph

backing to northerly at 10-20 mph after 1400 hrs. 

Flying washed out all day.

The Commanding Officer's parade scheduled for today was cancelled duo to heavy rainfall.

The Victory Loan Campaign is making very good progress on this Station. We are now over the top

and sales for today amounted to $900.00.

A very enjoyable evening was spent in the W.D. Recreation Centre. A group of the girls got together

and built a roaring fire in the fireplace of the small lounge. Some knitted or embroidered, others just

chatted, and the rest played various card games. A few were kept busy toasting marshmallows or

roasting weiners for hot dogs.

May 2/45  Mainly overcast at 10-2500 ft. clearing towards midnight. Visibility 12 miles or better.  

Wind was northerly at 10-20 mph. Light snow flurries between 0100 and 0400 hrs. 

Normal flying routine maintained. 

Usual station maintenance carried on.

F/S Finnigan of No. 2 C & M Unit completed the inspection off winterized equipment and left this Unit

this morning.

Bond Sales for today amounted to $150.00.

The Men's and Woman’s Basketball teams from Yorkton competed with our own respective teams

before an audience of service personnel and civilians in the Drill Hall this evening. No. 12 S.F.T.S.

girls were badly defeated, but our Men's team came out on top, the final score reading Brandon 34 -

Yorkton 18. 

Following the games a dance was hold with No. 1 C.N.S. dance orchestra in attendance. Approximately

500 service personnel and civilian guests thoroughly enjoyed this evening of entertainment.

May 3/45  Mainly clear with high overcast from 0400 - 0800 hrs. and overcast at 1000-2000 ft.  to l400

hours, then clear. Visibility 12 miles or bettor decreased to 6-8 miles in light fog between 0800 and

1100 hours. Wind light variable.

Flying washed in at 0840 hrs. and washed out at 1700 hours. 

Sound Truck No. 51-800 transferred to No. 3 A.N.S.  Portage la Prairie, Man.
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May 3/45 (cont’d) W & B Section stock taking underway. 

Bond Sales for today amounted to $600.00.

May 4/45  Mainly clear with increasing high cloudiness in late evening. Visibility 15 miles or better.

Wind light variable becoming southerly 10-15 mph after 100 hours.

Flying washed in on Runway 26 at 0830 hours. Washed, out at 1700 hours.

Beechcraft 1406 arrived at 1003 hours and departed at 1125 hours, bringing Air Vice Marshall K.

Guthrie A.O.C., accompanied by Group Captain Greenway, S.A.S.O., for a brief visit to this Unit.

29 Personnel, mostly from Maintenance Section, were posted to Winnipeg, effective today.

Bond Sales for today amounted to $900.00.

A Muster Parade was held in the Drill Hall at 0800 hours.

May 5/45  Variable high cloudiness, with visibility 15 miles or better. Wind light variable to 0900

hours then north at 10-20 mph. Max. temperature 65º.

Normal flying routine maintained.

Foreman from W & B section is in Brandon today assisting in planning for the 8th Victory Loan Drive

display to be held at the Imperial Motors Show room.

Usual station routine carried on.

Bond Sales for today amounted to $200.00.

May 6/45  A high ceiling to 0500 hrs. lowered to overcast 400-1500 ft. after that time. Light rain, fog

and drizzle for most of the day after 0800 hrs. Visibility variable 1-8 miles in precipitation and fog

between 0600 and 1500 hrs., thence 15 miles or better. Wind easterly 5-15 mph increasing after 1500

hours to 25-40 mph with occasional gusts to 60.

Regular Sunday Church services were held in the Station Chapel at 1030 hours for Protestant personnel

and 1130 hours for R.C. personnel.

Everyone remains glued to the radios this weekend, awaiting the possible good news that V-E day is

here.

May 7/45  High cloudiness to 0500 hrs. thence overcast at 300-1500 ft. breaking to high cloudiness

after 1800 hrs. Light snow showers and blowing snow between 0630 and 1100 hrs. restricting visibility

to 1-6 miles, snow showers from 1630 to 1730 hrs. limited visibility to ½ to 5 miles, otherwise 12

miles or better. Wind West to northwest at 15-30 mph, gusty occasional to 60 in midafternoon. 

At last the long-awaited day has arrived. War in Europe is at an end officially. 



As soon as the good news of V-E day was announced, plans were made to celebrate the occasion. All

personnel attended Church Services held in the Recreation Hall at 1500 hours.   S/L Norris and F/L

Biger conducted the service. Very little work was done during the balance of the day, and in the

evening parties ware held in the Officers’ Mess, Sergeants' Mess and Airmen’s Canteen. The following

day was
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May 7/45  declared a holiday for all except those employed in essential service.

60 Officers and 10 N.C.O.s reported today for G.L. training. There were 41 postings to Moncton today

and 18 to Vancouver.

Bond Sales for the day amounted ta $350.00.  Air Force Victory Loan week commenced today, so an

all-out effort is being made to encourage further sales.

May 8/45  Variable high cloudiness with ceiling lowering to 1500-2500 after 1100 hrs. Visibility 15

miles. Wind Northwest at 15-25 mph, gusty during the afternoon.

The official holiday celebration of V-E day, as a holiday was observed in all Sections, except for shift

workers and essential services under W & B.

There was no station activities today, but a number of personnel wera taken by M.T. to Camp Shilo this

evening, where they thoroughly enjoyed the V-E day celebrations.

following an exciting "shoot-up"  of the city of Brandon, the famous Mosquito bomber, known as "F" 

for Freddie", made several low passes at this airport and landed at approximately 1850 hours. Mr. J.

Craig of the War Finance Committee of Brandon, Mr. Crawford of the Brandon Sun, and Officers of

No. 12 S.F.T.S.  greeted the pilots of the aircraft.

F/L S.H.. Wilcox reported for duty as Administration Officer for the General List Training School.

May 9/45  Variable  high cloudiness with cumulus developing at 1000 hours, providing ceiling 3000-

4000 ft. to 1900 hrs., cumulus dissipating after that time. Visibility 15 miles. Wind Northwest 10-20

mph becoming 

Organization of the General List Training School commenced today.

The Equipment Section staff started crating all Cessna spares for shipment to No. 7 Equipment Depot.

Some 30 airwomen spend an informal evening in the lounge of the W.D. Canteen in front of a

crackling fire. Refreshments were served during the evening. 

Bond Sales for the day amounted to $250.00

May 10/45 Variable high cloudiness with small amounts of cumulus developing in the afternoon hours.



Visibility was 12 miles or better. Wind mainly light variable.

S/L  J.A. Pogue reported for duty as Chief Instructor of the G.L. Training School. The west wing of the

Airman's Mess was re-opened this date for the purpose of serving meals to all Officers and N.C.O.s on

strength.  It is expected that many improvements will be made in the next few days. 

Bond Sales for the day amounted to $100.00.
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May 10/45 (cont’d)  Crating and packing of Cessna spares being continued in the Equipment Section.

May 11/45  Ceiling unlimited lowering after0230 hrs. to 500-1500 ft. and lifting after 2000 hrs. to

clear, light drizzle, rain, snow and fog between 0100 and 0900 hrs. reducing visibility to 2-8 miles,

otherwise visibility 12 miles or better. Wind Northwest 15-25 mph backing to northerly 5-15 after 1700

hrs. 

Normal flying routine.

Continued Organization of G.L. Training School. Arrangements made to locate Headquarters Office in

the Control Tower.

Senior Equipment Officer, in the Company of the Commanding Officer made a survey today re the

allocation of space for the Armament Officer's staff.

Bond Sales for today amounted to $600.00

May 12/45 Variable high cloud to 0600 hrs. hence ceiling at 1200-2000 ft. nreaking after 2200 hrs.  

Light snow and rain between 0400 and 0930 hrs. cutting visibility to 1-8 miles between 0700 and 1000

hrs., otherwise visibility 15 miles or better. Wind near zero increasing to Northeast at 5-15 mph after

0500 hrs. 

Normal flying routine.

Group Captain Greenway. Senior Air Staff Officer and S/L Lyons, Command Armament Officer,

visited the station in connection with the organization of the General List Training School. 

Bond Sales for today amounted to $250.00

May 13/45  Mainly clear with cumulus developing early morning at 4000-6000 ft. Cumulus ceiling by

1000 hrs. breaking after 1700 hrs. Visibility 15 miles. Wind light variable.

Station personnel attended special Church parade of Thanksgiving for Victory in Europe at 1100 hours.

A large number of personnel and their guests attended the show in the Recreation Hall this evening.

May 14/45 Variable high cloudiness with slight cumulus development between 1700-2200 hrs.  



Visibility 15 miles. Wind light variable. Max. temp. 57º. 

Normal flying routine.

A large shipment of Rifles, revolvers, Sten guns and Bren guns received from No. 7 E.D. and Paulson.

A car of used oil was loaded today to go to Kamsack, Sask.

W & B staff measuring up for concrete walks at Headquarters and adjoining sidewalks.

The Station total sales for the 8th victory Loan amounted to $55,450.00, purchases from 65% of

personnel. 

During the past week, Air Force Victory Loan Week, an armament and equipment display was held in

the Imperial Motors Show rooms in Brandon, to encourage local sales of Victory Bonds. Two

demonstrators were on duty at all times, explaining the use and operation of the various pieces of

equipment. The most interesting part of the exhibit was a display of various bombs, including 2000 and

4000 lb. Block Busters. Huge crowds gathered at the show rooms every day and evening. A

Pyro-technic display was put on each evening at 9:30, on the street directly in front of the Display show

rooms.
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May 15/45  Mainly clear with 5-7/10 cumulus development between 1500 and 1900 hrs. Visibility 15

miles. Wind mainly light variable. Normal flying maintained throughout the day. 

No. 12 Service Flying Training School disbanded effective this date.

S/L G. M. Hamilton reported to this Unit for duties of Senior Administrative Officer today.

A meeting of all General List personnel was held in the Recreation Hall.  From those present the

following selections were made:

     (a) Those who had indicated a desire to serve in the Eastern War theatre.

     (b) Those who indicated a desire to serve on temporary ferrying duties.

     (c) Those who are desirous of retirement.

Of the 105 students present, 31 indicated their intention to retire, but also stated that they were

prepared to ferry pending retirement. These were immediately withdrawn from those eligible for

combat training and a nominal roll of their numbers together with an exlanatory letter was sent to No. 2

Air Command.  The balance having indicated their desire to serve in the Eastern War theatre were then

broken down into seven groups with approximately 10 each for combat training. The first Course under

the G.L.T.S. consists of 74 in seven classes.

Additional postings from Yorkton to the G.L.T.S. reporting today resulted in another class being

formed, #8 Class in Course 1. This brought the total number under training up to 86. 

Captain LeFevre reported from A.15, C.I.T.C. Shilo, as a Liaison Officer for the specific purpose of

drawing up Battle Training feature of the syllabus.



The Equipment Section is being kept very busy supplying equipment for the above course.

May 16/45  Variable high cloudiness with cumulus development at 6500 ft. from 1400-2000 hrs.

Visibility 15 miles. Wind mainly light variable having tendency toward south. Max. temp. 60°. 

Flying washed in at 0830 hrs. and washed out at 1700 hrs.

Effective today this Unit will be known as No. 2 Aircrew Conditioning Unit.

In the Training Wing, classes continue normally, with a good spirit prevailing among the trainees. A

schedule of time-tables and Course of Study is being drawn up with the assistance of Capt. LeFevre,

loaned by A15,.C.I.T.C., Shilo, Man.

Clothing Stores is very busy issuing boots and P.T. clothes to the trainees.

At 1900 hrs. the Shilo Basketball Team met our All Stars in a Cup Game final, and they carried off the

cup winning the game with a score of 29-25. Also this evening, Badminton stars from Shilo fought it

out with our teams, but in this event the Brandon girls came out on top. The mixed doubles were also

won
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May 16/45 (cont’d)  by the Brandon team, but the Men's singles went to Shilo.

Another event of this evening of sports was the Bowling tournament between Shilo and this Unit. In

this event, Shilo walked off with the honours.

Last, but by no means least, was the Bridge Tournament which was held in the Officers' Mess.  S/L

Dick and F/L Lancaster sailed right through to take Top honours, but the Shilo team ran a pretty close

second. Light refreshments were served in the Mess at half time.

After the sports were over, lunch was served in the Airmen's Mess for those participating, and dancing

followed in the K of C Hut. A very enjoyable evening was reported .

At 1400 hours today, one W.D. Officer and 6 W.D. Corporals as well as 10 Airwomen participated in a

funeral parade for Corporal Wakefield, Dorothy M., who was stationed at #5 Radio School, Clinton,

Ont. and who was killed in a car accident. The funeral was in Brandon, Man.

May. 17/45  Clear until 1030 hrs. then becoming overcast above 8000 ft. with scattered lower cloud at

45-65 hundred ft. from 1130 to 1830 hrs.  Ceiling above 8000 ft. Visibility 15 miles or better.   Wind

East-northeast at 5-12 mph, veering gradually to Southeast at 10-20 mph, after 0930 hrs. 

Flying washed in at 0830 hrs. and washed out at 1700 hrs. 

Normal training routine carried on throughout the day.

Personnel of the Equipment Section started loading a car of Cessna spares to be shipped to No. 7

Equipment Depot.



Staff of the W & B Section, as well as personnel loaned from Maintenance are working on the Assault  

course under the supervision of the Works Officer and Mr. J. Barnes. I   

The Works Officer and foreman of Works inspected Chater and Douglas today.

A Whist Drive, composed of 6 tables of airwomen, was held this evening in the W.D. Canteen. Prizes

were given for the two highest and the lowest score. A delicious buffet supper was served later in the

evening and the party was rounded off with a rousing sing song.

May 18/45  High overcast lowering to 5-7000 ft. after 0700 hrs. and to 15-3000 ft. after 1500 hrs.

Ceiling 500 -1000 ft. from 1800 hrs. and up to 4000 ft. after 2230 hrs. Light occasional rain during the

day became steady from 1500 to 2200 hrs. with visibility during these hours reduced to 2-5 miles.

Otherwise visibility 10 miles or better. Wind East to Southeast at 5-15 mph, increasing to 15-25 mph

gusty after 0800 hrs.

Flying washed in at 0845 hrs. Washed out at 1700 hrs. Normal training routine carried on throughout

the day. Trainees and Instructors granted a 48 hour pass. Lieutenant Temple and six L/Corporals

reported on attachment from A15, C.I.T.C., Shilo.

Equipment Section finished loading a car of Cessna spares for No. 7 Equipment Depot. 

The social event of the day was the marriage of F/Sgt. A.V. Elliott of the Tractor Section, in St.

Matthews Church, Brandon, Manitoba, at 1600 hours. Most of the W & B Section were there to lend

him a little moral support!
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May 19/45  Mainly overcast at 1500-3000 ft. with very light fog reducing visibility to 7 miles from

0600 to 0800 hrs. Visibility otherwise 15 miles or better. Wind light variable becoming Northeast at

10-20 mph after 0730 hrs.

In the Training Wing, Headquarters staff on duty, the balance of Section on a 48 hour pass. 

General routine carried on throughout the various sections of the station. 

The free show, put on by the K of C, was well attended this evening.

May 20/45  Mainly overcast at 2500-4000 ft. breaking and clearing after l900 hrs. Visibility 15 miles or

batter. 

Wind Northeasterly at 5-15 mph, increasing to 15-25 gusty after 0800 hrs. and decreasing again to 5-15

mph after 2200 hrs.

Church Services, as usual, were held in the Station Chapel and Protestant personnel attended at 1030

hrs., Catholic personnel at 1130 hrs. 

A very quiet day on the Station.



 

May 21/45  Clear to partly cloudy, becoming overcast after 1200 hrs. with occasional showers

beginning at 1435 hrs and continuing intermittently until 2300 hrs.  Ceiling above 8000 until 1230 hrs.,

becoming 3-4000 ft. rising after 2100 hrs. to 6500 ft. Visibility 15 miles miles, except in heavier

showers, reduced to 10 miles. 

Wind northwest at 4 - 6 mph increasing after 0930 hrs. to 18-28 mph, occasionally northerly at 20-25 in

showers.

The Training Wing commenced new time table of training. Training Wing held Squadron Drill from

1330 hrs. to 1430 hrs. in preparation for C.O.'s parade on Tuesday, 22nd May 1945. 

Meetings of the Canteen Committee and the Airmen's Mess were held today.

W & B Section still working on assault course, and the carpenters are building silhouettes for Aircrew

conditioning training.

200 pr. of heavy woolen socks wars received today by the Equipment Section and were immediately

issued to the Officers on the Commando course.

May 22/45 Variable high cloudiness with heavy cumulus development at 4-6000 ft. from 1100 to 2200

hrs.  Light rain showers from l600 to 1700 hrs. Visibility 15 miles or better. Wind west to northwest at

5-15 mph to south to southeast at 5-15 mph after 1700 hrs.

Meetings of the Station Fund Committee and the Fire Committee were held today.
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May 22/45  Commanding Officer's Parade was held at 0730 hrs. Training Wing made a good showing.

General training syllabus was continued throughout the day.

W & B staff still working on assault course and are using the Bulldozer from the Tractor Section.

Otherwise a quiet day.

May 23/45 Clear to partly cloudy, becoming partly cloudy to cloudy, after 0530 hrs. with ceiling above

7000 ft. lowered to 4-5000 ft. from 1230 - 1930 hrs. Visibility 15 miles. Wind South-southwest at

10-13 mph, becoming light variable from 0330 hrs. to 0730 hrs. then westerly at 10-22 mph from 0739

to 1930 hrs. then calm or light variable for the remainder of the day. 

The Senior Equipment Officer left for Dauphin to attend Court of Inquiry.

S/L Pogue proceeded to Paulson by aircraft to pick up supplies of ammunition required on the Course.

S/L Pogue received notification of his retirement from the R.C.A.F. today.

G/C Greenway, S/L Lyons and F/L Alexander and F/L Muir visited the Station in connection with the



Aircrew Conditioning Course.

May 24/45  Variable high cloudiness to 1400 hrs. then overcast at 4000 ft. with thundershowers to

1500 hrs. 

Mainly clear thence to 1830 hrs. when overcast with thundershowers again. Variable high cloud after

2100 hrs. Visibility 12 miles or better. Wind light variable becoming northeasterly 20-30 mph gusty

after 1800 hrs. Max. temp. 77º. A beautiful day, marred only by thundershowers. 

A big Air Cadet Rally was held on the Station today with about 400 Air Cadets in attendance. 

Training ceased on the Station at 1030 hrs. in order to allow trainees to participate in the sports.

Air Commodore B.F. Johnson visited the Station and took part in the presentation of prizes and

trophies. 

Drill competition was the first item on the day’s programme, then tournaments in Volley Ball and

Softball followed. Lunch was served to the Cadets in the Airmen’s Mess, and at about 1430 hrs. the

boys fall in for the March-Past and the salute was taken by Air Commodore Johnson. Following this the

tournaments ware continued, and the next event was a tabloid of sports.

In the evening the No.l C.N.S. Band (Rilvers) entertained XXX the Cadets and personnel of this Unit

with a very enjoyable Band concert held in the Station Recreation Hall from 2000-2100 hrs. This was

followed immediately by the presentation of prizes and trophies made by Air Commodore Johnson.

May 25/45  Partly cloudy becoming overcast after 0630 hrs. Ceiling unlimited, becoming 12-1500 ft.

after 0830 hrs. rising to 2000-3000 ft. after 1730 hrs. Visibility was 15 miles and wind Northeasterly at

12-24 mph.

F/L Lewis reported to the Training Wing today to take over the position of O.C. of Training Wing.

The training syllabus has been slightly revised and from now on will be a four weeks' course. Training

continues as per syllabus.

Air Commodore B.F. Johnson inspected Courses in Training at 0900 hrs.

The Bulldozer was shipped to Portage today.
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May 25/45  The Senior Equipment Officer arrived back from No. 10 S.F.T.S. today, where he had been

attending a Court of Inquiry.

W & B personnel are still working on assault course and have also started on alterations to Drill Hall

Lean-to Canteen. The Tractor Section personnel are busy rolling grass in the building area.

May.26/45  Mainly overcast at 15-2500 ft. until 1030 hrs. becoming partly cloudy above 7500 ft.



Visibility 15 miles. Wind northeasterly at 6-10 mph, becoming light and variable after 0930 hrs. and

southeasterly at 6-13 mph after 2130 hrs.

Training Wing on a 36 hour pass. General Training carried on throughout the morning.

A large shipment of Web equipment, tin hats, etc. was received today from No. 7 Equipment Depot.

A good number of the personnel on the Station this evening attended the show in the Recreation Hall,

otherwise things were very quiet.

May 27/45  Overcast with light rain or drizzle between 0400 and 0950 hrs. Ceiling above 7500 ft.

lowering in rain or drizzle to 8-15 hundred ft. and remaining at 1500 ft. until 1730 hrs. Visibility 15

miles, reduced to 3-6 miles in rain or drizzle between 0530 and 0950 hrs. Wind southeasterly at 8-10

mph, becoming northeast at 10-26 mph from 0330 to 1430 hrs. and west to southwest at 4-10 mph after

1430 hrs.

Church Services were held in the Station Chapel at the regular hours of 1030 for Protestant and 1130

for Catholic personnel.

This was generally a very quiet day on the Station, the only excitement being the show in the Station

theatre this evening.

May 28/45 High cloud lowered at 0930 hrs. to around 1500 ft. Rain commenced at 1430 hrs. and ended

at 1630 hrs.

Ceiling unlimited after 2130 hrs.

Commanding Officer's parade was held at 0730 hrs.

General Training continued throughout the day. Notification was received today of a draft arriving

from No. 1 C.N.S. Rivers. This draft will constitute Course #2.

The second Course of P.T. & D.   N.C.O.s  attending Battle Training Course at Shilo arrived over the

weekend, constituting 22 airmen in all.

Five men from the Control Tower reported to the W & B Section for attached duties, four men to be

used for cutting grass and one man as carpenter's helper. 

Quite a large shipment of Skeet guns received from No.1 Equipment Depot, Toronto.
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May 29/45  Clear to partly cloudy, becoming overcast after 2130 hrs. Ceiling above 7500 ft., visibility

15 miles. 

Wind northerly at 3-8 mph, decreasing to calm about 0630 hrs. and becoming southwest to west at

10-30 mph after 0630 hrs.



A draft of 49 Officers and 65 N.C.O.s arrived from No. C.N.S.  making a total of 109 trainees  to

commence Course #2 on  June 4th/45.

General routine carried on throughout the various sections. 

The girls' softball team is getting organized and the players were out getting in some serious practice

this evening in preparation for the first game of the season to be played at Rivers on Thursday.

May 30/45 High cloud until 0704 hrs. when rain began and continued until 0750 hrs. thence cloud until

after 1330 hrs. when ceiling was unlimited.

C.O.’s lecture was held in G.I.S. at 1100 hrs. for members of Course #2. Balance of the day was spent

signing in, organizing classes, drawing equipment, etc.

Notice was received today of postings for one officer off Course #1 and 7 from  those waiting for

Ferrying duties.

Equipment Section is being kept busy outfitting trainees on the new course.

Now we are, and no we aren't!!  We just received official word that No. 2 Aircrew Conditioning Unit

no longer functions. We are back to our old status of No. 12 S.F.T.S.   However, come June 1 , we'rest

almost certain to be known as No. 2 Aircrew Conditioning Unit. All this changing back and forth is

confusing but not amusing, especially for such sections as Accounts and Headquarters Orderly Room.

Flying washed in at 0830 hrs. and washed out at 1700 hrs.

Socially this was another quiet day, as station activities seem to be almost non-existent of late.

May 31st/45 Ceiling unlimited until 1430 hrs. then lowering to 5000 ft. Rain began at 1750 hrs, ending

at 1830 hrs. 

Wind was practically continuous throughout the day.

In the Training Wing, Course #1 has been re-arranged into five classes and Course #2 into seven

classes, and arrangements have been completed for classrooms.  Class #2 is drawing rifles and

equipment.

S/L R.G. Hamilton, Senior Equipment Officer received the news of his retirement from the RCAF

today. S/L Hamilton came to this Station as S.E.O. on Sept. 5/42 and throughout his term of service

here has won the admiration of all who have known him. The staff of No. 12 wish him well on his

return to civil life.  A meeting of the Fire Committee and meeting of the Recreational Committee held

today. 

The first game of the W.S, Softball League was played tonight at Rivers. No.12 girls won by score of

9-8 . 

The boys had their first game at Rivers tonight too, but were beaten by the Rivers team 7-0. Better luck

next time, they hope!  Lunch was served to the players after the games. 

About twenty-five W.D.s were guests at a dance at Souris this evening, and all reported having a



wonderful time.
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31 May/45 (cont’d)      Personnel Strength                                      Airmen or

     STAFF                                                         Officers    W.D.     Other ranks        W.D.           Civilians  

           RCAF Staff                                                44            3               307                86                 

           R   . C   . A   . F  .   o  n    T  e  m   p  o  r a  r y    D   u  t y                        4                                 5                   1                  

        C.D.C. (Attached from No.2 AC CDC)        2                                2

       Infantry (attached from A15 Shilo)                3                                6                                      

CIVILIANS    Barrack Officer             1

                       Meteorologist                                                                                                              3         

                       Stenographers           10

                       Clerks             4

                       General Duties                                                                                                           67

                       Others                                                                                                                        49         

                                                                                                                                                                       

                       TOTAL STAFF:                            55            3                320                87                 134       

                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                    

TRAINEES: R.C.A.F.                                           73                               23

                    

                              TOTAL TRAINEES:              73                                23                            
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31 May/45 (cont’d)

AIRCRAFT STRENGTH             Strength            Serviceable               Unserviceable  

               Anson II                                2                         2                                 -

STORED RESERVE

                 Anson II                            12

                 Harvard II                           4

 



APDAL STORAGE

Crane I                                               61

Crane IA                                            11

Anson II                                               2

Total Number of hours flown during the month of May,1945: 144 hours, 40 minutes.


